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We'd Like to Hear from You! 
As the reader of this book, you are our most important critic and com
mentator. W e value your opinion and want to know what we're doing 
right, what we could do better, what areas you'd like to see us publish in, 
and any other words of wisdom you're willing to pass our way. 

As the Executive Editor for the f':Veb development] team at Macmillan 
Computer Publishing, I welcome your comments. You can fax, email, or 
write me directly to let me know what you did or didn 't li ke about this 
book[md]as well as what we can do to make our books stronger. 

Please note tbat I cannot belp you 11Jitb teclmical problems related to tbe topic of 
tbis book, and that due to tbe higb volume of mail I ?"Cceive, I migbt not be able 
to reply to eve~)' message. 

When you write, please be sure to include this book's title and author as 
well as your name and phone or fax number. I will carefull y review your 
comments and share them witl1 tl1e autl1or and editors who worked on 
tl1e book. 

Fax: [3 17-817-7070] 

E-mai l: [opsys@mcp.com] 

Mail : Chris ' i\Till 
Operating Systems 
Macmillan Computer Publishing 
201 \i\Test 103rd Street 
Indianapolis, II'\ 46290 USA 
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PART I Working with Your Mac 
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CHAPTER 1 Working with Macintosh 

Mac OS Lives 
According to the press, conventional wisdom , and the PC snobs 
of the world, the Macintosh has always been on the verge of 
extinction. Even while admitting that the Mac has the easiest-to
use and most-intuitive interface of any operating system, the 
Mac's critics proclaimed that the time of doom for Mac users 
was at hand. The Nlac's market share is too small, they said. 
Retail shops don't carry enough software or hardware for it. 
People won't continue to support it. No one can compete 
against Microsoft and Intel. Apple is a floundering entity with a 
history of poor business decisions and incompetent leadership. 
The Mac can't survive without clones; the Mac can't survive with 
clones. It can't survive without Steve Jobs, and now it can't sur
vive with him. The Mac is just another in the long line of extinct 
platforms, only worthy of consideration by the technology 
archeologists of the fun1re. 

But you know better. The Mac OS lives. 

You have chosen to ignore the alarmist cries of the media and 
PC pundits who are once again claiming that the Mac is not 
viable. Now in version 8.5, the Mac operating system is more 
powerful and easier to use than at any time in its history. T here 
are lots of applications and peripherals available for it. There are 
more Mac users than at any time in the past. The Mac is very 
much alive. 

And Mac OS 8.5 is proof of that. Mac OS 8.5 is a state-of-the
art operating system, and Apple has made substantial improve
ments even since the release of version 8.0 in I 997. 

In this chapter, you will take a whirlwind tour of the world's best 
operating system. You wi ll learn about the feamres that are 
incorporated in it, with special emphasis on the feamres new to 
Mac OS 8.5 for those of you who have used earlier versions. You 
will also find some hints about some of the great things that the 
Mac OS enables you to do. As you move through this chapter, 
you wi ll see links to other places in the book where you will get 
all of the details you need to make the most of your Mac experi
ence. And finally, you will learn how this book was designed and 
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how you can use it to help you grow in Mac knowledge and 
effectiveness. This chapter is your springboard to exploring the 
newest and best Mac you have ever seen. 

In the following sections, you will learn about the general areas 
of iVIac OS 8.5, and you will see a specific feature or two that 
should make you excited about this great OS. T his chapter is 
organized to correspond to the rest of the book. Each major sec
tion covers a part of the book, while the subsections are related 
to each chapter. Use this chapter as your map to lead you to the 
areas that you want to explore first. 

Using the Mac 
The heart and soul of your Mac, as it always has been, is its 
desktop. Although there have been thousands of improvements 
made to the desktop since Apple first introduced it, the Mac 
desktop, even after more than 20 year s, is still where much of 
the action happens. Figure 1.1 shows an 8.5 desktop. 

If you are a current Mac user, or you have used a Mac in the 
past, you will probably recognize much of what you see, but also 
note some new and interesting elements. If you are new to the 
Mac, I will be happy to show you around-don't worry, as pow
erful as the Mac is, it is also very easy to use. 

Of course, there is more to the Mac than meets the eye. 
Supporting that familiar desktop are all the tools that you need 
to explore, create, and grow. 

In Part I , "\iVorking with Your Mac," yotl wi ll learn about the 
fundamenta l aspects of using your Mac. You will also learn about 
the .i.VIac OS's new features, and ym1'1l even learn some tips to 
make you work more effectively. 

PART I 

CHAPTER 1 5 
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FIGURE 1.1 
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The Mac OS desktop is the 
launching pad for everything you 
will do on the Mac. 

Mounted hard disks and vol
umes 

Mounted CD-ROM, Zip, and 
floppy disk 

' Aliases 

0 Pop-up window 

' Contextual menu 

Control Strip 

Application Switcher 
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Using Folders and Windows 
You will constantly use Mac folders and windows as you work. 
Everytl1ing you work with is displayed in a window or is provid
ed by a folder (even the desktop). Wi tl1 Mac OS 8.5, tl1ere are 
lots o f refinements and improvements in the way folders and 
windows work, and you have more options tl1an ever to make 
them into what you want tl1em to be. 

An innovation in Mac OS 8, pop-up windows are still part of 
Mac OS 8.5. vVhen )' Oll create a pop-up window, it is always 
ava ilable as a tab at tl1e bottom of your desktop (see Figure 1.2). 
VVhen you click on the tab, tl1e window pops up, and you can 
work within it (see F igure 1.3). VVhen you are done, it snaps 
back closed. 
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FIGURE 1.2 

Pop-up windows provide an easy 
and fast way to access folders 
that you frequently use. A pop-up 
window appears at the 
bottom of the desktop . 

FIGURE 1.3 

This window has popped open so 
that you can use its contents. 
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Contextual menus and applica
tions 

l ots of Mac programs support con
textual menus as well. Microsoft 
does an especially good job of 
using contextual menus, which is 
not surprising since they have been 
a feature of Windows since 
Windows 95. For example, both 
Internet Explorer and Outlook 
Express use contextual menus. 

FIGURE 1.4 

This is a contextual menu for the 
desktop. 

! 
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New to Mac OS 8.5, the icons at the top of a pop-up window 
(see Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3) can be used just like a "regular" 
folder icon (for example, you just drag the icon to move the 
folder to another location). 

Another interface improvement that was made with Mac OS 8.0, 
spring-loaded folders open when you drag something onto them. 
No need to open a folder to put something into it; just drag an 
item onto a folder, and it opens for you. As you drag an item 
onto each "level" of a folder, it spt·ings open so that you can 
quickly reach your final destination, no matter how buried it is. 
As you move across folders, they automatically dose for you. 
This spring-loaded action works with disks and volumes as well. 

You will learn a lot about how to use folders and windows in 
C hapter 2, "\iVorking with Folders and Windows." 

Using Menus 

~ 

\ ¥hile you view and organize things with folders and windows, 
you can get your work done by using commands that are on 
menus. Mac OS 8.5 builds upon the menus in earlier versions. 

One of the most powerful interface improvements made in Mac 
OS 8.0 was the inn·oduction of contextual menus (see Figure 
1.4). These are menus that pop up when you activate d1em (by 
default you do this by pointing at something, holding the 
Control key down, and clicking). 

-
New roldE!.r 

View • Clu nl.\1 
hyNnme 

~OjiUb'.!_S- by IMit ktodlftt!d 

Oh1Ufle. Oestctott 6ackon~utld- by o.ne Created 
by Size 
by kind 
by label 

These are called contextual menus because the choices you see 
depend on the context i11 which you activate them (for example, 
you will see a different menu if you Conn·ol-click a folder rather 
than the desktop). You can even modify these menus to suit your 
needs. 
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T he Applications menu is probably the least understood element 
of the desktop (see Figure 1.5) since it is related to a fairly diffi
cult-to-understand feature o f the operating system, multitasking. 

Uide nnder 
llide Others 
\ht All 

(lJ Adobe:e Page \L.'tke,..6.S 
!15 Onr1, Wort.s 

ol' II1J Onder 
1iY Micros on Word 
~ SlmpleText 

Multitasking is simply your Mac's abili ty to walk and chew gum 

at the same time. More meaningfully, mul titasking means that 
your Mac can be doing several th ings at once. For example, you 

can have many appl ications (as m uch as your RAI\tl will permit) 
open at the same time, and you can eas ily and quickly switch 
between them. A . .nd your M ac can do some of its work in the 
background \vhile you are using it to do something else. 

The Applications menu lists all applications tha t are running on 
your !viae at any point in time. In Figure 1.5, you can see that 
there are six applications open. T hat is the easy part to under
stand. N ow, for the hard pnrt. Applications appear to run in 
"layers," with one layer seemingly on top of another in a "stnck." 

As you move among applications, you move up and down the 
stack. If the applications have open windows, th is is fa irly easy to 
see (see Figure 1.6). 

In Figure l.6, you can sec that SimpleText (the U sing E nglish 
Text-to-Speech window), AppleC D Audio P layer, and Calculato r 
are all open and running. You can tell this by seeing the open 

windows and by seeing them in the Applications menu. Notice, 
however, that you do not sec a window for the o ther open appli
cations, including Microsoft Word. That is because an open 
application can be hidden so that its menu bar and any open 
windows don't appear anyv.rhere on the desktop. 
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FIGURE 1.5 

The Applications menu is not 
easy to understand for some, but 
once understood, it becomes very 
useful. 

True versus cooperative multitask
ing 

The M3c's multitasking capabili· 
ty is not as robust as it might 
be. It is cooperative multitask· 
ing in which each application 
must be written so that it is able 
to share system resources with 
other cpplications. In effect, 
they must be able to cooperate 
with each other. This works fair· 
ly well, but if one application 
has problems, it tends to take 
down the other running appli· 
cations, too. Under true multi· 
tasking (also called pre-emptive 
multitasking), each application 
is allotted its own processing 
resources so that it actually runs 
independently of the others. 
True multitasking will come to 
the Mac with the next major 
system release, Mac OS X. 
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FIGURE 1.6 

Here three applications have 
open windows, and you can see 
one on top of the other. 

FIGURE 1.7 

With Mac OS 8.5, you can tear 
the Applications menu off and 
place it anywhere on your screen. 
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T he application that you are using at any given time will be on 
the "top" of the stack, and its wi ndow will be on top of the oth
ers. However, it may not have an open window, in which case it 
can be confusing to know which application you are in. 

T he Applications menu sports several new features for Mac OS 
8.5. O ne is that the name of the foremost, or active, application 
is shown at the top of the menu rather that just the icon, as was 
the case with previous vers ions (see Figure 1.6). You can also 
resize the width of the top of the menu so that you can see the 
whole name of the active application. T he most important new 
featu re is that you can tear the menu off so that it becomes a 
floating palette; then you can click an application to move it to 

the front (see F igure 1.7). 
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You wi ll learn all about using the Mac's menus in C hapter 3, 
"Working with 1\llenus." 

Working with the Finder 
As with all other versions of the Mac OS, the Finder is the appli
cation that controls ho>v everything else on the lvlac works. It 
provides the desktop and m:mages all other aspects of the sys
tem. 

T he Finder's File menu contains commands that work with, 
amazingly enough, files. These commands include old favorites 
such as New, Open, and Page Setup. Some of the other com
mands are new with version 8.5, such as Add to Favorites, while 
others were added for version 8.0 (for example, Move to Trash). 

The most impressive new Finder feature is the revamped Find 
command, now called Sherlock (although it still appears as Find 
on the Finder's F ile menu). With the Mac OS 8.5's Find com
mand, you can use natural language to search the contents of 
fi les in addition to their attributes, such as name and creation 
date. You can even search the Intemet from the Finder (see 
Figure 1.8). This feature, which Apple calls Sherlock, is one of 
the most compelling reasons to use M ac OS 8.5. Rather than 
having to open a Web browser, move to a search page, and then 
enter your search text (you may have to do this several times to 
use several different search sites), you can jump to Sherlock, 
enter your search text, and click Search. Your Nfac will do the 
search and then present the results in a single window. 
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Natural language? 

Being cble to use natural lan· 
guage is good because you 
don't have to worry about 
proper syntax. For example, 
you can search for information 
about using contextual menus 
by simply entering contextual 
menus in Sherlock's search 
dialog. 

FIGURE 1.8 

11 

You can even search the Internet 
with the Finder's new and 
improved Find command (now 
called Sherlock). 
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Disks versus discs 

You may have noticed that both 
disks anrl rliscs appear in the previ
ous head. Disks usually refer to 
floppy disks, hard disks, Zip disks, 
and so on. While discs refer to CD
ROM discs. Is this important? No. 

Hard disk versus hard drive 

The term hard disk refers to a drive 
that has a fiXed disk; you can't 
remove it from the drive (not with
out destroying the drive at any rate). 
Hard drive means the same thing; 
the terms are interchangeable. 

Work ing with Your Mac 
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Using the Finder's View menu you can change how items on the 
desktop or within folders appear. You can also clean up a folder 
on the desktop and set view options. Now Mac OS 8.5 enables 
you to set global view preferences that are used for every win
dow you open, and you can also set preferences for particular 
windows. 

With Mac OS 8.5, the Finder also enables you to track all of 
your favorite items so that you can easily move back to them. 
Once you add something to your fa vorites, you can jump to it by 
choosing it from favori tes on the Apple menu. You can also 
choose your favorites from within Open and Save dialogs that 
use the new Navigation Services feature. 

You will explore the Finder in Chapter 4, "Working with the 
Finder." 

Working with Disks, Discs, Volumes, and Partitions 
As in all Mac operating systems, you can mount a wide variety of 
data storage devices on your desktop (see Figure 1.9). Mounted 
drives can be any or all of the following: 

• Hard drives. Hard drives, also called fixed drives, have 

media that can't be removed from the drive. You have at 

least one internal hard drive, but you may have additional 
internal or external drives as well. 

• Volumes. Some of your drives may be pmtitioned into logical 
volumes. Partitioning a drive is simply a way of organizing a 

drive so that it appears as separate "disks." To your M ac, a 
partitioned disk behaves just as if it were a physically sepa
rate disk, even though it is actually just an electronic con
struct. Partitioning a large drive provides better 

performance, but you may want to partition some of your 
drives as an organizational tool. 

• AppleShare volumes. If you are on a network, you may 

have the volumes of other computers or servers mounted on 
your desktop so that you can access their fi les as if the vol

ume were installed on your Mac. 
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• Removable media drives. Your Mac can work with all sorts 
of removable media drives, including CD-ROMs, Aoppy 
disks, Zip disks, Jaz disks, and so on. These mount on your 
desktop just as a fixed drive does, except that you can 
remove the media on which your data is stored. 

In Chapter 5, "vVorking with Hard Disks, Partitions, and 
Volumes," you will leam mot·e about wo rking with these items, 
especially how to create and use your own partitions. 

Using the Apple Menu 
The Apple menu is an extremely usefu l part of the Mac interface 
(see Figure 1.10). Since the Apple menu is always available to 
you, you can use it to access items that you need to use in vari
ous situations, such as those times when your desktop is hidden 
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FIGURE 1.9 

You can mount disks, volumes, 
CO-ROMs, DVD·ROMS, floppy 
disks, Zip disks, as well as any 
number of other storage devices 
on your desktop. 

0 Harddrive 

E) Volume (partition) 

€) AppleShare volume 

0 Floppy disk 

0 Zipdisk 

0 CD-ROM 

Startup disk 

Your startup disk-or more 
accurately, your startup volume 
since it may or may not be a 
physical disk-is the one that 
contains the system software 
that your Mac is using to oper
ate. This volume is oAvays the 
one located in the top right cor
ner of the desktop. Your startup 
disk may also be a CD-ROM, 
Zip disk. or other removable 
media as well. 

The three menus 

The Apple, Help, and 
Applications menus are the only 
menus that are always available 
to you, no matter what you are 
doing. 
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FIGURE 1.10 

The Apple menu is one of the 
most useful interface elements 
because it is always available to 
you. 
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from you. You can easily configure the Apple menu to suit you r 
needs. You can use it to quickly access files, folders, custom 
scripts, drives, and just about anytillng else you can think of. 
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By default, the Apple menu is configured with a number of use
fu l items. These include the following: 

• About T his Computer. T his mini-application enables you 

to set and monitor the RAM used by the various parts of 

your system. 

• Apple System Profiler. This application enables you to 

develop a complete pro file of your system. T his profi le is 
extremely important when you are doing any kind of mai n

tenance on your M ac, including correcting problems or 
upgrading your hardware. 

• Apple Video P layer. T he Apple video player enables you to 
watch TV or a VCR if your Mac has a TV tuner card or is 
an AV capable machine. 

• Apple CDAudio P layer. With this application, you can lis
ten to your favorite music CDs while you work. 

• Automated Tasks. T he Automated T.1sks folder contains a 
number of AppleScri pts that you can run to do di fferent 
tasks. 
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• Chooser. You use the Chooser to select a printer, as well as 
to connect to a server on your network. 

• Control Panels. The Control Panels item in the Apple 
menu is an alias to the real Control Panels folder that is 
within your System Folder. Since the Apple menu can have 
hierarchical menus, you can access any control panel from 
the Apple menu (see Figure 1.11). 

ect-enslons Man•ot r 
rue Exchange 
nleShartng 
General Controls 
Internet 
tceytJoard 
launcher 
Lau lton Man agar 
Memory 
Modem 
tdonlton r. Sound 
r..to use 
,_,mbers 
Qufclffime .. Settings 
Remote Access 
Speech 
Stortup Dis k 
TCP/ IP 
Text 

• Favorites. Favorites are a new feature for Mac OS 8.5. You 
can add items to your Favorites folder and access them from 
this selection on the Apple menu, as well as other places. 

• Internet Access. This item is new for System 8.5. It con
tains aliases to the various Internet-related functions, such as 
launching your Web browser, reading email, and so on. 

• Network Browser. Another new feature of Mac OS 8.5, the 
N etwork Browser makes it easier to connect to other Macs 
on a network. 

• Sherlock. This item launches Sherlock (called Find on the 
Finder's File Menu) application. 
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FIGURE 1. 11 

Using the Control Panels item on 
the Apple menu, you can gel 
quickly to any active control 
panel. 
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FIGURE 1.12 

The Control Strip provides easy 
access to the controls that you 
need most frequently. 
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• Re m o te Access Status. U nder Mac OS 8.5, you can use 

Remote Access to connect to the fn ternet, as well as other 

networks and computers. Remo te Access Stams is an ele

ment of the Remote Access software that you can use to 

quickly connect and disconnect from the Net. 

T he Apple menu is so im portan t tha t C hapter 6, "Working with 
the Apple Menu," is devoted to it. 

Using the Control Strip 
T he Control Strip was originally intended as an aid for 
PowerBook users who were pressed fo r desktop space, and it 
provides easy access tO certain controls (see F igure 1.12). As with 
contextual menus, you can modify which controls you have 
access to. 

You will learn how to use and custom ize the Control Strip in 
C hapter 7, "Working wi th the Contro l Strip." 

Using Fonts 
Fonts have always been o ne of the Mac's strengths, and tha t con
tinues with Mac OS 8.5. U nder i\IIac OS 8.5, there is not a 

who le lot new about Mac fonts; however, it is sti ll as easy to use 
and manage Mac fo nts as it has been for a lo ng ti me. 

In C hapter 8, "Working with Fon ts," you wi ll lea rn about using 
Mac fonts. 

Working with Color and Graphics 
T he Mac's graphic capabilities make it the computer of cho ice 
fo r artists, graphics specia lists, and publishers. The Mac includes 
many innovative features that con tinue to lead the way in the 
graphics and color management areas. One of the most signifi
cant Mac technologies is Colo rSync. ColorSync is Apple's color 

-
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management technology. Its purpose is to enable you to achieve 
consistent color across all of your key devices, including moni
tors, printers, and scanners. Color matching, which is the art of 
trying to get consistent colo rs, has alw<lys been the bane of the 
printer's existence. W ith ColorSync, the Mac increases its lead as 
the best tool for the graphics professional. 

In addition to ColorSync, the Color Pi cker has been further 
refined and integrated into all aspects of the OS (see Figure 
1. 13). 
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You will get the ins and outs o f color and graphics in Chapter 9, 
"\tVorking with Color and G raphics." 

Using Multimedia 
T he Mac is the premiere multimedia platfom1. From the 
advanced capabilities of QuickTime to the Apple Video Player, 
the Mac can work with, and create, all kinds of media, including 
video, animation, sound, and any combination thereof. The 
heart of the Mac's multimedia mind is Q uick T ime. Q ujckTime 3 
is included with lvlac OS 8.5, and it further improves multimedia 
performance and adds features such as video streamjng from the 
Internet. 

Q uickTime VR enables you to explore virtual worlds from your 
desktop. Using Q uickTime Pro you can create and edit your 
own QuickTime movies (see Figure 1.1 4). 

You will learn the ins and outs of multimedia on the Mac, 
including how to create and edit your own Quick Time movies, 
in Chapter LO, "\tVorking with M ul timedia." 
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FIGURE 1.13 

You use the Color Picker in many 
areas of the OS, as well as from 
within applications. 
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FIGURE 1.14 
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You can use Quicklime Pro to 
create and view your own 
movies. 

I FIGURE 1.15 

The new Navigation Services dia
log is much more powerful and 
nexible than the old Open and 
Save dialog. 
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Working with Applications 
Working with applications is still as easy under Mac OS 8.5 as it 
always has been. The best new feature for Mac OS 8.5 is the 
addition o f a Navigation Services dialog as the eventual replace
ment for the outdated Save and Open dialogs (see Figure 1.1 5). 
Unlike the Open and Save dialogs, the new Navigation Services 
dialog can be moved and resized. You can also use it to access 
recent items as well as your favorites. 

You'll read about working with your applications in Chapter 11, 
"Vlorking with Mac Applications." 
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Finding Help 
Finding good help on the Mac is a snap. In addition to Ba lloon 
Help and AppleGuide, the Mac's Help Center is a hyperlink
based system that you can use to quickly locate the help you 
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need. This system is also integrated with AppleGuide, and can 
show you how to accomplish specific tasks as well as explain the 
underlying technologies for those tasks. 

Chapter 12, "vVorking with the Mac's Help Systems," provides 
help on the Mac's help. 

Making Your Mac Your Own 
One reason that Mac lovers love their Macs is that it has always 
been easy and fun to make a Mac refl ect your personality and the 
way you want to work, rather than forcing you to work the way 
the machine is set up to work. From themes that enable you to 
change your Mac's moods as quickly as yours do, to a more pow
erful ApplcScript, Mac OS 8.5 gives you even more control over 
all aspects of your Mac. 

Part II, "Customizing Your Mac," is all about making your Mac 
what you want it to be. 

Giving Your Mac a Face Lift 
With Mac OS 8.5, you can control lots of things about the way 
your Mac looks and sow1ds. You can change the way menus 
look, which fonts are used, the desktop pattern or picture, the 
sounds you hear, and even the controls you have in windows. 
T he Appearance control panel enables you to do all this and 
more (see Figure 1.16). 
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FIGURE 1.16 

The Appearance control panel 
enables you to change almost 
everything about the way your 
Mac looks and sounds. 
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FIGURE 1.17 

Themes make it easy to give your 
Mac a complete make-ove.r. 

Working with Yo ur Mac 

Working with Macintosh 

T hemes, another new Niac OS 8.5 feature, are collections of 
preferences (such as menu settings, a desktop picture, and sound 
effects) that you can create and save (see Figure 1. 17). W hen you 
switch themes, all of the settings you have defined chan ge in one 
simple step. You can create complex theme sets and switch 
among them on a whim. 

Current Theme: Currrnl seulngto 
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In C hapter 13, "Ch:mging the Way Your Mac Looks and 
Sounds," you wi ll learn how to use the Appearance control panel 
and other interface controls to customize your Mac. 

Not Losing Your Memory 
Understanding and managing your memory is one of the most 
important things you can do to make your M ac work well. Mac 
OS 8.5 includes tools that you can usc to ensu re that your Mac 
uses its memory wisely, thus maximizing performance and mini
mizing troubles. T here have been some minor changes in the 
way the Mac OS works with mem01-y under M ac OS 8.5. For 
example, the RAM allocation fi elds now appear in their own 
pane of the Get Info windows as opposed to bei ng just one ele
ment on them (see Figure 1.18). 

Chapter 14, "Managing Your Mac's Memory," wi ll teach you 
what you need to know to manage your Mac's memory 
resources. 
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Knowing Your System Folder 
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The System Folder contains the so ftware that controls how your 
Mac looks and acts. The System Folder is as close to being the 
heart and soul of your Mac as anything could be. You might 
rightfully say that the System Folder is your Mac. T he System 
Folder can be a scary place when you first look in it, and there 
have been some new additions to the System Folder for Mac OS 
8.5 (see Figure 1.19). For example, the Favorites folder is new, as 
is the Internet Sea rch Sites fo lder. 

After you read C hapter 15, "Managing Your System Folder," you 
will be the master of your Mac domain. 
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FIGURE 1.18 

RAM allocations get their own 
window pane under Mac OS 8.5. 

FIGURE 1.19 

The System Folder can be intimi· 
dating. but after you read this 
book, you won't be afraid any
more. 
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Heard a good joke lately? 

Well, after you hear your Mac tell 
you some, you still won't have 
heard a good joke, but you will 
enjoy the telling nonetheless. 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with Macintosh 

Using the Keyboard 
After all these years, the keyboard is still one of the most impor
tant controls you hnve for your Mac. Once you learn to use it 
effectively, the keyboard is the fastest way to command your Mac 
to do your bidding. Mac OS 8.5 comes with lots of predefi ned 
keyboard shortcuts, but real power comes when you learn to cre
ate and use your own. C hapter 16, "Using Keyboard Shortcuts," 
will show you how. 

Making the Mac Your Slave 
For me, there isn't much that is more exciting than making my 
Mac do my work for me (OK, so I don't get out much). 

Your Mac can perform complex tasks for you with a click, key
board shortcut, or even a spoken word. There are several tech
nologies that are part of Mac OS 8.5 that enable you to 
automate your Mac and do everything from automatically open
ing a fi le to performing a complex series of commands with a 
simple word from you. 

VJith Mac OS 8.5, Apple has revived voice recogni tion so that 
you can speak commands to your Mac. AppleScript, the Mac's 
built-in scripti11g language, provides lots of predefined scripts 
that you can use. AppleScript has been improved for Mac OS 
8.5, including becom ing native for faster scripting and faster 
running scripts. You can also add a utility, such as the superb 
QuickKeys to enable you to record your actions and make your 
own scripts (which you can speak to activate). Automating your 
Mac is both fun and a work saver- that is a combination that is 
hard to beat. 

You will learn to work smarter, not harder, in C hapter 17, 
"Malcing Your Mac Do Your Work For You." 

Working with Mac Hardware 
You probably will want to do more than your Mac out of the box 
can. You will want to use hardware to provide more control over 
your Mac, output your work, and to connect with other users. 

-
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In Part ill, "Using Mac Hardware," you will learn about some 
useful hardware that should be part of your Mac. 

Inputting Information to Your Mac 
T here are two basic inputs you need to make your Mac work. 
The first is control. There are lots of ways to control your Mac. 
The most common control devices are keyboards and mice, but 
those are only the beginning. You can also use trackballs, track 
pads, and other devices to control your Mac. 

You also want to input data to your Mac. This data can take 
many forms, such as the text you type, images you scan, and dig
ital photos that you capture. Again, hardware enables you to get 
this data into your Mac. 

In C hapter 18, "Understanding and Using Input Devices," you 
will learn about your input hardware options. 

Outputting Information from Your Mac 
Whatever you do with your Mac, you probably do it for some
one else, be it a boss, coworker, customer, or whomever. There 
are many ways to provide the fruits of your labor to other peo
ple. The most obvious is via a hard copy that you print on a 
printer. But that is only the beginning. You can also output your 
work to a monitor or maybe to an electronic document, such as 
a Portable Document File so that people on the Net can read it. 

You will learn about your output options in Chapter 19, 
"Understanding and Using Output Devices." 

Conneding to the World 
No Mac is an island, and you wi ll want to connect \vith some
one, somewhere, somehow. \.Vhether you use a local network or 
use a modem, you will learn about some of your connection 
choices in Chapter 20, "Understanding and Using Networking 
Devices." 
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FIGURE 1.20 

Mac OS 8.5 provides sharing 
information and controls in 
the Sharing pane of the Info 
window. 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with Macintosh 

Working with Others 
By yourself, you are limited. Combining your work with the 

works of others expands what everyone involved can do. The 
sum of the parts can be greater than the whole. 

In Part rv, "Using Your Mac to Work with Others," you will 
learn how to share your work ·with others, and how to use work 

that others share with you. 

Preaching to the Choir 

0 

Even though we .Mac users are a small part of the computing 
community, there are still millions of us who use our Macs in 
our dai ly work. You wi ll work with other Mac users in a variety 
of ways, including sharing fi les, networking, and so on. \Vh ilc 
most of the information you share among o ther Macs users 
requires little thought on your part, there are situations in which 
you have to dig a li ttle bit to make things work. 

A very powerful feature of tl1e Mac has always been its ability to 
nelwork with o tl1er Macs with no additional software and little 
additional hardware. You can connect two or more Macs togeth
er litera lly in a few minutes to create a fully functional network 
across which you can share fil es, fo lders, and o ther resources. 

Under Mac OS 8.5, File Sharing is even easier. Rather tl1<m hav

ing to use the Sharing command, now you can access the 
Sharing controls for an item by choosing tl1e Sharing pane of its 
L1fo window (see Figure 1.20). 
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Working with Others 

Anoth er very usefu l addi tion to the Mac OS, is Mac OS 8.5's 
Network Browser uti lity, which makes it very easy to connect to 
other Macs on your network (see Figure 1.21). 
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You will learn about netv1ork.i11g with other Macs and how to 
work with Mac fi les that you receive from others in Chapter 21 , 
"vVorking with Other M acs." 

Sleeping with the Enemy 
W hether we like it o r not, W indows PCs rule the computing 
world. If you are going to reach out to and work with a large 
group of people, you need to understand how to live with 
W indows computers. Fortunately, Mac OS 8.5 provides all the 
tools you need to peacefully co-ex.ist with your vVindows-using 
friends, coworkers, and anyone else wi th whom you need to 
interact. 

O ne of the primary tools that you use to work with Windows 
files is Mac OS 8.5's new F ile Exchange control panel (see 
F igure 1.22). 
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FIGURE 1.21 

The Network Browser is a big 
improvement over the Chooser 
for connecting to other comput
ers on your network. 

FIGURE 1.2 2 

The File Exchange control panel 
provides the tools you need to 
work with Windows files. 
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FIGURE 1.23 

The Internet Setup Assistant will 
hold your hand and lead you to I the promised Net land. 

Workin g with Your Mac 

Working with Mac:intosh 

You will learn the fundamenta ls of living in a Windows
dominated world in Chapter 22 , "\Vorlcing with Wmdows PCs." 

Surfing the Net 
T he Internet is all the rage. You can't read, see, or hear much of 
anything without experiencing some reference to the Net. Is all 
the hype valid? One word: yes. If you aren't using the Internet, 
you are missing out on the world (Li terally). 

In Part V, "Using Your Mac to Surf the Internet," you will see 
why your Mac is the ultimate Net surfboard. 

Getting Conneded 

[J 

T he process of connecting to the Net is not exciting, but what 
you do once you are connected, what you do with it-email, the 
vVorld Wide ~Teb, or any of the other services-is vet-y exciting. 
Getting connected to d1e Internet is a lot harder than using it, 
but with d1e Mac's excellent Internet tools, you can be online in 
no time. For example, Mac OS 8.5 comes with the Internet 
Setup Assistant that wi ll walk you d1rough each step you need to 
do to go onJine (see Figure 1.2 3). 
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Even if you have never been on the Internet before, you will be 
able to get on 'vith d1e information in Chapter 23, "Connecting 
Your Mac to the Net." 



Surfing the Net 

Keeping in Touch with Email 

0 

Electronic mail (email) is fantastic. There are few means of 
having relationships with people that are more conveni ent, pow
erful, and inexpensive as email. You can form and maintain rela
tionships with people in the next block or around the world with 
the same amount o f effort and expense. 

New to Mac OS 8.5 is Microsoft's excellent Outlook Express 
email application (see Figure 1.24). 
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Outlook Express provides lots of powed1J l features, and it has an 
excellent interface. A partial list of some of what you can do with 
Outlook E:\'j)ress is the following: 

• C reate and send ema il 

• Read email 

• Spell check email you create 

• Manage multiple email accounts 

• Organize and fi lter your email 

• Send and receive files with your email 
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FIGURE 1.24 

Outlook Express is a powerful 
email application with many 
advanced features. 
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Netscape 

You may have heard of Netscape, or 
more correctly Netscape Navigator. 
This is a competitor to Internet 
Explorer. It used to be the default 
Web browser that came with the 
Mac OS, but it has been replaced by 
Internet Explorer for Mac OS B.S. 
However, Nelscape Navigator is still 
induded on the Mac OS 8.5 CD
ROM so that you can install it on 
your Mac and try it for yourself. 

Working with Macintosh 

You wi ll learn email basics in C hapter 24, "Using Email: The 
Basics." You will learn to use some of O utlook Express' more 
sophisticated features in Chapter 25, "Using Email: Advanced 
Techniques." 

Walking the World Wide Web 
'i\lhen most people tl1ink of the Internet, they think of tl1e 
World Wide Web. And with good reason I might add. The 
' i\lorld Vlide ' i\leb is, well , big. There are mousands and mou
sands of Web sites tl1at are maintained by every conceivable 
organization including governments, large businesses, and 
one-person shops. There also are lots of\.Veb sites created and 
maintained by individuals to promote a cause or to share an 
interest. ~atever you can think of, mere is a Web site devoted 
to it. 

Once you begin to use tl1e Web, you may wonder how you ever 
survived without it. Need some information on any topic? Do a 
quick vVeb search, and mere it is. Need to purchase the newest 
movie on DVD? 'iVithin five minutes, you can have it on its way 
to you-tl1at even includes time for comparison shopping. Want 
to visit tl1e Louvre? Fire up your Mac and witl1 light-speed, 
tl1ere you are. 

The Mac is an excellent platform from which you can view tl1e 
~Teb or even create your own Web pages. For browsing, 
Microsoft's Internet Explorer is included with Mac OS 8.5. 
Internet Explorer is a powerful vVeb browser tl1at offers lots of 
useful features (see Figure 1.2 5). 

The basics of Web exploration are covered in Chapter 26, 
"Browsing me Web: The Basics," whil e you'll learn some tricks 
of the Web game in Chapter 27, "Browsing the Web: Advanced 
Techniques." 

Reading News That is Fit to Print-and Some That's 
Not 

On the Internet, you can participate in newsgroups, which are 
electronic discussions on every conceivable topic. You may find 
tltat newsgroups are tl1e best thing since sliced bread if you like 
to hear what oilier folks all over the world tl1ink on any topic 
you can imagine (and many tl1at you can't imagine). 
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You can also usc O utlook Express to subscribe to and read news
groups (see Figure 1.26). 
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FIGURE 1.25 

Using Internet Explorer, you can 
crawl the Web like a spider. 

FIGURE 1.26 

Outlook Express is also an excel· 
lent newsgroup reader. 
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You'U satisfY your need to read in C hapter 28, "Reading 
Newsgroups." 

Maintaining Your Mac 
Like all complex systems, your Mac requires maintenance, some 
to prevent problems and some to fix problems. U nderstanding, 
and more importantly, doing maintenance on your !viae can keep 
you in business. 

In Part VI, "Maintaining, F ixing, and U pgrading Your Mac," 
you will learn how to prevent lots of problems, and how to solve 
those that do occur. 

Backing Up Isn't Hard to Do 
If there is one thing that all computer types say that you should 
do, but very few actually do, it is backing up. Backing up is vital 
to protect tl1e enormous amount of time and effort that your 
work on tl1e M ac entails. \iVith a good back-up system in place, 
you can quickly and easily recover from almost any situation that 
arises. Without a good back-up plan in place, you may ueve1· be 
able to recover from some problems. 

C hapter 29, "Backing U p," is devoted to showing you how to 
develop and implement your own back-up strategy. 

Preventing Infection 
Viruses get a lot of press. And they seem to come in waves, with 
each crest coming about every three months or so. The good 
news for Mac users is that there are far fewer viruses on the Mac 
than there are on tl1e PC, and those that do live on the Mac tend 
to be less destructive. The bad news is that there are Mac vi rus
es, and you need to make sure that your Mac is immune to their 
attacks. 

You can practice safe computing with the tools that came wi th 
Mac OS 8.5, but to be as safe as possible, you should buy and 
use an anti-virus program. In C hapter 30, "Fighting Viruses," 



Maintaining Your Mac 

you will learn about viruses, and you wi ll learn how to protect 
your Mac from them. 

Preventing Trouble 
Who needs more problems in their li fe? Especially with some
thing as important to our productivity as the Niac. Many Mac 
problems can be prevented with some simple practices, such as 
preparing a Mac tool kit and keeping yom Mac tuned up. 

Mac OS 8.5 comes with several tools that you can use to prevent 
and solve problems, such as the Apple System Profi ler that has 
been greatly improved for Mac OS 8.5 (see Figure 1.27) and 
Disk First Aid (see Figure 1.28). 
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You will learn how to prevent Mac problems in C hapter 3 l , 
"Preventing Mac Problems." 

Fixing Your Mac 

El8 

Occasionally, no matter how rigorously you try to defend against 
them, you will run into a problem that prevents you from doing 
what you want to do. If you are properly prepared, even the 
most scaty looking problem can be solved quickly, or at least 
worked around until you can implement a permanent fix. 
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FIGURE 1.27 

Apple System Profiler is an 
important part in your Mac tool 
kit 
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FIGURE 1.28 

You can solve some Mac prob
lems with the tools that came 
with Mac OS 8.5, such as Disk 
First Aid. 
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Chapter 32, "Fix.ing Mac P roblems," tells you how to solve 
problems that you may encounter. 

Growing Your Mac 
Computers are one of the few th.ings in Life that can be continu
ously improved in terms of performance, stability, and capabili
ties. You can improve the way your Mac works through both 
hardware and software upgrades. 

You'll get the scoop on upgrades in C hapter 33, "Maintaini ng 
Your i'vlac T hrough Upgrades." 

Using the Appendices 
In the last part of the book, Part VII, "Using Mac OS 8.5 
Appendices," you'll find an assortment of information that is 
important, but didn't quite fit elsewhere in the book. 

Working with the Mac OS Installer 
\iVherher you are doing a complete Mac OS 8.5 installation, or 
are simply installin g a component or two, lea rning how to effec
tively use the Mac OS 8.5 installation CD is a good idea. In 
Appendix A, "Install ing and Maintaining the Mac OS," you' ll 
learn how to do just that. 
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Computing on the Move 
Mac PowerBooks enable you to take your Mac with you. Mac 
OS 8.5 provides features and capabil ities that arc specifically 
designed to make your PowerBook capable of everything you 
need for mobile computing. In Appendix 13, "Wo rking with 
PowcrBooks," you wi ll lea rn about the parts of the OS that are 
designed to maximize what you do with your PowerBook. 

Talking the Talk 
Although Macs are as people- friendly as computers get, there is 
still a lot of conf11sing and complicated jargon that people in the 
know toss around. Appendix C, "Speaking Essential Mac Lingo," 
will equip you to talk tech with the best of them. 

Understanding this Book 
Whew. ;\1T;~c OS 8.5 is a big topic. In fact, it is so big that there 
are lots of good books around to help you make the most of it. 
Each of these books has its own slant. If you find the one with 
the slant that is what you arc looking for, you will find it to be 
one of the best investments that you ca n make. If you don't, you 
may find it to be a waste of time and money. Here's the slant of 
this book. 

Using Mnc OS 8. 5 is about just that. Using the Mac. You won't 
find a lot o f detai led technical explanations, specifications, or 
explanations on the technology or history of the Mac. T his book 
focuses on practical, and at the same tim e, fun and productive 
ways to use your Mac. You will find discussions that are detailed 
enough to equip )IO U to do what you need to do. Typically, you 
will fi nd explanations of the underlying technology or software 
for a given topic and then you will be able to work th rough step
by-steps that enable you to accomplish a specific task. These 
step-by-steps are models tha t you can then apply to your own 
projects :mel requirements. You will often find several different 
ways to do specific tasks so that you can use the one that best 
suits you. 
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Working with Macintosh 

You will also find lots of ways to make different areas of the OS 
work with each other, and you will learn tricks and shortcuts rl1at 
will enable you to work faster and smarter. Plus, you will learn 
about software and hardware add-ons rl1at are essential to your 
M ac life. 

T hroughout the book, you wiJJ see sidebars that provide tips, 
additional information (such as Web site addresses), and even a 
bit of Mac o·ivia now and again. 

Finally, rl1e chapters have been designed to be self-contained. 
You can read chapters in any order you like. I f a chapter relies 
on information contained in another chapter, you will see a 
cross-reference that teUs you exactly where to look to find the 
related information. 

So, dive in and start using your Mac right now. 



CHAPTER 

Working with Folders 
and Windows 

Understanding and using the common features of all 
windows on the Mac 

Configuring and using the three types of views for folder 
windows 

Using pop-up windows and spring-loaded folders 

Using other window features 
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FIGURE 2.1 

Document windows are what you 
use to work with data in docu
ments; they sometimes have fea
tures particular to the application 
that created them as this Excel 
window does. 
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Understanding Folder and Windows 
If you have worked with a Mac at all , you know d1at windows are 
one of the most common elements with which you work. 
Windows are the, well , window you look through to see whatev
er you happen to be working wim at the time, whemer it is a 
document, folder, drive, conn·ol panel, or ·whatever. 
U nderstanding and using windows and folders effectively is 
important as you use and master d1e Macintosh. 

T here are many types of windows and folders wiili which you 
can work on the Mac. These include the following: 

t:l 

·~ 

• D ocument windows. vVhenever you open a document, you 
will see your data (text, graphic, movie, and so on) in a win
dow. Document windows share many characteristics wid1 

me other kinds of windows that you \Viii use. You' ll learn 

about these in the following section. Document windows 
usually have some special features mat are unique to me 

applications that created d1em (see Figure 2.1). 
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• Folder windows. \Vhen you are viewing files and folder on 

me desktop, you are using folder windows (see Figure 2.2). 

(For this discussion, T am lumping volumes, disks, and other 
containers in to the folder category, since iliose items are 

just special types of folders.) \ Vithin d1e folder window cate
gory, there are a couple of special types, mose being pop-up 
windows and spring-loaded folders. 
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• Dialog boxes. T hese special purpose windows are used all 

over the Mac. They can contain information, buttons, pop

up menus, check boxes, radio buttons, text entry areas, and 

so on (see Figure 2.3). A dialog box (commonly referred to 

as a dialog) is used when you need to provide some input or 
settings for the application or control panel with which you 

are working. Dialog box windows usually only have a small 

subset of the features o f document and folder windows. 

Now 
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• Alert windows. \Vhen your lvlac wants to te ll you some

thing, such as an error has occurred, it displays an alert win
dow (see Figure 2.4). T hese ~ue o ften accompanied by a 
sound or other feedback (such as a flashing menu bar). Alert 
dialogs usually have an OK button that causes the dialog to 

go away, although some have a Restart button, "vhich you 

need to use to restart your Mac. 
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FIGURE 2 .2 -l 
Folders windows enable you to 
manipulate files and folders with
in them. 

FIGURE 2.3 

Dialog boxes are one of the most 
important interface elements that 
you use in applications as well as 
in the Finder (this one is from 
Adobe Photoshop ve~ion 4.0). _j 

Alert windows and dialog boxes 

Alert v~ndows and dialog boxes 
can be somewhat similar in that 
you can sometimes do some
thing (such as activate a com· 
mand) from an alert window as 
you can from a dialog box. You 
can identify an alert window 
because it will have an icon that 
gives you some idea of what the 
alert window is about. For 
example, in Figure 2.4, you see 
an icon that is a triangle with an 
exclamation point inside it This 
is the caution icon, and it means 
that you need to be careful 
about what you do next You 
will also see a stop sign, which 
means that you can't do what 
you are trying to do. There are a 
few others as well, and they are 
usually easy to interpret. 
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Alert windows let you know 
that something important has 
happened or that something 
important is about to happen; in 
this case, that the items in the 
Trash are about to be perman-
ently deleted. 

FiGURE 2.5 

This Graphing Calculator uses a 
special window type; while the 
Graphing Calculator is an applica
tion, it does not have documents 
associated with it. 

FiGURE 2.6 

Control panels, such as the 
Speech control panel, also have 
their own windows that work sim· 
ilarly to dialog boxes. 
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Application, control p anel, and other special windows. 

There are certain typ es of applications that you don't use to 

create documents, but that have windows associated with 

them; the Graphing Calculator is an example of this (see 
Figure 2.5). The C hooser is another special window, as are 
all control panels (see Figure 2.6). Mostly, tl1ese windows 

have similar features as folder windows and dialog boxes. 

In this chapter, you' ll learn about the features common to most 
Mac windows. After that overview of windows, you will learn the 
details of working witl1 folder windows. 
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Working with Mac Windows 
Many Mac windows shar e common characteristics. For example, 
document windows (created by applications) and folder windows 
(created by the Finder) have many similar features. 

Figure 2.7 shows a typical document window while Figure 2.8 
shows an example of a folder window. 
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Since you use a Mac, you pro bably are fami liar with many of the 
fean1res of Mac windows. N ot all windows have all features; the 
features a window provides depends on the kind of window it is. 
The following list provides a quick synopsis of some window fea
mres that you will use : 
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FIGURE 2.7 

A typical document window has 
many features in common with 
folder windows. 

0 Close box 

0 Title bar 

0 File name 

0 Zoom box 

0 Collapse box 

0 Scroll arrows 

0 Scroll bar 

0 Scroll box 

0 Size box 
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FIGURE 2.8 

The ba.sic feature.s of a folder 
window are similar to doc
ument windows, but folder 
windows have additional 
features that are appropriate 
for working with fi le.s rather 
than data. 

Close box 

Title bar 

Folder icon 

Folder name 

Zoom box 

Collapse box 

Disk information 

Sort order button 
(List view) 

Scroll arrows 

Scroll box 

Size box 

Scroll bar 
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• C lose box. C lick to close a window. 

• Title bar. Shows the name of the file (document window), 
folder (folder window), or control panel (cono·ol panel win

dow). The active windmv is indicated by lines in tl1e ti tle 

bar. T he title bars of inactive windows do not have lines. 

• Folder icon (folder windows). In folder windows, tl1e folder's 

icon appears in tl1e title bar, next to the window name. You 
can use tl1is icon just as you can any other icon (by dragging 

it to anotl1er disk to copy tl1e folder there, for example). 

• Zoom box. Resizes tl1e window. C licking it makes the win

dow its maximum size (document) or shows all of tl1e items 

in tl1e folder (folder window). C licking it again restores the 

window to the size it was when tl1e box was last cl icked. 

• Collapse box. C licking tl1is box causes a window to collapse 
down to its title bar (see Figure 2.9). 

• D isk information (folder windows). At the top of each folder 
window, you wi ll see the number of items mat are contained 
in tl1a t window and the amount of free space on tl1e disk tl1a t 

conta ins that folder. 
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• List information (folder \vindows). Men you view a folder 
window in List view, you wi ll see colunm heads and the sort 

order button :Jt the top of the window, just under the disk 
infom1ation. 

• Scroll arrows. Many Mac windows have vertical and hori
zontal scro ll arrows. C lick this to scroll "a li ttle bit" (don't 

you love some of Apple's terminology?) in the direction of 

the arrow. 

• Scroll bar. T he scroll bar represents the entire amount o f 

information contained in a window. C lick in the scroll bar 

above the scroll box and the wi ndow will scroll one window 
up; click below the scroll box and the window scrolls one 
wi nclo·w down. 

• Scroll box. I thi nk a better name for this is the elevator, but 
that is not whnt Apple calls it. Anywny, this box represenLs 

where you are in tl1e window. Drag it to move up and down 
in the window. 

• Size box. Drag this box to resize a window in eitl1er direc
tion. 

Using the Keyboard with Windows 
VVhen working with windows, don't forget about tl1e keyboard. 
For example, you can use tl1e following keys to scroll a window: 

• Home. T his key usually takes you to the top of a document 
and places your cursor in the first "position" in the window. 
In a folder window, it takes you to the top of the window. 

• Encl. T his key does the opposite of the home key. 

• Page up. The page up key scrolls tl1e window up by one 
page in a document or scrolls by one window's wortl1 of 

content in folder vvinclows. 

• Page down. This does the opposite o f page up. 
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fiGURE 2.9 

This window has been collapsed 
with the Collapse box. 

You can do different things with 
different windows 

In the beginning of this chapter, 
you learned about different 
windows based on the func
tions for which you will use 
them. There are technical differ
ences between the various win
dow types; the tern1s that are 
used to describe these differ
ences are a bit scary to look at, 
but you don't really need to use 
them much. In case you want 
to learn about some of the 
technical differences between 
the various window types, read 
the next five side notes. If the 
technical terms don't interest 
you, just sk1p the next five side 
notes. 

Modal windows 

Some windows require that you 
do something with them before 
you can do anything else, such 
as switching to a different appli· 
cation. These are called modal 
windows. Most alert windows 
are modal. which means that 
you have to clear them (usually 
by clicking OK) before you can 
do anything else. 

There are also nonmodal win
dows. You do things outside a 
nonmodal window while it is 
open, such as switching to 
another open window. Many 
dialog boxes are nonmodal, as 
are most document and Finder 
windows. 
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FIGURE 2.10 

The Options tab of the 
Appearance control panel enables 

I 
you to set Finder window prefer
ences. 

Movable windows 

Movable windows are those that 
you can move around the screen 
while they are open. Most docu
ment and Finder windov/S are mov
able; you can move them around 
while they are open. 

N:. you can probably guess, there 
are also nonmovable windows. 
They stay where they are until you 
close them. Many alert windows are 
non movable. They stay smack dab 
in the middle of your screen until 
you close them. 

Resizable windows 

Resizable windows can be made 
larger or smaller, both in the vertical 
dimension and the horizontal. All 
document and Finder windows are 
resizable. 

Some windows cannot be resized. 
Most dialog boxes cannot be 
resized. 
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Setting Finder Window Preferences 
There are several preferences that you can set to determine how 
Finder windows work. You set most of these by using the 
Options tab in the Appearance control panel (see Figure 2 . I 0). 
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These options are the foll owing: 

• Smart Scrolling. Traditi onal Mac windows have a single 
scroll arrow at each end of the scroll bar. However, you can 

make it so that windows have both scroll arrows at the bot
tom or right end of the scroll bar (see Figure 2 .1 1). T his 

makes it easy to scroll in either direction from the same end 

of the scroll bar. T his is a vet-y useful option_ 

• T he traditional scroll box is the same size, no matter how 

large a window you are viewing. \ Vhen you use the Smart 

Scroll ing option, the scroll box is proportional to content of 

a window that is visible. T he "smart" scroll box changes size, 
depending on how much of the window you view (see 
Figure 2.12). The more of the window's content that you 
can see at the window's current size, the larger the scroll 
bars are. T he less of a window's content that you can see, 

the smaller the scroll bars are. 
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• Collapsing windows. In addition to using the Collapse box 

to collapse a window to its title bar, you can choose the 
"D ouble-click ti tle bar to collapse windows" check box. 

With this option checked, you can collapse a window by 
double-clicking its title bar (tl1is does the same tl1 ing as 
the Collapse box). (This is how tl1e original W indowShade 
control panel worked.) 

0 
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FIGURE 2.11 

This window has both scroll 
arrows at the bottom of the verti
cal scroll bar and at the right end 
of the horizontal scroll bar. 

FIGURE 2 .12 

With proportionally sized scroll 
boxes, the size of the scroll box 
reflects the proportion of the 
window's content that you are 
viewing with the window at its 
current size (compare the scroll 
bars in Figure 2.11 ). 

Proportional scroll bar 

Aoating windows 

Floating windows are always in 
the forefront of the screen no 
matter what you do. The 
Control Strip and Application 
menu are floating windows; 
when they are open, you can 
always get to them because 
they remain "on top• of all 
other windows. They can't be 
covered over by other windows. 
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I FIGURE 2.13 

Making noisy windows with the 
I Appearance control panel. 

Mix and match 

Windows have combinations of 
these characteristics. For example, 
many alert windows are modal, 
nonmovable, and nonresizable. This 
means that you can't do anything 
(not even move the window out of 
the way or make it smaller) except 
dose the window by clicking a but· 
ton. Document windows are non· 
modal, movable, and resizable, 
which means that you can work 
outside of them (such as moving 
into another document or applica
tion), move them out of the way, 
and make them larger or smaller. 

You don't really need to think about 
these terms; mostly, you will learn 
what you can do with certain types 
of windows, and it will become sec· 
ond nature for you. 
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There is an additional window preference that you can set by 
using the Sound tab o f the Appearance control panel (see Figure 
2. L3). As you can probably guess, this preference attaches various 
sounds to different parts of the system. If you choose a Sou nd 
track from the pop-up menu and check the \tVindows check box, 
you will hear different sound effects when you move, resize, col
lapse, close, open, or scroll a window. 
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Setting window preferences 

1. Open the Appearance control panel. 

l . C lick the Sound tab. 

l . C hoose a sound track from the Sound track pop-up menu (if 
you choose None, you won't hear any sound effects). 

4. C lick Windows to hear window sound effects. 

5. C lick the O ptions tab. 

6. C heck the "Smart Scrolling" check box to have two scroll 
arrows at the bottom end o f the vertical scroll bar and two 
arrows at the right end of the horizontal scroll bar and to 
make the scroll boxes proportional. 

7. C lick the D ouble-click title bar to minimize windows if you 
want to be <l ble to collapse windows by double-clicking their 
ti tle bars. 

8. Close the control panel. 
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Working with Folder Windows 
vVhile you are working on the desktop, you ·will be using folder 
windows much of the time. (I include volumes and disks as 
"folders" in this context.) Folder windows have un ique capabili
ties when compared to other kinds of windows (such as docu
ment windows). These features fa ll into the following categories: 

• Views. Folder windows enable you to customize the way that 
the information in those windows appears, as well as what 

particular data about each fi le that you see. 

• Window management. Folders have navigation and manage

ment features that you can use tO keep control of your win

dows, as well as to move up and down through your system. 

• Icons. Folders are represented on the desktop by icons. 

These icons indicate what cype of folder is represented by 
the icon. 

SEE ALSO 

To see buw to 1Jiodijj· n folder 's icon, see page 29 1 

Working with Folder Views 
T here are three types of views that are available for all folder 
windows. They are the following: 

• Icons. As you no doubt !m ow, the Icon view represents items 

with icons. You double-click an icon tO open it. You can also 

modify the icons that represent any folder. 

• Buttons. Buttons are similar to icons except that to open an 

item, you single click its button rather than double-clicking 
its icon. 

• Lists. The List view presents the contents of an item in tab
ular format. This view provides th e most information, but 

may not be quite as nice to look at as icons or buttons. 
H owever, in addition to providing the most information 
about your files, it is also the most e fficient view. As you 

become a more experienced Mac user, you will probably 
work in the List view more than th e others. 
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Document windows versus folder 
windows 

Although document windows 
and folder windows share many 
features, there are some impor· 
tant differences. For example, 
you can change the view in 
folder windows, and you can 
make folder windows into pop· 
up windows; neither of which 
you can do with document win· 
dows. 

Closing with a dose box 

Some windows (for example. 
alert windOI'IS) don't have a 
Close box. You close these win· 
doi'IS with other things, such as 
an OK button. 

WindowShade 

The ability to collapse a window 
to its ti tle bar was first provided 
by a utility called 
WindowShade. It proved to be 
so popular that Apple pur
chased the rights to it and 
incorporated it into the Mac OS. 
With Mac OS 8, the Collapse 
box became part of all win· 
dows, and the separate 
WindowShade control panel 
disappeared forever. 

Scroll keys and applications 

The action of the scroll keys 
(home, end, and so on) are 
controlled by the application 
that you use them in. Some 
applications don't provide a 
function for them. If you press 
one and nothing happens, that 
is probably why. 

Finder windows? 

Finder windows include folder 
and volume windows. 
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Document window preferences 

Many applications enable you to set 
the preferences that determine how 
document windOI\5 for that applica
tion work and appear. You usually 
set these preferences with a com
mand called Preferences, 
Customize, or Options. Each appli
cation can provide different prefer
ences that may be different than the 
preferences you set for Finder win
dows. 

FIGURE 2.14 

The Icon view is not the most 
useful view, but it is the best look-
ing one. 

Stereo sound effects 

By the way, the Mac's sound effects 
are in stereo. Some effects will 
sound like they are coming from 
the lef~ the righ~ or from both 
directions. 

The grid 

Your Mac uses an invisible grid on 
your desktop to locate the items on 
it. This grid is made up of invisible 
vertical and horizontal lines that the 
Finder uses to keep everything lined 
up nice and neat. 
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When you have a window open, you can switch among these 
view types for that window by choosing the view type that you 
want from the Finder:~ View menu. Under Mac OS 8.5, you can 
set global standard view options for each type of view; these 
standards are then used on every folder except individual folders 
that you set to have a different set of view options. This feature 
lets you set default view types for most items; then you can cus
tomize the view options for particular folders as you need to. 

Using Icon Views 

0 

T he Icon view is the simplest in many ways, in addition to being 
the best looking of the three view types. And who doesn't li ke to 
see all those pretty icons (see Figure 2. 14)? 
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T here isn't a whole lot that you do with icon views; your two 
options are the following: 

• Alignment. You can set the way that your Mac aligns the 
icons in a window. None means that the Finder wi ll leave 
icons wherever you place them. Always snap to grid tells the 
Finder to line up icons according to the invisible grid on the 
desktop. Keep arranged tells the Finder to arrange icons by 

the parameters you select; you have a number of options 
from which to choose (for example, if you choose by Kind, 
the Finder will group all applications together, all docu
men ts together, and so on). 

• Icon size. You can choose the size of the icons that are used 
in a window. Your choices are large, medium, or small. 
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You can choose among these options by using the Views 
Preferences window (see Figure 2. 15). You will learn more about 
doing this in a later section. 
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Using Button Views 
The Button view is similar to the icon view except that you sin
gle-click a button to open it, rather than double-clicking it as 
you do with icons. You have similar options for button views as 
you do for Icon view (see Figure 2.16). 
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Using List Views 
The List view gives you the most information about a window's 
content, and it also has the most functionality of any of the 
views. For example, you can choose the information that is pro
vided in the List view, and you can quickly see the contents of 
any folder. Figure 2.17 shows a typical List view and some of its 
features. 
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FIGURE 2.15 

You use the Icons Views 
Preferences window to choose 
oplions for your Icon views . 

FIGURE 2.16 

The Button view has options simi· 
lar to the Icon view. 
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FIGURE 2.17 

The list view provides the most 
powerful tools for managing 
your files. 

Column width 

Expansion triangle 

Sort order button 

Any one out there ever use 
l auncher? 

The Mac OS has had a feature 
called the l auncher for some time. 
The l auncher enables you to create 
a palette of buttons on which you 
can single-dick to open an applica
tion or file. (The l aund1er has a 
control panel and a folder called 
launcher Items in the System 
Folder. You show the l auncher with 
the control panel and place any 
items that you want on it in the 
l auncher Items folder.) t don't know 
if anyone actually has ever used this 
feature, and while it is still part of 
Mac OS 8.5, you can do the same 
thing by simply changing any folder 
to the Button view. Although the 
l auncher never really was very use
ful, it is now even less necessary. 
My guess is that it will disappear in 
a future release of the Mac OS. 

Views and contextual menu 

You can also manipulate the views 
you use in any 1vindow with contex
tual menus. See Chapter 3, 
'Working with Menus; for informa
tion on using contextual menus. 
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In any List View, your Mac can display the fo llowing columns: 

• Fil e or folder name. T his one is pretty easy because it is 

simply the name o f th e file or fold er. T his is always dis

played. 

• Date modified. T his is the most recent dare on which the 

fi le was modified. A file is modified when you save changes 

(opening and closing a document without maki ng any 

changes doesn't change the d::~te modifi ed shown for the 

fi le). 

• D ate created. T his is the date the fi le was created. It can also 

be the date the fi le was placed on your machi ne if your Mac 

doesn't recognize the date attached to the fil e when you 

move it onto your Mac. 

• Size. This is the size of the fil e. When a fi le becomes larger 

than 999 KB, the units become M..B. \ Vhen files get larger 

than 999 MB, the units change to GB. 

• Kind. This is the type of fil e; for ex:unple, application, docu

ment, control panel, and so on. 

• Labels. A label is a tag that you can associate with a fi le. T he 
In bel consists of a color that is appl ied to a fil e's icon and a 

text label thnt appears in L ist views. 

• C omments. You can enter comments to a file th rough the 

Get Info command. The Comments colunm displays your 

comments. 
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• Version. T his column shows the version number of the file. 
This is normally only associated with applications, control 

panels, extensions, and other software. Although you will 

occasionally see a document with a version number associat

ed with it, you cannot add a version number to a fi le without 
using a utility. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To lfffrn nbour rbe Grr Info roumJnud, see Jlflge 8; 

Unlike the other two views, the List view offers a number of fea
tures that you can use to customjze a window's display, as well as 
the information it contains. The next step-by-steps show you 
how to do the following tasks: 

• Change the width of a column 

• Expand a folder 

• Sort a list 

• Change the labels that you can attach to a fi le and attach a 
label to a fil e 

C hanging the column width of a column in L ist view 

1. Move the cursor to the right edge of the column that you 
want to change the width of. 

2. When the cursor changes from the arrow to the line with an 
arrow out of each side of it, click and drag the column to 

make it the width you want (see Figure 2.18). 

3. Release the mouse button, and the column will have the new 
width. 
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fiGURE 2 .18 

You can customize the width of 
any column in any List view. 

0 When you see this icon you can 
change a column's width. 
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Expanding all subfolders 

If you hold down the Option key 
while you dick the expansion man
gle for a folder, all of the folders 
within that folder will be expanded 
at the same time. 

FIGURE 2.19 

Expanding a folder in List view 
shows you the contents of the 
folder without opening it 

FIGURE 2.20 

If you press the Option key while 
clicking the expansion triangle, all 
the folders within a folder will 
also be expanded. 

Expansion triangles 

When the expansion triangle is 
pointing towards the right, you can 
click on it to expand the contents of 
the folder. When the expansion tri
angle is pointing downward, the 
contents of the folder are expanded; 
click the expansion triangle to col
lapse the folder. 
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4. To resize the columns to their original width, choose Reset 
Colwnn Positions from the View menu. 

Expanding a folder in List view 

1. Click the expansion triangle next to the folder you want to 
expand. The contents of the folder will be displayed; the 

contents will be indented to the right for each level of folder 

(see Figure 2 .19). 
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2. Press the Option key and click the expansion triangle to 
expand a folder and all of the folders it contains (see Figure 

2.20). 
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3. Click the e:qlansion triangle again to collapse a folder (press 
Option while clicking the expansion triangle to also collapse 
all the folders within that fold er). 
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Sort ing a list in List view 

1. Click on the column heading for the column where you 

want to sort the list. The column heading will be highlight

ed to show you that this is the criteria used to sort the list , 

and the list wi ll reorder itself based on the defined criteria 

for that parameter (for example, from most recent to least 

recent d:~te modifi ed, largest to smallest size, and so on). 

2. C lick the Sort order button in the upper right corner of the 

list area (above the scroll bar) to reverse the sort order (from 

ascending to descending o r from descending to ascending). 

Setting labels that you can attach to a fil e and attaching a label 
to a fi le 

1. Open the Fi11der Preferences dialog (choose Preferences 

from the Edit menu). 

2. C lick the Labels tab. You will see the Labels Preferences 

window; for each of the seven label categories, you can set 

the text and color associated with that label (see Figu re 

2.21 ). 
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3. To change a label 's color, click the color next to the label 

text. You wi ll see the Color P icker that you can use to set 

the color associated with the label (see Figure 2.22). 

SEE ALSO 
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Expansion triangles 

When the expansion triangle is 
pointing toward the righ~ you 
can dick on it to expand the 
contents of the folder. When 
the expansion triangle is point
ing downward, the contents of 
the folder are expanded; click 
the expansion triangle to col
lapse the folder. 

Sorting by menu 

To sort a window in List view, 
you can also choose the Sort 
List command on the View 
menu and choose the sort item 
on the hierarchical menu. 

FIGURE 2.21 

51 

Using the Labels Preferences win
dow, you can customize the text 
and color associated with each 
label. 
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FIGURE 2.22 

You can use the Color Picker to 
change the color of labels. 

Using labels 

One use for labels is to help you 
organize projects. You can define a 
label for the project and attach that 
label to all folders and files that are 
part of your project. This may help 
you keep track of your project. For 
example, you can easily find all the 
folders and files for your project by 
using the Find command to find all 
folders and files on your Mac that 
have your project's label. 

Color Picker 
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4. Choose the color that you want appl ied to the label and 

click OK 

5. Click in the text box and edit the label text. 

6. Continue changing labels' text and colors to your heart's 

content. 

7. Close the window when you are done. 

B. Select that file or folder to which you want to apply a label. 

9. From the File menu, choose Label and then choose the label 

that you want to apply from the hierarchical menu. The 

color you selected for your label wi ll be applied to the fi le's 

or folder's icon, and the label text you defined will appear in 
the Label column (see Figure 2.23). 

SeHing Window Views Preferences 
There are two ways to set the views that will be used for your 
~older wi ndows. You can set views preferences globally or locally. 
vVhen you set views preferences globally, those preferences will 
be applied to eve1·y window that you open. vVhen you don't want 
to use those global views preferences for a particular window, 
you can set preferences locally for that window. 

T his aspect of the Mac OS can be a bit con fusing. To explain it 
another way, here is the general process you use to determine 
the views you use for your folders: 

1. Set global views preferences for Icon, Button, and L ist 
views. T hese preferences will be appljed to every folder win
dow that you open. 
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2. For particular windows in which you don 't want to use the 

global views prefe rences, set the views preferences for the 

I con, Button, or List views for that particular window. 

Your ;\11ac calls tl1e global views preferences Standard Views. It 
calls local preferences View Options. 

Setting Standard Views 
You can set Standard Views for each type of view. These prefer
ences arc tl1en applied to every folder window tl1at you open. 
For example, you can set Standard Views preferences to set 
which columns wi ll be shown in a L ist view·. \ iVhenever you 

choose the List view in any open window, rllose columns will be 
shown (you can also set Views Options for any window; for 
example, in case you don't want those columns shown in a par
ticular window). 

Setti ng Stanuard Views 

I. C hoose Preferences from the finder's Edit menu. 

2. C lick on the Views tab. You wi ll see the Views Preferences 

dia log (see Figure 2.24). 
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FIGURE 2.23 

You can apply a label to any file 
or folder to help you organize 
your files . 

The desktop is a window 

By the way, the desktop is a 
folder window and most of the 
information in this chapter 
applies to it as well. However. 
you can't view the desktop in 
the List view. And the desktop 
does not have the usual win· 
dow controls associated with it 
(such as scroll bars). 

FIGURE 2.24 

The Views Preferences dialog j 
enables you to set the Standard 
Views Options for all three views. 
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Folder sizes 

Be hesitant to set the Calculate fold
er sizes option to "on" in the 
Standard Views preferences for List 
views. If you do, your Mac has to 
add up all of the sizes for each fi le 
in each folder within the folder you 
are viewing. If you have more than 
a few folders within the folder you 
are viewing. it can take your Mac a 
while to calculate a size lor each 
folder. 

Working with You r Mac 
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]. C hoose Icons on the Standard View Options for pop-up 

menu . 

4. C hoose the icon arrangement option you want. 

5. If you choose the Keep arranged option, choose the parame
ter by which you want the Finder to arrange icons in the 

pop-up menu (for example, by kind). 

6. C hoose the icon size you want by using th e radio buttons at 

the bottom of the window. 

7. C hoose Buttons from the Standard View Options for pop

up menu. 

8. C hoose from the options that you sec. You have similar 
options that you usc for the Icon view, but you c01 n set them 
differently for tl1c Button view if you want to. 

9. C hoose List from the Standard View Options for pop-up 

menu. 

10. C heck tl1e Usc relative date option if you want the Mac to 

usc "Yesterday" <l nd "Today" instead of yesterday's and 
today's date. 

11. Check the Calculate folder sizes if you want to see how 

much data folders contain in the Size column in List view. 

12. C hoose which columns you want the F inder to display (Date 

Modified, Date C reated, Size, and so on). More information 

is useful , but you have to balance th at against tl1e folder 

width you will need to use to sec all of it. 

13. C hoose the icon size that you want the Finder to display 

next to the list items witl1 tl1e Icon Size radio buttons. 

14. Close the window when you arc clone. 

Setting Custom View Options for a Window 
In the previous section, you learned how to set the Standard 
View options for all of the windows on your desktop. You can 
also customize the view options for a specific window if the 
global view options don't make sense for tl1at particular window. 
After you set a wi ndow to use custom preferences, those views 
will be used each t ime you "iew that wi ndow. 
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Setting custom view preferences for a window 

1. Open a window. 

l. Choose View Options from the View menu. You will see the 

View Options dialog fo r that window (see Figure 2.25). The 
options you sec wil l reAect the view that the window was in 
when you selected View Options (for example, in Figure 

2.25, the folder I had selected was in the List view so I saw 

the List View Options in the dialog). 
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3. Set the opti ons just as you did when setting Standard Views 

preferences for the view type (see the previous section for 

details). After you change the view settings, the Views te.x1: 

wi ll read Custom and the Set to Standard Views button 'vi ii 
become active (see Figure 2.26). 
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FIGURE 2.25 

You can use the View Options 
dialog to set custom view options 
for any window. 

FIGURE 2.26 

This folder now has a custom list 
view. 
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Apple menu 

In order to see hierarchical folders 
on the Apple menu, you must tum 
Submenus on in the Apple Menu 
Options control panel. 

FIGURE 2.27 

On the Apple menu, you can see 
folders in the hierarchical view. 

---
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4. If you want to change the view back to the standard view 
options for that view type, click the Set to Standard Views 

button. The custom options will be removed, and the win
dow wi ll revert to th e standard view options for tha t type of 
view. 

5. Close the View Options window by clicking OK. The win

dow will refl ect the view options that you set. 

Using Hierarchical Folders 

' ' 

In certain situations, you wil l see a folder in a hierarchical 
"view. " In this view, items in a folder appear on a pop-up menu 
that appears next to the folder when you select the folder from a 
menu. The area in Mac OS 8.5 software in which you will see 
folders in a hierarchical view is the Apple menu (see F igure 
2.27) . 
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SEE ALSO 

To lenm nbom the Apple menu, see Chapter 6, "IVurking liJitb tbr Apple Mmu" 
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The main benefit of the hierarchical view is that you can easily 
and quickly move down into a folder to find and open a particu
lar file or folder. The disadvantage is that you cannot select 
more than one item at a time. 

Working with Pop-Up Windows 
Pop-up windows (introduced in Mac OS 8.0) are a great way to 
keep files that you frequently use easily accessible. Pop-up win
dows appear as tabs on tl1e bottom of the desktop. \Vhen you 
click a pop-up window's tab, tl1e window pops open, and you can 
work within it. \Vhen you move out of the window, it pops back 
to being just a tab (see Figure 2.2 8). 

Pop-up windows have the following features: 

• When you drag a file or folder onto a pop-up window's tab, 
it will pop open so that you can place tl1e folder or file into 

that folder. 
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Viewing a folder in the hierarchi· 
cal view 

You can view any folder in the 
hierarchical view by placing an 
alias to it on the Apple menu. 

FIGURE 2.28 

Pop-up windows appear as tabs 
across the bottom of your desk
top; when you click on a pop·up 
window, it pops open, and you 
can work within it 
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FIGURE 2.29 

This folder is about to become a 
pop·up window. 

Another way to pop 

You can also change a window into 
a pop·up window by dragging its 
title bar to the bottom of the desk
top. When you get close to the bot
tom of the desktop, the folder will 
be converted into a pop·up window. 

With this method, you can place the 
pop-up window anywhere along the 
bottom of the desktop that you like. 

You can set the width of the pop·up 
menu by setting the width of the 
window that you are changing into 
a pop-up window. The wider the 
window you are converting is, the 
wider the pop·up window's tab 
will be. 

Working with Your Mac 
----------------------------

Working with Folders and Windows 

• You can create pop-up windows in two ways (via the View 
menu or by dragging a window's title bar to tl1e bottom of 

me desktop). 

• The folder's icon that appears in tl1e tab works just like an 
icon in any other view; for example, you can drag it onto a 

disk to copy the folder tl1cre. 

• Pop-up windows can be resized bom in width and in me 
height to which tl1cy pop up. 

• If you hold tl1e Command key down and click on me win
dow's title, you will see a pop-up menu showing the folders 

containing that folder, as well as me folders that me folder 
you are viewing contains. 

Pop-up windows are easy to work wim, and they are a great way 
to access tl1e files within folders tl1at you usc frequently. 

Setting up and configuring a pop-up window 

1. O pen a folder or volume (see Figure 2.29). 
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2. Choose as Pop-up window from the View menu. The folder 
becomes an open pop-up window, located right next to the 
last pop-window created or close to the left edge of the 
desktop if there are no other pop-windows (see Figure 2.30). 
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3. Resize the pop-up window by draggi ng the handles in the 
upper left and upper right corners o f the window (a pop-up 
window's handles are diagonal hash marks, see Figure 2 .31). 
Dragging the resizing handl es up or down determines how 
high the window pops up. D ragging them left or right 
detennines how wide a pop-up window will be. 

4. Click outside the fold er to "pop" it closed (see Figu re 2.32). 

5. To change a pop-up menu back into a "regular" folder win
dow, drag the tab (not the icon) of the pop-up window up 
onto the desktop until you sec an entire window. The win
dow wi ll now be a "regular" wi ndow. 
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FIGURE 2.30 

The Using Mac folder has become 
a pop-up window. 
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FIGURE 2.31 

Resizing the Using Mac folder so 

1 

that it takes up less space when it 
is "popped" open. 

Icons in tabs 

The icons you see in the tabs of 
pop-up windows, and any folder's 
or volume's title bar for that matter, 
can be used to move or copy that 
item. Just use the pop-up window's 
folder icon as you would any other. 

FIGURE 2.32 

The Using Mac folder can now be 
opened by clicking the Using Mac 
tab. 

Or use the menu 

You can also choose as Window on 
the Edit menu to change a pop·up 
window back into a regular one. 

Views options in pop-up windows 

All the view options that you have 
for regular folder windows apply to 
pop-up windows also (for example, 
the Icon view). 

Expanding files in pop-up win
dows 

In a pop-up window, the expansion 
triangles work just like they do in 
the List view. 
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Working with Spring-Loaded Folders 

Using a pop-up window is also very easy. Here's how to use 
them: 

• To open a pop-up window, click its tab. 

• To close a pop-window, move out of it. 

• To place a folder or tile within a folder that uses a pop-up 
windo·w, drag the file or folder into the pop-up window's tab, 
wait for the window to pop up, and then drag the file to 
where you want it to be. 

Working with Spring-Loaded Folders 
Mac OS 8.0 also introduced spring-loaded folders. W hen you 
drag a file or folder onto a spring-loaded folder, it springs open, 
and you can move the folder or file into the folder. T his doesn't 
stop with the first spring-loaded folder you move into either. As 
you continue to drag items onto folders within a spring-loaded 
folder, those folders also spring open so that you can quickly 
move a fi le or folder into any folder no matter how buried with
in other folders it is. 

O ne of the good things about spri ng-loaded folders is that they 
snap closed once you move out of them so you don't leave a n·ai l 
of open windows behind you. 

You can set the amount of time it takes for folders to spring 
open after you drag an item onto them. 

Setting spring-loaded folder preferences 

1. From the Edit menu, choose Preferences. 

2. Click the General tab, and you will see the General 
Preferences window (see Figure 2.33). 

3. To turn spring-loaded folders on, check the Spring-loaded 
folders check box. 

4. Use the D elay before opening slider to adjust the amount of 
time you have to have an item placed over a folder before it 
springs open. 

5. C lose the window. 
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FIGURE 2.33 

You can use General Finder 
Preferences to set the time it 
takes for spring-loaded folders to 
spring open. 

FIGURE 2.34 

You can command-click on a win· 
dow's name to move up or down 
from the current folder. 
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Using Folder Window Features 

0 

Folder windows have special navigation, window, and file man
agement features that you won't find with other windows. You 
can use these features in any of the views, and they work on any 
open folder window. These fea tures include the following: 

• M oving among windows. To move up or down from the 
folder whose window is open, hold the Command key down 
and cl ick on the window's ti tle. A menu will pop up that 

enables you to select any folder witl1in your current folder 

or containing tl1e current folder all the way up to tl1e startup 

disk's folder (see Figure 2.34) . 
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• O pening one folder's window while closing the current win

dow. Sometimes when you are opening folders loolcing for a 
particular file, you leave a trail of open windows tl1at may 
not need to be open (see Figure 2.35). Tb dose tl1e current 
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window while you are opening the next folder, hold down 
the Option key while opening the next folder. As the folder 
opens, the window that you are currently in wiU close. This 
helps you keep your desktop clean while you are burrowing 
down into folders . 
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• C losing all open windows. You can close all tl1e open win
dows on your desktop by holdi11g down the O ption key and 
clicking the Close box o f one of the open folders. 

• Renaming a file. To rename a file, select it and press tl1e 
Return key (in the List view, you can also select the file and 
just wajt a few moments). When the name is highlighted, 
you can edit tl1e name of the fil e. You can change it to any
thing as long as it is less than 3 I characters a11d tl1ere are no 
other files with that same name. 

• Moving around and selecting fi les and folders in a window 
with the keyboard. You can use your keyboard to move 

around within a folder. The Up and Down arrow keys move 
you in tl1e di rection of the arrow. The Tab key moves you to 
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FIGURE 2.35 

A trail of opened windows can be 
a nuisance; you can avoid this by 
holding Option down when you 
open the next folder. 

Collapsing lots of windows 

The Option key also affeciS the 
Collapse box. If you hold the 
Option key down while you 
click a Finder window's Collapse 
box, all the open windows will 
collapse. You can expand all 
open windows that are col· 
lapsed by holding down the 
Option key and clicking the 
Collapse box. 
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the next file or folder in alphabetical order. P ressing Shift 

and Tab moves you to the previous fil e or folder in alphabet

ical order. 

• Selecting files and folders wi th the keyboard. You can quick
ly jump to, an d select, an item in a window by typi11g the 

first few characters of the item 's name. You will move to the 
fi rst item whose name matches the letters you typed, and the 

item will be selected. 

You should try these tech niques to see which ones you wan t to 
incorporate into your daily Mac use. Doing so will reap big ben
efits for you because as you use a Mac, you will constantly work 
wi th windows and folders. W hile these techniques may only save 
you a second or two each, tl1at small difference really adds up 
when you consider tl1e dozens of ti mes per day that you may use 
them. 
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Working with Menus 

Understanding the type of menus that your Mac uses 

Working with the Mac's menu 

Working with contextual menus 

Working with the Mac's unique menus 
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FIGURE 3.1 
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The common pull·down menu is 
the type you will use most often 
on the Mac. 

FIGURE 3.2 

Pop·up menus enable you to 
quickly choose from specific 
options. 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with Menus 

Understanding Mac Menus 
One of the major interface elements that you wi ll use while you 
work on your Mac are menus. These menus come in various 
formats: 

• Pull-down menus. These are the most common type of 
Mac menus, and they appear in almost all applications. In 
fact, there are standard pull-down menus that are supposed 
to be included in every application. They include the File 
and Edit menus. Pull-down menus get their name because 
you "pull them down" by clicking on them. You can choose 
commands from the menus in their "pulled down" condition 
(see Figure 3. 1 ). 

• Pop-up menus. Pop-up menus are used to provide you with 
a list of choices that "pop up" when you click on the pop-up 
menu. From the pop-up, you can choose commands or 
options (see Figure 3.2). Pop-up menus are most common 
within dialog boxes, but you see them other places as well. 

Cl fnf'l!rtnces 8 
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• Contextual menus. Another feature introduced in Mac OS 
8, contextual menus are pop-up menus that change depend
ing on the context in which they are activated. Contextual 
menus provide quick and easy access to the most likely 
commands that you wi ll use in certain situations (see 
Figure 3.3). Plus, you can customize contextual menus so 
that the commands you use most are just a click away. 
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• Tear-off (floating) menus. Some menus can be "torn off'' 
the menu bar and become free-floating palettes from which 
you can choose commands or options. The Application 
menu in Mac OS 8.5 is an example of a tear-off menu (see 
F igure 3.4). Many applications also use tear-off menus . 
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• Unique menus. T here are certain menus that are only 
avai lable in specific areas. Mac OS 8.5 uses several of these 
unique menus, including the Finder 's View menu (see 
F igure 3 .5). 
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FIGURE 3.3 

Contextual menus provide quick 
access to commands that you 
are most likely to use in specific 
situations. 

FIGURE 3.4 

Tear-off menus can be placed 
anywhere on your desktop. 

Tear-off toolbars 

Many applications and utilities 
feature toolbars, which are sets 
of buttons on which you can 
dick to activate a command. 
Many toolbars can also be torn 
off so that they "float" on the 
screen. 
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FIGURE 3.5 

I The commands available on the 
View menu are unique to the l Finder. 

Sticky menus and Windows 

Sticky menus were first used in 
Windows computers, and they still 
are. This is one of the few features 
that has appeared on Windows 
computers before lhey showed up 
on the Mac. 

CMs and apps 

CMs are also supported in many 
major applications, including 
Microsoft Office. To see if your 
favorite applications use CMs, just 
hold the Control key and click on 
something in that application. If 
CMs are supported, you will see 
one. 
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Using Mac Menus 
Using most Mac menus requi res little exp lanation. To use pull
down menus, you simply click tl1e menu to pull it down, high
light the command you want, and click tl1e mouse button to 
select a command. To use pop-up menus, you click tl1e menu 
button and select your choice from the menu that pops up. 

Sticky menus were introduced in M ac OS 8.0; this means that 
pull-down menus stay open wiiliout you having to hold down 
ilic mouse button, unlike "non-sticky menus" iliat snapped 
closed as soon as you let go of tl1e mouse button (tl1is is ilie 
way Mac pull-down menus used to work). N ote that with 
Mac OS 8.5, you can no longer turn sticl'Y menus off. 

Working with Contextual Menus 
Contextual Menus (CMs) arc one of the most powerful tools on 
the M ac; they were introduced in Mac OS 8.0 and continue to 
be integrated in tl1e OS as well as in many applications. CMs 
provide a pop-up menu of commands iliat you can easily access 
by clicking something while holding the Control key down. As 
their name implies, C Ms change depending on ilie context in 
which you activate them. For example, when you activate ilie 
CM in a window, you will see one set of commands. If you use it 
on the desktop, you will see anoilier set of choices. 

CMs are also extensible, which means iliat you can add items to 
CMs to fully customize tl1em for tl1e way you like to work. You 
can also add new functions to your Mac ilirough CM files. 

After you get used to using CMs, you may wonder how you ever 
got along wiiliout iliem. 
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Understanding Contextual Menus 
Contextual menus are controlled by two items within the System 
Folder: 

• Contextual Menu Extension. T he CM extension provides 
CM capabilities to your system. It is installed by default. 

• C ontextual Menu Items folder. This folder, within the 
System Folder, contains the particular CMs that you will 
have available. You can add or remove CM fi les from this 
folder to change the Ci'vls on your Mac. 

To really understand CMs, point to various items on your desk
top and within windows and activate their CMs. T his wi ll give 
you a good idea of the CMs that are a part of Mac O S 8.5 by 
default. 

Using Contextual Menus 
Using CMs is simple-just point to something, hold the Control 
key down, and click the mouse button. T he CM will pop-up, 
and you can choose a command from it (see Figure 3.6). 
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1. Move the pointer over an empty space on the desktop. 

2. Hold the Control key down and click. You will see a variety 
of desktop commands, including Help, N ew Folder, View 
(with submenus), C lean Up, and so on. 

Using CMs within windows is done in the same way. 

CHAPTER l 

Marking CMs 

When you press the Control key 
and a CM is available, you will 
notice a small pop-up menu 
icon by the arrow. If you don't 
see this, there is no CM 
available for whatever you 
are pointing to. 

FIGURE 3.6 

Contextual menus provide an 
easy and fast way to access 
context-5pecific commands. 
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FIGURE 3.7 

This CM offers a set of commands 
appropriate lor the window. 

l 
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Working with Menus 

Cl 

Using a window's contextual menu 

1. Open a window. 

2. Hold the Control key down and click. You will see a CM for 
the window (see Figure 3. 7). 
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Adding to Contextual Menus 
Contextual menus are extensible; this means that by adding a 
CM fi le to the Contexmal M enu I tems folder, you can add to 
the commm1ds that you can access via CMs. You can add existing 
commands to the CM as well as enti rely new features. This 
works similarly to how the Apple Menu ltems folder works, 
except that you can 't use aliases. You can obtain CM fi les from a 
variety of sources, especia lly the Internet. One current source of 
C Ms is the followin g: 

ht tp://interdesign.ca/cmcentral!index/html 

~Then I last checked this site, it said that it might go away at 
some point. If it isn't there, check the Mac software archives for 
CM files. 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To lermi1L"bere some of tbc bcJ1 !'viae sofware ar.-bives 011 tbc lntt!met are, see pagt• 639 

To show you how this works by installing SruffltCMPiugin. 
This plug-in enables you to use a CM to activate Aladdin's 
Stuffit Engine to compress and decompress fi les. T he process I 
use in this example is similar for any other CMs that you may 
wm1t to install and use. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To leam more about file CIYIIIjJressiou, sec page 5 89 
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Installing Contextual Menu Add-Ons 
Installing a CM add-on requires that you add the CM to the 
Contexmal Menu Items folder and restart your Mac. 

Installing StuffltCMPiugin 

1. O pen the folder containing the CM file you want to install 
(see Figure 3 .8). 
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2. Read any ReadM e or other text files that came with the CM; 

these can contain important usage infom1ation as well as 

warnings about incompatibilities. 

3. D rag the CM fil e onto the System Folder. 

4. C lick O K when your M ac asks if it should put the file into 

the Contextual Menu I tems folder. 

5. Restart your Mac. U nlike changes to the Apple menu, you 

need to restart your Mac to make changes to the CM 
become active. 

6. Activate the CM to see the new commands that have been 
added to it (see Figure 3.9). 
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FIGURE 3 .8 

This is the folder for the 
StuffltCMPiugin. 

FIGURE 3.9 

71 

Compare this to Figure 3.7 to see 
that there is now an additional 
item on the Contextual menu 
(Stufflt at the bottom of the con- _I 
textual menu). 
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FIGURE 3.10 

Using a CM to unstuff a .sit file. 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with Menus 

fti!:IP 

Open 

Using Contextual Menu Add-Ons 
Using StuffltCMPiugin to unstuff a file 

1. Point to a file that you wan t to unstuff. 

2. Hold Control down and click. You will see the CM with the 

Stuffl t command (see Figure 3. 1 0). 
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3. Choose Unstuff command from the submenu . The fi le will 

be unstuffed. 

Using the Finder's Unique Menus 
T he Finder uses three unique menus to provide certain capabili
ties and functions; you won 't see these menus in any other appli
cation. In this section, you will lea rn about these important 
menus. 

Using the Apple Menu 
T he Apple menu provides a lot of capability for you, and it 
is a menu that you can easily customize for your own pu1·poses 
(see Figure 3. 11). 

SEE ALSO 

,... To lenm t1bo111 tbc Apple mcuu, see Cbnpte1· 6, " l~1·kiug witb tbe Apple Meuu" 
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Using the Special Menu 

About Th is Computer 
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~ !:.~~~a1bte Items 

Unless you are brand new to the Mac, you have already used 
conunands on the Special menu. T he Special commands are fair
ly important, but most of them are pretty straightforward. The 
following list is a quick summary of the conunands on the 
Special menu: 

• Empty T rash. T his command deletes the fi les that are 
stored in the 'TI·ash. One nice-to-know fean1re of the Trash 
is that if you hold the Option key while you select Empty 
Trash, you will delete any locked items that are in the Trash 
(without using the Option key, you can't empty locked items 
from the Trash). 

SEE ALSO 

To lenm more nbollt tbc Tmsb, see page 107 

• Ejecting D isks. You can use the Eject Disk command, or 
press Command-£ , to eject any removable media that is 
mounted on the desktop an d that is selected. This works 
with floppy disks, CD -ROMs, Zip disks, and other remov
able media. 
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FIGURE 3 .11 

The Apple menu is extremely 
Hexible, and you can customize 
it as much as you want to. 

Put that away 

You can also use the Put Away 
command on the File menu 
(Command·Y) to eject a remov· 
able disk. The Put Away com· 
mand also unmounts any 
volumes that you are sharing 
from a network as well. 
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Pressing the Command-Option· 
Power keys puts your Mac immedi· 
ately into the sleep mode. 

A fast way to sleep, quit, or restart 

II you press the Power key (the key 
in the upper right comer of the key
board; it has a small triangle on it), 
you will see a dialog that enables 
you to dick Restart, Sleep, or Shut 
Down (the default)-you can also 
cancel if you need to. The fastest 
way to shut down your Mac is to hit 
the Power key and then press 
Retum. 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with Menus 

• E rasing Disks. T he Erase Disk command erases and formats 
hard and floppy disks. vVhen you choose the Erase Disk 
command, you have the option of formatting a disk as Mac 
OS Standard (a Mac disk), DOS (a PC disk), or ProDos 
(Apple II disk). 

SEE ALSO 

)> To len1711J101'C nbo/11 fonnnlfing disks, sec page 1 1-1 

• Putting yom· Mac to sleep. The Sleep command puts your 

Mac to sleep. In Sleep mode, your Mac's hard drive stops 

spinning and the monitor powers down. In Sleep mode, 
your Mac uses much less power than it does in "awake" 

mode. And your Mac will be ready for you to use again 
much faster than if you have to start it up from the shut

down condition. If you are going to be away from your Mac 

for a while, it is a good idea to put it to sleep. 

SEE ALSO 

To lenm more nbo111 tbr slrep mode am/ drsktop Nines, see pngr r o8 

To lenm more about tbe ,-/eep mode and Porue-rBooks, see page Bzo 

• Restarting Your Mac. T he Restart command makes your 
M ac shut down all mnning processes and then restart all of 
its system softwa re. Restarting is also called wm1n stm7ing or 
rebooting. You will need to Restart your Mac occas.ionally, 
such as when a program crashes or when you have to restart 
after making software changes (install ing new software for 
example). 

• Shutting down your Mac. You should always use the Shut 
Down command before turning off the power to your Mac. 
This command ensures that all of the processes running on 
your Mac are properly stopped and that the hard drives are 
ready to stop spinning (the drive heads are parked). 

Using the Application Menu 
Your Mac is able to multitnsk. What this means is that your M ac 
can do more than one thing at a time. For example, you can have 
many applications open simultaneously. This prevents you from 
having to start and stop one application just because you want to 
work in another one for a while. Plus, your M;1c can do some 
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tasks in the background while you are working within another 
application. 

You use the Application menu to manage all of the open applica
tions that are currently running on your Mac. The Application 
menu is always available to you; it is the last menu on the far 
right o f the menu bar (see F igure 3. I 2). 
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Managing open applications by using the Application menu 

I. C lick on the Application menu (in the upper right corner of 

the desktop) . You will see a list of the applications currently 
running on your Mac (see Figure 3 .1 3). T he application 

with the check mark next to it is the one that is currently 
"on top," or active, and its menu bar will be visible. The 

background applications' names will be grayed out in the 

menu. 
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l. To bring a different application to th e front (to work 

with it), simply choose it from tl1e Application menu 
(see Figure 3 .14). The menu bar will change to the 
menu bar of the application that you selected, and 

tl1e application's name and icon will be at tl1e top of the 
Application menu. 
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FIGURE 3.12 

The Application menu is always 
ready to use to manage your 
open applications. 

FIGURE 3. 13 

The Application menu shows you 
all of the applications that are 
open on your Mac . 

New Application menu feature for 
Mac OS 8.5 

Under Mac OS 8.5, the applica
tion's name, as well as its icon, 
is displayed at the top of the 
Application menu. (In previous 
versions of the OS, you would 
only see the active application's 
icon.) This helps you more 
quickly identify the active 
application. 
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FIGURE 3.14 

I 
Here I am using lhe Application 
menu to make Simple Text the 
active application. 

L 

It's two tools in one 

Even with the Application Switcher 
open, you can still use the 
Application menu in the same ways 
that you can when the Applicalion 
Switcher is dosed. 

r FIGURE 3.15 

I 
When you "tear off" the 
Application menu, it becomes a 
floating window that is always 
accessible (in this mode, it is l called the Application Switc~ 
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3. If open windows of applications that arc in the background 

distract you, choose Hide others from the Application menu. 

T he other applications will be hidden from view (although 

they arc still running). 

4. If you want to move back to the application that was previ

ously active, choose H ide C urrentApplication (where 

CurrentApplica tion is the name of the applic<ltion that is 

active). 

5. To sec all the applications that are open, choose Show All. 

Also new to Mac OS 8.5 is the abili ty to customize the 
Application menu. You can resize the menu to d isplay as much 
or as lit tle of the active appli cation 's name as you would like (if 
you make it small enough, you wi ll only sec its icon). T he most 
sig-nificant of these features is the ability to convert the 
Application menu into a fl oating menu, o r palette. L1 tl1is mode, 
the Application menu is called the Application Switcber. 

Customizing the Application menu 

1. Resize the menu by dragging tl1e left edge (tile hash marks) 

to the right to make it smaller o r to the left to make it 

bigger. 

1. Drag down through the menu to tear it off the Finder's 
menu bar and make it into a floating window (see 

Figure 3.1 5). The active appli cation will be highlighted 

(SimpleText in Figure 3 .1 5). 
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3. To switch to a different application, click its name in the 
Application Switcher window. 

4. To view the Application Switcher in the Icon view, click the 
window's Zoom box (see Figure 3.16). 
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Look, it floats! 

You can move the Application 
Switcher around, but it always 
floats on top of all other open 
windows. You can collapse it 
to its title bar by clicking the 
collapse box. 

77 

~
--- J FIGURE 3 .16 

You can view the Application 
Switcher in the Icon view. 

- --

5. To toggle the size of the icons, hold the Option key down 
while you click the Zoom box (see Figure 3.17). 

Learning to use the Mac's multi tasking capability and the 
Application menu and Applicati on Switcher can save you the 
time you normally waste opening and closing applications. As 
long as your Mac has enough RAM to keep the applications you 
use open at all times, there is really no reason to quit an applica
tion. It is much better to simply use the Application menu and 
Application Switcher to quickly move into the application with 
which you want to work. 

FIGURE 3.17 

You can increase the size of the 
icons in the Application Switcher 
by holding down the Option key 
and clicking the Zoom box. J 

The floating window is always 
with you 

The floating Application 
Switcher will remain where you 
last left it, even after you restart 
your Mac. 

Switching Applications with the 
keyboard 

Turnabout is fair play, and Mac 
OS 8.5 borrows another 
element from Windows. 
Holding down the Command 
key while you press Tab moves 
down the list of open applica
tions and yo make the next one 
"down• the list active. Holding 
down Shift and Command 
while you press the Tab key 
moves you in the opposite 
direction. This is often the 
fastest way to switch applica
tions because you don't have to 
take your hands off of the key
board. In case you are wonder
ing, to do this on a Windows 
computer, you hold down All 
and press Tab. 
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The Finder can actually be stopped 
while your Mac is still running. In 
fact, in the past. some applications. 
particularly games (such as Lucas 
Art's Dark Forces) were able to shut 
down the Finder and "take over" 
your Mac. This was because Mac 
hardware was a bit underpowered 
for what these applications were try
ing to do and consequently they 
needed all of your Mac's resources. 
With modern Macs, this is no longer 
necessary. 

Control panels and extensions 
march on 

You can see the control panels and 
extensions that are being loaded as 
their icons "march" across the bot
tom of your screen when you start 
your Mac. You will learn more about 
control panels and extensions 
throughout the rest of this book. 

Working with Your Mac 

Work ing with the Finder 

Understanding the Finder 
T he prim:~ry piece of softv.rare that provides the Mac with its 
interf:~ce and that largely determines how your Mac will work is 
the Finder. In fact, you can rightly say tl1at the Finder is tl1e 
Mac. There are some parts of the Mac OS that are not specifi
ca lly part of tl1e Fintlcr, bul since the Finder manages the 
system-level operations of your Mac, and it creates and manages 
your desktop as well as all processes th:1t are running on your 
Mac, tl1e Finder is it as far as the OS goes. 

The Finder is teclmically an application. H owever, you never 
launch the Finder; rather, it opens when you start your Mac, and 
it is always running. 

T he Finder provides the core services that are needed to make 
your Mac work. And your Mac will run with a plain, vanilla 
Finder witl1 no "extras" in stalled at all. The basic Finder is the 
Mac at its minimum. \tVith tl1e "plain vanilla" Finder, you get the 
Mac interface, tl1e abili ty to organize and manipulate files, open 
windows, work with some devices (such as hard drives and floppy 
drives), use menus, run applic:~tions, and so on. However, tl1e 
Finder's functionali ty can be increased tl1rough control panels 
and extensions. 

Control panels and extensions are the "extras" that add function
ali ty to the basic OS sofuvare that is started when you start your 
Mac. Control panels and extensions actually modify the system 
sofuvare (which is controlled by the Finder) as it loads so that 
tl1e functionality of that software becomes available to you. For 
example, Q uick Time (the Mac's multimedia technology which 
you will learn about in Chapter 10, "Working wi th Multimedia") 
is an extension to the !viae OS. \Vhen it is installed on your Mac, 
the Finder is able to use its capabili ties to enable you to watch 
and edit digital video and animation. Your Mac will run just fine 
without Q uick Time installed because it is not a core part of the 
Finder, but you won't be able to work with multimedia fi les. 

After all of the updates and improvements in Mac OS 8.5, the 
Finder does more than it ever has. In addition to all of the great 
folder, window, and menu features you read about in the previ
ous chapters, the Finder provides lots of other features that you 
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constantly use as you work with your Mac. Not on ly does the 
Finder enable you to find files, with Mac O S 8.5, you can also 
fi nd specific content and even search tl1e Internet with it. 
Beyond the Find feature (Sherlock), there are lots of other in ter
face elements and fi le and fo lder management tools tl1at tl1 e 
foind er provides. Learni11g to use tl1e Finder well will take you a 
long way toward getting the most out of your J\llac. 

The foll owing list contains many of tl1e F inder areas :md tools 
mat you will use most frequently: 

• Desktop. In Chapter I , "'!\forking with Macin tosh," you got 
a quick tour of the Mac desktop, and you learned about 

some of the most important Mac features, especially the fea
tures new for .Mac OS 8.5. You will work wi tll the desktop 

much of tile time tl1at you use your Mac. Desktop feann·es 

are discussed tlwoughout tl1e first two parts of this book. 

• Apple menu. T he Apple menu is an excellent tool that you 
can use to quickly access nny fo lder or fi le on your Mac. 
Since it is such a useful feature, C hapter 6, "Workin g with 

tile Apple M enu" is devoted to the Apple menu. 

• F ile menu. The Finder 's File menu contains a number of 

powerful commands that enable to work with fi les. You'll 

learn how the most important File commands work in this 
chapter. 

• Edit menu. T he Finder's Edit menu is usefu l when you are 
working witll file names, such ns when you want to copy a 

fi le name in to a document. T he Finder Preferences com

mand is also located on the Edi t menu; you'll see how to set 

F inder preferences later in this chapter. 

• View menu. You use the View menu extensively when you 
work wi th folders and wi ndows. You can learn how to use 
the commands on this menu in Chapter 2, "vVorking with 
Folders and Wi ndows." 

• Special menu . The Special menu provides fun ctions that 
are unique to the Finder. You can learn more about the 
Special menu in Chapter 3, " \tVorking wi th Menus." 
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The Finder does it all 

The Finder is involved in just 
about every operation on your 
Mac. Whenever you manipulate 
a file (open, move, save, delete, 
and so on), open a window, 
access a device, or anything 
else. the Finder is the software 
that makes it happen. Some 
Finder functions you can use 
directly (such as the Finder 
menu commands), while others 
are working in the background 
(such as Navigation Services, 
which enables you to save and 
open files). 

It's quitting time 

When a program hangs, it just 
sits there and stops responding 
to any commands. In order to 
clear the misbehaving applica· 
tion, the Mac provides a way for 
you to force qwl it To do this, 
hold down the Option and 
Command keys and then press 
the Escape key. This forces an 
application to stop running. The 
idea is that you can then move 
to all of your open applications 
and save your work before 
restarting your Mac. You should 
only force quit as a last resort 
because it makes your whole 
Mac unstable and much more 
likely to hang or crash again. 
This means that you always 
need to restart your Mac as 
soon as you can after you have 
used the Force Quit command. 

81 
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Quitting the Finder 

Since the Finder is an application, 
you can force quit it as well. This 
causes the Finder to quit and then 
restart. When you are working and 
tl1e desktop and everything freezes, 
your last resort should to be force 
quit Occasionally, this will work like 
it is supposed to, and you will be 
able to move into your applications 
and save your documents. Much of 
the time, force quitting the Finder 
will lock up everything. and you will 
have no choice but to restart your 
Mac (which means that you will lose 
all unsaved changes in any open 
documents). 

Politically correct trash 

Windows 95 and Windows 98 don't 
have a trash can. They have a 
Recyding Bin. II works very similarly 
to the Mac's Trash. Where did the 
designers of the Windows operating 
systems get the idea of a recyding 
bin? I don't know, bull am sure that 
it wasn't from the Mac's politically
incorrect Trash. 

Work ing wi th Yo ur Mac 
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• Help menu. The Help menu enables you to get to the three 
kinds of help that are avai lable for Mac OS 8.5 . The M ac's 
help systems are covered in C hapter 12, "Working with the 
Mac's H elp Systems." 

• File tools. In addition to the all of the fi le management 
capabilities that the Finder provides, it also provides the save 
and open dialog boxes that you use to create and work with 
fi les. New to Mac OS 8.5 is the Finder's N avigation Services 
feature, which can replace the old Save and Open dialogs. 

SEE ALSO 

; To lenm obow tbe older Snvc nnd Open dinlogJ·, l'ee pnge 26 t 

>- To from nbu111 Ntrvigntion services' Snve nml Oprn dinlogr, see page 263 

• Organization tools. These tools include aliases and 
Favori tes that you can use to organize and find files quickly 
and easily. 

• C lock. The Finder provides a clock that lives on your desk
top. This is an example of an "extra" that is added to the 
Finder by a control panel. T he clock is provided by the Date 
& T ime control panel, which adds the clock feature to the 
Finder. You wi ll learn how to set and use the clock in th is 
chapter. 

• Application menu. You can use the Application menu to 

manage the applications that are open on your .Nlac. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lenrn bow to use tbe Applimtiun 11/Cnu, ref pt~ge 74 

• Trash. One of the most recognized features of the Mac 
desktop is its Trash. The Trash is a unique folder that has 
some special features. You wi ll lea rn to talk "Trash" later in 
th is chapter. 

• Energy control panel. vVhile the Mac's Trash isn't politi
cally correct, the Energy control panel is. It enables you to 
set your Mac so that it sleeps after a specified period of inac
tivity. In the Sleep mode, your Mac uses less energy than it 
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does when it is "awake." You wi ll learn how to use the 

Energy control panel to do your part to save the Earth in 

this chapter. 

Getting Information About Files and 
Folders 

It is frequently useful to get information about various files, 
folders, and volumes that you are using. This information 
includes size, where the i tem resides, when it was created, label 
information, naming information, and so on. The information 
that you sec for any particular item will depend on what kind of 
item it is. For example, you wi ll see one set of data for a folder, 
another for a document, and sti ll another for an application. A 
very important feature of tl1e Get Info command for applications 
is to set tl1e RAM allocation for an application. 

SEE ALSO 

)oo To ler~m flbolll flflocrrti11g RAM for fill flpplicrrtiou, see pflge 327 

\ iVith Mac OS 8.5, the Info command now has a maximum of 
three subcommands: General Information, Sharing, and 
Memory (see Figure 4. 1). T he General Information command 
does the same thing that the previous Get Info command did (it 
provides the general information for folders and fi les). T he 
Sharing Information command provides sharing-specific infor
mation and controls for an item. The Memory command enables 
you to manage an application 's memory allocation. 
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Memory ... 

You will only see the Memory 
command on the Get Info 
menu when you have selected 
an application. 

FIGURE 4.1 

The Get Info command in Mac 
OS 8.5 combines the previous Get 
Info command with the Sharing 
information function; it also adds 
a third option for applications 
(Memory). 
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Working with the Finder 

The information you see with the Get Info command depends 
on the type of file or folder you have selected. The different 
types of information you will see are the following: 

• Application information. There are three areas of informa

tion for applications. T he first is called General Information 

and provides data such as the size of the application's file, 
where it is stored, the elates it was created and modified, the 

version nmnber, a label, comments, and whether it is locked 

or not. The second is the Memory Information for the 
application, which you can view by choosing M emory from 

the Application pop-up menu. T he third area is the Sharing 
Information, which for appljcations involves Program 
Linlcing. 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To lrnm nbo111 working witb till tlpplicntion's memOI)', see pnge 327 

• Document information. vVhen you use Get Info on a doc

ument, you ca n see only one window, which is the General 
lnform::1tion window. It provides the same information as the 

General Information for an application with two exceptions. 

T he version information for a document is always n/ a (not 
appl icable). The second exception is that a document's Info 

window has a Stationery Pad check box that you can use to 
create a template document. 

• Folder information. Folder information includes two win
dows: one for general information and one for sharing. T he 

General Information for folders is similar to applic::1tions 

and documents. It includes: lcincl (which is always folder for 
a folder), size, where the folder is stored, when it was creat
ed and modified, a label, and comments. The Sharing win
dow enables you to set sharing properties for a folder. 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To learn nbom sbnring n joldCI; sec J!flge 467 

• Volume infom1ation. \ iVhen used on volumes, the Get Info 
command (volumes are disks, partitions, and network fold
ers) provides options very similar to those that it provides 

when the command is used on folders. The differences are 
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that for a disk, the "kind" is disk and the Info window shows 
the capacity of the disk and how much space is available. 

SEE ALSO 

._ To lenn1 about volumes, see Cbapttrr 5, "H/orkiug witb £-I an/ Dish , Panitious, tmd 
Volumes" 

• Trash infonnation. Yes, the good old 'Ibsh has its own 
unique Info window. In it you can see where the Trash is 
located (which is odd given that the Trash is always on the 
desktop), whether it cont.1ins anything, when the Trash was 
last modified (by Apple), a label, and the "Warn before 
emptying" check box. You "vi ii learn to use this later in 
this chapter. 

GeHing General Information for Applications and 
Documents 

The following step-by-steps show you how the Get Info com
mands work for applications and documents since they are the 
items about which you are most Ukely to want to know. First, 
you will learn how to get info for an application. 

Getting general information for an application 

1. Select an application's icon or name in a list. 

2. Choose Get Info and then Genera l Information from the 
hierarchical menu or press Command-!. You will see the 
General Information window for the application (see 
Figure 4.2). 
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FIGURE 4.2 

The General Information window 
for applications provides some 
important data, the most impor· 
tant of which is the version 
information. 
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Then there was one 

When you choose the Get Info com
mand while you have a document 
selected, you will see only one 
choice: General Information. That 
makes sense because General 
Information is all you can get for a 
document 

Working with You r Mac 

Working with the Finder 

3. If you want to rename the appl ication, edit the name at the 

top of the wi ndow. 

4. If you want to attach a label to the application, choose it 

from the pop-up Label menu. 

5. If you want to add comments to the application, type in the 

Comments box. 

6. If you want to lock the application so that it cannot be mod

ified, use the Locked check box. 

7. Read the various information provided for the application 

including fil e size, where it resides, when it was created, and 
the version number. 

Getting info on a document is very similar to getting info for an 
application. The differences are in the information and options 

that you will see. 

Getting general information on a document 

1. Select the document and press Command-I. You will see an 
information window similar to the one for an application. 

2. You can rename the document by typing in the Name field. 

3. You can attach a label to it by choosing a label from the 

pop-up menu. 

4. You can add comments to the information window by enter

ing text in the Comments box. 

6. You can lock the document so that it cannot be changed by 

checking the Locked box. 

7. You can make the item a Stationery Pad by checking the 
box. A Stationery Pad is a template that you can use to cre
ate other simi lar documents. When this box is checked and 

you open the document, it opens as an untitled document 
fonnatted like the Stationery Pad, to which you can add 
your data. 

8. Look at the important data for the document, such as 
creation date and size. 
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GeHing Sharing Information for a Folder 
VVhen you sh ::~ re fil es on your Mac across a network, you man
age the access that people on the network have to folders \vith 
the Sharing Information command under th e Get Info function. 

Getting sharing information for a folder 

1. Select a folder. 

1. Press Command-!. 

3. "\¥hen the information window appe::~rs, choose Sharing 

from the Show pop-up menu. You will see the Sharing 
information window (see Figure 4.3). 
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4. Use the pop-up menus and check boxes to set sharing para
meters for this item. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To !ram about sbm·ingfilcs 011 fl uenvork, see page -1 67 

5. vVh en you are done, close the information window. The 
sharing settings will then take effect. 
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FIGURE 4.3 

The sharing function, on the File 
menu in previous versions of the 
Mac OS, is now part of the Get 
Info command. You can use the 
Sharing information window to 
set sharing parameters for a 
folder. 
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The way it was 

In previous versions of the Finder, 
you had to hold down the Option 
key to have the capability to search 
for creator and file types. 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with the Finder 

Finding Things with the Finder's Find 
Command 

You have always been able to find fi les with the Fi nder's Find 

application. I n Mac OS 8.5, what the F inder can fi nd has been 
significan tly expanded. P reviously, you could only use the Find 
command to find fi les by their names, creation dates, o r other 
attri butes. With Mac OS 8.5, you can sti ll do tl1 is, but you can 
also find fi les by content (the information that the fi le contains), 
and you can also use the F ind command to search me Internet. 

In lviac OS 8.5, the Find Fi le function has been greatly expanded 
so that it is now quite powerful. In keeping witl1 this power, it 
has been renamed Sherlock (although it can still be launched by 
choosing F ind from the F inder's File command .) For example, 
you can save "finds" so tl1at you can rerun them without re
entering all of the search parameters. T here are also more pa ra
meters to search with, and some tl1at previously required you to 

press O ption to see arc now out in the open. For example, the 

capability of searching for files based on their types and creators 
IS now a 
,risible option. 

Finding fi les by content is a great help when you know tl1at 
tl1ere is a file on a machine that contains a word, phrase, sen
tence, or topic, but you can't quite remember what the name of 
the fi le is or even when it was created. You can also use the F ind 
by Content feature to locate all of tl1e fi les on your M ac that 

relate to a specifi c topic or concept. 

The th ird major fi nd fea ture, Internet search, enables you to 
move directly to tl1e Net to perform a search wiiliout having to 
launch a "\iVeb brow·ser. T his can be a great ti me saver and moves 
tl1e Mac fu rtl1er down the patl1 towards complete I nternet inte
gration. You will lea rn about tl1e Internet in Part V, "Using Your 
Mac to Surf tl1e Internet," so if you are tota lly unfamiliar witl1 
me Net, you may want to work through that material before you 
try to use the Search Inte rnet function. 
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Finding Files by AHribute 
Finding files by attributes works similarly to how it always has, 
but there have been a number of improvements. Specifica lly, the 
abil ity to search for fi les of specific types or types that were cre
ated by a certain appl ication no longer requires that you use the 
Option key. 

Finding files by attributes 

1. C hoose Find from the F ile menu or press Command-F. You 
will see the Find dialog (see Figure 4.4). 

0 Sherlock 8 
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2. Make sure that the Find File tab is selected so you see a dia
log similar to F igure 4.4. 

3. Choose the areas you want to search from the Find I tems 
pop-up menu. You have a va riety o f choices here that 
include everything from all the disks accessible on your Mac 
to just a single volume. Try to narrow the locations to search 
in order to speed up the process. 

4. Choose an attribute to search for from the far left pop-up 
menu (for example, name or fi le type). 

5. ln the center pop-up men u, choose an operator to use (such 
as "contains" or "is not"). 

6. Enter the search text in the text box. 

7. If you want to add more criteria to your search, click More 
C hoices. You wi ll see another row of search parameters 
sim ilar to what you saw in steps 4 th rough 6. 

8. Contin ue to add search cJ-iteria unti l you have covered all of 
your bases. If you have a complex search, you may end up 
with a dialog box like that in F igure 4.5. Note that each cr i
teria you choose has its own unique parameters, but they all 
work similarly; you will see choices in the center pop-up 
menu that are relevant to the parameter shown in the left 
pop-up menu. 
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FIGURE 4.4 

The Find dialog in the Find File 
mode that enables you to find 
fil es by attribute. 
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fiGURE 4.5 

This search is probably more 
complicated than any you will 
need to do, but it does show you 
how refined finding files can be. 

fiGURE 4.6 

This search found a number of 
documents that met the search 
criteria shown in the middle of 
the window. 

Hiding paths 

If you dick the downward facing tri· 
angle, the pane showing you the 
path to the file will be dosed. Oick it 
again to open the pane. 
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9. W h en you have defi ned all of your search parameters, click 

Find. The search will begin, and when it is complete, you 

will see the Items Found window (see Figure 4.6). Note that 

your search parameters are shown in the center of the Items 

Found window. 
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10. To see where <l file is located, select a file and look at the 
bottom pane of the window, and you will see a complete 
path to the fil e. 

11. You can move, open, copy, or trash files from the upper win

dow just as if you were using them from the desktop. 
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ll. You can sort the found files in the top pane just like in the 
Finder (by clicking Size for example). 

13. If you want to save this Find so you can run it again at a 

later date without re-entering all of the search parameters 

(another feature new to Mac OS 8.5), choose Save Search 
Criteria from the File menu (or press Command-S). 

14. Move to a location where you want to save the Search, name 

the Search, and click Save. 

15. The next time you want to run this Search , choose Open 
Search C riteria from the File menu. 

16. Locate the Search you want to use and click Open. The 

Search wi ll start, and you will see the results of your Find. 

"While finding fi les by attributes is very easy, it is even easier to 
find fi les by similari ty. For example, you might want to find all 
of the files whose names contain certain tex't and that are of a 
certain type. Rather than having to type all of this data yourself, 
you can drag and drop a simjlar fi le onto the Find dialog and 
then the parameter that you have selected will be entered in the 
Find dialog. A quick step-by-step will show you how tlus works. 
In this step-by-step, I wm search for aU documents whose name 
contains the phrase, "UsingMac," and whose creator is Mjcrosoft 
Word. 

Finding files by name and creator similarity 

1. Open Find by choosing it from the File menu or press 
Command-F. T he Find window >vill open. 

l. Choose name for tl1e type of search attribute. 

3. Locate a document that contains the name that is sinlilar to 

the one you are looking for. In this example, I looked for 
fil es containing the name, " 16 143." I found a file called 
l6 l43Ch023BM.doc to use as my "model. " 

4. D rag th e model that you found in step 3 onto the Find win
dow. The name will be pasted in me search text box (see 
Figure 4. 7). 

5. Leave "contains" as tl1e operator and modify me name to 
make jt general enough for a search (in mis case, I removed 

everytl1.ing from the name except " 16143"). 
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Do it all at once 

By the way, you don't have to 
choose one parameter at a time 
to extract search criteria. Find 
will extract whatever information 
from the model that is needed 
to match the attribute types that 
are in the window. For example, 
if you create a Finder window to 
search on creator, name. and 
date modified and then drag a 
model document onto i~ all 
three fields will be fi lled in at 
once. 
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FIGURE 4.7 

I completed this text search 
box by dragging the 
UsingMacCh02.doc file onto it. 

Mix and match 

You can use the one-at-a-time 
approach to extract criteria from 
multiple documents also. There is 
no reason to limit yourself to a sin
gle model document. 

FIGURE 4.8 

The Find command extracts what
ever parameter you have selected 
in the pop-up menu from the 
model document; in this case, it 
extracted MSWD because the 
model document was created by 
Word. 

Using Find to determine the file 
type and creator for a file 

Even using the Get Info command, 
you won't be able to see the file 
type and creator for a file. However, 
you can use the Find command to 
see this information. Simply open 
Find, open Search attribute of file 
type and creator, and drag the doc
ument onto the Find window. Easy 
as that, you will see the file type and 
creator for that document 

Graphics have no content 

Note that the search by content only 
works on text files. You can't use it 
to search for graphics, even if the 
graphics contain text. 

-
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6. Click the More Choices button. 

7. Select creator from the Search Attribute pop-up menu. 

8. Drag the model document onto the Find window again. 
This time, MSWD will be entered because the model file 
was created by ·word (see Figure 4.8). 
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9. Click Find. The Items Found window will show all docu
ments that meet your criteria. 

Finding Files by Content 
New to Mac OS 8.5, is the capability to find fi les by their con
tent. This can be very useful when you know there are fi les on 
your Mac that contain certain information, but you can't remem
ber anything about the files, such as their name or when they 
were created. This is also useful when you aren't sure that there 
are files on your Mac that contain specific information, but you 
want to find out. 

Finding files by content 

I. Choose Find from the Finder's File menu (or press 
Command-F) or choose Sherlock from the Apple Menu. 
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2. Click on the Find by Content tab. You wi ll see the Find by 
Content dialog box (see Figure 4.9). The top pane is where 
you enter the text you want to search for. In the lower pane, 
you indicate on which volumes the search is to be done. You 
also initiate indexing with the controls in the bottom pane. 

Search 0 In 1he finder selection 
f) on sueclnc volume~ ., 
F 
::J 
0 
0 

3. Before you can perform a Find by Content, you must index 
any volumes on which the search will be done. The indexing 
process enables your Mac to "read" all of the files and to 
build a List of words used in those files. By doing so, it can 
then tell you ·which fi les contain specific words. 

4. To index a volume, click Index Volumes. 

5. In the Index window, highlight the volumes you want to 
index (you can tell if a volume is indexed by looking at the 
Index Status column). 

6. C lick Create Index. You will see a dialoge box warning you 
that indexing can take a long time; click Create to index a 
volume. You wi ll see the Indexing Progress window as the 
Mac indexes all of the files on that volume (see Figure 4.1 0). 
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FIGURE 4.9 

With Mac OS 8.5, you can search 
inside files to look for specific 
content. 

Scheduling indexing 

Note that you can also schedule 
indexes to be performed at con
venient times, such as when 
you aren't using the Mac. Use 
the controls in the Index win· 
dow to set indexing schedules 
for all of the volumes that you 
want to be able to search. 

Indexing and multitasking 

Indexing is a process that will 
run in the background. So if 
you need to index and work at 
the same time, simply start the 
index and let it run while you 
do your work. The index will 
take longer than it does if it is 
the only application running. 
but at least you won't be cool· 
ing your heels waiting for it to 
finish. 

FIGURE 4 .10 

Indexing a volume can take quite 
a while so only index those vol
umes that you need to search. 
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Indexes aren't forever 

Remember that as you add new 
files to volumes and modify the files 
that are already there, the index will 
become out-of·date (you can check 
an index's date by looking at the 
Index Status column in the Index 
dialog). In order to be able to accu· 
rately search the volumes, you will 
need to re-create the index. If you 
use Find by Content often, you 
should definitely set up scheduled 
indexes so that your indexes will 
always be current. 

FIGURE 4.11 

The Items Found window shows 
the files that contain the search 
text and also ranks them by rele
vance to it. 

Nobody is perfect 

While the Find by Content com· 
mand is useful, it isn't perfect. You 
still have to open the files and look 
for the text. Sometimes you won't 
even understand why the Mac lists a 
particular file at all. Still, you will 
probably end up with what you are 
trying to find a lot faster than if you 
arbitrarily opened and closed files. 

Drag and drop 

As in any of the Items Found win· 
dows, you can use files in the Items 
Found window just like you can in 
Finder windows. For example, to 
move an item, simply drag it from 
the Items Found window to a disk. 
To open an item, double-dick it. To 
delete it, drag it into the Trash. 
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7. ·w hen the index is complete, close the Index dialog. 

8. Enter the words or phrases that you want to search for in 
the Words box. You can use so-called Boolean operators to 

enter search strings (such as "and" or "or") to attempt to 
li mit the results of your search. 

9. Choose the indexed volumes that you want to search on by 
clicking the On boxes next to those volumes (if a volume 
isn't indexed, you won't be able to search it). 

10. C lick Find. In a moment or two, you wi ll see the Items 
Found window (see Figure 4.11). This window works just 
like it does for a Find File search except that the files are 
sorted by the relevance of the search term in the fi le. For 
example, a document that contains exactly the same text as 
your search criteria should rank high on the relevance scale 
and is your best bet to begin looking for the content. 
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11. Open the fi les and look for the text for which you searched. 

12. If you ar e likely to want to perform this search again, save it 
by choosing Save Search Criteria from the File menu. 

13. When you are done witl1 tl1e find, close the window or 
press Command-Q to quit. 
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Finding Information on the Internet 
The integration of the Internet onto the Mac is continuing with 
Mac OS 8.5-you can now use the Sherlock command to search 
for information on the Internet. 

SEE ALSO 
)> To lenni huw to con11ect JOUr i'vlnr to the Net, see Cbnptrr z ;, "Connecting l'om· i\tfnc to 

tbe Net." 

)> To ICIIrll abom senrcbiug tbe Wcb 1vitb n Web brmv.m; sec page 639 

Using Sherlock to search the Internet 

1. From the Finder, press Command-F. 

2. Click the Search Internet tab. You will see the Search 
Internet dialog box (see Figure 4.12). 
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l. In the Terms box, enter the text for which you want to 

search. Again, you can use Boolean expressions in your text 
strings. 

4. In the lower pane, select the sources you want to search by 
clicking the box next to each source you want to use (see 
Figure 4.13) . 
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To search the Net 

In order to use the Search the 
Internet feature, you need to 
have your Mac configured for 
Net access. See Chapter 23, 
•connecting Your Mac to the 
Net" for help with this. 

fiGURE 4.12 

95 

This Sherlock feature will search 
on the checked Web sites for text 
containing contextual and menus. 

Searching the Web 

When you use Find to search 
the Internet, you are actually 
searching the lntemet via vari· 
ous search sites. You willleam 
more about these sites in 
Chapter 27, "Browsing the Web: 
Advanced Techniques." 

fiGURE 4.13 

This will look for text containing 
contextual and menus on the 
checked Internet search sites. 
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Drag and drop 

As in any of the Items Found win· 
dows, you can use files in the Items 
Found window just like you can in 
Finder windows. For example, to 
move an item, simply drag it from 
the Items Found window to a disk. 
To open an item, double-dick il To 
delete il drag it into the Trash. 

FIGURE 4.14 

The Items Found window lists all 
of the information that your Mac 
found on the sites you selected. 

Click this link to read the 
information 

Internet address of the 
information 

Viva Sherlock! 

Mac OS 8.5's capability to search 
the Net is an excellent feature. It 
prevents you from having to open a 
Web browser and moving to specif· 
ic search sites; you can do your 
search right from the Mac's desktop. 
As you conduct lots of Net searches, 
you will find that Sherlock is a very 
useful tool. 

Saving searches 

Remember that you can save your 
searches. Once you do, you can 
rerun the search easily. This is 
useful if you need to periodically 
look for information on the same 
topics. 

Wo rking wi th You r Mac 

Working with the Finder 

5. Connect to the Net by using Remote Access Stanis (if you 
have configured your Mac so that it can connect automati
cally, you can skip this step). 

SEE ALSO 

'To leam huu1 to ronjigun· J OI/1" Mar Jortlutomruic Net C0/11/tYiious, St'C page 53-I 

6. C lick Search. Your Mac wi ll conduct the search. When it is 
done, you will sec a results window similar to the one you 
saw for a content search. C lick on an item to see how 
rclcvnnt it is ;mel to see a lin k to that information (see 
Figure 4. 14). 
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7. C lick the link in the lower pane to move to the information 
tha t you found (see F igure 4.15). 

8. Read the information. 

9. Move back to the Items Found window by choosing 
Sherlock from the Application menu. 

10. Refine your search or click on another document link to 

move there. 

11. \Vhen you arc done, quit Sherlock (if you configure your 
connection to nutomatically disconnect after a specified 
time, you can skip this step) . 

12. Usc Remote Access Stltus to disconnect from th e Net. 
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Working with Aliases 
Aliflses are a g reat tool you can use to organize and customize 

your Mac. An alias is simply a pointer to a fi le, folder, o r volume. 
Double-dick an alias o r open it, and the item opens. AJiases are 
very small , so yo u can st-1sh them all over your Mac with li ttle 
storage penalty. Aliases enable you to easily access files, folders, 
and volumes from the Apple menu, the desktop, within fo lders, 
and so on. 

T he benefit of using an al ias, ra ther than using an item itself, is 
that you can have multiple aliases that point to the same item, 
and you can leave the o riginal item where it should reside. For 
exnmple, you wouldn 't wan t to store a copy of Nlicrosoft Excel in 
your Apple Menu Items folder in o rder to be able to access it 
from the Apple menu. Excel needs several other support fil es 
that reside in its folder and moving it to the Apple menu would 
cause it to be unable to use those files. Instead, you can place an 
alias of the Excel applic<ltion on the Apple menu. You could also 
place another alias to Excel on your desktop. 
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FIGURE 4.15 

Clicking on the document link 
causes Internet Explorer to open 
on the document that you found 
in your search. 

Alias trivia 

While aliases seem like they 
have always been part of the 
Mac OS, they weren't intro
duced to the Mac until System 
7. Before that, there was no way 
to access a file from multiple 
locations. 

Broken aliases 

Your Mac will track a file 
through its alias if you move the 
original file, and even if you 
rename it. However, if tl1e file is 
no longer accessible by your 
Mac. if you delete it for exam· 
pie, then the alias will be "bro· 
ken." When you click on a 
broken al ias, you will see a dia· 
log warning you that the original 
item for that alias cannot be 
found. Unfortunately, your Mac 
won't automatically remove 
aliases for which the original 
mes have been removed from 
your Mac. You have to do this 
yourself or use an add-<>n utility. 
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FIGURE 4.16 

An alias to Internet Explorer has 
been created, You can tell that it 
is an alias because of the word 
"alias," the file name being in ital
ics, and the arrow in the white 
box in the icon. 

Other ways to create aliases 

You can create an alias through the 
contextual menu. To do so, select a 
file, press Control, and click the 
mouse button. Choose Make Alias 
from the contextual menu. 

You can also create an alias by hold
ing the Option and Command keys 
down while you drag the file for 
which you want to create an alias. 
This is especially useful if you want 
the alias in a different location than 
the original, which is, of course, 
almost every time that you want an 
alias. 

Renaming aliases 

Just because the Mac tacked the 
word "alias· onto the end of the 
alias' file name, there is no reason it 
has to stay there. You can rename 
the alias anything you would like
even the same name as the original. 
The italics help you keep it straight; 
the Mac always knows which is 
which. 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with the Finder 

Creating an Alias 

CJ 

Creati ng an alias for any fi le is simple. 

Creating an alias 

1. Select the item for which you want to create an alias. 

l. Press Command-M. You wi ll see another item with the 

same name as the original except that the word "alias" 

has been appended to it and the file name is in italics (see 
Figure 4.1 6). 
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3. D rag the alias to a convenient location; make as many 

copies as you need. \iVhen you want to access the item, open 

an alias. 

Finding an Original for an Alias 
Occasionally, you need to find the original from which an alias 
was created. This is not hard to do. 

Finding the file from which an alias was created 

1. Select the alias. 

l . Choose Show Original or press Command-R. You will see 
the original, even if it is deeply buried in layers of folders. 
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Setting and Using Favorites 
Another feature new to Mac OS 8.5 is the addition of favorites 
to many items. Favorites enable you to quickly and easily move 
to your favorite items, whether they are fil es, folders, volumes, 
servers, and of course, Internet sites. Favorites are simi lar to 

aliases in that a favorite is simply a pointer to the original item. 
vVhen you select a favorite from the Favorites menu, you move 
to the original item. 

Your favorites are stored in the Favorites folder that is in the 
System Folder. You can access your favorites from the Apple 
menu, Netvmrk Browser, and any O pen or Save dialog that uses 
Mac OS 8.5's new Navigation Services dialog .. 

vVhen you add something to your favorites, an alias to that item 
is placed in the Favorites folder. And you can access it through 
any of the locations listed in the previous paragraph . 

You will see Favorites menus in many areas of your Mac, includ
ing on the Apple menu (see Figure 4. 17) . 
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SeHing Favorites 
As with aliases, there are several ways to add items to your 
Favorites menu. 

• 
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You can also point to an origi· 
nal. hold down the Control key, 
and select Show Original from 
the contextual menu. 

Favorites equal bookmarks, 
almost 

Favorrtes are similar to Favorites 
in the Internet Explorer and 
Bookmarks in Netscape 
Navigator Web browsers. You 
will leam about Web browser 
favorites in Chapter 27, 
"Browsing the Web: Advanced 
Techniques." 

FIGURE 4.17 

The Favorites folder appears on 
the Apple menu. 
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Another way to add a favorite 

You can also add a favorite to an 
item by selecting in and choosing 
Add to Favorites from the Finder's 
File menu .. 

FIGURE 4.18 

The Photos folder i.s selected; the 
Add to Favorites command will 
add a favorite to this folder in the 
Favorites folder. 

Yet another way 

You can also add a favorite to an 
item by selecting it and dicking the 
Favorites button from within any 
Navigation Services dialog (you will 
see an example of such a dialog in 
the next section). 

Working with Yo ur Mac 
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0 

SeHing Favorite folders 

1. Select the item that you want to add to your Favorites 
folder. 

2. Hold down the Control key, click, and choose Add to 
Favorites from the contextual menu (see Figure 4.18). 
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Using Favorites 
Using favorites is simply a matter of choosing the favorite from 
one of the locations from which you can access favorites. 

Using Favorites on the Apple menu to quickly move to a folder 

1. From the Apple menu, choose Favorites. 

2. Use the hierarchical menu to select the item that you want 
to open (see Figure 4.19). 

If m1 application uses Mac OS 8.5's Navigation Services dialog, 
you can also access your favorites from within Save and Open 
dialogs. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To learn more about Mar OS 8.5 Navigation Scrvires, see page 263 
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Using a Navigation Services dialog to access favorites 

1. From within an application that uses N avigation Services 
dialogs (one example is the Appearance control panel), open 
a file. You will see the Navigation Service's Choose a File 
(this replaces the standard Open dialog) dialog. 

2. Click the Favorites button and choose your favorite from 
the pop-up menu (see Figure 4.20). If your favorite is a fold
er, then you will see its contents in the •vindow (which 
works like a folder window in the Finder). If it is a file, that 
fi le will be selected, and you can click Choose to open it. 
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FIGURE 4.19 

The Photos folder was added to 
my Favorites folder and thus ca~ 
be quickly accessed via the Apple 
menu. 

Navigation Services and Favorites 

You can use the Favorites but-
ton in any application or dialog 
that uses Navigation Services, 
which is new to Mac OS 8.5. 
Many of the applications that 
came as part of Mac OS 8.5 
(such as Sherlock) use these 
dialogs. As Apple and other 
third·party applications are 
updated, they will also be able 
to use Navigation Services. So 
remember that whenever you 
see a Choose a File or the 
Navigation Services Save dialog. 
you can use your favorites. 

FIGURE 4.20 

You can use the Favorites button 
to quickly access anything that is 
stored in your Favorites folder. 

0 Favorites button 
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Edit menu 

The Preferences are the only item 
on the Finde!'s Edit menu covered 
in this chapter. The rest of the Edit 
commands are pretty basic. 

fiGURE 4.21 

The Finder Preferences dialog 
enables you to set General, View, 
and label preferences. 

Setting Finder Preferences 

0 

You can set the Finder to work the way you want it to work by 
setting certain preferences. Using the Preferences on the 
Finder's Edit menu, there are three categories of preferences 
that you can set. These are the following: 

• General. T hese include Simple Finder and spring-loaded 
folder controls. 

• Views. T he Views preferences determine how items will 
appear withln folders and volumes as well as on the desktop. 

• Labels. T he Labels preferences enable you to change the 
labels that you can apply to items in the Finder. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lcm·u b01u to set tbe spriug-londed folder prcfenmcc, see pnge 61 

>- To lenm buw to set Views prefmmrrs, see page 52 

>- To lenm buw to work witb lnbels, sec pnge 47 

You can also set some general Finder preferences by using the 
General Controls conn·ol panel. 

Setting general Finder preferences 

1. Choose Preferences from the Edit menu. You will see the 
Preferences dialog (see Figure 4.21). 
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Sett ing Finder Prefere nces 

2. Click the General tab so that you can see the options in 
Figure 4.2 l . 

3. To activate Simple Finder, click the Simple Finder box. 
H owever, since Simple Finder reduces the Finder com
mands that you can use; you should leave this box 
unchecked unless you are extremely new to the Mac. 

4. C lose the Finder preferences wiJ1dow. 

5. O pen the General Controls control panel. 

6. C heck the Show Desktop when in background if you don't 
want to see the desktop "behind" the application in which 
you are working. Seeing the desktop in this way can be con
fusiJ1g to someone new to mul titasking and this control pro
vides a way to make it slightly less so. 

7. Check tl1e Launcher at system startup box if you want the 
Launcher to open when your systems starts up. 

8. Check the "vVarn me if computer was shut down improper
ly" check box if you want this warning to appear. The Mac 
tracks how you shut it down. If you turn it off in some way 
other than using the Shut D own command, the Finder pre
sents a warning dialog explaining tl1::1 t you should use the 
Shut Down command. 

9. Use the Folder P rotection controls to prevent changes to 
the System Folder or to the Applications folder. Checking 
tl1e check boxes locks those folders so that their contents 
cannot be changed. 

10. Use the Insertion Point Blinking radio buttons to adjust the 
speed at which the insertion point blinks. 

11. U se the Menu Blinking radjo butto ns to set the number o f 
times that the highlight flashes when you select a command 
from a menu. 

12. Use the Documents radio buttons to determine where the 
Finder takes you when you open or save a document from 
inside an application. Your choices are the following: the 
folder set by the application, the last folder used when you 
worked in the application, or the D ocum ents folder. 

13. Close the General Controls control panel. 
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Why use Simple Finder? 

Simple Finder is supposed to 
reduce the confusion of using a 
computer for new users. When 
Simple Finder is active. the 
commands listed on the Finder 
menus are greatly reduced. For 
example, with Simple Finder, 
you can't use pop-up windows 
because the View menu does 
not have the Pop-up Window 
command. (If you have pop-up 
windows open and then switch 
to Simple Finder, all of the pop
up windows will be converted 
to regular windows.) 

Launcher? 

The Launcher is a palette of 
buttons for your favorite appli
cations or documents. You can 
click a button to open the relat
ed file. The items in the 
Launcher Items folder in the 
System Folder are what appear 
on the Launcher's palette. The 
Finder's Button view has ren
dered the Launcher pretty much 
obsolete. Nonetheless, you can 
still use it if you want to. 

Improper shut down warning 

New to Mac OS 8.5, the Mac 
does more than just tell you 
that your Mac was shut down 
improperly. It now runs Disk 
First Aid the first time you start 
your Mac after an improper 
shutdovm. Disk First Aid checks 
for possible damage to your 
disks caused by the improper 
shut down. If damage is detect
ed, Disk First Aid will try to 
repair it before your Mac starts 
up. While you can cancel this 
check, it is a better idea to let 
Disk First Aid do its job. 
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FIGURE 4.22 

You can use the clock to see the 
current time and date. 

This clock is super 

The Mac's dock is based on an old 
system extension called SupeJ(}ock. 
Apple liked it so much that it inte· 
grated the dock into the Mac OS. 

Telling Time with the Clock 
T he Finder provides you with a basic clock in its menu bar (see 
Figure 4.22). You can click on the time to see the current elate. 
You control the clock with the Date & Time control panel. 

A new feature for Mac OS 8.5 is the capabili ty to use a Network 
T ime Server to automatically ensure that your clock is synchro
nized to a time standard that you choose. 

Configuring the dock 

1. Open the Date & T ime conn·ol panel (see Figure 4.23). 

l. Use the Current Date and C urrent T ime boxes and Format 
buttons to set the current time and date and the format in 

whi ch you want these items displayed. 

3. Usc the Time Zone controls to set the daylight savings 
options for your area. You can choose a time zone with the 

Set Time Zone button. 



Telling Time with the Clock 
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4. Check the "Use a Network Server" check box to set your 
clock by a "standard" clock used on a network server. (See 
the following step-by-step for details.) 

8 

5. You can turn off the clock with Menu Bar Clock radio but
tons. 

6. Click the C lock Options button to move to set various for
mat options for the clock display (such as the color), as well 
as Chime Settings (sec Figure 4.24). You can also set the 
font and size that the clock uses. 
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7. Close the Date & Time control panel. 
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In order to keep your clock synchronized with another clock, 
presumably a more accurate one, you can set a net\vork time 
server as your time reference. 
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FIGURE 4.23 

The Date & Time control panel 
provides lots of options for your 
clock, including synchronization 
with a network server, chimes, 
and various display options. 

FIGURE 4.24 

The Clock Options dialog pro· 
vides many controls so that you 
can tweak the clock to your 
heart's content. 
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FIGURE 4.25 
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The Server Options dialog 
enables you to select a Time 
Server to which you can synchro
nize your Mac's clock. 

FIGURE 4.26 

You can choose your Network 
Time Server from this pop-up 
menu .. 

Your own Network Time Server 

If you choose Edit List from the 
Network Time Server pop-up menu, 
you can add your own Network 
Time Server lo the pop-up menu. 
You can also ed~ or remove any thai 
are already listed there. 

Wo rkin g with Your Mac 

Working with the Finder 

~~ 

Using a Network Time Server 

1. Open the Time & Date control panel. 

l. Check the "U se a N etwork Time Server" check box. 

l . Click Server O ptions. You will see the Server O ptio ns dialog 

(see Figure 4.25)." 
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4. Choose the Time Server that you want to use as your time 
standard from the N etwork Time Server pop-up menu ; 
Apple provides several for you to use (see Figure 4.26). 
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5. Set the option that you want to use to update the time. You 

can choose automatically, set a specific intetval, or manually. 
If you choose anything but manually, your Mac will syn
chronize itself. If you choose manually, you have to use the 
Set T ime Now button. 

6. Click Set T ime Now to synchroni ze your Mac's time with 
the Network Time Server. If your Network T ime Server is 
on the Internet and you need to use a modem to connect to 
it, your Mac has to dial out and connect to the server before 
it can update the time. If you haven't configured your Mac 
for automatic connections to the Internet, you will need to 
connect to the Internet before you click the Set T ime Now 
button. 
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Taking Out the Trash 

7. Click OK to close the Server Options dialog. 

8. C lose the Date & T ime control panel. 

Taking Out the Trash 
One of the most recognizable features of the Mac is the Trash. 
Ever since the first Mac was introduced, the Trash has been a 
part of the Mac experience. The Trash is actually a special folder 
on your Mac that has certain unique features, those being that 
you can delete files by placing them in the Trash and then emp
tying it, and unmounting a network volumes and ejecting disks 
by dragging them there. 

The Trash is pretty easy to work with. Here are some things to 
keep in mind when working with the Trash: 

• If the warning when you empty the Trash annoys you Oike it 
does me), you can turn it off. Select the Trash, press 
Command-!, and uncheck the "\i\Tam before emptying" 
check box (see Figure 4 .27). The next time you empty the 
Trash, it wi ll be emptied immediately. 
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Test 

If you don't see any difference 
in time when you tell your Mac 
to Set Time Now, it may be that 
your dock is already synchro
nized with your Network Time 
Server. To test your configura
tion, change your Mac's time so 
that it is wrong. Then try syn
chronizing your Mac to the 
Network Time Server. If you 
have used a valid Network Time 
Server, the time on your Mac 
will be updated. 

FIGURE 4.27 

If you unched the 'Warn before 
emptying" check box, you won't 
see the annoying warning every 
time you empty the Trash. 

The Mac is intuitive, but .•. 

Once you learn that you can 
eject a disk a dragging it to the 
Trash, you don't have trouble 
with the idea. But it is far from 
intuitive to do this. Why would 
anyone think that dragging a 
disk to the Trash would do any
thing o:her than deleting the 
files on it? I am not sure how 
this idea became part or the 
Mac, but it sure is contrary to 
how intuitive the rest of the Mac 
is. I guess no one, or no com
puter, is perfect. 
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• There are lots of ways to move things into the Trash. You 
can drag something there. You can select a file or folder and 
press Command-delete. You can select a file or folder, press 
Control, click the mouse button, and choose Move to Trash 
from the conte:.:tual menu. 

• If you try to Empty the Trash when it contains something 
that is locked, you will see a dialog box tell ing you that the 
locked item can't be deleted. Hold Option while you choose 
Empty Trash to delete locked items. 

• There are also a couple of ways to empty the Trash. One is 
to select Empty T rash from the Special menu. You can also 
select the Trash and use the contextual menu to choose 
Empty Trash. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To lenm bow to ndd n keybom·d sb011CIIt: to empty tbe 1msb, .rce pnge 37 3 

Saving Energy 
There are a couple of reasons that you might want to use the 
energy saving featu res of your Mac. The most obvious is to 
reduce the energy that your Mac uses while you are not using it. 
Another reason is to prevent screen burn-in. Setting your Mac 
to save energy is simple. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To lenm nbout usi11g energy snving ftamt·es as pm1 of po<vn· mmlflgnnmt for n 
PowerBook, see page 81 8 

Configuring energy saving on a desktop Mac 

1. Open the Energy Saver control panel and click Show 
Detajls. The window will open to show more options (see 
Figure 4.28). (Before you customize the energy saver for 
your Mac, you will see an information dialog when you open 
Energy Saver. Just click Specify Settings to open the control 
panel.) 
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1. You can set a different period of inactivity before the sleep 
mode activates for the hard disk and monitor. To do so, 
check the "Separate timing fo r display sleep" and "Separate 
timing for hard disk sleep" check boxes. 

3. U se the sliders to set the time period after which you want 
the Mac to go to sleep. 

4. Close the control panel. After the specified intervals of inac-
tivity have passed, your Mac will put itself to sleep. 

Using the energy saving features of your Mac is more important 
if you use a Power Book running on batteries, but since it is easy 
to configure on a desktop Mac, there is really no reason not to 
use it. You will save some money in electric bills, protect your 
monitor from burn-in, and you might even increase the li fe on 
some of your Mac's components. 
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FIGURE 4.28 

The Energy control panel makes 
your Mac politically correct. 

Sleep time 

If you want the monitor and 
hard disk to sleep after the same 
interval. use the top slider and 
do not check the "Separate tim· 
ing" check boxes. You can dick 
the Hide Details button to show 
only one slider. 

System sleep 

You can't have the hard disk 
sleep set for less time than the 
system sleep. If you try to drag 
the hard disk sleep slider and it 
doesn't move, drag the system 
sleep slider to a larger interval. 

System shutdown 

If you dick the "Shut down 
instead of sleeping" check box. 
your Mac will tum itself off 
instead of going to sleep. 

Automatic startup and shutdown 

If you dick the Scheduled 
Startup & Shutdown button, you 
can set the times at which your 
Mac will start itself and shut 
itself down. This only works for 
Macs that do not have a "hard" 
power switch. If your Mac has a 
hard power switch, you won't 
be able to see this feature. See 
Chapter 17, "Making Your Mac 
Do Your Work For You; for 
details. 
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SCSI vs. IDE 

In the past, Macs have used MO 
types of hard drives. Small 
Computer Serial Interface (SCSI. 
pronounced like something is dirty 
or scuzzy) was the original protocol 
that Macs used to communicate 
with hard drives. Over the years, 
SCSI has been refined and 
improved just like other Mac tech
nologies. The benefits of SCSI drives 
are that they perform better than 
some other drive technologies. The 
disadvantage of SCSI drives is that 
they are more expensive than drives 
that use other technologies. 

In order to reduce the cost of Macs, 
Apple began using the drive format 
that is standard on the PC. which is 
called Integrated Drive Electronics 
or IDE. While this drive format 
doesn't perform as well as SCSI dri
ves do, it is a lot less expensive and 
Apple fel t that for certain Macs (the 
low- to mid-range models), IDE 
made sense. 

Working with Hard Disks, Partitions, and Volumes 

Understanding Hard Drives, Volumes, 
and Partitions 

Your i\llac's hard drives provide most of the data storage space 
fo r your system, and in most situations, a hard drive also con
tains your system softvvare. ' iVorking with hard dr ives is rela tive
ly straightfo rward, but there is some term ino logy you need to 
know, and there are a couple o f tasks that you need to be able to 

do. This chapter begins by explaining the terminology and fi n
ishes 'vVith the 1:\.YO tasks, which are initializing a drive and 

mounting volumes. 

Understanding Drive Terminology 
W hen working with ha rd drives, o r other kinds of d rives for that 
matter, you need to understand the following terms: 

• Hard drive. A hard drive is a fixed media drive, that is the 
platter on which dat:~ is sto red within the drive and ca n 't be 

removed (as opposed to Ha ppy and other remova ble med ia 

d rives). You can have one o r more hard d rives mom1ted on 

your desktop. 

In the computer world, mounting a drive means to have it 

available for use. Connecting a hard drive to your Mac is not 

the same th ing as mounting it. In o rder to mount a d rive, 

you must first connect it to your Mac and then initialize it, 
which mean s that you' ll run soft\vare that properly formats 

the drive. After that is done, you will see the disk on your 

desktop and, thus, it is mounted. 

• Volume. Technically, a voln?lle is what you actually mount 

on your desktop. A volume is simply a "space" in which you 

can write data o r from which you ca n read data. Volumes are 
no t physical entities, but arc rather electronic constructs that 

are maintained by the computers that use them. A hard d rive 

can be a volume, and a net\vork d rive on which you have 

space is also a volume. Also, a sing le drive can be pm-ririoued 
into multiple volumes. 



Understanding Drive Terminology 

• Partition. Multiple volumes can be created on a single phys
ical drive by partitioning the drive. \\1hen you partition a 

drive, the computer carves out an electronic space on that 

drive that is capable of storing a specific amount of data. A 

partition is also called a volume. 

T here arc several reasons that you might want to partition a sin
gle drive into one or more volumes. One reason is that because 
of the way the M ac's fi le structure (under the "regular 
Hiemrcbical FiLe Structure which you will learn about later in this 
chapter) works, a smaller volume is more efficient than a larger 
one. The Mac allocates a certa in number o f fixed blocks in which 
it stores data. The size of these blocks is related to the size of a 
volume. T he larger the volume, the larger the blocks will be. 
Since blocks can't contain data from different fi les, there are lo ts 
of partia lly fi lled blocks on a disk. T he larger these blocks are, 
the larger the "wasted" space on a volume is. If you partition a 
large drive into a couple o f partitions, it will store files more effi
ciently, and you will be able to store more data on your system. 

T he structure that your Mac uses to store data on its disks is 
called the l-liem1'Cbiatl File Stmcttwe, or HFS. Since Mac OS 8. 1, 
your Mac has also been able to use H f S+. HFS+ does a couple 
o f tlungs for you. F irst, it eliminates the storage penalty you pay 
when you have very large volume sizes (tl1e block problem I 
described earlier). Second, I-IFS+ enables you to access very 
large disks. However, in order to use HFS+, a drive has to be 
reformatted (which you wi ll learn how to do in the next section). 
And many disk utili ties arc not yet compatible with HFS+. 

Another reason you may want to partition a drive is for organiz
ing purposes. You may wa nt one volume for your applications 
and system software, ano tl1er for documents, and yet anotl1er for 
games. 

A third reason to partition a drive is tl1at having a drive 
partitioned makes it easier to do maintenance on the ind ividual 
volumes. 

SEE ALSO 

)oo To /enm nbo111 11111illfniuing bnrd drro.~es, see pflgr 7 ' -1 
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Now, USB 

For external drives and other 
peripherals, all Macs used SCSI 
formats. Until the upcoming 
iMac. The iMac uses a new 
interface format called Universal 
Serio! Bus, or USB. USB will 
eventually replace the SCSI 
interface format on low-end 
Macs, as well as the Apple 
Desktop Bus and the serial ports 
on all Macs. Eventually, the only 
ports you'll have on a low·end 
or mid·range Mac will be USB 
and all your peripherals will 
plug into the same kind of port 
The system will determine what 
kind of device it is and will work 
with it accordingly. 

For the next year or two, 
though, SCSI ports will still be 
included on most Macs. And 
with such a large installed base 
of SCSI peripherals, there will be 
no shortage of support for SCSI 
devices. 

PCs and SCSI 

By the way, Windows comput
ers can also use SCSI drives, 
although they require that a 
SCSI controller be added to the 
machine to enable it to recog
nize the SCSI interface. Most 
PCs offer SCSI drives as a 
high·end option. 
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Another communication technology 
that is beginning to be widely used 
is called FireWire. FireWire is a very 
high·speed connection technology 
that is used for data-intense media, 
such as digital video and other tech· 
nologies, where it is necessary to 
move large amounts of data at a 
high rate of speed. In order to use 
FireWire, you have to add a 
FireWire card to your Mac and 
install the appropriate system soft
ware (which is induded in Mac OS 
8.5 in the Apple Extras folder). 

Get on the bus 

When talking about SCSI or IDE dr~ 
ves, you will hear the term bus. Bus 
refers to the interface to which 
devices are attached in order to be 
able to communicate with the rest of 
your Mac. You can have more than 
one bus. For example, some Mac 
models have an internal SCSI bus 
that is separate from the external 
one. 
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Initializing and Partitioning a Hard 
Drive 

After a drive is installed on your Mac, you need to prepare it for 
use by in itializing and partitioning it (even if you choose to cre
ate one volume on it, you sti ll are partitioning it, just with a sin
gle volume rather than more than one). You may want to 
initialize and partition a disk simply to reorganize it. If you are 
having o·ouble with a disk and can 't fix its problems with less 
exo·eme measures, you may have to initialize it to clear its errors. 
Before you read into the step-by-step, though, I need to cover 
four important caveats. 

The first caveat is that the hard drive must be connected to or 
insta lled in your Mac and properly configured for the SCSI or 
IDE bus. If you have ever used the drive, you know that this disk 
is properly installed (or at least that it was at one point). If you 
are installing a new internal hard drive or replacing a current 
one, make sure that you follow the instructions for your particu
lar Mac model, as well as the instructions that came w:ith the 
drive. 

The second caveat is that before you can ini tialize and partition 
the drive on which your system software is located, you need to 
have another valid startup disk that you can use to start your 
machine. T his may be another hard disk, a Zip disk, or a CD
ROM. Be aware that your hard disk may be partitioned already 
and your startup disk may actually be a volume on the same disk 
as the volume that you need to initialize. 

SEE ALSO 

> To /cam tbe dt•tails 011 finding and using alternate !lfl1'111fJ flis~·s, see page 740 

T he third, and perhaps most important, caveat is that initializing 
and partitioning a disk destroys all the data on that disk. If 
you are going to initial ize and parti tion a disk that you currently 
use, you must back up tl1e data before doing so. Because it 'viii 
all be gone once you do! 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lmm abo111 backing up, sec Cbaprer 29, "Bncking Up" 
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Finally, recognize that there are some down sides to parti tioning 
a drive. T he first is that you cannot change the size of a parti tion 
without erasing all the data on the disk on which the partition 
lives. If you create partitions that arc too small, you will have to 
go through the entire process again to crea te larger partitions. 
For example, if you are going to create a C D-ROM, you might 
need a partition larger than 650MB; in fact, it may need to be 
quite a bit larger to hold the ·worki ng files you need to create the 
CD. If your largest parti tion isn't big enough, you have to go 
back through the initialization process, which isn't a lot of fun. 
T he same thing can happen if you use partiti ons to organize 
your drives. If you create partitions that are too small , you may 
fin d yourself violating your organization because your partitions 
aren't large enough to store all of the files you need to use for 
your organjzational scheme (if you had an application parti tion 
that wasn't large enough to store all of your applications, for 
example). 

Initializing and partitioning a hard drive by using Apple's Drive Setup 

1. Back up all of the data you want to save on all volumes on 

the disk you are going to iilltialize and partition. 

l. If the disk you are going to ini tialize contains your system 

software, restart your Mac by using an alternate startup disk. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lem·n about t·estartiug your Mac fi'01n 011 altemflfe sfflnup disk, see pt~gc 740 

3. Copy Drive Setup and the Drive Setup Gujde (they are 

located in the Uti li ties folder on the disk you installed Mac 

OS 8.2 on) onto the startup disk that you are using. 

4. Launch Drive Setup (make sure that you are not using a 

copy that is on the disk you are ini tializing). You will see the 

Drive Setup window (see Figure 5. 1). Drive Semp "viii look 
for all the drives available on your system, a.nd they will be 
listed in the window. Note tha t you may see some drives 

that you cannot in itialize, such as the CD-ROM drive and 
Z ip drives. These are marked with < >. You ca n also see the 
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Audio and video 

Be particularly careful with the 
size of your partitions if you 
plan to work with digital audio 
and video. These kinds of files 
are huge and having partitions 
that are too small may hamper 
your capability to work with 
larger audio and video files. 

Disks and volumes 

How do you tell which parti· 
lions are on which disk? Use 
the Apple System Profiler that is 
on the Apple menu. When the 
Profiler is open, click the 
Devices and Volumes tab. Your 
Mac will scan your system. 
When it is finished, you will see 
a bus and drive tree diagram 
that shows each disk and all of 
the partitions on that disk. 

Using non-Apple drives 

Some non·Apple drives are not 
compatible with Drive Setup. If 
you use a third-party drive, 
make sure that it is compatible 
with Drive Setup before you try 
to initialize (you can launch 
Drive Setup and see if it recog
nizes the drive or you can check 
with the drive's manufacturer). 

If Drive Setup is not compatible 
with your drive, then you will 
need a third·party drive utility 
such as FWB's Hard Disk 
Toolkit Hard Disk Toolkit has 
long reigned as the supreme 
disk formatting utility, and it will 
serve you well if you need it. 

Drive Setup Guide 

If AppleGuide is not part of your 
alternate startup disk's system 
software, the Drive Setup Guide 
won't work so there is no need 
to copy it over. You can deter
mine if AppleGuide is installed 
when you create your alternate 
startup disk. 
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FIGURE 5.1 

Drive Setup enables you to initial-
ize and partition a hard drive. 

Get some guidance 

Drive Setup comes with a very nice 
AppleGuide. To get information 
beyond what this chapter provides, 
press Command+? to use the Drive 
Setup Guide. 

FIGURE 5.2 

From the Initialize dialog, you can 
see that I wasn't kidding about all 
the data on the disk being 
destroyed. 

-
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bus and ID numbers o f all of the drives connected to your 
system. If you don't see a drive in this window, that means 
that it isn't installed properly. You have to go back and cor

rect the installation problems before you can use the drive. 
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5. Select the drive that you want to initialize and partition. If it 

is ready to be initialized and partitioned, you ,vilJ see a mes
sage saying so in the bottom of the window (see Figure 5.1). 
If not, the software wi ll tell you what needs to be done to 
make it ready. 

6. If you are sure that you don't need any data on this drive, 

click Initialize. You will see the Initialize dialog (see 
Figure 5.2). 
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7. C lick C ustom Setup. You will see the Custom Setup dialog 
(see Figure 5.3). You can see the disk's current name at the 
top of the window. Just under the Partitioning Scheme pop
up menu, you can see the capacity of the disk. 
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8. Choose the number of partitions that you want on this disk 
from the Partitioning Scheme pop-up menu (see Figure 5.4). 
In the Volumes area, you will see a graph ica l representation 
of the volumes with the partitions applied. 
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9. Choose the type o f partition that you wane from the Type 
pop-up menu. You have four choices: Mac OS Standard, 
Mac OS Extended, ProDos, or U nallocated. 

10. Enter the size o f the partition in the Size box or use the 
graphical representation of the volumes to adjust the size 
(drag the handle on the black box around the partition). 
VVhen you are done, you will see the completed dialog, and 
you are ready to initinlize the disk (see Figure 5.5). 
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FIGURE 5 .3 

The Custo m Setup dialog is where 
e the size of the parti
he disk. 

you defin 
tions on t 

FIGURE 5.4 

I chose to make two partitions on 
this drive. 

How many partitions? 

While I can't tell you how many 
partitions you should set up, I 
can give you some general 
guidelines. Unless you have a 
very specific purpose in mind or 
are working with a small disk, I 
wouldn't create any partitions 
smaller than 500 M B. That isn't 
very large in this day and age. 
For a 2 GB disk. that means 4 
partitions. However, you may 
want to have a large partition 
for your applications (750 MB 
or more), a smaller one for your 
system software (500MB), and 
another large one for your data 
(750 MB). For a larger disk. you 
may want larger partitions or to 
add another partition for games 
and other nonessential files .. 

In any case, t' d suggest that you 
don't create more than 5 parti· 
tions on a single disk unless it is 
extremely large. After a certain 
point, more partitions become 
more confusing rather than less. 
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FIGURE 5.5 
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In this case, I am partitioning a 
500 MB drive into a 300 MB vol· 
ume and a 200 MB volume (this 
is a small disk in a PowerBook, 
normally I wouldn't recommend 
any partitions less than 500 MB). 

More on partition types 

Mac OS Standard uses the Mac's 
original filing structure, HFS. Mac 
OS Extended uses HFS+, which is a 
more modern structure that stores 
files more efficiently (you can store 
more data on the same size vol
ume). (I will ignore the other two 
options: ProDos or Unallocated. If 
you want one of those, you already 
know what you are doingQ 

The Mac OS Extended (HFS+) type 
was introduced with Mac OS 8.1, 
but as of this writing, there are still a 
lot of disk utilities that are not com
patible with it. Also, if you share the 
drive with others, and they don't 
have 8.1 or later, they won't be able 
to mount the drive if you choose 
HFS+. So if you have an incompati· 
ble disk utility such as Norton 
Utilities for Macintosh version 3.5 or 
you need to move the disk to other 
Macs, use Mac OS Standard. If you 
don't have any incompatible utilities 
and you are the only one using the 
drive, choose Mac OS Extended. I 
am using Mac OS Standard for this 
example. 

Low-level format 

There are "levels" of formatting that 
you can do on a hard drive. Low
level formatting is the most severe, 
and it recreates the entire data struc
ture of the drive. You normally only 
use this level when you originally 
install a disk or when a disk is not 
working properly. Low-level formats 
can take a long time. 
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11. C lick OK 

11. In the Initialize dialog, click Initialize if you are sure you 
want to continue. You will see the Drive Setup window 
again, and you can see the progress of the initialization and 
partitioning. If the drive is large and requires a low-level 
format, this process will take a long time (it can take as 
much as an hour for a low level format of a 4.5 GB disk, for 
example). If the disk is small or it does not need a low level 
format, the process will be done fairly quickly. When it is 
complete, you wi ll see the partitions listed at the bottom of 
the Drive Setup window (see Figure 5.6). 

13. Quit Drive Setup. You will see the new volumes on your 
desktop (see Figure 5. 7). 

14. Select one of the volumes and press Return. 

15. Name the volume and press Return. 

16. Name the other volumes that you created. The volumes are 
now ready for your data. If you open them, you will see 
approximately the amount of free data that you specified for 
the partition. 
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Mounting Volumes on the Desktop 
To use a volume, it must be mounted on your desktop. If the 
volume is on a hard drive connected to your Mac and initialized, 
it will automatically be mounted when you start your machine. 

If the drive is external, you need to have the power on for tha t 
drive before you start your Mac. \Vhen your Mac starts up, it 
scans all of the buses for ready-to-use drives and mounts those 
on your desktop. If you forget to turn the power on for an exter
nal drive, or an internal drive doesn't mount for some reason 
(this happens vety rarely and usually only when you are messing 
around with alpha or beta software that does things it shouldn't), 
you can mount a drive and its volumes by using Drive Setup. 

Mounting an external or internal drive with Drive Setup 

I. Open Drive Setup. You will see a list of all drives on your 
system. 

2. Choose the drive that you want to mount. 

3. From the Functions menu, choose 1\tlount Volumes. The 
volumes on the selected drive will be mounted on the desk
top. 
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FIGURE 5.6 

The two partitions have been 
created (untitled and untitled 2 
in the window). 

FIGURE 5.7 

The two as of yet unnamed 
volumes. 

Drive overhead 

You won't ever get exactly the 
size of the partition that you set; 
usually, it is just a tad smaller 
than what you asked the Mac to 
create. That is because the 
structure of the drive itself 
requires some data to store, 
thus reducing the amount of 
free space on that volume. Plus, 
there are some invisible files on 
every partition, and they take 
space to store. 
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FIGURE 5.8 

Chooser to select You can use the 
a shared volume to mount. 

--- -

FIGURE 5.9 

You can use the Chooser to 
mount shared volumes on your 
desktop; in this case, I am mount
ing a Windows PC disk on my 
Mac. 
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If you want to mount a volume that is located on a server or 
shared disk to which you have access, you will need to use the 
Chooser or the Network Browser. 

SEE ALSO 

,._ To t~m·n 111orc nbom 11si11g sbm·ed vol11mes, see pnge 4 6 5 

Mounting a volume that is located on a shared disk 

1. C hoose C hooser from the Apple menu . 

l. C lick AppleShare. You will see a list of available volumes in 
the right pane o f the Chooser window (see Figu re 5.8). 
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3. Select the volume that you want to mount. 

4. C lick OK. You will see the Connect to dialog that prompts 

you for your name and password (see Figure 5.9). 
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Mounting Volumes on the Desktop 

5. Enter your name and password, and then click Connect. You 
will see a dialog that asks you to choose the items that you 
want to use. You can also set the Chooser so that the volume 
is mounted every time that you start your Mac. 

6. ClickOK 

7. C lose the Chooser. The volume will be mounted on your 
desktop. 

You can also mount any drive that you can access on your net
work more quickly and easily with the Network Browser that is 
new for Mac OS 8.5. You will learn about the Network Browser 
in Chapter 21, "vVorking with Other Macs." 
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By the way ... 

You may notice that the server I 
am using in this example is 
called PC MACLAN. It is actually 
a PC running Miramar Systems' 
Personal MaclAN Connect soft
ware. This software enables you 
to network a PC on your Mac 
network so that you can share 
files, printers, and other system 
resources. If you need to net
work PCs and Macs together, be 
sure to check out this software. 
Miram<r's Web site is at http1/ 
www.miramarsys.com/. 
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Don't see an Apple? 

Some customization extensions 
(such as Kaleidoscope) can change 
the Apple icon into something differ
ent Or you can change it yourself 
by using ResEdit. NoneU1eless, the 
Apple menu is still there and works 
just the same, even if you don't see 
an apple. 

FIGURE 6.1 

The ever-present Apple menu 
enables you to quickly access any 
file, folder, or volume. 

---
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Working with the Apple Menu 

Understanding the Apple Menu 
The Apple menu enables you to access any folder, volume, fi le, 
or other item on your Mac quickly and easily. The Apple menu 
is easy to spot; it is always in the upper left corner of the screen 
no matter where you are working- in an application, on the 
desktop, in your System Folder, or wherever (see Figure 6.1). 
Because the Apple menu is always available to you, you can 
directly access any item tl1at is located on it. Using tl1e Apple 
menu can make you work witl1 your .Mac much more efficiently 
because you don't waste time moving down into layers of folders 
looking for a file to open. You just open the Apple menu and 
everything you need can be right at the tip of your mouse. 
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A standard Apple menu is available as soon as you insta ll M ac OS 
8.5. It provides quick access to some useful areas and files; it aJso 
contains some things tl1at you aren't likely to use tl1at much 
(don't worry about tl1ose, you'lllearn how to get rid of them in a 
moment) . In Figure 6.1 , you can see tl1at a variety of files, appli
cations, folders, and other items are available to you on the stan
dard Apple menu. 

As with a lot of areas of tl1e Mac OS, me real power of the Apple 
menu comes when you customize it to work me way you want it 
to . C ustomizing tl1e Apple menu is easy to do, and in this chap
ter you' ll learn how to do it. 
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Also notice that some of the items on the Apple menu have a 
black atTow pointing to the right. As you may kn ow, this means 
that these are folders in the "hierarchical view" (see Figure 6.2). 
For example, when you put a folder (or an alias to it) in the 
Apple Menu Items folder, it becomes a hierarchical folder on the 
Apple menu . If you choose a folder in the hierarchical view, a 
menu will appear, providing you with more choices. It's a power
ful feature because you can add your own folders to enable 
yourself to quickly access any item on your M ac. 
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Another nice feature of the Apple menu is the Recent I tems 
folders. T hese folders track the most recent applications, docu
ments, and servers that you have accessed. You can use these to 
quickly return to something that you have used recently (you 
can set tl1e number of items tl1at are tracked). 

T here are also a number of useful applications and uti lities on 
the Apple menu that you may find yourself using constantly. 

The Apple menu is controlled by the following two items: 

• Apple Menu Items folder . Any fil es or folders in the 
Apple Menu Items folder (th at is within tl1e System Folder) 

are what shows up on tl1e Apple menu (see Figure 6.3). Put 
sometl1ing in this folder, and it immediately appears on the 
menu. Take something out o f tl1e folder, and it is removed 
from tl1e menu. It really is that easy. 
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Adding a project folder to the 
Apple menu 

If you are working on a project 
that has lots of different folders 
and files associated with it, con· 
sider adding an alias pointing to 
that folder in the Apple menu. 
This will put all of your files and 
folders for that project in one 
spot, no matter where they are 
actually located on your Mac. 

FIGURE 6 .2 

Folders on the Apple menu are 
hierarchical; you can easily 
access any item in that folder 
with a submenu. 
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FIGURE 6.3 
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The Apple Menu Items folder is 
located within the System Folder. 

Control panels on the Apple menu 

The Control Panels folder that you 
see on the Apple menu is adually 
an alias to the real Control Panels 
folder that is in the System Folder. 
This is a great way to access any 
control panels that are adive on 
your Mac. 
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• Apple Menu Options control panel. T his control panel 

enables you to turn submenus on or off and to set the num

ber of recently used items that are tracked. 

T his chapter has two main parts. In tl1e next part, you'll learn 
how to customize the Apple menu to make it work for you. In 
the last part, you'll see how the applications and uti lities on the 
Apple menu work. 

Using and Customizing the Apple Menu 
You can quickly access anytl1ing that is on the Apple menu, and 
since tl1e Apple menu is available all the time, you can always 
access whatever you have located on it. Even better, customizing 
tl1e Apple menu is as simple as moving fi les and folders into the 
Apple Menu Items folder. 

Using the Apple Menu 
Usi ng the Apple menu options is as easy as it gets. Just open the 
menu and choose an item from it to open that item. A couple of 
short step-by-steps will make the process clear. 

One of the most useful items on the Apple menu is the Control 
Panels folder. By using this, you can access any active control 
panel quickly and easily. 

Using the Apple menu to open a control panel 

1. Click tl1e Apple menu icon. 

]. Move your arrow to Control Panels. A list of all active con
trol panels will appear. 
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3. Highlight the control panel that you want to open. 

4. C lick the mouse button. The control panel will open. 

If you are like me, you will often find yourself reopening a docu
ment immediately after you closed it because you forgot to make 
a certain change. Or you may realize that you need to add some 
additional information to a document that you worked on a 
short time ago. Rather than maneuvering back to that fi le, which 
may be buried in layers o f folders, you can "go back" to your 
recently used items through the Apple menu (see Figure 6.4). 
These items can be applications, documents, or shared volumes 
on a network. 
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Using the Apple Menu to open a recent document 

1. Open the Apple menu. 

l. Point to Recent Documents. 
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3. Choose a document from the submenu. T he document will 
open. 

Customizing the Apple Menu 
T he basic Apple menu is useful on its own, but the real power of 
it is that you can customize it to make it contain anything you 
want. In tl1is section, you 'll learn how to make the Apple menu 
what you want it to be. 
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Recent Items folders 

Your Mac creates and maintains 
three recent items folders in the 
Apple Menu Items folder. There 
is one folder for each type of 
recent item (documents, appli· 
cations, and servers). 

FIGU RE 6.4 

The Recent Items folders, located 
in the Apple Menu Items folder, 
enable you to quickly access 
items that you have recently 
used. 
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FIGURE 6.5 

The Apple Menu Options control 
panel enables you to control sub-
menus and to set the number of 
recent items tracked. 

Submenus 

If you turn submenus off, folders on 
the Apple menu will act just like 
regular folders. You will be able to 
select folders, and they will open, 
but you won't see their contents in 
the hierarchical view. 

Removing recent items 

If you set the number of recent 
items to zero in the Apple Menu 
control panel, the Recent Items fold· 
ers will be removed from the Apple 
menu. 
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Using the Apple Menu Control Panel 
The basic settings of the Apple menu are controlled by the 
Apple menu control panel. 

Using the Apple Menu Items control panel 

1. Open the Apple menu. 

2. C hoose Control Panels; then from the ~uumenu, choose 

Apple Menu Options. You will sec the Apple Menu Options 

control panel (sec Figme 6.5). 
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3. To turn the submenus off, click the Off radio button. 

4. E nter the number of recent documents that you want to be 

avai lable in the Documents box. 

5. E nter the number of recent applications that you want to be 

available in the Applications box. 

6. Enter the number of recent servers that you want to be 

available in the Servers box. 

7. C lose the control panel. 

Adding Items to the Apple Menu 
You can easily add items to the Apple menu by manually adding· 
files or by using ApplcScript. 
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Manually adding Items to the Apple Menu 

1. To create an alias, select the item that you want to put on 
the Apple menu and press Command-M . 

2. Drag the alias onto the System Folder icon (you may have to 

drag it across other folders on the way). 

3. Wait for the System Fo lder to spring open and then drag 

the alias onto the Apple M enu Items folder and release the 
mouse button. You ca n now access the item by selecting its 
alias from the Apple menu. 

Using an AppleScript to add something to the Apple menu 

1. Select the item that you wan t to add to the Apple menu. 

2. Open the Apple menu, select Automa ted 'L1sks, and choose 
Add Alias to Apple M enu. T he script will ru n and add an 

alias to the Apple menu. 

3. O pen the Apple menu to make sure that you see the item 

you just added. 

Removing Items from the Apple Menu 
It is just as easy to remove items from the Apple menu as it is to 
add items to the menu. 

Removing items from the Apple menu 

1. O pen the Apple M enu Items folder (choose it from the 

Apple menu if you placed an alias to it there). 

2. Drag the item out of the folder. 

3. Close the Apple Menu Items folder. The item will no longer 

appear on the Apple menu. 

Organizing the Apple Menu 
I f you add more than a few items to the Apple menu, it can 
become cluttered, thus making th ings harder and slower to 

access. P lus, the menu may get so long that you need to scroll 
down it to see all of the items on it. H ere are some thi ngs that 
you can do to keep your Apple menu organized: 
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enough? 
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That all depends on you and 
how far you want to go back in 
your list The trade·off is screen 
real estate and the ease with 
which you can choose an item 
from one of the recent items 
menus. If you find yourself hav· 
ing a hard time locating some
thing on a recent item menu 
because there are so many from 
which to choose. lower the 
number of recent items you are 
tracking. If you find that items 
are dropping off the menus too 
quickly, increase the number. 
Personally, I find about 20 for 
documents, 10 for applications, 
and 10 for servers works well, 
so you can use those settings as 
a starting point if you'd like. 

Aliases and the Apple menu 

It is almost always better to add 
aliases to the Apple menu than 
the actual item itself, especially 
if the item is not a document. 
You shouldn't clutter up the 
Apple Menu Items folder 
(which is in the System Folder, 
remember) with a bunch of big 
files and folders. 

What's in a name? 

You might want to rename the 
alias (at least to dump the word 
alias) so that it makes more 
sense and the Apple menu is 
less cluttered looking. 
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Add Apple Menu Items to the 
Apple Menu 

To make adding things to the Apple 
menu even easier, consider adding 
an alias to the Apple Menu Items 
folder to the Apple menu. Then 
when you want to add something to 
the Apple menu, just select Apple 
Menu Items from the Apple menu 
and the folder opens for you-no 
more digging into the System Folder 
to add files to it 
AppleScript 

AppleScript is a powerful scripting 
language that is built into the Mac. 
It enables you to automate many 
repetitive tasks. Your Mac comes 
with several useful AppleScripts cre
ated for you to use, including one 
that adds the selected files to the 
Apple menu. I'll cover AppleScript in 
Chapter 17, "Making Your Mac Do 
Your Work for You. • 

More than one 

By the way, you can select more 
than one item before you run this 
script if you want to. Aliases of all 
the files you have selected will be 
added to the Apple menu. 

The tilde 

The tilde symbol (-) moves an 
item to the bottom of the menu. 

• Reorder the menu. Items appear on the menu in alphabeti
cal order. You can tweak the names of the items on it so that 
they move up or down the list. Adding spaces and other 
characters to the front of an item's name moves it toward the 
top of the list. Adding a "z" to the name of an item will 
move it towards the bottom of the list. T his is another 
advantage of using aliases rather than the original items, in 
that you can change the alias' name without affecting the 
original. 

• Use folders. I f you are going to be adding lots of items to 
the menu, consider using folders to organize these items. 
For example, if you have a lot of fi les associated with a par
ticular publication, add an alias to the publication's folder to 
the Apple menu instead of adding d1e individual fi les. T hen 
you can access d1e files by the alias' submenu while only 
adding one item to the Apple menu. 

• Add aBases to your volumes to the Apple menu. This 
enables you to access any item on d10se volumes wid1 the 
hierarchical menus. 

• Remove the chaff. If there are items on the Apple menu 
that you don't use very often, consider removing them. T he 
purpose of d1e Apple menu is to enable you to quickly access 
your frequendy used items, so having it cluttered with a 
bunch of junk doesn't make sense. 

Working with Applications and Utilities 
on the Apple Menu 

T here are a number of tools d1at are installed on d1e Apple 
menu by default. In the remainder of this chapter, you'll learn 
what iliey are and how to use them. 

Choosing with the Chooser 
The Chooser is an important utility that you use to choose a 
printer or to mount a network volume on your desktop. You also 
use it to turn Apple'Thlk on or off. 
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Using the Chooser to select a printer 

1. From the Apple menu, choose C hooser. 

2. Select the driver for the printer that you want to use in the 
left pane of the window. 

3. In the right pane of the Chooser window, set the options for 
your printer, such as the port you are using, whether you are 
using Apple Talk, and if you want Background Printing to be 
active. If you are using an Apple'Thlk network to c01mect to 
a printer, your Mac will search the network for avai lable 
printers that use that driver. If you have a printer connected 
directly to your printer port, you can select the printer port 
while AppleTalk is turned off. Vvhen you are ready to pro
ceed, your Mac will show you the avai lable printer in tl1e 
upper-right part of the right pane (see Figure 6.6). 
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4. You can use the Setup button to set parameters specifically 
for your printer. 

5. When you are done, close the Chooser (you wlll see a warn
ing telling you to open Page Setup from within any open 
documents to rest the pages). vVhen you print from any 
application, this printer will be used. 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To learn bow to use tbe Cboose1· to 7110111/t a netwo1·k volume, see page 1 19 

,.. To lcanl more about C07111Crting a111/ conjig;twing a p1·iutc1; see page 441 

To lenm huw to use the Chooser to ronf7·o/ Apple Talk, see page 465 
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FIGURE 6.6 

I have used the Chooser to select 
my DeskJet printer. 

The printer driver controls Page 
Setup 

The options that you see when 
you use lhe Page Setup com
mand in any application are 
determined by the printer driver 
that you have chosen in the 
Chooser. Some printer drivers 
use slightly different dimensions 
for a page. If you use a different 
printer driver while designing 
your document than you do 
when printing il the page 
breaks might be slightly differ
ent than you expect. You need 
to make sure that you have 
selected the printer driver 
that you will end up using to 
print your document when you 
are designing it. 

By the way, this is why you see 
a warning message when you 
change printers in the Chooser. 
Your Mac tells you to choose 
Page Setup in open applications 
to force those applications to 
rebuild pages based on the new 
printer driver. 
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I FIGURE 6.7 

Calculator- it works almost as 
well as those free calculators that 
banks give you. 

Cut or copy 

By the way, you can copy or cut a 
result from the Calculator's window. 
Whatever number you see in the 
window will be copied onto the 
Oipboard when you choose Copy 
(Command-Q or Cut (Command·X) 
from the Edit menu. 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with the Apple Menu 

Calculating with the Simple Calculator 
The Calculator is one of those rare items that has been with the 
M ac since its inception in 1984. And from the way it looks, you 
can tell. I have often heard that the Calculator is a way to make 
your $2,000 Macintosh do almost as much as a $1.95 calculator 
(see Figure 6.7). While the Calculator is very, very basic, it is 
functional and I have used it myself many times over the years. 
When you need to do a simple calculation on-the-fly, the 
Calculator is often the best tool for the job. 

Doing simple calculations with the Calculator 

1. From the Apple menu, choose C alculator. 

2. Use the numeric keypad on your keyboard to do the calcu
lations or use the mouse to click the Calculator's buttons. 

:J. \iVhen you are done, click the C lose box. 

Using the Graphing Calculator 
When Apple introduced the PowerPC processor, it needed a 
cool application that would show off the PowerPC's computing 
muscle while being simple enough for potential customers to 
quickly use. And it would need to be included with the OS so 
that is would be on every Mac. The result of this quest was the 
G raphi11g Calculator (see Figure 6.8). With it, Apple could 
"wow" people with fairly complex graphs and plots whizzing 
across the Mac's moni tor. 
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PloHing a Graph with the Graphing Calculator 
Contrary to what you might think, you can't calculate with the 
Graphing Calculator-it should have been called the Graphing 
tool instead. \i\That it does is to plot equations that you enter. 
These can be two-dimensional or three-dimensional, as well as 
various trigonometric functions. 

Plotting an equation with the Graphing Calculator 

1. From the Apple menu, choose Graphing Calculator. 

2. Enter the equation that you want to plot in the top pane of 
the window. Use the commands on the Equation menu to 
enter mathematical operators such as exponents and deriva
tives. You can also use the keypad window by choosing Show 
Full Keypad or Show Small Keypad from the Equation 
menu-the keypad provides button access to a variety of 
commands. You can see the full keypad in Figure 6.8. 

l. \i\Then you are done entering an equation, click G raph. The 
equation will be plotted in the lower pane of the window. 
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FIGURE 6.8 

The Graphing Calculator is what 
the original Calculator wanted to 
be when it grew up. 

A gray Graph button 

The Graph button will be grayed 
out until your equation is both 
mathematically valid and within 
the Graphing calculator's 
capabilities to handle. 
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FIGURE 6.9 

The Graphing Ca 
a fairly extensiv 

lculator provides 
e he.lp system. 

-

4. You can rotate the plot by dragging it to see it from various 
angles. 

5. You can make the plot spin by dragging on the plot and 
releasing the mouse button. 

6. You can make the plot larger or smaller with the resize but
tons in the lower left corner of the screen. 

7. If you want to copy the graph so that you can paste it into 
another document, choose Copy Graph from the Edit 
menu. 

8. You can modify your equation and click Graph to see the 
effect of your changes. 

Working with the Graphing Calculator 

0 .. _ 

You may or may not have any use for the Graphing Calculator, 
but if you do, it is a good tool. Here are some additional hints 
on how to use it: 

• The Graphing Calculator has its own help system. To use it, 
from the Equation menu, choose Help or from the Help 
menu, choose Graphing Calculator Help. The Help screen 
provides help in a variety of areas--click on an area in the 
left pane, and specific tasks will appear in the right pane 
(see Figure 6. 9). Click on a task to get help with it. 
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• Use the Demo commands to get a quick overview of how 
the Graphing Calculator works. You can see demos on 
specific curves as well as the full demo. 
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• You can resize the various panes of the windows by dragging 
the dividers. 

• You can move the axes of two-dimensional plots by dragging 
them. 

Figuring Out Fonts with Key Caps 
Key Caps is a utiliLy that enables you to locate special characters 
in the fonts that are insta lled on your system. For example, if 
you need to use the Return key symbol, you can use Key Caps to 
help you find it. 

Finding special charaders with Key Caps 

1. From the Apple menu, choose Key Caps. T he Key Caps 
window will open (see Figure 6.1 0). 
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l. Choose the font that you want to work with from the Fonts 
menu. You will see the font change on Key Caps' keyboard. 

3. Look for the symbol you need. 

4. If you can't find it, press a modifier key, for example, the 
O ption key. T he Key Caps' keyboard will change to reflect 
the symbols that the modifier key provides. 

5. Continue trying keys until you find the symbol that you are 
looking for. 

6. If you can't fi nd the sym bol, try a different font. 

7. After you find the symbol, you can either repeat the key 
combination in your working application or simply copy and 
paste the symbol into your document. 
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FIGURE 6.10 

Using Key Caps to find the Return 
symbol. 

Symbols and fonts 

Remember that the symbol 
depends on the font you are 
using. If you are using a differ· 
ent font in your working applica· 
lion, the symbol will appear in 
that font rather than the one 
you were using in Key Caps. To 
see the symbol you want you 
need to change the font in the 
working application to be the 
same one you were using in 
Key Caps. 
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Using Note Pad to remind myself 
about something important 

Setting the font 

You can change the font that the 
Note Pad uses by using the 
Preferences command (under the 
Edit menu). 

Keeping the Note Pad available 

If you find the Note Pad useful, you 
will probably want it open all the 
time. You can place an alias to it in 
the Startup Items folder in your 
System Folder so that it will open 
each time your Mac starts up. You 
can collapse the Note Pad window 
and drag it to lhe top of your 
screen to keep it out of the way. 

-

Working with Your Mac 

Working with the Apple Menu 

Taking Notes with Note Pa~ 

0 

You can use the Note Pad to make simple text notes- it is the 
electron ic equ ivalent to the paper scn1tch pad on your desk. 

Using Note Pad to a eate notes 

1. From the Apple menu, choose Note Pad. You will see the 
Tote Pad window. 

2. Enter your text (see Figure 6. 11). 

Ha lt Pdd I!IB 
l l1h: is an 1111110rtant noll! so . 
that I reme mb e r to 
double· chec le the lnlonne llon 
about ~ote Pad. So don't 
forget. 

N 1 . 

3. To move to the next note, click the bent corner of the note 

that is in the lower left corner of the window. 

4. To move to a previous note, click on the area exposed by 

the bent corner. 

5. To add a note to your pad, from the File menu, choose 

New Note. 

6. To delete a note, choose Delete Note from the File menu. 

Creating Clippings with the Scrapbook 
T he Scrapbook is a good place to store graphics, text, sounds, 
movies, or other items that you frequently use (see Figure 6.12). 
T he Scrapbook is always accessible via tl1e Apple menu so tl1at 
you can quickly move to it, grab the item that you want to 
reuse, and easily paste it into your document. Don't limit your 
use of tl1e Scrapbook only to still images or text eitl1er. It works 
equally well for sounds, Q uick T ime movies, and so on. 
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Storing something in the Scrapbook 

1. From within the document that contains the item you want 

to reuse, select the item and copy it. 

1. Open the Scrapbook by choosing it from the Apple menu. 

\Vhen the Scrapbook opens, you will see a screen that con
tains some hints on how to use it (see Figure 6. 13). At the 

bottom of the Scrapbook window, it tells you how many 
items are currently stored in th e.:: Scrapbook. It also tells you 
what type of item is currently displayed and how much space 
it requires to store. In Figur e 6. 13, the item in the window is 

"styled text," and it consumes a whopping 5 52 bytes o f 

space. 
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3. Scroll through the Scrapbook by using the horizontal scroll 
bar at the bottom of the window to see examples o f what can 
be stored in it (see Figure 6. 14). 
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FIGURE 6 .12 

The Scrapbook is just what its 
name implies it is. 

FIGURE 6.13 

The Scrapbook is a great place to 
store items that you want to 
reuse. 

Get rid of the chaff 

You can remove anything. 
including the items in the 
Scrapbook, by default by 
moving to the item's window 
and croosing Cut or Clear 
from the Edit menu. 
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FIGURE 6.14 

The Scrapbook am hold a variety 
of items, induding sounds. 

FIGURE 6.15 

I have pasted my company logo 
into the Scrapbook so that it is 
easy to paste into other docu· 
ments on·the-fly. 

A better way 

Instead of using plain old paste and 
copy, you can drag and drop items 
directly to and from the Scrapbook. 
You can also drag items onto your 
desktop to make dipping files out of 
them. It works both ways as long as 
the application you are working with 
supports drag-and-drop. 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with the Apple Menu 
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4. Choose Paste from the Edit menu or press Command-V. 
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You will see your item in the Scrapbook (see Figure 6.15). It 
will always be available there until you remove it. 
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Using an item from the Scrapbook is an easy as putti ng one in it. 

Using an item from the Scrapbook 

1. From the document that you want to use the Scrapbook 
item in, open the Scrapbook. 

l . Scroll through the Scrapbook until you see the item that 
you wan t to use. 

3. Click on the item and drag it onto your document. T he 
item will be pasted into the document (see Figure 6.16). 
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The Scrapbook is easy to use, and you can work faster with less 
time wasted recreating items or searching through lots of docu
ments trying to find them. I am sure that you wi ll find your own 
uses for the Scrapbook, but here are some suggestions on what 
to store in it to get you started: 

• Your company logo 

• Your return address 

• Your signature block 

• Graphics that you use frequently 

• Email addresses 

• Web site addresses 

• A Quick Time movie that you want to reuse in a variety of 
documents 

• Blocks of text that are tl1e same in a variety of documents, 
such as djsclaimers and other legal statements 

Creating Sticky Notes 
Sticbes are the electronic equivalent to the sticky note pads that 
are so common in offices today (see Figure 6.1 7). You can create 
a note and "paste" it on your screen. When you are done, you 
can close the note to remove it from the screen. 
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FIGURE 6.16 

I just dragged this logo from 
the Scrapbook onto a Simple Text 
document 

No dragging here 

If the application with which 
you are working does not sup
port drag·and·drop. you can still 
use good old copy·and·paste to 
place something from the 
Scrapbook into your file. 
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FIGURE 6.17 

You can use stickies to leave 
notes to yourself or others by 
using your Mac. 

Defining how your Stickies work 

You can use the Preferences com
mand under the Edit menu to 
define certain aspects of how 
Stickies works; for example, whether 
it opens at startup or not 

Stickies are forever 

The sticky notes will remain until 
you quit Stickies- note that sticky 
notes do not float and may be cov
ered by the front-most applicalion. 
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Leaving notes on your sueen with stickles 

1. From the Apple menu, choose Stickies. You will see some 
predefined notes appear on-screen. These notes provide 
some information about how stick.ies work. 

l. Read the sticky notes. 

3. When you are done, close them by clicking the Close boxes. 
You will be prompted to save the text-after you close a 
sticky, it is gone forever unless you save it. T he predefined 
notes provide good tips on some of the features of sticky 
notes so you might want to save the text in them for later 
reference. 

4. To create a new note, from the File menu, choose New 
Note. A blank note window will appear (it has the default 
font and color settings). 

5. Enter your text. 

6. Use the Text Style command under the Note menu to set 
the font and style for the note. 

7. Use the Color menu to set the note window's color. 

Playing with the Jigsaw Puzzle 
T his is pw·ely an entertainment application, which you can use 
to build your own digital jigsaw puzzles. You can create puzzles 
from your own graphics as well as using the map graphic that 
Apple provides (see Figure 6. 18). When you place a puzzle piece 
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in the right place, it automatically snaps into position. You can 
also choose the size of the puzzle pieces and have the Mac use 
sound effects. 
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Now that you have fini shed this chapter, you may notice that 
there are several items on the Apple menu that are not covered 
in this chapter. That is because they are covered in the chapters 
relating to the items with which you use them. Here are some 
references that may help you find something not covered in this 
chapter. 

SEE ALSO 

1o lenmmorc nbow the Apple System P,·ojiler; sre pnge 73S 

,.. To lenm about tbe AppleCD A udio Player, see pnge 2 19 

,.. To see huw you am use Apple Video Pluyer ru wnrcb TV mui 11J(flJics 011 your Nine, see 
pnge 228 

)> To lenm about AppleSe1·ipt, see pngc 398 

» To rend about tbe lruemet tools located 011 the Apple 1/te/111, see Part V, "Using Your Mac 
to Surf the Imernet" 

~ To lenm huw you can speak to your i'V!nc (and bave it listen), sec page 409 
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FiGURE 6.18 

Jigsaw Puzzle can create a puzzle 
for your own graphics, or you can 
build a puzzle from Apple's map 
graphic. 
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Workin g with Your Mac 

Working with the Apple Menu 

The Apple menu is a ve1y important part of Mac OS 8.5, and if 
you aren't using it regularly, you should really think about inte
grating it into your Mac habits. It can save you lots of time and 
might even help you get your work done more quickly. 
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Working with the 
Control Strip 

Understanding the Control Strip 

Using the Control Strip 

Customizing the Control Strip 
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The floating Control Strip 

The Control Strip floats on top of all 
other windows so that you can 
always access it. 

Workin g with Your Mac 

Working with the Control Strip 

Understanding the Control Strip 
The Control Strip is yet another means to access commands, 
settings, information, and applications that you frequently use 
(sec Figure 7 .l). It appears at the bottom of the desktop as a 
series of buttons on which you can click to activate whatever tl1e 
Lutton poims to. The Control Strip is installed by default, but 
the controls you see on it may vary depending on the kind of 
machine on which it was insta lled. For example, PowerBook 
users will see some different buttons on their Control Strips 
than desktop tvlac users will see. These PowerBook-spccific 
modules provide access to commands :mel applications that are 
important when using a PowerBook, such as battery monitoring. 

SEE ALSO 

> To lftll"ll nbouttbf Po-u•erlloo/.: 's Couh·ol Strip, see pnge 826, 

You can also customize tl1e Control Strip by adding and remov
ing modules as you do with the Apple menu and contextua l 
menus. O r you can hide tl1e Control Strip or tum it completely 
off if you don't want to use it. 

The Control Strip is made possible by four items, which are the 
following: 

• Control Strip extension. T his extension provides the soft
ware that your Mac uses to make the Control Strip work. 

• Control Strip control panel. T his control panel enables 

you to show or hide the Control Strip, set a hot key to show 

and hide it, and set the font and size used on it. 

• Control Strip Modules folder. T his folder contains the 

modules that are shown on the Control Strip. J ust as with 
the Apple menu and contextual menus, you can add or 
remove files from this folder to customize the Control So·ip. 

• Control Strip Preferences. This fi le stores your prefer
ences for the Control So·ip, such as where you locate it on 

the desktop. 
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FIGURE 7.1 

The Control Strip provides desk
top access to a variety of com
mands, information, settings, and 
applications. 

Using the Standard Control Strip 0 Collapse box 

The Control Strip is a good way to quickly access items that you €) Scroll arrow 

use fr equently. For example, you can quickly change the sound O 
Apple Talk switch 

source that your Mac is using by using tl1e Control Strip module 
rather than having to open the Monitors & Sound control panel. 0 Audio CD player 

Collapsing and Expanding the Control Strip 0 File sharing control 

The Control Strip is enabled by default, but you can collapse it 
() Hard disk spin down button 

if it is getting in your way. T hen if you want to use a control on O 
it, you can expand it aga in. 

0 

Location Manager 

Collapsing and expanding the Control Strip 
Color depth 

I. To collapse tl1e Control Strip so that you just see its "stub," () 
click the very right end of it (see Figure7.2 and Figure 7.3). a!) 

Resolution 

Printer selector 

Using Control Strip Modules 
A couple of quick steps will show you how to use the control 
modules located on the Control Strip. 

Using the Control Strip to change your monitor's color depth 

I. C lick on tl1e Control Strip button (it looks like a monitor 
mat has stripes o f color on it). 

l. From the pop-up menu, choose another color depili. Your 
monitor will be set to that depth. 

CD Remote Access control 

4D Volume 

G) Sound source 

~ Web sharing control 

Cl) Scroll arrow 

4D Collapse tab 

Another way to collapse the 
Control Strip 

You can also click the Oose box 
on the left end of the Control 
Strip to collapse iL 
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Clicking the collapse tab at the 
end of the Control Strip collapses 
it down to a "stub." 

Click here to collapse the 
control strip 

FIGURE 7.3 

The Control Strip is collapsed. 

Balloon Help 

One area in which Balloon Help can 
be of help is the Control Strip. Turn 
on the Balloons and point to the 
modules for a description of what 
they do. 

The Control Strip CD player 

The Control Strip CD player doesn't 
just provide another way to control 
the AppleCD Audio Player. It is an 
entirely different application (or 
more correctly, it is its own Control 
Strip module). 
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Working with the Control Strip 

Using the Control Strip to listen to audio COs 

1. C lick on the Control Strip module with the icon of a CD 
(not the one that also has a microphone). 

2. Choose a command from the pop-up menu (such as a track 
to play or pause). T he action you choose will happen. 

Customizing the Control Strip 
You can rework the Control Strip in several ways to sui t your 
worlcing style. The simplest of these is to resize it and use its 
control panel to make changes. You can also add new functions 
to it by adding Control Strip modules. 

Resizing and Moving the Control Strip 
You can move the Control Strip around the desktop and change 
its size (depending on the modules you have insta lled on it). 

Resizing and moving the Control Strip 

1. C lick the tab at the end of the C01mol Strip. 

2. Drag the end until the Control Strip is the length that you 
desire. Note that )'OU can't make the Control Strip any 
longer than the last module that is installed. If you make it 
shorter than the last module installed, use the left and right 
arrows to scroll through the modules. 
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3. To move the Control Strip, press Option and click on the 
Control Strip, drag it to a new location, and release the 
mouse button. You are somewhat limited in where you can 
move it; it has to be anchored on one side of the desktop or 
the other. If you move it all the way across the desktop, it 
will flip flop so that the tab is always projecting onto the 
desktop. 

Using the Control Strip Control Panel 
You can change several aspects of the Control Stri p (including 
turning it off) by using the Control Strip control panel. 

Using the Control Strip control panel 

1. C hoose the Control Strip control panel from the Control 
Panels folder on the Apple menu (see Figure 7.4). 

tJ (UII Irol Strip _. 

0 Show Cont ro i .Str1tl 

0 Ill de Contro l Strlp 

e lfot tey to lhow/hlde 

I Define hot key_ I 

r:tr.::...s .uatrtl•l 

[
'"''"""" ~ ront: I Genevn : I 
Size:~ 
---- --

l . To remove the Control Strip from the desktop, click the 
H ide Control Str ip radio button. 

13 

3. To show it again, cl ick the Show Control Strip radi o button. 

4. To define a hot key that you can use to hide or show the 
Control Strip, click the Hot key to show/hide the button. 

5. If you don 't like the default (Command+Controi+S), click 
the Define hot key button and set a new hot key. When you 
press the hot key that you define, the Control Strip will be 
shown if it is hidden, or it will be hidden if it is shown. 

6. If you want the Control Strip to have a certa in font and size, 
use the Font Setti ngs controls to set it. 

7. C lose the control panel. 
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Moving modules 

You can move modules around 
on the Control Strip (changing 
the order in which they appear) 
by holding the Option key 
down while you drag a module 
to its new location. (The cursor 
changes to a closed hand while 
you hold down the Option key.) 
The rest of the modules will 
move to accommodate the new 
order. 

fiGURE 7.4 

The Control Strip control panel 
enables you to adjust the Control 
Strip. 
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Control Strip and PowerBooks 

In Figure 7.5, you can see some 
modules that aren't shown in the 
Control Strip in Figure 71. That is 
because I was using a desktop Mac. 
and the "extra• modules (such as 
Media Bay) are only useful on a 
PowerBook. You'll learn about the 
PowerBook Control Strip in 
Appendix B. 'Working with 
Power Books." 

FIGURE 7.5 

You can add or remove Control 
Strip modules by adding modules 
to or removing modules from the 
Control Strip Modules folder. 

FIGURE 7.6 

The CD Strip and Printer Selector 
modules have been removed 
from this Control Strip (compare 
this to REF _Ref418141287 \* 
MERGEFORMAT Figure 7.2). 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with th e Control Strip 

Removing Control Strip Modules 

CJ 

You can easily remove any Control So·ip modules that you 
don't use. 

Removing Control Strip modules 

@ 

1. Open the Control Strip Modules folder that is within the 
System Folder (see Figure 7.5). 

l. Drag the modules out of the folder and put them in a differ

ent folder (you might w;mt to create a folder to store them 

in rather than throwing them out). 

3. Restart your Mac. T he Cono·ol Strip 'viii reflect your 

changes (see Figure 7 .6) . 
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Finding and Installing Control Strip Modules 
You can re-install modules you already have or you ca n add new 
functions to your Control Strip by adding modules to it. 
Control Strip modules are available in many places, including 
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the Internet. Here are two addresses of vVeb sites that contain 
lots of Control Strip modules that you can download and insta ll : 

http://w\w;2.gol.com/users/systma/csm/ 

http:/ /kissasylum.com/zone/ 

As an example, I will show you how to install a Control Strip 
module called BunchOApps, written by Patrick M cCiaughry. 
This module enables you to quickly launch applications from the 
Control Strip. Although the following steps are for this particu
lar module, most Control Strip modules are insta lled the same 
way. Use these steps, but use the module you want to install 
instead of BunchOApps. 

Installing the BunchOApps Control Strip module 

1. Get a copy of the BunchOApps fi les and insta ll them on 

your Mac. Then open the BunchOApps folder (see 

Figure 7.7) . 

0 t.:J UUnCIIQA&IPJ I. IJ 

2 Hewn, 51.2 MB.-IW!lttlt 

~ fll 

eJ8 

. 
eu:~~~P B.nt 'IO:t;.:t:S;;lAOM£ 

. 
2. Read the ReadiVle fil e. 

3. Drag the BunchOApps module onto the closed System 

Folder. 

";" . 

4. Click OK when the Mac asks if it should place the module 

in the Control Strip Modules folder. 

5. Restart your Mac. The Control Strip will now have the new 
module installed and ready to usc (see Figure 7 .8). 
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FIGURE 7.7 

The BunchOApps Control Strip 
module enables you to launch 
applications from the Control 
Strip . 

FIGURE 7.8 

The BunchOApps module is now 
part of this Control Strip. 

0 BunchOApps module 
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Working with the Control Strip 

If you find yourself wishing that some feature you use regularly 
had a control strip module for it, it probably does. Do a search 
on the Internet in your favori te Mac shareware sites to see what 
modules are avaj lable. It is likely that there is one that does what 
you are looking for. Just insta ll it, and you will able to quickly 
access that fu nction from the Control Strip. 
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Macs and advertising 

The graphics capabilities of the Mac 
have led to its dominance in the 
video world as well. When you 
watch commercials on TV, notice 
how many of the title bars and 
other computer elements look like a 
Mac. The Mac dominates the adver
tising and video production markets 
so it is no surprise that the products 
of these markets reflect their 
Macintosh base. 

More on-screen fonts 

Before the advent of True Type fonts, 
one of the bad things about screen 
fonts was that there were only cer
tain sizes available. tf you wanted to 
use a size that wasn't installed, the 
Mac would do its best to create it 
for you. But the results were usually 
very poor. Text looked chunky, and 
sometimes the results were so bad 
that you couldn't even read the 
screen. 

ATM 

Adobe Type Manager (ATM) is a 
control panel that enables your Mac 
to display PostSaipt fonts on-screen 
so that they appear smooth no mat
ter what size you use. ATM used to 
be included in the Mac OS software, 
but as of the time of this writing. it is 
not included with Mac OS 8.5. If you 
use PostScript fonts, you need to get 
a copy of ATM in order to be able to 
display those fonts on-screen. You 
can get a copy of ATM with any 
Adobe product, including applica
tions and its font management tools. 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with Fonts 

Using Fonts 
Since you work with a Macin tosh, chances are that font-handling 
is part of your work. If you're an art director, designer, or pro
duction artist, you probably spend most of your time fussing 
with the finer points of your layout's type; if you're using office
style applications, like \iVord and Excel, you routinely genera te 
reports and other mostly-type documents, and you'd like your 
work to look as good as possible. 

T he Mac has a long and glorious history of supporting fi ne 
typography; in fact, tl1e Mac's early support for typefaces other 
than the tru ly monstrous faces cranked out by PCs really made 
th e Mac what it is today. Now, more than a decade later, ilie 
Mac remains me best platform for lovers of fine typography. 

Witl1 power comes complexity. It's fairly easy to install fonts on 
your Mac-basically, you can just throw tl1em into the System 
Folder 's Font folder-but knowing how fonts work can save you 
time and frustration. For instance, a document may look fine 
when you print it out on your laser printer, but when you send it 
out to a printer or service bureau, the proofs come back wiili 
completely different fonts substituted for the ones you used in 
your document. If you know tl1e basic principles, you won't find 
yourself at 8PM (again!) waiting for a messenger service to take a 
disk to your printer 's service bureau. 

Understanding Font Types 
M ac OS 8.5 supports three basic Aavors of fonts. Each has its 
own strengtl1s and weaknesses. T he three font types are the fol
lowing (listed in increasing order of importance): 

• Screen Fonts. Screen fonts (also known as bionap fonts, 
system fonts, or suitcase fonts) are the fonts iliat tl1e Mac 
uses only to display type on-screen. Screen fonts produce 
mediocre, jagged output when sent to a printer. Witl1 M ac 
OS 8.5, you don 't really deal directly with many screen fonts 
anymore because most fonts you use will be one of the oilier 

two types. 
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• PostScript Fonts. Postscript fonts, also known as printer 
fonts and laser fonts, are used by PostScript printers and 
imagesetters to create smooth-edged type. The Mac OS (in 
conjunction with Adobe Type Manager) also uses PostScript 
fonts to refine the appearance of screen fonts. 

• TrueType Fonts. TmeType fonts, introduced by Apple as 
part of System 7, combine properties of both screen fonts 
and PostScript fonts. Like screen fonts, TmeType fonts can 
be displayed on-screen; like PostScript fonts, Truei:vpe fonts 
produce smooth-edged output when printed on a laser 
printer or imagesetter. One of the great features of 
TrueType fonts is that you can create sizes "on the fly" so 
that with a single TrueType font, you have access to an 
almost unlimited range of point sizes. If you use True Type 
fonts exclusively, you don't need ATM. 

All active fonts are stored in the Fonts folder that is within the 
System Folder (see REF _Ref42ll5431 8 \* MERGEFORMAT 
Figure 8.1). Screen and TrueTypc:: fon ts are stored within font 

suitcases that are similar to, but not the same as, the old font 
suitcases. You don't need a utility to move things in and out of 
one of these suitcases. PostScript fonts are stored loosely 'vi thin 
the System Folder. PostScript fonts have an icon that represents 
the copy that produced it (the PostScript fonts in Figure 8.1 are 
from Adobe Systems). 
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Mac t~via 

Before System 7, the Mac used 
different kinds of suitcases to 
store system resources; these 
suitcases were special kinds of 
folders that held items that the 
system loaded during startup. 
While these su~cases worked, 
they were a pain to deal with. 
You had to use special utilities 
to install or remove fonts, and 
you couldn't just drag fonts in 
and out of the Fonts folder. 

For example, to install a font, 
you had to run a utility called 
FontfDA mover to move the 
font in or out of the suitcase. 
You also had to use this utility to 
install the mini-applications 
(called Desk Accessories) that 
came with the OS. System 
sounds were handled in the 
same way. 
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FIGURE 8.1 

Having access to lots of fonts can 
make choosing one a difficult, but 
fun, process. 

0 PostSc~pt font 

0 Font Suitcase 
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Inactive fonts 

As with control panels, extensions, 
and other system resources, some 
fonts may be on your Mac, but not 
active. If a font is not in the Fonts 
folder, your Mac won't be able to 
use il You might want to deactivate 
fonts in order to reduce the RAM 
your system needs to run. You'll 
learn more about managing your 
fonts later in this chapter. 

FIGURE 8.2 

The font suitcase containing good 
old Helvetica. 

0 True Type font 

' 
Screen font 

More on suitcases 

With Mac OS 8.5, a su~case window 
looks and acts like a folder's win
dow, and you can safely treat a suit
case like an ordinary folder. For 
example, if you want to view the 
contents of a font suitcase in outline 
view, simply choose "as List" from 
the View menu. 

FIGURE 8.3 
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If you double-click on a suitcase font, you' Ll find that the suitcase 
opens to reveal its contents (see Figure 8.2). As with PostScript 
fonts, screen fon ts and T rueType fonts have their own icons. 
Screen fonts have icons with a single "A" on them-this is 
because a screen font contains only one point size of that font. 
TrueType fonts, on the other hand, contain multiple sizes of the 
font so their icons have multiple "Ns" on them. As you can see in 
Figure 8.2, both screen fonts and TrueT)rpe fon ts can live in the 
same suitcase. 

If you want to see what a font looks like, double-click its icon 
(see Figure 8.3). The Finder displays a little window that shows 
what the font looks like. As you ca n see in Figure 8.3, the Finder 
shows a screen font at one size and a TrueType font at several 
different sizes. 
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Understanding Screen Fonts 
Screen fonts were the first family of fonts to be developed for 
the Mac-they've been arow1d, in the same form, since the orig
inal 128K Macs. Screen fonts are simple, bitmap-based fonts 
used by the Mac OS to put fonts on the screen. 

In a screen font, each character in the font has its own little 
bitmap image that the Mac throws up on-screen when it needs 
to display the character. 

The great thing about using bitmaps to store a font's characters' 
shapes is that black-and-white bi tmaps are small and simple, so 
the Mac can handle them quickly. Speed is important, especially 
when the Mac is routinely ca lled upon to display hundreds of 
characters simultaneously in every window of text and to quickly 
update when the user scrolls through the text window. (In the 
Bad Old Days of 20MHz chips, speed was especially important!) 

Because a screen font is essentially a series of pictures, each 
point size of a typeface is stored in a separate font document. 
Similarly, each type style-such as italic, bold, and bold italic-is 
stored in a separate font docwnent. REF _Ref421 156129 \ * 
MERGEFOR.i\1AT Figure 8.4 shows the window of a typical 
font suitcase. You can see that there are sizes as well as a bold 
font. Depending on the number of sizes supported, a typical font 
suitcase may store dozens of individual font documents. 
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There are a couple of good things I can say about screen fonts 
before we move on to the bad stuff. F irst, they're very small, so 
they don't take up a lot of disk space. Also, screen fonts are not 
protected by copyright laws. If you want to use a new screen 
font, you can download it fi·om the Web, or copy it from 
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A bitmap by any other name ... 

"Bitmap" means the same thing 
that it means in other computer 
graphics contexts: a bitmap is a 
matrix. or grid, used to repre
sent an image in digital format. 
In the case of a screen font, 
each grid square in the bitmap 
corresponds to one pixel on· 
screen, and each square can be 
either black or white (no gray or 
color values are allowed). 

Speed kills 

Before True Type fonts, the Mac 
used screen fonts to display 
information because of the 
speed with which it could work 
with them. However, since 
True Type fonts can be rapidly 
scaled between various sizes, 
screen fonts are not really nee· 
essary anymore. In fact, the 
default font for Mac OS 8.5 is 
Charcoal, which is a True Type 
font 

FIGURE 8.4 

Each size and style of a screen 
font requires a separate font 
document. 
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I don't see any jaggies on my Mac 

You may be saying that the fonts on 
your Mac's screen aren't jaggy! 
They're on-screen so aren't they 
screen fonts? Yes, they may well be 
screen fonts. Even so, they may 
appear smooth for two reasons. 
One i ~ that you may also have the 
True Type font installed. Your Mac 
will use that to display the font on
screen, and it will look great The 
second possibility is that you have 
Adobe Type Manager installed. ATM 
uses information from the PostScript 
version of the font (if available) to 
anti-alias, or smooth the edges of, 
the type on-screen. If the PostSaipt 
version of the font isn't available, 
ATM can't make a screen font look 
smooth. 

Printing with screen fonts and 
PostScript 

To print a typeface on a PostScript 
laser printer, you must have the 
PostScript version of the screen font 
installed. However, when using a 
PostScript fan~ you can't dispense 
with screen fonts completely; you'll 
need to install the screen font ver
sion of the typeface to display the 
font on-screen. 

Why good screen fonts go bad 

Remember, a screen font is essen
tially a collection of 72 dpi bitmaps; 
that's just not a lot of resolution. 
Today's garden-variety printers typi
cally use resolutions of 300 or 600 
dpi; imagesetters and direct-to-plate 
devices use resolutions such as 
2700 dpi. A resolution of 72 dpi just 
isn't very high, especially when you 
examine it on paper with a sensitive 
instrument like the human eye. 

Using lmageWriters 

Screen fonts are perfectly 
adequate for printing on old dot
matrix printers like the lmageWriter 
II. (You won't mistake the results lor 
laser printer output, of course.) 
You'll get the best results from an 
lmageWriter if ATM is installed. 

whomever or wherever you find it. (Unfortunately, the other 
kinds of fonts aren't free.) 

Here's the bad news about screen fonts: 

• Screen fonts are jaggy. There's only so much smoothness 

that you can achieve with square cells in a square grid and so 
screen fonts appear to have jagged edges. Technically, this 

undesirable effect is called nlinsiug; it's also commonly called 

sta ir-stepping, for obvious reasons. 

• Screen fonts don't print very well. If screen fonts are 
jaggy on-screen, how do they look coming out of a printer? 
Very lousy, thank you. In fact, in many cases, depending on 

the application that you're using and your laser printer soft
ware, the printer won't even attempt to use a screen font to 

print. Rather, the laser printer will substitute another font, 

usually Courier. 

• Screen fonts don't scale very well. Simple black-and
white bitmaps look bad quickly when you resize them. 

Screen fonts are black-and-white bitmaps, and they look 

their best at their original size. 

Your main use for screen fonts wi ll probably be for displaying 
your PostScript fonts. Most other fonts that you deal with will 
be displayed with a TrueType font which discovered later in the 
chapter. 

Understanding PostScript Fonts 
PostScript fonts are the fonts that really made desktop publish
ing suitable for professional projects. PostScript is a page
description la11guage developed by Adobe Systems, Inc. (those 
Photoshopllllustrator/PageMaker folks), and, in short, a 
PostScript font is a tiny program that a PostScr ipt-savvy laser 
printer uses to create clean-edged type at any size. 

PostScript fonts don't use a bitmap to store the shape of the 
characters in the font; PostScript fonts store a font as a mathe
matica l description of the font's outline, rather tl1an as a bionap. 
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The device that displays or images the font-usually a prin ter or 
an imagesetter-calculates where the font's outline lies, and then 
fills in all of tl1e dots (or pixels, or whatever) inside the outline. 
Because tl1ere's no bionap involved, PostScript fonts can be 
printed at any resolution with excell ent resuJts. Similarly, 
PostScript fonts can be sca led to any size witl1out distortion. 

Sounds good , doesn 't it? Here's the bad news about PostScript 
fonts: they're complicated. In fact, PostScript fonts are too com
plica ted for a Mac to draw on-screen. Every PostScript font is 
distributed witl1 a screen font "twin." The Mac uses the screen 
font to display tl1e typeface on-screen. \.Vhen a document that 
shows the screen font version of a typeface is sent to a PostScript 
printer or imagesetter, the Mac (actually, me application tl1at 
created the document) sends the PostScript font version of the 
typeface to tl1e printer. 

The PostScript fonts for any particular typeface include separate 
font files for each style (bold, semibold, italic, and so on), but 
each style only requires one file- tl1ere's no need for separate 
files for each point size. Note also tl1at PostScript fonts always 
have cr·yptic one-word names, such as AGarExpSemlta, which 
corresponds to tl1e font(s) Adobe Garamond Ex'Pert Semibold 
Italic, stored in the Adobe Garamond Expert Set Suitcase. 

Understanding TrueType Fonts 
It's inelegant and inconvenient to use two fonts-a screen font 
and a PostScript font-to represent a single typeface. At least 
that's what tl1e engineers at Apple thought, so when System 7 
was unveiled in the early nineties, it included support for a new, 
Apple-developed font format, called TI·ueType. 

TrueT:ype's greatest strength is that it uses a single font docu
ment to display both m e typeface on-screen and output me type
face on a printer. Like PostScript, TrueT:vpe stores a 
mathematical description of each character's outline; however, 
TrueType uses simpler math tl1an PostScript does, so ll·ueType 
can be displayed on-screen. Because TrueType fon ts are based 
on outlines, TrueT)rpe fonts can be scaled to any size witl10ut 
distortion. 
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I don't have any PostScript fonts! 

If you look for a PostScript font 
on your Mac, you may not find 
one. None are installed as part 
of the Mac OS 8.5 installation. 
The only way you get PostScript 
fonts is by adding them. Many 
applications, especially those 
tram Adobe Systems, come with 
PostScript fonts, or you can pur· 
chase sets of PostScript fonts 
and add them yourself. If you 
use PostScript fonts, you need 
ATM as well. It is usually includ· 
ed with the software that 
includes PostScript fonts. 

Type 1 and Type 3 Fonts 

There are actually two kinds of 
PostScript fonts: Type 1 and 
Type 3. (No, there's no Type 2.) 
The difference between Type 1 
and Type 3 is pretty technical, 
and you don't need to worry 
about it. Some custom icons for 
PostScript fonts have a tiny 1 or 
3 in the icon to indicate which 
Type of font it is. 

The Future of PostScript 

The idea that PostScript is too 
complex to draw on-screen is 
from an era before Ieday's 
super-fast Macs and tomorrow's 
mind-boggling rocket machines. 
PostScript can be displayed on· 
screen on a fast enough 
machine. The engineers at 
NeXT- such as., the people that 
Steve Jobs brought with him to 
Apple to develop Rhapsody and 
Mac OS X-use Display 
PostSaipt in the NeXT operating 
system. It's not too much of a 
stretch to imagine that someday 
Macs of the future may use 
PostScript-based typography on
screen. 

No suitcase for you 

PostScript fonts can't be stored 
in suitcases. 
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Microsoft and True Type 

Actually, the folks at Apple can't 
claim all the credit for True Type 
fonts. Microsoft was also involved in 
the development of True Type fonts, 
and Windows PCs also use them 
(and no they aren't the same files 
that Macs use). Whether the drive to 
develop True Type was based more 
on a technical need than a desire to 
remove Adobe from the font driver's 
seat is anyone's guess. 

Almost perfect 

While True Type can be scaled to 
almost any size, you may find that 
some of the smaller sizes are not as 
clear as their bitmapped equiva
lents. 

True Type forever! 

Unless you have a specific need to 
work with PostScript fonts and ~re 
concerned with obtaining the most 
sophisticated levels of typographic 
design, I recommend that you stick 
with True Type fonts. They are the 
easiest to work with, and you are 
more likely to see on your monitor 
what you will get out of a printer. 

GX 

For a while, Apple was pushing 
QuickDraw GX. GX was a new dis
play technology that could have 
enabled PostScript or better quality, 
lots of great new typography tools, 
and ease-of-use. But applications 
had to be rewritten to take advan· 
tage of it. Since the major producer 
of applications and fonts that people 
care about is Adobe, and they have 
a vested interest in PostScript fonts, 
no significant applications were ever 
created to use GX. Thus, it became 
another one of Apple's promising 
technologies that never saw the light 
of day. 

Workin g with Yo ur Mac 
-------

Working with Fonts 

TrueType sounds really great on paper, and TrueType is really 
great. However, many Mac folks sti ll use screen font/PostScript 
pairs, rather than a single TrueType font. V\Thy? There are sever
al reasons: 

• Adobe (who invented PostScript) is probably the world's 
biggest vendor of fon ts, and they don't make True Type 
fonts. Since Adobe produces the major tools in the desktop 
publishjng and graphics worlds, it makes sense that people 
would stick with PostScrip t. 

• Some people think that PostScript fonts provide better qual
ity than TrueType fonts. This depends on many factors, 
including the printer used, so it is not as easy to decide if 
PostScript is acrually better or not. You should try both 
types to see which works best for you. 

• Older versions of many DTP tools don't handle True Type 
fonts very well. 

• In the early days ofTrueType, TrueType fonts often caused 
imagesetters to crash, cusLing service bureaus and preprcss 
deparonents a lot of money. 

If you don't use many Adobe products, you are likely to work 
with TrueType fonts more than any other type. That is good 
because TrueType fonts provide excellent results, and they are 
easy to work with. T hat is a good combination. 

Managing Fonts 
There are really only two tasks that you need to do to manage 
fonts on your Mac: installing fonts and removing fonts . Both o f 
these are easy to do. 

Installing fonts 

1. Look at the font to see what kind of font it is (see Figure 8.1 
and Figure 8.2). 

l. If it is a TrueType font, drag and drop it onto the System 
Folder. If it is a PostScript font, make sure that you drag 
both the PostScript and screen font onto the System Folder. 
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3. W hen your Mac asks you if the items should be placed in 
the Fonts folder, tell it to do so. 

4. Restart any open applications to get them to recognize the 
new font. 

Even 'vvith today's super-fast Macs, some applications start very 
slowly if the machine is loaded with many fon ts. (SimpleText, 
Nlicrosoft Word, Adobe Illustrator, and Claris FileMaker are 
notoriously slow on font-heavy machines.) I recommend that 
you keep your Fonts folder relatively lean, or use a commercial 
font management utility (like Syrnantec's excellent Suitcase) to 
quickly swap fonts in and out of your Fonts folder. 

Uninstalling a font 

1. Open the Fonts folder. 

2. Drag the font out of the Fonts folder (you should store it in 
a disabled fonts folder rather than th rowing it away in case 
you ever need to use it again). 

When you install Mac OS 8.5, a basic set ofTrueType font fami
lies are installed by default. 1\vo of these families-Charcoal and 
Geneva-are, by default, used for things like window title bars 
and menus, and thus are vita l to tl1e operation of your Mac. The 
other fonts, which include Courier, Times, Helvetica, Symbol, 
and Palatine, are fonts that are commonly installed on Apple and 
third-party PostScript laser printers. Strictly speaking, you don't 
need these fonts, but most documents-including many docu
ments from PCs-specify tl1ese fonts, so you should keep tl1em. 

If you've installed Microsoft Internet Explorer, you' ll find that 
several TrueType font families from Microsoft-including Aria!, 
Verdana, and Times New Roman- have been installed as well. 
These fonts are distributed by Microsoft as part of an initiative 
to make Web typography a li ttle more predictable. You don't 
need to keep these fonts to run Internet Explorer or otl1er Web 
browsers, but you may find that pages designed with these fonts 
look better witl1 them installed. 

SEE ALSO 

To see bllW to set tbe fom tbnt yow· i\1nc uses iu111euus, /;endings, e.vplnuntory text, labels, 
lists ami so 011, see page 304 
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Installing PostScript fonts 

Remember, screen fonts and 
PostScript fonts are ordinarily 
installed in pairs; you should 
have a PostScript font for every 
screen font Ordinarily, but not 
necessarily, all of the screen 
fonts for a particular font lamily 
are stored in a single suitcase. 
Also remember that PostScript 
fonts can't be stored in suitcas· 
es, and these are stored as sep· 
arate files in the Fonts folder. 
Remember that to view 
PostScript fonts dearty on· 
screen, you need to install and 
configure ATM. 

Dragging a folder of fonts 

Don't drag a folder of fonts 
onto the System Folder because 
Mac OS will simply put the 
folder into the System Folder, 
rather than installing the fonlS. 
Likewise, don't put a folder of 
fonts into the Fonts folder; 
fonts files should be either 
loose in the Font folder or in 
Font suitcases. 

Font rule of thumb 

Basically, if you don't use a font. 
it is better to deactivate it. Fonts 
require RAM, and they slow 
down the speed at which an 
application works. You can cre
ate a folder to store your dis· 
abled fonts in and keep them 
there. When you want to acti· 
vate a ron~ it is a simple matter 
to place it in the Fonts folder. 
Remember to deadivate it again 
when you are done with it 

Oh, Chicago! 

Chicago used to be the default 
system font. But is was replaced 
by the new·font-on·the-block, 
Charcoal. 
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Working with Color 
and Graphics 

Learning how color and graphics work on the Mac 

Learning what resolution is, why it is important, and how 
to set the desktop resolution for your Mac 

Understanding how color on the Mac works, how to 
choose colors by using the Color Picker, and how to use 
ColorSync to get consistent colors across devices 

Understanding the two basic types of graphics you use in 
applications 
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BlW, a display is the same thing as 
a monitor. "Normal" people often 
just call it the screen. 

Total number of pixels 

To determine the total number of 
pixels that a device can work with, 
find the area that the device uses. 
To do this, simply multiply the hori· 
zontal number of pixels by the 
number of vertical pixels. For exam· 
pie, monitors set to work in the 640 
x 480 mode can display 307,200 
pixels. 

Is this important? Not really, since 
resolution is more commonly 
described by using the horizontal x 
vertical convention. But seeing the 
total number gives you an idea of 
just how much information your 
Mac is manipulating. For example, 
with a large monitor, you might use 
a resolution of 1,024 x 768, or a 
total of 786,432 pixels. That is a lot 
of information, and your Mac has to 
keep track of each pixel of it! 

Wo rking with Your Mac 
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Using Color and Graphics on the Mac 
Because the Mac is the world's premiere graphics-handling 
computer, thousands of advertising agencies, PR firms, design 
studios, and digital artistS use Macs for graphic design and pro
duction. The very first Macs were built from the ground up to 
be graphics- friendly, and Apple has never wavered in irs commit
ment to this core market. From the early days of MacDraw and 
MacPaint to today's Photoshop 5, the Mac has always been at 
the leading edge of graphic arts. 

Before you can really understand how to work with graphics on 
your Mac, however, you need to understand the two basic con
ceptS that affect how your graphics look, both onscreen and 
when output to a printer. T he first concept is 1·esolution. T he 
second concept is how your Mac works with color. 

Understanding Resolution 
Resolution can be a difficul t topic to get your hands around 
because the same term is used in different contexts. In order to 
understand which resolution you are working with, you need to 
figure what area you are in (for example, on the desktop versus 
working with a printer). But it is important to take some time to 
work through the concepts in this chapter. Doing so will help 
you understand how to use graphics and color effectively, and 
you will better understand why graphics appear the way they do. 
You will also learn why the same graphic can look so vastly dif
ferent, depending on how it is viewed (for example, on your Mac 
versus on hard copy). 

Basically, resolution is a measure of the number of dotS witl1 
which a device can work (a device means a display, an image cap
turing, or an output device). On a computer monitor, scanner, 
digital camera, or otl1er digital imagin g device, tl1ese dotS are 
called pictw·e elements, or more commonly, pixels. On printers and 
other output devices, dots are called, well , dots. T hat is simple 
enough, r ight? 
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The confusing part of this is that a pixel has no defined physical 
size. A pixel on one device may appear larger or smaller than a 
pixel on another device. This is because every device works with 
its own range of number of pixels that it can display. Some 
devices display lots of pixels in a given area, while others display 
fewer. And some devices enable you to change the number of 
pixels that they display (under some maximum number). Most 
monitors, for example, can display different numbers of pixels; 
you set the number that you want to be displayed. 

For a display or capturing device, resolution is measured by the 
total number of pixels that can be displayed or captured. This is 
indicated by the number of pixels that can be displayed or cap
tured in the horizontal direction and the number of pixels that 
can be displayed or captured in the vertical direction. For exam
ple, a common display resolution is 640 pixels in the horizontal 
direction by 480 pixels in the vertical direction-in shorthand, 
this is written as 640 x 480. You will learn about monitor resolu
tion in more detai l in the next section, but for now, let me use it 
as an example to explain how pixels are not a physical entity, but 
an electronic one. 

A monitor has only so much display size; the. physical screen of 
the monitor is fixed. For example, you may have a 15-inch moni
tor or a 17-inch moni tor. These displays use the full physical 
screen to display the number of pixels they are set to display. For 
example, if you set the monitor to display at 83 2 x 624 (or 
519, 168 pixels), the pixels appem· to be a certain size. Ifyou 
increase the number of pixels displayed to 1,280 x 960 for exam
ple (or 1,228,800 pixels), the total number of pixels displayed 
increases by 709,632 pixels. But the monitor has only so much 
space in which to display those pixels. The result is that the pix
els in the second setting appea r Lo be smaller than they were 
under the first setting; more pixels are displayed in the same 
screen area. This means that images appear to be larger in the 
832 X 624 setting, while you can see a larger area when the dis
play is set at 1,280 x 960. 

Figure 9. 1 shows a monitor in the 832 x 624 mode, while Figure 
9.2 shows the same monitor using the 1,280 x 960 setting. 
Notice that the windows appear to be smaller in Figure 9. 1, 
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Capturing devices? 

By capture device, I mean a 
device that captures an image. 
The two main digital capture 
devices are scanners and digital 
cameras. Each of these devices 
is able to capture images with a 
specified resolution. 

Resolution and color depth 

The "total" amount of graphic 
data with which a device can 
work depends on both the res· 
olution at which it is working as 
well as the color depth (which 
you wil read about a little later 
in this chapter). These concepts 
are intimately linked; you can't 
change one without impacting 
the other. 
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fiGURE 9.1 

This is a 21-inch monitor set to 
display at a resolution of 832 x 
624 pixels. 

fiGURE 9.2 

This is the same monitor and 
images, but now the monitor is 
set to display at a resolution of 
1,280 x 960 pixels-notice how 
much more desktop space 
there is. 
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while you can see a lot more of the screen in Figure 9.2 (notice 
thllt you can see a lot more of the desktop in the background). 
T he point of thjs example is to show you that a pi.xel does not 
h:tve a defined physical dimension, but depends on the settings 
of the device that is displaying it. 
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So, in addition to the amount of sp:1ce you have on your desk
top, why is resolution important? Because it :1ffects all aspects of 
how graphics appear onscreen, how they are captured, and how 
they are printed. T he greater the resolution you use, the more 
information (pixels in this case) can be displayed. The more 
information that a graphic contains, the more detailed it can be. 
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T he more information a graphic contains (more pixels), the 
more "horsepower" is required to work with it. 

Understanding resolution is also important if you prepare graph
ics that wi ll be viewed by other people using other IVIacs. For 
example, if you design a graphic assuming that your audience has 
a 21- inch monitor set to I ,280 x 960, users who have a 15-inch 
monitor set to use 640 x 480 won 't be able to see all of your 
image because you use a larger display image than they are capa
ble of using. If you try to print a graphic using a 300 dpi printer, 
but you only designed the graphic with 72 dpi, the image won't 
look as good. 

Managing the resolution of your graphics is a vital part of work
ing with graphics on the Mac. Images that don't have sufficiently 
high resolution won't print properly, or will look bad on a 
screen-based document, such as a Web page. Images tl1at have a 
resolution that is too high will waste disk space and imagesetter 
time, thereby wasting your money. 

The last general item you need to understand about resolution is 
that every device has a maximum resolution at which it can 
work. For example, a 21 -inch monitor may be able to display a 
resolution up to 1,280 x 1,024, but a smaller moni tor many be 
able to display only up to 1,024 x 768. Similarly, one digital cam
era may be able to capture images with a resolution of 640 x 460 
pixels. A camera that can capn1re images with a resolution of 
1,024 x 768 will have m ore detail ed images because it ca n cap
ture more information-more pi.xels. 

\ iVh en creating Mac graphics, there are at least three kinds 
of resolutions that you need to tl1ink about. T hese are the 
following: 

• The resolution of your Mac and its monitor. Not only 
do you need to consider tl1e number of pixels (tl1e resolu

tion) tl1at can be displayed by your monitor, but you need to 
consider the resolution tl1at your Mac is capable of display
ing. T he amount of information that your Mac can display 
(its resolution) is determined by tl1e video system it has, 
including the amount of Video RIIJVI installed. I'll show 
you how to determine your system's resolution in tl1e next 
section. 
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Dots per inch 

Another measure of resolution 
is dots per inch (dpO. This indi
cates how many "dots" of infor
mation a device can fit into an 
inch of length. The more dots 
per inch that can be used, the 
higher the detail that can be 
seen. The resolution of printers 
is often specified this way; for 
example, most inkjet printers 
can print with a resolution of at 
least 300 dpi. 

Maximum resolution 

You may be tempted to always 
use the highest resolution possi
ble so that your images contain 
as much detail as possible. 
While this may be your first 
impulse, life isn't that simple. 
You must always consider your 
audience and how your graphic 
will be delivered to that audi
ence. For example, if you are 
creating an image for a Web site 
(which will be displayed 
onscreen), you don't want a 
high resolution image. A high 
resolution image is larger and 
takes longer to download to the 
viewer's computer. Plus, a moni· 
tor can only display a limited 
amount of information (com· 
pared to a high-resolution print
er, for example) so tons of detail 
in an image designed to be 
used is "vJasted" space. Look for 
some resolution guidelines later 
in this chapter. 

VRAM 

Video RAM, or VRAM, is similar 
to regular RAM. It is a special 
area of memory into which 
your Mac can quickly store 
information. In VRAM's case, 
this information is the graphic 
information that your Mac uses 
to display an image. 
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Video cards 

Your Mac may have a video card 
installed in it. If it does, and your 
monitor is connected to that card, 
the display capabilities of your sys
tem are determined by the video 
card's specifications, not your Mac's 
built-in video system. Video cards 
contain all the hardware needed to 
display information on your moni· 
tor, including the video processor, 
VRAM, and so on. 

Lots of video cards do a lot more 
than simply display images. Many 
cards feature 2D and 3D accelera· 
lion so that your system draws 
graphics to the screen quickly. Some 
cards have TV tuners buill in so that 
you can watch TV on your comput· 
er. Others have digitizing capabili· 
ties that enable you to capture 
video input (from a video camera or 
VCR for example) and dig1iize it. 
You will leam more about these 
topics in Chapter 10, "Working with 
Multimedia." 

FiGURE 9.3 

The Monitors & Sound control 
panel controls the display set· 
lings, including resolution, that 
your Mac uses to display images. 

DPI of a monitor 

All monitors display 72 dots per 
inch of viewing area; that is why 
you won't find a monitor's 
resolution displayed by a dpi 
measurement. 
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• The resolution of an image. T he resolution of an image is 
important because it determines how the media through 
which you display the graphic (for example, onscreen or 
hard copy) wi ll display the image. The resolution o f an 
image is simply a measurement of how much information 
the image contains. 

• The resolution of the imaging device that will be dis
playing the image. T his means how many dots an imaging 
device can create per inch of surface (paper, screen, or what
ever it is covering with dots). 

Working with Your Mac's Resolution 

0 

As I said earlier, your Mac's resolution is detem1 ined by both 
its video hardware (VRAlVI, graphics processor, and so on) and 
your monitor's capabilities. Your M ac may or may not be 
capable of displaying a resolution up to your moni tor's maxi
mum. AJI display settings that your Mac uses are detennined 
by the Monitors & Sound control panel (see Figure 9.3). T his 
control panel has four areas: two are devoted to how your Mac 
displays images, while the other two are devoted to how your 
Mac uses sound. 
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Determining the maximum resolution at which you can work is 
easy to do. 

Determining your Mac's maximum resolution 

1. Open the Monitors & Sound control panel. 

2. Look in the Resolution pane (see Figure 9.3). It lists all o f 
the resolutions that can be used by your Mac nt its cmnmt 
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colo1· deptb (I will explain the link between resolution and 
color depth in the "Working with Color" section). 

l. The maximum resolution of your system is the highest num
ber of pixels that you see on the list; in Figure 9.3, you can 

see that the maximum resolution for my system is 1,280 x 

I ,024 pi:'l:els (or l ,290,240 total pixels). 

Just because your Mac is capable of displaying lots of pixels, you 
may not feel comfortable working with the maximum amount. 
Remember that the more pixels tha t are displayed, the smaller 
the individual pixels appear to be; with a high resolution, you 
may find that you have a harder time reading things. For exa m
ple, if I set my system to its maximum resolution, check out how 
small things wi ll look (see Figure 9.4). P lus, if you are going to 
diso·ibute your graphics for onscrecn display, you might want to 
work in a resolution that more closely matches the majority of 
your intended audience. That way, most people will see your 
images at the size that you intend for them to see them. 
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FIGURE 9 .4 

Using the maximum resolution of 
your system may not be best for 
you; look how small things are at 
the maximum resolution of my 
system. 
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FIGURE 9.5 

When changing monitor resolu· 
lion, you sometimes see this dia
log asking if you really want to 
choose this resolution. 

That Hz 

In Figure 9.3, you may notice the 
Show pop-up menu, which displays 
Recommended in the figure. This 
choice refers to the display frequen
cy that your monitor uses to 
redraw, also known as "refresh" its 
screen. In the figure, you can see 
that resolutions are followed by a 
comma and then some number of 
Hz, for example, 832 x 624, 75Hz. 
In these specifications, Hz stands for 
Hertz which is a measure of fre
quency. This number indicates how 
many times per second that your 
monitor updates its image. The 
higher this number, the more often 
the electron "gun" inside the moni
tor sprays electrons up and down 
the inside of your screen (the elec
trons striking the phosphors on the 
inside of your monitor is what actu
ally causes images to appear). The 
higher this number is, the less flick
er you will notice in the image. If it 
gets too low, you will start to notice 
a flickering of the screen which will 
lead to poor concentration, 
headaches, and other problems. 

I 

I 
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Changing your system's resolution is very easy, and you can do it 
on-the-Ay. 

Changing your display's resolution 

1. Open the Monitors & Sound control panel. 

2. Click on the resolution that you want to use. 

3. D epending on the resolution you choose, you may see a dia
log box asking you to confirm that you want the new setting 
to be used (see Figure 9.5). If you do, click OK. Your screen 
will now display according to the resolution you chose. 

The n ttlno ror your monitor lms be en 
chnnoed. Click OK t o connrm that the 
monitor Is displayed correctly, or click 
C.1ncel to revert to the previous setting. 

II Cnncel Jl l OK 

So, how do you know which monitor resolution you should 
work in? There ar e several factors that you need to consider, 
including d1e following: 

• Your eyesight. As d1e resolution increases, the size of 
eve1ything displayed on your screen decreases. If you 
increase d1e resolution enough, you may have trouble read
ing the smaller text, such as icon labels, that is on your 
screen. You should choose a resolution d1at is comfortable 
for you, remembering that d1e larger the resolution, the 

more screen real estate you have. 

• Your working style. If you are one of dwse i'v1ac users who 
likes to keep lots of applications and documents open, d1en 
you are likely to want to trade more working room for 
smaller text and images. If you like to work only in a single 
applica tion at a time, d1en a lower resolution may suit you 
just fine. 
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• Intended use. Your intended use for the graph ic is also an 

important consideration. If you are creating gra phics for 

others, you really need to think about what kind of resolu

tions they are most likely to be using. You should shoot for 
the "lower" end o f the resolution scale since you will cover 
the largest part o f th e intended audience that way (people 
who use larger resolutions can easily work with images 
designed for smaller resolutions, but the reverse is not so 

true). This is especially important for those graphics that 

you intend to be vie•.ved onscreen, such as ' iVeb pages or 
eleco·onic documents. Some common resolutions and moni

tor sizes are in 'Table 9. 1. 

TABlE 9.1 Common monitor sizes and resolutions 

Monitor size Common Resolution 

13-inch 640 X 480 

15-inch 832 X 624 

17- inch 1,024 X 768 

21- inch 1,280 X960 

Understanding Image Resolution 
Every graphic that you create is developed i11 a specific resolu
tion, which is not dependent upon the 111011itor's resolution. T he 
resolution of an image is usually measured in pixels per square 
inch rather than as a horizontal and vertical measurement, as is 
the case for a monitor's resolution. In a way, this measurement is 
ficti tious: it's easy to resize an image by changing it'> resolution , 
or to change an image's resolution by changing its size, without 
otherwise affecting the contents o f the image. It's best to think of 
image resolution as a measurement of how much information 
the image contains- how detailed it is, or how many pixels are 
used to represent a small portion (an inch) of the image. 

T he higher an image's resolution is, the more deta il the image 
will contain , and the better it will look no matter what size it is 
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How often should your monitor 
refresh? 

Your monitor is designed to 
work at certain resolutions and 
frequencies. These are what you 
see in the Resolution pane 
when Recommended is select
ed. If you choose All from the 
Show pop-up menu, you will 
see all of the frequencies that 
are possible for each resolution. 

For most people, a frequency 
above 70 Hz or so is acceptable. 

Is this useful? Not really. I just 
thought that you might be 
curious. 

What's in a name? 

By the way, the name you see 
at the top of the Monitors & 
Sound control panel changes 
depending on the type of man~ 
tor you are using. If you have a 
multi-sync monitor (which is 
one that can work with multiple 
resolutions), the name of the 
wind01v will be Multiple Scan 
Display. If you have an RGB 
monitor, it will be called Display. 

Changing text size 

Of course, you can always 
increase the size of the font 
used for icon and folder labels 
(see Chapter 13, "Changing the 
Way Your Mac Looks and 
Sounds" for details). If your 
desired resolution results in not 
being able to read the small 
text give this a try. 

Magnify it 

Remember that most applica
tions have an option that 
enables you to increase the 
magnification used in a docu
ment You usually have com
plete control over how large 
items within a particular dow
ment appear. The monitor reso
lution setting really affects how 
much screen that you have to 
work vdth. 
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Windows and monitor resolution 

Windows PCs can change resolu
tions just like a Mac can. The stan· 
dard Windows resolutions are a bit 
different though. For example, a 
common resolution for someone 
using a 15-inch monitor on a PC 
is 800 x 600 rather than the Mac's 
832 X 624. 

Consider the monitor 

Remember that a typical t5-inch 
monitor running at a resolution of 
832 x 624 can display about 100 
square inches of inches of informa· 
tion (832 pixels times 624 pixels 
divided by 72 pixels per inch ~mes 
72 pixels per inch [an areal). 
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viewed at. For example, an image that has 120 pixels per inch 
will look better when n user zooms in on part of it than an image 
that was created at a resolu tion of 72 pixels per inch. 

One of the trade-offs is file size. T he higher the resolution, the 
more space it requires to store and the more RAM is required to 
work with it. P lus, if the image is going to be transmitted via a 
modem, as it is when it is used on a Web page, size is important. 
Large fi les take a long time to transmit. 

D eciding what image resolution to use is mainly a trade-off 
between the quality you need (higher for printed graphics than 
graphics to be displayed only onscreen), image size (which 
depends on the medium used to display the graphic), and fi le 
size (smaller is better). 

Keeping all this straight can be confusing. Since resolution mea
sures an area, the actual size of that area is dependent on the res
olution of it. To help you understand this relationship a bi t 
better, take a look at the following calculation. 

If an image's width is 100 pixels and its height is 200 pixels, it 
contains 20,000 pixels of information. 

If you display it on a monitor that displays 72 pixels per inch, 
it will be 3.86 square inches in size (that equals 20,000 squa re 
pixels divided by 72 pixels per inch times 72 pixels per inch [it 
is an area]). (For comparison's snke, an 8 x lO inch image has 
an area of 80 square inches.) 

If you print the exact same image on a printer that has 300 
clots per square inch resolution (without using an application 
that automatically keeps the image size the same), the image 
will be only 0.22 square inches (that equals 20,000 pixels 
divided by 300 dots per inch times two [assuming tha t the 
printer has the same resolution in both directions]). 

vVhat this example hopefully helps you understand is the rela
tionship between image resolution, monitor resolution, and 
imaging resolution. You need to carefully choose the resolution 
of your images so that they are appropriate for the media you 
will use to display those images. For example, you wouldn't want 
an image to be too smnll when you print it, nor would you want 
it to be too large for easy viewing onscreen. 



Understanding Resolutio n 

U nfortunately, when talking about resolution, there is sti ll one 
more twist of which you need to be aware. T he issue is this: how 
does your !vi ae handle an image that has a higher or lower pixel
to-inch ratio than the monitor? This varies from application to 
appl ication, but in general the foll owing is true: 

• Layou t p rograms. Page layout applications, such as 
QuarkXPress and Adobe PageMaker, and layout program 

"wannabes," such as M icrosoft Word, display the image at 

its designed-to size. If there are more pL-xels than the moni

tor can display in the given size, the application throws away 
the pixels that it can 't use. I f there aren't enough pixels, the 
applications just makes some up, inevitably degradin g the 

image's quali ty. 

• Web browsers. W eb applications, such as Internet Explorer 
and Netscape Navigator, display aU of the pixels in the 

image, ignoring the designed- to size of the image. 

• Image editors. Image editors, such as Adobe Photoshop, 
enable you to view images at just about any magnification 

you choose. T he image editor will throw away or guess at 

pixels as needed to display the image at the current screen 
resolution. 

Understanding Imaging Resolution 
It doesn't take a genius to understand that you create a graphic 
for people to look at in order to convey information or to enter
ta in them. T here are two basic means by which people will view 
your masterpiece. One way is through an onscreen presentation; 
the other is through a printed hard copy. 

If you are developing an image fo r display on a monitor, all you 
really have to worry about is the image size and number of col
ors used (which you'll learn about in the next section). Since all 
monitors have the same resolution, which is 72 dpi, the variables 
are the physical size of the monito r (the screen area) and how 
many colors the viewing system wi ll support. Fortunately, since 
you also use a moni tor, these parameters are easy for you to vary 
to make sure that your image looks good on the monitors of 
your target audience. 
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Setting an image's resolution 

When you create a new image 
in many graphics applications 
(such as Adobe's Photoshop ), 
first, )'OU set the resolution at 
which you want the image to be 
created. While it is relatively 
easy for your Mac to make a 
higher resolution image into a 
lower resolution one (since it 
just has to throw pixels away), 
trying to increase an image's 
resolution usually doesn't work 
because your Mac has to "make 
up" information to add. The 
results of this are usually not 
very good. A rule of thumb is to 
start with the highest resolution 
that you think you might need
keeping in mind that the higher 
resolution you choose, the 
more computing horsepower 
will be needed to work with that 
image. Since you can always 
reduce the resolution of an 
image-usually quite easily too
it is better to start on the high 
resolution side. 

Resolution and digital cameras 
and scanners 

The resolution of both scanners 
and digital cameras are both 
measured in pixels, just like a 
monitor. Many consumer-level 
digital cameras can only capture 
images at 640 x 480 resolution. 
That doesn't provide much 
detail so that images don't look 
very good when diSplayed at 
large sizes on a monitor or 
when printed on a high
resolution printer. The resolution 
of cameras is improving and 
many only slightly more expen· 
sive versions have resolutions 
of 1,200 x 1,000. 

The resolution of most scanners 
is already pretty high, usually in 
the 1,200 x 1,000 ballpark for a 
medium-<juality scanner. 
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More on monitor resolution 

When referring to monitors, I have 
used resolution to refer to two dif
ferent ·resolutions." The first kind of 
resolution referred to the number of 
pixels that a monitor is able to dis
play- remember that is specified as 
number of pixels in width by num
ber of pixels in height. The second 
kind refers to the physical property 
of all monitors to display 72 dots 
per inch. 

You may be wondering how moni· 
tors can display different resolutions 
if they all display 72 dpi. The answer 
is that the inch of area gets "small
er" when the resolution increases
well, conceptually anyway. So while 
a monitor is always displaying n 
dpi, the perceived size of •a dti" 
that is displayed depends on the 
monitor's current resolution because 
the size of the pixels gets smaller. 
Thus, a higher resolution provides 
more screen area and images klok 
smaller. A lower resolution provides 
less screen area and images look 
larger. This is a bit confusing. but 
once you think about it a little bit 
and try changing your system's reso
lution, you will probably get a han
dle on this concept. 

Working wi th Your Mac 

Working with Color and Graphics 

If your image is to be printed-on an inkjet printer, laser printer, 
a press, or whatever-you need to be especially concerned about 
the resolution of the output device. iV1ore precisely, you need to 
make sure that the resolution of the image meets the resolution 
needs of your imaging device. If your image file doesn't contain 
enough information, the imaging device "viii produce a poor, 
pixelnted image. 

Let me warn you that it can be difficu lt to calculate to correct 
resolution for a particular imaging device. Most imagesetters use 
patterns of dots made up o f smaller dots to create gray dots and 
colors. It would be difficult to cover all of the issues in a single 
chapter, let alone a few pages, but I can give you the most 
important, inviolate rule to follow when you're sending images 
to a printer or service bureau: ask the prepress, technical, or 
customer-service representative! T hey lmow their equipment 
best, and can give you the best advice. 

If there isn't anyone you c:m ask about what resolution to use, 
you can look in the manual and other documentation that came 
with the device to see wh::~t its resolution is. 

Or, you can use 13ble 9.2 as a rough guide for the proper resolu
tion to use for common imag·ing devices. The recommendations 
are for images at 100% size, and do not apply to images that 
have been sca led in a page layout program or by other means. 

TABLE 9.2 Suggested image resolutions for various imaging devices 

Device Suggested Resolution 

Monitor (for Web pages and 
onscrcen presentations) 

Dot matrix primer 

Laser and Inkjet Prin rcrs 

DocuTcch% 

lmagescn ers and direct
to-plate presses 

72 pixels/inch 

72 pixels/inch 

I 00-150 pixels/inch (72 pixels/inch may be 
adeq uate for comps) 

150 pixels/inch 

300 pixels/inch 



Understanding Color 

Working with Color 
One of the most important factors in any graphic is the colors 
used in it. T he right colors can make an image sing; the wrong 
colors turn that song into a dirge. W hether you are "color chal
lenged" as I am or you are one of those lucky folks who can 
sense which colors are "right," you need to have a good under
standing of how yom Mac works with color. T his understanding 
is especially critical if you are creating graphics for others to 

view, but it is also important because you work with color con
stantly even if you aren't creating a masterpiece. For example, 
the Mac O S 8.5 interface itself makes extensive use o f color; the 
"wrong" colors for you can make looking at your Mac more ti r
ing than it needs to be. You also make use o f color within most 
applications; for example, even Microsoft W ord uses color when 
you use the revisions' tracking feature. 

Understanding Color 
Ever tried explaining the color of something to someone? No 
matter how precise you tried to be, it is highly likely that the 
person you were talking to ended up with a slightly different pic
ture of the color you were describing than the one in your mind. 
T hat is beca use we humans all perceive color slightly differently. 
Color to us is an abstract concept that can't be described in pre
cise terms. 

Computers, on the other hand, are more precise when it comes 
to color tl1an we are. As with everything else it deals with, your 
Mac " thinks" about color by using numbers (ones and zeros, to 
be technical about it). 

Your Mac uses two basic techniques to work with color. \iVi tl1 
one, your Nlac specifies a color 's coordi nates in a color !>pnce. 
W itl1 the other, your Mac specifies the color's posi tion in a fixed 
palette of colors. 

A color space is simply a system that uses a set of three 
numbers to represent the gamut of possible colors. Many Mac 
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Not black and white, only shades 
of gray ... 

In the following discussion, 
keep in mind that you can set 
your Mac in "black·and·white" 
mode in which it works with 
shades of gray. You can manip
ulate the shades of gray just as 
you do colors. For example, you 
can set your Mac to use a cer· 
lain number of shades of gray 
just as you can set it to use a 
certain number ol colors. Why 
would you want to work in gray 
when there is a world or color 
inside your Mac? You might 
want to work in the world ol 
gray il you will be printing to a 
black·and·white (shades or gray 
actually) printer so that your 
onscreen image looks more like 
the printed version. In any case, 
when I talk about using color, 
how to set the colors your Mac 
uses, for example, remember 
that the same techniques apply 
when you are working with 
grays. You can only set your 
"gray-depth" to 256 shades or 
less. 

Mac palettes won't make your 
hands dirty 

The term palette simply refers 
to a collection of colors that are 
used to create an image 
(remember that everything you 
see on your Mac is an image, 
even your desktop). The tenn 
comes from the palette used by 
a painter to hold the paints she 
uses to create a painting. And 
the idea of a palette on your 
Mac is exactly the same-except 
the Mac's palette is a lot dean· 
er, and it never runs out of 
painl 
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Why 255? 

In case you are wondering, 255 is 
the maximum value possible for a 
color's component because it is the 
largest integer that can be stored in 
a single byte of computer memory. 

Workin g with You r Ma c 

Working with Color and Graphics 

applications, including Mac OS 8.5, use the Red Gnen Blue 
(RGB) color space, which breaks down colors into their red, 
green, and blue components. Another common color space, also 
used by the Mac OS, is HSB, which breaks down color into Hue, 
Saturation, and Brightness components. 

The "amount" of each component (red, blue, and green, or hue, 
saturation, and brightness) in a color is indicated by a number 
that represents how much of that component is in a particular 
color. The number for each component can be in the range of 
zero to 255. 

For example, in the RGB color space, "pure" red is represented 
as (255,0,0), as in the following: 

Red= 255 

Blue= 0 

Green= 0 

Using coordinates to specify the color of each pixel in an image 
enables you to choose each pixel's color from a set of more than 
16 million possible colors. T his system, sometimes called "true 
color" or " full color," yields the most natural- looking displays on 
a morritor, and is the color system used in all serious fi le formats 
for color printing. 

Unfortunately, providing for 16 million possible colors for each 
pixel eats up a lot of memory-both the RAM or VRA.M memo
ry used by the Mac's video system, and the hard disk memory 
that is used to store the image. Every pixel requires three bytes 
of memory to store its RGB value (each byte contains a number 
for one of the three components, three components require 
three bytes), and for an image with thousands or mjlli ons of pix
els, that adds up to a lot of bytes-each of which requires RAM, 
VRAM, and hard disk space to manipulate. 

The extreme resource requirements of color spaces lead to the 
development of palette-based systems. T hey solve the resource 
problem by using a system of abbreviations to store each pixel's 
color. Let's say an image has a palette of four colors, such as the 
follmvin g: 



color 0 = (0,0,0) (white) 

color I = (2 55,2 55,2 55) (black) 

color 2 = (2 55 ,0,0) (red) 

color 3 = (0,0,255) (blue) 

Understanding Color 

Rather than having to store three pieces of information for the 
color of each pixel, your Mac only has to store one piece of 
data-the number of the color on the palette. This requires a lot 
fewer resources than storing the numbers of the three compo
nents. 

The price you pay for the reduced resource requirement is in 
image quality. Rather than having more than 16 million colors to 
use, your Mac is now limited to the number on the particular 
palette you are using (for example, 256 colors). If you have an 
image that contains thousands of subtly-different colors-as 
most scanned photographs do-you're going to lose some image 
quality when you limit the number of colors in the image to a 
few hundred or a few dozen choices on a palette. Your Mac 
"forces" all tl1e colors in the image to be those on its palette, 
resulting in an image that has distorted color when compared to 
the full-color version. This "forcing" process is actually called 
dithering. 

The number of colors on a palette is called its bit depth-bit 
depth refers to how many bits of data are required to sto re the 
color for each pixel in an image. T he common bit deptl1s and 
resulting number of colors are shown in Table 9.3. 

TABlE 9.3 Bit depth and number of colors 

Bit Depth Number of Colors 

2 

4 16 

8 256 

16 65,536 

24 16,777,2 16 
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Bit depth and number of colors 

The number of colors in a 
palette is determined by raising 
2 to the number of bits 
required to store the data need· 
ed to define that amount of 
color. For example, 8-bit depth 
results in 256 colors {2 raised to 
the eighth power). 
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Setting an image's palette 

Many imaging and graphic applica
tions enable you to set the color 
palette you use to create an image. 
You need to check the documenta
tion that came with your favorite 
applications to learn how this works. 
Because of the variability of how this 
is done across applications, the 
remainder of this section deals with 
managing the color on your system 
rather than in an image. 

Windows palettes 

Windows PCs also use color palettes 
similar to the Mac's. However, the 
same colors will appear darker on a 
Windows machine than they do on 
a Mac (I could draw a conclusion 
from this, but I will leave that for 
you to do). If you are designing an 
image that will be viewed on 
Windows machines also, try to make 
the colors a bit lighter than you 
might choose for images used only 
on the Mac 

Appeal to the masses 

Again, like resolution, if you are 
developing an image that will be 
widely distributed (such as on a 
Web page), you will get a better 
result if you design your image for 
the capabilities of the lower end of 
your target market. For example, if 
you create an image at the 16-bit 
color depth, but the bulk of your 
audience can only use 8-bit color, 
some of your work will be lost since 
the viewer's Mac will have to trim 
the number of colors down. Plus, 
higher bit-depth images are larger 
and require more time to dovmload 
and to display after they are loaded 
on a machine. 

It is always a good idea to take a 
look at any image you create in a 
variety of bit depths to make sure 
that it looks OK in as many situa
tions as possible. 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with Color and Graphics 

Similar to resolution, there are two areas in which you have to 
consider bit depth. T he first is on your Mac itself. T hat is, you 
can set your Mac to display up to a maximum number of colors. 
T he number of the colors that you can have displayed is deter
mined by the combination of your Mac's video hardware (or 
graphics card), your monitor, and the resolution at whi ch your 
monitor is set. Depending on your hardwar e, you may be limited 
to a fewer number of colors at your system's maximum resolu
tion. If you decrease your resolution, you may be able to increase 
the number of colors displayed. (Basically, this is a result of your 
Mac having only so much capabil ity dedicated tO displaying pix
els. If you ask it to display more pixels, it may have to display 
less information for each pixel-meaning fewer colors_ If you 
have it display fewer pixels, it may be able to display more colors 
per pixel.) 

T he second area in which you need to th ink about pa lettes and 
the number of colors available to your Mac is in images them
selves_ J ust as an image is designed with a particular resolution, it 
ca n also be designed by using a particular palette; the larger the 
number of colors you use for the image, the more resources will 
be required to open the image. If the person viewing your image 
has a lower bit depth (number of colors) available, the colors in 
your image may appear differently than they did to you because 
his Mac has to substi tute colors in the image in order to be able 
to display tl1en1. 

Using Colors on Your Mac 
As wi th resolution, you can determ ine how many colors your 
Mac uses for its display through tl1e Mon itors and Sound control 
panel. In addition to the color depth, you also can use the 
Appearance control panel to access the Mac's Color Picker to set 
highlight colors, as well as tl1e color of some interface elements_ 
T he Color Picker is also useful for setting colors within some 
applications. 

SeHing Your Mac's Color Depth 
Setting the number o f colors that your Mac uses is very sin'lilar 
to setting its resolution_ 
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Setting the number of colors displayed on your Mac 

1. O pen the Monitors & Sound control panel. 

2. Click the Monitor button (sec Figure 9.6). Depending on 
your .Mac's hardware, in the Color Depth section, you 'vi ii 
see color depths from 256 colors to M illions of colors. 
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3. Click the color depth that you want. You may see a brief 

fl ash as your Mac recalibrates the colors that are being dis

played. Your Mac will be ca pable of displaying up to the 
number of colors th;n you choose. 

Using the Color Picker to Create and Apply Color 
You will li kely work with color in a variety of situations. T hese 
insta nces will include when you are worki ng with the desktop as 
well as from within applications. In Mac OS 8, Apple introduced 
the Color P icker, which replaced the old color wheel. Color 
Picker enables you to create custom colors and apply them to 
interface elements as well as to items within some applications, 
such as graphic elements and text. 

\Nhen you access the Color P icker, it opens into a two-pane 
window (see Figure 9. 7). The left pane provides you with vari 
ous color space choices including: Cyan Nlagema Yello71l Black 

(C!VfYK), Crayon, HSV, HTML, and RGB. T he right pane 
provides the controls you use to ma ke changes to the color. 

As you select eli fferent color spaces, the controls change to 

reflect that space. Figure 9.8 shows the controls fo r the Crayon 
Picker, whi le Figure 9.9 shows the RG B Picker controls. 
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Remember that your Mac has 
only so many resources devol· 
ed to its display system. If you 
can't choose the color depth 
that you wan~ you will have to 
choose a lower resolution. 

FIG URE 9.6 

You can use the Monitors & 
Sound control panel to set the 
number of colors used on your 
Mac. 

It looks the same to me 

The differences between some 
color depths can be subtle. For 
example, if you only have the 
desktop visible, you probably 
won't see any difference when 
you go from Thousands of colors 
to Millions of colors. However, if 
you have a full-color photograph 
open, you will see changes in the 
colors that are used in the image. 

Color depth and games 

Games are some of the most 
demanding applications there are 
in terms of raw processing 
power. Because the action is 
happening fast and furiously, 
your Mac really works to keep up 
with al of the movement 
onscreen. Many games are 
designed to use a fairly low 
number of colors, usually 256, to 
enable mid· level Macs to be able 
to run them \\1th an adequate 
frame rote (smooth motion as 
opposed to a llip book effect). 
Good game programs automati· 
cally switch the color depth of 
your Mac when they are 
launched and then switch back 
to the original setting after you 
quit Poor programs don't switch 
back to your original color depth 
when they quit so you have to 
do it manually. This is the case 
for a lot of children's sofll'lare for 
some reason. 
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FIGURE 9.7 

The CMYK enables you to 
customize and apply colors 
from a variety of color spaces
it is currently using the CMYK 
color space. 

FIGURE 9.8 

The Crayon Picker is the most fun 
to use. 

FIGURE 9.9 

The RGB Picker is a good choice 
when you are designing images 
to be displayed onscreen. 
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Understanding Color 

Using these controls, you can create the color that you want to 
have applied to the item with which you <1re working. 

The nice thing about the Color Picker is that it works the same 
way no matter where you use it. As an example of how to use it, 
open the Color Picker and change the color that your Mac uses 
to highljght items on the desktop. 

Creating a custom highlight color by using the Color Picker 

1. Open the Appearance control panel. 

2. Click on the Appearance tab (see Figure 9.1 0). 
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3. Click on the Highlight Color pop-up menu and choose 
Other. 

4. Choose the Crayon Picker color space. 

5. Click the crayon showing the color that you want to use. 
The original color and the new color are shown in the 
upper-right corner of the screen. The name of the new 
color is also shown (see Figure 9. 11). 
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HTML picker 

If you are creating graphics for 
the Web, remember the HTML 
Picker in the Color Picker. This 
color space optimizes the color 
choices so that your images 
will use standard Web colors 
and will have colors that are 
reasonably close to how they 
look onscreen. 

FIGURE 9 .10 

You can set the Mac's highlight 
color with the Appearance control 
panel. 

FIGURE 9.11 

In this Color Picker dialog. a nice 
blue has been selected as the 
highlight color. 
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Color Picker and video 

The eyedropper tool even works on 
video. So if you have a movie or TV 
playing in the Apple \{jdeo Player, 
you can dick on an image in the 
video and the Color Picker will grab 
that color. 

All things ColorSync 

Apple maintains a Web site that is 
dedicated to ColorSync. The address 
is http : II colorsync. 
apple.com. 

Color matching is not easy 

Matching colors is not easy-even if 
all of the devices you use imple· 
ment ColorSync. There is not 
enough room in this section, let 
alone this book, to explain color 
matching technology in detail. The 
purpose of this section is to explain 
the basics of ColorSync to you so 
that you understand how it works 
and to give you a couple of exam· 
pies showing how to use illf you 
need to achieve professional color 
matching. you need to do some 
additional research and learn to fully 
understand how to use ColorSync 
with your system and applications. 

6. If you don't see any colors that you like, hold the Option 

and Command keys down. When you do, the pointer will 

change into an eyedropper. If you click on a color with the 
eyedropper showing, the color on which you click will 

become the new color. You can click on any color that you 
see (for example, you can pick a color from an image that is 

open in the background). 

7. \ iVhcn the highlight color is just right, click OK. 

8. Close the Appearance control panel. Any item you select on 

the desktop will be highlighted with the color you chose. 

The Color Picker works in a similar way \ovherever you need to 
choose or create a color. For example, you can use it to create or 
edit Finder label colors and some applications use it as well. 

Using ColorSync for Consistent Color Across Devices 
While your Mac thinks about color by using precise numeric 
values, each device that works with that color presents it in 
slightly different ways. For example, a shade of blue may be 
slightly darker on the monitor than it appears in a printed piece. 
This discrepancy among the way different devices present color 
makes it vet1' difficult to achieve tl1e exact color you want. 

Traditionally, tl1is problem was solved by making numerous 
color proof copies. You would get the color close to where you 
thought it should be and then make a print. If the print wasn't 
right, which it wasn't, you adjusted the color a bit and tried 
again. And on it went, unti l the print looked like you wanted it 
to-which was different than the color on tl1e monitor. If you 
sent the piece to an outside printer, you ended up with yet 
another color. O bviously, th is was not an elegant solution at all. 

Apple developed ColorSync technology to solve this problem. 
T he purpose of ColorSync is to "match" colors across devices, 
including monitors, printers, and scanners. Using ColorSync, 
you can achieve consistent color, regardless of the device being 
used. T his enables you to more efficiently achieve the color you 
want in the fina l piece. 



Understanding Co lor 

ColorSync works by using a profile file for each device on with 
which you want to work; this profil e describes the way the device 
handles color. vVhile ColorSync is built into Mac OS 8.5, you 
need to add the ColorSync profile for each device that is con
nected to your Mac. W hen you use a ColorSync-savvy applica
tion, information about each device's profile is embedded into 
the image that you create. When you work with this image, 
ColorSync compares the colors of the devices you used (such as 
a printer) and picks colors that match your target (usually your 
monitor). 

\Vhile ColorSync is a very promising solution to a major prob
lem for people who work with color, it is still a relatively new 
technology. Only recently have major players (such as Adobe 
Systems) annom1ced support for it. At the moment, ColorSync is 
implemented in different ways from witl1in different applica
tions, and different printers implement it differently as well. To 
use ColorSync in more ColorSync-savvy applications, you must 
choose a source fil e that you want to use tl1e desired colors fi rst 
and then choose a target device that contains the colors you 
want to use. To use ColorS}'llC in general productivi ty applica
tions, you select the ColorSync option from your prin ter's Print 
dialog box. 

Understanding ColorSync 
ColorSync is implemented in Mac O S 8.5 "viili tl1e following 
components: 

• ColorSync control panel. T his control panel enables you 
to set tl1e defaul t profiles for your system (see Figure 9.1 2). 

You can set a System Profile, the RG B Default, Ci'VIYK 

Defmlt, and tl1e Preferred CNIM (Color M atch M aster). 
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Apple ColorSync profiles 

ColorSync profiles for many 
Apple-produced devices are 
installed with the ColorSync 
software. 

Digital Color Meter 

181 

Mac OS 8.5 comes with the 
Digital Color Meter application 
(it is in the Monitors Extras 
Folder that is within in the Apple 
Extras folder). This application 
helps you translate the colors 
you see on your monitor into 
industry standard values, such 
as Pantone. If you need to use 
industry standard colors, take a 
look at this application. 
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FIGURE 9.12 

The ColorSync control panel 
enables you to select the 
ColorSync profiles for your 
system. 

FIGURE 9.13 

These AppleScripts will help you 
work with ColorSync; they are 
located within the ColorSync 
Extras folder that is in the Apple 
Extras folder. 
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• ColorSync extension. T he ColorSync extension provides 
your Mac with the basic ColorSync functionality. 

• ColorSync Profiles folder. This folder, located withjn the 
System Folder, contains ColorSync profiles for the devices 
installed on your system. 

• ColorSync Extras. This folder, located on your system 
startup disk, contains some ColorSync related AppleScripts. 

Using ColorSync in a General Application 
ColorSync is not only for graphic applications, but you can also 
apply it in any document that uses color. To do so, you work 
with the print dialog for your printer. 

Using ColorSync with an HP OeskJet printer 

1. Open the application containing the image you want to 
work with (make sure that the document uses color, of 
course). 

2. When you are ready, choose Print. 

3. In the Desk] et Print dialog, click Options (see Figure 9.1 4). 

4. In the Options dialog, choose ColorSync from the Color 
Matching pop-up menu (see Figure 9.15). 
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5. Continue the printing process. vVhen the print job is done, 
the colors on it should closely match the way they looked on 
your monitor. 

Using ColorSync in a ColorSync-Capable Application 
T he best image editing application, Adobe Photoshop, h as sub
stantial ColorSync capabili ties. You can fin d ColorSync plug-ins 
for Photoshop on the Apple ColorSyn c Web site (http: 11 

color sync. apple . com). One of these plug-ins enables you to 
perform a color transformation (based on your target device) 
on T IFF images while you import them into Photoshop. 

Using the ColorSync Import plug-in in Adobe Photoshop 

1. Install the ColorSync Import plug-in in the Plug-ins fo lder 
in the Adobe Photoshop folder. 

2. Launch Photoshop. 

l . From the File menu, choose Import; then choose T IFF with 
ColorSync Profile (see Figure 9. 16). 

4. Choose the TIFF file that you want to im port and click OK. 

5. In the ColorSync Import module, click on the Match 
options that you want (see Figure 9. 17). In this example, 
I have matched the color in the TIFF to my monitor and 
have chosen the Color LW 12/600 to match the color on 
printing. 
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FIGURE 9.14 

This figure shows an example of a 
print dialog with which you can 
choose ColorSync color matching. 

FIGURE 9.15 

You can use ColorSync color 
matching in the Desklet print 
dialog. 
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FtGURE 9.16 

You can import a TIFF file into 
Photoshop while correcting the 
color with ColorSync. 

FIGURE 9.17 

You can use the ColorSync Import 
Module to work with ColorSync 
profiles when you import files. 
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6. C lick Import Tiff. The graphic will be opened, and a 
ColorSync profile wi ll be embedded in it (see Figure 9.1 8). 
T his will cause the color of the image to be consistent when 

you output the image-the colors will be the same in the 
printed version as they are on your monitor. 

Understanding Graphics 
The last thing you need to know about graphics on the Mac is 
that there are two main "families" of computer graphic applica
tions: mste1·-based programs and vcctot'-bnsed programs. Some 
graphics programs, and some graphics file formats created by 
such programs, may not fa ll neatly into one family or the otl1er, 
but the difference between the two is essential to understanding 
how a Mac represents and stores images. 
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Understanding Raster-Based Graphics 
Raster-based graphics, also commonly called bitmap images, 
break down an image into a grid of pi;xels. Each pixel is assigned 
a numerical value that represents the brig·htness and color va lue 
of that pixel. The numerica l values are used both to display the 
image on the Mac's moni tor and to store the image on disk. 

Raster-based images are great for storin g images that contain 
lots of detail, such as photographs, scans of art, and 3D render
ings. Optical Chnmcter Recognition (OCR) programs that are used 
to convert scanned paper docum ents into electronic text docu
ments also usually use a raster-based image as an intermediary 
form. 

The following are the two main down sides to raster-based 
images: 

• They're big . Even at th.e low moni tor resolution o f 72 dpi, 
an image that is 100 x 200 pixels will contain 20,000 pixels. 
I f this image is 24-bit or fu ll color, each pixel needs several 
bytes o f memory for display and storage. T his is a large 
amount of information for your Mac to manipulate. And, 

remember that 72 dpi is a fai rly low resolution-certainly 
too low for printing. A mediu m-sized color image for use in 
a real print job may require several dozen MB of storage 

space. 
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FIGURE 9.18 

This image has a ColorSync 
profile embedded in it 

Raster-based image note 
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All of the objects in raster-based 
images are part of the same 
image; the images are built 
entirely of pixels. So if you see a 
line and try to select it, you 
won't succeed. That line is actu· 
ally not a line, but a series of 
pixels. However, some raster· 
based applications enable you 
to use layers; layers make it 
possible to stack objects on top 
of each other so that they 
appear to be part of the same 
image, but are actually separate 
images •layered." This is good 
because you can edit the 
objects on each layer separately. 
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Raster-based applications 

Widely-used Mac graphics programs 
that manipulate raster-based images 
are Adobe Photoshop and 
PhotoDeluxe. Most other image 
editing applications (as opposed to 
drawing applications) are also raster
based. 

The first raster-based Mac applica· 
tion was the legendary MacPaint. 

A vector-based graphic is like silly 
putty ... 

Because a vector-based graphic is 
actually a collection of mathematical 
equations, it is infinitely scaleable. 
You don't have to worry about reso
lution in a vector-based graphic. It 
depends on mathematical equations 
for its shape rather than pixels. 

Vector-based applications 

Commonly-used Mac applications 
that use vector-based graphics 
include Adobe Illustrator and 
Macromedia Freehand. 

The most popular vector·based 
application was MacDraw. It was a 
simple, but powerful program that 
was perfect for quick sketches. I still 
use an old version whenever I want 
to create an image quickly; it was 
updated to MacDraw Pro but since 
has faded into Mac history. 

• They don't scale well. You can usually reduce the size of 

raster images fair ly successfully, but when you ny to scale up 
a raster-based image, the image quality quickly deteriorates. 

As I discussed earlier in this chapter, this is because your 
Mac has to "make up" information to fi ll in the empty pixels 

that are added when you increase the image's resolution. 

Generally, you will use raster-based graphics for images that are 
not composed of lines, polygons, and other regular elements. 
T hese include photos, complex models, animations, video, and 
so on. 

Understanding Vedor-Based Graphics 
Vector-based images take a different approach to represent 
images electronically. Rather than representing a picture as a 
grid of pixels, a vector-based image represents a picture as a col
lection of geometric shapes and stores the image as mathematical 
descriptions of each shape. 

I promise that you don't want to see the actual PostScript 
description of a vector-based image; in fact, even simple graphics 
are quite complex when you see them in PostScript. However, if 
the mathematical description for a simple vector-graphic consist
ing of a line and a "squiggle" were translated into E nglish, it 
wou ld look something like the followi ng: 

set t he line color to black 

set the line weight to 1 pt. 

draw a line from point x1' Y1 ' to point x2, Y2 with curvat ure 
c1 

draw a line from point x2, Y2• to point x3, y3 with curvature 
c4 

draw a box f r om point x4 , Y4, to x5 , Ys 

Although this may seem long-winded, it's much more compact 
than storing the value of every single pixel in the image. Even 
better, the size (and quali ty) of the description doesn't change 
when you resize the image, even if you scale it from the size of a 
postage stamp to the size of a billboard. 
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There's a down side, of course: vector-based images can't handle 
complexi ty, especially complexity on the level of a photograph, 
very well. I'm not saying that you can't create interesting, com
plex artwork wi th vector-based images because you can. 
H owever, creating a vector-based image that contains as much 
detail as a photograph would be a monumental challenge. 

You should use a vector-based application for simple sketches, 
floor plans, flow charts, and other graphics for which you need 
simple geometric shapes. 
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It's two application in one 

There are some applications 
that can work with both vector· 
based and raster-based images. 
Usually, these programs have a 
separate set of tools for each 
image type. The most successful 
of these type of applications was 
SuperPainl 
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Working with Multimedia 

Using the Ultimate Multimedia Machine 
Multimedia simply means the combination of various types of 
media-som1d, text, graphics, video, or animation-together into 
one "experience." In practice, multimedia also refers to any con
tent that uses dynamic data to convey information; dynamic data 
simply means data that changes over time. Although multimedia 
is one of the most ovemsed buzzwords in the computing world, 
it is also one of the most compelling reasons to use a computer. 
Using multimedia makes data come alive, enabling people to 
better tmderstand it. Equally important, multimedia is fim, and, 
let's face it, in today's high-paced world, most of us can use more 
fun. 

As with graphics, the .Macintosh has been at the leading edge of 
the multimedia world. Since the .Mac has always included sound 
capabilities, it was relatively easy to incorporate sound into doc
uments even with the very first Mac. CD-ROM drives have been 
standard equipment on Macs for a long time, and unlike many 
Windows CD-ROMS, most Mac CD-ROMs work flawlessly. 
And the Mac's superior hardware quality, software, and system 
integration sti ll make it the best machine for using and creating 
multimedia. 

Mac OS 8.5 includes an excellent multimedia tool kit with which 
you can view, hear, create, and edit multimedia content. With 
Mac OS 8.5, you can do the following: 

• Watch, edit, and create digital videos, sound, and ani
mation. Apple's QuickTime technology is the premiere 
technology for manipulating, distributing, and displaying 
time-synchronized data. You can use MoviePlayer to watch 
videos, animations, and other multimedia files. If you 
upgrade to QuickTime Pro, you can also edit those files. 

• Listen and capture sound from audio CDs. The Mac's 
CD Audio Player provides a sophisticated tool with which 
you can listen to audio CDs. You can also create custom 
listening programs that wi ll be remembered each time 
you play your favorite discs. You can also capture sounds 
from audio CDs to use as system sounds and in your own 
projects. 
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• Watch TV and movies on your desktop and capture still 
images and video. Apple's Video Player enables you to 
make a Mac (with the requjred hardware) into a fully-func
tional entertainment center. P lus, you can capture digital 
video, images, and sound from your favorite sources to use 
on your system and in your projects. 

Digital Video, Sound, and Animation 
with Quicklime 

Apple's QwckTime is the technology that your Mac uses to han
dle time-synchroruzed data. Time-synchronized data simply 
means data that must be managed so that its components remain 
"in-time" with each other. For example, when playing a digital 
video, the video image must remain in synch with the sound
track. When watching an animation or video, sound effects need 
to occur at the correct points in the animation or video. 

\Vhile it is natural to think of QwckTime in terms of video, you 
should also remember that QwckTime can be used for sound, 
animation, and other dynamic data as well. And not all compo
nents have to be present at all times; for example, you can have a 
QwckTime movie that consists only of a SOUJldtrack. 

You will encounter QuickTime movies in many places, includ
ing: interactive games, reference titles, entertainment titles, 
learning tools, and Web pages. 

Understanding Quicklime 
Quick Time actually consists of two different "flavors" o f tech
nology: 

• QuickTime. QuickTime is the basic technology through 
which your Mac manages time-based data. Thjs data takes 
many forn1s including video, sound, and animation. 
Applications can use QuickTime to implement its features. 
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Quicklime-a rare, Apple-devel· 
oped standard 

Apple's Quicklime has been very 
successful. So successful, in fact. 
that it is also a standard on 
Windows computers as well as 
Macs. Quick Time movies on 
Windows will play the same way 
that they do on the Mac. 

Quicklime has also been widely 
adopted on the Web. Many 
videos and animations that you 
will lind on Web sites are 
Quick Time files. 

Quicklime and streaming 

With Quick Time 3.0, Quick Time 
movies can now be streamed. 
Streaming means that files can 
be viewed while they are being 
downloaded; this makes 
Quick Time even more valuable 
for the Web. See Chapter 27, 
"Browsing the Web: Advanced 
Techniques: for details. 
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Quick Time and file fonnats 

Quick Time supports many types of 
file formats that you are likely to 
encounter on the Internet as well as 
on CO-ROMs and other sources of 
multimedia files (Quick Time Pro 
supports even more file types than 
the standard version of Quick Time 
does). These files can contain all 
sorts of content, everything from 
videos to sounds to still images and 
combinations of all of these. You 
don't need to be an expert on all 
these file fonnats in order to be 
able to view them. Mostly, you can 
try them and see what happens. 

Some of the more common file 
types you will use are .mov 
(Quick Time movie files), MPEG-1 (a 
video encoding scheme that is used 
across all platfonns), .avi (Windows 
movie files), and .mid (MIDI music 
files). MPEG-2 is the encoding sys
tem that is used for movies on 
DVO-if you use a DVD player with 
your Mac, you will use this file type 
(although MPEG-2 is not supported 
by Quick Time yet). 

Quicklime on the Web 

In order to view Quicklime movies 
on the Interne~ your Web browser 
needs to have the Apple Talk plug-in 
installed. You can learn more about 
this in Chapter 27, "Browsing the 
Web: Advanced Techniques." 
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• QuickTime VR. QuickTime Virtual Rea lity (VR) is an 
amazing technology that enables you to explore virn1al 
worlds. You can move around in those worlds, and you can 
even closely examine objects in those v..-o rlds. 

QuickTime is enabled through several control panels, exten
sions, and other fi les, including the following: 

• QuickTime Settings control panel. T he control panel 
enables you to do the basic configuration of QuickTime on 
your Mac. 

• QuickTime extension. This extension provides basic 
QuickTime functionality. 

• QuickTime lVIPEG extension. T his extension enables 
QuickTime to open and play movies and images encoded 
with the Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) compression 
scheme. The most common of these is MPEG- L 

• QuickTime Musical Instruments extension. This exten
sion enables QuickTime to usc MIDI music tracks and to 
reproduce music provided in the MIDI format. 

• QuickTime PowerPiug extension. T his extension pro
vides PowerPC acceleration for QuickTimc. 

• QuickTime VR extension. This extension enables 
Q uick Time to play QuickTime VR files. 

• QuickTime Preferences. This preference file stores the 
settings that you enter through the Quick T ime Setting con
trol panel. 
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There arc two applications and one plug-in that arc part of the 
QuickTime package- these are all insta lled in the QuickTime 
folder that is insta lled on your startup disk. T he QuickT ime 
viewing tools are the following: 

• MoviePiayer. You can view all kinds of QuickT imc movies 

through the MoviePlayer application that is part of the 
Q uickTime software. \iVith the QuickTime 3 Pro upgrade of 
MoviePlayer, you can also do some basic edi ting of 

Quick T ime movies. (I'll explain features of Q uick T ime 3 

Pro shortly). 

• Picture Viewer. Th is application enables you to view image 
fi les. 

• QuickTime Plugin. T his plug-in enables you to view 
Quick Time movies from a Web browser. Lots of Web sites 
contain QuickTime movies so you will use this plug-in fre

quently. 

SEE ALSO 

To let~ru about using QuickTtmc on tbe H't!/J, sc•e fJflgc 6)0 

Version 3.0 of Quick Time is part of !viae OS 8.5. W itl1 th is ver
sion, Apple has added a new scheme fo r Q uickTim c distribution. 
vVith QuickTime version 3.0, you get a basic set of Q uick Time 
capabilities mat enable you to view Qu ick Time movies. If you 
want more Q uickTime capability, you can upgrade \'ersion 3.0 to 

QuickTime 3 Pro. This version, which costs $29.99, has sign ifi
cantly more features than does the basic version 3 .0, incl uded 
with Mac OS 8.5. I'll explain the di fferences in tl1cse versions 
and how to upgrade in tl1e later sections in this chapter. 
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Don't want to pay for Quicklime 3 
Pro? 

The upgraded "Pro" version of 
MoviePiayer provides significantly 
more features than the non·Pro 
version that is standard with Mac 
OS 8.5. These features include 
editing capabilities, as well as the 
capability to play almost any type 
of multimedia file. The upgrade 
to Quick Time 3 Pro is worth the 
$29.99 cost in my opinion. 
However, if you can't afford the 
upgrade. you can get some of 
the features of MoviePiayer Pro 
by using MoviePiayer 2.5, which 
was part of the Quick Time 2.5 
release. While Apple is no longer 
distributing this version, you 
probably have a version of it that 
came with earlier versions of the 
Mac OS or with an application 
that uses Quicklime movies. tf 
you don't want to pay for 
Quick Time 3 Pro, using the 2.5 
version of MoviePiayer is an 
option. Most of the step·by·steps 
I'll provide for Quicklime 3 Pro 
later in the chapter apply to 
MoviePiayer 2.5. 
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Quick Time 2.5 survival 

When you install Quick Time 3.0, 
even when it is part of the Mac OS 
8.5 installation, it may ovelWrite ear· 
lier versions or MoviePiayer (such as 
2.5) if they are located in the 
Quicklime folder in your startup 
disk. You should keep 2.5 until you 
are sure that 3.0 will work lor you, 
or if you don't want to upgrade to 
Quicklime 3 Pro. Before installing 
Quicklime 3.0, you should move 
MoviePiayer 2.5 to a differentloca· 
tion on your hard drive or back it 
up on a floppy. 
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Understanding Qui,klime l.O 

W ith the base version of Q uick T ime, you'll get very basic 
QuickT ime capabi lities. These features include the following: 

• Viewing all flavors of Q uickTime movies on and off the 

Internet 

• Working wi th more than 30 different audio and video file 

formats 

• Doubling the size of movies 

• Prin ting frames of movies 

Understanding Qui,klime l Pro 
'iVhen you pay for the Q uickTime 3 Pro upgrade, you'll get a lot 
more features, especially edi ting features. QuickT ime 3 P ro pro
vides you with all of the capabili ties of Q uickT ime 3.0, plus 
many more, including the following: 

• P laying fu ll-screen video 

• Viewing fi les in a wide variety of formats 

• Editing and saving movies in a variety of formats 

• Copying and pasting mater ial from a variety of formats into 
Q uickTime movies 

• Preparing Q uick T ime movies for streaming delivery via the 

W eb 

• Using sharpening, color tinting, and embossing filters on 
movies an d images 

• Creating slide shows from a series of still images 

Understanding Qui,klime Spedfi,ations and File 
Formats 
As with graphics, there are certain parameters that govern how 
Q uickTime movies appear on your Mac. In order to be comfort
able with Quick Time, you should understand some of these 
basic specifications, including the following: 
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• Resolution. QuickTime movies are composed with specific 
resolutions, just as still images are. The resolution of 
QuickTime movies is specified similarly to how the resolu
tion of your monitor is, that being x pixels wide by y pixels 
high. 

\Nhile a QuickTime movie looks best in its default resolu
tion, you can resize it in MoviePlayer. Just as with sti ll 
images, if you try to increase the resolution of a movie by 
resizing it, your Mac has to create pixels that aren't really 
there. T his usually makes the movie look pixelated. Making 
a movie smaller usua lly does not detract from the way it 
looks since the Mac only has to remove pixels. 

QuickT ime movies created with larger resolution are better 
because they have a larger image to view and better defini
tion of those images. T he trade-off is in the frame-rate at 
which the movie will play back (covered in a subsequent bul
let) and the size of the Quick Time movie file. T he larger the 
resolution, the more information that your Mac has to work 
with, and thus the harder it has to work to play the movie 
back and the larger the file sizes will be. Sample resolutions 
for QuickTime movies are shown in !able 10.1. 

Table 10.1 Common Resolutions for Quicklime Movies 

Resolution 

130 X 160 

160 X 120 

320 X 240 

640 X 480 

Approximate size on 832 x 624 
desktop (21-inch monitor) 

2.75-inch x 3-inch 

3- inch x 2.75-inch 

5.75-inch x 5-inch 

11.5-inch x 9- inch 

Comment 

Size of d1e Quick Time 
sample movie that ships with 
Q uick Time 

AKA postage stamp 

A good compromise 
between viewing size and 
performance 

Full-screen on smaller 
monitors(13- 14 inch) 
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Quick Time movies are not official 
US postage 

When Quick Time first appeared 
on the Mac, Mac hardware was 
underpowered; thus, the early 
Quick Time movies had to be 
pretty small so that playback 
could even approach smooth 
motion. The standard resolution 
for a Quick Time movie in those 
days was a paltry 160 x 120. This 
eamed Quick Time the label of 
being "postage stamp" size 
movies by its critics. A bit of an 
exaggeration perhaps, but the first 
Quick Time movies were awfully 
small. Fortunately, both Mac 
hardware and Quick Time techno!· 
ogy has improved greatly so that 
Quicklime movies are no longer 
shipped with magnifying glasses 
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Speed factors 

There are several factors that influ
ence the speed at which Quick Time 
movies can be displayed. These 
include processing power. video dis
play hardware, hard disk or CD
ROM speed, and connection speed 
(for a movie over the Internet). 

Everything you need to know 
about Quickl ime 

Apple maintains several Web pages 
dedicated to Quicklime. These 
pages include software and updates 
that you can download, information 
on how Quicklime works, links to 
Quick Time showcases, and so on. 
The U RL to this site is 
http: //wlvw . apple. com/ 
qu ickt ime. The site also has 
some great samples of Quicklime 
movies that you can view. 
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• Color depth . QuickTime 1110\'ies also contain a specific 

number of colors, or co/01· deptb. Just like still images, movies 
with a larger number of colors require more processing 
power and larger fi le sizes. Plus, some Macs are limited in 

the color depth that they can view so creating a movie in 24-

bit color may cause it to look different on those machines 

that cannot work with that many colors. T herefore, these 
Macs wi ll have to reduce the number of colors in the movie 

before the movie is played. 

• Frame rate. QuickTime movies-just like their analog 

counterparts- are actually a series of sti ll images that are 

slightly different from one another. As these images are 

shown onscreen, you can see the illusion of motion-
Quick Time is really just the digita l age equivalent of the Aip 

book. T he faster these images "Aip" on the screen, the 
smoother and more life like the movie appears. T he speed at 

which the movie plays is called the frame m te. 

As with all other aspects of QuickTime movies, there is a 
o·ade-off benveen the quali ty of the movie and the resources 

it requires to be played. T he higher the fram e rate, the 
smoother and better the movie appears. However, 

QuickTime movies with higher frame rates require more 

processing power to view and the files are larger, thus 
requiring more disk space and download time. 

Q uickTime movies can contain multiple tmd-:s, where each track 
contains certain in formation . For example, a movie can have a 
video track, a text track, and a soundtrack. You can also have 
multiple tracks of the same type in a single movie. You can 
manipulate individual tracks with QuickTime 3 Pro. 

Q uickTime works with a variety of other fi le formats, including 
the following: 

• D igital video. QuickTime can play QuickT ime format fi les, 
as well ~1s AVI (\iVindows video format) and MPEG- 1 files. 

• Digital audio. In addi tion to all audio formats supported by 
the !viae, Q uickTime also supports formats from other plat

forms such as .wav and .au. 
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• Digital image. Of course QuickTime supports PICT and 
other Mac graphic formats, but it can also display .brnp 

(\Nindows) and JPEG and GIF (image compression for
mats). 

• Animation. QuickTime also supports several of the standard 
animation formats, such asPICS files. 

• .Music. QuickTime can play various music fi les, such as 

MIDI. You can also create QuickT ime movies From the 
soundtracks on your favori te audio C Ds (wi th Q uickTi me 
Pro). 

Configuring Quickl ime 
There are several items that you can configure to affect how 
QuickT ime works on your Mac. All QuickTime configuration is 
done with the QuickTime Settings control panel. 

Configuring Quicklime 

1. O pen the Q uickTime Settings control panel (see Figure 

1 0. 1). At the top of the control panel is a pop-up menu from 
which you can select several options. Each option provides a 

relevant set of controls in the lower part of the window. 

Cl Qutctnmt'"" Settlno• 

I Abaul' OUk lffime ; I 
Quie t liN 3.0.2 

~-~ QuickTimc' 

~l 
l tk ~...,.., eJ 11 :tbrt!' Dybtr.t-[I'IC•to~~,.,,.un 

kltllt 

8 

2. Choose AutoPiay from the pop-up menu. You will sec two 
check boxes; both are related to AutoPlay of COs when a 
disc is inserted. 

3. Check the Enable Audio CD AutoPiay if you want music 
COs to automatically begin playing as soon as they arc 

mounted on the desktop. 
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Quick Time for Windows 

The file name extension for 
Quick Time movies on Windows 
computers is .mov. 

FIGURE 10.1 

Using the QuickTime Settings con
trol panel to configure Quick Time. 
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AutoPiay virus 
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There is a nasty virus associated 
with having AutoPiay active. This 
virus can cause severe damage to 
your Mac. If you tum AutoPiay off, 
the virus cannot affect your Mac. If 
you don't have any anti·virus soft
ware installed and updated on your 
system, I'd recommend that you 
leave AutoPiay off. If you have your 
anti·virus software updated, you 
probably don't need to worry about 
the virus. See Chapter 30, "Fighting 
Viruses," to learn about viruses and 
how to protect yourself from them. 

Wo rking with Your Mac 
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4. Check the Enable CD-ROM AutoPlay if you want programs 

on CO-ROMs to automatically launch when the djsc is 
mounted. 

5. C hoose Connection Speed from the pop-up menu and select 

the radio button corresponding to the connection type with 

which you connect to the Net. This setting affects how 
QuickTime movies are downloaded and played from the 
Web to your Mac. 

6. You can safely ignore the rest of the options for now

except for the Registration screen which I will show you 

how to use in the next section. 

In the previous step-by-step, I skipped several options in the 
QuickTime Settings control panel because the odds are great 
that you will have no need for them. But, just in case, here is 
what they do. 

M edia Keys enables you to manage your access to protected data 
fi les. If you need to get to QuickTime fi les that are sensitive, you 
may need to use a password (called a key) to be able to access the 
fi les. You can use this part of the control panel to set up and 
manage your keys. 

Music enables you to choose a different music synthesizer than 
the default Quick Time synthesizer. If you are involved in creat
ing MIDI fi les or using a MIDI instrument, you can use tllis 
area to configure tl1e alternate syntl1esizer. 

QuickTime Exchange lets you cUsable Q uickTime's capability to 
read lots of different file formats tl1at are used on otl1er comput
er platforms. The only situation in which you mjght want to dis
able this is if you have some specialized applications tl1at you 
want to usc to work w·ith tl1cse kinds of files. Otl1erwise, you 
should leave tllis enabled, which is the default. 

Upgrading to Quicklime 3 Pro 
I'd suggest that you don't upgrade to Quick Time 3 Pro right 
away. Use QuickTime 3 for a while to see if it does everything 
you need it to do. However, if you have any interest in editing 
and creating Quick Time movies, I'd recommend that you 
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upgrade. Because when you see some of the neat things you can 
do in some of the step-by-steps in this chapter, I'll bet that you' ll 
want to upgrade pretty quickly. 

Upgrading to QuickTime 3 Pro requires no new software- all 
you need is an upgrade code. The easiest and fastest way to 
upgrade is through Apple's Web site at http: //YNNt . apple . 

com/quicktime. The cost of the upgrade is $29.99. The upgrade 
process takes only a few minutes. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To le/11'11 bow to nse 11 Web browm; see Cbapter 26, ''[Jrmvsiug tbe ~Veb: Tbe BllSics" 

'"' To lem?J 11bout Web scm1'ity ismt•s, see page 654 

Upgrading to Quicklime 3 Pro through the Web 

1. Use Internet Explorer to move to http: //vllvw . apple. 

com/quicktime (see F igure 10.2). 
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l . C lick on the upgrade link. You will move to the Upgrade to 
QuickTime 3 Pro page. 

3. Click the Upgrade Now link. You will move onto the secure 
upgrade page. 
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Upgrade by phone 

You can also upgrade to 
Quick Time 3 Pro by calling Apple 
at 1·888-295·0648. 

FIGURE 10.2 

Apple's Quicklime Web site is a 
good place to learn more about 
Quicklime and to upgrade to 
Quicklime Pro. 
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FIGURE 10.3 

Ordering the QuickTime 3 Pro 
upgrade. is pretty standard stuff. 
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4. Complete the form (see Figure 10.3). 
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5. ·when you are done with the form, submit it. Your informa
tion wi ll be sent to Apple. 

6. Review your order when the review Web page comes up. 
When everything is OK, click Confirm. After the order 
process is complete, it will take about a minute for you to 
see the confirmation page (your key will also be sent to your 
email address). 

1. Print the confirmation Web page for your records. 

8. Open the QuickTime Settings control panel (see Figure 
1 0.4). 

9. Choose Registration from the pop-up menu at the top of 
the control panel. 

10. Click Enter Registration. 

11. Complete the registration information dialog box- here is 
where you enter your registration number that you received 
from the upgrade vVeb site. 
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D l).llcWirne .. Sc«<nus 8 

( Reglstr•Uon : I .... 
C!"9'nllllklt: 

I Entf'r Rculstratlan-

12. Click OK. The QuickTime Settings Control panel will con
firm that you are now using the Pro version by indicating 
Pro Player Edition in the QuickTime block. 

13. C lose the control panel. 

14. Put the copy of your registration number in a safe place-it 
is your proof of registration. Save the email with this num
ber as well. You 'viii need it if you ever reinstall Quick Time. 

15. Open the MoviePlayer application . If you don't see the 
upgrade prompt, you have successfu lly upgraded to 
QuickTime 3 Pro. 

16. To be even more sure that you have successfully upgraded to 
Quick Time Pro, open the File menu. If you see the com
mands in Figure LO.S, you are using QuickTime 3 Pro. 

-New JIN 
0111!11- ~ 
Open Image Sequence-
£10U3 acw 
~IMI JIS 
~I'IV\tA:s- ~ --Impart_ 
~[Xport---

Present Movte- JIM -
rnue Setup_ 
rrtnt... JIP - --Pntferences--oun •o 

Playing and Editing Quicklime Movies 
Using QuickTime is easy, and you can have a lot of creative fun 
with it- sometimes you might even learn a thing or two. While 
you need to upgrade to QuickTime 3 Pro to do the rea lly good 
stuff, you ca n use the basic version to watch QuickTime movies 
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FIGURE 10.4 

You enter your registration num· 
ber in the Quicklime Settings 
control panel to upgrade to 
Quicklime Pro. 

FIGURE 10.5 

Quicklime 3 Pro provides many 
more commands in MoviePiayer 
than Quicklime 3 does. 
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What? No movies? 

II you don't have any movies on 
your Mac, use your Web browser to 
move to htt p: 1/WINI. 
apple .com/quicktime 
and download a lew movies to try. 
II you scroll to the bottom ol the 
Quick Time page, you will see the 
Quicklime Showcase area from 
which you can view and download 
movies. Note that il you only click a 
Quick Time movie I rom within your 
Web browser, it will begin playing 
rather than being downloaded to 
your Mac. For this example, you 
should use a movie on your hard 
drive rather than playing one on the 
Net 

II you have upgraded to Quicklime 
Pro, you can download movies 
from the Internet. To download a 
movie rather than play i~ point to 
the movie, press Control. dick the 
mouse button, and choose Save As 
Quicklime Movie from the contex
tual menu. After the download is 
completed, you can proceed with 
the step-by-step. See Chapter 27, 
"Browsing the Web: Advanced 
Techniques; lor help with down
loading files from the Web. 

Annoying upgrade message 

While I understand why Apple 
moved to the Quicklime 3 Pro 
model-previous versions included 
the full capabilities without addition
al charge-there is no excuse for the 
annoying upgrade message that 
appears the first time you use 
MoviePiayer each day. The movie is 
stored on your desktop. Try throw
ing it out once you have seen it As 
I wrote this, Apple was considering 
changing how this worked. 

Working wit h Yo ur Mac 
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to your heart's content. In the follo wing sections, you' IJ learn 
how to do some basic tasks with Q uickTime Pro. T hen I'll show 

you how to do the fun stuff with Quick Time 3 Pro. 

Watching Quicklime Movies with MoviePiayer 
MovieP layer is the primary applicatio n you use to watch 
Q uick Time movies. Vl ith the st:mdard versio n o f MovieP layer, 
yo u can't manipulate movies at all, but for basic viewing, it 
works. 

Watching Quicklime movies 

1. Find a movie that you want to watch-you can use the 

Sample Movie that is in the QuickTime Folder, but that is 

fairly bo ring . Find movies on your Mac by using the F inder's 

Find command to locate mo vies to watch . Just search for 

files with the fil e type M oo V. You are like ly to find several of 

them. 

SEE ALSO 
~ To unril:mrmd hmu tu j i111l Jiles by type, see page 88 

l. Open the movie you want to watch. You will see the 

MovieP layer window, which p rovides all the con trols you 

need to watch a movie, as well as its ovm set of commands 

(see Figure 10 .6). 

3. To start a movie, click the Play button or press the spacebar. 

vVhile the movie p lays, the slider moves to show you where 

the current point is in the movie. 

4. To pause the movie, click the pause button or press the 

spacebar. 

5. To step the movie forward by a frame, cl ick the right- facing 
step button. To step it backwards, click the left-facing step 

button. 
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6. To adjust the volume, use the volume slider--dick the vol
ume button an d the s[jder pops up. Drag the slider to adjust 
the volume. 

7. To double the size of the movie, from the Movie menu, 
choose Double Size. 

8. Vl hen you are done, close the movie or quit MoviePiayer. 

Viewing an Image with PidureViewer 
Picture Viewer is a very simple image viewing utility that is pro
vided ' vith Q uick Time. As simple as it is, it can be useful if you 
come across an image fi le for which you don't have another 
viewing application. 

Viewing an image with PidureViewer 

I . Find an image that you want to view (if you want to down
load one from the \Neb, see Chapter 27 , "Brm.vsing the 
Web: Advanced Techn iques"). 

2. Open Picture Viewer (i t is in the same folder as 
MoviePlayer). 

3. From the File menu, choose Open, move to the image that 
you want to view, and click O pen. You will see the image in 
the Pictu re Viewer window (see Figure 10.7). 

0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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FIGU RE 10.6 

You can use the MoviePiayer 
application to watch a Quicklime 
movie. 

Volume 

Play/ pause 

Slider 

Play bar 

Quicklime Movie 

Step buttons 

No SimpleText 

If Simple Text opens instead of 
MoviePiayer, quit it and open the 
movie from within MoviePiayer 
instead. You can also drag and 
drop a movie onto MovieP!ayer 
to open it with MoviePiayer. 

1984 

The movie in Figure 10.6 is a 
Quick Time version of Apple's 
famous 1984 commercial, which 
is one of the most creative and 
innovative commercials ever 
made. You might be able to find 
a copy on the Net if you look for 
it. It is fun to watch once in a 
while. 

Quicklime everywhere 

Many applications can play 
Quick Time movies, and most of 
them use controls similar to 
those that MoviePiayer uses. 
Some examples include 
Simple lex~ Microsoft Word, 
Internet Explorer, and many 
more. 
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FIGURE 10.7 

You can view images in various 
file format by using Picture
Viewer (it isn't much, but at 
least it is free). 

Blowing it out 

II the normal volume adjustment 
isn't enough for you, hold the 
Control and Shift keys down when 
you click the volume slider. You will 
be able to increase ll1e volume past 
the normal limit. 

Multilingual movies 

Quick Time movies can have tracks 
with different languages. You can 
select the language track by choos
ing Choose Language on the Movie 
menu. 

Is there a reason for this? 

The reason I have you open an 
image from within PictureViewer 
rather than double-<licking it is that 
you probably have another applica
tion that can view images. I want 
you to try PictureViewer- at least 
once. 

Quicklime VR and Star Trek 

Quicklime VR made its first appear
ance on the Star Trek: The Next 
Generation Interactive Technical 
Manual CD-ROM. This disc enabled 
you to explore the USS Enterprise 
as if you were actually on it. This 
disc was. and is. quite popular with 
fans of both Star Trek and 
Quick Time VR. 
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4. Use the commands on the Image menu to resize, rotate, or 
flip the image. 

Experiencing a Qui,klime VR World 
QuickTime VR enables you to interact with panoramic, virtual 
worlds. You can move around within a world, and you can even 
closely examine objects within that world. QuickTime VR is an 
amazing technology. QuickTime VR is widely used on the Web 
so there is no shortage ofVR worlds for you to explore. 

Exploring a Quicklime VR world 

1. Find a QuickTime VR world to explore. I f you have never 

used it before, you may not have any QuickTime VR files 

on your Mac. If you don't, never fear. There are plenty to 
view on the \Neb. Go to the Q uickTime \Neb site at 
http: //IWIW . apple. com/quicktime an d look in the Quick Time 
Showcase area. There will no doubt be some VR worlds for 

you to explore (look for fi les marked with VR). (I am using a 
QuickTime VR fil e of the Volkswagen Beetle that enables 
you to explore the new Bug inside and outside. If you can't 
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find this fi le, just try any that you do find; all QuickTime 
VR worlds work in a similar fashion.) 

l . Open the Q uickTime VR file. If you are using a file stored 
on your Mac, you wi ll see MoviePiayer. If you are viewing 

one on the ~'eb, you will just see the movie (see Figure 
10.8). ~Then the cursor is over a Q uickTime VR movie, it 

'viii change into a donut look-alike. 

] . To move around the image, simply hold the mouse button 
down (the cursor wi ll show an arrow to indicate which way 

you are moving) and move the mouse. The image wi ll move 
accordingly, and you can explore to your heart's content. 
Figure 10.9and Figure 10. 10 showvariousviewsof the 

Beetle that I saw by using QuickT ime VR. 

4. To zoom in on part of the image, hold down the Shift key 

(see Figure 10.1 1 ). To zoom out again, press the Control 
key. 
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Quick Time VR is still Quick Time 

Quick Time VR files can be 
viewed with Moviel'layer or the 
Quick Time plug-in in a Web 
browser. The difference is in how 
you control the movie. With a 
Quick Time VR movie. you can 
move around in it, while a "regu
lar" Quick Time movie plays in a 
sequential fashion. 

FIG URE 10.8 

Exploring a Beetle on the Web 
with Quick Time VR . 
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fiGURE 10.9 

Here I am exploring the 
interior of the WJ Beetle with 
Quick Time VR. 

fiGURE 10.10 

Now I am looking out the back 
window. 
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Editing Movies with Quicklime :J Pro 

me 

me 

·while the standard MoviePiayer application works fine for 
watching movies, that is about all you can do with it. If you 
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upgrade to QuickTime 3 Pro, you will also be able to edit 
QuickTime movies-this is where the real fun begins. In the fol
lowing step-by-step, I'll show you how to paste the contents of 
two movies together to create a new movie. T his task shows you 
the basic editing tools you can use wi th Q uickTime 3 Pro. 
Edjting movies with MoviePiayer is pretty easy because it works 
just like most other Mac applications. You can select portions of 
a movie and paste them into other movies, cut them, or dup)j
cate them. \ Vorking with QuickTime content is very sirrular to 
working with text or graphics. 

Editing Quicklime movies with MoviePiayer 

1. Launch MoviePiayer. From the File menu, choose New. You 
will see an empty Q uick T ime movie (see Figure 10.12). 

2. Open a movie from which you want to copy (see 
Figure 10. 13). 
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FIGURE 10.11 

Here I have zoomed in on the 
right~ide mirror. 

Quicklime Pro 

Remember that if you haven't 
upgraded to Quick Time 3 Pro, 
you won't be able to use 
MoviePiayer to edit movies. 
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FIGURE 10.12 

Creating a new Quick Time 
movie-this one doesn't have any 
content yet. 

FIGURE 10.13 

This movie is a dip from "Star 
Trek: The Next Generation." 

Copyrights are important 

The movies I am using for this 
example are copyrighted-in this 
example by Paramount. It is OK for 
you to play around with them on 
your own computer for fun, but 
don't distribute any movies that you 
create from copyrighted material. 
That is illegal, and it can get you 
into trouble. 

FIGURE 10.14 

The dark band in the play bar 
indicates that that portion of the 
movie is selected and is ready to 
be copied. 

Untitled I Ql 13 
tl•tltH 

3. To select a portion o f the movie, hold down the Shift key 

and drag the slider (se figure 10.1 4). The portion of the 
movie you select is indicated by the dark section of the play 
bar. 

4. Press Command-C to copy the selection to the clipboard. 

5. Move back to the new movie that you created in step 1. 

6. Press Comma nd-V to paste the clip into the new movie. 

T he new movie wil l contain the clip that you pasted into it. 

Play the clip by pressing the spacebar. 
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7. Open another movie and copy a clip from it (repeat steps 3 
and 4). 

8. Go back into your new movi e and move the slider tO where 

you want the next clip to be pasted. 

9. Press Command-V to paste the clip in the new movie. 

10. Press the spacebar to play boLh dips-which are now part of 

the same movie. 

II. Keep pasting clips into your movie unti l it has all of the clips 
that you wa nt in it. 

12. If you want to edit out some of the material , move the slider 

to the point where you want to begin the cut, hold the Shift 

key, and drag to select the portion to cut. 

IJ. Press Command-X to remove the selected portion from 

your movie. 

14. Press the spacebar to preview your movie. 

15. From the File menu, choose Save As. 

16. In the Save As dialog, click the Make movie self-contained 
radio button, name the movie, choose where you want it to 

be saved, and click Save. You have created a new QuickTime 

movie (see Figure 10.15). Hitchcock would be so proud ... 

When you use resources from one QuickTime movie in another, 
QuickTime can refer tO that in formation rather than physically 
placing the material in the movie-this is what happens when 
you save a movie normally (allowing the movie to depend on the 
other clip). This is simi lar to using :111 alias tO a fi le. The advan
tage of tllis is that the movie file will be much smaller since it is 
storing only the pointer to the m;lterial ratl1er than the material 
itself in the file. T he disadvantage is that if you move the movies 
around, such as when you email them to a friend, the pointer 
can become invalid, and the movie won 't be able to fi nd the ref
erenced material. 

If you save a movie with the "Make movie self-contained" button 
selected, tl1e pasted m;lteria l is actua lly stored in tl1e file. This 
means that the movie does not depend on any references. You 
can move it wherever you \.vant tO, and it will work fine. 
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Step bars 

Remember that you can use the 
step buttons to move through a 
dip frame-by-frame. It is some
times hard to select just the right 
portion of a movie with the slider. 
If you hold down the Shift key 
while you click a step button, you 
will select the frames that you are 
stepping through. 

Transitions 

A transition is the means by 
which one clip moves into the 
other. There are lots of different 
types of transitions that are used 
when creating videos. The most 
common is the fade, where one 
scene gradually fades into the 
next. There are lots more that are 
possible, such as spinning transi· 
lions, where one dip spins into 
the next, and shade transitions. 
where one scene rolls up like a 
window shade, and so on. 

Unfortunately, you can only do 
one kind of transition with 
MoviePiayer: the straight cut. This 
means that one scene ends and 
the next begins with no transition 
effecl If you are careful with the 
clips you paste together and you 
judiciously use the step button to 
cut your clips, you can make the 
transitions work fairly well 
(remember that if your clip has a 
soundtrack, it goes along with the 
video and is cut in the same 
way). 

In order to do more sophisticated 
transitions, you need to use a 
full-featured, digital video editor. 
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FIGURE 10.15 

My new movie. 

Quicklime 3 Pro 

Of course, manipulating tracks only 
works in Quick Time pro 3 also. 

More memory, please 

Before you begin editing moves, t 
suggest that you give MoviePiayer 
plenty of RAM to work in. I would 
allocate about 5 MB for it if you can 
spare that much. See Chapter 14, 
"Managing Your Mac's Memory." to 
see how to allocate more RAM to 
an application. 

Working with Multimedia 

4 nle £dU Mo\.1r. Window tlelp 9'-.SO A.M u 

If you are sure that you won't be moving the clips you are using, 
usc the Save normally option . If you think you might move one 
or more of the clips, use the Make movie self-contained option. 

Adding and Editing Tracks 
Q uickTime movies can contain different tracks, and those tracks 
can contain video, text, sound, and so on. You can have multiple 
tracks in a movie, and you can even have multiple tracks of the 
same type in a movie, for example, multiple soundtracks. In the 
next step-by-step, I'll show you how to change the volume of 
a soundtrack and add a new text track to the movie you just 
created. 

Changing a soundlrack and adding a text track to a movie 

1. O pen the movie you created in the previous step-by-step. 

2. See the tracks the movie has available by opening the Movie 
menu and choosing Get Info. You will see the Get Info win
dow for your movie (see Figure 10.1 6). T his window pro

vides lots of information about your movie, and there are 
numerous modes that can provide a variety of information 
on and control over your movie. 
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3. Choose a track to work with from the pop-up menu in the 
upper left corner of the window (see Figure 10.1 7). After 
you select a track, the window wi ll change to reflect infor
mation and commands that are appropriate for that track. 
The Alternate pop-up menu contains another set of contex
tual commands that enable you to perform different tasks, 
depending on the track you are working with. 

4. Choose a soundtrack, and from the Alternate pop-up menu, 
choose Volume (see Figure 10.18). T he window wi ll change 
to show the volume controls (see Figure 10.19). 
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FIGURE 10.16 

The Get Info window provides a 
large amount of information on 
your movie and lets you do cer
tain tasks with ~. such as adjust
ing the volume of a track. 

FIGURE 10.17 

My movie has three tracks-<me 
video track and two soundtracks. 

FIGURE 10.18 

You can use the Get Info window 
to change the volume of a track. 
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FIGURE 10.19 
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The volume controls can be used 
to adjust the sound level of a 
track. 

FIGURE 10.20 

I have lowered the volume of 
Soundtrack 1 and made it play 
louder from the right side than 
the left 

Get Info does more than just get 
info 

The Get Info command in 
MoviePiayer does a whole lot more 
than simply getting information 
about a movie. If you are going to 
use MoviePiayer, take some time to 
explore the Get Info command to 
see what options you have. They all 
work similarly to the volume adjust· 
ment I'll show you in this slep·by
step. 

Option and the Edit menu 

When you hold down the Option 
key and choose Edit, you wi ll see 
some new options, including Add 
and Trim. Add pastes a new track 
with the selection on the clipboard 
that runs in parallel with the portion 
selected in the play bar (whereas 
paste adds a selection instead of the 
area selected in the play bar). Trim 
removes everything from a movie 
except what is selected. 
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5. D rag the volume bar to adjust the sound level of the track. 

You can change the side from which the track plays by drag

gi ng the balance bar to the left or right (see Figure 10.20). 
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6. Close the Get Info window. 

7. Play your movie. You should notice a difference in the way 

the soundtrack changed sounds. 

8. Open Simple Text and create the text for the text track of 

your movie (see Figu re 1 0.2 l). 

9. Copy the text for your text track to the clipboard. 

10. Move back to MoviePlayer and select the area over which 
you want your te;\:t track to be seen (see Figure 10.22). 

11. H old down the O ption key, open the Edit menu, and 

choose Add. T he next time you play your movie, when you 
reach the area that you selected, you will see the text in the 

new text track (see Figure 10.2 3). 
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FIGURE 10.21 

I used Simple Text to create a text 
track for my movie. 

FIGURE 10.22 

The portion of the movie I select
ed here is where the text track 
will be added. 

FIGURE 10.23 

My movie now has a text track 
explaining the scene. 
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Track talk 

Unfortunately, with MoviePiayer you 
have no control over the background 
color of the text (black), nor can you 
change the color of the text track 
(white). However, the text you paste 
will maintain the formatting you 
applied in the application you used 
to create it 

If you want to determine the section 
of the movie over which the text 
track is visible. press both the Shift 
and Option keys when you open the 
Edit menu. The command will 
become Add Scaled instead of Add, 
and the text will be pasted across 
your selection. For example, if you 
select the entire movie (ComiThlnd
A) and use Add Scaled, the text track 
appears during the whole movie, 
which looks a lot better than the 
flashing black text box that occurs 
when you just use Add. 

Tool for the pros 

Although MoviePiayer Pro is fun to 
play with, and you can do some 
pretty amazing stuff with it, profes
sional video creators and serious 
hobbyists use more sophisticated 
tools. One of the most widely used 
video editing tools on the Mac is 
Adobe Premiere. There are other 
more high-end tools available, but 
those are for the professionals 
who do serious professional video 
production. 
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Tracks are a very powerful feature o f MoviePiayer, and I have 
shown you only a bit of what you can do with them. For exam
ple, you can add additional soundtracks, video tracks, graphics, 
and any other content in th e same way that you added a text 
track. That is the nice thing about Quick Time-it works the 
same way no matter what kind of da ta you work with. 

Adding Movie Elements to the Mac OS with 
Quicklime 3 Pro 
Another nice thing about Quick Time Pro 3 is that you can add 
various QuickTime elements to your desktop and interface. In 
this section, I will show you how you can add a startup sound 
from a QuickTime movie, create an alert sound taken from a 
QuickTime movie, and create a movie that plays each time you 
start your .Mac. 

Creating a startup sound from a Quicklime movie 

1. Open the movie that contains the sound you ·want your Mac 
to play when it is ready to be used. 

l. From the Edit menu, choose Extract Tracks. 

]. C lick the soundtrack containing the sound that you want to 
use and then click Extract. The soundtrack ' vill appear as a 
new, untitled movie (see Figure 10.24). 

4. Play the new movie to hear the soundtrack. 

5. Select the portion of the sow1dtrack that you want to play 
when your Mac startS (hold the Shift key while you drag the 
slider or use the step buttons). 

6. H old the Option key down, open the Edit menu, and choose 
Trim. The movie ,viJI now contain only the portion you 
selected. 

7. Play the movie to make sure tl1at it contains the right sound. 
If it doesn't, undo the Trim and go back to step 5. 

8. From the File menu, choose Export. 

9. N ame the sound. 

10. Choose Sow1d to System 7 Sound from the Export File As 
pop-up menu. 
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11 . . Move to the Startup Items fold er (within the System 
Folder). 

12. Click Save. The next time your Mac starts, it will play this 
sound when the desktop appears. 

You can also extract sounds from QuickTime movies to use as 
alert sounds. 

Creating an alert sound with MoviePiayer 

1. Open a movie containing the sound that you want as your 
alert sound. 

2. Repeat steps 2 through 10 in the previous step-by-step to 
create a System 7 sound. 

3. Instead of saving the sound in the Startup Items fo lder, save 
it to the desktop. 

4. Quit all open applications. 

5. Drag your new alert sound onto the System file that is with-
in the System Folder. 

6. Open the Monitors & Sound control panel. 

7. Click the Alerts button. 

8. Choose your new alert sound from the Alert Sound list. 

9. Adjust the volume of your alert sound with the System Alert 
Volume slider. 

10. C lose the Monitors & Sound control panel. Now your Mac 
'viii play this sound when it is trying to get your attenti on. 
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FIGURE 10.24 

The soundtrack I extracted from 
the movie called Service This! 
became a new movie containing 
only that soundtrack. 
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FIGURE 10.25 

You can use the Image Sequence 
Settings dialog to determine how 
many frames will be played per 
second. 
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Creating a Slide Show with MoviePiayer Pro 
One of the neatest things you can do v,rith Quick Time 3 Pro is 
to create a slide show from a seties of still images that you have 
on your Mac. You can even add a soundtrack to your slide show, 
m;lking it seem really special. 

Creating a slide show with a soundtrack 

I. Put all of the images that you want to be in tl1e slide show in 

a single folder. 

l. Name the fi les and add a sequential number at the end of 
tl1e name (for example, picture!, picture2, and so on). 

3. Open MoviePiayer and create a new movie. 

4. From the File menu, choose Open Image Sequence. 

5. In the open dialog, choose the first image in the series that 
you want to appear in the slide show and click Open. You 
wi ll see the Image Sequence Settings dialog (see Figure 

10.2 5). 

lm•ueSe:quence Stttlng\ 
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-

6. C hoose a frame rate from tl1e pop-up menu. This rate 

determines how long each image stays onscreen. A good 
value for a slide show is 5 seconds per frame. 

7. C lick OK The images will be imported into ilie movie in 
order according to the numbers in the names of the fi les 
(see Figure 1 0.26). 

8 . Press the spacebar to see ilie slide show. Each image will be 
shown for the amount of time you set when you set the 

frame rate. Make a note of how long ilie slide show plays. 
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9. From the File menu, choose Save As, name the movie, select 
either the Save normally or Make movie self-contained 

option, choose a location, and click Save. Your slide show is 
now saved as a QuickTime movie. 

10. Choose some music for a soundtrack while your slide show 

plays; insert an audio CD in your Mac that has the music on 
it that you want to use. 

11. From MoviePiayer's File menu, choose Import, open the 

audio CD, select the track that contains the music that you 

want to use for a soundtrack, and click Convert. 

12. In the resulting Save dialog, name the new soundtrack and 
click Options. You will see the Audio Import Options dialog 
(see Figure l 0.27). 
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FIGURE 10.26 

This slide show now contains 
images. 

Other tracks 

You can also add a text track or 
even a voice-over narration track 
if you want to. 

FIGURE 10.27 

You can set the time and quality 
of the music you are importing 
from an audio CD in the Audio 
CD Import Options dialog. 
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FIGURE 10.28 

This Quicklime movie contains 
the section of the audio CD that I 
want to use as a soundtrack for 
the slide show. 

Problems? 

If you have problems converting 
the movie, make sure that you have 
plenty of RAM allocated to 
MoviePiayer. You can alc;o try 
importing smaller amounts of 
music at a time-you can always 
paste them together within 
MoviePiayer if you have to. 
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13. Choose the settings you want in the top of the dialog. 
Higher rate and bit size will yield better quality size (as well 
as larger files), as will stereo. 

14. In the bottom of the dialog, set the start and stop times for 

the music that you want to use. You can either set the start 
and stop times or drag the sliders. You can choose just part 

of a track or the whole thing. Your goal should be to have 

music that plays for about as long as your slide show does. 

15. To preview what you have selected, click Play. As the music 
plays, you can follow the progress of the selection. 

16. When you have a selection that you are happy with, cljck 

OK. 

11. In the Save dialog, click Save. You will see a progress bar as 

MoviePlayer converts the portion of the audio CD track 

that you selected into a QuickTime movie. When it is fin
ished, you will see your new mO\rie that contains the music 
from the CD (see Figure 1 0.28). 

18. In your soundtrack movie, select all the music by pressing 

Command-A and then copy it by pressing Command-C. 

19. Move back into your slide show movie and select the por
tion during which you want the music to play-to select the 

whole slide show, press Command-A. 

20. Hold the Shift and Option keys down, and from the Ed it 
menu, choose Add Sca led. 

21. Play the slide show now. You wi ll hear your soundtrack play 

as the images change. 
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ll. View your slide show in all its glory by choosing Present 
Movie from the F ile menu and then click play. The images 
from your slide show will fill your monitor and the music 
wi ll fi ll your ears. 

U . Save your slide show for posterity. You can always change it 
by edi ting it, just as you would any other Q uickT ime movie. 

Going Three-Dimensional with QuickDraw 3D 
Another Mac technology that is related to Q uickT ime is 
Quick.Draw 3D . Q uickDraw 3D enables your Mac to display 
three-dimensional images in those applications that support it. 
You can also manipulate QuickDraw 3D images by rotating 
them or moving the perspective towards or away from them. 
Frankly, there aren't all that many applications that use 
Quick.Draw 3D, but it still can be fun to explore. To learn more 
about it, open the Quick.Draw 3D folder that is in the Apple 
Extras folder on your startup disk. T he folder contains a number 
of fi les relating to QuickDraw 3D. You can also explore some 
Quick.Draw 3D models by exploring the 3DMF Models Folder. 

Exploring the Digital Frontier 
Even though I have shown you a lot of ways to use Q uickTime 
and QuickTime Pro, there a lots of other tools and features that 
I didn 't have the space to show you. With what I have covered, 
though, you should be able to figure out the rest. In addition to 
watching QuickTime movies and exploring QuickTime VR 
worlds, take some time to see what you can create yourself with 
Quick Time. 

Listening and Programming Audio CDs 
with the AppleCD Audio Player 

One of the great thi ngs about having a CD -ROM drive in your 
Mac is that you ca n listen to audio C Ds while you are using the 
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Timing is everything 

If you use the Add Scaled com
mand, Quick Time will make your 
soundtrack play in the time you 
indicate (by selecting it in the 
slide show movie), no matter 
what If your soundtrack is 
longer than your slide show, 
Quick Time will speed up the 
music so it finishes playing in 
time-the result may sound like 
the Chipmunks. Conversely, if 
your soundtrack is too short, it 
will be played more slowly to fill 
up the space. 

Making it all work in time 

There are two possible solutions 
to this. The best way is to make 
sure that your soundtrack is 
exactly the same length as your 
slide show. Use the Get Info 
command on your slide show 
and choose Time from the 
Alternate pop-up menu. This will 
show you exactly how long your 
slide show lasts. When you con
vert the soundtrack. choose the 
same length of time. Then your 
video track and soundtrack will 
be the same length, and the 
music will play as it should. 

The other solution is to use Add 
instead of Add Scaled. This just 
plunks your soundtrack in and 
doesn't adjust the length of 
either track. If your soundtrack is 
longer than the video track, the 
soundtrack will continue to play 
until it finishes, even though the 
images have stopped changing. If 
the video track is longer, the last 
images won't have any sound. 
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Speakers count 

Similar to other stereo and home 
theater equipmen~ speakers are the 
most important factor when listen
ing to music on your Mac. Use a 
"crummy" pair of cheap speakers, 
and you will get cheap and "crum
my" sound. I recommend that you 
invest in a good quality set of 
speakers for your Mac. If you get 
external speakers (rather than 
speakers integrated into a monitor), 
your sound will be better, and you 
can keep the same speaker set as 
you replace your Mac or monitor. 

Good companies, good speakers 

The best names in computer speak
ers are the same as the best ones 
for "regular" speakers such as Bose, 
Boston Acoustics, and so on. 
Yamaha also makes excellent com
puter speakers. 

Whatever brand you get, make sure 
that you shell out the extra money 
for a separate subwoofer. Your sys
tem will sound much richer and 
fuller. This is great for music, and if 
you play games at all, a subwoofer 
is a must 
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Mac for some task. Work is a lot more pleasant when you can 
have your favorite nmes playing in the background. And having 
the controls right on your Mac means you won't have to fool 
around with a boom box. 

The application the Mac OS 8.5 uses to play and control audio 
CDs is the AppleCD Audio Player. This application provides 
feanu·es that you may not fi nd on even the most ex'Pensive com
ponent CD players for your stereo system. For example, you can 
create a program for the CDs that you listen to, and your Mac 
·wi ll remember the program even after you remove the CD. The 
next time you put that C D in your Mac, your program will play. 

The components that enable the AppleCD Audio Player to work 
are the following: 

• AppleCD Audio Player. This application, located in the 
Applications folder installed on your startup disk, controls 
all facets of playing audio CDs on your Mac. An alias to the 
AppleCD Audio Player is installed on your Apple menu so 
that you can always access it. 

• AppleCD Audio Player Guide. This AppleGuide file pro
vides an extensive help system for playing CDs on your 
Mac. It is also located in the Applications folder. 

• Q uickTime Settings control paneL You can use tlus to 
enable or disable AutoPiay. 

• CDStdp control st:J.·ip module. This module enables you 
to control CD playing by using the Control Strip. It is 
installed by default. 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To l1•nm hrroJJ to usc tbc Co11trol Sn·ip, see Cbnpter 7, "H/orki11g witb tlu Coutrol Strip" 

• Audio C D format eA.'tensions. There are several extensions 
that you need to have installed in order to be able to listen 
to audio CDs. These include Audio CD Access, Apple 
CD/DVD driver, and Foreign File Access. These are 
installed by defaul t. 
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• AppleCD Audio Player Prefs. T his preference file is 

where AppleCD Audio P layer stores your custom settings 

for the AppleCD Audio Player application. 

• C D Remote Programs. AppleCD Audio P layer stores all 
of your custom C D labeling and programming in this file, 
which is located in the Preferences folder. 

Listening While You Work 
In this section, you will learn about AppleCD Audio Player and 
how to use its controls and options; I'll also include a list of the 
keyboard shortcuts you can use. T hen you'll lea rn another way 
to create a custom alert sound from a CD. Lastly, you'll learn 
how to use AppleCD Audio Player's advanced features, including 
labeling CDs and creating playback programs. 

For the most part, you will use AppleCD Audio Player to listen 
to audio CDs. T his isn't hard to do, but you may not understand 
all of AppleCD Audio Player's controls just by looking at the 
application. Figure 10.29 shows tl1e AppleC D Audio Player and 
includes button labels. In the following list, I'll explain AppleC D 
Audio Player ftmctions and how tl1ey work: 

• C D data . T his area shows you tl1e track you are playing, 

and depending on tl1e options you have selected, it can 
show a variety of time-related data on the current CD (see 
Figure 10.30). 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Other CD extensions 

Other extensions that you need 
to work with some COs (not 
audio COs) are High Sierra File 
Access, ISO 9660 File Access, 
UDF Volume Access, and Apple 
Photo Access. These extensions 
enable your Mac to work with 
various file formats that you will 
encounter when you use CO
ROMs. For example, the ISO 
9660 File Access extension 
enables your Mac to mount PC 
formatted CO-ROMs. 

Don't lose this file 

If you regularly label and pro· 
gram your CDs, make sure that 
you back up the CD Remote 
Programs file. And make sure 
that you place a copy of this in 
the Preferences folder whenever 
you replace your system soft
ware. If you don't, you will lose 
all of your CD customization 
information, including your pro
grams. 

FIGURE 10.29 

The AppleCD Audio Player 
enables you to listen while you 
work. 

CD data 

Options buttons 

Current CD 

Volume 

Play buttons 

Repeat 

Expansion triangle 
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You don't need the AppleCD 
Audio Player 

Remember that if you have set 
Quicklime to AutoPiay audio COs, a 
music CO will begin as soon as it is 
mounted on the desktop. You don't 
even have to open AppleCD Audio 
Player. While a CD is playing in 
auto-mode though, you don't have 
any control over it. For example, 
you have to open AppleCO Audio 
Player to have access to the stop 
button. 

You can also use the Audio CD 
Control Strip module to play audio 
COs. 

AutoPiay virus 

If you use AutoPiay, make sure that 
you practice safe computing and 
that your Mac is protected from 
viruses. At the time I wrote this, 
there was lots of news about a 
nasty virus associated with having 
AutoPiay turned on. If you have a 
good anti-virus utility and keep it 
updated, you should be OK. II you 
don't have one, leave AutoPiay off 
until you get one. See Chapter 30, 
•Fighting Viruses; for details. 

FIGURE 10.30 

You can change the time-related 
infonnation with this pop-up 
menu; dick the clock button to 
see it 

FIGURE 10.31 

With this pop-up menu, you can 
quickly jump to any track on the 
CD. 
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• Current CD. This window shows you the CD currently 
mounted on the desktop. Before you label a CD, you will 
see Aud io CD . If you click this, you can jump to any track 
on the CD (see Figure 1 0.3 1). The check mark indicates 
which track is playing. 

• Volwne. This slider controls the output level from the CD. 
Note that it is not the same as adjusting the system volume 
with the Monitors & Sound control panel; it adjusts only the 
output level of the CD. 

• Play buttons. These work just like you probably expect 
them to. There are buttons for play/stop, pause, eject, skip 
to next track, move to previous track, scan forward, and scan 

backward. 

• Nonnal/Shuffle/Prog. T hese buttons control the mode the 
AppleCD Audio Player is in. Normal plays the CD from the 
first track to the last. Shuffle plays the CD by randomly 
shuffling among o·acks. Prog plays the program associated 

with the CD . 

• Repeat. vVhen this button is clicked, the CD will play con
tinuously, regardless of which mode it is in. 

• Expansion triangle. ~Then you click this, the AppleCD 
Audio Player window opens to display the labeling and pro
gramming area (see Figure 1 0.32). ffiat you see wi ll depend 
on which mode you are in (normal, shuffle, or program). 
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The AppleCD Audio Player also has a few commands on the 
menu bar. Under the Options menu, there are commands that 
let you change the colors that are used in the display, set the 
sound to be stereo or to be played from only the left or right 
channel, and set the startup CD drive (on ly useful if you have 
more than one CD drive). 

\Vhile you may want to use these buttons and commands, there 
are keyboard shortcuts th:n you may find more convenient. 
These are listed in Table 10.2. 

Table 10.2 Keyboard Shortcuts for the AppleCD Audio Player 

Keys 

Command-E 

Spacebar 

Delete 

Right arrow 

Left arrow 

Up arrow 

Down arrow 

Function 

Eject a d isc 

Play i f paused or stopped, pause if playing 

Stop pbying 

Jump to the next track 

Jump to the previous track 

1 ncreasc the volume 

Decrease the volume 

Move to next track when b beling tracks 
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FIGURE 10.32 

This window enables you to label 
your COs. 
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You can use more U1an one 
application 

You can also use Simple Text or the 
Monitors & Sound control panel 
to create an alert sound from an 
audio CD. 

Recording from the CD 

You may want to reduce the CD 
volume in AppleCD Audio Player 
just a bit before recording from it 
so that the recording is not 
distorted. 

Keep it short 

Remember that you will hear the 
entire alert sound every time. Keep 
your clip short or it will get annoy· 
ing after the novelty wears off. Alert 
sounds should be only a second or 
two long at most. 

Work ing with You r Mac 

Working with Multimedia 

Creating an Alert Sound from a CD with 
SimpleSound 

L istening to COs is grea t, but how about when you want to use 
a clip from your favorite C D as your alert sound? No pro blem . I 

showed you o ne way to do that with MoviePiayer. In this sec
tion, I' ll show you how to do that with AppleCD Audio P layer. 

Creating an alert sound by using AppleCD Audio Player 

1. O pen the M oni tors & Sound con trol panel. 

1. C lick the Sound button. 

3. F rom the Sound M onitoring Source pop-up menu, choose 

C D. 

4. Insert the source CD in your M ac and open AppleCD Audio 

P layer. 

5. Use the cont rols to get to the begi1m in g o f the clip that you 

want to be your alert sound (use scan an d watch the timer to 

help you get to just the rig ht spot) and pause the C D . Make 

sure that you know how long you want to record . 

6. O pen SimpleSound (choose it fro m the App.le menu). 

7. M ove back to the AppleCD Audio Player and start playing 

the C D from n few seconds before the clip you want to use 

starts playing. 

8. M ove back to SimplcSound. 

9. C lick Add, and you wi ll see the Record wi ndow that shows 

the sound from the CD being mo nitored by the curves ema

nating out of the speaker icon (see Figure 10.33). 

10. vVhen the CD reaches the spo t that you want to begin 

recording, cl ick the Record button. ~'hen the clip is done, 
cl ick Stop. 

11. C lick Save, name the sound, and click OK. When you move 

back to the Alert Sounds window, you will see tha t your new 

alert sound is h ighligh ted (see F igure 10.34). 
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12. C lose SimpleSound . The next time your Mac needs your 

attention, you will hear your cl ip. 

Programming the AppleCD Audio Player 

8 

If you are like me, some of your C Os have songs that you don't 
like very much, and others have songs that you like to hear over 
and over aga in. P lus, you may no t like to see the same Audio CD 
and TI·ack 1, Track 2, and so on labels for all of youJ· C Ds. With 
AppleCD Audio P layer you can label a ll your C D s and create 
custom programs that wil l p lay the CD in any o rder you like 
(you can also repeat o r skip individual t racks). Eve1y ti me you 
play a C D for which you have created labels or a program, you 

wi ll sec that info rmation and can use that program. 

Labeling and programming an audio CD 

1. L1sert the C D that you want to work with and open 

AppleCD Audio P layer. 

l . C lick Normal and cl ick the expansion button to reveal the 

labeli ng window (see F igure 10.35). 

3. Click the Audio CD at the top of the window and enter the 
name of the CD. 
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FIGURE 10.33 ~ 
This dialog enables you to record 
a sound dip from your CD. 

FIGURE 10.34 

Using The Voice as my alert 
sound. 
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FIGURE 10.35 

When it is in the Normal mode, 
the lower area of AppleCD Audio 
Player enables you to label your 
CD and all of its tracks. 

FIGURE 10.36 

This CD is now labeled; notice 
that the name of the CD now 
appears above the play buttons 
rather than plain old Audio CD. 
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4. Press Tib to move to T rack 1 and enter the name of the 
song on the first track of the C D . 

5. Press T.1b again to move to the next track and enter its 
name. 

6. Repeat step 5 until you have named all of the tracks on the 

CD (sec Figure 10.36). 

7. Click the Prog button to move into the program mode (see 
Figure l0.3 7). T he list in the left pane shows all of the 
tracks on the disc. T he right pane wi ll contain your pro
gram. 
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8. Drag the first track that you want to play from the left pane 
and drop it into its position on the right. To remove a track, 
drag it out of the Playlist window. 

9. Repeat step 8 until you have finished with the program (see 
Figure 10.38). 

10. Press the spacebar to play your program. 

The labels and program that you create for a CD are stored in 
the CD Remote Programs file. The next time you insert the 
CD, you wi ll see the labels, and if you play the disc in the pro
gram mode, it will use the program. 
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FIGURE 10.37 

Now I am ready to create a 
custom program for this CD. 

FIGURE 10.38 

When I play this CD in Program 
mode, the songs will play in the 
order shown in the right pane of 
the window. 
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Generalizations 

You may find that my descriptions 
of the hardware you need for video 
are a bit general. That is because 
there are literally dozens of ways 
you can get video into your Mac. 
Between the various Mac models 
and the wide variety of video cards 
available, there is no way that I can 
provide all the possible specifics. As 
long as you get a feel for each capa· 
bility that you need to have and 
how to tell if your Mac has that 
capability, that should be sufficient 
for you to get started. 
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Watching and Capturing Video with the 
Apple Video Player 

If your Mac is equipped with the necessary hardwa re, you can 
watch TV and movies, caprure sti ll images, and create 
Q uickTime movies by using Apple Video Player. This applica
tion is simi lar to the AppleCD Audio P layer, but as you can tell 
from the name, it works with video instead of audio. 

Un like a CD-ROM drive, which almost all Macs have had over 
the last few years, your Mac may or may not have the hardware 
needed to be able to use Apple Video Player. In this section, 
you'll learn how to determine if your Mac has the needed hard
ware. If it does, I'll show you how to use Apple Video Player to 
watch TV and movies on your desktop. You'll also learn how to 
capture still images from video sources. Lastly, you'll see how to 
capture video and create yom own QuickTime movies from your 
favorite video sources. 

Understanding Hardware and System Requirements 
In order to be able to use Apple Video Player, your Mac must 
have tl1e hard•vare that enables it to convert an analog video sig
na l into a digita l one so tl1at it can display on your monitor. For 
TV or movie viewing, you also need a TV tuner or movie source 
(such as a VCR). T he following list highlights the major compo
nents that you need to have as part of your system: 

• D igitizing/video input board . Video sources from outside 

your Mac need a way to get into your Mac. T he 
digitizing/video board makes this possible. T here are two 
options for th is board. O ne is a Mac tl1at comes wi th a 
board built in or t11at has a slot wit11 t11e Apple TV card 

installed. The second is by adding a video card tlrrough your 
Mac's PCI slots. Here is how to tell i f you have a digitiz
ing/video input card on your Mac. 
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If your Mac has a video-in port or antenna/cable-in port on 
the back of it (it will probably also have a sound-in right and 
sound-in left), you have what you need. Look for RCA-style 
(what most stereo equipment uses) jacks, as well as S-video 
ports. These kind of jacks are sttong indications that you 
have the needed video hardware in your system. 

Some Mac models come with built-in, digitizing capabilities, 
such as the Power Macintosh 8600. Check your user manual 
to see if your Mac does. 

If you have added a graphics board that has video capabili
ties, you have what you need as well. Of course, you will 
know if you have added such a board; or you can look at the 
back of the machine. If it has an "extta" video out port 
where the PCI cards are, you 11/fl)' have a digitizing board 
installed. Not all graphics cards have video capabilities, but 
some do. You will have to figure out what kind of card you 
have and read the documentation that came with it. 

If you can't find any evidence for any of these cases, then 
you are probably out of luck. To handle video, you '";11 need 
to add a digital video card. Fortunately, these cards are rela
tively inexpensive, and a good one will only cost a few hun
dred dollars. You will need an open PCI slot to install it. 

• Video source. The other requirement is to have a video 
source. Possible sources include a TV tuner with antem1a or 
cable, a VCR, or a camcorder. 

If your Mac has a TV tuner, either through an Apple TV 
card or a 3rd_party video card, then you need to connect 

that tuner to either an antenna or a cable, just as you do 
your TV Depending on the kind of card you have, you may 
be able to connect a VCR or camcorder though video and 
audio-in ports. 

I f your Mac has a digitizer card without a TV tuner, you 
need to connect some sort of tuner to it for TV or a VCR 
or a camcorder to be able to input a video signal. Usually, it 
is a matter of connecting the video device through the 
video- and audio-in jacks on the back of the Mac. If you 
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Need a card? 

Not all Macs that are capable of 
having an Apple TV card installed 
actually have one. You need to 
check your invoice and user 
manual to see ij your Mac has 
both the capability and the card. 
Third·party vendors, such as ATI, 
sell tuner cards for most desktop 
Macs. There are also video input 
cards for PowerBooks (PCMCIA 
cards). 

Apple Video Player and 3rd_ 
party cards 

Even if you have a video card, 
you may not be able to use 
Apple Video Player. Not all video 
cards are compatible with it. If 
not it is likely that video soflviare 
was included with your card. If 
that is the case, see the docu
mentation that came with the 
card to learn how it works. 
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AV hard disk 
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You may see some hard drives that 
are called AV drives. What this 
means is that the drive spins more 
quickly and has faster access speeds 
than "regular" drives so they are 
better able to keep up with the 
video digitizing process. If you are 
digitizing video for yourself or for a 
"low level" video, you don't need 
an AV drive. 
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connect a VCR to it, you can use the VCR's tuner to watch 
TV; and you can also watch or capture video from VCR 
tapes. If you connect a camcorder to the jacks, you can cap
ture taped video or video that is being viewed "live" through 
the camera. 

• A powerful Mac. Digital video requires extensive resources 
to work with. If you are going to capture and digitize video, 
you need a Mac with a powerful processor, lots of RAM, and 
lots of disk space. You can get by with a midlevel Mac, but 
forget trying to use anything with less than a 603 processor 
and less than 64MB of RAM. Even a system with 64MB 
will be pushed to the limit if you try to capture more than a 
few seconds of video. 

Once you are sure that you have all of the required hardware, 
connect the video source or antenna or cable to the video- and 
audio-in jacks on your computer. If you add a 3rd_party video 
card to your Mac, make sure that you follow the manufacturer's 
instructions for installation and that any software that came with 
it is properly installed. 

Understanding Apple Video Player 
Apple Video Player uses the follO\ving fi les: 

• Apple Video Player application. This is the software you 
will use to watch TV or movies or capture images and video. 
Apple Video Player is located in the Applications folder on 
your startup disk, and there is an alias to it on the Apple 
menu. 

• Apple Video Player Guide. This guide file provides a help 
system for Apple Video Player that will show you how to 
make it work for you. This fi le is located in the Applications 
folder. 

• TV Tuner Guide Additions. This is a supplemental guide 
fi le for those Macs with an Apple TV card. This file is also 
located in the Applications fo lder. 
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• Video Startup extension. This extension enables Apple 
Video Player to work 'vv:ith you r Mac. 

• Apple Video Player Prefs. T his preference file stores your 
Apple Video Player settings. 

Watching TV and Movies 
You can use Apple Video Player to watch TV or movies on your 
desktop-just don't let the boss catch you watching "The X
Files" when you are supposed to be working! 

Watching TV or movies on the desktop 

1. Launch Apple Video Player. You wi ll see two windows (see 
Figure 10.39). T he left window is the viewing window in 
which you will see your video source. The right window 
provides the controls you will use to capture video. If you 
are using an external video source, such as a VCR, you will 
have to turn it on before you will see anything. 

l. If you use an external video source, you can change the 
channels by using the controls on that source (such as a 
VC R). If you are using an Apple TV card, use the remote to 

change channels. 

3. If you are using a VCR or camcorder as a video source, play 
a tape to see it on your Mac. 

4. You can resize the Viewing window by choosing Smallest, 
Normal, or Largest Size from the Windows menu. 
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FIGU RE 10.39 

It is fun to watch 1V and movies 
on your Mac while you "work." 
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Is this better than my TV? 

You will probably notice that the 
quality of the picture is a lot better 
than the one on your TV. That is 
because your Mac uses a digital sig· 
nal to present the images and 
sound, and your monitor is a high· 
er-quality device than your TV. 
When TV technology goes fully digi· 
tal, its quality may catch up to your 
Mac. but for now your Mac provides 
a much higher quality viewing expe
rience than your TV. 

No sound? 

If you don't hear any sound, but 
everything is connected properly. 
you may need to select your video 
source as the sound input source. 
Use the Sound button in the 
Monitors & Sound control panel to 
do that. 

FIGURE 10.40 

Here I am preparing to capture a 
still image of the Tenninator. 

Video controls 

You can control various aspects of 
the video by using the video con· 
trois. To view these, open the 
Controls window and click the mid· 
die button (which looks like a mon· 
itor). You can select a video source, 
as well as adjust various aspects of 
the picture such as brightness, 
sharpness, contrast, and color. 
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5. If you aren't going to capmre images, close the Controls 

window. 

6. vVhen you are clone watching, qujt Apple Video Player and 

n1rn off any extern al video sources. 

Capturing Still Images from Video 
Apple Video P layer enables you to capture images and video so 
that you can view them and edi t them with o ther applications 
such as M oviePlayer. 

Capturing a still image by using the Apple Video Player 

1. Use the steps in the previous section to watch your source. 

2. Open the Controls window by pressing Command-4. 

3. C lick the camcorder button in the Controls window (see 

F igure 10.40). You will see the capturing controls for both 

video and picmres. 

4. W hen your source gets to the image you want to take a pic

tur e of, click Freeze. The video will freeze on the image that 

was pl:lying when you clicked the Freeze button. 

5. If the image is what you want, click Save, name the file, and 

save it where you want it . 

6. Open Picture Viewer and then open your captured image to 

see how it looks (see F igure 10.41). 
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Capturing Digital Video 
T he process you use to capture a digit:tl video is very similar to 

the way you capture a sti ll image. 

Capturing video and creating a Q uick T ime movie 

1. Repeat steps 1-3 from the captur ing image steps so that the 

video you want to capture is ready to play. 

l. Play the video that you want to capture. 

3. Click Record to begin capmring video. 

4. \ Nhen you are clone recording, click Stop. You will see a 

Save As dialog with a preview version of your movie. C lick 

the play button to preview your movie. 

5. If your movie is acceptable, name it and save it. 

6. O pen MoviePiayer and view your movie (see Figure 10.42). 

You can edjt by using the tools you learned about earlier in 
the chapter. 
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FIGURE 10.41 

Just hope you don't meet this guy 
in a dark alley at night, or in 
broad daylight for that matter. 

VCRs are good sources 

It is much easier to capture video 
and still images if you are using a 
device that you can control as 
your video source, such as a VCR 
or camcorder. You can capture 
live TV, but it is much harder to 
get what you want since you 
only have one shot at it 

FIGURE 10.42 

I captured a dip of Arnold saying' 
"Ah11 be back.". 
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Apple Video Player is not a sophisticated video captme tool so 
don't expect to create a super high-quality \~cleo. Still you can 
get decent results, especially if you are will ing to make some 
adjustments and make several tries to get it right. T he following 
list includes some tips to increase the quali ty of your movies: 

• Increase the RAM allocation for Apple Video Player. 

• .Make the size of the window smaller. 

• Adjust the compression option by using the Preferences 
command under the Semp menu . 

• Capmre short segments of video and paste them together to 
make longer movies. 

• Experiment to your heart's content. 

Understanding DVD 
D igita l Versati le D isc (DVD), or D igita l Video Disc (DVD), or 
whatever the current defi ni tion 0 1· abbreviation is, is the next big 
thing in multimedia. Basically, DVD technology can store more 
than 4 GB of data on a disc that is the same size as a CD-ROM 
disc; in a short time, that capacity is expected to increase to more 
than 16GB per disc. Being able to store such a large quantity of 
data on a single disc provides the potential for many different 
kinds of applications. 

The primary application for DVD technology at this point is for 
playback of movies. DVD movies provide digiti! I images and true 
digital surround sound. T he quality of a DVD movie is as much 
greater than a VHS tape as audio C Ds are above cassettes. DVD 
players are becoming quite popular for home theaters and are 
making their way to computers. 

PCs are now being routinely equipped with DVD drives. T hese 
drives can play DVD-ROM discs, as well as the same DVD 
movies that home theater players can play. At the moment, there 
aren't many DVD-ROM discs available for the Mac yet, but they 
arc expected to be quite common in the near futu re. The initial 
applications are those that cannot fit on a single CD-ROM now, 
such as Microsoft's Encarta encyclopedia. 



Understanding DVD 

In a short time, Macs will be equipped with DVD drives, and 
they will be as commonplace as CD-ROM drives are now. You 
wi ll be able to use DVD-ROM software as well as watch DVD 
movies on your desktop. And DVD drives can read CD-ROM 
discs, too. ·while DVD tedmology is still in its infancy, within 
a couple of years, it wi ll pretty much replace C D-ROM 
technology. 
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OVDmovies 

There isn't much DVD·ROM soft
ware available for any platfonn, 
but there are lots of DVD movies 
available. To play a DVD movie 
on a Mac, it needs to have a DVD 
drive, an MPEG-2 decoder (all 
DVD movies are encoded with 
MPEG-2), and a playback applica· 
tion. Currently, there are third· 
party DVD packages for desktop 
Macs, and you can get an Apple 
DVD drive and decoder card with 
GE PowerBooks. 
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Removing software is part of the 
installation process? 

You may find it strange that remov· 
ing software is part of the list of 
installation steps. This is because 
you need to remember to remove 
any software that you no longer 
use. Unused software still requires 
precious system resources-sud1 as 
hard drive space or even RAM (if its 
extensions or control panels are still 
active-even if you don't do any· 
thing with it. And in a way, removal 
is the last step of the installation 
process since all software you install 
will eventually need to be removed 
or at least replaced. 
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Adding and Using Mac Software 
T he software that comes bundled with M ac OS 8.5 is useful, but 
chances are that }'Ou're not going to get all of your work clone 
with SimpleText and the G raphing· Calculator. In order to do 
use ful work, you'll need to install and use additional applications 
and other software on your .Mac. For example, you'll probably 
need a good word processor. If you install new hardware on your 
Mac, such as a scanner or a drawing tablet, you'll also need to 
add some new software-extensions, control panels, and applica
tions-in order to be able to use the new hardware. You are also 
likely to want to add third-party extensions and control panels 
that add additional functional ity to your Mac. 

In most cases, installing software on your Mac is simple to do. 
Basically, there are five steps to a successful installation of a soft
ware package: 

• Make sure that your Mac has the necessary resources to run 

the application 

• Run the software's installer program or install the software 

manually 

• Test the software to make sure that it runs correctly 

• Register the software 

• Remove tl1e software after it is no longer needed 

After you successfully insta ll sofuvare, there are some general 
ways in which almost all M ac applications work, which are the 
following: 

• Launching 

• \iVorking with windows and standard menus and commands 

• Shar ing data across documents and applications 

• Quitting 

Assessing Mac Software Requirements 
All Mac software needs certa in minimum resources-RAM, hard 
disk space, system sofuvare, and hardware-to work properly. 
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Before you purchase or install any software package, you should 
make sure that your Mac has everything it needs to be abl e to 

run the software. 

There are lots of sources for this information, includtng the fol
lowing (listed in order from "best" to "worst"): 

• Demo version. If you can find a J emo version of tht: soft

ware-which is always a good idea ro oy before you buy it if 
possible-you can try the sofuvare to see how it works on 

your system. Since you can actually run the softwa re (try 
before you buy), this is the surest way ro tell if your Mac has 
what it takes to run the software. P lus, you can evaluate the 

software to see if it really does what you need it to. 

• Reviews. Software reviews are another good source of 

information about what is needed to use a particular piece of 
sofuvare. Addi tionally, you will often find other usefu l info r

mation such as strength s and weaknesses, usage tips, com
parisons, and so on. It is always a good idea ro try to find a 
review of software before you buy it. And since most maga

zines and many Mac Web sites feature archives of reviews, it 

is usually fairly easy to find ~~ review for a p:~rticula r piece of 

sofuvare. 

• ReadMe files. If you're working with un boxed softwa re, 
such as software distributed via the vVeb or sofuvare from a 

shareware/freeware collection CD-ROM, you' ll usually find 

information about resource requirements in a ReadMe fi le 

that accompan ies the software. 

• Sales information. If you buy your software from a catalog

based store, you can fi nd resource requirements in the 
description of the sofnvare that is in the catalog. If you buy 
software from a Web site, you'll usually find even more 
detai led information about requirements than you will find 
in a catalog. 

• Publisher's Web site. You can usually find a good descrip

tion of a software package's resource requirements on the 
publisher's Web site. 
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Finding demos 

The best place to look for a 
demo is the Web site of the 
software publisher. Many com· 
panies post demos on their 
sites thai you can download 
and evaluate. 

Mac magazines 

The major Mac magazines, such 
as MocWorld, MocAddict, ond 
MocHome, all have Web sites in 
which you can look for and 
read reviews. 

Consider the source 

When evaluating the resource 
requirements of a software 
package, consider the source of 
your information. The closer 
you get to someone making 
money from your software pur
chase, the more pressure there 
is on thai "someone" to keep 
the published resource require
ments as low as possible so 
that the potential market for the 
software is as large as possible. 
Software publishers-and hard
ware manufacturers for thai 
matter- are famous for listing 
minimum requirements !hal 
really push the envelope. There 
is a fine line between specifying 
requirements that provide the 
broadest access to a piece of 
software (more sales) and hav
ing unhappy customers 
because a piece of software 
doesn't run very well, even 
though the minimums are met. 
Sofuvore producers don't 
always walk on the right side of 
this line. 
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Will the real minimum please 
stand up 

Software reviews are great sources 
for the •real" minimum require
ments because the reviewer is sup
posed to be unbiased-and most of 
them are. Frequently, you will find 
the publisher's minimums listed 
along with the reviewer's caveats 
about what he believes that you 
really need to run the software 
successfully. 

Pushing the envelope 

In a previous note, t talked about 
vendors pushing the envelope in 
terms of specifying minimums that 
aren't really adequate. Apple has 
been known to do this, especially in 
terms of RAM. For a certain period, 
the Macs that Apple produced came 
with so little RAM, that you could 
barely run the system software, not 
to mention adding applications and 
other software to the system. When 
RAM was really expensive, this prac
tice helped Apple keeps its prices 
down. But the result was that lots of 
Mac users were suffering wi th 
machines that were RM~ starved. If 
your Mac seems like it doesn't work 
very well, too little RAM is a likely 
cause of problems. Read Chapter 
14: Managing Your Mac's Memory," 
to learn how to manage the RAM 
on your Mac. 

Virtual memory ... like RAM but 
slower 

Be aware that virtual memory caus
es applications to run much more 
slowly than they would run if they 
had real RAM at their disposal. And 
some applications won't work under 
virtual memory at all. 

Working wi th Your Mac 

Working with Mac Applications 

• T he box. Resource requirements are usually printed on the 
outside of the box that contains the software. If the software 

comes on a C D-ROM, resource requirements are listed in 

the jewel case packaging. 

• Documentation. Ordinarily, you can find information about 

the resources that software needs in the software's documen

ta tion. O f course, to read the documentation, you have to 
obtain the soft ware. If you have to pay for the software, you 

don't want to find out this way because it wi ll be too late. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lenm nbo111 good Wrb sires for Mflr sofr;;;11rc rd111ed information, see p11gr 62 3 

Assessing RAM Requirements 
Software needs RA.i\1 to run, and sometimes it needs lots of it. 
T here are a few relatively slim applications, like SimpleText, 
which requires only a few hundred Kilobytes of RAM, but most 
modern desktop applications, such as Microsoft \iVord, Adobe 
P hotoshop, and Netscape N avigator, require between 10 and 20 
megabytes j ust to Immel; tbe application. 

If your Mac doesn't hllve enough physical memory to run your 
application, you' re not completely out of luck: you can use the 
Mac's virtual memory system to use hard disk space as RAM. 
(This assumes, of course, that you have hard disk space to spare.) 

SEE ALSO 

>- To scr bo1v to rum virtual me1nmy on and ruljrw bow 7/Utfb is av11ilable, sec page 330 

; To unde-rstmul bow to 71/fllltlgr tbe RAJ\!I IIurtilablc to yom· fiJ!plimtious, sec Jlflge p6 

Of course, the Mnc OS uses RAM, too. D epending on the way 
thllt your system is confi gured, M ac OS 8.5 de1mncls from 10 to 
20MB or more o f your RAJvi resources. T hus, if you have 16 
MB of physicll l RAJ.\1 in your machine, chances are that you can't 
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run an application that requires more than 3 or 4 .MB without 
turning on vi rtual memory. Appa ll ing, isn't it? 

Fortunately, it is easy to assess how much RAM your M ac has 
available for applications to run in . 

Assessing your Ma( to see if it has the RAM needed to run an 
application 

1. Quit all open applications. 

2. From the Apple menu, choose About this Computer. You 

will see the About This Computer window (see Figure ll.l). 

0 About l hls Comp\ltl!r 8 8 

Uultt• h H IJMry: 224 MD 
Ylr1•1 11nwry! ZI O Mil utedtn Ntc0$Lhrn1 
L•rtul Unud Di eck: l t 6 2 111J .. ,., QApple CGmp.t.tr ,lnc: 19S3- 199S 

~~~~ 35ZMD 

3. Note how much RAM is allocated to Mac OS (the total 
length of the bar in Figure ll.l , the shaded part of the bar 

shows how much is being used at th e moment). 

4. 1ote how much memory is avai lable-the Largest Unused 

Block in the window. T his amount is the physical RA..t\11 that 

your Mac has to give to other applications. 

5. Determ ine the RA..t\11 minimum required for the softwa re 

that you are considering by using the sources I descr ibed 
earlier in the chapter. 

6. If your unused block number is greater than the software's 
minimum RAi\1 requirement, you have enough RAM. 

7. If your largest unused block is less than the softwa re's mini

mum, you have several options. O ne is to rely on virtual 
memory to cover the RAM shortfall. Virtual memory is 

much slower than physical RAM; if the softwa re is at all 
demanding (graphics or a game for exn mple), this is not a 
good solution. If the application is not processor intensive, 
and you arc only a MB or two sho rt, this might work just 
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RAM is cheap 

It wasn't long ago when it cost 
several thousand dollars to 
equip a Mac with 32 MB of 
RAM or more. In the last few 
years, RAM prices have plum
meted so that there is no rea
son not to have lots of RAM 
installed in your machine. You 
can have more than 64 M B of 
RAM for only a couple hundred 
dollars. This is a bargain. 

FIGU RE 11.1 

The About This Computer win
dow shows you how much RAM 
is currently being used. 

Can there be too much RAM? 

You may think that having more 
than 200 MB of RAM on a Mac 
is only for graphics profession
als or others who have extreme 
requirements. It all depends on 
how you use your Mac. I fre
quent~ need to run Word, 
Excel, Internet Explorer, a cou· 
pie of email programs, 
Photoshop, and various utilities 
at the same lime. Having ade
quate RAM enables me to keep 
all of these open simultaneous
ly without slowing my machine 
down with virtual memory. If 
you find yourself frequently 
opening and closing the same 
applications, you are wasting 
lime. It is better to have enough 
RAM to keep them all open. 
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Applications that use plug-ins that 
extend the program-like Adobe 
Photoshop and Netscape 
Navigator- require more memory 
alter the plug-in is installed. For 
example, Macromedia recommends 
that you allocate an extra I MB to 
Navigator when you install the 
Shockwave plug-in. Unfortunately, 
applications don't necessarily tell 
you that they need extra memory; 
rather, they simply crash unexpect
edly. See the documentation for 
your plug-in (rather than the host 
application) for information about 
the plug-in's memory requirements. 

Working with Your Mac 
--------------------------------------------Working with Mac Applications 

fine. Another, and probably the best solution, is to add more 

RAivl to your Mac, if possible. Another is to trim the RAM 
requi rements of M ac OS 8.5 to free up more memory. 

Lastly, find alternative software tl1at doesn't require as much 

RAM. 

Assessing Disk Space Requirements 
Programs need disk space. Of course, the amount varies drasti
cally from program to program. Small applications that don 't use 
support o r application files mjght only require a few KB of 
space, while a large installation, like a Java programming envi
ronment, might use more tl1an 100MB for a full installation of 
all tl1e software's components. 

Ordinari ly, large installations are large because they contain a 
boatload of ancillary fi les: sample fi les, templates, tutorial fi les, 
documentation fi les, and so on . If you're short on disk space, you 
can usually jettison most of the extra stuff by using the C ustom 
Install option o r by deleting· the extra fi les after they are 
installed. 

You can determine m e disk space requirements of software by 
checlcing the sources listed at tl1e beginning of tl1e chapter. 

Keep in mind tl1at disk space requirements are approximate, and 
the same fi le \viii use d ifferent amounts of space on disks o f d if

ferent sizes. Also keep in mind that Macs \vith completely full 
hard disks tend to misbehave; applications may slow clown, crash, 
o r generate bizarre error messages if tl1ey don't have enough 
disk space to create temporary work files. 

Determining if a volume has enough space available for software 
installation 

I. Decide on which volume you want to install the software. 

1. O pen me volwne's window. 

]. Just below tl1e window's t itle bar, you \vi ii see how much free 

space is on the disk (see Figure 11.2). 

4. If tl1e space available is significantly greater man the space 

requirements of me software, you are set for disk space. 
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5. If you don't have enough disk space available, you have sev
eral options. One is to delete fil es from the disk to increase 
the available space. Another option is to use a different disk. 
Don't forget about removable media drives that you may 
have. For example, a Z ip drive may be fast enough to run 
certain kinds of applications from. You can consider 
installing the software on a Zip disk and running it from 
that. You can also consider adding additional hard disks
either internally or externally. Lastly, you can look for an 
alternate application that doesn't require as much disk space. 

Assessing System Software Requirements 
Some applications require that you usc a particular version of 
the OS or that certain Mac OS components are installed. For 
example, most multimedia appucations require that you have 
QuickTime installed on your Mac. 

Determining which version of the Mac OS you are using 

1. From the Finder, choose About T his Computer. You will see 
the About T his Computer window (see Figure 11.3). 

2. Find the version of Mac OS that you are running in tl1e 
upper right corner of the window. 

Since you' re using Mac OS 8.5, the latest and greatest version of 
Mac OS, chances are that you have all of tl1e system software 
you need to run most applications. However, in some cases the 
necessary OS components aren't part of the standard Mac OS 
installation or part of your customer insta llation. For example, jf 
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FIGURE 11 .2 

This disk has about 93 MB of 
space available. 

Mac trivia 

By the way, before Mac clones 
came onto the scene, this was 
called, "About This Macintosh." 
Since Apple never considered 
Mac clones to be Macs, it 
changed the name of the win· 
dow to "About This Computer." 
It remains to be seen if Apple 
will change it back again now 
that the dones are gone. 
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FIGURE 11.3 

You can Use the About This 
Computer window to see which 
version of the OS is running. 

Working with You r Mac 

Working with Ma' Appliutions 

you chose not install the Text-to-Speech component of the 
OS, and the software requjres it, you wi ll have to reinstall that 
component. 

~ Slll'tltln l l.t. t!O 0 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To lenm bow to imtflll Jystem romponenu, see Appmdix A , "lnstfllling fllld Mflinwiui11g 
tbe Mac OS" 

Assessing Hardware Requirements 
Most software requires certain "levels" of hardware to function . 
Most frequently, you will need to consider the hardware require
ments tl1at specify a minimum processor type and speed. 
However, tl1ere may be other types of hardware requirements as 
wel l. For example, if the software is a conmmnications package, 
it may require that you have a modem. Some games and high
end graphics software require certain video resolutions, which 
are determined by the video capabilities of your machine. 

Assessing your Ma,'s hardware versus the software requirements 

1. Look at the case of your Mac to see which model you have. 
If it is a Power Macintosh of some kind, you have a 
Power PC processor. I f it has G3 in the name, you have one 

of tl1e latest and greatest Power PC processors. 

2. From tl1e Apple menu, choose Apple System Profiler. The 
Apple System Profi ler win do·w will open (see F igure l J .4). 

3. In the Hardware Overview section of the Apple System 

Profiler, locate the name of your Mac's processor and its 
speed. In Figure 11.4, you can see that my Mac has a 
PowerPC 604e chi p running at 200 J\IIHz. 
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4. C lick on the Devices and Volumes tab. You will see a 
Devices and Volumes window (see Figure 11.5). 

W.t: 

5. Click on the arrow next to the Video line, near the word, 
"Display." You will see information on your current display 
settings (see Figure 11.6). 

6. Note how many colors you are using, as well as the screen 
resolution. 

7. Compare the sofuvare's hardware requirements to the infor

mation you found via Apple System ProfiJer. 

8. I f your machine meets the hardware reqillrements, you are 
ready to go. If your process is older or less powerful than 

the requirements, you are basically o ut of luck. Your only 
option is to upgrade your Mac by either replacing it or 
upgrading its processor. Or you may be able to find an alter
nate application that requires less processing power. If you 
can't display enough colors, try making your screen size 

smaller and then increasing the number of colors displayed. 
If you still can't meet the requirements, you may be able 
to add Video Rt\.M to your machine to boost its display 
capabilities. 
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fiGURE 11.4 

The Apple System Profiler can tell 
you just about everything about 
the hardware in your Mac, as 
well as lots of information on its 
software. 

Apple System Profiler is very, very 
good 

Apple System Profiler is a very 
powerful utility that you will see 
throughout this book. You 
should take a few minutes to 
experiment with it. Whenever 
you need to know something 
about your Mac, Apple System 
Profiler should be the first place 
you go. 
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FIGURE 11.5 

This window tells you about all of 
the drives that your Mac can 
access, as well as information on 
the video display of your 
machine. 

FIGURE 11.6 

My machine is currently display
ing millions of colors on a screen 
size of 832 x 624 pixels. 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with Mac Applications 
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SEE ALSO 

> To lenr'll nbout upgrading your procesJw; see pnge 796 

Installing Mac Software 
Once you have obtained that new application or other software, 
you need to get it onto your Mac. In most C<lses, a trained 
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monkey can installl\1ac software. If you don 't have a trained 
monkey around, you can even do it yourself. 

In the Old Days, users installed Mac applications by dragging 
the application fil e or application folder onto the hard disk from 
the application disk and then dragging any system files-special 
control panels, extensions, fonts, or other system files required 
by the software-into the appropriate subfolder o f the System 
Folder. While this was easy enough to do, it required that you 
find all of the components and make sure that they ended up in 
the right places. Thjs was sometimes confusing. 

N owadays, most appljcations are distributed with installer appli
cations. T here are many different kinds of installers with many 
different levels of "smartness," but in most cases, an insta ller 
offers the following converuences: 

• It makes sure that you have enough disk space for the 
installation 

• It makes sure that you have the appropriate system sofuvare 
resources 

• It puts all special files, such as extensions and fonts, in the 
right places 

• It enables you to choose several different insta llation 
options, from a mjnimal install to a full install 

• It offers to register the sofu.vare electronica lly 

Most installers offer you an Easy Install or a Custom Install. 
\ iVi th an Easy Install, the installer picks all of the pieces of the 
sofuvare that will be installed for you- making the process very 
easy for you. With the Custom Install option, you choose the 
parts that you want to be installed. 

Installers vary from program to program, but they all work fairly 
similarly. Some of the details depend on the sofu.vare that you 
are install ing and the installer engine that the publisher has cho
sen to use. T he basic steps are the following: 

1. Launch the installer. 
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Steps no one does 

Technically, before you install 
software, you should run Disk 
First Aid or some other disk 
maintenance utility on the disk 
onto which you are going to 
install software. And you should 
also run an anti-virus program 
on the installer. And you should 
restart your machine with 
extensions off. 

Do you really need t.o do all 
this? That depends. If you are 
pradicing proper Mac mainle
nance, you should be regularly 
using a disk repair utility and 
checking your system for virus
es anyway. If you are getting 
your software from reliable 
sources, the chances of it con
taining a virus are pretty slim, 
and you may or may not need 
to restart your Mac with exten
sions off for the installer to 
work. 
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Microsoft-a Mac innovator? 

Microsoft's Office 98 for Macintosh, 
in addition to providing excellent, 
Mac-centric versions of Word, Excel, 
and PowerPoin~ uses a unique 
installation method. All you do is 
drag the software folder from the 
CD to your hard disk. It is different 
than the old "drag" method since 
Office handles all or the system soft· 
ware and other components for 
you. And you don't have to deal 
with a separate installation program. 

The first time that you launch any of 
its applications, Office launches a 
special application that installs all or 
the required system components. 
The really neat thing about this is 
that should you ever remove any of 
the required system components in 
the future, Office will automatically 
reinstall the required software. 
Microsoft has really redefined how a 
good installer should work. 
Hopefully, other software producers 
will follow Microsoft's lead. 

FIGURE 11.7 

The installer program for most 
applications looks like the one 
that Photoshop uses. 

Working with Your Mac 

Working with Mac Applications 

2. Choose the drive onto which you want the software 
installed. 

3. Choose Easy or Custom Install. 

4. If you choose Easy Insta ll, you must wait until the installer 

prompts you to restart your Mac. 

5. If you choose Custom Install , you must select the compo
nents thnt you want to have insta lled. 

6. Follow the onscreen instructions an d restart your Mac when 

prompted. 

Using the Easy Install Option 

I 

The deta ils of how installers work varies from program to pro
gram. As an example of how easy a typical easy install is, I will 
walk you through the installation of Adobe's P hotoshop (version 
4.0) image creation and editing software. 

Installing Adobe Photoshop using the easy installer 

1. Insert the l:'hotoshop CD. 

2. Launch the Install Adobe Photoshop application. 

3. Click Continue. The insta ller window appears (see Figure 
11. 7). Notice that the installer lists some of the components 

that will be insta lled. 

llut •ll Adobe Photo shop• B 

EftfVIrl{lftll ... ) I Rood •4•- I 
l01ct the •1nsti'ii'=buuon to Install -- 1 
• Adobe P1101oshop8 -t.O 

I"I'IIIQ•ill> • Sample rues j • Qulck'Jhne .. 2.1 
• Adobe l )'lle M • .11111Qcr"" l .9or In ter 
• and more-

- - --
lll1hiiU...I IM -

~ l I MacOS Uve>l •I 
Ofl., ... ~osLm••· rs;ii(hotsk 1 1 II I r lnst.all 

4. C hoose the install location (disk) on whjch you want the 

software installed. 
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5. Click Install. You will see a warning that you will need to 

restart your M ac a fter the software is installed. This is to 

activate any system components that need to be installed. 

6. Click Continue. (Click Cancel if you need to close applica

tions that have open documents o r you can let the insta ller 
close them for you.) T he installer will begin the instnlbtion 

process. You will see progress windows as it works. W hen it 

is done, you will be prompted to restart your Mac. You may 

also be prompted to reg ister. Most applications featu re elec

tronic registration so that you don't even have to fill out and 

mail a card. 

7. C lick Restart to restart your M ac. After it starts, you will be 

able to use the application. 

Using the Custom Install Option 
Using the C ustom Install option of most installers is not much 
harder than the Easy Install option. The difficulty is that you 

need to w1derstand a bit more about your Mac and the applica
tion to know which parts you need to instal l. If you feel comfort
able with this, then custom insta lls are normally the better 
choice. 

As an exam ple of how a custom installer works, I will walk you 
through the installation of Photoshop again, this time using the 
C ustom Install option. 

Installing Adobe Photoshop with the custom installer 

1. Insert the C D and launch the installer. 

2. C lick Continue. T he installer window will appear (see 

Figure 11. 7). 

3. Choose the disk onto which you want the software insta lled. 

4 . Choose C ustom Install from the pop-up menu. T he window 

will now reflect the Custom I nstall option (see Figure 11.8). 
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Check the list 

Be sure to take a look through 
the list of components that will 
be installed. In this example, 
you can see that Quick Time 2.1 
is going to be installed. The cur
rent version of Quick Time is 3.0 
so you probably wouldn't want 
to install an older version of a 
system component. Sometimes 
having two versions can cause 
you problems, or the installer 
may actually replace a newer 
version of a component with an 
older one, which will cause you 
problems. In the case where 
the installer is going to use an 
older version of a system com· 
ponent, you should use the 
Custom Install option instead. 

How to tell which versions you 
are using 

How do you know which ver
sions of system components 
that you are using? Apple 
System Profiler. It will tell you 
the version of each system 
component that is running on 
your machine. I'll show you 
how Apple System Profiler 
works for this purpose in 
Chapter 31, "Preventing Mac 
Problems.• 

You can also select the compo
nent and use the Get Info com· 
mand, or you can use 
Extensions Manager or Conflict 
Catcher. The advantage of using 
Apple System Profiler is that 
you can generate a list of all the 
components at once. Whereas, 
with the other tools, you have 
to look at each component 
individually. 
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Defaults 

Installers a~vays choose your startup 
disk as the default location onto 
which to install soltware. They also 
always place any system compo
nents onto the startup disk's System 
Folder. II you have multiple startup 
disks, you may need to run the 
installer lor each of the disks if the 
application has system components. 
To do so, you have to start up from 
the alternate startup disk before 
running the installer so that the 
installer will place system compo
nents in its System Folder. Installers 
also default to the Easy Install 
option. 

A benefit of custom installs 

One benefit of being able to control 
which components are installed is 
that you will better understand what 
was installed. This will be helpful if 
you need to manually remove the 
software lor some reason. 

Down to the folder 

Sometimes when you are choosing 
a disk to use lor the installation, you 
will be able to select a particular 
folder into which the software 
should be installed. This is helpful if 
you store all of your applications in 
a specific folder. 

Options, options everywhere 

You will often see multiple versions 
of the application you are installing 
(see Figure 11.8). There are usually 
three versions. One is only for 
PowerPC Macs. One is for older, 
GBK Macs (Macs that use a 68000 
series chip). The third is a universal 
version that contains the code for 
both versions. It is best to pick a 
specific version for your Mac 
because the universal (also 
known as the fat version) takes 
up more resources than the other 
versions do. 

Worki ng with Yo ur Mac 

Working with Mac Applications 

5. C hoose the components that you want to be installed by 

checking the boxes next to those components. 

6. You can get information about a component by clicking the 

boxes with an "I" in the center. When you do, an informa

tion screen will pop up (see Figure 11.9). 

7. When you have finished selecting components, click Install. 

You will see the warning about having to restart you Mac 

after the installation. 

8. C lick Continue. You will see progress windows as the com

ponents are insta lled. 

9. When prompted, click Restart to restart your Mac. After the 

machine starts, you will be able to use the software. 

Using Other Install Options 
Some software uses customized installers that won't look exactly 
like the examples in this chapter. Usually, instead of allowing you 
to choose between Custom or Easy Installs, you will bt! able to 
choose among different configurations. One of these is usually 
called Typicrrl. This is equivalent to an Easy Install with a more 

standard installer. Another option is usually called M inimal. T his 
option installs only d1e files to make the application work- no 
extras are included. T his option is intended for people whose 

M acs are loaded to the g ills already. The third option is called a 
Custom option, which works just like the Custom option in the 
standard insta ller. 

Testing Mac Software 
After you have install ed software, you'll need to test your soft
ware to make sure that it works. If you're using commercial soft
ware, you'll probably need to enter your serial number the first 
time that you launch it, so be sure that you have it handy. 
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Testing newly installed software 

1. Launch the application. (If the new software is an extension 
or control panel, it wi ll be loaded at startup). 

2. O pen a fi le to make sure that you can view and edi t it. (If 
the software is a control panel, open it and change some 
settings.) 

3. Make a few changes and save the fi le. 

4. Open it again to make sure your changes were saved. 

5. Quit the application. 

6. For the fi rst few days after you install new software, pay par
ticular attention to any changes in the way your Mac works. 
If the software is goi ng to cause you problems, these 
changes provide important clues as to how to fix those prob
lems later. 

Most of the time, the software that you installed will work just 
fine. If so, you can go on about your business. 

If there is a problem, you wlU usually find out about it the first 
time that you try to use the software. I f there is a problem, it is 
likely to be one of the following two kinds: 
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fi GURE 11.8 

Custom installs are usually a bet· 
ter choice once you are comfort· 
able with them; this figure shows 
Photoshop's installer in the 
Custom mode. 

fiGURE 11.9 

You can get infonnation on the 
plug-ins and other components in 
the installation windows. 
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One at a time please 

You will have a much easier time 
diagnosing problems if you install 
only one piece of software at a 
time. If you have multiple pieces of 
software to install, install one and 
then test it If it works OK. then 
install the next one and test it. 
Continue that process until you 
have installed all of the software. 

Warranty 

Note that not registering something 
in no Vlay limits the warranty on it 
While vendors can require that you 
register your software for technical 
support, the terms of warranties 
cannot be legally linked to your 
completing a registration or warran
ty card. 

Workin g wi th Your Mac 
----- -

Working with Mac Appl ications 

• Machine crash , hang, or failu re to start. If your Mac 
won't start up or it crashes or hangs when you try to use it, 
the installer probably installed something that conflicts with 
some software already on your machine. O rdinarily, applica

tion programs don 't cause conflicts directly, but if the appli
cation uses a custom extension or control panel (or if the 
software is an extension or control panel) you may experi
ence problems. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To /cam huw 10 solve software conjlias, see Cbaprcr 3 2, "Fixing Mac Problems" 

• Application fails to open. If your M ac starts, but tl1e newly 

installed application won't run, you will see a message tell ing 

you why. T he most common causes are that the software is 

incompatible witl1 your machine (which is why I spent so 
much ti me explaining how to make sure software is compati

ble with your machine before you buy it). In tlus case, the 
only thing you can do is correct the incompatibility or do 

without tl1e software. Another possibility is that a certain 
component that tl1e sofuvare needs is not active on your 

machine. In this case, you should also see a message explain

ing what is needed. If the nussi:ng component is part of Mac 

OS 8.5, use the Mac OS 8.5 C D to reinstall that component. 
If it is part of tl1e application, use tl1e application 's installer 

to reinstall the missing piece. 

Registering Mac Software 
Finally, you should register your software. Sometimes, you'll 
need to send a postcard to tl1e software company. Nowadays, 
many applications allow you to register quickly via email, and 
wil l prompt you to fill out a registration form when you install 
the software or nm the software for tl1e first time. 

Here are some reasons to register the software that you just 
installed: 

• You may get email about new releases and bug fixes for the 
sofuvare. 



Removing Mac Software 

• You may get free stuff (like more software or magazine sub
scriptions) from the software vendor. 

• You'll get much better service from the software vendor 
when you call for technical support. If you haven't regis
tered, you may not get teclmical support at all. 

• You may get a discount on the next release of the software. 
In some cases, you might even get discounts on competing 
sofuvare or free updates to the version you registered. 

• You're reminding the sofuvare vendor that the Mac OS plat
form is alive and well and that the vendor should continue 
to support the Mac! 

Removing Mac Software 
Everything has a limited amoum of time in which it is usefuJ
tnis is especially true in the fast-paced world of computers. All 
your favorite applications and other sofuvare wi ll one day be 
inadequate for your purposes. Or you may fi nd something that 
works better. Or you may not need to do a particular task any 
more. In all of these cases, you should remove sofuvare that has 
become superfluous. 

All sofuvare-even if you don't use it-requires resources. At the 
least, it takes up storage space. If it includes extensions or con
trol pan els, it also uses valuable RAM. So you should routinely 
remove software that you no longer use. 

Fortunately, removing Mac sofuva re is a relatively easy thing to 
do. It is certainly much easier than it is on the Windows plat
form, which is why sofuvare-removing applications are consis
tently among the best-selling vVmdows applications. 
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Avoiding telemarketers 

Most software registration has a 
box to check if you don't want 
your contact information pro
vided to other companies. 
Software and hardware compa· 
nies routinely sell their mailing 
lists so I recommend that you 
check this box unless you enjoy 
getting called in the middle of 
dinner with another fantastic 
offer for something you don't 
want. 

Upgrading software 

You will probably upgrade your 
most useful applications and 
other software as the software's 
developer adds new functions, 
improves its reliability, and so 
on. Often, in order to be able to 
use an upgrade installation, 
rather than a new stand-alone 
copy of the software, you need 
to have a previous version of 
the software installed on your 
Mac. Upgrade installers will 
sometimes scan your hard drive 
to make sure that you have a 
previous version. If such an 
installer doesn't find a previous 
version, ~ will not run, and you 
won't be able to use the new 
software. 

It is usually a good idea to leave 
any software that you are 
upgrading on your machine 
until the upgraded version is 
installed, and you make sure 
that it is working properly. Then 
you can go back and remove 
the previous version. 
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Gone, but not forgotten 

Before you remove an appliGltion, 
make sure that you have the origi
nal media. If you don·~ make a 
backup of it. You should always 
keep copies of your software in case 
you need it again; for example, you 
may discover a document you need 
that was created in that appliGltion. 
Of course, if you sell the software or 
give it to someone else, you should 
not keep a copy. 

FIGURE 11.10 

Most installers will also remove 
the application that they install; 
this figure shows Photoshop's 
installer. 

Workin g with Your Mac 

Working with Mac Applications 

Using Installation Software to Remove an 
Application 

M ost Mac installati on programs will also remove the software 
that they install. Usually, this option appears on d1e same pop-up 
menu from which you choose the C ustom or Easy Install 
options. 

As an example, I wi ll remove Photoshop using its installer. 

Removing Photoshop with ils installer 

1. Launch me installer. 

2. C lick Continue. 

3. C hoose Remove from the pop-up menu. You will see the 

remove software window (see F igure 11.10). 

rn,tall Adobe Pholoshope 8 

I Remove ... , 1 n .. tiM•- I --- -- - --

l 
Click the "At move'" bu ttonlO remove 
• Adobe Photoshop +.0 68k 
• Adobe. l'h otoshop"'.O rowerPC 
• Adobe P11otoshop 4.0 Uttvt:tut 
• Pluo· lns 
• Kodolr: Photo CD Support 
• Sample nits 

~ - -- ---' ,............... - l ~ I MocOSUve.s l •I 
CJ 5whchDisk I Remove I "' L .. 41A •t1tcOS: U u ll '" I I --

4. C lick Remove. T he application and its support fi les should 

be removed from your iVIac. 

Manually Removing an Application 
Sometimes, using the installer to remove a program doesn't 
work. O ther times, an instaJier may not include a Remove 
option. In iliese cases, you will need to remove the software 
manually. Or you may want to remove ilie software manually 
just to be more sure about what is taken off your Mac. Even 
removing sofrware manually on the Mac is pretty easy. 

Manually removing software 

1. Find the software's folder and drag it to the T rash. Make 
sure that you have a backup of it firs t! 
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2. Open the Preferences folder in your System Folder and 
move any preferences fi les containing the software's name to 
the Trash. 

3. Look through the Extensions and C ontrol Panels folders for 
any extensions or control panels associated with the software 

you are removmg. 

4. Drag these to the Trash. 

5. Look in the System Folder for any loose items associated 
with the software; throw out any th:lt you find. 

6. Use the Finder's Find command to fi nd and delete any 

remaining items associated with the software. 

SEE ALSO 

To lenm how to tuc the Find command, see png<' 88 

7. Restart your Mac. 

8. After it restarts, empty the Trash. 

Launching Applications 
As with most things on the Mac, there is more than one way to 

launch an appli cation. In fact, there are many different ways to 
launch applications under Mac OS 8.5 . You can do any of the 
following: 

• Select the application in the Fin der and choose the Finder's 
Open command (press Com mand-O). 

• Double-click the applicati on's icon . 

• Single-click an application 's button. 

• Open an alias to the application. 

• Open a document for which the application is the creator. 

• D rag and drop a document onto an application's icon. 

• Launch the application from with in another application. 
(For example, you can launch a Web browser by double

clicking an URL in the O utlook Express email program. 
N ot eve1y application launches otl1er applications, of 
course.) 
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Extensions and control panels 

Be carelul that you don't throw 
out system components that 
your system needs or that other 
applications use. You should 
only remove items that were 
installed as part or the soft· 
ware's installation. 

A holding tank ... 

Rather than moving files directly 
to the Trash, you may want to 
create a "holding" Ieider lor 
them. Instead ol moving the 
tiles into the Trash, move them 
into your holding !older. Mer 
you have used your machine 
long enough to be sure that 
you don't need the software, 
you can throw your holding 
!older away and empty the 
Trash. 
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Drag-and-drop and aliases 

By the way, drag-and-drop also 
works with an alias for an applica
tion. For example, you can create an 
alias to Word and keep that on your 
desktop. Then you can drop docu
ments onto the alias to open them 
inWard. 

• Click the application's button in the Launcher palette. 
(Assum ing, of course, that you use the Launcher.) 

• Put an alias in to the Stanup Items folder so that your Mac 
opens it when it starts up. 

• Launch the application from a script created by AppleScript 

or other scripting util ity. 

You have probably used many of these methods to open your 
own applications. Most of them are very stra ightforward and 
require no discussion. A couple of them, though a bit less used, 
can be effective techniques for you to use. 

One of the most powerful methods, yet underused by many Mac 
users, is to launch an application by drag-and-drop. Macintosh 
drng-and-drop is a fu nction of the Mac OS 8.5 whereby you 
move information from one location to another by simply select
ing it, dragging it to where you want it to go, and then dropping 
it. (This works for moving information between programs also, 
which I'll get to in n moment.) 

Drag-and-drop is especia lly efficient when you want to open a 
document with an application that wasn't used to create it initial
ly. For example, if you receive a plain text file and double-click 
it, it will open in SimpleText. If you wanted to open it in vVord 
instead, you can simply drag and drop the document onto 
\ iVord's icon and Word wi ll be used to open the fi le. Oth erwise, 
you would have to first open vVord, use the Open command, 
maneuver to the text file, and then open it. Drag-and-drop can 
help you eli minate a lot of tedious steps. 

Launching an application by drag-and-drop 

1. Open the Mac OS Read M e Files folder that was installed 
with Mac OS 8.5. (If you don't have this folder, go ahead 

and fi nd another text file that you want to open.) Make sure 
that you can see the About Mac OS 8 fi le's icon in the fold
er 's window. 

2. Open the Applications folder, maki ng sure that you don't 
cover up the window that you opened in Step 1. Make sure 

that the SimpleText application icon is visible in the new 
window (see figure 11. 11). 
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3. Drag the About Mac OS 8 fi le's icon on top of the 
SimpleText icon. 

-

. 
• 

4. When the SimpleText icon changes color to show that it is 
selected, release the mouse button. The document will open 
in SimpleText. While the document would have opened in 
Simple Text if you double-clicked on it, this simple example 
shows you how easy drag-and-drop is to use. It works the 
same way no matter what application you use. 

T here are several other less obvious ways to open applications 
that you should consider. T hese are the followi11g: by an alias, 
through the Startup I tems folder, and via a script. 

SEE ALSO 

To see bo·w to use 11/illses, see p11ge 97 

To le11m 11bout tbc Sr11rtup Items joldc1; see page 397 

~ 7o learn 11bour using so·ipts to open 11pplimrion.,·, sa p11gr 3911 
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FIGURE 11 

Using drag-and-drop, you can .11 J 
easily open a specific document 

ific application. with a spec 

---

File not recognized 

Drag-and-drop won't work if 
the application doesn't recog
nize the kind of file that you 
drag onto its application. For 
example, if you drag a 
Microsoft Word document onto 
Adobe Illustrator, Illustrator will 
not be launched. In fad, an 
application's icon won't change 
color when you drag a file onto 
it with which it can't work. 

Drag-and-drop unstuffing 

One of the best uses for drag
and-drop opening of an appli
cation is for unstuffing 
compressed files that you 
receive via email or that you 
download from the Web. You 
can place an alias to the Stufflt 
Expander utility on your desk
top. Whenever you need to 
unstuff a file, you simply drag 
and drop it onto the Stufflt 
Expander's alias. I will explain 
stuffing and unstuffing files in 
Chapter 25, ·using Ema~: 

Advanced Techniques." 
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Working with Your Mac 
- ---------

Working with Mac Applications 

Understanding Standard Application 
Behavior 

One of the things that makes the Mac easy to use is its very pre

dictable consistency of behavior between applications. Just about 
every application for the Mac uses the same kind of ' vindows, 
has similar menus, and even similar keyboard shortcuts. After 

you've spent a little time working with, say, Adobe Photoshop, 
you' ll find tl1at you can make some pretty good guesses about 
completely different applications- from a Web browser to an 
accOtmting package to a drawing program. 

Understanding Standard Window Behavior 
Almost every application handles windows in pretty much tile 
same way. For example, most Mac applications can open more 
than one document at the same time, putting each document 
into an independent window. And most applications provide a 

Wi ndow menu that lets you s\vitch between open documents. 

Application windows behave in exactly the same way as folder 

windows in the Finder. To quickly review the anatomy of a win
dow, look at Figure 11.12 as an example. 

Note tl1at each application can add its own items to a 'vindow. In 
Figure 11.1 2, you can see that Microsoft Word adds some cus

tom navigation tools at the bottom of the scroll bar on the right 
side of the window, and adds a little toolbar to the bottom-right 
edge of the window. 

Understanding Standard File Menu Items 
Every Mac application written according to Apple's G uidelines 
has a File menu. Nearly every application has some standard 
commands that you' ll fi nd in the F ile menu, and nearly every 
application uses standard keyboard shortcuts for these standard 
commands. 1able 11 .1 summarizes tllese conventions. 
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Table 11.1 Common file commands for most applications 

Command 

New 

Open 

Close 

Save 

Print 

Quit 

Standard Shortart 

Command-N 

Command-O 

Command-W 

Command-S 

Comman d-P 

Command-Q 

Description 

Creates a new docwnent from 
scratch. (Some In ternet tools open a 
new connection, or a new browser 
window, rather than an empty docu
ment.) 

Opens a document that already exists 
on disk. 

C loses the current document, witbout 
quitting the application. 

Saves all changes w the document. (If 
it 's a new documem that you've creat
ed from scratch.) 

Sends the active document to the 
default printer. 

Closes the current appHcation, closing 
all windows. 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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FIGURE 11.12 

(Almost) all application windows 
share the same basic features. 

Oose box 

Title bar 

Zoom box 

Collapse box 

Scroll bar 

Size box 

Custom navigation tools 

Custom function buttons 

Almost consistent 

Not all applications support all 
of these commands, but most 
do. For example, some applica
tions don't have a Save com· 
mand because they continually 
save files as you work with 
them (Quicken and FileMaker 
Pro, for example). 
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Find and replace 

Many applications include a Find 
(shortcut: Command·F) command 
on the Edit menu. Find presents a 
dialog box that helps you search for 
a part icular part of your docum~nt. 
Most word processors, spread· 
sheets, and text·wrangling applica· 
tions offer Find; most image editors 
(like Photoshop and Macromedia 
Freehand) do not have this feature. 
Most text applications also enable 
you to replace any item that you 
find with something else. 

Working with Yo ur Mac 
-----

Working with Mac Applications 

Understanding Standard Edit Menu Items 
Almost every application has an Edit menu, and nearly every 
Edit menu contains the commands (and shortcuts) listed in 
Table I 1.2. 

Table 11.2 Standard Edit commands used in most applications 

Command Standard Shortcut 

U ndo Command-Z 

C ut Command-X 

Copy Command-C 

Paste Command-V 

Description 

T:ikes back d1e last operation per
formed. The namre of undoable 
operations varies from application to 

application; it might include adding 
text, removing text, positioning an 
element in a layout program, using a 
bmsh or pen stroke in an image
edit ing application, and so on. Some 
applications support multi ple levels 
of undo-you can undo several steps 
back instead of only the most recent 
one. 

Removes the selected object (text, 
image, layout element, or data 
record, depending on the applica
tion) and temporarily stores the 
object on the clipboard . (Any object 
already in the Clipboard is replaced 
by the newly-cut object.) 

Places a copy of the selected object 
on the Clipboard, leaving the origi
nal object untouched. (Any object 
already on the Clipboard is replaced 
by the newly-copied object.) 

Pu ts the contents of the Clipboard 
into the current document. If an 
object is selected when the Paste 
command is given, the selected 
object is replaced by the pasted 
material. 

The Edit menu may contain other commands as well , depending 
on the particular application. For example, the Preferences com
mand frequently is located on tl1e Edit menu. 
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Understanding Standard Open and Save 
Dialog Boxes 

There are a few standard dialog boxes that you' ll see a zillion 
times-nearly every application uses standard Apple dialog boxes 
for common tasks. 

Figure 11 .13 shows the mother of all dialog boxes: the Open File 
dialog box (this application calls it the Open publication dialog, 
but it is the same thing). W hen you're working \vith a file that 
already exists, you can use the Open File dialog box to specify 
which file you want to open. I ndividual applications may add 
their own custom features to the Open dialog box, but almost all 
applications will offer a box similar to the Adobe PageMaker 6.5 
box shown in Figure 11.1 3. 

Most Open dialog boxes have some or al l of the following 
features: 

• Directory pop-up menu. This shows the currently selected 
folder. If you click the menu, you'll see a list of all of the 
parent folders (and volumes) of the current folder. You can 
jump to any folder in the list by selecting the folder 's name. 

• File list. T his list shows all of the fi les in tl1e current folder 
that tl1e current application recognizes. Since Figure 11.1 3 

is a PageMaker dialog box, the file list won't show, for 
example, QuarkXPress, "\Nord, or Photoshop files. 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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FIGURE 11.13 

Standard Open dialogs enable 
you to spedfy the fi le that you 
want to work on. 

Directory pop-up menu 

File ~st 

Desktop button 

Current volume 

Find buttons 
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Volume icon 

If you click on the volume icon in 
an open dialog box, you will move 
up one level in that volume for 
each click until you reach the desk
top. 

FIGURE 11.14 

The Save dialog enables you to 
specify where your files are to be 
stored on disk. 

Format pop-up 

New Folder button 

File name field 

Wo rkin g with Your Mac 

Working with Mac: Applications 

• Desktop button. T his button provides a quick shortcut to 
the desktop; click it, and the desktop becomes the current 
folder. 

• Volume icon. This icon shows you the currently selected 
volume. This is especially handy when you have similarly 
named files and folders on more tl1an one volume. 

• Find button. This enables you to search for files by name, 
so d1at you don't need to browse around your disk looking 
for the file tl1at you want to open. 

• Open options radio buttons. These enable you to specify 
whether or not you open the document itself, or a new copy 
of the document. 

There are other things you might see in dialog boxes: common 
conveniences include preview windows, that let you see what a 
document looks uke before you open it, and file type pop-up 
menus, which enable you to specify what kind of files are dis
played in the file list. 

Figure 11.14 shows tile Open File dialog's sibling, tile Save dia
log box (from Adobe Photoshop 4.0.) As you can see, the Save 
dialog shares much in common with an Open dialog: the Folder 
pop-up, fil e list, Volume icon, and Desktop button are still pre
sent, and do the same thing tilat tiley did in the O pen dialog 
box. 
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Save dialog boxes have a few wuque tools, including the 
following: 

• Fonnat pop-up menu. This menu enables you to set the 

file format that the application uses to save the file. 

• New Folder button. This creates a new folde r inside the 
currently selected folder. 

• File name field. This area enables you to enter a name for 

your new file. 

Understanding Navigation Services Open 
and Save Dialogs 

While the standard Open and Save dialogs work, they are a pain 
in the neck. You can't work outside of them (which from 
Chapter 2 you know means that tl1ey are modal), you can't move 
them, and you can't move to different places on your Mac very 
quickly. These dialogs have been around for a long time and 
they are showing their old age. Isn't it about time tl1at tl1e Mac 
had more modern Open and Save dialogs? Obviously, or I 
wouldn't have asked the question. 

Mac OS 8.5 provides a new tool called Navigation Services. 
Open dialog boxes (sometimes called Find a File under 
N avigation Services) and Save dialogs mat use Navigation 
Services are much improved over ilie standard versions. Figure 
11.15 shows a Navigation Services' Open dialog while Figure 
11.16 shows an example of a new Save dialog. 

Navigation Services dialogs have many improvements over stan 
dard Open and Save dialogs. T hese include the following: 

• Non-modal, movable, and resizable. No longer are you 
confined to work witl1in an Open or Save dialog nor do you 
have to endure its size or location. You can resize and move 

these dialogs just as you can Finder windows. 

• List view. Under Navigation Services, iliese dialogs have 

features similar to Finder windows in the List view. For 
example, you can sort ilie fil es by ilie columns shown and 
can change the sort order. 

PART I 
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FIGURE 11.15 

Navigation Services' Open dialogs 
provide many more features and 
are easier to work with than the 
standard Open dialogs. 

Location pop-up menu 

Shortcuts button 

Favorites button 

Recent button 

Document type pop-up menu 

Help button 

FIGURE 11.16 

Navigation Service's Save dialogs 
are also much more powerful. 

l ocation pop-up menu 

Shortcuts button 

Favorites button 

Recent button 

Help button 

New Folder button 
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• Location pop-up menu. The Location pop-up menu 
enables you to quickly move up and down your Mac's file 
structure. 

• Shortcuts button. Using this button, you can qujclcly move 
to any rusk mounted on your Mac, including volumes shared 
across a network. 
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• Favorites b u tton. C licking this button reveals folders that 
you have added to your Favorite Items folder so that you 

can choose them to move quickly into a specific favorite 
folder. 

• Recent button. U sing this button, you can quickly move 
back to items you have used recently. 

The Navigation Services dialogs are very useful and are a major 
improvement to the M ac OS. You will fi nd these dialogs in vari
ous places in Mac OS 8.5, such as the Find application and when 
you choose a Desktop Picture in the Appearance application. 
T he bad news is that applications have to be updated in order to 
use Navigation Services. So un til you update your applications, 
you will have to use tl1e standard versions of tl1ese dialogs, unless 
you use ACTION Fi les or another utility. 

Understanding ACTION Files Open and Save Dialogs 
T he Navigation Services dia logs are great, but unless the appli
cations you use are updated, they wi ll still use the old, out-of
date O pen and Save dialogs. Fortunately, there is an add-on 
utility that provides enhanced Open and Save dialogs that are 
every bit as powerful as N avigation Services' dialogs are (tl1ey 
are more powerfu l in some areas), and all of your applications 
are able to use them immediately (see Figure 11.1 7). 

Using ACTION fi les enables you to do the follow;ng in Open 
and Save dialogs: 

• Use Finder commands (such as New Folder, Find, and so 

on) from within the O pen and Save dialogs. 

• Move easily into any folder on your Mac. 

• Use a list of favorite folders an d documents in ilie Open and 
Save dialogs so m at you can move to them quickly. 

• Use the list o f recen t folders and fi les that ACTION Files 
tracks for you. T his enables you to move back to a recently 
used item by using one command on a pull-down menu. 
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Understanding ACTION Files 

AcnON Files adds an extension 
and control panel to your Mac. 
You can use the control panel 
(called ACTION Utilities) to con
trol many aspects of the way 
ACTION Files works. For exam
ple, you can set how many 
recent items that ACTION Files 
tracks. You can also set ACTION 
Files so that it doesn't work with 
a few applications that are 
incompatible v~th it, among 
other things. 
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fiGURE 11.17 

Using ACTION Files, your Mac's 
Open and Save dialogs are 
extremely powerful. 

Finder File commands 

Edit commands (induding 
adding recent items) 

View commands 

Click to move to root level of 
volume 

Resize by dragging comer 

Favorite and recent folders 
and documents 

Downloading a demo 

You can download a fully func1ional 
version of ACTION Files from the 
Power On Web site at ht tp : II 
wvtw. actionutili ties. 
com. This version is valid for 30 
days. You have to pay for a serial 
number to be able to use it past 
that time. 

Buying a copy 

Once you use ACTION Files, I am 
sure that you will want a permanent 
copy. You can buy a copy from the 
Ac1ion Utilities Web site for only 
539.95. In my opinion, this is an 
excellent value. 
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• Move and resize Open and Save dialogs (yes!). 

• C reate new folders, make aliases, duplicate fil es and folders, 
and move things to the T rash. 

In my opinion, ACTION Files is one of those few "must-have" 
pieces of software. A quick example \>vi U show you how easy and 
powerful ACTION Files is. 

Using ACTION Files to locate and open a file 

1. Choose Open from any application. 

2. Choose a favorite or recent folder from the Folders menu. 

3. O pen the file. 

If the file you are opening is located several folders away from 
where you are currently working, it might take you six or seven 
mouse clicks to do what ACTION Files enables you to do with 
one. I don 't have the room to cover all the great things tl1at you 
can do witl1 ACTION Files, but hopefully even this small exam
ple has given you some idea of its power. 
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SeHing Application Preferences 
Most applications fean1re a dialog box that allows you to cus
tomize the way that the application works. Most modern appli
cations are highly flexible: you can control literally dozens of 
behaviors. 

Although I can generalize that almost all applications will enable 
you to set your preferences for that application, unfortunately, 
it's hard to generalize about what an application names its pref
erence-setting command and where the command appears in the 
application 's menu structure. Adobe software usually calls the 
command "Preferences" and puts it in the Edit menu; lvlicrosoft 
calls the command "Preferences," but puts it in a Tools menu; 
Eudora puts it in a Tools menu, but calls it "Settings," and so on. 
Every application is different. 

Moving Information Between 
Applications 

Another great thing about the Mac is the way that you can make 
applications work together. You'll find that you can move data 
from one application to another easily- say, paste text from a 
word processor into a page layout program or drag an image 
from a Web browser straight into an image-editing program. 

Cutting and Pasting 
One way to move data between applications is the tried-and
true, cut-and-paste method. You can cut (or copy) text from any 
application, and paste it just about anywhere. I f you have used 
the Mac, you are no doubt very fami liar with cutting (or copy
ing) and pasting. 

Sharing Documents 
Another easy way to move data between applications is to simply 
open one application's documen ts with another application. For 
example, if you create an HTML file by hand with Simple Text, 
you can open the HTML file with Macromedia Dreamweaver to 
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Preferences for all 

Almost ~Nery application stores 
information about preferences 
in its own preference file in the 
System Folder's Preferences 
folder. Some applications, for 
example, Netscape Navigator, 
put a whole folder full of stuff 
in the Preferences folder. 
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Translation 

You can use a translator to open a 
fi le in an application that is not its 
creating application. Many applica
tions have a built-in translator. For 
example, Word can translate and 
open WordPerfect files. 

The Mac OS used to have a bui t-in 
translator called Maclinks Plus. It 
could translate some of the most 
common file !onnats into other 
common formats. However, you 
were generally better off if you tried 
to open a file from using an applica
tion's translator first, and as of this 
writing, Apple no longer indudes it 
with the OS anyway. 

The tricky part 

The tricky part of using drag-and· 
drop is being able to see all the 
windows open between which you 
are going to drag data. Remember 
to use the resizing boxes so that 
you can see both windows. 

Working with Yo ur Mac 

Working with Mac Applications 

make quick edi ts. Similarly, you might save a Web page image to 
disk by using Microsoft Internet Explorer and then opening the 
saved image with Adobe Photoshop. 

Alas, you can 't open just any document with just any application. 
Every document is m<lrked ·with tags that indicate which applica
tion created the document and what kind of document it is. For 
example, a document created with M icrosoft Word uses the 
unique creator code MS\VD and the document type code 
\VDBN . Applications use these codes to determine which docu
ments they can handle. 

Drag-and-Drop 
O ne of the slickest ways to get data from one application to 

another is to use drag-and-drop. You can select something in 
one application and drag it onto another window in the same or 
different application. No need to use the Cut, Copy, or Paste 
commands; just a quick drag will do the trick. T he caveat is that 
the applications must support Nlacintosh drag-and-drop in order 
for this to work. Fornmately, most modern applications do sup
port it. 

Moving data with drag-and-drop 

1. Open a fi le tha t contains the data that you want to copy (see 

Figure 1 I .1 8). This data can be text, an image, sound, a 

Q uickTime movie, or a combination of these. In this exam

ple, I am moving a photo of a G3 Mac from Apple's Web 
site into a new PageMaker document. 

2. Open the document into which you want to move the da ta 
(see Figure I Ll9). 

3. Select the data that you want to move. 

4. Drag it into the receiving document's window (see Figure 
11.20). T he image is now in the PageMaker document just 
as if you had pasted it in. 
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FIGURE 11.18 

I want to use an image of the 
excellent G3 Macs in a 
PageMaker document. 

0 I want to use this graphic in a 
document 

FIGURE 11.19 

This new PageMaker document is 
ready to receive the image. 
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I FIGURE 11.20 

I dragged the image from 
Netscape Navigator on the left 
into PageMaker on the right. 

Copyright 

Remember that much information 
on the Web is protected by copy· 
right and can't be reused for non· 
private uses without permission. In 
my example, I am using an image 
from a MocWeek article as an 
example. This material is copyright
ed and so I can only use it for my 
own information. 
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Using Desktop Clippings 
Another way to move data is to create desktop clippings of the 
data that you want to use. All you have to do is drag data from 
an application's window onto your desktop. The Mac will auto
matically create a clippings fi le that contains the text, image, or 
sound that you dragged onto the desktop. You can open clip
pings files and drag them into other document windows to place 
that data in another document. 

Creating and using dippings file 

1. Open the document containing the data that you want to 
use. In this example, I will take part of the image that I cap
tured for Figure 11.1 8 and drag it into a Word document. 

l. Select the data that you want to make a clipping from (see 
Figure l l .2 1) . In Figure 11 .2 l , you can see a dashed box 
around my selection. 

3. Drag your selection to your desktop. Your Mac will auto
mati cally create a clipping fi le (see Figure 11.22). 
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4. O pen the clipping fi le to view it (see Figure 11.23). 

5. O pen the document into which you want to place the clip
pmg. 

6. Drag the clipping fi le onto the document's window and 
release the mouse button. T he clipping will become part of 
the document (see Figure 11 .24). 
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FIGURE 11.21 

The dotted marquee indicates 
that this image is selected. 

FIGURE 11.22 

The dipping file that was created 
by the Mac; this icon indicates 
that the clipping is a PICT graphic. 

Using dippings to capture 
information 

Another good use for clipping 
files is to capture email address· 
es, phone numbers, and other 
text snippets that you want to 
save. Just select the text and 
drag it onto your desktop. The 
dipping will store the informa
tion for you. You can then drag 
it into another document or 
view it as a clipping. 
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I FIGURE 11.23 

This dipping file contains a 

I picture_. ______________ _ 

FIGURE 11.24 

I 
The clipping file has been 
dragged onto the Word 
document 
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Exiting Applications 
No matter how usefu l an application is, the time will come when 
you must quit it. Quitting an application is usually simple: save 
what you're doing :md quit. 

Sometimes, however, applications won't respond to your input: 
the cursor wi ll freeze, or you'll watch a spinning wristwatch for 
20 mjnmes, or the application will otherwise indicate that it 
doesn't feel like doing anything useful at the moment. 
Sometimes, the progr:-~m's aberrant behavior ties up your whole 
Mac--not just the application that's misbehaving. To make mat
ters worse, because the application won't respond to you, it 
won't respond to your attempts to quit. 



Exiting Applications 

Forrunately, you can force the currently-running application to 
quit by pressing Command-Option-Esc. The Mac will ask if you 
really want tO quit the application; if you do, tl1e misbehaving 
npplication will be forced to quit-sometimes this won't work 
though and you are forced to restart your Mac. If it does work, I 
highly recommend that you save your work in other applications 
and restart your Mac immediately. After a force-qui t, the Mac 
OS is unstable, and will crash sooner or later. 

You may be wondering why you should bother to force-quit if 
you're just going to restart? \Vhy not just reboot the machine 
and save some time? First, if you have unsaved work in any open 
applications (otl1er than tl1e misbehaving application), tl1at work 
will be lost when you reboot. Secondly, doing a sudden, unex
pected restart can potentially damage system fil es or the fil e 
structure itself. I t's much better to restart gently. 

Don't usc the force-quit process unless you have no other 
choice. Nothing good ever comes ou t of it-except perhaps sav
ing documents opened in o ther applications. 
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CHAPTER 

Working with the 
Mac's Help Systems 

Learning about help systems in the Mac OS 

Understanding where and when to use each kind of 
Mac help 

Learning how to use the various kinds of help 
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A history of help 

Balloon help was introduced in Mac 
OS 7.0. AppleGuide was introduced 
in System 7.5. The Help Center and 
the Assistants were introduced in 
Mac OS 8. For Mac OS 8.5, the Help 
Center has been substantially 
expanded and refined. 

Workin g with Yo ur Mac 
- ----

Working with the Mac's Help System 

Finding Help Where You Need It 
As good as Mac OS 8.5 is, not every task that you want to 
accomplish is obvious. Sometimes, you will need help to do what 
you want to do. With iVIac OS 8.5, Apple has further refined the 
Mac's help systems. These help systems are the following: 

• Mac OS Help Center. The Mac OS Help Center has been 

grea tly improved for Mac OS 8.5 . T he H elp Center is a 

hyperlink-based system , which means that certain keywords 
are underlined, and you can click on them to move to a 

related area. The H elp Center works just like the ·world 

·wide Web does. H elp on a specific topic can include addi
tional information on that topic, information on related top

ics, or an AppleGuide link. 

• ApplcGuide. One o f the most innovative help systems ever 

created, AppleGuide goes beyond being an interactive help 
system. It is an r1ctive help system, meaning that AppleGuide 

literally shows you how to accomplish specific tasks. 

AppleGuide is still ava ilable within applications as it has 

been in past OS version, but it has also been integrated in 
Mac OS 8.5. Some links that you click will lead you into an 

AppleG uide for a task about which you are reading . 

• Balloon Help. Part of the Mac since System 7.0, Ba lloon 

H elp provides small "balloons" that provide snippets of 
information for interface items, menu commands, and other 

items with which you work. 

• Assistants. Mac OS 8.5 includes two Assistant<;. O ne 
Assista nt helps you configure your Mac while the other 
helps you configure your Mac to connect to the In ternet. 

Using the Mac's Help Center 
The Mac has always been a user- friendly system, which includes 
its help systems. Mac OS 8.5 conti nues this tradition. One of the 
newest help systems on the .Mac is its Help Center. T he H elp 
Center combines text in formation with hyperlinks as well as 
AppleGuide features. 
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Description: The Help Center is a hyperlink-based system that 
provides help on many aspects of the Mac OS. 

When to use: vVhen you need in-depth information on a topic 
and help performing a specific task, the Help Center should be 
your fi rst stop (particularly for those times you need more than a 
quick blurb on a topic). 

Pros: It provides lots of deta iled information on the OS, is easy 
to use, powerful (topic and text searches), and links to 
AppleGu ide. 

Cons: It only provides help on the OS so you wi ll need to use a 
different help system to get help on applications. 

T he Mac OS H elp Center provides th e following capabilities: 

• Topic help that you can browse. You can peruse a variety 
of help topics. V\Then you find one that interests you, you 
can click a hyperlink to move into increasing levels of detail 
on that topic. 

• T ext searching for h elp on specific topics. You can search 
for help by keywords. The H elp Center will rank resulting 
hits so that you can look in the most li kely topics first, hope
fully saving you some rime. 

• Links to AppleGuide. Many task links will lead you into an 
AppleGuide. 

• Intuitive interface . T he Help Center is very easy to use-if 
you have used a Web browser, you can use the Help Center. 
You can move from topic to topic or into the detail on a sin
gle topic with a single click. 

Understanding the Mac OS Help Center 
T he following fi les enable your Mac to provide the H elp Center: 

• Help folder. The Help folder withi n the System Folder 
contains all of the files needed for the H elp Center. Within 
this folder are th ree folders and one fi le. The Apple Help 
View folder contains the files associated with the Help View 
application. The Mac OS H elp folder contains the data fi les 
the Help Center uses to deliver help. The AppleScript H elp 
folder contains fil es needed to provide AppleScript help. 
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The Help Center stands alone 

At the moment, the Help 
Center only provides help with 
Mac OS topics. Unlike 
AppleGuide and Balloon Help, 
you won't find help on your 
favorite applications or utilities. 
Hopefully, some day all the 
Mac's help systems will be a 
single, integrated system, but 
for now you have to deal with 
multiple help systems. 

Help on help 

In the Apple Help Viewer folder 
is an AppleGuide for the Help 
Viewer. So the Mac OS even 
helps you use the help systems! 
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More help on the way 

While the current Help Center pro
vides only Mac OS 85 help, the way 
Apple has developed the system 
makes it possible for software devel· 
opers to add help for their applica
tions. Software developers could 
provide a folder of their own help 
files in the Mac's Help folder and 
provide the links within the applica· 
lion. Then you can access applica· 
lion help in the same manner as 
Mac OS help. 

HTMl 

HTML, or HyperText Markup 
Language, is the language of the 
Web. You willleam more about it in 
Part V, "Using Your Mac to Surf the 
Internet" 

Web help? 

If you have used a Web browser, 
the Help Center will look very famil
iar to you. Not only does the Help 
Center look like a Web browser, it 
works just like one, too. For exam· 
pie, check out the Forward and 
Backward buttons at the top of the 
window. 

FIGURE 12.1 

With the Mac's new Help Center, 
all the help you need is only a 
dick or two away. 

Backward 

Forward 

Main Help Page 

Search box 

0 Hyperlinks 
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The H elp Center fi le is ano ther data fi le that is used by the 

Help Center. 

• Help Viewer. The Help Viewer is the appl ication that you 

use to view the various help pages . I t is located in the Apple 

H elp Viewer folder. 

• Data files. T he Help Center uses lots of different data fi les 

in o rder to serve the help pages to you. Some of these are 

h tml pages, wh.ile others are fi les unique to the Hel p Viewer 

appl ication. 

Working with the Mac OS Help Center 
As a good help system should be, the Mac OS Help Center is 
very user fr iendly. It provides detailed help that is quite easy to 

access. 

Finding help in the Help Center 

1. C hoose Help Center from the H elp menu. You v•ill see the 

main Help Center screen (see F igure 12.1 ). You can either 

sea1·ch for specific help or use the Mac OS Help lin ks to 

browse available help topics. In tl-tis example, I'll search for 

specific help on listening to audio CDs. 

f 
Help J 
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He:lp Center 
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1. Type "Audio CO s" and click Search. You will see the Search 
Resul ts screen (see F igure 12.2). T he stars next to each title 

indicate how relevant tl1e Help Center thinks tl1at tl1e item 

is to your search words. 
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3. To read a particular help item, simply click on the under

li ned words. In this case, I cl icked on Listening to M usic 
CO s, and tl1e screen in F igm e 12.3 appeared. 

4. Read the help text. 

5. Click links tl1at say they will do something to open tl1e 
appropriate control (in th is example, "Open AppleCD 

Audio P layer for me"). When you click tl1e link, the H elp 

Center opens the Audio CD player. Sometimes, such a link 
will activate AppleGuide, which will guich:: you through the:: 
rest of the steps you need to take. 

6. To move back to earljer screens, click tl1e left arrow at the 

top of tl1e window. 

7. To move fonvard in the help screens, click the r ight arrow 
at tl1e top o f the window. 

8. To move to the main H elp Center page, click tl1e upward 
pointing arrow. 
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FIGURE 12.2 

This is the help that the Help 
Center has to offer on using 
audio CDs . 
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The Help Center provides lots of 
help with audio COs. 

The circle and the stop sign 

The red circle with the x in the cen· 
ter is a stop button. It stops any 
activity that is currently happening in 
the Help Center. The arrow wrapped 
in a circle is the Reload button, 
which reloads a page (to clear an 
error for example). 
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9. \iVhen you are clone getting help, qu it the Help Center by 
pressing Command-Q. Or you can leave it nmning in the 

background so that the next time you need it, it will be 

immediately available. 

Using AppleGuide 
AppleGuide has been around for a while, yet it is sti ll one of the 
most powerful and helpful help systems on any computer plat
form. Mac OS 8.5 continues the Mac's support of AppleGuide. 
You wlll also use AppleGuide when obtaining help under the 
Mac's H elp Center. 

Description: AppleGuide provides active help; AppleGuide 
menus appear on the desktop as well as in many applications. 

When to use: U se it when you need help on specific topics and 
tasks for the Mac OS or when you need help from within appJj
cations. 

P ros: It provides lots of detajled information on many topics; 
actually walks you through many tasks. 

Con s: It's not supported in all applications. 



Using AppleGuide 

T he great thing about AppleGuide is that it explains topics to 
you rmd then helps you accomplish those tasks by acwally per
forming the steps for you. You can also do topic searches, and 
you can browse for help. AppleGuide provides help from the 
desktop as well as from within many applications. It is easy to 
use, and is one of the most powerful and irmovative help systems 
on any computer platform. 

Understanding AppleCiuide 
Each application that supports AppleGuide comes with its own 
guide file that lives in the folder with the application (for exam
ple, the AppleCD Audio Player G uide fi le is in the Applications 
folder with the AppleCD Audio Player). T he Mac OS 8.5 fi les 
folders that enable AppleGuide are the following: 

• Apple Guide extension. T his extension provides the core 

AppleGuide services for M ac OS 8.5. 

• G lobal Guide Files folder. This folder, located in the 
Extensions folder, contains the AppleGuide files for some of 
the system level processes, such as the Color Guide and the 
Monitors G uide. 

• Application guide files. T here are lots of application guide 

files installed all over your system, one for each application 

thllt uses AppleGuide. 

Working with AppleCiuide 
You can get help from AppleGuide in several ways, including 
browsing or searching for a topic. After you click a topic on 
which you want help, AppleGuide begins to display help win
dows and special marks to show you whnt needs to be done. If 
you have trouble, AppleGuide performs tasks for you to show 
you bfYW it is done. 

Most AppleGuides have three basic modes of operation (see 
Figure 12.4). You can choose which mode to use by the large 
buttons at the top of the AppleGuide window. The modes are 
the following: 
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Don't move guide files 

If you move guide files from the 
folders containing the applica
tion, the AppleGuide will not 
work for that application. 
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FIGURE 12.4 

Many AppleGuides offer three 
modes of operation; this Guide is 
in the Topics mode. 

FIGURE 12.5 

Using AppleGuide in the index 
mode enables you to select a 
topic by alphabetical order. 
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• Topic. When you are in this mode, AppleGuide provides 

you with a list of topics in the left pane and specific ques
tions that you may want to answer in the right pane (see 
Figure 12.4). Click a question and then click OK to start the 

guide. 

• Index. In the index mode, you can see an alphabetical Hst of 

index items in the left pane. W hen you select an item, a 
list of questions to answer appears in the right pane (see 

Figure 12 .5). 
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• Sear ch. In the search mode, AppleGuide enables you to 
enter phrases to search for. After you enter a phrase in the 

left pane and click Search, you will see a list o f possible 
matches for your search phrase in the right pane (see 
Figure 12.6). Click on a match to start the guide, 
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\Vhile AppleGuide guides you, it prompts you for action with 
sever<1l elements that guide you to a pHticular menu or com
mand: 

• Coachmarks. Coachmarks are big red circles that 
AppleGuide draws to indicate menus that you need to open 

in order to accomplish a task (see F igure 12.7). 
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• Underlining. When you need to make a selection from an 
open menu, AppleGuide underlines the particular selection 
you need to choose. 
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FIGURE 12.6 

Searching AppleGuide for help 
with monitors. 

Limited modes 

Some AppleGuides only offer 
one mode. This type usually 
presents a single pane contain· 
ing a list of questions that you 
can click on to get help. 

FIGURE 12.7 

AppleGuide's hints are not subtle, 
just look at this coachmarl<. 
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AppleGuide shows you everything 
you need to know about the 
AppleCD Audio Player. 

Floating windows 

AppleGuide windows float, that is 
they are always foremost on your 
screen. Sometimes an AppleGuide 
window will cover the menus or 
dialogs that you need to complete 
the task. If that happens, just drag 
the AppleGuide window out of the 
way. 

-
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• AppleGuide windows. If you have trouble performing 
tasks, AppleGuide wi ll sometimes open an explanatory win
dow to help you understand what needs to be done. 

Using AppleGuide is very straightforward as a simple example 
will demonstrate. 

Finding help with AppleCuide 

1. Open an application that has an AppleGuide (try the 

AppleCD Audio Player on the Apple menu). 

2. Choose AppleCD Audio Player Gujde from the Help menu 

(if you are using a different application, look for an 
AppleGuide command from its Help menu). T he 

AppleGuide window will appear (see Figure 12.8). 
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3. Click a topic and click OK. You will see an AppleGuide win
dow that contains information for you to read. 

4. Follow AppleGuide's instructions to complete the task. 

When you complete a step described in a window, you need 
to cl ick the right o·iangle in the lower right corner of the 
AppleGuide window to move to the next step. If you have 
trouble completing a task, look for AppleGuide's marks to 

guide you. 
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Using Balloon Help 
Balloon H elp has been around since Mac O S 7.0, and it .is still 
part of Mac OS 8.5. Balloon H elp has its place; it is particularly 

useful for identifying what unlabeled buttons do (in those appli
cations that support it). Support for Balloon H elp has always 
been spotty, but there are a number of areas of M ac OS 8.5 and 
some applications tha t provide it for you. 

Description: When you point to certain elements (such as com
mands and buttons), Balloon H elp provides text snippets 
explaining what the element is used for. 

\Vhen to use : Use it, when you need to see what a particular 
button or command does. 

Pros: It's quick and easy to use, and a good memory prompter. 

C ons: It's not supported in many applications. 

Balloon H elp can often provide "quick and di rty" information 
on particu lar items to which you puilll. Huwt:vt:r, be forewarned 
that many applications do not support it and even when they do, 
the help offered in the balloons can be weak. In many ways, 
Balloon H elp is the least useful of the ways to get help. In fact, 
even some of Apple's own so ftware does not offer Balloon H elp. 
Sti ll, there are occasions when Balloon H elp can show you what 
you need to know, particularly if you need a quick reminder as to 
what a specific button or command docs. 

Understanding Balloon Help 
Balloon H elp has no separate fi les; it is integrated into the OS. 
T his means that i t is always on; there is no way for you to dis
able it. 

Using Balloon Help 
U sing Balloon H elp is about as easy as it can be. 
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AppleGuide support 

Not all applications support 
AppleGuide, but if they do, it 
will always be available under 
the Help menu. If you don't see 
an AppleGuide, you will have to 
make do with whatever help 
system is provided with the 
application. Sometimes, soft· 
ware manuladurers do not use 
AppleGuide because their prod· 
uds are cross·platfonn and 
AppleGuide is only available on 
the Mac Rather than develop· 
ing a help system for each plat
form, they develop a common 
help system for all versions of 
their applications. An example 
of this is Microsoft. While the 
help systems in Office for Mac 
98 and Office 97 for Windows 
are slightly different in appear
ance, the underlying help sys
tem is very similar. And, no, 
Microsoft does not support 
AppleGuide. 

AppleGuide is good, but... 

If you try AppleGuide a few 
times and either don't find it 
useful or it is not used in your 
favorite applications, consider 
disabling it since it does use 
some RAM if it is enabled. See 
Chapter 15, "Managing Your 
System Folder,· to learn how to 
disable extensions. 
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FIGURE 12.9 

Reading some Balloon Help for 
the AppleCD Audio Player. 

Balloons and Mac OS 

The Mac OS does provide Balloon 
Help in many areas, but certainly 
not all of them. It is a good idea to 
turn balloons on and move your 
arrow around the de.~ktop to see 
what help you can find there. 

The Finder does provide a basic 
level of Balloon Help for all soft
ware, but the Finder's help is mainly 
general information about windows 
and other interface elements (for 
example, if you point to a title bar in 
a documenrs window, Balloon Help 
will explain what a title bar is). 
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Getting help with Balloon Help 

1. C hoose Show Balloons from the Help menu. 

2. Point to items for which you want help. If the application 
supports Balloon Help, a balloon will appear providing an 

explanation of what you are pointing to (see Figure 12.9). 

3. Choose Hide Balloons to turn them off. 

Using the Assistants 
Mac OS 8.5 provides a couple uf applications that can help you 
configure certain setti ngs on your Mac. Cleverly enough, since 
these applications assist you, they are called Assistallts. 

T\vo assistant applications are provided 'vith Mac OS 8.5: Mac 
OS Setup Assistant and L1ternet Setup Assistant. Mac OS Setup 
Assistant helps you configure the general settings for your Mac. 
Internet Setup Assistant helps you configure your Mac to work 
with an existing L1temet account, and you can use it to obtain a 
new Luernet account and configure your Mac to use it. 

Description: Mac OS 8.5 comes with two assistant applications 
that help you configure your Mac. One assistant walks you 
through the setup of your Mac. T he other helps you configure 
your Mac for the Net. 

\Vhen to use: Usc it when you need to configure the general 
settings for your Mac or when you need to configure your Mac 
to connect to the Net. 

Pros: It's easy to use. 

Cons: I t has a limited application. 



Using the Assistants 

The Assistants are located in the Assistants folder that is on your 
startup disk (actually there is only an alias to the Internet Setup 
Assistant, wruch is located in the Internet folder). 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To leam about the huem et Setup Assistn11t, see Cbnptrr 2 J, "Co11necti11g Your Nine to 
tbeNet" 

Using the Mac OS Setup Assistant to configure your Mac 

1. The first time you start yom Mac after installing Mac OS 

8.5, the Mac OS Setup Assistant automatically opens (see 
Figure 12. 10). You can also open it at any other time by 

double-clicking its icon. 
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1. Click the right-facing triangle at the bottom of the window 

to begin. From that point on, you enter data and make 
choices as prompted by the Assistant. 

Even after you have configured yom Mac and have set it up for 
the Net, you may still :find uses for the Assistants. For example, 
you can start the Mac OS Setup Assistant up at any time if you 
want to update your configuration, if you prefer not to use the 
individual control panels. If you want to add a second Internet 
account, you can use the Internet Setup Assistant to help you set 
it up quickly. 
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FIGURE 12.10 

Using Mac OS Setup Assistant to 
configure a Mac. 

Assistants can be helpful 

Don't think of these Assistants 
only when first configuring 
your Mac. You can use them 
whenever you need to adjust 
settings. This will prevent you 
from having to work with the 
control panels themselves. 
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FIGURE 13.1 

The Appearance control panel 
provides extensive control over 
your desktop environment 

Customizing Your Mac Is Fun 

0 

O ne of the most appealing aspects o f the Mac has always been 
the capability to customize it to make it reflect your personali ty 

and the way you work. T he Mac O S has always included various 
tools that enable you to change the way yow· Mac looks and 
sounds. Mac OS 8.5 is no exception; in fact, there are some 
extensive improvements in this area. And, let's face it, it is just 
plain fun to remake your Mac in your own image. 

The Appearance control panel was introduced in M ac OS 8.0, 

bu t it has been significantly expanded for Mac OS 8.5 (see 
Figme J 3 .1). The most significant of these changes is that you 
can now use tbemes tha t provide a " look and feel" to your Mac's 

desktop, as well as the windows, icons, progress bars, soun ds, 
and so on . You can create and save different themes, combining 

different styles in each of these areas, and you can easily switch 

between tl1emes to quickly change a number of aspects of your 
Mac. 
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U nder Mac OS 8.5, the Appearance control panel enables you to 

customize tl1e following areas of your Mac: 

• Desktop 

• Appearance 

• Fonts 

• vVindow options 

• Sound effects 

• Themes 
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Customizing the Way Your Mac Looks 
Almost all Mac users love to tweak their Mac. W hether that 
means using a great photograph as a desktop, tweaking fonts 
used in menus, changing the highlight color, or a combination o f 
all of these, Mac users love to make their Macs look unique. 
After all , you have to spend a lot of time staring at your Mac, it 
might as well be pleasant for you. 

Adjusting Monitor Settings 
T he fundamental areas to adjust are the color depth and resolu
tion settings of your monitor. C olor depth affects the appearance 
of everything on your desktop because almost everything on the 
desktop uses color; using a color depth that is inappropriate for 
the graphics you are working with can make those graphics look 
poor, or at the least not as their creator intended. Adjusting the 
resolution of your monitor affects the way graphics appear, and 
it also determines how much desktop room you have to work in 
(and simultaneously how large or small objects on the desktop 
appear). 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To leam abo111 co/01· deptb am/ bo1v to set it, see page 176 

To leam about 1·esolution and bmv to set ii, see page t66 

Customizing the Desktop 
O ne of the most fun things to play around wi th is the appear
ance of your desktop. VVi th Mac OS 8.5, you can fill your desk
top with either desktop patterns or desktop pictures. Desktop 
patterns use color and shapes to fi ll your desktop ' vith (hopefu l
ly) pleasing textures and colors. Desktop pictures are photo
graphs that appear on your desktop. If you feel very artistic, 
you also can combine the two. 

Setting desktop patterns and pictu res is fun. You can make the 
argument that having a pleasant desktop will make you work 
longer and more efficiently, but that is a stretch given the 
amount of time that you are likely to spend playing around with 
your desktop! 
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Patterns everywhere 

The Mac has always used desk· 
top patterns. Of course, when 
the Mac was first created, it was 
strictly a black·and·white 
machine, so the possible pat· 
terns were somewhat limited. 
Now, you can use and make 
intricate patterns. 

Where did Desktop Pictures go? 

The Desktop Pictures utility in 
Mac OS 8.0 has been replaced 
with a tab on the Appearance 
control panel. You can use this 
to set either a desktop picture 
or a desktop pattern. 
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Desktop photos from the Net 

There are lots of images on the 
Internet that you can download and 
use as a desktop photo. As long as 
you use it for strictly personal use, 
you don't have to worry about 
copyright issues either. But if the 
image is part of a shareware collec
tion, make sure that you pay the 
shareware fee! 

Your own desktop photos from 
CD-ROM 

You can also have your photos 
developed on CD-ROM and then 
use the digital versions from the 
CD-ROM as desktop pictures. 

FIGURE 13.2 

You can set a desktop 
pattern with the Appearance 
control panel. 

Preview window 

Pattern name and size 

Available patterns 
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Setting the Desktop Pattern on Your Mac: 
Desktop patterns are somewhat more simple than desktop pic
tures since they usually involve basic shapes and colors rather 
th:m a full-blown image. Desktop patterns consist of smaller 
"squ::1rcs" of patterns that arc repeated to fill up the entire desk
top, much like a quilt is made of "squares" of material. These 
squares are usually either 16 x 16 pixels or 128 x 128 pixels 
"big." Mac OS 8.5 comes with a h1rge variety of desktop patterns 
that you can usc, or you can create your own patterns to use. 

Setting the desktop pattern on your Mac 

1. O pen the Appea ran ce control p:mel and click on the 
Desktop tab. You will see the Desktop Settings windo·w (see 
Figure 13.2). The window has two panes. In the left pane, 
you'll sec a preview of the pattern that is selected from the 
list in the right pane. Just below the preview, you' ll see the 
name of the pattern, its size in pixels, and its file size. 
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l. Use the scroll bar to scroll through available patterns in the 
right pane. 

3. Select a pattern and preview it in the left pane. 

4. Wl1en you fi nd a pattern that you want, click Set Desktop 
(see Figure 13.3). The desktop pattern you choose wi ll fill 
your desktop (see Figure 13.4). 
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5. Close the control p~ nel. 

Creating Your Own Desktop Pattern 
If you are the artistic type (which 1 am defi nitely not, as you can 
tell from the pattern I created in this section), you can cre<lte and 
use your own desktop patterns. 
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FIGURE 13.3 

The desktop pattern Mac OS 
Default is selected in the available 
patterns pane and is previewed in 
the left preview pane. 

____________ __J 

FIGURE 13.4 

From this desktop pattern, you 
can tell which operating system I 
prefer. 

Your own desktop photos from 
digital cameras or scanners 

If you have a digital camera or 
a scanner, you can create desk
top pictures from your own 
photos. For example, I use a 
digital camera to take photos 
during bike tours that I ride. I 
use these as my desktop pic
tures. They are a nice reminder 
of the life that exists away from 
the keyboard (which is needed, 
especially in the dead of the 
Indiana winter!). You can learn 
about digital cameras and scan
ners in Chapter 18, 
"Understanding and Using 
Input Devices." 
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FIGURE 13.5 

This pattern was created in Adobe 
Photoshop and was saved as a 
PI CT. 

FIGURE 13.6 

The file blob.PICT ha.s been 
dragged onto the preview win
dow; you now see it as a choice 
in the available patterns pane as 
well. 
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Creating and using your own desktop pattern 

1. Use a graphics program to create a 16 pixel x 16 pixel block 

(or 128 x 128, as long as it is square, it doesn't matter 
which). Save the fi le as a common desktop format, such as 
PICT (see Figure 13.5). 

l . D rag the fi le you created onto the preview window in the 

Appea rance control panel. You will see your pattern in the 
window (see Figure 13.6). 
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f Set Desktop I 

l . To apply your new creation to the desktop, click Set 
Desktop. Your pattern fi lls your desktop (see Figure 13.7). 
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4. Close the control panel. 

Setting a Desktop Pidure 
D esktop pictures are even more fun than desktop patterns. You 
can make your desktop into anything that you can picture (liter
ally). Photographs of scenery make excellent desktop photos as 
do photos from special occasions or even special people. Setting 
desktop pictures is also simple to do. 

Setting the desktop pidure on your Mac 

1. Open the Appearance control panel and click on the 
Desktop tab. You will see t.he tlt:sktop settings window (see 
Figure l3.2). 

l . Click Place Picture. You wi ll see the C hoose a File window. 
T he default folder is the Desktop Pictures folder in which 
there are a number o f pictures that you can use. 

3. Select a picmre that looks promising (try Golden Poppy) . 

4. To see a preview, cljck Show Preview (see F igure 13 .8). 
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FIGURE 13.7 

This pattern looks worse 
onscreen in color than it does in 
the book; I warned you that I am 
not an artist. 

Your own desktop photos from 
digital cameras or scanners 

If you have a digital camera or 
a scanner, you can create desk· 
top pictures from your own 
photos. For example, I use a 
digital camera to take photos 
during bike tours that I ride. I 
use these as my desktop pic
lures. They are a nice reminder 
of the life that exists away from 
the keyboard (which is needed, 
especially in the dead of the 
Indiana winter!). You can leam 
about digital cameras and 
scanners in Chapter 18, 
""Understanding and Using 
Input Devices.· 

Desktop pattern tips 

When selecting or creating a 
desktop pattern, keep the fol
lowing points in mind. Keep the 
pattern simple. Complex pat
terns can interfere with your 
ability to see things on your 
desktop. Use only a feo.v colors. 
Again, too many colors can 
make your desktop distracting 
rather than pleasing. Avoid lots 
of medium-sized graphics in a 
pattern. If you use a graphic 
that is about the same size as 
an icon, you will have an even 
harder time finding the real 
icons. Keep the "pattern" graph
ic significantly smaller or larger 
than the icon size that you use. 
You can also use a photo or a 
part of a photo as a pattern. 
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FIGURE 13.8 

l
The Choose a File dialog 
enables you to preview 
pictures that you might want 
to use. 

Preview of selected file 

Cut and Paste 

You can also select a pattern in your 
graphics program, copy it, and then 
paste it in the preview window of 
the Appearance control panel to 
apply it. When you do this, your 
new pattern won't have a name. 
Choose Pattern Name from the 
Appearance control panel's Edit 
menu to give it one. 

Choose a pattern 

You will find samples of patterns as 
you travel the Net and use various 
resources. You can paste these into 
the Appearance control panel just 
like you did wi1h your own creation. 
You can also cut out parts of other 
graphics (such as photos) to use as 
a pattern. 

Free photos 

Mac OS 8.5 comes with a number 
of pictures that you can apply to 
your desktop. These are stored in 
the Desktop Pictures folder that is 
within the Appearance folder that is 
within the System Folder. 

What is a picture? 

A picture can also be a drawing, 
painting. or even a frame that you 
capture from video. If you can ca(>
ture something in an image file, it 
can be a desktop picture. 

Cu stom izing Your Mac 
----

Changing the Way Your Mac Looks and Sounds 
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5. Wl1en you find something you like, click C hoose. You will 

return to the D esktop tab of the Appearance control panel. 

6. Use the Position pop-up menu to set the position of the 
photo. Your choices are the following: Position 
Automatically (the Mac does what it thinks best), Tile 

(which fi lls the screen with as many copies of the photo as 

are needed to fill the desktop) , Center (which places one 
copy of the image in the center of the desktop), Scale (which 

fills your deshop with the image, but keeps the image to 

scale), and Fill (which adjusts the photo as needed to fi ll the 

desktop). 

7. \Nhen you are satisfied with the position, click Set D esktop. 
The desktop picmre you choose will appear on the desktop 

(see Figure 13.9). 

Changing Icons 
T he Mac has been always been known by its icons. T hey appear 
everywhere on fi les, folders, disks, and so on. Everything that 
appears on your desktop can be represented with an icon. As 
with most things Macintosh, you can change the icons that are 
used on your own desktop. 

You learned about the Get Info command in Chapter 4, 
"Working with the Finder," but there is one more trick it does 
that I saved for th is ch<1ptcr. You can use it to ch:mge the icon 
that is used by the fi le, folder, or volume for which you arc get
t ing information . 
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You can easily copy and paste icons from one file or fo lder to 
another. You can also use a graphics program to create your own 

icons. The m<lin d ifference between creating icons and other 
g raphics is that icons are small , even at their la rgest size. H ere 
arc some th ings to keep in mind when you consider creating 

your own ICOns: 

• Size does matter. Icons arc tiny images. I n fact, you should 

create icons as images that arc 32 pixels wide by 32 pixels 

high. T hat is no t m uch room to work with . Even though 

you can 111<lgni fy them withjn your graphics application as 

you create them, keep in m ind that the icon ' vi ii be 32 x 32 
when it is displayed on the desktop. 

• Copy and create . You can copy icons from any fi le, fo lder, 

o r \'olumc into your g raphics program and modify them. No 

sense in starting from scratch if you don't have to. 

• Previews make g reat icons . Some fi le types, such as g raph

ics and Q uickTime movies, enable you to sec a thumbnail 

view of the fi le as its icon. T hese thumbnails are pa rticularly 
good sources of icon material for other fi les and fo lders. 
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FIG URE 13.9 

Ah, that's more like it 

Drag-and-drop 

You can also drag a picture file 
onto the preview window, just 
as you can do with a pattern. 

Picture formats 

You can use just about any 
standard graphic file format as a 
desktop picture. The formats 
you can use as desktop pictures 
indude the follm'ling: PIG, 
JPEG, TIFF, GIF, and so on. 
While you can't use formats 
that are proprietary to a graph
ics or image editing application, 
rnost of these applications 
enable you to save files in one 
of the "standard" graphic file 
formats. 

Picture sizes 

The size of the photo you use 
and the size of your desktop 
will affect how that image 
appears. For example, if you 
use a 640 x 480-sized image on 
a 832 x 624-sized desktop, it 
won't fill the screen using the 
default settings. You can use the 
Scale and Fill controls in the 
Desktop tab to fit the picture to 
the desktop (it will "stretch" a 
smaller image to fill a larger 
desktop. for example) in order 
to make the image look as you 
want it to (to fill the screen, for 
example). However, the image 
will look its best if it is sized 
property on its own so that your 
Mac does not have to "tweak" it 
to display it. 

If you have a small image, you 
can also tile it to make it fill the 
screen (although this can give 
you a headache if it is a com· 
plex image). 
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Patterns and pictures 

If you apply a pattern to your desk
top, and then apply a picture over it 
that does not fill the desktop, you 
will see the pattern around the 
edges of your photo. If you center 
the photo, you can use a pattern to 
create a nice frame around it. 

f iGURE 13.10 

This folder has a plain old 
folder icon. 

Icon editing box 

Picture combos 

You can also use an image editing 
program to combine mulliple pho
tos into a single desktop image. For 
example, if you have individual pho
tos of your favorite landmarks, you 
can paste them all into one image 
and use that to see all of them at 
once. 

A warning you can ignore 

When you set a desktop picture, 
your Mac warns you that it may 
cover the desktop pattern. Should 
you worry? No. 

Using your own photos 

To use your own photos, either 
place them in the Desktop Pictures 
folder or just move to the folder 
containing them from the Choose a 
File dialog. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Changing the Way Your Ma' Looks and Sounds 

T he firs t step-by-step in thjs section shows you how to use cut 
and paste to swap icons. In the following step-by-step, you will 
learn how to use icons that you can create in a graprucs program. 

Changing icons with Get Info 

1. Create or find a fi le, folder, or icon for which you want to 
change the icon. 

2. Select that file or folder and press Command-!. You 'll see 
the in fo window for that item (see Figure 13.10). In the 
upper-left comer of the window, you'll see the item's icon. 
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3. Find another icon that you want to use on this item, select 
it, and press Comm:md-I. 

4. Click on its icon to select it and press Command-C to copy 
it to the clipboard. 

5. Move back to the first item's info window. 
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6. C lick the old, bori ng icon to select it and press Command
V. The icon that you copied will be pasted over the current 
one (see Figure 13.11). 

7. Close the info window. T he item will now have the image 
you pasted as its icon (see Figure 13.12). 
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Copying and pasting icons is all well and good, but who wants to 

just use someone else's work? You can create your own icons as 
well. 

Creating a custom icon 

I. Using your favorite graphics program, create a graphic that 
is 32 pixels wide by 32 pixels high (see Figure 13.13). 
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FIGURE 13.11 

This is the same folder as in 
Figure 13.10, but notice that it 
now sports a nice picture as an 
icon instead of the generic folder. 

FIGURE 13.12 

This folder now has a nice
looking custom icon. 
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I FIGURE 13.13 

Unfortunately, my icon art isn't 
any better than my pattern art 
was. 

FIGURE 13.14 

I am not sure that this custom 
icon is what anyone would call an 
improvement, but at least you get 
the idea. 

Keep your pictures moving 

You can have your Mac randomly 
select and display a desktop picture 
so that each time it starts you see a 
different image on your desktop. 
This is really neat and is simple to 
do. Instead of moving a single 
photo onto the preview window, 
drag a folder containing photos 
onto it. Your Mac will randomly 
choose an image from this folder 
and display it in the window. Set the 
desktop picture. The next time you 
start your Mac, it will select another 
photo from that folder and display 
that photo on your desktop. Each 
time you start your Mac. you are 
treated to a new desktop image (it 
randomly selects a photo from the 
folder you dropped on the preview 
window). 

Customi zing Your Ma c 
-------------------

Changing the Way Your Mac Looks and Sounds 

]. W hen you are done, select your image and copy it to the 

clipboard. 

3. Move to the item for which you wt1nt to create a custom 

icon and open its info window. 

4. Select its icon and paste the icon from the clipboard over it. 

You will sec your new icon in the icon editing box. 

5. Close the info window. You will see that the item now has 
your custom icon (see Figure 13. J 4) . 

• untilled folder I 

~ 

Customizing Menus, Highlight Colors, and Other 
Graphic Elements 

You can set the appearance of menus, icons, windows, and con
trols, as well as the highlight color your Mac uses. With Mac OS 
8.5, Apple has introduced some new terminology that you 
should understand: 

• Appearance. Appearance is the term Apple applies to the 
general look of menus, icons, windows, and controls. 

• High ligh t. T his is the same as in previous versions; it is the 

color something turns when you select it. 

• Vad ation. T he variation color is used for emphasis in con
trols and menus. 

Setting these elements is stn1ightforward. 
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Setting appearance 

1. Open the Appearance control panel. 

2. Click the Appearance tab. You will see the Appearance 
controls (see Figure 13 .15). 
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3. Choose the Appearance that you want from the Appearance 
pop-up menu. At the time of this \VTiting, it wasn't clear if 
more than one Appearance scheme will be provided with 
Mac OS 8.5. If you only see Apple platinum, then you can't 
make any other selections. However, there will likely be sever
al appearance schemes from which you can choose; Apple plat
inum will likely be most moderate choice. T he other options 
will be more "colorful." There are several appearance schemes 
from which you can choose; Apple platinum is the most mod
erate choice. The other options are more "colorful." 

4. Choose the Highlight color you want to use from the pop
up menu. If you choose Other, you will move into the Color 
Picker, which you can use to create a custom highlight color. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To learn about the Color Picker, see page 176 

5. Choose the emphasis color for menus and controls from the 
Variation pop-up menu. 

6. C lose the control panel. Your new appearance scheme will 
be applied to the desktop (see Figure 13.17). 

Customizing Window Options 
The Appearance control panel also enables you to change some 
standard window behavior with the Options tab. 

SEE ALSO 
>- To leam about windrrdl options, see page 4 2 
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FIGURE 13.15 

Setting the Appearance with the 
Appearance control panel. 

Where to get pictures? 

II you don't have a digital cam
era or a scanner, you may won
der where you can get new 
photos to 1/y. The answer is the 
Internet (where else?). There 
are many places from which 
you can download general 
images as well as those that are 
created to be used as desktop 
pictures. 

Dump the picture 

You can remove a desktop pic
ture by clicking the Remove 
Picture button. You will then see 
the desktop pattern instead. 

There is another way 

You can also use the resource 
editing utility, ResEdit, to create 
your own custom icons lor any 
file, folder, or volume. It isn't 
terribly difficult to do so, bull 
don't have room in this chapter 
to show you how (my editor 
yells at me when chapters get 
too long). Check out a good 
ResEdit book. such as Zen and 
the Aft of Resource Ed1ting, to 
learn about this. 
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FIGURE 13.16 

This desktop has the Gizmo 
appearance scheme applied; it 
certainly lives up to its name (this 
was part of an early beta version 
of Mac OS 8.5, it may not be part 
of the final version). 

Reverting to the original icon 

If you don't like the changes you 
have made to an icon, you can 
select it in the Get Info window and 
press Command·X or choose Clear 
from the Edit menu to remove the 
rustom icon. The icon will revert to 
its original one (which is actually 
stored in the file's resource fork). 

Icons, icons everywhere 

Just like desktop pictures, you will 
find collections or icons that you 
can use with the cut·and·paste 
method. You can find lots of these 
at your favorite Mac sites on the 
Net 

FIGURE 13.17 

Using the Fonts tab of the 
Appearance control panel, you 
can set the font type and size that 
your Mac uses. 

. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Changing the Way Your Mac Looks and Sounds 

Customizing Fonts 
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You can also use the Appearance control panel to set the fonts 
that your Mac uses on the desktop and menus. 

0 

Customizing fonts 

1. Open the Appea rance control panel and cl ick the Fonts r.1b 
(see Figure L3. I 7). 
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l. Set the menu and headings font with the Large System Font 
pop-up menu. 

3. Set the font for text and labels with the Small System Font 
pop-up menu. 

4. Set the font used in list views and for icons witl1 tl1e Views 
Font pop-up menu. 

5. Set the size of the font used in L ist view. 

6. If you want the fonts to appear as smooth as possible, check 
tl1e "Smooth all fonts on screen" check box and set the size 
that you want your Mac to begin smooming the fonts. 

7. C lose tl1e control panel. Your font selections wi ll be used. 

Customizing Numbers 
You can set the default appearance of numbers on your Mac 
through the Numbers control panel (see Figure 13.18). 
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Setting the format of numbers on your Mac 

t. Open the Numbers control panel. 

r
, .... _ - -l 

11.23456 

l . Choose ilie country format you want to use from the 
N umber Format pop-up menu (you ca n choose C ustom to 
create your own format). 

3. Set ilie separators that you want to usc. 

4. Set the currency symbol and location with the Currency 
con trols. 

5. C lose the control panel. 
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High resolution 

If you use a high resolution on 
your monitor, it makes the 
items on your desktop seem 
smaller. If the fonts in the List 
view get too hard to read, you 
can use the Appearance control 
panel to increase their size. 

FIG URE 13 .18 

The Numbers control panel 
enables you to set the default 
format of numbers. 

Font smoothing 

Font smoothing. also called 
anti-aliasing. makes large sizes 
of fonts look less bitmapped 
and thus more smooth. Why 
wouldn't you want this always 
on? Because it requires "extra" 
resources for your Mac to 
smooth foniS. This can slow 
down the general performance 
of your Mac when it opens win
dows and redraws the screen. 
The surest way to tell if the per
fonnance hit is perceptible is to 
try it and see. 
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U.S. -centric 

If you use US. standards for num
bers and currency, you don't need 
to change the settings in the 
Numbers control panel because 
they are U.S. standard by default. 

FIGURE 13.19 

Setting sound with the Monitors & 
Sound control panel. 

Volume controls 

Many applications also have their 
own volume controls, such as 
MoviePiayer, AppleCD Audio Player. 
and Apple Video Player. These vol
umes "build" off the volume set in 
the Monitors & Sound control panel. 
If you can't get enough volume 
while using an application, check 
the Monitors & Sound control panel 
to make sure that the system vol
ume isn't set too low. 

Customizing You r Mac 
-----

Changing the Way Your Mac Looks and Sounds 

Customizing the Way Your Mac Sounds 
Changi ng the way your Mac looks is only half the fun-the Mac 
is a multimedia machine after al l. There are a number of ways 
that you can use sound on your Mac. In this section, you will 
learn how to do just that. 

Adjusting Sound 

0 

You control the basic sound of your Mac through the Mon itors 
& Sound control panel. 

Adjusting sound parameters with the Monitors & Sound control panel 

I. Open the Monitors & Sound control panel. 

2. Click the Sound button (see Figure 13 .19). 
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3. Usc the Computer System Volume slider to set the general 

volume of your system (or click the Mute check box if you 
want your machine to be silent). 

4. Choose the Sound Output Quality from the pop-up menu. 
T he higher the quali ty, the more resources are requi red to 

play the sound back. U nless your Mac is just limping along, 
lenve this set at its highest setting. 

5. Adj ust the sound bnlance between left and right spea kers 

with the Computer System Balance slider. 
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6. Choose a sou nd monitoring source with the Sound 
Monitoring Source pop-up menu . You wil l see several 

options, depending on your Mac. T hese include: C D , which 

takes input from the CD-ROM drive, Sound in, which takes 
sound from the microphone, RCA In, which takes sound 

from an AV board, and N one, which disables any sound 
input. T his setting determines what sound is recorded when 

you use any sound capture utility. 

7. C lose the control panel. 

Customizing Sound Effects 
With Mac OS 8.5, you can apply a variety of sound effects to 

different actions. 

Setting sound effects 

1. Open the Appearance control panel. 

2. C lick the Sound tab (see Figu re 13.20). 
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3. Choose a soundtrack from the Sound track pop-up menu. 
As with the appearance schemes, it wasn't clear which sound 
effect sets Apple would include with the final version of 
Mac OS 8.5. \Vith beta versions, the soundtrack choices 
included G izmo, H igh-Tech, and Platinum. T he Platinum 
Sounds sound track will definitely be installed, so you wi ll 
definitely be able to use it. 

4. Check the boxes for the actions for which you want sound 
effects (Menus, Windows, Controls, or Finder). 

5. Close the control panel. 
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Sound source 

You can also select a sound 
source from the Control Strip 
module. If you switch bel\veen 
sources regularly, use the 
Control Strip module because it 
is the fastest way to do so. 

FIGURE 13.20 

You can add sound effects to 
different actions with the 
Appearance control panel. 

A well coordinated Mac 

Notice that the available sound-
track correlates with the choices 
you had with the Appearance 
pop up menu. These sound 
tracks have been designed to 
•match" the appearance 
schemes. If you want your Mac 
to be truly sound-coordinated, 
select the soundtrack that 
matches your appearance 
scheme. 
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Sounds are good, or are they? 

You may find that these sounds are 
neat when you first tum them on. 
but after you have opened a win
dow for the hundredth time, you 
may grow tired of them. Usually 
with sound, you want to have it be 
an occasional blip to reflect some 
significant event, rather than a con
tinual stream of sound effects. But, 
try them for yourself to see what 
you like. 

FIGURE 13.21 

You can use the Monitors & 
Sound control panel to set alert 
sounds. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Changing the Way Your Mac Looks and Sounds 

Customizing the Alert Sound 

Cl 

You are probably familiar with the quack, beep, and other alert 
sounds that your Mac makes when it wants to get your attention. 
T hese sounds are fun to play with, and your Mac comes 
equipped with a number from which you can choose. In this sec
tion, you'll learn how to choose an alert sound, how to record 
your own, and where alert sounds are stored on your ?viae. 

Setting Alert Sounds 
You probably already know how to change your alert sound, but 
just in case you don't, here's how. 

Setting alert sounds 

1. Open the Monitors & Sound control panel. 

l. Click the Alerts button (see F igure 13.2 1). 

8 
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3. Click the sound you want to use from the A.Jert Sound win

dow. You are o·eated to a sample alert. 

4. Adjust the sound level of the alert with the slider. T his adds 
to the system lever sound that you set with the Sound but
ton. If you really crank the system volume up and also the 

alert volume, that quack might knock you out of your seat. 

5. Close the control panel. 

Recording Your Own Alert Sounds 
After a while you may get tired of using the same old alert 
sounds. If so, add your own. You can record an alert sound from 
any sound source from which you can record. T hese include 
audio CDs, the microphone, QuickTime movies, and so on. 
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T here are also several different ways to record alert sounds as 
well. T hese include the following: 

• Monitors & Sound control panel 

• SimpleSowlCI utility 

• MoviePiayer (wid1 QuickTime Pro) 

• SimpleText 

SEE ALSO 

,.. 1o /cam bow to record rm alert s01mrl from rm audio CD, sec page 2 24 

The following step-by-step shows you how to record an alert 
sound with the SimpleSound, but all the memods work similarly. 

Recording and adding your own alert sound by using SimpleSound 

I. Open the .Monitors & Sound control panel, click the Sound 

button, and choose the sound monitoring source from me 

pop-up menu. I f you have a microphone on your Mac, use it 
for this step-by-step by choosing Sound ln. If you don't have 

a microphone, record an alert sound from a CD instead (you 
can find out how in Chapter 10, "\!\forking with 
Multimedia"). 

2. Close the .Monitors & Sound control panel. 

3. Choose SimpleSound from the Apple menu. You will see me 

Alert Sounds window (see Figure J 3 .22). 
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4. Click Add. You will see me recording tool (see Figure 
l 3.24). 

5. Cli ck me Record button and make your sound. 

6. \!\Then you are done, click me Stop button. 

8 
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Stating the obvious 

Of course you have to have a 
Mac with a microphone or 
other sound input to record a 
sound. 

FIGURE 13.22 

The Alert Sounds window enables 
you to record your own alert 
sounds. I 
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FIGURE 13.23 

You will see this recording tool in 
a number of places, including the 
SimpleSound utility, Simple Text. 
and other applications. 

FIGURE 13.24 

Using SimpleSound, I added a 
new alert sound, called STOP IT, 
to my Mac. 

Sounds to use? 

There are lots of sound formats 
around that you can use, so how do 
you know what you can use as an 
alert sound? Just try double-clicking 
it If it plays without launching an 
application, you can use it as an 
alert sound. These files have the 
icon shown in Figure 13.26. 

I 
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7. Click the P lay button to preview your new alert sound. If it 
isn't good enough, click Record and try again. 

8. vVhen you are ready to move on, click Save. In the resulting 
dialog, name your new alert sound and click OK When you 
return to the Alert Sotmds dialog box, you will see your new 

sound added to the list (see Figure 13.24). 

ft le rl JOUI!dS 8 

. 
Simple Deep 
SO'SUml 
$TOP IT . 
~ [ Remuuu I 

9. Close the Alert Sounds dialog. T he next time your Mac 
needs your attention, it will play the alert sound that you 
just recorded. 

Adding Other Alert Sounds 
To add a new alert sound, you don't have to record it yourself. 
You will find lots of sounds on the Net and other places that you 
can use as alert sounds. T he only requirement is that the file be 
a System 7 type sound. T here are lots of those floating around, 
and there are applications that you can use to convert sounds 
into System 7 sounds (such as QuickTime Pro, for example). 

SEE ALSO 

~ To /enm IJOlv to co7WCI1 n somul imo r1 System 7 souud by using MoviePlt1yc7· ?7'0, see 
page 2 14 

Adding an alert sound that you don't record 

1. Find the sound that you want to use (see Figure 13.26). 
Suitable fi les have an icon with a speaker on it. 
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2. Quit all open applications (othen vise you won't be able to 

modify the System fi le which you will learn about in the 
next section). 

3. Drag the sound fi le into the System Folder; click OK when 

your Mac asks if it is OK if it puts this file in the System fi le. 

4. U se the Monitors & Sound control panel to choose the new 

sound as your alert sound. 

Beating the System 
The System fi le (which actually is a suitcase) is used to store the 
sounds that are available as system alerts, as well as the various 
keyboard layouts tha t you can use with your /VIae. If you open it, 
you will see the items that are available (see Figure 13.26). 
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You can see in Figure 13.27 that the alert sow1d I recorded ear li
er is in this file. You can manually drag sound files in and out of 
the System fi le to install or remove them. 

Customizing Your Mac's Voice 
Using its Text-to-Speech capa bilities, your Mac can read text in 
a document to you, as well as reading text in alerts and dialog 
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FIGURE 13.25 

I recorded this sound in the 
previous step-by-step. 

FIGURE 13.26 
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The System file-also known as 
the System suitcase-contains 
your alert sounds and keyboard 
layouts. 
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Text-to-Speech 

To have your Mac read to you, you 
must have installed Text-to-Speech 
when you installed Mac OS 8.5. If 
the steps in this section don't work. 
read Appendix A, "Installing and 
Maintaining the Mac OS," to learn 
how to install system components. 

FIGURE 13.27 

Your Mac can talk to you; you 
use the Speech control panel to 
tell it how and when you want it 
to talk. 

Make your own phrases 

If you choose Edit Phrase List and 
then Add, you can type your own 
phrase for the Mac to speak. Use 
the speaker icon to hear your Mac 
read the phrase, and if you like it, 
click OK. Your new phrase will 
appear on the Speak the Phrase 
pop-up menu. 

Both works too 

If you have both the "Speak the 
phrase· and "Speak the alerf' check 
boxes checked, your Mac will first 
read the phrase and then the text in 
the dialog. 
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boxes. Your Mac has a number of voices that it can use to speak 
to you. T here is just someth ing cool about hearing your Mac 
speak. Hear it for yourself. 

SEE ALSO 

)loo To lwn1 nbout speaking C011111lfl1JIIs to yom· i\lfac, see pnge 409 

Controlling how your Mac speaks 

0 

1. Open the Speech control panel. 

l . To make your Mac speak the text in dialogs and aler ts, 
choose Thlking Alerts from the Options pop-up menu. 
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J. To have the Mac speak a specific phrase for each alert, cl ick 
the "Speak the plu·ase" check box and choose the phrase that 
the Mac should spe<lk from the pop-up menu. Choose Next 
in the list or Random from the list to have your Mac choose 
a different phrase each time. 

4. To have the Mac speak the text in alert boxes, dick the 
"Speak the alert" text box. 

5. Set an interval for the Mac to wait before it begins speaking 
the alert or text. T his interval is the time between the 
moment when the dialog appears on your screen and when 
your Mac begins to speak. 

6. Set the voice your Mac uses by choosing Voice from the 
O ptions pop-up menu; then select a voice from the Voice 
pop-up menu. 

7. Adjust the rate at which the voice speaks by using the slider. 

8. Listen to the voice by clicking the speaker icon. 

9. 'i\Then you are done, close the control panel. 
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Putting It All Together with Themes 
Themes, a new feature for .Mac OS 8.5, enable you to store all 
your appearance customizations (appearance of menus, fonts, 
desktop pictures, sound effects, and so on) in a single place. You 
can then switch between sets of customizations (themes) by sim
ply changing the theme you are using. Themes enable you to 
quickly change many aspects of your Mac because you don't 
have to change all o f the individual settings. You can use the 
themes that came with Mac OS 8.5, and you can create your 
own themes by creating and saving your own customized 
appearance settings. 

Choosing a Theme 
Choosing a theme is simple, and you probably noticed that the 
Appearance control panel has a Themes tab. 

Choosing a theme 

1. Choose Appearance from Control Panels on the Apple 
menu. You will see the Appea rance control panel <lga in; this 
time, click Themes (see Figure 13.28). You will see a list of 

available themes. 

t urn:n l llnmu:; t urr(lnt \ M Un y1-

l Saue T11eme ... l 

l . Scroll to the right in the window unti l you see a theme that 
you want to try. 

3. Click on the theme. Your desktop is transformed from 
something like that in Figure 13.30 to that in Figure 13 .3 1. 
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Installing themes 

Some themes may not be 
installed by default when you 
run the Mac OS Install program. 
When you open the Mac OS 
8.5 CO-ROM, look for a folder 
called Drag to System Folder. 
Open this folder and drag all 
the files you see onto your 
closed System Folder. When 
your Mac asks you if it should 
put these items in the right 
folder, answer OK. Any themes 
in this folder will now be avail
able to you in the Appearance 
control panel. If you don't see 
this folder on your Mac OS 8.5 
CD-ROM, don't worry about il 
The themes were probab~· 
installed in your System Folder 
already. 

FIGURE 13.28 

You can use the Themes pane of 
the Appearance control panel to 
set a theme for your Mac. 
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FIGURE 13.29 

A desktop with the Mac OS 
Default theme applied. 

More on coordination 

The Gizmo Zone theme uses the 
Gizmo appearance set and the 
Gizmo Sounds soundtrack to 
achieve this delicate balance of 
subtle design. 

FIGURE 13.30 

The same desktop with the Gizmo 
in the Zone applied. 
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4. C lose the control panel. 

Saving Themes 
You are a Mac user. Why should you use themes created by 
others? You have to be you, right? W ith Mac OS 8.5, you can 
be. Once you have developed a look and feel that you like, you 
can save all of your settings (appearance, fonts, desktop, sound, 
and options) as a theme. You can create multiple themes and 
switch between them whenever the mood strikes. 

Creating, saving, and using a custom theme 

1. Use the Appearance control panel to adjust any aspect of the 
interface that you want to (use the previous sections in this 
chapter to do so). 

l . W hen you have tweaked everything to your satisfaction, 
click Save T heme. 

3. Name your theme and click OK Yom theme will now be 
part of the available themes list (see Figure 13.32). It will 
also be applied to your desktop. 

Curren I Theme: 111£ UlliMRT£ UI[ M£ 
To cru~• • rtJN lhell'lt , nodJfy In, Mttlft;, In tiM fti!Wir'IQ *t!tu. 

4 . Close the conrrol panel and enjoy (see Figure 13.33). 
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Themes 

Eventually, you will be able to 
find and use themes that other 
people have created, but that 
weren't included with Mac OS 
8.5. Then you can place theme 
files in the Theme Files folder 
that is in the Appearance folder 
in the System Folder. Once you 
have done so, you'll be able to 
choose that particular theme, 
just as you now use the themes 
that came with Mac OS 85. 

Removing themes 

You can remove a theme from 
the list by selecting it and press
ing Delete. 

FIGURE 13.31 

The Ultimate Theme combines 
the best (or worst?) of everything. 

Where did my theme go? 

If you open the Themes folder 
to look for your new theme, 
you won't see it It is part of the 
file called Custom Themes. 
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FIGURE 13.32As with the 
appearance schemes, it 
wasnft clear which 
sound effect sets Apple 
would include with the 

Customizing Yo ur Mac 

Changing the Way Your Mac Looks and Sounds 

Being able to change the way your Mac looks and sounds is one 
of the most fun parts of using a i\IIac. With Mac OS 8.5, the 
amount of control you have over the "personality" of your Mac 
is even greater than it has been in the past. Even better, themes 
enable you to make major changes to all aspects of your Mac's 
appearance with a single mouse click. For those of us who like to 
customize our Macs, life is good. 
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Physical RAM 

Physical RAM refers to the RAM 
chips that are installed in your Mac. 
There is also virtual RAM which is a 
means by which your Mac simulates 
physical RAM by using its hard disk 
to store data. Physical RAM is much 
faster and more reliable than virtual 
memory. 

Types of RAM chips 

Although all Macs use RAM, they 
don't all use the same kind of RAM. 
As with all other kinds of hardware. 
the speed and size of RAM chips 
have increased over the years. 
There are lots of different types of 
RAM chips around, and each Mac 
model uses a specific kind. When 
looking at RAM chips listed in a cat
alog or in the specifications for a 
computer, you will see terms such 
as SIMM (Single lnline Memory 
Module), DIMM (Duallnline 
Memory Module), and so on. 

RAM and your Mac 

You don't need to think about the 
particular kind of RAM chip that 
your Mac uses beyond ensuring that 
if you add RAM to your Mac, you 
get the right type of chip for your 
particular machine. There are charts 
and databases that will tell you 
which kind of chips your Mac uses, 
but there is an easier way than find
ing one of those. Simply ask the 
vendor from whom you purchase 
the RAM. It should be able to tell 
you what kind of RAM chips you 
need. One of the best RAM 
vendors around is The Chip 
Merchant at ht tp: //wml . 
t hechipmerchant .com. 
If you need RAM, this is the 
place to go. 
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Understanding Memory 
Using a Mac involves using software to control hardware, and 
the hardware on which you run your software largely determines 

how well that software works. In order for you to be as produc

tive as possible, both the hardwa re and software components of 
your system have to be workjng in synch or your M ac will no t 

perform the way you want it to. 

The most important aren of trus hardware/software symbiosis is 

your Mac's memory, particularly its Random Access M emory 
(RAM). RAM affects everything you do with your M ac. N ot 
having enough RANI installed or not knowing how to properly 

manage the RAM that you do have will hamper your productivi

ty, not to mention making you frustrated with your machine. 
M ac O S 8.5 provides several tools that you can use to manage 
your Mac's memory. L earning tO use these tools effectively will 
help you be more productive and to better know how to prevent 

or solve lots of problems. 

There are other sorts of memory that have an impact on your 
Niac's performance, such as its processor cache, but you can't 

control how these areas of memory work. You pretty much use 

them as they are. T he only way to change them is tO increase the 
amount avai lable to your M ac through a hardware upgrade. 

In thjs chapter, you will learn how to manage your iVIac's memo
ry resources. But before you get into the "how co," a bi t of 
explanation of "why to" is in order. 

Understanding Physical RAM 
In a nutshell, R.A.i\11 is an area in which your Mac stores da ta that 
it is working with . Data sto red in RAM is only temporary, it is 
constantly replaced by new, updated information as your Mac 
continues to work. T hink of RAM as your Mac's data holding 
tank, and you won't be fa r off. 
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Forrunately, you don 't have to understand all the intrica te details 
of how your Mac works with its RAM. H owever, in order to be 
able to effectively manage your Mac's RAM, you do need to have 
a general understanding of how RA.t\1 is used in order to recog
nize when and why you need to use Mac OS 8.5 's memory man
agement tools. 

Your Mac works with lots and lots of data. T his includes all sor ts 
of data, such as data in documen ts, the data that makes up an 
application, and of course, the data that makes up Mac OS 8.5 
itself. RAiVI is the area in which yom Mac stores the data while 
its processor works with that data. 

RAM is very fas t memory so that your Mac's processor isn't 
slowed by havin g to store data to slower media, such as your 
hard disk. As your M ac reads data from a long-term storage 
media, such as a hard disk, it loads that data into its RAM and 
manipulates it. \Vhen the processor is "done" with data, it stores 
it in a long-term memory device such as a hard drive. The M ac 
is constantly moving data to an d from RA.t\1 as it moves data to 
and from tl1e processor. 

The more RAM a Mac has, tl1e faster it can provide more data 
to its processor and the better it performs because the Mac has a 
larger area in which to store data as it works with it. This also 
means that your Mac has to spend less time writing data to and 
reading data from slower devices such as hard or floppy disks. 

If the RAM avai lable to your Mac or a particular application is 
not sufficient for the Mac to load all of the data it needs into 
RAM, then the M ac or the application becomes slow, unstable, 
or it won't nm <lt all . 

Now that you understand what your Mac uses RAiVI for, you 
need to have some idea of how your Mac uses it. Each process 
that runs on your Mac uses some amount of RAlvl (remember 
that RAM is where the data tl1at your Mac's processor is using is 
stored). As a process is started, your Mac allocates a certa in 
amoun t of RAM for the data that needs to be stored for that 
process to run. For example, when you launch an application 
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ROM? 

Another kind of memory that 
your Mac uses is called Read 
Only Memory (ROM). You can 
only read data from ROM (thus 
the name). Data stored in ROM 
is physically stored in the 
memory chip rather than as a 
temporary electronic construct, 
as it is in RAM. So you can't 
change the information that is 
stored in your Mac's ROM. 

ROM is used to store the soft· 
ware that enables your Mac to 
load its operating system. 
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Batteries included 

Since all its RAM is wiped clean 
when you turn it off. you may be 
wondering how your Mac "remem
bers" certain things, such as the 
time. There is a small area of RAM 
in which your Mac stores certain 
information such as the tirne, date, 
and other parameters that need to 
be retained when your Mac's power 
is off. This RAM is called Parameter 
RAM or PRAM. A battery in your 
Mac keeps power flowing to your 
Mac's PRAM even when the Mac is 
turned off so that the data stored in 
PRAM is always available. 
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such as SimpleText, your Mac devotes a certain amount of RAM" 
to it. The processor stores all of the data needed to run that 
application in the area of RAM devoted to that application. T his 
area is called the application's RAM a/locatio11. Each application 
on your Mac, including the system itself, must have RAM allo
cated to it to run. 

T hink of the RAM on your Mac as a pie. As a process starts up, 
your Niac takes a piece of the R.A.t\11 an d provides it to that 
process. vVhen the next process starts , it takes another piece, and 
so on. Once all o f the RAM is allocated (all the pieces of the pie 
are gone), your Mac cannot start any more processes. If you have 
ever been unable to open an application and have seen a message 
saying that there is not enough memory to open it, this is exactly 
what happened- tl1ere was not enough pie for tl1e application 
you were oying to open. 

U nlike a piece of pic, which never can be put back into tl1e pie 
again, a piece of RAM pie goes back into tl1e pie as soon as the 
process that was using it stops. Thus, if you see an out-of-mem
ory error message and then quit some other processes (applica
tions for ex:-~mp le), you may be able to open that additional 
application since more R.Al\II wi ll now be available to be allocat
ed to it. 

T he amount of RAM allocated to an application greatly affects 
how that application works in terms of speed and stabili ty. Starve 
an application for RA.i\1., and it becomes slow, unstable, or limit
ed in what it can do. Give tl1at same application plenty of RAM, 
and it wi ll hum along. 

Also understand tl1at RAM must have power to it in order to 
store data. \ l\1hen the power to RAM: goes away, so does any data 
stored there. Unlike long-tem1 media, such as hard drives, RAM 
has no media on which to hold data witl1out power. This is why 
you must save a document to a hard disk or other media in order 
to be able to :-~ccess it again. If you were to leave tl1at document 
only in RAM, it would disappear as soon as you quit the creating 
application (when an appl i c:-~ti on is quit, your Mac removes its 
RAlVI allocation and so there is no RAM "room" for th:-~t data 
that makes up that document). W henever tl1e power to your 
Mac stops (such as in :1 restar t or when you shut down the l\lbc), 
everything in its R.A.t\11 is "wiped clean." 
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The most important rule when it comes to RAM is this: more is 
better. To run Mac OS 8.5 and an application or two, you might 
be able to get by vvith 32MB of RAM. You will be better o ff 
with 64 M B or more. If you plan on doing heavy graphics or 
video work, you will need 126, 256, or even more RAM. 

Use the following step-by-step to see how much RAM your 
Mac has. 

Assessing the amount of RAM in your Mac and understanding how it 
is allocated 

I. Starr your Mac. 

2. \iVhen the desktop appears, choose About this Computer 
from the Apple menu (see Figure 14.1 ) . 

3. In the middle left side of the window, you will see three 
measures o f memory. Built-in Memory is the total amount 
of physical RAM insta lled in your Mac. Virtual Memory is a 
kind of substitute RAM that you will learn about shortly. 
T he Largest Unused Block is the amount of RAM that is 
currently ava ilable to be allocated to other processes. 

4. In tl1e lower pane of the window, you can see the current 
alloca tion of your Mac's RAM. One item you will always see 
is the i\IIac OS allocation. T he Mac OS requires its own 
RAM allocation, and if your Mac is running, some amount 
of RAM is dedicated to the OS. The lengtl1 of tl1e bar indi
cates how much memory is allocated to a particular process, 
while tl1e shaded part of the bar shows how much of tl1at 
allocated space is currently being used. 
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FIGURE 14.1 

You can use the About This 
Computer window to learn about J 
your Mac's RAM usage. 
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I FIGURE 14.2 

I 
When Simple Text was launched, 
RAM was allocated to it (the size 
of its RAM allocation is indicated 
by the length of the bar next to its 
name). 

FIGURE 14.3 

Each of these applications is open 

I 
and has been allocated some 
RAM. 
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5. Now open an application. In this example, I opened 
SimpleText. Look at the About This Computer window 

again (see Figure 14.2). You can see that SimpleText has 
been allocated an amount of RA.i\1, and if you don't have 

many documents open, it is probably not usi ng all of the 

RAM allocated to it. 
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6. Now open more applications. As you do, each will be allo
cated an amount of RAM (you will learn how to set these 
allocations later in this chapter). After you have opened sev

eral, look at the About T his Computer window one more 

time (see Figure 14.3). You will see that each application has 

its own RAM allocation. 
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7. Close the About This Computer window. 

Now that you have a good grasp of RAM and how you r Mac 
uses and allocates it, you may wonder why you need to worry 
about it. There are several reasons you need to be aware of 
RAM and how it is used on your Mac. These include the 
following: 
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• RAM is scarce. Unless your Mac has lots of RAM in it, you 
have to be cognizant of how much RAM is being aUocated 
so that you can be sure you have enough to do what you 
want to do. 

• Applications need different amounts of RAM. AJI appli
cations, as well as Mac OS 8.5 itself, need RAM to run. 
Sometimes you have to adjust the amount of RAM available 
to an application in order to make it work properly or to 
lower its RAM allocation so that you can also run other 
applications at the same time. 

• Lots of problems are caused by lack of effective RAM 
management. These problems include unexpected quits, 
failure of applications to do what they are supposed to do, 
sluggish performance, and so on. Understanding how RAM 
works will help you prevent, or at least minimize, these 
problems. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To leammore abo111 RAM managemmt's t·o/e in awruring problems, see page 754 

Later in this chapter, you will learn techniques to manage your 
Mac's RAM. 

Understanding Caches 
Another kind of temporary memory that your Mac uses to 
temporarily store data is called a cncbe. There are two kinds of 
caches that your Mac might use to process data: an inJine or 
backside processor cache and a disk cache. 

Understanding Processor Caches 
An inline cache is a special portion of memory that is located on 
the same card with the processor. I t fun ctions sort of like RAM, 
but it is more closely integrated into the processor. The proces
sor can store data in the cache for even faster access. Doing so 
speeds up the computer, as compared to the same computer 
without an inline processor cache. There are two basic types of 
this kind of cache. One is an inline cache, while the other is a 
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Does size matter? 

Compared to RAM and other mem
ory areas, processor caches are rela
tively small. Most Macs that use a 
processor cache have either 512 KB 
or 1 MB of cache memory. 

FIGURE 14.4 

This Mac has a 1 MB L2 cache 
installed. 

L2 cache? 

The L2 in L2 cache stands for level 
2, which is the same thing as an 
inline processor cache. 
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0 

backside cache. T he difference is how the cache memory is 
installed. Inline caches :1re the older arrangement. Backside 
caches are newer an d faster. But either will make a Mac signifi

cantly faster. 

T here are no controls associated with a cache-your Mac either 
has one installed, in which case it is on and functioning, or it 
doesn't have a cache. If your Mac doesn't have a cache installed, 
it may have <ln open cache slot, in which case it is possible to add 
a cache card. If tl1ere isn't a cache slot, your Mac can't use a 
processor cache. 

D etermining if your Mac has a cache 

I. From tl1e Apple menu, choose Apple System Profi ler. 

2. In tl1e Apple System Profiler window, look in the Memory 

overview section (see Figure 14.4). If your Mac has a cache 
installed, you will see its information (type and size) listed. 
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3. If you don't see any cache information, check tl1e documen
tation for your Mac to see if you have a cache slot available. 
If so, you can consider buying and installing a cache card to 
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make your Niac work faster. If you don't have a cache slot, 
there is no need to worry about it. 

4. C lose the Apple System Profiler. 

Understanding Disk Cache 
The disk cache is an area of RAi\11 tha t your Mac can use to tem
porarily store, or cache, data that it would othenvise write to a 
disk. A disk cache speeds up the computer because writing to 
and reading from RAM is much faster than reading from and 
writing from a disk. You can set the amount of RAM set aside 
for a disk cache, but Mac OS 8.5's default setting will probably 
be sufficient for you. 

T he disk cache adds to the RAM requirements of your system 
software, so you don't want a disk cache that is too large. You 
just want enough to speed up your Mac a noticeable amount 
while not cutting into the available RAi\11 too much. So, how 
much is that? T his is one of the ongoing debates among Mac 
users. Some claim you only need a few hw1dred KB of disk 
cache. Others claim that you need as much as 50 KB per 1 MB 
of real RAM. Ho"v much disk cache you should set really 
depends on your particular system. If you have a fast hard drive, 
but not much RAN[, you might want a very small disk cache. If 
you have lots of RAM, but a slow drive, then you might want a 
larger disk cache. T he only real way to tell is to change the set
ting until you notice a positive or negative difference. 

Setting a disk cache 

1. Open the Memory control panel (see Figure 14.5). T he 
amount of default disk cache that your Mac has set is shown 
in the upper right corner of the window. In Figure 14.5, the 
default was set at more than 7 MB. T hat is probably a lot 
larger than it needs to be. 

2. If you don't want to use the default amount of disk cache, 
click the Custom setting radio button. 

3. Click C ustom in the warning dialog that appears. 

4. Click the arrow buttons to adjust the amount of RM1 to be 
set aside for the disk cache (see Figure 14.6). 
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Source of cache 

If you need to add a new, or 
upgrade your old, cache card, 
a good source to purchase 
cache cards is The Chip 
Merchant (http : //VII'IW. 
thechipmerchant.com~ 

Refer to the documentation that 
came with your Mac to see how 
to install it. 

The default 

Your Mac will set a default 
value for disk cache for your 
machine. This is a good place 
to start your experimentation. 
Add some more and see if you 
notice a difference. Make the 
disk cache smaller and see if 
the machine seems to be work· 
ing more slowly. Keep adjusting 
it until you think you have the 
best balance of perfomnance 
and RAM use. 

The default value is based on 
the amount of RAM installed on 
your Mac. If you add RAM to 
your Mac, the default amount 
of disk cache will increase. 
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FIGURE 14.5 I 
The Memory control panel 
enables you to manage how 
your Mac works with its memory 
resources, including its disk 
cache. -

I 

FIGURE 14.6 

In the Memory control panel, the 
disk cache has been reduced to 
slightly more than 5 MB. 
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5. C lose the control panel. 

6. Restart your Mac to enable the new disk cache. 

7. Experiment to see what effect the change had on the perfor

mance of your Mac. Conti nue experimenting until you have 
the correct setting for your machine. If you get too far from 
the defau lt value, you might want to double-check what you 

have done. That value should be in the ballpark of what you 

need. 

Managing RAM 
You need to understand how to manage the RAM on your Mac 
for the following reasons: 

• Performance improvements. By setting d1e RAM alloca
tions properly for your system and applications, you can 
make your Mac operate up to its potential. 
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• Problem solving. Lots of proble ms are related to improper 

RAM allocations. You need to know how to adjust RAi\t1 
when you experience trouble. 

• Capability improvements. With proper RAM manage

ment, you may be able to do more with your Mac. For 
example, if you understand how to adjust the RAi\11 alloca

tions for your applications, you may be able to run more 
applicati ons at the same time. 

T here are two general areas in which you need to manage RAM: 
the system and applications. 

Managing RAM for the System 
If you have read any of the other chapters of this book, you have 
seen that the Mac is loaded with extensions and control pa nels 
that add additiona l functi onality to your Mac. Whi le this is 
good, each control panel and extension you add to the system 
increases the amount of RAiVI that the system is allocated when 
your Mac starts. Since the amount of physical R.A.t\11 your Mac 
has is fixed, this necessarily means that the amount of RAM free 
for appUcations tO run is less. 

You can turn system components off to reduce the R..AM 
required for your system to run. Activating system components 
increases the RAM required for the system to run. A general rule 
is that you should turn off all system components that provide 
functionality that you don't use in order to maximize the RAM 
ava ilable for the applications that you wan t to run. 

SEE ALSO 

,... 1o tmdenumd tbe compournts of;·our system sofn.vrm· rmd rc leflm bow to enflble ur dis
nble system compommts, sec Cbflpter r ) , "Ninuflgiug l'om· System Folder" 

Managing RAM for Applications 
As you learned earlier in this chapter, each application that rw1s 
on your .Mac is all oca ted a cert::~in amount of RAM in which it 
runs. You can set this a lloc::~tion . Providing enough RAM for an 
application ensures that it works as well as it can. Starving an 
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How much RAM is enough? 

You may be wondering how much 
RAM you should have in your Mac. 
Generally, you should have as much 
as you can afford up to your Mac's 
maximum amount. Fortunately, 
RAM prices have fallen drastically in 
the last few years so you can often 
fill your Mac's RAM slots for only a 
few hundred dollars. 

Getting memory 

To see an application's memory 
requirements, you can also seled 
the application, press Command·! to 
open the info window, and choose 
Memory from the Show pop-up 
menu. 

The numbers don't always add up 

As you use the About This 
Computer window, you may notice 
that the RAM values shown in the 
lower pane don't always exactly 
match the settings for an application 
in the application's info window. 
Nor does the total RAM allocation of 
all the open applications plus the 
Unused Block amount add up to 
exactly the amount of RM~ installed 
in your Mac. All of the numbers are 
only approximations and depend on 
the amount of memory fragmenta· 
lion there currently is on your 
machine among other things. I 
wouldn't worry about the exad 
numbers; just use the window to 
get a good general idea of how 
your RAM is being allocated. 

If you notice that the free memory 
on your Mac is decreasing each 
time you open and then close appli· 
cations, your memory is becoming 
fragmented. TI1e only way to clear 
the fragmentation is to quit all your 
applications and restart your Mac. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Managing Your Ma['S Memory 

application for RAM results in poor performance, bugginess, and 

other problems. 

When dealing with the RAM allocation for an application, you 
wi ll see the fo llowing categories of memory requirements: 

• Suggested Size. AJI applications are designed to run in a 
certain amount of RAM, which is called the Suggested Size. 

T his amount is set by the publisher, and you cannot modify 

it , which doesn't matter since it is simply a reference point 

anyway. This is the value of RA.t\11 allocation in which the 
publisher believes that the application will work properly. 

• .Minimu m Size. T his is the minimum amount of RAM that 

has to be avai lable so that an application can open . You can 
set cl1is value, and depending on how you set it, an applica

tion may work fi ne with the minimum allocation, or it may 

be buggy or not function at all. 

• Preferred Size. T his is the maximum amount of RAM that 

wi ll be allocated to an application when it is opened. You 

can also set this value. 

T he trade-off when allocating RAM is performance versus avail
able RAM. T he more RA.M you allocate to an application, cl1e 
better it will work (to a point of course). T he less you allocate, 
the worse its performance will be. And the effect on RAM is th e 
opposite; cl1e more you allocate to one application, cl1e less cl1at 
is available for other applications to use. 

Adjusting an application's RAM allocation 

1. Select th e application for which you want to adjust ilie RA.t\1 
allocation. 

2. From the F ile menu, choose Get Info and then Memory 
from cl1e hierarchical menu . You will see the M emory pane 

of the info window for that application (see Figure 14.7). 

3. Open the application. 
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4 . Choose About This Computer from the Apple menu. 

i 

Notice that the amom1t of RANI allocated to that application 

is between its Minimum Size and its Preferred Size. 
(Remember that the amount allocated is the total length of 

the bar across from that application in the About T his 
Computer window.) 

5. Quit the application (you can't adjust the RAM allocation 
for an application while it is open.) 

6. Check the About This Computer window again. You will see 

that the application you closed has disappeared from the 
lower pane, and its RAl\1 has been added to the Largest 

Unused Block amount. 

7. Move back to the application's info window. 

8. Use the Preferred Size field to increase the application's 

Preferred Size by 5 MB or so if you have that much more 
free space avai lable. Increase the Minimum Size by a similar 
amom1t. 

9. Open the application. 

10. Move back to the About This Computer window and notice 
that the bar showing the RAM allocation is longer than it 

was before. This means that your Mac is giving this applica
tion more RAM room in which to work. 

11. Close all the open windows. 
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FIGURE 14.7 -r 
The RAM a llocatio~.~o~- oL - I 
PageMaker are shown in the 
Memory pane of its info window. 

Another advantage of lots of RAM 

If you have lots of RAM on your 
Mac, you can keep most of the 
applications you use running all 
the time. This keeps you from 
having to launch and quit them 
as you use dilferent documents. 
This limits RAM fragmentation. 

Cutting back on RAM 

You can decrease the RAM allo
cation for an application by 
reducing the sizes instead of 
increasing them. However, you 
should leave the Minimum Size 
at least as large as the 
Suggested Size or else you risk 
problems. Some applications 
will work fine for you with a 
lower Minimum value than the 
Suggested Size. Others will 
behave quite poorly. Some 
applications occasionally have 
the Minimum Size set lower 
than the Suggested Size by 
default. It is not a bad idea to 
check an application's RAM allo
cation after you first install it to 
see how much RAM it will be 
allocated. 
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Virtual speed 

Using virtual memory, your Mac 
writes to the hard drive instead of to 
RAM. The faster the hard drive you 
use, the faster the virtual memory 
will be. But even with the fastest 
disks, virtual memory is still much 
slower than physical memory. 

Lots of disk space 

You should realize that on the hard 
drive you use for virtual memory, 
your Mac sets aside an amount 
equivalent to the total RAM amount. 
If you have the total RAM amount 
set to 100 MB, for example, your 
Mac will declare 100 MB of space 
on the virtual memory drive to be 
off-limits for other purposes. 

Customizing Yo ur Mac 
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Using RAM Substitutes 
You can't always have enough physical RANI to do what you 
want to do. Sometimes, you can't afford to add more RA.i\1 to 

your Mac. Other rimes, all of your RAi\1 slots may be ful l. 
O ccasionally, your Mac can 't even hold enough RAM to get the 
job done. In these cases, you ca n supplement the physical RAM 
on your machine or maximize the way in which it is used by 
using RA.i\1 "substitutes." However, none of these substitutes are 
as good as physical RAi\1. You should have as much physical 
RAM as you can and only use the substitutes as you have to. 

Using Virtual Memory 
Your Mac can write temporary data to a hard disk instead of 
RAM when it nms low or out of physical RAM. T his kind of 
memory is called virtualme1noTy. It is virtual because it is not 
acnnlly RAM, but it acts like it is-except a lot slower. Whil e 
using a disk is much slower than using RAM, it at least enables 
you to do things tha t you wouldn 't be able to do if your Mac 
didn't have sufficient RAM. Besides slowing the speed at which 
your M ac operates, the other down side of virtual memory is 
that the amount of disk space that you allocate for virtual memo
ry will not be available to use to store data on the disk. 

Still , if you need to add some cushion to the physical RAM on 
your Mac so that you don't have to suffer the " not enough mem
ory" er ror messages, using virtual memory can be a workable 
solution . 

Increasing available RAM by setting virtual memory 

1. Open the Memory control panel. 

2. C lick the Virtual Memory radio On button. 

]. Select a hard disk to use in the Select Hard Disk pop-up 
menu. T his is the disk to which the temporary data will be 

written. The control panel tells you how much space is 
available on the selected disk and how much RAM you have 
built-in (see Figure l4.5) . 
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4. Click the arrow buttons next to the After restart box to 
adjust the total amount of RAM available to your Mac; this 
number includes the physical RAM that you have installed 
(see Figure 14.8). Your only limit is the amount of free disk 
space on the disk you have selected. Remember that this 
amount of space will be unavailable for "regu lar" disk duties. 
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5. Close the control panel. 

6. Restart your Mac to activate the vi rtual memory. With virtu
al memory, you r Mac \viii use all o f its physical RAM first 
before using the virtual memory. The only penalty you pay 
for using virtual memory is that the amount of space you set 
aside on your disk for virtual memory will not be available 
for data storage. If you are low on disk space, set virtual 
memory low or turn it off. 

7. O pen the About T his Computer window to verify that the 
amount of RAM available to your Mac has been increased. 
Check the Virtual Memory line to see how much virtual 
memory is being used. 

8. Close the window. 

Using Third-Party RAM Extensions 
There are several third-party software packages that provide an 
alternative to Mac OS 8.5's virtual memory scheme. T hese soft
ware use different sorts o f algorithms and techniques to provide 
extended RAM capacity to your Mac. The most popular of these 
utilities is Connectix' RAMDoubler. 
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FIGURE 14.8 

You can set the amount of virtual 
memory lhal your Mac uses with 
the Memory control panel. 

Anolher benefit of virtual memory 

You may have noticed in lhe 
Memory pane of the info win· 
dow for applications that having 
virtual memory off actually 
increases the memory require
ments for an application. That 
alone is a good reason to leave 
virtual memory on. 
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Sharing and RAM disks 

If you have file sharing on, you must 
stop it before you can make 
changes to an existing RAM disk. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Managing Your Mac 's Memory 

T hese uti lities provide more efficient vi rtual memory than the 
Mac OS 8.5's virn1al memory. T hey also don't suffer as much of 
a performance hit as the virtual memory used by Mac OS 8.5. 

However, you have to purchase these utilities. And since they use 
extensions and control panels, you will have more compatibility 
problems than you wi ll with Apple's virtual memory scheme. 
However, if your Mac is severely short of RAM, this kind of util

ity can be helpful (assuming that you can't add more physical 
RAM). 

Using a Virtual Hard Disk (or RAM Disk) 
A RAM disk is the opposite of virtual memory. Rather d1an 
using a hard d isk to simulate RAM, you can use RAM to simu
late a hard disk. The advantage of a RAM disk is mat it is very 
fast, and it also uses much less power d1an a spinning hard disk. 

T his makes RAM disks ideal for PowerBook users as well as for 

those applications that constantly write to and read from a hard 
disk (such as a Web browser). 

You defi ne a RA.i\1 disk, and when you restart your Mac, you will 

have a simulated disk mounted on the desktop. You can use th is 
disk just as you would a hard drive. O f course, data on RA.i\11 is 
not permanently stored as it is on a hard disk. If someming hap
pens before you save d1e data to a disk {such as a crash), you will 

lose all of the data on the RAM disk. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lrnm nbout using n RAM dirk to speed up f,Veb bruwsiug, sec p11gc 6y9 

>- To /enl'/1 nboutusing n RAM disk 011 t7 Po!ve1·8ook, ser pnge 82 5 

Creating a RAM disk 

1. Open the Memory contro l panel. 

l. C lick d1e RAM Disk O n radio button. 

3. Use the slider to set the percentage of your RAlvl d1at you 
want used as a RAM disk (see F igure 14.9). Note d1at the 

RAM you use for a RAM disk will not be avai lable for your 

system to work with . 
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4. Close the control panel. 

Upgrading RAM 
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5. Rest.1rt your Mac. After it restarts, you will see the RANI 

disk mounted on the desktop (see Figur e 14. 1 0). You can use 

the disk as you would a physical disk. Be aware that you 
need to save any files that you store on the RAN[ disk to a 

real disk before you shut down you r computer. Otherwise, 
you will lose any data stored on the RAM disk (since it is 

actually RAM storing the data, the data is erased when 

power is removed from the RAM). 
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Upgrading RAM 
O ne of the best things you can do for your Mac is to make sure 
that your Mac has plenty of physical RAM. While telling you 
how to upgrade the RAM in your Specific Mac is beyond the 
scope of this book, it isn't hard to do. H ere are the general steps 
you need to follow: 
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This RAM disk will be about 
17MB. 
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RAM disks and PowerBooks 

On PowerBooks and some other 
Macs, you will see a "Save on 
Shutdown· check box in the 
Memory control panel. If you 
check this box. your Mac will 
save everything on your RAM 
disk to the hard disk before it 
shuts down. When you restart, 
your Mac will restore the RAM 
disk to its condition before you 
shut down the Mac. 

FIGURE 14.10 

This isn't a real disk; it is a virtual 
disk that is actually RAM. 

Dumping the RAM disk 

To get rid of the RAM disk, you 
need to turn it off in the 
Memory control panel and 
restart your Mac. 
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Chip source 

A great source for RAM as well as 
advice on what chips you need and 
how to install them is The Chip 
Merchant You can contact The Chip 
Merchant at http://www. 
t hechipmerchant. com. 

Customizin g Your Mac 

Managing Your Mac's Memory 

I. Read the documentation that came wi th your computer to 

learn about its RAM configuration and the specifications for 
the RAM chips it uses. 

l. If your Mac can use more RAM than it has installed, obtain 
more RAM chips. If there aren't any empty RAM slots in 
your machine, you may need to replace some existing chips 
with chips of a higher capacity. Make sure that the chips you 

obtain are compatible with your Mac. 

3. Install the RA!\1. in your Mac. Usually this is easy to do and 

simply requires that you open the case and install the chips 

in the open slots (or replace the chips currently installed). 

Make sure that you follow the instructions in your docu

mentation. 

4. Close up your Mac. If you installed the RAM properly, 
when you start it, you will be able to use the new RAM:. 

Learning to effectively manage your Mac's memory is one of the 
most important tl1ings you can do to make tl1e most of your 
Mac. Adding physical RAM to your Mac is the best management 
tool of all. 
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Customizin g Your Mac 

Managing You r System Folder 

Understanding the System Folder 
T he System Folder is the heart of every Mac. The software in 
this folder determines how your M ac works as weiJ as how it 

looks and sounds. It provides everything from the desktop that 
you see to the underlying system management processes that you 
don 't . "\¥11ile you can often use a Mac fo r a long time without 

ever opening the System Folder, understanding the System 
Folder and knowing how to manage it is very important to be 

able to get the most out of your .Mac. 

In previous chapters, you learned a g reat deal about how to work 
with lots of the softvnre that is in the System Folder. Examples 
include the Appearance, Genera l Controls, QuickTime Settings, 
and other control panels as well as fo lders such as the Fonts and 

Contextual Menu folders and even the System file. "While it is 
more important that you understand and use these parts o f the 

system, there are o ther items within the System Folder that you 
should also understand. In order to get the most out of your 
Mac, you need to be comfortable with the System Folder and 
understand the various items contained withln it. You also need 
to know how to manage your own System Folder so that you can 
make your Mac be what you want it to be. T hat information is 
the essence of this chapter. 

Until you understand the System F older, it can be 
intimidating-it has lots of fo lders and loose items with in 
it (see Figure 15 . I). 

If looking at F igure L5.1 scares you, don't worry. If you have 
read through the previous chapters, you already understand the 
most in1portant parts of this folder, and you know how to make 
your system work the way that you want it to. 

Through the rest o f this chapter, you will get a good overall view 
of the System Folder, and you will learn how to configure the 
System Folder to suit your own purposes. 
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To get started o n the road to System Folder enlightenment, take 
a quick tour of your System Folder. T he important folders and 
fil es in your System Folder are the following: 

• Appearance folder. The Appearance folder, new for Mac 
OS 8.5, contains subfolders that store various customization 
information for the "look and feel" of your Mac's desktop 
(see F igure 15 .2). 

0 i1 Appeer<~~MCft !!19 
l lt"ml, 400 I NOtwUUit 

l:l. Cl l:l, 
. 

DuUcp Pltturn $(u i !41J l :wnt n:u 

. . . 
-

SEE ALSO 

To lenm nbollt rbe ..lppenm11u foldn; ue page 293 

• Apple Menu Items folder. T his folder contains the items 
that appear on your Apple menu. 

SEE ALSO 

To lenm nbo111 rbe Apple 1llenu, see Cbnprer 6, "IVorki11g witb rbc Apple Nlm u" 
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FIGURE 15.1 

Your System Folder- not as scary 
as it looks. 

Shared libraries 

As you work with your Mac, you 
will hear the term shared 
libraries. These are "pieces" of 
computer code that programs 
use for various reasons. Shared 
libraries can be shared across 
different applications. Some 
applications store these shared 
libraries in the Application 
Support folder, while others 
have them "hanging loose" in 
the System Folder. You don't 
need to do anything with shared 
library files. In fact, if you move 
them out of the System Folder, 
the application that needs them 
probably won't work. 

Microsoft's Office 98 for Mac 
has a unique capability to rein
stall these libraries as needed so 
that if something should happen 
to one of Office's shared 
libraries for some reason, Office 
can ' repair" itself and you can 
keep working. 

FIGURE 15.2 

The Appearance folder contains 
files that you can use to 
customize the appearance 
of your Mac. 
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FIGURE 15.3 

My Clipboard shows the screen· 
shot that I took for Figure 15.2. 

-

0 

• Application Support folder. Many appl ications use files 
that are best stored within the System Folder; examples of 

these include custom dictionaries, import fil ters, he lp sys

tems, and the li ke. In previous versions of the Mac OS, these 
app(jcation specific files were stored within folders for that 

application (or for the company that developed the applica
tion). If you had a lot of applications, you had a lot of these 
application fo lders cluttering up your System Folder. Under 

Mac OS 8.5, these items can be stored in the Application 

Support folder to prevent the proliferation of application 

folders wit!Un your System Folder. Not all applications will 

"follow the rules" and store their files in thjs folder, but at 

least it is avai lable. You probably won't have much reason to 
poke around in th is folder, but at least you know it exists. 

• Clipboard file. The Cl ipboard file is where information 
that you cut or copy is stored. You can open the Clipboard 

to see what is stored there (see Figure 15 .3). At the top of 

the window, you will sec what the item on the Clipboard is, 

such as a picture, sound, or text. The C lipboard mai nly 

works in the background, but if you ever need to see what it 
contains, }' Oll can always choose Show Clipboard from the 
F inder's Edit menu to see what it contains. 
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• ColorSync Profiles folder. ColorSync is the technology 
that enables your Mac to achieve consistent color across 
different devices, such as moni tors, printers, and sca1mers. 
In order to usc Col01·Sync, each device has a profile that 
describes how it applies color. Your Mac uses these profil es 
to achieve color consistency for that device when compared 
to the other devices that your Mac uses. T he profiles that 
are available for your Mac to use are stored in the 
ColorSync Profi les folder. 

SEE ALSO 

)o- To learn about ColorSyuc, see page 180 

• Contextual Menu Items folder. T his folder contains the 
items that appear on your Mac's contexn1al menus. 

SEE ALSO 

)o- To IMru nbollt COII/exnwlmeml.f, see page 68 

• Control Panels folder. This folder contains your active 
control panels. You will learn more about this later in this 
chapter. 

• Control Panels (Disabled) folder. Extensions Manager 
and other control panel and extension manager applications 
create this fo lder to store items that have been disabled. If 
you open this folder, you will see all of the extensions and 
control panels that are installed on your Mac, but not in use. 
You will learn more about this later in this chapter. 

• Control Strip Modules folder. This folder contains the 
items that you see on your Control Strip. 

SEE ALSO 

)o- To /ram bow 10 ttse n11d rustomi-:;,r tbe Control Sn·ip, srr Cbnptl!l· 7, "IJ!orki11g iVitb tbr 
Co11f?·o! Strip" 

• Extensions folder. This folder contains the Extensions that 
are active on your machine. 

• Extensions (Disabled) folder. This folder is analogous to 
the Control Panels (Disabled) folder. 
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I fiGU RE 15.4 

This folder is home for the help 
files that your Mac needs to help 
you help yourself. 

Cus tomizi ng Your Mac 

Managing Your System Folder 

0 

• Favorites folder. You can use favorites to move quickly to 

your favorite items. "Then you use the Add to Favorites 

command, an alias to the item you have selected is placed in 
the Favorites folder. An alias to this folder is on the Apple 
menu for quick access. 

SEE ALSO 

>- 'To lerm1 bow to me jnvo1·ires, see pnge 99 

• Finder file. This fil e is the piece of software that manages 

everything on your Mac. You don't really need to know any

thing else about it other than that you can't open it, and if 
the correct version isn't present, your Mac won't start up. 

• Fonts folder. T his folder cont:1ins :1!1 of the fonts th:1t are 
available to you. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lmrn nbom foms, see Cbnpti'r 8, "Worl.:ing 1vitb Fonts'1 

Cl 

• Help folder. This folder contains reference files for the 
various help systems that are part of Mac OS 8.5 (see 
Figure 15.4). T hese systems include the Mac OS Help 
hyperlink-based system, as well as the AppleScript Help 

system files. 
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SEE ALSO 

>- 1b lcl/1'11 nbout using tbr !VI11c ~· brlp systems, see Cbnpte~· r 2, "J¥orking witb tbe Mnd· 
Help S,ystrms" 

• Internet Search Sites folder. In Mac OS 8.5, you can use 
the Finder's Find command to search the Internet. The sites 

that you can search are contained in this folder as .src files 
(see Figure 15 .5). If you want to make more sites available 

for these finds, you can add additional .src files to this folder 
for each si te you want to be able to search. 
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SEE ALSO 

>- To leam buw to sem·dJ tbr Net fiwn tbe Finde1; see page 9 5 

• Launcher Items folder. The Launcher is a palette on 
which you can place buttons that can be clicked once to 
open the item to which the button points. Because you can 
view any Finder window by using buttons with Mac OS 8.5, 
there isn't a whole lot the Launcher can do for you. If you 
use the Launcher, you can place aliases to items that you 
want to appear on it in the Launcher Items folder. 

• MacTCP DNR file. MacT CP enables your Mac to "speak" 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (T CP!IP). 
TCP/ IP is the language that all computers on the Internet 
must be able to speak. T he Mac T C P Dl\TR fi le stores cer
tain information that your Mac needs to connect to the Net. 
Since you can 't open it, there isn't any reason to mess 
around with it. If you happen to delete it for some reason, 
your Mac will create another one automatically. 

• MS Preference Panels folder. U nder Mac OS 8.5, 
JV[icrosoft applications are the default Internet applications 
installed on your Mac. T he configuration preferences that 
you set for these applications are controlled by the various 
panels that are contained in this folder (see Figure 15 .6). 
You can double-click these files to open a particular prefer
ences area in the Configuration Manager window (see 
Figure 15.7). 
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FIGURE 15.5 

If you use the Finder Find com-
mand to search the Internet. you 
will be able to search the sites 
with .src files in the Internet 
Search Sites folder. 
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fiGURE 15.6 

The panels stored in lhis folder 
enable you to set preferences for 
various aspects of the Microsoft 
Internet software that is part of 
Mac OS 8.5. 

FIGURE 15.7 

Double-dicking a preference 
panel opens the Configuration 
Manager window and enables 
you to set the preferences for that 
area (General Email settings in 
this figure). 

---· 
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SEE ALSO 

> To learn flbom configuring your Mac to COIIIICt't ro tbc Net, see Cbapttr 23, "Connecting 
l'our Mm·to tbe Net" 

• P references folde r . Each appucation with which you work 
creates a preference fi le that contains any settings that you 

customize. This customization information is stored in a 
preference fi le. All preference files are stored within the 

Preferences folder. Since every application, and most control 
pa nels and extensions as well , create a preference fi le the 
first ti me you open them, it doesn't take long unti l you have 

lots of individual preference fi les in the Preferences folder. 
In fact, even before you have used any applications, Mac OS 
8.5 creates a lot of preference files (see Figure 15 .8). 
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• PrintMonitor Documents folder. Your Mac uses this fold
er to store documents that it is printing. When you open the 
PrintMonitor, you will see the queue of documents that are 
being printed. These documents are temporarily stored in 
this folder-once a document finishes printing, it is removed 
from this folder. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To learn more abom installing mu/ using n p1·inte1; see page 441 

• Scrapbook File . The Scrapbook File is a file that you can 
use to hold items that you frequently use. 

SEE ALSO 

>- 7o /enm bow to use tbe Scmpbook, see page 13 6 

• Scripting Additions folder. T his folder contains software 
that is used in conjunction with AppleScript. AppleScript 
enables you to automate repeti tive tasks. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To IMrn '11101·e nbour AppleScript, sec page 39g 

• Scripts folder. Individual AppleScripts are stored in this 
folder. You can use these scripts when creating your own 
AppleScripts. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To learn more nbout ApplcScripr, see page 39S 
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FIGURE 15.8 

Even before you do much of 
anything, there are a lot of 
preference files in your System 
Folder. 

Easy to create, but hard to 
remember to get rid of 

You should be aware that when 
you throw out an application 
and its folder, any preferences 
file that it creates will remain in 
the Preferences folder. While 
preference files are typically 
small ( 10 KB or less), there is 
no reason to keep a preference 
file for an application that you 
no longer use, It is a good idea 
to look in the Preferences folder 
every so often and delete any 
preference files that you find for 
which you no longer use the 
application. 

Going back in time 

If you have tweaked the prefer· 
ences of an application so much 
that you can hardly use it any 
more, delete its preference file. 
The next time you open the 
application, it will look like it did 
the first time that you opened it. 
And you can begin tweaking it 
all over again. 
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Packing a suitcase 

The System file-not to be confused 
with the System Folder-is a type of 
file called a suitcase A suitcase is a 
file that is a container for other files. 
In previous versions of the Mac OS, 
fonls and other items were also 
stored in a suitcase rather than in 
folders. As the Mac OS has pro· 
gressed, the number of suitcases 
has been reduced. Now only fonts 
and the System are stored in suit· 
cases. Suitcases are somewhat hard· 
er to work with than folders so that 
is a good thing. 

Does your Mac have bugs? 

The debugging utility called 
MacsBug uses another one of these 
"extensions" that is not stored in the 
Extensions folder. 

• Shutdown Items folder. Placing an item in this folder 
causes your Mac to open that item when you shut down 

your machine. 

SEE ALSO 

)o. To letlru 71/0I'C nbout using tbis j'oltlr1; see pnge 398 

• Shutdown Items (Disabled) folder. This folder works sim
ilarly to the way the other (Disabled) folders work. ·when 

you use Extensions Manager or another uti lity to disable a 
shutdown item, it is moved into this folder. 

• Startup Items folde1·. You can use this folder to make your 

Mac open any fi le or folder when it starts up. 

SEE ALSO 

)o. 1o lenm more nbom using tbis folde1; see pflge 397 

• Startup Items (Disabled) folder. You can probably guess 

what this one is for. 

• System. T he system file contains sounds, keyboard items, 

and other files that your Mac uses . 

SEE ALSO 

)> 7o /eam about ndding sou1ul Jiles to tbe syste'lll, see page 3 1 1 

• System Extensions (Disabled) folder. Does this one sound 

fa miliar? It should. This folder is very similar to the 
Extensions (Disabled) folder. \ iVhy is it here? There are cer

ta in pieces o f software that act just like extensions, but are 
stored loosely in the System Folder rather than in the 

Extensions folder. T he MacTCP DNR file is one example 

o f this kind of file-and it is likely the only one you will 
see. If you use Extensions Manager to disable MacTCP 
D N R-or any other similar "extension"-it is moved 

into this folder. 

• Text Encodings folder. Your Mac is multilingual, and can 
be made to "speak" many languages; the files in the Text 

Encodings folder enable your Mac to work with a variety of 
languages. Take a look inside the folder to see how worldly 
your Mac rea lly is (see Figure 15.9). 
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vVhile the preceding list of "stuff" in your System Folder is long, 
it may or may not contain everything that you acn1ally see in 
your own System Folder. Applications cnn add additional folders 
to the System Folder, and if you do a custom insta llation of Mac 
OS 8.5, you may see fewer-or more-things in your own 
System Folder. At any rate, you should feel comfortable with 
what you find in there, and hopefully, you' ll know where to go in 
this book for additional information on any listed item. 

Setting the System Your Mac Uses 
T he System Folder that your Mac uses to stan up is the one that 
determines how your Mac works and looks. T here are certain 
siruations in which you may want to be able to choose from 
among a variety of System Folders for your Mac to use. For 
example, if you share a Mac with children, you may want to cre
ate a System Folder tailored to them. Or, if you have major 
problems with your current System Folder, you may need to be 
able to start up from another System Folder so that you cnn fix 
your original one. 

Before you get into the nuts and bolts of setting the active 
System Folder, the following list includes some po ints that you 
need to keep in n<ind: 
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FIGURE 15.9 

Your Mac is multilingual. 
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Lots of startup disks 

Note that in the Startup Disk control 
panel, you see all the volumes on 
any disk that contains valid system 
software. Not all of the volumes you 
see in the control panel have a valid 
System Folder on them. Make sure 
that you choose a volume with valid 
system software. 

Using other media to startup 

If you have a removable disk or 
CD-ROM containing valid system 
software mounted on your desktop, 
you can select it as your startup disk. 

control panel 

FiGURE 15.10 

The Startup Disk 
shows you all th 
disks that contai 
Folders. 

e volumes on 
n valid System 

Invalid system software 

If, for some reason, the System 
Folder on the startup disk you have 
selected in the Startup Disk control 
panel becomes invalid (your Mac 
can't start up from it), your Mac will 
search other disks and volumes for a 
valid System Folder. It will start up 
from the first valid System Folder 
that it finds. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Managing Your System Folder 

• A volume can contain only a single System Folder. 

• A physical drive can be partitioned into multiple volumes, 
each of which can contain a System Folder. 

• The volume containjng a viable System Folder (one from 
which your Mac is capable of starting up) is called the start
up disk, even if the volume is acrually a partition on a drive. 

SEE ALSO 

>- 7o leam bow to create 1111 altcmare srmw p disk coutaiuing a viable System Folt/1:1; sec 
pnge 7-10 

You use the Starrup Disk control panel to set the startup disk 
that your Mac uses to starrup. 

Setting the startup disk 

1. O pen the Starrup Disk control panel (see Figure 15.10). 
T he current startup disk is highlighted. 
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2. Choose the startup disk that you want your Mac to use the 
next time it starts up. 

3. C lose the control paneL 

4. Restart your Mac. T he volu me you selected will now be the 
starrup disk. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lenm brro11 to stat1 up from CD-RO,, Is and otber u movable media drives, 
see page 740 
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Understanding System Enhancements 
Extensions and control panels are "pieces" of sofuvare that add 
functionality to your Mac. Mac OS 8.5 comes with a number of 
extensions that are installed; some are installed by the Easy 
Install option, while others are installed if you use custom instal
lation options when you install the system sofuvare. There are 
also li terally thousands of third-party extensions and control 
panels that you can add to your Mac to make it work better for 
you. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To learn abollt installi11g Mat OS 8. 5 extmsious and co11ITOI panels, see Appendix A, 
"hmalling and i\1/aimaining tbc Nfac OS" 

Extensions and control panels both modify your system (thus 
adding functionality) when your Mac starts. As your Mac works 
through the start-up process, it loads each extension and control 
panel (which you can see as their icons march across your 
screen). These items then become part of the operating system. 

The good thing about control panels and extensions is that they 
add functionality to your Mac, thus enabling it to do more. The 
down side is that control panels and extensions add to the RAM 
requirements of your system, and they can cause yow- system to 
be more unstable than it might be without them. 

The main difference benveen extensions and control panels is 
the level of control they provide. Extensions are either on or off; 
you don't have any control over how extensions work. If you 
don't like the way an extension is working, your only choice is to 
disable it. Control panels, on the other ha11d, provide controls 
that you can use to change how the added functions work. 

From the earlier tour of the System Folder, you saw that exten
sions and control panels were stored in individual folders. 

A full list of all of the ava ilable extensions and control panels 
would be longer than this chapter, but some of the types of 
extensions that you may end up using are the following: 
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Your Mac knows best 

When you install the system 
software, the installer program 
checks to see on what kind of 
Mac the software is being 
installed. Some extensions 
(some of the system enablers 
lor example) will only be 
installed on certain kinds of 
machines. 

Extensions and control panels 

Many control panels also have 
corresponding extensions (or 
extensions have corresponding 
control panels, depending on 
how you look at it). For exam· 
pie, it takes both a control 
panel and an extension to 
enable contextual menus. The 
extension provides the basic 
functionality while the control 
panels enables you to modify 
how that function works. 
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Technology enablers 

The more technical term for a tech
nology enabler is Application 
Programming Interface (API). APis 
are available to applications so that 
they can make use of that technolo
gy. For example, to use Quicklime, 
applications use the Quicklime API. 

Not all software in the System 
Folder loads at startup 

While all active extensions and con
trol panels load into the operating 
system during the start-up process, 
some software in the System Folder 
does noL For example, shared 
libraries are not loaded during the 
start-up process. They are loaded as 
needed by the applications that use 
them. 

Customizin g Yo ur Ma c 

Managing Your System Folder 

• System software. T he Mac OS contains a number of Apple 
extensions and control panels that provide core functions of 

the system. Examples include AppleGuide, Contextual 

Menus, the Control Strip, Application Switcher, and so on. 

• Hardware drivers. iVIany hardwa re devices require a drive-r 
to work properly (or at all). A driver is simply an extension 
that enables your Mac to communicate with the device in a 

language that it understands_ There are driver extensions for 
printers, scann ers, some removable media drives, and so on_ 

• Technology enablers. Some extensions and control panels 
add a technology to your Mac. Examples of these kind of 

extensions are QuickTime (which enables your Mac to work 

with ti me synchronized data such as digital video), 
AppleScript (which enables you to automate your M ac), and 

Open Transport (which is the technology that you use to 
communicate across networks, including the Internet). 

• Application support. Many applications require specific 
extensions or shared libraries in order to nm. T hese are 

installed during the softwa re installation process. If you look 

through the System Folder and Extensions folder on your 
Mac, you will likely see some shared libraries and extensions 
from Microsoft and other th ird-party software developers. 

Some applications also insta ll support files in the System 

Folder, such as help fi les, dictionaries, and so on. 

• T hird-party extensions and control panels. There are 

thousands of third-party extensions and control panels that 

add unique features and fu nctions to your Mac. You can add 
extensions to change the interface, add new fu nctions, or to 
improve functions that are already there_ 

Managing Your System 
Now that you understand the System Folder and the items it 
contains, you need to understand the situations in which you 
need to manage it. H ere are three possible situations in which 
you may need to use the tools and techniques described in this 
chapter to manage your System Folder: 
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• You are having unexplained crashes, hangs, and other 
problems. One likely cause of these problems is conflicts 
between various extensions and control panels that are 
installed in your system. As part of the troubleshooting 
process, you need to know how to enable and disable exten
sions and control panels. 

SEE ALSO 

,... To leam more nbo111 troublt·sbootiug aud co17'ectiug pmble'llls, sec page 750 

• You are doing something that requires intensive system 
resources. Some tasks will tax your Mac's limits. For exam
ple, if you record or edit digita l video on your Mac, you 
need to eliminate all extraneous activity so that all of your 
Mac's resources are devoted to the digital video application. 
You can accomplish this by disabling all unneeded extensions 
and control panels. Some of the more advanced games also 
benefit from having the Mac to themselves. 

• Your Mac is always at its limit. If your Mac doesn't have 
much RAM in it or if its prut:cssor is slow, you may want to 

disable extensions and control panels to reduce the RANI 
requirements of the OS, thus increasing the RAM available 
for your applications. 

Fortunately, you can use the same tools and techniques to man
age your system regardless of the reason you are managing it. 

Manually Managing Your System 
The most basic way to manage your system is to manually drag 
items in or out of their folders within the System Folder. While 
this is easy enough to do, I don't recommend this method 
because keeping track of the extensions and control panels that 
are in your System Folder-as well as those that aren't-can be 
messy. It is easy to lose track of what is installed and what isn't. 
But, if you want to try this method, be my guest. 

While the following step-by-step uses an extension, you can use 
the same process to disable controls panels and other system 
files. You just have to open the appropriate folder and drag the 
item out of its folder. 
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Disabled folders 

If you have opened Extensions 
Manager or another system man· 
agement utility, you will see several 
(Disabled) folders within your 
System Folder. You can use these to 
store your disabled items. 

Why you have to restart 

When enabling or disabling exten· 
sions and control panels, you always 
need to restart your Mac for your 
changes to take effect. That is 
because extensions and control pan· 
els are "patched" into the system 
software as it loads. So changes that 
you make to the Extensions and 
Control Panels folder don't make 
immediate changes in the system 
since that software is already part of 
the system that is running. After you 
disable an extension, it won't be 
loaded the next time the system is 
started. And only then will you see 
the results of the changes you 
make. 

Your Mac is smart 

Your Mac can recognize extensions, 
control panels, fonts, and other sys· 
tern files and automatically put 
them where they belong. Just drag 
the file onto the closed System 
Folder and the Mac will ask you if it 
should put the extension, control 
panel, or other file where it 
belongs. No need to even open the 
individual folders. 

Spring-loaded folders 

Remember that if you want to put a 
file in a folder that is within the 
System Folder, you can also drag it 
over the System Folder and wait for 
the folder to spring open. Then you 
can easily and quickly move items 
into the Extensions or any other 
folder. 

Customizing Yo ur Mac 
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Manually disabling an extension 

1. Open the Extensions folder. 

2. Drag the extension that you want to disable outside of the 
Extensions folder. You may want to create a "holding" folder 

for these disabled extensions in case you want to re-enable 
them Ia ter. 

3. Restart your computer. The extension will no longer be 

loaded during the start-up process. 

Manually enabling a system element is as easy as disabling 
one was. 

Manually enabling an extension 

t. Drag the extension into the E xtensions folder. 

2. Restart your Mac. The extension will be loaded during the 

start-up process and will be part of the system. 

Using Extensions Manager to Manage 
Your System 

W hile you can do things the hard (manual) way, why would you 
want to when the Mac OS provides a good tool that will help 
you manage your system much more easily and effectively? This 
tool is Extensions Manager (see Figure 15. ll). 

Extensions Manager has been part of the Mac OS for some time, 
and as with most parts of the system, it has un dergone many 
improvements through the various versions of the OS. 

Now in version 4.0.3, Extensions Manager, offers several great 
features that will help you manage your system. Extensions 
M anager enables you to do the following tasks: 

• Tum individual system items on or off. T his makes 

enabling and disabling items much easier and more conve
nient than the manual method. You may also need to do this 

when you are o·oubleshooting problems. 

SEE ALSO 

)o- To lrnrn bow to tiSc Extmsions Manager dm·ing tbe troublesbooti11g process, see page 756 
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• Create sets of extensions, controls panels, startup items, 
shutdown items, and other System Folder items. T hese 
sets enable you to quickly a11d easily switch ben.vcen Mac 
configurations. For example, if you use your Mac to record 
digital video, you should de fi ne a set of extensions and con
trol pan els so that only the items you need to record the 
video are active. This minimizes background activity so that 
your Mac will do a better job on the video. Another example 
might be when you want to play a graphic and processor 
intensive game. You can create a minimum set of extensions 
and control panels so that the game will have a maximum 
amount of system resources to use, thus making the game's 
performance better. 

• Identify information about the extensions and control 
panels in your system. The names of many extensions and 
control panels are somewhat obtuse, and you may have no 
idea what the item does from its name. vVith Extensions 

Manager, you can obtain a description of each item's pur
pose as well as its version number, size, and other such 
information. 

Using Extensions Manager to Disable Extensions, 
Control Panels, and Other System Files 

Your primary use of Extensions Manager wi ll be to enable and 
disable particular items that you need or don't need. You may 
want to do this for performance reasons- the fewer components 
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Extensions Manager enables 
you to control which extensions 
and control panels are loaded 
into your system during startup, 
thus enabling you to fine-tune 
your Mac.. 

Another piece of shareware is 
assimilated 

Extensions Manager began its 
life as shareware created by 
Ricardo Batista. Version 3.0 of 
Extensions Manager was added 
to Mac OS 7.5. Extensions 
Manager 4.0 was included with 
Mac OS 7.6. 

Extensions Manager consists of an 
application and an extension 

Extensions Manager is an appli
cation, even though it is located 
in the Control Panels folder. 
There is also an Extensions 
Manager extension. The 
purpose of this extension is 
to enable you to open the 
Extensions Manager application 
by holding I he spacebar down 
while your Mac starts up. 

I 
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FIGURE 15.12 

When you open Extensions 
Manager, you will see the control 
panels and extensions that are 
installed on your Mac. 

What's in the package? 

The far right column in the 
Extensions Manager window is the 
Package column. Many technologies 
and third-party software contain 
several extensions and control pan· 
els. These items can be identified by 
the package name of which they are 
part For example, in Figure 15.12, 
you can see that many of the items 
are part of the Mac OS 8 package. 
This means that they are part of the 
standard installation. In the figure, 
you can also see that there are Iiles 
associated with Internet Access and 
the ARA client The package infor
mation can help you identify all of 
the component parts associated 
with certain software so that you 
can more easily disable (or enable) 
all of the pieces that make up the 
package. 

Managing Your System Folder 

t:l -

(extensions, control panels, and so on) that are loaded into your 
i\llac's system, the faster it will run and the less RAM the system 
will require to operate. 

Disabling an item using Extensions Manager 

1. Choose Extensions Manager from the Control Panels folder 

on the Apple menu. You will see the Extensions Manager 

window (see Figure 15.l2). Across the top of the window, 
you can see the On/Off control as well as various data for 

each item (name, size, version, and so on). T his window 

works just like a folder in list view in the Finder. For exam

ple, you can re-sort the list by clicking in the column name, 
and you can hide the conten t<> of a folder by clicking the 

hide triangle. 
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2. Scroll down the window to see which items are active in 

your S}'Stem. Notice that you can see the following folders 
within the Extensions Manager window: Control Panels, 
Extensions, Shutdown Items, St:1 rtup Items, and System 
Folder. Each of these are the same folders that are withjn 

your System Folder. 

3. To disable a pa rticular item, click the On/Off box. Any 
item is active if the box is checked; it is inactive if the 

check box is empty. For th is example, I have disabled the 
extensions associated with certain printers that I don't usc 
(see Figure 15 .13). 
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4. To enable an item, click a blank check box. 

5. Continue enabli ng and disabling items until you have your 

system the way you want it. 

6. Quit Extensions Manager. 

7. Restart your Mac. You always have to restart your Mac after 

making any changes to the extensions and control panels 
that are loaded in the system during startup. 

Using Extensions Manager to Define Sets 
While it is useful to be able to enable and disable individual 
items, you may want to keep various confi gurations of extensions 

and control panels handy so that you can easily switch between 

them. As you probably can guess, Extensions Manager makes it 
easy to do th is. T hese configurations arc called sets in Extensions 
Manager lingo. You can define and save mu ltiple sets; changing 
configurations is then as easy as simply selecting another set and 

restarting your Mac. 

Defining sets with Extensions Manager 

1. O pen Extensions Manager. 

2. C hoose New Set from the Fi le menu. 

3. ln the resulting dia log box, name th e set you are about to 

define and cli ck OK (see Figure 15. 14) . .:--Jotice that the 

name you choose now appea rs in the Selected Set pop-up 

menu (see Figure 15. 15). 
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FIGURE 15.13 

By unchecking the On/Off box, 
you can enable/disable an item; 
in this case, I have disabled the 
Color StyleWriter extensions. 

Careful. .. 

Be careful that you understand 
what something does before you 
disable it, especia l~ if it is an 
extension provided by Apple as 
part of Mac OS 8.5. If you dis
able something without knowing 
what it does. you may find that 
some very important feature is 
no longer available. Some exten· 
sions are even required for your 
Mac to work. For example, your 
system will not start up without 
the Appearance control panel 
being enabled. Unfortunate~. 
Extensions Manager will not tell 
you which ones are vital to your 
Mac's existence. 

Get them all 

When you are disabling an item, 
make sure that you disable all of 
the items that may be associated 
with that item. For example, 
many extensions also have an 
associated control panel. You 
need to disable both items since 
one won't work without the 
other arryway. Use the item 
names and the Package column 
to figure out which items are 
related. 

Using Extensions Manager during 
startup 

To open the Extensions Manager 
during startup, hold the space
bar down while you start your 
Mac. Extensions Manager will 
open, and you can manipulate 
system files. When you close the 
Extensions Manager window, 
the start-up process starts over 
by using the most recent 
Extensions Manager settings. 
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FIGURE 15.14 

Naming a new set of extensions 
and control panels in Extensions 
Manager. 

l 
FIGURE 15.15 

Sets that you define are available 
in the Selected Set pop·up menu. 

Where have all the little files 
gone? 

You may wonder what happens to 
extensions and control panels when 
you disable them. Remember that 
Exlensions Manager creates "dis
abled" items folder for each catego
ry within your System Folder and 
moves disabled items into these 
folders. For example, disabled 
extensions are moved to the 
Extensions (Disabled)folder. Then 
when your Mac restarts, the items 
are not loaded into the system since 
they are no longer in the proper 
folders. Do you really need to know 
this? Not really since Extensions 
Manager handles all of the moving 
for you. 
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4. Disable the items that you do not want to be loaded during 

system startup. 

5. Enable the items that you do want to be loaded during sys

tem startup. N ote that Extensions Manager continually saves 
sets that you define as you go. T here is no need to save a set 

once you have created it. 

6. \ ¥ hen your configura tion is complete, click the Restart but

ton to restart your Mac. W hen the machine restarts, the set 
you defi ned will determine what items are loaded into the 

system. 

Using Extensions Manager Defined Sets 
T he purpose of defining sets is so that you can easily switch 
between configurations. Using sets is almost trivially simple. 

Changing your System Folder by using sets 

1. Open Extensions Manager. 

2. Choose the set that you want to use from the Selected Set 
pop-up menu. 
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3. Restart your Mac. T he set that you selected will be loaded 
during startup. 

Using Extensions Manager to Learn About 
Extensions, Control Panels, and Other System Files 

One of the more confusing things about extensions, control pan
els, and other system fi les is figurin g out what individual files do. 
You can look at the names; they sometimes will tell you what the 
item is about, or at least what it is related to. However, the 
names of these items are sometimes confusing and frequently 
downright baffling. Fortunately, with Extensions Manager, you 
don't have to rely on the names alone (don't forget about tl1e 
Package column). Extensions Manager provides some additional 
information for most o f your extensions and control panels. 

Notice that I wrote most rather tl1an all. Software has to be writ
ten in such a way tl1at it provides tl1e information that 
Extensions Manager passes onto you. If it doesn't, Extensions 
Manager won't be able to help. Fortunately, almost all extensions 
and control panels provide this information nowadays. 

Why do you ca re about what specific extensions and control 
panels do? Because you want to know what they do before you 
disable or enable tl1em. If you don't know what sometlling does, 
turning it off can be problematic. V\Thile the function you lose 
may be irrelevant to what you are doing, it may provide a vital 
function that may not be obvious. Turning it off may prevent 
you from doing something important (such as being able to start 
your Mac at all). 

Using Extensions Manager to get information on items 

1. Open Extensions Manager. 

2. Click the triangle next to Show Item lnfonnation. 
T he Extensions Manager window will expand, and 
you will see anotl1er area at the bottom of the window 
(see Figure 15 .16). 
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FIGURE 15.16 

Expanding Extensions Manager's 
window provides an area that 
you can use to view information 
about specific items. 

FIGURE 15.17 

Using Extensions Manager to get 
information about the 
Appearance control panel. 

. 
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3. C hoose an item in the Extensions Manager window. You wiU 

see various information about that item in the lower pane 
(see Figure 15 .17). This infonnation includes the name, ver
sion, what kind of software the item is, its size (storage size, 

not RANI requirements), when it was created, when it was 

modified, and where the item is stored. The most useful 

information provided is a description of what the item does, 
which is located in the lower-right pane of the Extensions 

Manager window. 
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4. To hide the information pane, click the triangle next to Hide 
Item Information. 

5. \-\Then you are done, close Extensions Manager. 

Using Extensions Manager 
Extensions Manager is a fairly powerful uti li ty that enables you 
to really take cono·ol of the software that is loaded into the oper
ating system dming startup. While you have learned the basics 
in the previous step-by-steps, there are more feamres that you 
should be aware of. H ere are a few tips that will help you explore 
more of Extensions Manager's features: 

• You can change the views of the Extensions Manager win
dow by using the View menu. View as Folders shows the 
items in the folders in which they are stored. View as 
Packages shows the items in the packages groups (see 
Figure 15.18); this view is particularly useful when you 
want to disable or enable all of the fil es associated with a 
particular technology. View as Items shows the items with 
no folders or other organization applied (except that 
provided by the list columllS). 
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• Save Set as Text (under the File menu) enables you to 
generate a text list of all of the items in your System Folder 
(see Figure 15 .19). This listing can be useful when you are 
trying to troubleshoot your Mac or when you want to know 
what version of each item you are using. 
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Apple help 

You can reach technical informa· 
tion and help on Apple software 
(including Extensions Manager) 
from Apple's Web site located 
at: http: //www. apple . 
com. 

FIGURE 15.18 

Viewing Items as Packages can be 
very helpful when you are trying 
to enable or disable all of the 
items associated with a particular 
technology. 
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FIGURE 15.19 

Generating a list of items in a text 
file can be useful when you are 
troubleshooting your system. 

--

e text file is a mess Th 

w hile the text file listing your items 
s easy to create, it is a mess. The 
ormatting does not make it easy to 
ead, and everything is all squished 
ogether. However, you can open it 
i n your favorite word processor and 
dean it up rather easily. If you use 
Microsoft Word, for example, you 
can easily convert the listing into a 
nice, neat table. 

A better way 

A better way to get configuration is 
to use Apple System Profiler on the 
Apple menu. 

FIGURE 15.20 

Adding the Type and Creator 
columns can sometimes provide 
useful information, but most like
ly you will be better off leaving 
this information hidden. 

I 

I 

-

I 
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• You can quickly rurn all items on or off by using the All On 

or All Off command on the Edit menu. 

0 

• You can add the Type and Creator columns to the 

Extensions Manager window by choosing Preferences from 
the Edit menu and then clicking the check boxes for the 

information that you want to add (see Figure I 5 .20). 
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• T he Revert burton enables you to go back to the settings 
that were in effect ·when you opened Extensions Manager. 
Any changes you have made in the current session will be 
lost if you use this button. 

• To make a new set that is based on an existing set, use the 
Duplicate Set button. T his creates a copy of a set to which 
you can make changes and quickly create a new set. This is 
very useful if one of your sets is "close" to a new set that you 
want to create. 

• I f you click on the Select Set pop-up menu, you will see 
two predefi ned sets: Mac OS 8.5 Base and Mac OS 8.5 All 
(see Figure 15.2 l). T he Mac OS 8.5 Base set turns on only 
those items that your Mac needs to start up. T he Mac OS 
8.5 All turns on all items that were installed as part of Mac 
OS 8.5. U nlike that All On command, it does not tum on 
any third-party items that you may have insta lled. 

' 
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Using Conflict Catcher to Manage Your 
System 

While Extensions l\llanager is a pretty good tool, there is a much 
better one available. I t is Cassady and G reene 's Conflict Catcher. 
Conflict Catcher does everything that Extensions Manager does 
plus lots of other useful things. For example, Conflict Catcher 
can au tomate the n·oubleshooting process by automatica lly 
enabling and disabling items for you. It also provides live links 
to the creators of items so tha t you can quickly move to related 

-
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fiGURE 15.21 

These two Mac OS predefined 
sets can help you get back to 
standard Mac OS configurations. 

A word about naming 

When you view lhe list alphabet· 
ically, you may noti<:e that some 
items do not appear to be in 
alphabetical order. That is 
because lhe Mac treats certain 
symbols as part of an item's 
name. For example, if an item's 
name begins with a space, it 1-.ill 
appear at the top of a view that 
is sorted by Name. If it begins 
with another symbol, such as a 
tilde, it will move to !he bottom 
of the list. 

Items are loaded into the system 
in the order that they appear in 
an alphabetical list. Sometimes it 
is necessary to load certain items 
before olhers for functionality 
reasons or to prevent conflicts. 
For example, Extensions 
Manager's name actually has a 
space in front of it. This makes 
its extension load before any of 
the other items so that it can be 
opened during the startup 
process. 
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Demo 

You can download a demo version 
of Conflict Catcher from Cassady 
and Greene's Web site located at 
http: //YNNI. casadyg. 
com. I recommend that you get a 
demo and tly Conflict Catcher for 
yourself. 

FIGURE 15.22 

Conflict Catcher installs a menu 
on your desktop so that you can 
access it quickly and easily. 

Conflict Catcher and Extensions 
Manager 

Notice that as soon as you install 
Conflict Catcher, it disables 
Extensions Manager. There is no rea
son to have both utilities active, and 
at least one reason not to. Conflict 
Catcher will conflict with Extensions 
Manager during the start-up process. 

I 

Customizing You r Mac 

Managing Your System Folder 

\Neb sites for additional information as well as to download 
updates to the various software installed in your system. 

SEE ALSO 
~ To lenm bow Conflict Cf/tcba's fllltmnntic 11'01/b/esbootiug process 1v01·ks, see pnge 763 

T he basic system management tasks that you do with Confl ict 
Catcher are similar to those of Extensions 1\llanager. It is just 
that Conflict Catcher does them better, and it does more. 

Using Conflict Catcher to Manage Your System 
Just as you can with Extensions Manager, you can use Conflict 
Catcher to disable or enable individual files. 

Using Conflict Catcher to disable system files 

1. Open Conflict Catcher by using the menu that it installs on 

your desktop (see Figure 15.22). The Conflict Catcher will 
open (see Figure 15.23). Confli ct Catcher has a three-pane 

window. The left pane is the information pane (you will use 

that in a moment). The top-right pane lists the items in 

your System Folder. Active items are highlighted in the 

Conflict Catcher window. Inactive items are not. The 

lower-right pane shows the groups of system files that 
relate to a particular technology (such as QuickTime). 

I!> 
Open Co unlet Cdtcher 
AU out Coufllct Catchr.r ... 

~~~dardSet 
ln$tall S/W 

.,./ Nonnal Of's 
No stan up lofde.r 
Tape bnctup 

2. Click on an item to disable it. The highljght wilJ go away. 

3. vVhen you are done disabling items, close Conflict Catcher. 
You will be prompted about saving the changes in a set. 

C lick No. 

4. Restart yonr Mac. When it restarts, the items you disabled 
wi ll not be loaded. 
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Enabling a system fil e is also easy. 

Enabling a system file by using Conflict Catcher 

1. Open Conflict Catcher. 

2. Click an unhighlighted item to re-enable it. 

3. Close Conflict Catcher. 

4. Restart your Mac. The items you enabled wi ll be loaded into 
the system. 

Using Conflict Catcher to Define Sets 
As with Extensions Manager, you can define sets of system files 
so that you switch among configurations quickly. 

Using Conflict Catcher to create system configurations 

1. Open Conflict Catcher using the Conflict Catcher menu. 

2. From the Sets menu, choose Create Set. You wi ll see the 
C reate Set dialog (see Figure 15.24). 

3. Name the set and choose the other options. For example, 
using the Set control pop-up menu, you can determine 
which files are affected by the set. You can also set a startup 
sound for each set by using the Startup Sound pop-up menu. 
There are several more options in the dialog, but these are 
su fficient for most sets. 

4. Click OK. 
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FIGURE 15.23 

Conruct Catcher looks similar to 
Extensions Manager, but it is 
more powerful. 

! 
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FIGURE 15.24 

You can create custom system 
configurations with Conflict 
Catcher's Create Set dialog. 

FIGURE 15.25 

Confli ct Catcher makes it 
extremely easy to change your 
system configuration. 

l 

I 
I 
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lfiJ Crute Set 

Nnme: I Clutam Se t ~ 

O tocked 

Set contr<~ls: I S1nrtup ril es • I 
Sttllt.tlvatu wJ1en: 

0 !tonuo> Koy: ;-1 ---,1 0 Detnult Se t 

0 Powerftook Is: I ustnu a.ttery •I 
0 Dlsnble: New Sh,nup flies 

Startup Sound: I Simple Deep ..,. I 

f Cancel l c:E:J 

5. E nable and disable system fi les to create your custom set. 

You can use the Group L inks in the lower pane to enable or 

disable groups of fil es. 

6. vVhen you are fi nished wi th your set, close Conflic t Catcher. 

7. Answer Yes when you are prompted to save changes. 

8. Restart your Mac. As yom Mac restarts, you will see the 

name of your set appear at the top of the screen. You will 
also hear the sound you associated with that set. W hen you 
Mac restarts, the system fi les that you enabled in your set 

will be loaded into the system. 

Using Conflict Catcher Defined Sets 
Confl ict Catcher adds your defined sets to its menu so that 
changing configurations is even easier than it is with Extensions 
Manager. You don't even need to open Conflict Catcher, you can 
simply use its menu. 

Using Conflict Catcher sets 

1. From the Conflict Catcher menu, choose the set that you 

want to be active (see Figure L 5.2 5). 

11.!!.1 
Open Conmct CAtcher 
Abo ut Connlct C.tcht r-

Standard Set 

./ Custom Sell 
IIIUnii S/W 

~o stlllrttlp folder 
lDpe bdck 1111 

2. Restart your Mac. T he set you choose wi ll be active. 
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Using Conflict Catcher to Learn about Extensions, 
Control Panels, and Other System Files 

In addition to the kind of information that you can get using 
Extensions Manager, Conflict Catcher also enables you to con
tact the software's publisher as well. T ills makes updating your 
system files easy, not to mention being able to get help more 
quickly. 

Learning about system files using Conflict Catcher 

1. Open Conflict Catcher (see Figure 15.26). 
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2. Click in the fa r left column next to the system file about 
which you want information (the column has a magnifying 

glass at the top). Information about that item will be dis

played in the left pane (see Figure 15 .27). Notice that there 

is also contact information for the publisher at the bottom of 

the pane. This includes live Web links. If you click on one of 
these links, you will move directly tO that site. 

3. \tVhen you are done getti ng information, close Conflict 
Catcher. 
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Your Mac tool kit 

Conflict Catcher should be part 
of your Mac tool kit. You can 
purchase a copy from your 
favorite retailer or from Cassady 
and Greene's Web site. It costs 
$79.95, which is a bargain in my 
opinion. 

fiGURE 15.26 

The left pane of Conflict Catcher 
provides room for extensive infor· 
malion about each system file . 
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fiGURE 15.27 

The information about Apple's 
File Sharing Extension is displayed 
in the left pane of the Conflict 
Catcher window. 

nables you to 

FIGURE 15.28 

Conflict Catcher e 
annotate your sy stem files. 
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Using Conflid Catcher 

~ 

Conflict Catcher is a very powerful utility for both system man
agement and o·oubleshooting and fixing problems. The follow
ing list includes some additional features of Conflict Catcher and 
a few tips on how to use them: 

• You can edit the information provided for a file by clicking 
the pencil cursor that appears over the information window 

while you have a fi le selected. You will see a field in which 

you ca n enter comments about a file (see Figure 15.28). Your 

text will appear at the bottom of the window. 

[dlt Dtucriptlon 

~ rue Oescr1pllon 

You can UU! I his llrld t o .add d uctlpllon\ of nl11t. 

I CAncel I c::E:J 
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• You can change the order that the fi les are listed in the r ight 

pane by using the pop-up menus indicated by the down
ward-facing arrows at the top of the window. 

• You can use the conunands on the Sets menu to edit existing 

sets as well as to create new ones. 

• The Preferences command on the Edit menu enables you to 
customize the way Con flj ct Catcher works. 

• The Web menu provides a quick way to get to some great 

Mac-related Web sites. Just choose a site from the menu 
(see Figure 15.29). 

Casady & liru ne, lnc. 
Update CC Reference llbr4ry 
Search Online. Rl! lert:nce library 

Apple Computer, Inc. 
AIIJJ ie Support lnfonuallon 

~·iacCenrral 

\tctcfiJC it 
MAclnTouch 
Mac Re:source P4QC!: 
Vrrston tran:er 
~t.acAddlct 

Mac llome lnterutlve 
Ai.:tcWeek Online 
Macworld Online 

• Confli ct Catcher provides a complete set of mem1s and 
commands that you should explore to realize the full power 

of Conflict Catcher. You can also use Conflict Catcher's 

help system to explore its capabilities. 

Using a system management tool such as Conflict Catcher 
enables you to better understand your system, control how it 
operates, and solve any software con flier problems that arise. 
You should actively manage your System Folder to ensure that 
your lVIac works as good as it can at all times. 
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FIGURE 15.29 

Conflict Catcher provides links to 
some great Mac Web sites. 
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Using Keyboard 
Shortcuts 

Configuring a keyboard 

Understanding and using predefined keyboard shortcuts 

Creating keyboard shortcuts with ResEdit 

Creating keyboard shortcuts with an application's 
customization tools 

Creating keyboard shortcuts with QuickKeys 
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Keyboard shortcuts everywhere 

Mac OS 8.5 provides lots of key· 
board shortcuts that you can use 
while working with the Finder. 
Applications also provide their own 
keyboard shortcuts that you can use 
when you are working with that 
application. If an application is prop
erly designed, many of its shortcuts 
will be the same as those for the 
Finder (such as Command-V for 
paste). 

You can also create your ovm key· 
board shortcuts that can work with 
the Finder and with applications. 

Cu stomizin g Your Mac 

Using Keyboard Shortcuts 

Working with the Keyboard 
Even wi th all of the great desktop management tools incl uded as 
part o f Mac O S 8.5, the old-fashioned keyboard is sti ll one of 
the best tools you can use to do your work quickly and efficient
ly. Using the keyboard to activate commands is faster (especially 
once you memorize yom most frequently used shortcuts) 
because you don't have to take the t ime to remove your hand 
from th e keyboard , grab the mouse, move the pointer to the top 
of the screen, open a menu, make a choice, and then move your 
hand back to tl1e keyboa rd. You can use just a few keystrokes to 
accomplish lots of the tasks that you need to do. 

Mac OS 8.5 provides lo ts of predefi ned keyboard shortcuts for 
you to use, and using these in addition to your mouse will dra
matica lly increase your working efficiency. However, you can do 
even more by creati ng your own custom keyboard shortcuts. 
There are severa l ways to create or modify your own keyboard 
shortcuts, three of which are the following: 

• ResEdit. T he hardest way requires that you use a resource 
editing tool, Apple's ResEdit (which is freewa re). By using 

ResEdi t, you can add your ovm keyboard shortcuts to the 
F inder, as well as other applications. ResEdit is not only fun, 

but you can also learn a lo t about how the Niac works by 
using it. A warning, though, that ResEdit is not ilie easiest 

tool in the world to use. 

• Applications' own tools. Many applications enable you to 

customize the keyboard shortcuts for tha t application from 

within the application. The benefi ts o f using tl1ese cus
torn ization tools is that you don't need any addi tional soft
ware, and it 's usually fair ly easy to do. T he disadvantage is 

that you need to set me keyboard shortcuts for each app(iCll
tion individually. 

• QuickKeys. The easiest and more powerful way is to use a 
keyboard shortcut/macro uti lity. In this chapter, I' ll shmv 
you how to use CE Softwa re's Q uickKeys, which I have used 

for many years, and I can't imagine using a Mac without it. 
QuickKeys provides the best of all worl ds. I t is easy to use 
and provides much more power and flexi bili ty than the 
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other options. T he only down side is that QuickKeys is a 

commercial piece of sofuvare so that you have to buy a copy 

of it. However, once you use it to customize the way your 

Mac works, you'll also wonder how you ever got along with
out it. 

You can use any or all o f these methods. Try them and see which 
is best for you- it is likely that you will continue to use more 
than one technique depending on your working style. 

Before I get into the details of using and creating keyboard 
shortcuts, though, I'll show you how to configure the keyboard 
itself. 

Configuring Your Keyboard 
Using a keyboard is pretty easy-you just plug it in, turn the 
Mac on, and begin typing, right? T he answer is: yes, it is that 
easy; however, there are a couple of adjustments that you can 
make to the way your keyboard works. You do this through the 
Keyboard control panel. 

Changing the keyboard setup 

I. Open the Keyboard control panel (see Figure 16. 1). 
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2. To use a different language, select it from the Script pop-up 
menu. 

3. To change the keyboard configuration to one appropriate 
for a country other than the U .S., click the box next to that 
country in the list. 
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FIGU RE 16.1 

The Keyboard control panel 
enables you to set the language 
configuration of your keyboard, 
the key repeat rate, and the key 
delay. 
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Modifier keys 

All keyboard shortcuts require that 
you use one or more modifier keys 
in conjunction with a letter, number, 
or function key. A modifier key sim
ply tells your Mac that you want to 
do something other than enter the 
character normally associated with 
that key. The Mac's modifier keys 
are: Sh it~ Clr1, Option, and 
Command. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Using Keyboard Shortcuts 

4. Use the slider to set the Key Repeat rate. The repeat rate is 

how fast a letter will be typed while you hold down a key. 

5. Use the other slider to set the Delay U ntil Repeat; this delay 
is the time between when you press and hold a key down 

until the letter begins to repeat. 

6. Close the control panel. 

Using Predefined Keyboard Shortcuts 
"'With Mac OS 8.5, there are lots of predefined keyboard short
cuts that you can use to quickly and easily accomplish tasks. 
Table 16.1 shows some of the more useful keyboard commands 
for the Finder; some of these commands are also useful within 
applications (such as the editing commands). Learning to use 
these can save you the time and effort you might otherwise 
spend reaching fo r the mouse. 

TABLE 16.1 Useful Keyboard Commands 

Key command Function Name 

Command+N New 

Command+O Open 

Command+P Print 

Command+delete Move To T rash 

Command+ W Close Window 

Comm and+! Get In fo 

Command+D Duplicate 

Command+M Make Alias 

Command+ Y Pur Away 

Purpose 

C reates a new folder on the desktop 
Creates a new document from within 
an application 

Opens whatever is selected 

P rints 

From the desktop, moves selected 
files to the Trash 

Closes a window 
C loses a document if the only win
dow is open for the document 

Opens the Get Info dialog for the 
selected folder or fi le 

Creates a duplicate of the selected 
file or fo lder 

Creates an alias of the selected fi le 

Ejects a selected disk 
Moves selected servers into the T rash 
to remove them from the desktop 
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Key command 

Command+F 

Command+R 

Command+Z 

Command+X 

Command+C 

Command+V 

Command+A 

Command+£ 

Command+? 

Power Key 

Function Name 

Find 

Show Original 

U ndo 

C ut 

Copy 

Paste 

Select All 

Eject 

Help 

(Mac off) 

Purpose 

Opens the Finder's File command 

Locates the original item from which 
an alias was created 

U ndoes the last action 

Removes the selected data and places 
it on the C lipboard 

Copies the selected data and places it 
on the C lipboard 

Places data from the Clipboard into a 
document at the current location 

Select~ all items in a window 

Ejects any selected removable media 

Opens the Help Center 

Start up if the Mac is off 

Power Key (Mac on) Restart, Sleep, Causes a dialog to appear that has 
Shut Down dialog Restart, Sleep, and Shut Down but

tons on it 

Conunand+Control+ W:trm restart 
Power Ke)' 

Command+Option+ Sleep 
Power Key 

Command+Option+ Force quit 
Esc 

Command+ Stops process 

Tab Move cursor 

Arrow keys Select a file 

Restarts your Mac; only use this 
method as a last resort (when your 
Mac is locked up, and you can't do 
anyd1ing else) 

C;tuscs 1\llacs to go into sleep mode 

Forces d1c active application to quit: 
usc this onl>' as a last resort 
If the Force Quit works, immediately 
quit all applications and restart your 
Mac 

Causes some processes to be inter
rupted 

Advances d1e cursor one field or 
changes the selected button in most 
dialog boxes 

Selects the icon appropriate for the 
key (for ex;tmple, the file immediate
ly above the current position for the 
up arrow key) 

continues ... 
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Power key to start 

While the Power key is on all 
keyboards, it doesn't work in 
the same way on all Macs. If 
your Mac has a "hard." or exter
nal, power switch, usually local· 
ed on the front of the CPU, the 
Power key will not cause it to 
start or to shut off all power. 
You have to use the external 
power switch to start your Mac 
and to turn off all power. 

However, on Macs with external 
power switches, pressing the 
Power key \\~II bring up a dialog 
in which you can click Shut 
Down to shut down your Mac. 
You still have to turn the exter
nal switch off to stop all power 
to the Mac. 

Models with external power 
switches include the Power Mac 
6100 models. 

Keyboard shortcuts in applications 

Most applications also have a 
number of predefined keyboard 
shortcuts. To find out what they 
are, peruse the menus and 
commands that you use. The 
predefined keyboard shortcuts 
will be listed next to the com· 
mands on the menus. 
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That's not all folks 

Table 16.1 does not list all of the 
keyboard commands, and there are 
others that require that you use the 
mouse in combination with them. 
You can access the Mac OS Help 
system to see more (go to the 
Working Smarter screen and dick 
Keyboard shortcuts). 

Customizing You r Mac 

Using Keyboard Shortcuts 

TABLE 16.1 Continued 

Key command Function Name 

Return Edit fi le name 

Command+right <l iTOW Expand fo lder 

Command+left arrow Collapse fo lder 

Letter keys Select name 

Command+D Desktop 

U p and Down i\•love up o r 
arrows move down 

Cornmand+Shifr+3 D esktop 
screen shot 

Command+S hifr+4+ v•.rmdow 
caps lock screenshot 

Purpose 

Highlights a file's, folder's, or disk's 
name and enables you to edit it 

Expands the content~ of a folder in 
List view 

Collapses the contents of a folder in 
L ist view 

In lists, selects the item in the list 
that begins with the letters typed 

M oves to desktop 

In open and close dialogs, moves the 
selection up or down 

Captures a screenshot of the enti re 
desktop 

Captures a scrcenshot of a wi ndow 

\Vhile using keyboard shortcuts may not come namrally to you, 
it is worth your time to learn to use them. They save a tremen
dous amount of time; it is a lot fas ter to press two or three keys 
than to move your mouse up to a menu. Plus, you may place less 
strain on your lower am1 by using the mouse a bit less. 

Creating Your Own Keyboard Shortcuts 
T he predefined keyboard shortcuts enable you to quickly do lots 
of tasks, but to really make the most of using the keyboard, you 
can customize keyboard shortcuts for the tasks that are impor
tant to you. And by using· a keyboard shortcutimacro utility, you 
can even assign tasks that ordinarily requjre multiple steps to a 
single keystroke combination . 

The techniques you can use to create your own keyboard short
cuts are summarized in Table 16.2. 
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TABlE 16.2 Techniques You Can Use To Create Your Own Keyboard Shortcuts 

Technique Advantages 

Use RcsEdit ResEdit is freeware, good 
learning opportunity to 
see how Mac software 
works 

Usc an applications' No additional cost, 
own customization easy to usc 

Disadvantages 

Difficul t interface, resources 
arc confusing to use, no con

sistency across applications, 
can only do single com
mands, can munge files so 
they become unusable 

Keyboard shortcuts apply 
tools only to individual appli
cation, need to usc different 
tools in each application, can't 
work across applications, can't 
create keyboard shortcuts for 
the Finder 

Use QuicKcys or 
other macro/ 
keyboard shortcut 
tool 

Easy to usc, Cost of sorrwarc 
maximum flexibility, 
can create consistent 
set of keyboard 
shortcuts across 
applications including the 
finder, can easily create 
complex macros using 
rmmy applications 

Creating Finder Keyboard Shortcuts with ResEdit 
All Mac fi les, including applications, have nvo sides, or in the 
correct technicallingo,forks. One of these forks, called the 
Tesoune J01-k, contains all the resources used by that application. 
Resources include the icons used to represent that application 
and its documents, the menus you see, and so on. Part of these 
resources are the predefined keyboard shortcuts that you can use 
in that application (and that you see in the application's pull
down menus). T he Finder also has a resource fork. 

The other fork is the data fork, and it contains the actua l data 
that is in the fi le. 

Some documents files don't have resource forks, while some 
applications don't have data forks. Some files have both forks. 
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Windows and for ks 

Windows files only have data 
forks. On Windows PCs, the 
menus, icons, and other inter
face elements are provided by 
the OS itself, which is why 
applications have to modify var
ious Windows files (such as 
DLLs, ini files, and so on) 
when you install them on a 
Windows PC 

Where to get ResEdit 

ResEdit is freeware, and you can 
get a copy of ResEdit from vari
ous places on the Internet 
including http: / / WWVJ. 
resexcellence.com/ 
r es edit . shtml. You can 
also find a copy in Mac share
ware collections, with some 
software, and on CO-ROMs that 
come with several books. For 
example, the classic book on 
ResEdit is l en and theM of 
Resource Editing, published by 
Hayden Books. In addition to all 
of the detailed ResEdit informa· 
tion the book contains, the CD 
that comes with it contains 
ResEdit, as well as lots of 
resource editing utilities. If you 
want to learn to use ResEdit for 
more than the tasks I show you 
in this book. I'd recommend 
that you get a book on ResEdi t. 
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Finding software 

When you are looking for a piece 
of software such as ResEdit, the 
place to start your search is Mac OS 
B.S's Sherlock feature. This enables 
you to search lots of sites on the 
Internet at the same time, all from 
the Finder. For example, I was able 
to find a place to download ResEdit 
in less than two minutes by using 
Sherlock. This is very powerful. See 
Chapter 4, 'Working with the 
Finder," for details. 

Your first warning 

And now a warning that you will see 
again: never use ResEdit on your 
only copy of a file-always make a 
copy of a file before using ResEdit 
on it. II you don't make a copy and 
then mess up the file, you may ren· 
der the file unusable. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Usi ng Keyboard Shortcuts 

You can use Apple's ResEdit program to modify the resource 
fork of any Mac fi le. For example, you can change the prede
fined keyboard shortcuts in an application, and you can add key
board shortcuts for those commands that do not have predefu1ed 
keyboard shortcuts. 

Before I get into the step-by-step to show you how to add cus
tom keyboard shortcuts using ResEdit, I need to make a couple 
of points. First, using ResEdit is not terribly easy. It has a con
fusing interface and some of what it does is not easy to under
stand. Second, using ResEdit rakes you into the inner workings 
o f your Mac. If you mess something up and you haven't taken 
the appropriate precautions, you can cause yourself all sorts 
of problems, the worst of which is your Mac not being able to 
start up. 

The bottom line is that if you aren't fairly comfortable working 
with somewhat complicated and intimidating "innards" of the 
M ac and its software, you will be better off by skipping ResEdit 
and using Q uickKeys instead. In fact, even if you are comfort
able with this area of your M ac, you will be better off using 
QuickKeys. But it can be fun to use ResEdit, and you wi ll learn 
about how your Mac works. 

You can use ResEdit on both the Finder to add keyboa rd short
cuts to the Mac OS or to add keyboard shortcuts to your favorite 
applications. In the following step-by-step, I'll show you how to 
add a keyboard shortcut to the Finder so that you can empty the 
Trash from the keyboard. Using ResEdit to add keyboa rd short
cuts for other Finder commands is similar. 

W hen you open ResEdit, you will see a lot of resources that the 
Finder uses to present different parts of its interface. When you 
double-click a resource, ResEdit opens an ed itor for that type of 
resource. Some edjtors are relatively easy-to-use while others are 
a bit more difficult. The Finder command's menu resources fall 
into the latter category. But, you won't really need to understand 
the details to add keyboard shortcuts to the Finder. Just follow 
the next step-by-step, and it wi ll work just fine. 
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Adding a keyboard shortcut to empty the trash using ResEdit 

1. Open the System Folder, find the Finder fil e, and make a 
copy of it. Drag the copy to your desktop. Make sure you 
name it so that you know it is the copy (see Figure 16.2). 

£1 

l. Launch ResEdit and click to clear the splash screen (see 
Figure 16.3). You will see the open file dialog. 

ResEdit'" 2.1.3 
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3 . .Maneuver to your copy of the Finder and open it. You will 
see a wjndow that makes perfect sense to you (see Figure 
16.4). Actually, it looks about as confusing as it actua lly is. 
Fortunately, to do what you are going to do, you don't need 
to understand everything that you see. 

4. Find the icon resource labeled fmn2 and double-click it to 
open its editor (see Figure 16.5). 
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Making copies 

Remember that you can make a 
copy of a file by holding down 
the Option key while you 
drag it 

FIGURE 16.2 

I used the clever name, "Finder 
Copy" to make sure I knew that 
this was my working copy of the 
Finder. 

FIGURE 16.3 

ResEdit's splash screen features 
the famous Res Edit clown (I guess 
that is because using ResEdit is as 
fun as going to the circus). 

The second and final warning 

If you open the Finder that is in 
your System Folder with Res Edit 
and mess it up, your Mac won't 
restart Then you will have to 
start up from an alternate disk 
and replace the messed-up 
Finder with a working copy. If 
you don't have a valid alternate 
startup disk, you will be out of 
luck. Make a copy of the Finder 
before you open it with ResEdit. 

Drag-and-drop 

Don't forget that you can also 
open the Finder copy by drag
ging and dropping it onto 
ResEdit's icon. Of course, you 
don't get to see the clown if 
you do this. 
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FIGURE 16.4 

The meaning of this ResEdit win-
dow is easy to see (Not!). 

FIGURE 16.5 

These are the resources that the 
Finder uses to create its menus. 

Wh at is the meaning of this? 

n Figure 16.4, each of the icons 
hat you see represents some 
spec! of the Finder's resources. For 

example, the icon labeled ALRT 
d efines the alert messages that the 
Finder uses to tell you when some-
hing is wrong. The CURS icon con-

tams the vanous cursors that the 
Finder uses (such as the dock, 
hand, spinning wheel, and so on). 
Wilh ResEdit, you can open and 
change any of these resources. 

When the Finder needs one of 
these resources, it refers to it by the 
numbers you see when you open a 
particular resource. Note that most 
of these resource icons contain lots 
and lots of individual resources. 

You will have to explore on your 
own to find out what each icon 
means, or you can read a good 
ResEdit book. 

Customizing Yo ur Mac 

Using Keyboard Shortcuts 
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5. Find the resource 'vith the ID of 525 and double-dick to 
open it in an editor (see Figure 16.6). This may look a bit 
confusing, but once you see what you are going to do, you 
\vill get the hang of it. Notice the Special menu's commands 
that are written in the right-hand column. If you look close
ly, you may notice that several have a letter that is two 
spaces before the command name. T hat is the keyboard 
shortcut for that command. 
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D fmn2 10 • 5251'rom IInder Copy 

6. Locate the E mpty T rash command that starts on the sixth 

line down from the top of the window. 

7. Put your cursor right after the fi rst character in the sixth 

line. 

8. Delete the first character in the sixth line and type T. 

9. Q uit ResEdit and save your changes. 

8 

10. O pen the System Folder and drag the original Finder to 
another location; for now stick it in the Trash, but don't 

empty the 11-ash (you won't be able to do th is even if you try 

since the Finder is in use). 

11. D rag your edited copy of the F inder into the System Folder 

and rename it so that its name is just Finder. 

12. Restar t your Mac. 

13. O pen th e Special menu to see your new keyboard shortcut 

for the E mpty Trash command (see Figure 16.7). T he next 

time that you need to empty the Trash, just press 

Command-T. 
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FIGURE 16.6 

Here are the menu keyboard 
shortcuts for the Finder's Special 
menu. 

Not all resources are the same 

Note that not all applications 
store the same resources in the 
same areas. Just because you 
find the Finder's keyboard short
cul5 in the fmn2 resource v~th 
the ID number 525, doesn't 
mean that you will find the 
resources for the keyboard short
cul5 in another application, for 
example, Adobe Photoshop, in 
the same place. Sometimes you 
have to hunt around inside a file 
to find the resources that you 
want to change. For example, 
most applications store their key
board shortcut resources in the 
MENU resource, which has a 
much better editor. 

One last, really final warning 

Before you do step 10, make 
sure that you have a valid startup 
disk that you can use in case 
something you did messed up 
the Finder. If you don·~ and the 
Finder was munged when you 
used ResEdit on it, your Mac may 
not be able to start up from the 
current startup disk. See Chapter 
31, "Preventing 
Mac Problems," to learn about 
creating and using an alternate 
startup disk. 

FIGURE 16.7 

Using ResEdit, I have added a 
keyboard shortcut so that I can 
empty the Trash by pressing 
Command-T. 
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Duplicate keyboard shortcuts 

Be careful that you don't add a key
board shortcut that is already used 
for another command. This can 
cause you problems. 

Battling applications 

One of the problems with using 
applications' predefined keyboard 
shortcuts and using their keyboard 
shortcut customization tool is that 
keyboard shortcuts are not neces
sarily consistent across different 
applications. While most applica
tions have the same keyboard 
shortcuts for the "basics" (such as 
Copy and Paste), often they use dif
ferent keyboard shortcuts for similar 
tasks. This can really be confusing as 
you try to remember which applica
tion uses which shortcul 

If you use a keyboard 
shortcut/macro utility, you can make 
all your keyboard shortcuts consis
tent across applications since you 
are using a single tool to create all 
of your shortcuts. 

Cu stomizing Yo ur Mac 

Using Keyboard Shortcuts 

To add other keyboard shortcuts for Finder commands, explore 
the other resources within the fm n2 resources unti l you see the 
command to which you want to add a keyboard shortcut. T hen 

follow the previous step-by-step while substituting the other 
command for E mpty Trash and another keyboard shortcut for 
Command-T 

Adding Keyboards Shortcuts to Applications from 
Within Those Applications 

Most applications allow you to add or modify keyboard shortcuts 
from within the application. For example, in Microsoft Office, 
you can assign a keyboard shortcut to any command; you can 
also modify or remove any predefined keyboard shortcuts. 

Applications enable you to do this is various ways, but the gener
al process that you follow is: 

1. C hoose the application 's customization or preferences com
mand. 

l. C hoose the command to which you want to assign a short

cut. 

3. Press your shortcut keys to associate them with the com
mand. 

Using an application 's own tools to add keyboard shortcuts is 
useful, easy, quick, and you don't have to use any outside soft
wa re. Be aware that the Finder doesn't have any tools to enable 
you to do this directly, thus the need for ResEdit or a 
keyboard/shortcut macro uti li ty. T he most sign ificant disadvan
tage is that it is ei tl1er difficult or impossible to work across appli
cations. By that I mean that it is difficu lt to assign keyboard 
shortcuts for a ser ies of steps (a macro) for which you use several 
applications (I'll show you how to do this with Q uick.Keys in the 
next section). Anotl1er disadvantage is that not aU applications 
have the capability to customize keyboard shortcuts, and so for 
those applications, you must use a uti lity of some sort. Sti ll, fo r 
fast and dirty keyboard shortcut customization, you should check 
to see if your favori te applications enable you to create your own 
keyboard shortcuts. 
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In the foll owing step-by-step, you'll see an example of how one 
application, M icrosoft Word 98, enables you to customize its 
keyboard shortcuts. 

Creating a keyboard shortcut in Microsoft Word 98 

1. Launch Word. 

1. From the Tools menu, choose Customize. 

J. L1 the Customize dialog, click Keyboard. You wi ll see the 

Customize Keyboard window (see F igure 16.8). 
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4. In the Categories pane, select the category of the command 

to which you want to assign a keyboard shortcut. T he com

mands listed in the Commands pan e will change to reflect 

th e category selected in the left pane. 

5. C hoose the command to which you wa nt to apply a key

board shortcut in the Commands pane. For this example, I 

chose the Category Format and the Command DemoteList 
(which demotes a selection one level), as you can see in 

Figure 16.9. If no keyboard shortcut is displayed in Current 
keys area, there is currently no keyboard shortcut assigned to 

this command. If there was one, you would see it listed in 
tl1is area. 

6. Press tab to m ove into tl1e Press new shortcut key box. 

7. Press the key combination that you want to use to activate 
the command. It helps if you choose sometlung that you can 
remember easily, which is easier said tl1an done. You can try 

any com bination of the modifier keys and numbers, letters, 
or functions keys. 
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fiGU RE 16.8 

Word's Customize Keyboard win
dow enables you to add your 
own keyboard shortcuts or modi
fy Word's predefined shortcuts . 

All commands 

When you first open the 
Customize Keyboard window, 
all of Word's commands are list
ed in the Commands pane. You 
can skip selecting a category if 
you want and instead simply 
scroll through all of Word's 
commands. However, Word has 
a lot of commands so that may 
take a while. It is better to pick a 
category if you can, although 
sometimes that isn't easy. 

Word 98 has a lot of keyboard 
shortcuts 

If you happen to choose a key
board shortcut that Word 
already has assigned to a 
command, you can either 
replace Word's default keyboard 
shortcut or change yours. 
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FIGURE 16.9 

I am going to apply a keyboard 
shortcut to the Demotelist com
mand. 

FIGURE 16.10 

I assigned the keyboard shortcut 
Command-Option-Control-0 to 
the Demotelist command (unfor-
tunately, a poor dialog design 
cuts off the keyboard shortcut so 
that you can't see the whole 
thing). 

Changing a Word keyboard 
shortcut 

You follow a similar process to 
change any of Word's default key
board shortcuts. When you select a 
command that has a keyboard 
shortcut assigned to i~ you will see 
the keyboard shortcut in the Current 
Keys pane. If you select the key
board shortcut and dick Remove, 
the keyboard shortcut will be delet
ed. If you enter a new keyboard 
shortcut and click Assign, the key
board shortcut will be assigned to 
the command. Yes, you can have 
more than one keyboard shortcut 
assigned to the same command. 
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8. W hen you are satisfied with your new keyboard shortcut, 
click Assign. T he new keyboard shortcut will be moved into 
the Cu rrent Keys area (see Figure 16.10). 
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9. C lick Close. T he dialog will disappear. From now on, when 
you press your new keyboard shor tcut, the command will be 
activated. 

\ ¥ hile the preceding step-by-step used vVord 98, most applica
tions have similar tools that enable you to define keyboard short
cuts. (All of the Microsoft productivity applications use the exact 
same process as Word 98.) To see how you can do this in your 
other applications, check the applications' help feamres, such as 
their AppleGuide. Search for keyboard shortcuts or keyboard 
customization. 
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Adding Keyboard Shortcuts to Applications with 
Res Edit 

If your favorite application doesn't have a tool by which you can 
customize its keyboard shortcuts, you can use ResEdit to do so. 
Fortunately, modifying keyboard shortcuts for most applications 
by using ResEdi t is easier than it was for the Finder. 

In the next step-by-step, I'll add a keyboard shortcut to the 
SimpleText application 's Extended style command. You can fol
low similar steps with other applications to add your own key
board shortcuts to them. 

Adding keyboard shortcuts to an application by using ResEdit 

1. Make a copy of the application's file. Again, if you mess up 
your original application by using ResEdit on it, you may 
not be able to run the application. 

l. Open the copy of the application (in this case, Simple Text) 
in ResEdit. You will see SimpleText's resources (see 
Figure 16. 11). 
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3. Find and open the i\11ENU resources (see Figure 16.12). 

4. Open the Style menu by double-clicking it. You will see its 
editor (see Figure 16.13). 
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FIGURE 16.11 

Opening Simple Text in ResEdit 
reveals its resources. 



FIGURE 16.12 
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These are the MENU resources 
that Simple Text uses. 

FIGURE 16.13 

The Style menu in Simple Text can 
be edited with this window. 

-

FIGURE 16.14 

Using the options in the right 
pane of the window, you can 
assign various properties to lhe 
Extended command, induding a 
keyboard shortcut 
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5. Choose the command to which you want to add a keyboard 
shortcut; in this case, Extended, which applies the extended 
font style. \ iVhen you do so, the right pane of the editor 
changes to reflect the options appropriate for that command 
(see Figure 16.14). 
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6. In the Command-Key box, enter the shortcut key, in this 

case, E. 

7. Quit ResEdit and save your changes. 

8. Launch the application that you just modified with ResEdit. 

9. Check the command to which you assigned the keyboard 
shortcut to see your keyboard shortcut (see Figu re 16.15). 
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10. If everything works with the modified application, throw 

away the original and rename the copy with the original's 

name (for example, change Simple Text copy to SimpleText). 

Creating Your Own Keyboard Shortcuts with 
Quick Keys 

I saved the best fo r last. The best tool for creating your own 
keyboard shortcuts is a keyboard shortcut/macro util ity. Using 
such a utility, you can automate your Mac so that almost any 
series of repetitive tasks can be accomplished with a simple key
board shortcut. And creating a keyboard shortcut for a single 
command or task is so easy that it is almost trivial. Plus, you can 
create shortcuts across applications, enabli ng you to do steps by 
using different applications with a single shortcut. You can ::~ lso 

standardize your shortcuts so that the same shortcuts do the 
same thing no matter what application you are using- including 
the Finder. No other method can match that. 

The potential uses for this kind of uti li ty are limitless. Almost 
anything that you ca n do witl1 your Mac can either be fully auto
mated, or at least greatly simplified, by using keyboard shortcuts 
and macros. If you can define each step of a task, you can auto
mate it. It is that simple. 
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The Command·E keyboard short
cut will now cause selected text to 
be styled with the Extended style. 

Macro? 

A maao is simply a series of 
steps that can be repeated by 
your Mac. A macro can be any
thing from two commands 
joined together to a complex 
series of dozens of tasks. A 
macro is actually a simple pro
gram that tells your Mac what 
you want it to do, in the order 
in which you want the steps to 
happen. For example, you can 
define a macro that connects 
you to the Internet, checks your 
email, and then moves to your 
favorite Web site. 

You can make macros as simple 
or as complex as you need to 
get your work done quickly and 
easily. Any tasks that are repeti
tive in nature are excellent can
didates for a macro. You will 
learn more about macros in 
Chapter 17, "Making Your Mac 
Do Your Work For You." 
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So, what's a script? 

A saipt is basically the same thing 
as a macro-it is a series of defined 
steps that result in a task being 
accomplished. The terms are basi
cally interchangeable. 

Keyboard shortcuts or menus 

In this chapter, I'll focus on creating 
keyboard shortcuts. but with 
QuickKeys you can just as easily cre
ate your own custom menus con
taining your macros. You can also 
create icons that you can double
click to run your macros. Custom 
menus and icons are ideal for those 
macros that you may not use every 
day and so don't want to memorize 
a keyboard shortcut for, bu1 still 
want to run easily and quickly. 

QuickKeys sets 

Another good feature of QuickKeys 
is that you can define sets of key
board shortcuts and macros for vari
ous applications, or you can define 
sets that work everywhere on your 
Mac. This provides maximum flexi
bility for you; you can choose exact
ly where and when you want your 
macros and keyboard shortcuts to 
work. 

Customizing You r Mac 

Using Keyboard Shortcuts 

In this section, I'll focus primarily on creating simple macros and 
keyboard shortcu ts. In the next chapter, I'll show you how to 
create more complex macros by using a couple of different tools. 

SEE ALSO 

> To lenm more nbout Quick Keys, see pflgc 413 

> To /em·n nbout owlling f/1111 using 11/{/C"/"OS 1vitb AppleSe1·ipt, sec pnge 398 

O ne of the best keyboard/macro utilities for the Mac is CE 
Software's outstanding QuickKeys. I have used QuickKeys for a 
number of years, and it is an indispensable part of my daily Mac 
life. It has saved me lite ra lly hundreds of hours over the years, 
not to mention enabli ng me to concentrate on the more impor
tant parts of my work, such as creating content, rather than 
mundane and repetitive tasks, such as applying formats to my 

documents. 

If I tried to list all of the things that you can do with Q uickKeys, 
I would quickly fill up the rest of this chapter. T he following 
examples are a lrrieflist just to give you some ideas: 

• Create keyboat·d sho r·tcuts. Obviously, QuickK.eys would

n't be in this chapter if it couldn't do this. QuickKeys excels 

at creati ng keyboard shortcuts for any menu item or com

mand. 

• Create m acros. You can record all the steps needed to 

accomplish a task and create a keyboard shortcut to auto
mate that task. You can also define these steps directly with

in Q uickKeys as well. 

• M ount drives and volumes and choose printers. You can 

easily mount any drives or volumes that you access over a 
network, again witl1 a keyboard shortcut. You can also 
quickly choose any printer tl1at you can use. 

In the remainder of th is section, I'll show you how QuickKeys 
works as examples for several of the kinds of tasks listed in tl1e 
previous bulleted list. 
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Adding a keyboard shortcut to empty the Trash by using QuickKeys 

1. Open the QuickKeys menu that is installed on your Mac 
when you install QuickKeys (see Figure 16. 16). 
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2. Choose Record One Shortcut. 

3. Open the Special menu and choose Empty Trash. The com
mand will be recorded, and you will see the QuickKeys 
menu editor (see Figure 16. 17). 
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4. Move to the Keystroke box and enter yom keyboard short
cut. In this example, I pressed Command-T to create my 
keyboard shortcut to empty the Trash. 

5. Click OK. You will see the QuickKeys Editor (see Figure 
1 6.18). You can see the keyboard shortcut that you just 
created. 
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FIGURE 16.16 

The QuickKeys menu provides 
access to the functions and tools 
you need to create and manage 
your macros and keyboard 
shortcuts. 

---

FIGURE 16.17 

The QuicKeys menu editor 
enables you to fine-tune your 
keyboard shortcut. 

Try before you buy 

CE Software provides a function
al demo of QuickKeys that you 
can download and use to see 
how useful QuickKeys is for 
yourself. To get the demo, use 
your Web browser to go to 
http: //www . cesoft. 
com to download the demo. 
See Chapter 27, "Browsing the 
Web: Advanced Techniques," for 
help with downloading and 
using files from the Web. 

I 

I 
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FIGURE 16.18 

The QuickKeys editor is where 
you manage all of your 
QuickKeys macros and keyboard 
shortcuts. 

QuickKeys works in gray 

When recording a keyboard short
cut or macro with QuickKeys, you 
can even choose to record com
mands that are grayed out in menu 
bars. This is essential because not 
every command that you want to 
record for your macros and key
board shortcuts will be available 
when you are recording a keyboard 
shortcut For example, if your Trash 
is empty when you create an Empty 
Trash keyboard shortcu~ the com· 
mand will be grayed out. But 
QuickKeys can choose it anyway. 

More on QuickKeys sets 

In this example, the keyboard short
cut was stored in the Finder set 
since that is the only place the com· 
mand makes sense. If it was a 
broadly applicable command that 
you use in many applications, you 
could store it in the Universal set so 
that it would always be available. 

Custo mizi ng Your Mac 

Using Keyboard Shortcuts 
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6. Close the QuickK.eys window. Your keyboard shortcut is 

now active. T hat was more tha11 a li ttle bit easier tl1an using 

ResEdi t, wasn't it! 

From tile previous example, you can see tl1at creating a keyboard 
shortcut for a single menu choice is trivial with QuickK.eys. It 
requires just a few seconds, a mouse click or two, and a few key
so·okes. As good as it is to be able to create tl1ese lcinds of key
board shortcuts, Q uickKeys' real po .... ver comes in creating 
macros tllat perform multiple-step tasks for you witll a simple 
keyboard shortcut or menu selection. 

In tile next step-by-step, I' ll show you a macro I used to print 
tl1e screenshots you have seen throughout mis book. W hile this 
macro may seem a bit complex at first, it really isn't all tllat hard 
to create, and it saves me lots of time and effort. H opefully, til is 
example will get you thinking beyond creating keyboard short
cuts for simple menu selections. The macro I will create does the 
fo llowing tasks: 

• Opens the selected fi le in P hotoshop 

• Adds a text block containin g the figure's fi lename 

• Changes tile orienta tion of tl1e figure from poru·ait to land-
scape 

• Changes the scale to 90 percent 

• Prints tl1e figure 

• Closes tl1e fi le, but doesn't save tl1e changes 

• Selects the next figure in tl1e folder 
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Each of these steps requires several actions to complete, but with 
QuickKeys, I can do them aJI w-ith a single keyboard shortcut. 

Sometimes, you need to use a couple of macros together. For 
example, for the following example, I wanted to use Photoshop 
to print my screenshots. H owever, the screenshots are all PICT 
fil es with the creator code o f to:t, which my Mac opens in 
Simple Text instead of Photoshop. T his made creating a macro to 
open files sequentially from within Photoshop harder since it 
wasn 't the creating application for those fil es. 

What was I to do? Well , using ResEdit, you can change the cre
ator of a fil e so that a differen t application w j)J open when you 
open the fil e. In this case, I created a macro using Q uickKeys 
that would replace the files' original creator (to:t which is the 
creator code for SimpleText) with Photoshop's creator code 
(8BIM). I ran that macro on a folder full of figures to change 
them all to Photoshop fil es. After that was finished, I could easi
ly open them in Photoshop and this made the printing script 
much easier. Sometimes, it helps to make several indiv-idual 
macros rather than one "super-macro." Another advanL'lge of 
doing this is that you can use the pieces in other macros that you 
create later. 

Creating a keyboard shortcut to print figures 

I. Open the folder containing the figures that you want to 
print. In this example, I am using the folder that contains 
the figures for Chapter 3 (see Figure 16.19). 
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Good macro practice 

When you are creating a macro 
that requires more than a sim
ple menu selection or two, it is 
a good idea to work through 
each step of the task yourself a 
couple of times before you start 
recording. This will enable you 
to better understand some of 
the subtleties that you will need 
to account for in your macro. A 
couple of walk-throughs will 
make creating the macro right 
the first time a lot easier. 

FIGURE 16.19 

The macro will add the filename 
and print all of the figures in a 
folder in the format required by 
the publisher of this book. 
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Editing macros 

By the way, you can always edit any 
macro that you record just in case 
some of the recorded steps aren't 
quite right. Using QuickKeys editor 
is fairly straightforward, and once 
you use it a time or two, you will 
see how to edit your own macros. 

Keyboard shortcuts within key
board shortcuts 

While you are recording, you can 
still use keyboard shortcuts, for 
example, Command-P to print. 

Customizing You r Mac 

Using Keyboard Shortcuts 

l. Open Photoshop and create a new file. You will use this to 

set the text format of the figure's fi lename that you will add 

to the print. 

3. Choose the text tool and add some text in the format in 
which you want your fil ename to appear. Since Photoshop 

keeps the same text formatting until you change it, this step 

ensures that all of the filenames will be printed in the same 

format. In this ex<lmple, I used Helvetica in 48-point size 

and bold because I wanted people to easily see the fi lename. 

4. W hen you have set the text format, close the file (no need to 

save changes). 

5. Move back to the Finder and select the first file that you 

want to print. 

6. Start Q uickKeys recording your macro by choosing Record 

Sequence from the QuickKeys menu. QujckKeys will begin 

to record your actions. 

1. Press E nter so that the fi lename is in the edit mode and you 
can copy the name to the C lipboard. 

8. Press Command-C to copy the filename to the Clipboard. 

9. Press Command-O to open the selected file. T he fi le will 

open in Photoshop. 

10. Move into the center of the figure, near the bottom (the text 

cool should still be selected from your preparation in steps 2 
and 3). 

11. Click the mouse bu tton to enter the Type Tool dialog. 

11. Press Command-V to paste the filename in the Type Tool 
(see Figure 16.20). 

13. Click OK to close the Type Tool. T he filename will now be 
pasted onto the figu re (see Figure 16.21). 

14. Choose Page Setup from the File menu. 

IS. Make the desired changes (in this case, changing the orien
tation and scale) and press Return to close the djalog. 

16. From the File menu, choose Print. 
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17. In the Print dialog, set your print options and press Print. 
Your docum ent will be printed. 

18. Press Command-W to close the document, but don't save 
changes. (In this case, I didn't wa nt the:: Glt:name to actually 
be part of the fi le, it was just for the hard copy.) 

19. Choose Finder from the Application menu to move back to 
the Finder. 

20. Press the Down arrow to select the next file in the folder. 
T lus step starts the process over again so that you can make 

a repeating script. 

21. Choose Stop Recording &om the QuickKeys menu. You wi ll 
see the QuickKeys Sequence Editor(see Figure 16.22). 
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FIGURE 16.20 

In this step, I am pasting the fig-
ure's filename into Photoshop's 
Type Tool. 

I 

FIGU RE 16.21 

The figure now has the filename 
pasted into it. 

-
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FIGURE 16.22 

The QuickKeys macro editing dia-
log contains the script that you 
just recorded. 
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21. Enter a name for you r macro, press Tab, and then press a 
keyboard shortcut fo r this macro (the Keystroke field needs 
to be highlighted). In this case, I used Shift-Option
Control-F. 

23. C lick OK to close the QuickKeys Sequence Edjtor. 

24. C lick the Close box in the QuickKeys Editor to exit 
Q ujckKeys. 

25. Test your macro by selecting another file in the folder and 
pressing your keyboard shortcut. If it works as you want it 
to, you are all set. If not, you may need to go back and edit 
it in the QuickKeys Editor. Keep tweaking it unti l it works 
correctly. 

SEE ALSO 

)> To lenrn 11101"f fi[Jo/11 using the QuickKe)'S etlit01; see page 413 

26. After the script works properly, you can add a sequence con
o·ol so that you can set tl1e number of times your macro 
runs. To get started, choose Q uickKeys from tl1e Q uickKeys 
menu. The Q uickKeys Editor wiJI open. 

17. Double-click your macro. The Sequence Editor will open 
(see Figure 16.23). 
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28. Move the step arrow to the very top of the macro, before 
step 1. 

29. From the D efine menu, choose Extensions, Sequence Tools, 
and Repeat. 

30. In the Repeat Extension dialog, click the Begin Repeat radio 
button, check the "Display dialog box aslcing how many 
times to repeat" check box, and click OK to close the win
dow. T his tells the macro to start repeating here, and also 
tells it to ask you how many times it should repeat. 

31. Move the step arrow all the way to the bottom of the macro, 
below the last step. 

32. From the Define menu, choose Extensions, Sequence Tools, 
and Repeat. You will see the Repeat Extension dialog again. 

33. T his time, click the End Repeat radio button and click OK. 
T his tells the macro where to stop repeating. 

34. C lick OK to close the Sequence Editor. 

35. C lose Quick.Keys. 

36. Try your macro again. T his time you will be prompted to 
input how many times the macro should repeat (see F igure 
16.24). ~'hen you enter a number and click OK, the macro 
will run the number of times you input. This makes it easy 
to print a whole folder of fil es; just input the number of fi les 
in the folder at the prompt. 
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FIGURE 16.23 

QuickKeys' Sequence Editor 
enables you to edit each step of 
your macro. 

0 Steparrow 
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FIGURE 16.24 

When prompted by this dialog, 
you can tell the macro how many 
times to repeat itself. 

Getting your own QuickKeys 

After you try the QuickKeys demo, 
you can purchase a full version by 
checking your favorite software 
retailer or buying it directly from CE 
Software at 1·800.523-7638 or from 
its Web site at http: //YNNI. 
cesoft. com. 

FIGURE 16.25 

Using the Chooser you can select 
AppleShare and then choose an 
AppleShare volume while 
QuickKeys records your steps. 

- -
M ounty 

Q uickKeys does have a function 
called Mounty that 1s supposed to 
enable you to create a keyboard 
shortcut to mount a network drive. 
But I have had some trouble getting 
it to work properly. So I use the 
method in this step-by-step, which 
is just as easy and works every time. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Using Keyboard Shortcuts 
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While tlus may seem like a complicated process at fi rst, once you 
are comfortable with Quick.Keys (which doesn't take very long), 
you can create such a macro in just a few nlinutes. And it can 
save you hours of repetitious and time-consuming steps. 

In the next step-by-step, I'll create a keyboard shortcut to mount 
a network drive on the desktop. T his macro eliminates a number 
of steps tl1at you have to do to mount a drive manually. 

Creating a keyboard shortcut by using the Chooser to mount a net· 
work volume 

1. From tl1e QuickKeys menu, choose Record Sequence. 

2. From the Apple menu, choose Chooser. You will see the 
C hooser window (see Figure 16.25). 
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3. Click AppleShare. 

4. Click the volume that you want to mount on your desktop 
and then click OK 
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5. Enter your network name in the N ame box and your pass
word in the Password box (see Figure 16.26). 

Connect to the nteserver•flCM.\Cl»r as: 

Q G«est 
f'! Reol.stered User 

Notue : r.:lo--,.~d •:-::•1--, e-r - -----, 

Pauworl1: )'I I-~ 
2·way Encrypted Pusword 

Chanoe PASSWOrd- ~ l eonnect l ... ,., 

6. Click Connect. 

7. In the next window, make sure that the Save My Name and 
Password button is selected (if it isn't choose Pause 
Recording from the QuickKeys menu, click th is button, and 
then choose Pause Recording again). 

B. Click OK. 

9. Close the Chooser. 

10. From the QuickKeys menu, choose Stop Recording. You 
wi ll see the Sequence Editor containing your new macro 
(see Figure 16.27). 
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11. Name the macro and assign a keyboard shortcut. 

11. Click OK to close the Sequence Editor. 
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FIGURE 16.26 

This dialog enables you to log 
into an AppleShare volume. 

Macros and applications 

Some applications also provides 
tools that you can use to create 
macros with other applications. 
Some of these macro tools are 
quite elaborate. For example, 
Microsoft Office uses its own 
programming language to 
enable you to create macros. 
Fortunately, you can also record 
your steps so that you don't have 
to learn the language in order to 
create basic macros. Another 
example is FileMaker Pro, the 
dominant Mac database applica
tion (which is the second most 
popuar database on the PC as 
well). It uses its ovvn scripting 
tool to enable you to create 
macros that will automate fairly 
complex tasks. 

FIGURE 16.27 

The Sequence Editor shows your 
newly recorded macro. 
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Position counts 

In a macro, if you select something 
with the mouse rather than with a 
key combination, you are using rela
tive positioning. QuickKeys records 
where on the screen you clicked 
rather than what you clicked on. tr 
the item you click moves from the 
time that you recorded your macro, 
it may not work properly. Usually, 
this isn't a problem because most 
windows and dialogs will return to a 
default position so that the relative 
positioning works just fine. 

However, it is best to use the key
board to choose things while you 
are recording, if possible. For exam· 
pie, instead of clicking OK. press 
Return if the OK button is selected. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Using Keyboard Shortcuts 

13. Close Quick.Keys. 

14. Unmount the volume that you mounted while creating the 

macro. 

15. Test your macro. If it works, the volume should be mounted. 

If not, go back and tweak the macro until it works properly. 
V/hen you want to mount this drive in the futu re, just use 

your keyboard shortcut. No need to mess around with the 

Chooser yourself. 

From these examples, you can see how powerful QuickKeys is. If 
you do repetitive steps (and since you use a Mac, trust me, you 
do), Quick.Keys will make you much more productive, and you 
will also enjoy your work more because you can focus on the fun 
part rather than the drudgery of choosing commands and cl ick
ing the mouse. VJ'ho can argue with that result? 
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Not all Macs are included 

If your Mac has a hard power switch 
on the front of its case (for exam
ple, the Power Mac 61XX models), 
automatic startup and shutdown 
won't work If you aren't sure if you 
have a hard power switch, try set
ting a startup or shutdown time; 
your Mac will tell you if ~ won't 
work. 

FIGURE 17.1 

Using the Schedule Startup & 
Shutdown window, you can have 
your Mac tum itself on and off. 

I 

Customizin g Yo ur Ma c 

Making Your Mac Do Your Work for You 

Automating Your Mac 
The reason you use a Mac is to do better work faster and enjoy 
the creative process more than you would doing things without a 
1\IIac. T he Mac can do a lot of the drudgery associated with any 
task, leaving you free to concentrate on the form and content of 
what you are doing. Mac OS 8.5 includes a numLe::r uf features 
to take your Mac's abi lity to do work for you even further. You 
wi ll be even better off if you use a macro utility (such as CE 
Software's excellent QuickKeys that you will learn more about in 
this chapter) to really put your Mac to work. 

With Mac OS 8.5 and a macro tool, you can automate just about 
any repetitive task that you do with your Mac. A lot of what you 
do on your Mac can be automated, including almost everything 
that you can do wi th the keyboard or by choosing commands 
from menus. Automating your Mac will make you even more 
effi cient, and it can be a lot of fun watching your Mac do your 
work for you. 

Scheduling an Automatic Startup or 
Shutdown Time 

[J 

You can automate the two most basic tasks that you do with your 
Mac: mrning it on or off. By using the Energy Saver control 
panel, you can set the times at which your Mac turns itself on 
and shuts itself down. No more waiting for the system to start 
up in the morning! 

Scheduling a startup and shutdown time 

1. Open the E nergy Saver control panel. 

2. C lick the Schedule Starmp & Shutdown button. You will see 
the Schedule Sta rmp & Shutdown window (see Figure 17 . I). 
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Using Startup Items 

3. To set a startup time, click the Start up the computer check 
box, set the day from the pop-up menu, and enter the start

up time. 

4. To set a shutdown time, click the Shut down the computer 

check box, set the day from the pop-up menu, and enter the 
shutdown time. 

5. C lose the control panel. Your Mac will now start up and 
shut down at the specified times. 

Using Startup Items 
You can have your Mac automatically open fi les, folders, and 
even servers for you each time that it starts up. You make this 
happen by placing an alias to the item that you want opened in 
the Startup Items folder that is in the System Folder. Startup 
items are great if you always use one or more applications or 
documents because you can easily have your Mac open those 
items every time tha t you start up. No more spending lots of 
time opening the same items day after day. Just put an alias in 
the Startup Items folder and your Mac will open it for you. 

Making something open at system startup 

1. Make an alias of the item that you want to open when you 
start your Mac. 

2. Drag the alias to the Startup Items folder that is in the 

System Folder. T he next time you start your Mac, the item 
will be opened automatically. 

T he Startup Items feature can be a great relief from the tedium 
of openjng the same files every day. Following are some ideas 
that you may want to use on your iVIac: 

• O pen documents and applications that you open every day, 
such as databases or contact managers. 

• Open your email program and \iVeb browser so that they are 
always open and ready to use. 

• lvlake your Web browser's H ome page a favorite news site 
and then place an alias to the Web browser in the Startup 

Items folder; th en you can get your morning news as soon as 
your Mac starts up. 
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Energy saving and PowerBooks 

PowerBooks use a slightly dif· 
ferent interface for the Energy 
Saver control panel. I was using 
a desktop Mac during this chap· 
ter. If you are using a 
PowerBook, see Appendix B. 
"Working with PowerBooks," for 
the <'etails on saving energy on 
a PowerBook. 

Alphabetical Mac 

The items in both the Startup 
and Shutdown folders open in 
alphabetical order. You can use 
this to your advantage. For 
example, you may want to have 
your Mac play a sound when it 
has completed the start-up 
process so that you don't have 
to sit there and watch it. Just 
name the alias of the sound that 
is in the Startup Items folder so 
that it appears last in a list sort· 
ed by name. It will be opened 
after everything else has. 
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Don't get carried away 

Remember that every application 
you open will use part of the RAM 
available. If you open lots of appli· 
cations every time you start your 
Mac, there may not be enough 
RAM left to work with anything else. 
Plus, the more applications that 
open when your Mac starts up, the 
longer the startup process will take. 

Restarting 

Note that items in the Shutdown 
Items folder are also opened when 
you shut down during a Restart as 
well as when you shut down your 
Mac. 

Be nimble, be quick 

If you place an alias to a "static" 
document, such as a text document, 
it will simply Hash open when the 
shutdown process begins. Unless 
the document requires some time 
to run (such as a script, movie. or 
sound), placing it in the Shutdown 
Items folder doesn't do much good. 

Customizing Your Ma c 

Making Your Mac Do Your Work for You 

• Play a sound so that you know when your Mac is ready to 

work. 

• Open a server or group folder. 

• Open a project folder that you wi ll use throughout the day. 

Using Shutdown Items 
Shutdown Items work in the same way that Startup Items do, 
except that they open during shutdovm rather than startup (I bet 
you figured that one out on your own). T here may be items that 
you want to open every time that your Mac shuts down. For 
example, you may have a back-up script that you want to run 
every time you quit work for the day. Or perhaps you have a 
QuickTime video that you want anyone working on a Mac to see 
before they quit (perhaps the sign-out procedure for your office). 
Or, maybe you want the !viae to play a certain sound each time it 
is shut down. The Shutdown Items folder in your System Folder 
makes these tasks very easy to do. 

Making something open during shutdown 

1. Make an alias of the fi le that you want to open when your 

Mac shuts down. 

2. Drag the item into the Shutdown Items folder in the System 
Folder. The next time you shut down your Mac, the item 

will run if it is a scripted item or will play if it is a movie or 

an animation. 

Automating Your Mac with AppleScript 
AppleScript is the Mac's built-in macro/scripting technology. 
AppleScript is very powerful, and you can create very sophisticat
ed macros with it. AppleScript is widely used in the publishing 
industry because there are lots of tasks that are repetitive in the 
publishing process. 



Automating Your Mac with AppleScript 

Your Mac comes with everything you need to run predefined 
AppleScripts and to create your own scripts as well. 

Understanding AppleScript 
Mac OS 8.5 comes with the foll owing components that enable 
AppleScript: 

• AppleScript extension. T his is the extension that enables 
AppleScript on your Mac. 

• AppleScriptLib. T his is a library file that is installed in your 
Extensions folder. It is necessary for PowerPC native appli
cations to use AppleScript. 

• Scripting Additions folder. This folder is located in the 
System Folder and contains some additional scripts that you 
can use and incorporate in your own scripts. 

• Scripts folder. T his folder is also located in the AF. It con
tains more scripts, such as scripts for folder actions. T hese 
are primarily for you to incorporate in your own scripts. 

• Speakable Items and More Speakable Items folders. 
These folders contain more AppleScripts. Using Plain Talk, 
you can speak the names of the scripts in the Speakable 
Items folder to run them. You will learn how to use this in a 
later section of this chapter. 

• Speech control panel. T he Speech control panel enables 
you to control aspects of how your Mac uses voice recogni
tion as well as text-to-speech, such as the voice it uses to talk 
to you. 

• AppleScript folder. This folder, which is installed in the 
Apple Extras folder that is installed on your startup disk, 
contains several fi les related to AppleScript, including the 
Script Editor. 

• Script Editor. This is the application that you use to create 
and edit AppleScripts. 
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Macros and scripts 

As you learned in Chapter 16, 
macros and scripts are really 
the same thing- a series of 
steps that your Mac will per
form on command. Macros and 
scripts can be as simple as 
choosing a command from a 
menu to as complex as per
forming a series of tasks cover
ing dozens of steps. 
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Scripts are applications 

AppleScripiS are adually applica
tions-so you can place them in 
the Startup Items and Shutdown 
Items folders to launch them auto
matically. 

AppleScript is accelerated 

With Mac OS 8.5, AppleSaipt is fully 
native and runs faster on Macs with 
PowerPC processors (all Macs that 
can run 8.5). 

Custo mizi ng You r Mac 

Making Your Ma' Do Your Work for You 

• AppleScript Guide and AppleScript Help. AppleScript 

comes with an AppleGuide to help you use AppleScript. 
This guide is stored in the AppleScript folder. T he 
AppleScript Help folder works with the Mac's Help Viewer 

to provide help through the Mac's H elp Center. 

• Automated Tasks and More Automated Tasks folders. 
These folders contain predefined AppleScripts that you can 

run. The folders are in the AppleScript folder, and there is 
an alias to the Automated "Thsks folder on the Apple menu. 

Mile Mac OS 8.5 comes with everything you need to create 
your own AppleScripts, many Mac users v,rill be better off using 
one of the thi rd-party macro applications available for the Mac 
such as Q uickK.eys (which you will learn about later in this chap
ter) and Westland Software's O neCiick. This is because of some 
inherent limitations of AppleScript, which include the following: 

• Not all applications support AppleScript. If an applica
tion does not have AppleScript support built into it, 
AppleScript will not work witl1 that application. Fornmately, 

many major applications do support it so tl1is may not be an 

issue for you. 

• AppleScript rec01·ding is not as reliable as it should be. 

You are most likely to create macros by recording tl1em. 

AppleScript's recording technology doesn't work as well as 
tl1at o f oilier macro utilities, such as QuickK.eys. 

• AppleScript's scripting language is not trivial to learn. 
While the AppleScript language is much simpler tl1an many 

other scripting and programming languages, it does require 

substantial effort to understand and be able to use effective
ly. 

Nonetheless, even if you choose not to use AppleScript to create 
your own scripts, you can still use the predefined AppleScripts 
that come wiili Mac OS 8.5 , as well as those you will find on the 
Net and in oilier locations. 
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Using Predefined AppleScripts 
Mac OS 8.5 comes with a number o f AppleScripts that you can 
use to quickly accomplish certain tasks. J ust to give you some 
idea of the predefi ned AppleScripts avai lable to you, here is a 
partial list of them; you should ex'Piore the folders listed previ
ously to see all of the AppleScripts that are ready for you to use: 

• Add Alias to the Apple Menu . W hen you select a file or 
folder and run this script, an alias to that fi le or folder is 
placed on the Apple menu. 

• Share a Folder. T his script turns on fi le sharing for a fold
er. 

• Start File Sharing and Stop F ile Sharing. These scripts 
start and stop Fil e Sharing. 

• Synchronize Folders. \ tVhen you select two folders and run 
this script, it makes their contents the same (it copies fi les 
and folders from one to other, and vice-versa). 

• Change View to pop. \tVhen you select a window and run 
this script, it changes the view of the window to pop-up. 

• Empty the T rash . You can probably guess what this script 
does. It is in the Speakable Items fo lder so using Speech 
Recogni tion, you can li terally tell your Nlac to take out the 
Trash. 

Since AppleScript are applications, you can double-click an 
AppleScript to run it, choose it from the Apple menu, you can 
activate it by dragging and dropping a fi le on the script's icon, 
and if you use Speech Recognition, you can speak its name to 

run it (as long it is located in the Speakable Items folder). Each 
script works slightly differently, depending on what a particular 
script is designed to do. For example, some scripts work on fi les 
and folder so you need to have something selected when you 
launch the script. O thers work on wi ndows, so you need to have 
a window open. A quick step-by-step will show you how 
AppleScripts work in general. You c~ n use the Add Al ias to 
Apple Menu AppleScript to quickly ndd an alias to the selected 
item to the Apple menu. 
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AppleScripts, AppleScripts, every· 
where 

As you can tell from the list of 
AppleScript items in this chap
ter, these scripts are scattered 
all about your Mac. It will be 
worth your time to explore 
those folders to see what scripts 
you might find useful. 
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FIGURE 11.2 

This dialog confirms that the 
saipt ran successfully and the 
item you selected in now on the 
Apple menu. 

I 

Customizing Your Mac 

Making Your Mac Do Your Work for You 

Using an AppleScript to add an alias to the Apple menu 

1. Select the item that you want added to the Apple menu. 

2. From the Apple menu, open the Automated Tasks folder and 

choose Add Alias to Apple menu. The script will run, and 
you will see confirmation that the item was added to the 
Apple menu (see Figure 17.2). 

the Allas(es) llnve btum 1UhiCIJ lot he A11111e menu. 

3. Click OK to clear the confirmation message. 

4. Open the Apple menu and see that the item you selected 

appears on it. 

You can see from thjs simple example that AppleScript can save 
you lots of time. Think about all of the steps you would have 
had to perform yourself to add an alias to the Apple menu. 
T hese steps are the following: 

1. Select the item. 

2. C reate an alias to it. 

3. Open the System Folder. 

4. Drag the alias you created into the Apple Menu Items fold

er. 

5. C lose the System Folder. 

With the AppleScript, you can do the same task with one menu 
selection and a press of the Return key. 

Just because a script may be stored in a certain folder, there is no 
reason it has to remain there. You can move AppleScripts around 
to suit yourself. For example, there are lots of great AppleScripts 
in the Speakable Items folder, and you can use them even if you 
don't want to use PlainTalk. You can run them as you do any 
script. You can even place them on the Apple menu by selecting 
them and running the Add this to the Apple Menu script! 
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Creating Your Own AppleScripts 
You can create your own AppleScripts to do many of the tasks 
that you need to do to complete your work. T here are two basic 
ways that you can create an AppleScript. One is to record your 
actions in a script (which you can edi t as needed). T he other is 
to use the AppleScript language to write a script. You can do 
both of these by using the Script Editor application. 

Before you try to do so, however, you need to make sure that the 
applications that you need to do the tasks that you want to script 
are AppleScript-savvy. If they are, you can use AppleScript to 
control them. If they aren't, you wi ll have to use another macro 
or scripting tool. 

An AppleScript-savvy application has a dictionary of AppleScript 
commands that it supports. If an application does not have such 
a dictionary, then you will need to use another scripting tool 
with it. 

Determining if an appli[ation is AppleSuipt-savvy 

I. Open Script Editor (it is in the AppleScript folder). You will 

see the Script Editor window (see Figur e I 7.3). 
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2. From the File menu, choose O pen Dictionary. 

3. Move to the application (or an alias to it) and click Open. 

The dictionary for that application will open. In Figure 

I 7.4, you ca n see that the Apple Video Player does support 
AppleScript because there is a suite of AppleScript com
mands associated with it (the Apple Video Player Suite). 
\Vhen you select a command in the left pane of the dictio
nary window, you will see an explanation of the command 
and its syntax in the right pane. 

-
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FIGU RE 17.3 

You use Script Editor to create 
and edit AppleScripts. 
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FIGURE 17.4 

Apple Video Player is Apple.Script· 
sawy; you can tell by the com
mands list in its dictionary. 

More about AppleScript 

If you want to learn how to create 
and edit AppleScripts, locate a copy 
of T11e Tao of AppleSaipt, published 
by Hayden Books. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Making Your Mac Do Your Work for You 
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If you cannot open the application's dictionary (you can't see 

the application in the O pen Dictionary's Open dialog), it 
does not support AppleScript and you will not be able to 

create AppleScripts to work with it. 

4. Close the dictionary window. 

5. Q uit Script Editor. 

If the applications you need are AppleScript-savvy, then you can 
use AppleScript Editor to record, create, and edit a script. 
Explaining the details of creating AppleScripts is beyond the 
scope of this book, but the fo llowing step-by-step will give you 
some idea of how to use the AppleScript Editor. 

Wh ile going over the detai ls o f creating AppleScripts is beyond 
what I have room to cover here, a quick step-by-step will show 
you that using AppleScript is relatively easy, and you will also 
learn how to use an application 's dictionary to see what com
mands it will support. 

In the following step-by-step, I will create a scr ipt that opens 
Internet Explorer and moves to Apple Computer's H ome page. 
T his is a very simple script, but it will save you several steps 
regardless. Before this scr ipt will work for you, your Mac must 
be connected to the Net. 

SEE ALSO 

> To lrnm bow to connect your Nlnr to tbe Net, sec Cbnpter 2 3. "C01mecting J1nw 1\1nc to 
tbe Net" 

> To lrnm bow to use lutemet Rt-plore1· nml tbe ~Vrb, see Cbnpte7" 2 6, "Browsing tbe Hleb: 
Tbe Bnsics" 
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The steps you need this script to do are the following: 

1. Open Internet Explorer. 

2. Move to Apple's Web site which is at http: 1 /www.apple.com. 

These are simple steps, yet creating an AppleScript \vill enable 
you to do them more qujcJdy and easily than you could do them 
manually. 

Creating an AppleScript to move to Apple's Web site 

I. Open Script Editor. You wi ll see an empty script window 

(see Figure 17 .5). 
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2. From the File menu, choose Open Dictionary. Maneuver to 

the Internet Explorer application and open it. You will see 

its dictionary window, which shows you the commands that 
you can use in a script. vVhen you choose a command in the 

left pane, the syntax and variables you can use are shown in 
the right pane (see Figure 17 .6). 
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FIGURE 17.5 

When you open Script Editor, you 
will see an empty script window, 
ready for your masterpiece . 

FIGURE 17.6 

Using Internet Explorer's 
AppleScript dictionary, you can 
see the AppleScript commands 
that it supports. 
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f iGURE 17.7 

It is a good idea to add descrip-
lions of what your scripts do in 
case anyone else should ever 
need to use them. 

AppleScript syntax and commands 

AppleScript syntax and commands, 
like those I used in the script creal· 
ed in this section, are not some
thing you will know intuitively. They 
have to be learned. One of the best 
ways to learn general AppleScript 
commands (as opposed to specific 
commands in applications) is to use 
the Script Editor to record actions 
(such as opening an application) 
and then look at the commands it 
recorded. You can also look in the 
AppleScript help that is part of Mac 
OS 8.5. If you decide that you really 
want to get into creating 
AppleScripts, you will need a book 
that explains its commands to you. 

You can also visit the AppleScript 
Web site at http: //VNNI. 

applescr i pt.appl e.com. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Making Your Mac Do Your Work for You 

3. In the Description window at the top of the Script Editor 
window, type a description of what the script does (see 
Fi gme 17. 7). 
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4. C hoose Save As from the File menu. The Save dialog will 

appear. 

5. Ensure that Compiled Script appears in the Kind pop-up 
menu. 

6. Name your script and save it (I called it, "Apple Home 
page"). 

7. Tab into the lower pane of the Script Editor window, which 
is the area in which you enter the script. 

8. Type the following, Telt application "Intemet ExploTer 4.01 ". 
T he nice thjng about AppleScript is that it is a natural 
English language. Tell means what you think it does. Your 
Mac tells the application Internet Explorer to do something. 

9. Press Return to move to the next line. 

10. Type Activate. Activate causes an application to open. 

11. Press Return to move to the next line. 

11. Type OpenURL "bttp:llw7mv.npple.com". If you open Internet 
Explorer 's AppleScript dictionary, you will see tlus com
mand and tl1e syntax it uses. It tells Internet Explorer to 
open a par ticular URL (see Figure 17.6). 

13. Press Return to move to the next line. 



Automating Your Ma' with AppleSuipt 

14. Type end tell. (Don't include the period.) This command 
tells the AppleScript that the action that you started with 
the tell command ends here. Your script should look like 
Figure 17.8. 
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15. Click the Check Syntax button to make sure that yom script 
is valid. \iVhen it is done, your script will have formatting 
applied (such as the bold on the tell command (see Figure 
17.9). If an error is found, go back and make sure that you 
typed the script exactly as I did. 

0 /&pple tto mu page 
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16. Save your script. 
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FIGURE 17.8 

This suipt is ready to be checked 
for syntax errors. 

FIGURE 17.9 

AppleScript properly formats your 
script when you check its syntax. 
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FIGURE 17.10 

You can move to this Web site 
with a single dick of the mouse. 

Custom izi ng Your Mac 

Making Your Mac Do Your Work for You 

17. Now connect to the Net (if you have configured Remote 
Access to allow Internet applications to connect automatical
ly, you can skip tlUs step). When you are online, move back 
to th e Script Editor. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To leam bow to configure Remote Access, see page 5 34 

18. Back in the Script Editor, click the Run button. You will see 
Internet Explorer launch and move to the Apple Home page 
(see Figure 17.10). 

Apple 

19. Move back to Script Editor and choose Save As. 

10. This time, choose Application from the Kind pop-up menu. 
T his will enable you to run the script by opening the fi le 
(rather than having it open in Script Editor). 

11. Check the Never Show Startup Screen check box (if you 
don't, you ·will see a dialog containing the description you 
entered and will have to press Return to run the script). 



Telling Your Mac What to Do 

12. If you want to save the script as a script, give the application 
a new name. Otherwise, replace the script with the applica

tion. (You can edit the application by opening it from within 

the Script Editor.) 

13. Quit Script Editor. You will see that your new script has the 
icon that indicates it is an application (see Figure 17. 11). 

14. Test your new application. Quit Internet Explorer and then 

double-click your saved script. Internet Explorer wi ll open 
and move to the Apple vVeb site. You can launch your appli

cation to do this in any number of ways, such as from the 

Apple menu, by double-clicking it, and even by speaking its 
name (you will learn how to do this in the next section). 

vVhile AppleScript is relatively easy to use given its power, 
unless you are prepared to learn its scripting lan guage and you 
are sure that applications you need are AppleScript-savvy, you 
will probably be better off just running AppleScripts or making 
edits to existing scripts. T h.is is not a bad thing since there are so 
many readily available AppleScripts wi th Mac OS 8.5 as well as 
on the Net. You can then use a macro utility, such as QuickKeys, 
to create your own scripts. 

Telling Your Mac What to Do 
This section wi ll probably make you smile more than any other 
in the whole book. There is something totally cool about speak
ing to your Mac and having it do what you say, answer a ques
tion, or even tell you a joke. 
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FIGU RE 17.11 

This script is an application-you 
can tell by the square behind the 
scroll. 

Consider the task 

Creating a script that does more 
than a few simple commands 
does take some time and effort. 
Consider the tasks for which 
you might create scripts. If you 
only do the task once-in-a-while 
and creating the script will 
require lots of effort, you may 
be better off doing the work 
manually. The best candidates 
for scripts are those that you do 
at least somewhat frequently 
and that require repetitive steps 
(choosing commands, switching 
applications, and so on). 

The purpose of scripting is to 
save time and effort in the long 
run. You need to balance the 
time and effort needed to cre
ate, edit, and test the script ver
sus the time and effort savings 
that you will get from using it 
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Before you speak 

In order to be able to speak com
mands to your Mac, the Speech 
Recognition (English Speech 
Recognition in the case of U.S. 
users) software must be installed on 
your Mac. It is not installed by 
defaulllf you did not choose to 
install it when you originally 
installed Mac OS 8.5, see Appendix 
A. •Installing and Maintaining the 
Mac OS; for information on how to 
install Mac OS components. 

Speaking extensions 

Speech-to-text and voice recognition 
are enabled by two extensions: 
Speech Manager and Voice 
Recognition. 

A live mic 

In order for your Mac to hear you, 
you must have the microphone 
selected as the sound input source. 
To do so, open the Monitors & 
Sound control panel, dick the 
Sound button, and choose External 
Mic from the Sound Monitoring 
Source pop-up menu; then close 
the control panel. 

Changing the face of your Mac 

You can change the character you 
see in the left pane of the feedback 
window as well as the feedback 
sound you hear by choosing 
Feedback from the Options pop-up 
menu. You can choose Voice from 
the Options pop-up menu to 
change the voice your Mac uses to 
speak to you. 

Customi zin g Your Mac 

Making Your Mac Do Your Work for You 

Mac OS 8.5 includes P lainTalk, which enables your Mac to 
speak to you (and read to you) and to listen to your spoken com
mands, pretty much like the computers on Strn· Trek do. Well, 
perhaps not quite that good, but Plain Talk is very cool nonethe
less. Even though it is tremendously fu n, using voice commands 
will also help you work faster and better. 

Before you can speak to your Mac, you need to have a Plain Talk
compatible microphone insta lled. 

If you have a P lain Talk-compatible microphone and a Mac capa
ble of running Mac OS 8.5, you are all set to speak. 

Basically, you can speak the name of anything in the Speakable 
Items folder (an alias to this folder is on the Apple menu) and 
that item will open. If it is an AppleScript, the script will run. If 
it is an alias to a folder, the fo lder will open, no matter how 
deeply it is buried. If it is a document, the document will open. 
Getting interested now? 

T he first t.'lsk to do is to configure your .Mac to receive com
mands. 

Configuring your Mac to receive commands 

1. Open the Speech control panel. 

2. Choose Speakable Items from the Options pop-up menu. 

You will see the Speakable Items window (see Figure 17.1 2). 

3. C lick the On radio button. Another window wi ll appear, and 

you will hear your Mac say that Speakable Items is ready 

(see Figure 17 .1 3). T his window provides feed back for you 
·while you are using voice commands. It will always be open 
while Speakable Items is on. 

4. From the O ptions pop-up menu, choose Listening. You 

need to tell your Mac when it needs to listen to your com

mands. You can do this two ways. O ne is to define a key that 
you must press for your Mac to listen to you . The other is 
to define a name for your 1\IIac that you speak before each 
command. For this example, I use the second option and 

name my computer, Mac. 
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5. Click the "Key(s) toggle listening on and off' radio button. 

6. In the N ame fi eld, enter Mac. T he name or key you choose 
will be shown under the character in the left pane of the 

feedback window. 

7. Leave the Name is pop-up menu set to Required before 
every command. 

8. Close the control panel. 

Now the fun begins. Open the Speakable Items folder to see the 
commands you can speak to your M ac. Try the following step
by-step to see (hear) how it works. 

Ordering your Mac around 

I. Say the following to your Mac (use the name you gave it if 
you didn't use M ac), "M ac, what day is i t?" Your M ac wi ll 

show you what it thinks you said in the feedback window 

and then answer your question (see Figure L 7 .14). If it didn't 

hear you (your question wasn't repeated in the feedback win
dow), try again. Make sure that you use your iVIac's name so 
you get its attention. (If you choose to require that you press 

a key before a command, you need to press that key before 
you speak.) 
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FIGURE 17.12 

You can use the Speech control 
panel to turn on voice recogni· 
tion. 

FIGURE 17.13 

When you see this window, your 
Mac is ready to listen to you. 
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FIGURE 17.14 

This Mac is listening to my every 
word. 

Change the name to change the 
command 

You can change the command you 
speak to activate any Speakable 
Item by changing the name of the 
script. You will still see the original 
name of the script in the feedback 
window when it runs though. 

Lots of great scripts 

Make sure that you check out all of 
the foldeJS listed earlier to see all of 
the scripts that came with Mac OS 
8.5. There are quite a number of 
very useful ones. 

A downside 

One downside to using Speakable 
Items is that the microphone ties up 
the sound source. So you can't use 
voice recognition while you listen to 
CDs, for example, because you can 
only be using a single sound source 
at a time. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Making Your Ma' Do Your Work for You 
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l. Now say, "Mac, tell me a joke. " It will. Remember that you 
have to answer with a "Mac" each time your Mac responds 
to you. 

3. Move back to the application you created with AppleScript 
and select it. 

4. Say the following, "Mac, make this speakable." Your Mac 
wi ll respond with , "Apple Home page is no·w speakable." 
You have just made your script a speakable item. 

5. Now say to your Mac, "Mac, Apple H ome page." Your 
scri pt wi ll be launched, and you will move to the Apple 
Home page. T his is way cool. 

As you can tell , any item that you add to the Speakable Items 
folder becomes speakable. H ere are some ideas for things you 
may want to add so that you can speak them: 

• Folders. Place ali ases of folders in the Speakable Items fold
er. vVhen you say the folder's name, it will open. 

• Scripts. Any AppleScripts you use can be placed in this fold
er so that you ca n speak their names. 

• Control panels. If you need to open a control panel quickly, 
place an aUas to it in the Speakable Items folder. 

• D ocuments. Say the name; open the document. 

• Applications. Ditto. 

As you can te ll, anyth ing you place in this fo lder will be opened 
when you speak its name. 
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Using QuickKeys to Make Your Mac 
Read to You 

QuickKeys is a very powerful macro and scripting uti lity that 
enables you to easily automate tasks. The advantages of 
QuickKeys compared to AppleScript are the following: 

• QuickKeys works with almost all software. There may be 
a few control panels or extensions that conflict with 
QuickKeys, but applications do not have to support 
QuickKeys for it to work with them. You can use QuickKeys 
''.tith everything that you do on your Mac. 

• QuickKeys recording is very reliable. You can easily cre
ate even complex macros by recording your actions. You can 
edit these recorded macros, and you can add steps to them 
with the QuickKeys Editor. 

• QuickKeys is easy to use. QuickKeys is a very intuitive 
utility. You don't have to learn complex syntax and com
mands. 

There are two disadvantages of Quick.Keys when compared to 
AppleScript. The first is that you have to purchase it (it doesn 't 
cost all that much so this isn't a major disadvantage). T he second 
is that QuickKeys can't create scripts that are as compl ex as 
those you can create with AppleScript. If you have to do lots o f 
file manipulations and perform complex tasks that you can't easi
ly define, Quick.Keys may not be able to create the scrip ts that 
you need. However, for many Mac users, QuickKeys is a better 
choice due to its power and ease-of-use. 

SEE ALSO 

> To lem?tmore nbout Quid.-Keys, see pnge 372 

QuickKeys is a utility that has broad applications and once you 
begin using it, you will find all sor ts of ways that it can help you 
work faster and smarter. As an example of how you might use 
QuickKeys to make your Mac work for you, I will show you how 
to create a macro that makes your Mac read to you. 
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More Speakable Items 

The scripts in the folder More 
Speakable Items have to be 
moved to the Speakable Items 
folder before you can speak 
their names to run them. 

Try before you buy 

CE Software provides a function· 
al demo of QuickKeys that you 
can download and use to see 
how useful QuickKeys is for 
you. To get the demo, use your 
Web browser to go to 
http: //VIIVW. cesoft. 
com to download the demo. 
See Chapter 27, "Browsing the 
Web: Advanced Techniques," for 
help with dovmloading and 
using files from the Web. 
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Simple Text used to be called 
Teach Text in the olden days. If you 
use some very old software or you 
have had your Mac for a long time, 
you may still have a copy of the 
Teach Text versions. It didn't have as 
many features as Simple Text does; 
for example, you couldn't have 
more than one document open at a 
time. 

Proofreading 

When you are proofing a docu
ment, it is often a good idea to read 
the document aloud. It is even bet
ter if you have someone else read it 
to you. That is where Simple Text 
comes in. You can use Simple Text to 
have your Mac read almost any text 
document to you. Even if you create 
the document outside of 
Simple Tex~ you can copy and pa.ste 
the text into Simple Text and have it 
read to you as you follow along in 
the creating application. This is very 
cool. 

The mysterious Contents menu 

When you open some Simple Text 
documents, you may see a new 
menu called Contents (see Figure 
17.15). Simple Text documents can 
be created so that they have a hot
linked list of contents (click on a title 
to go to that section). This list of 
contents appears under the 
Contents menu. While you can use 
a Contents menu with Simple Text, 
you can't create one in your own 
Simple Text documents. You need 
other software to do that 

Customizing You r Mac 

Making Your Mac Do Your Work for You 

Mac OS 8.5's Text-to-Speech technology enables your Mac to 
speak text. Within a Text-to-Speech-savvy application, you can 
choose Speak commands to have your Mac read to you. Even if 
your favorite application does not support Text-to-Speech, you 
can use Simple Text to have your Mac read to you. 

SimpleText is a basic word processor that Apple includes as part 
o f the Mac O S 8.5 installation. Its primary function is to enable 
you to read the ReadMe fi les that come with most applications 
and other software_ H owever, there are lots of other ways to use 
SimpleText, as well. For example, you can use it to view PICT 
graphics (a common Mac graphic format), QuickTime movies, 
and other fi les for which you may not have the creating applica
tions. Another good feature of Simple Text is that it supports 
Text- to-Speech. 

Before you jump into creating a script, it is a good idea to work 
through the steps that you need to do to accomplish a task. By 
doing so, you will be able to record the script more effectively 
and thus it will require less editing. 

T he fi rst task in prepari ng your script that will make your Mac 
read to you is to explore how SimpleText uses Text- to-Speech to 
read documents. 

Having your Mac read to you with SimpleText 

1. Open a Read Me or other text fi le (you can find some in the 
Mac OS Read Me Files folder that is on your startup disk; 
for example, the About Mac OS 8 file). The document will 
open in SimpleText. 

l . From the Sound menu, choose the voice that you want your 
Mac to use to read to you (see Figure l 7 . l5). 

3. C hoose Speak AJ I (Command-] ). 
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4. \Vhen you want your l\11ac to stop speaking, press 

Command-. or choose Stop Speaking from the Sound menu. 

Tow that you see how Simple Text works with Text-to-Speech, 
work through the steps needed to have it read text that is not in 
a SimpleText document. 

Proofing a document with SimpleText 

1. Open the document that you want to proof. I t doesn't mat
ter which application opens, you can use any text processing 

application. 

2. Copy the portion of the document that you want your Mac 
to read to you. 

3. Open Simplelext and create a new document. 

4. Paste the text that you copied in step 2. 

5. Choose Speak AU or press Command-]. Your Mac wi ll begin 
to read your document to you. 

6. Choose Stop Speaki ng if you want the M ac to stop before 
the end of the text (for example, when you hear something 
that needs to be fixed). 

7. 1\ilove back to the creating application and correct the 
problem. 
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FIGURE 17.15 

Your Mac can speak with many 
voices. 

Giving your Mac voice 

The Mac's Text·to·Speech capa· 
bility is part of the standard 
installation. However, if you 
chose not to install the Text·to· 
Speech software, you won't be 
able to use Simple Text to have 
your Mac read to you. If you 
don't see the Voices or other 
Sound commands, refer to 
Appendix A. 'Installing and 
Maintaining the Mac OS." to 
see how to add the Text·to· 
Speech component 

Mac Voices 

If you are going to have your 
Mac read to you on a regular 
basis, you should experiment 
with the different voices that are 
available. Some of them may 
suit your listening style better 
than others. To do so, open the 
Speech control panel and 
choose Voice from the Options 
pop-up menu. You can choose 
from a variety of voices, and 
you can vary the rate at which 
the voices speak. 
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Other word processors 

Your regular word processor may 
support Text-to-Speech. If it does, 
there is no reason to paste the text 
into Simple Text. 

Customizing Your Mac 

Making Your Mac Do Your Work for You 

8. Repeat steps 2 through 7 as needed. 

9. When you are done, quit SimpleText. 

The previous two step-by-steps are the major tasks that you will 
need to accomplish to create your script. T he next step is to map 
out the major steps that your script will have. T hese are the fo l
lowing: 

1. Copy text that you want read to you to the Clipboard (you 

want the script to begin with the copy command so that you 
can use the script with any selected text in any application). 

2. C reate a new SimpleText document. 

3. Paste the text on the C lipboard into the SimpleText docu

ment. 

4. Have your Mac read the document. 

N ow you are ready to create the QuickKeys macro. 

Creating the macro to have your Mac: read seleded text to you 

1. Open SimpleText. 

2. In a text document, select some text. It doesn't have to be in 

SimpleText, it ca n be any text in any document. The script 

wi ll actually begin with the Copy command so that you can 

use it from any application. 

3. From the QuickKeys menu, choose Record Sequen ce. 
QuickKeys will go in to the record mode and wi ll record 

each step that you do. 

4. Copy the selected text (press Command-C). 

5. Switch to SimpleText. 

6. C reate a N ew Document (press Command-N). 

7. C hoose Paste to paste in the text that is to be read (press 
Command-V). 

8 . From the Sound menu, choose Speak AJL The Mac will 

begin to read the document. 

9. From the QuickKeys menu, choose Stop Recording. T he 
QuickKeys Sequence Editor window wil l open (see Figure 

17.16). 
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10. Tame the script, perhaps something creative such as "Read 
to me." 

11. If you want to use a keyboard shortcut to acti vate the com

mand, tab to that field and press the key combina tion that 
you want to use. The one assumption that was made while 
recording the script was that Simple Text ·was open (remem

ber that you opened it before you started recording the 

script). ln order for the script to work, Simple'lext needs to 

be running. N ow you will add a step to your recorded script 
to make su re that it is running. 

12. Move the step arrow to after the first step in the script, 

which should be the Copy command. 

13. From the Define menu, choose fil e Launch. 

14. In the Open dialog, move to Simplel.ext, select it, and click 

Open. You will see the File Launch window that will show 

SimpleText as the name of the fil e to be launched. 

15. C lick OK T his step will now appear just after the Copy 

command and will ensure that SimpleText is open when the 

script conti nues (see Figure 17. 17). T he other thing that 
QuickKeys records is that the new window you created in 
SimpleText is called untitled 2. QuickKeys will stop the 
script just after tl1e step in which the new document is creat

ed and will wait until it sees a window named untitled 2. 
Since the new window you create with tl1e script won't be 
called that, you have to get rid of tl1is Wait step. 
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FIGURE 17.16 

The QuickKeys Sequence Editor 
enables you to create and edit 
scripts. 

0 Step arrow 
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FIGURE 17.17 

Opening Simple Text is now the 
first step of this script (compare 
step 2 in this figure with step 2 in 
Figure 17.16). 

Using the Read to me script 

Don't think about using this script 
just for text documents you are cre
ating. You can use it in email, Web 
pages, ReadMe documents, or 
wherever else you can select and 
copy text. 

FIGURE 17.18 

Placing a script under the 
Universal tab makes it available 
from anywhere on your Mac. 

Getting your own QuickKeys 

Once you try the QuickKeys demo, 
you can purchase a full version by 
checking your favorite software 
retailer or buying it directly from CE 
Software at 1-800·523-7638 or from 
its Web site at 
ht tp : //viWW. cesoft. com. 
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Customizing You r Mac 

Making Your Mac Do Your Work for You 
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16. Select the Wait step (number 6) and press Command-X to 
remove it from the script. 

17. Add the script to the Q uickKeys menu by checking the 
Include in QuickKeys menu check box. 

18. Click OK to close the Sequence Editor. Make sure that the 
Read to me script is listed w1der the Universal tab. If it isn't, 
select it, press Command-X, click the Universa l tab, and 
press Command-V. This will ensure that this script is always 
available (see Figure 1 7 .18). 
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19. C lick the Close box to close Q uickKe)'S. Now test the 
script. 

10. Open a text docwnent and select some text. 



Using Qu ickKeys to Make Your Mac Read to You 

21. Press your keyboard shortcut for the macro or choose it 

from the Q uickKeys menu. You should see QuickK.eys 

working through the steps it recorded . If the script works 
correctly, you will hear your Mac read the tex't you selected 

to you. If it doesn't work, figu re out where it is going wrong 
by running the script and determining the step at which it 

stops working correctly. Go back into tl1e Sequence Edi tor 

and look at the steps before the one where QuickKeys stops 
working properly. Use QuickK.eys' tools to edit tl1e script as 

needed. You may need to walk tl1rough the steps yourself 
exactly as tl1ey are in QwckKeys to figure out where it is 

wrong. Continue edi ting and testi ng the script until it works 

the way you want it to. 

H opefully, this example has sparked your interest in using 
QuickKeys. If so, download the demo version and give it a try. 
You won't regret it. It is fun to make your Mac do your work for 
you. 
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Speaking QuickKeys 

You can make any QuickKeys 
an icon on which you can dou
ble-click to run the script. This 
enables you to create 
Speakable Items out of 
QuickKeys scripts just as you 
can with AppleScripts. To do so, 
from within the QuickKeys 
Editor, choose the script. From 
the File menu, and then choose 
Make Icon. Choose where you 
want the QuickKeys icon to be 
stored, click the "Save Shortcut 
Data in QK Icon" check box and 
click Save. Move back to the 
Finder, select the icon you just 
created, and say, "Mac. make 
this speakable." Your Mac will 
add this to the Speakable Items 
folder. To activate this 
QuickKeys script, simply speak 
its name. Cool. 

You can use this technique to 
make any menu item or series 
of items from any program into 
a Speakable ttem. 

Make them work together 

You can also make scripts from 
different utilities work together. 
For example, you can create a 
QuickKeys script that connects 
you to the Internet. From within 
that scrip~ you can have it 
launch your Apple Home page 
script by using the launch File 
step and choosing the Apple 
Home page script. Then you 
can connect to the Net and 
move to the Apple Home page 
with a spoken word, menu 
choice, or keyboard shortcut. 
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The mighty iMac 

The first Mac, unveiled in 1984, was 
ahead of its time in many ways, not 
the least of which was the now
famil iar graphical user interface that 
we have come to know and love. In 
1998, Apple unveiled another revo
lutionary iMac. In addition to having 
a low price pain~ the iMac offers 
advanced features. Some of these 
have been well received by the 
media and computing pundits, such 
as the elimination of the ADB port 
in favor of the Universal Serial Bus 
(USB) port. Others have not been 
so well received, such as the lack of 
a floppy drive. No matter how it is 
eventually received by the comput
ing public, lhe iMac provokes a 
strong reaction. Whether it will be as 
successful as the first Mac remains 
to be seen. 

Check your monitor 

If you have an Apple AV monitor, it 
may have one or more ADB ports 
on it. These are useful in that they 
are often more conveniently located 
than those on the Mac itself, and 
depending on the number of ports 
provided on the monitor, you may 
be able to conned more ADB 
devices than you can without an AV 
monitor. 

Modems and ADB 

Some modems draw their power 
from the ADB port on your Mac 
rather than having a dedicated 
power source. Such modems pro
vide a pass-through connector that 
attaches between your keyboard's 
connector and the Mac's ADB porl 

Using Mac Hardware 
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Working with Input Devices 
V\fhatever you use your Mac for, you need to give it commands, 
and you need to input information into it. T his information 
takes many forms, and there is a hardware device for each one of 
them. These devices include cono·ol devices, such as a mouse, 
and data input devices, such as a digital camera. Some devices 
arc both for cono.·ol and data input, such as the keyboard. W hile 
you can get by with the two standard input devices that are part 
of every Mac system (the mouse and keyboard), you will proba
bly benefit from adding and using other input devices as welL 

Understanding Connection Technologies 
Before you can lmow what is required to add a hardware device 
to your Mac, you need to understand the different ways that 
devices use to connect to and communicate with your lVIac. In 
technical-speak, the way in which a hardware device connects to 
and communicates with your Mac is called the inte1fnce. 

An interface is simply a connection between two or more devices 
through which data passes so that the two or more devices can 
communicate with one another. T here are hundreds of interfaces 
inside and outside of your Mac. At each point where there is one 
device (be it a R..A.i\1 chip, processor card, a hard disk, and so on), 
there is an interface. Fortunately, the only interfaces that you 
have to th ink about are those between your Mac and any hard
ware devices that you connect to it or insta ll inside it. 

T he Mac uses several different types of interfaces to connect 
with hardware devices. In this section, you will learn about the 
major interfaces through which input devices connect to your 
Mac. 

Understanding Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) 
The Apple Desktop Bus was part of the very first Mac, and has 
continued to be part of every Mac unti l very recently (tl1e iMac 
is the first Mac tl1at doesn't have an ADB port). T he ADB pro
vides the interface to your primary control devices, such as the 
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keyboard and mouse. Normally, there is one ADB port on the 
back of your Mac and another on your keyboard. You plug your 
keyboard into the M ac and your mouse into the keyboard. You 
also use ADB por ts to connect other control devices, such as 
trackballs and joysticks. 

A few Macs have multiple ADB ports on them, but most only 
have a single ADB port, and you must attach all A.DB devices to 

tha t one port in a "chain." ADB connectors are round and con
tain four pins and a large plastic locating pin. 

T here are two primary things that you need to keep in mind 
about ADB. The most important is that you should nL'Ver con
nect or disconnect an ADB device while your Mac is turned on. 
T his can lead to very severe problems and can destroy your Mac. 
T he other thing is that if you purchase a Mac in the fu ture, you 
may or may not use ADB devices. Although the iiV1ac does not 
have an ADB port, it is unclear if Apple will eliminate the ADB 
ports on all Macs. T hey will probably remain on new M acs unti l 
Apple moves to the next generation of Macs. O nce tha t happens, 
all Macs wi ll use USB devices instead of ADB devices. 

Understanding Serial Connections 
\1\Thile ADB por ts are used primarily for control devices, ser ial 
ports are used primarily for data input and output. T he two most 
common devices that use serial ports are modems and printers, 
although so me other devices use serial connections as well (such 
as certain digital cameras and personal digital assistants li ke the 
PalmPilot). 

Most Macs have two serial ports- one is labeled with the printer 
icon and one is labeled with a phone receiver (which is the sym
bol for the modem port). Serial connectors are round and have 
eight pins, which are arranged di fferently than the ADB's pins 
(so don't u·y to cram a connector of one type into the po rt of 
another). 
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Adapters for ADB 

Just as soon as a new connec
tion technology is implemented, 
adapters are produced that 
enable devices using the older 
technology to be used on newer 
machines and to enable newer 
devices to be used on older 
machines. The ADB·USB transi· 
tion is no exception. If you have 
a Mac with USB ports, you can 
purchase an adapter that will 
enable you to use your older 
ADB devices with it. If you have 
a Mac with ADB ports, you can 
purchase an adapter so that 
you can use newer USB devices 
withil 

Multiple serial ports 

Sometimes you need more 
than two serial ports. For exam
ple, you may want to connect a 
modem, printer, and digital 
camera to your Mac at the 
same time. If you don't want to 
have to unplug one device to 
connect another (it is a good 
idea to power down your Mac 
before you conned or remove 
serial devices), you can add 
devices that provide additional 
serial ports for your Mac. You 
plug these devices into one of 
your Mac's serial ports, and 
then you can plug multiple seri· 
a! devices into that serial port 
multiplier. Datatek makes a sim
ple mechanical serial port multi· 
plier that enables you to 
connect two serial devices to it 
You have to use a physical 
switch to change between the 
two devices connected to it. 
There are other serial multipli
ers that sense which device is 
communicating and use an 
electronic switch to connect that 
device to your Mac. 
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Look Ma, no SCSI 

Some Macs, both older models and 
newer ones such as G3 Macs, no 
longer use a SCSI bus for internal 
devices, such as hard drives and 
CO-ROMs. Instead, they use the PC
standard IDE (Integrated Drive 
Electronics) arcMecture to connect 
internal data-storage devices. Some 
of these Macs still use an external 
SCSI bus to conned external 
devices, while others don't have a 
SCSI port at all (for example, the 
iMac). 

Get on the bus 

The term bus simply refers to the 
interface across which devices pass 
data while they communicate. Every 
component on your Mac uses a bus 
of one sort or another to transfer 
data. 

Dual SCSI buses 

Each SCSI interface has a SCSI bus 
through which your Mac talks to the 
SCSI port. Your Mac may have more 
than one SCSI bus (for example, the 
9500/9600 and 8500/8600 Macs 
have dual SCSI buses). If h does, 
one will be for internal devices 
while the other one is for external 
devices. Normally, the internal SCSI 
bus communicates faster than the 
external bus. Having two SCSI buses 
enables you to attach even more 
SCSI devices to your Mac 
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Serial connections arc also on their way out. Eventually, they 
will also be replaced by USB ports. 

Understanding Small Computer Serial Interface 
(SCSI) 

Small Computer Scri ;1 l Interface (SCSI which is pronounced 
Scuzzy) is used for a number of purposes both inside and outside 
of your Mac. Inside your Mac, it is the interface th rough which 
many Macs communicate with SCSI hard drives, CD-ROM dri
ves, and Zip drives that are installed internally. Outside of your 
Mac, you use SCSI ports to connect a variety of devices, includ
ing dat:l storage devices (such as hard disks and tape drives) and 
input devices (such as a scanner). 

If your Mac has one, the SCSI port is the largest one on it. Its 
cables are thick and the rectangular connectors have 25 pin s. 
PowerBooks use a special compact SCSI connector that is 
square, and the pins are packed qui te densely. 

SCSI has a couple of primary benefi ts. One is that it is a relative
ly fast interface, which makes it good for communicatin g large 
amounts of data (disks and scanners). T he second is that you can 
chain SCSI devices together. This enables you to connect multi 
ple devices to your Mac's single SCSI port (there are different 
limits as to the number of devices that you can connect on a sin
gle bus, but tha t depends on the configuration you are usin g- a 
typical li mitation is seven devices). 

T he external SCSI interface will disappear on some M acs (for 
example, the i.Nlac has no SCSI port), but it will remain on 
others. 

Understanding Universal Serial Bus (USB) 
T he idea behind the U niversal Serial Bus is that there are too 
many confusing (and competing) ways to connect devices to your 
M ac. Rather than dealing with ADB, serial, SCSI, and other 
interfaces, why not have a single interface to which you can con
nect any of these devices? Then let the Mac deal with figuring 
out what kind of device you have connected and let it figure out 
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how to configure itself to use that device. This is precisely the 
idea behind USB. Eventually, you will connect all of your exter
nal devices to the USB ports. The Mac wi ll recognize the device 
and will handle all the details. 

USB is relatively fast, and you can chain multiple devices to it. 
You wi ll use USB for almost all of the devices that you connect 
to future Macs, including disks, scanners, modems, keyboards, 
trackballs, and so on. For example on the iMac, which is the first 
Mac to use USBs, you can plug your keyboard into the USB 
port and then plug your mouse (also USB) into the keyboard. 
T here will also be USB hubs that will attach to a single USB 
port and enable you to plug multiple USB devices into them. 

Clea rly, USB is the interface of the future for most hardware 
that you will connect to your Mac. 

Understanding Other Input Connections 
The following are a few other types of input interfaces that you 
may or may not have on your Mac: 

• Sound input. All Macs have a sound input jack to which 
you can connect a PlainTalk-compatible microphone. 

• RCA jacks. I f your Mac has an Audio Visual (AV) or graph
ics card that enables it to receive video and audio input from 
external sources (such as a VCR or camcorder), then vou 
will have sets of RCA jacks on your Mac. You can use the 
input jacks to watch TV or movies on your Mac and to 
record output from the external de ... ices. 

• S-video. If you have an AV Mac or a thiTd-par ty video card, 
you may have an S-video port. S-video provides a higher 
quality connection than RCA jacks. 

Working with Mice 
When the Mac was first introduced, its mouse separated it from 
all the computers that came before it, and those that came after 
it, for a long time. Unti l Windows and other platforms adopted 
the mouse as their primary input devices, the Mac and its mouse 
really stood out from the crowd. 
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Putting some fire into it 

Another interface that will 
become more important in the 
future is called Firewire. Firewire 
is a ~ery high-speed interface. 
which is about four times as fast 
as the fastest SCSI. It will be 
used to connect devices that 
move large amounts of data, 
including hard drives and digital 
video cameras. In a year or two, 
you can expect to see Firewire 
ports on mid-level and high-end 
Macs. 

Windows has better mice 

As much as it pains me to admit 
it. Windows has better mice 
than Macs do. That is because 
Windows mice have two but· 
tons. This is useful in a number 
of situations. but the most sig· 
nificant is when you are using 
conte:<tual menus. When you 
want to activate a contextual 
menu in Windows, you simply 
dick the right mouse button. 
That works betler than the Mac 
on which you have to hold the 
control key down and click the 
mouse button. Maybe Apple will 
adopt the two·butlon mouse 
some day (why should 
Windows be the only OS that 
"borrows" from others?). There 
are 1\\o button mice available 
for the Mac, as well as trackballs 
and other devices that feature 
more than a "mouse• button, 
but I think Apple should adopt 
the two-button mouse as stan· 
dard equipment. 
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FIGURE 18.1 

You can use the Mouse control 
panel to change the way your 
mouse works. 

FIGURE 18.2 

Using the Keyboard control pane 
you can customize your 
keyboard. 

I, 
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I f you have used a Mac, you are no doubt familiar with a mouse 
so there is not much that needs to be said about it, except that 
you can configure your Mac to customize the way it works. 

Setting your mouse's behavior 

1. Open the Mouse control panel (see Figure 18.1). 
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:Z. Set the tracking speed with the radio buttons. This setting 
determines how fast the cursor moves relative to how fast 

you move the mouse. 

3. Set the double-click rate with the radio buttons. This 
changes the rnte nt which you need to click the mouse but
ton to register a double-click. 

4. Close the control panel. 

Working with Keyboards 
As with the mouse, if you have used a Mac, then you have used a 
keyboard so there isn't much you need to know, except that you 
can configure your keyboard. 

Configuring your keyboard 

I. Open the Keyboard control panel (see Figure 18.2). 
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Working with Tra(kballs 

2. If you have other languages installed with your system, you 

can choose a script to use from the Script pop-up menu. 

3. Choose the country standard keyboard that you want by 
checking the box next to that counoy's name. 

4. Set the key repeat rate with the Key Repeat slider. 

5. Set the time that you have to hold a key down until the let

ter is typed again by using the Deb y Until Repeat slider. 

6. C lose the control panel. 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To lenn1 bow to fiSt your /.:cybom·d 111ore effectively r111d rfficiemly, see Cbnptcr 16, 
"Usi11g Ke_ybonrd Shortruts" 

Working with Trackpads 
A trackpad performs the same functi ons as a mouse. The differ
ence is that the motion is communicated by you moving your 
finger on top of the trackpad to move the cursor rather than by 
moving the device itself as you do with a mouse. You can click 
the "mouse button" by tapping directly on the trackpad or by 
clicking tl1e button located next to tl1e u·ackpad. PowerBooks 
have integrated uackpads, and you can add an external trackpad 
to desktop Macs if you want to. 

SEE AlSO 

>- To lcnm how to configrwe n PowerBoo/.: ~· tmckpnd, see page 827 

Working with Trackballs 
Trackballs are really upside-down mice. Instead of the ball being 
inside the body, the ball is on the outside of a trackball and you 
move just the ball (when you move a mouse, you are actually 
moving the ball tl1at is inside the mouse to move the cursor). 
Trackballs have a number of advantages over mjce. Since you 
don't actually move the trackball itself, it takes up less space tl1an 
does a mouse. And you don't have to lift it up to move it when 
you run out of desk space. Since your hand remains stationary, 
you don't rub the sensitive areas of your wrist across the edge o f 
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FIGURE 18.3 

The Kensington Orbit is one of 
the best trackballs available. 
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your desk, which can lead to damage of the tissues in your fore
arm. Trackballs also have more than one button, and you can 
program the other buttons to perform various fu nctions. For 
example, you can set a button to add a modifier key to the cl ick 
so that you can bring up contextual menus with a click instead of 
having to hold down the Control key whi le you click. And track
balls can move the cursor both faster to cover more screen real 
estate and more slowly to give you more precise control than a 
mouse. 

One of the best trackballs is Kensington's Orbit (see Figure 
18.3). The Orbit has two buttons that you can program, and you 
can even have those buttons perform different functions depend
ing on the application that you are using. T llis is managed 
through the excellent Kensington Mouse Works software (see 
Figure 18.4). For example, I have my Orbit set to click the left 
button as a standard single-cl ick and the right as a double-click, 
and both as a control-click for contextual menus. 
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Working with Joysticks 
If you play games, particularly flight simulators, a joystick is a 
good addition to your Mac. Joysticks give you more realistic and 
fun play. Thrustmaster makes excellent flight simulator joysticks 
while Gravis makes good general gaming joysticks. 

Working with Microphones 
If you want to record your own Alert or other sounds, you need 
a microphone. In order to use Voice Recognition, you need a 
Plain Talk compatible microphone (see Figure 18.5). Most Macs 
come with a Plain Talk microphone, or you can order one from 
Apple. Some Apple monjrors have PlainTalk-compatible mjcro
phones built-in. Al l modern PowerBooks have P lai nR lk-com
patible microphones built in to their cases. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To learn buw to record your OWII Alert sounds, see page 308 

~ To lenni buw to use voice 1·ecoguition, see page 409 
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FIGURE 18.4 

You can define various actions 
and settings for the Orbit with 
the Kensington MouseWorks 
application. 

Digital tablets 

Another input device that is 
popular with artists and others 
who need to draw precisely 
on-screen are tablets. These 
provide a pen·based input 
mechanism that enables you to 
draw with a stylus as you would 
a pen on paper. 
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FIGURE 18.5 

A Plain Talk microphone enables 
you to speak commands to your 
Mac. 

Desktop pictures 

You can also use a scanner to con· 
vert your favorite photos into desk· 
top pictures so that you can see 
them while you work on your Mac. 
See Chapter t3, "Changing the Way 
Your Mac Looks and Sounds: for 
information about desktop pictures. 
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Working with Scanners 
A scanner enables you to convert hard copies of photographs, 
drawings, sketches, and text documents into digital format so 
that you can work with them in your favorite applications. 
Scanners used to be the domain of graphics professionals, but in 
recent years, prices have dropped so that almost anyone can 
afford to have a scanner. Scanners are usefi.1l in many ways, 
including the following: 

• Making your photographs digital. You can use digital pho
tos in lots of different projects including static documents, 
Q uick Time movies, and so on. Using a scanner actually pro
duces better imnges than most digital cameras do, with only 
slightly more work. 

• Using optical character recognition on text documents. 
You can scan text documents onto your computer and use 
Optical Cbnmcter Recognitiou (OCR) to convert tl10se docu
ments in to editnble text. 

• Scan other artwork. You can scan any artwork that you 
find , such as ads or drawings that you have. You can use 
these digital images in your own projects. 
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• Create dit;,rital records. You can sca n important documents 
and save them on your computer for quick and easy access. 

\Nhen choosing a scanner, there are several important factors 
that you need to consider. T hese include the following: . 

• Resolution. As with everything else in the graphics arena, 
resolution is very important. T he higher the resolu tion 

capabilities o f a scanner, the higher the quality of images 

you will be able to create. A mid- range resolution for a scan

ner is 600x 1200. This will give more than satisfactory resul ts 

for all but the most demanding professional user. 

• Compatibility. You need to 1mke sure tha t the scanner you 

buy is compatible with your Mac. T his includes the interface 
it uses (SCSI or USB) as well as the software that comes 
with it (the driver and applications). 

• Price. Scanners vary significantly in price, but paying more 

won't necessa rily get you a scanner that works any better. 
For a mid-range scanner, you should expect to pay $300 or 
less. 

UMAX Corporation makes very good, but inexpensive, scanners, 
such as the SE-6 (see F igure 18.6). 
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ColorSync compatibility 

For best results, you want to 
choose a scanner that uses 
ColorSync technology so that 
colors will be consistent across 
all of your devices. See 
Chapter 9, 'Working with Color 
and Graphics; for information 
about using ColorSync. 

FIGURE 18.6 

The UMAX SE-6 is an excellent 
and affordable scanner. 
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Autos can 

Some scanner software includes an 
autoscan feature that will set almost 
all of the parameters for you. 

Using Mac Hardwa re 
-----------------
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It is pretty easy to get a decent quality scan, but there are a lot of 
details that you will need to learn if you want to get the best 
possible quality with the smallest possible file size. The follow
ing step-by-step is typical of the steps you can use to scan a pho
tograph (the details wlll depend on the scanner and software that 
you use). 

Scanning a photograph 

1. Turn on the scanner and place a photograph on its scanning 

bed (see Figure l8.6). 

l. Open the scanning application that came with the scanner. 

3. C hoose the size and resolution of the scan (you choose 

lower resolutions for on-screen images and higher for print 

versions). 

4. Preview your scan and make any needed adjustments to the 

scanned area. 

5. Scan the image. 

6. Open the image in an image editing tool such as Photoshop 
to touch it up as needed. 

Understanding Digital Cameras 
Digital cameras are the next step in the evolution of imaging 
technology. It is likely that some day all cameras will be digital. 
There are many advantages to digital cameras; these include the 
following: 

• No film. T he best thing about a digital camera is that you 
don't need any fi lm. All the images are stored electronically 

so there is no processing required. 

• No cost per shot. Since each image is digital, you can easily 
shoot more photos than you would with a fi lm camera and 
simply delete any images that you don't want to keep. You 
don't have to worry about wasting film. 

• Speed. Using a digital camera is faster than using a fi lm 

camera. You can connect a digital camera to a Mac and 
quickly download the images and immediately take a look. 
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\Nith many digital cameras, you can view the images on a 
TV as wel l. 

• Easy to manipulate. After the images are on your Mac, you 
can use an image editing application to modify the images as 
much as you want to. 

With these advantages, you may wonder why digital cameras 
haven't already sent film cameras into the oblivion of technologi
cal history. T here are three primary reasons: 

• Cost. Digital cameras are still very expensive to purchase 
relative to film cameras. A fair-quality digital camera can 
cost upwards of $700 while you can buy an excellent film
based camera for less than $250. 

• Quality. lvlid-level and lower digital cameras produce 
images that are not nearly as crisp and sharp as fil m-based 
cameras. In order to get a digital camera that produces 
results comparable to the quali ty of a mid- level 35 mm cam
era, you will have to pay thousands of dollars. Images from 
digital cameras tend to be gn1iny or blurred and many have 
poor color results. This situation is changing rapidly. The 
third generation digital cameras have made quantum leaps in 
image quali ty; however, they sti ll have a way to go to match 
film-camera's cost/quali ty ra tio. 

• Technology barriers. To use a digital camera, you really 
need a computer on which to store and manipulate images. 
Many people still do not have computers, and many of those 
that do are fearful of using technology to replace something 
that is as user- friendly as film-based cameras. 

Progress marches on, and there is no doubt that within a couple 
of years, digi tal cameras will have matched and bested their film
based counterparts in terms of cost, fean1res, and quality. O nce 
the prices of these units reach the consumer level, you can 
expect digi tal cameras to take over. 
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It's two cameras in one 

Digital video cameras are also 
now available. They offer bene
fits that are similar to those of 
digital still cameras, and they 
have similar drawbacks (not the 
least of which is the expense-a 
good-quality digital video cam· 
era is more than twice as 
expensive as its analog counter· 
parts). One of the neat things 
about a digital video camera is 
that you can use it for both 
video and still images. No more 
having to choose which camera 
to take with you! 

With a FireWire-equipped Mac 
and a digital video camera, you 
can have a near-professional 
video studio on your desktop. 
You can use a digital video cam· 
era even if your Mac doesn't 
have a FireWire card, but mov· 
ing those huge digital video files 
back and forth will take a while. 
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Understanding and Using Output Devices 

Using Output Devices 
Seeing the results of what you do on your Mac is the point of it 
all , isn't it? There are a number of ways that you can provide 
your handiwork to the world. You can design your work to be 
viewed onscreen or you might want to kill some trees and print 
your work. For each method, there is a class of hardware devices 
or software that you can use to output the results of your labor. 
In this chapter, you will get an overview of the three most com
mon output methods that you will use. These are the following: 
onscreen on your moni tor, as a hard copy from printer, or as an 
electronic document that you can distribute over the Internet or 
on a CD-ROM (or even floppy disk) .. 

Using Monitors 
T he primary way that your Mac communicates with you is via a 
monitor. You constantly use the monitor as you work witl1 your 
Mac. It is important tl1at you understand your monitor choices 
so that the way you work is made as efficient and effective as 
possible. Monitors have the following basic characteristics: 

• Display type. T here are two options in the way a monitor 

displays information. \iVith a Catl1ode Ray Tube (CRT) type 
of monitor, information appears on the screen as the result 

of an electron gun spraying electrons against the inside of 
the monitor screen, which is covered with phosphors tl1at 

glow when struck by electrons. The other choice is a Liquid 

Crystal Display (LCD), which uses a liquid-based display 
medium. T his technology enables the viewing area to be 
very tlcin, which is why all laptops are equipped \vith LCD 

displays. 

The image quali ty of both types of displays is very good. 
U ntil recently, the cost of LCD displays has prevented their 
use except where notl1ing else will work because of size limi

tations, such as a laptop. Recently, the cost of LCD moni
tors has decreased so tlut you can now get somewhat 

affordable LCD screens for desktop machines as well. 
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Although the cost difference is still prohibitive for most peo
ple, the advantage of LCD screens is their "thinness." A 
comparably-sized LCD display will be much smaller and 
lighter than one that is CRT-based. And a high-quality LCD 
screen will have a sharper and more vibrant picture than its 
C RT cousin. 

• Display size. This is the most important factor when con
sidering a monitor. T here are various sizes of display area 
available. The most common are 15 -inch, 17 -inch, and 21-

inch. With display size, bigger is better. You should get a 
quali ty monitor in th e largest size that you can afford . 

• Dot Pitch. On CRT monitors, the electron gun sprays elec
trons on metallic grid on the inside of the glass . T he smaller 
the distance between the holes in this grid is, the more fine 
an image the monitor can display. Monitors with smaller 
pitches are better than those with larger pitches, all other 
things being equal. Typical pitch sizes ran ge from 24 mm to 
28mm. 

Beyond connecting a monitor to your Mac, there isn't aU that 
much to do as fa r as working with a monitor goes, except for set
ting the resolution and color depth it displays, as well as the 
ColorSync profi le that it uses. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To learn how to set tbe 1·esolution tbat yom·mrmito1· uses, see pnge r66 

~ 7o lennr bo7L' to set tbe color deptb tbnt ymw monitm· uses, see page 176 

ColorSync is the technology that ensures that the color is consis
tent between all peripherals that use ColorSync, including moni
tors, printers, scanners, and so on. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To leam won about ColorSync, see pnge r8o 

When you install a monitor, you should obtain and install the 
ColorSync profi le for it. (If you use an Apple moni tor, the 
ColorSync profile is part of lVIac OS 8.5.) If the ColorSync pro
file did not come with the softv.•are included with your monitor, 
check \vith the manufacturer of your monitor to see if a 
ColorSync profil e is available. 
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Size does matter 

To create the ultimate amount 
of desktop space, consider 
adding a second monitor to 
your system. With the Mac OS, 
you have always been able to 
have two monitors working at 
the same time. You can display 
different portions of the desktop 
in each monitor. For example, 
you can display the document 
on which you are working on 
one monitor and all of the tool 
bars and palettes that you use 
on another. 

To have multiple monitors, you 
need to install a graphiCS/video 
card for the second monitor. 
You will then have one connect
ed to your Mac's video port and 
the other connected to the 
graphics card that you install in 
your Mac. 

By the way, until Windows 98, 
there was no way to support 
multiple monitors on the same 
Windows computer. 
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FIGURE 19.1 

ColorSync enables you to make 
the colors on your peripheral 
consistent 

FIGURE 19.2 

The Monitor Calibration Assistant 
will help you calibrate the colors 
displayed by your monitor. 
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Configuring ColorSync for a monitor 

1. If you have a non-Apple monitor, check ·with its manufacmr
er to see if it has a ColorSync profile for your monitor. Most 
monitor makers do have ColorSync profiles; the best place 
to find them is the monitor manufacmrer's Web site. Place 
the profile for your monitor in the ColorSync Profiles folder 
within the System Folder, and you will be able to choose it 
from the pop-up menu (see Figure 19. 1). 
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l. Open the Nlonitors and Sound control panel. 

3. C lick the Color button. 

4. Click the ColorSync Profile for your monitor. (This is the 
same as the profi le set with the ColorSync control panel.) 

5. If you want to calibrate your monitor, cl ick the Calibrate 
button and follow the instructions provided by the Monitor 

Calibration Assistant (seeFigure 19.2). 
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6. C lose the control panel. 

8 
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Using Printers 
There are many diffe rent printers that are avai lable for M ac OS 
8.5 computers. There are four basic categories of printers avail
able based on the technology that a particular printer uses to 
imprint the paper: 

• Inkjet. Inkjet printers spray small dots of ink on the paper 

to form images and text. All inkjet printers now sold are 

color. Inkjet printers produce excellent quality text and 

good-to-excellent quality graphics. You can also buy inkjets 
that are network ready, but their relatively slow speed does 
not make them the best choice for a network printer. But for 

personal printers or those that are shared by only a few peo

ple, inkjets are hard to beat. A good quality inkjet printer 
costs less than $400 so it is an excellent value. T he best 

inkjets are made by H ewlett-Packard and Epson. 

• Laser. Laser printers produce superb quality for both text 
and graphics. T h t:y are also very fast and arc the best choice 

for network printing. The lower-end laser printers are 

affordable enough to be a good choice for a personal printer. 
Unfortunately, almost all laser printers are black-and-white 

only. 

• Color laset·. Color laser printers produce excellent text and 

graphics and also have color capabili ty. Unfortunately, color 

laser printers are very expensive, and are not likely to be an 
option for you unless high-quality color printing and net

work support is needed . 

• Other printers. Above color laser printers arc dye-sublima

tion and other higher-qua lity printers that arc used in 
graphic design and other high-end businesses. 

Once you have a printer, there are two ways that you can con
nect it to your Mac: directly or through a network. To connect a 
printer directly to your Mac, you simply attach tl1e printer cable 
to the printer port on your Niac. How you connect a printer to 
your network depends on the kind o f network you are using. I f 
you are using an AppleT.1lk network, you can attach an 
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Other networks and printers 

There are other network options, 
such as Novell, bul l assume th.Jt if 
you are using a Novell or other net
work, you have a system administra
tor who sets up the printers on the 
network_ 

FIGURE 19.3 

You can use desktop printing 
icons to print documents and to 
monitor the status of print jobs in 
process. 
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Apple Talk connector box to the printer. If you are using an 
Ethernet network, you can attach a cable from the nearest router 
or print server to your printer. In either case, the printer will 
show up in the Chooser as a network resource. 

Your printer driver determines the features that you will be able 
to use from the Print dialog in any application. Some of the fea
tures you may be able to choose include the following: 

• Background printing. If your printer is capable of back
ground printing (most printers are), the printing process 

happens in the background while you can work in the fore

ground . 

• Desktop Printing. If you use an Apple printer, or a non
Apple printer that can use the Apple Laser-Writer driver, you 

can use desktop printing. vVith desktop printing, an icon of 
your printer is installed on your desktop (see Figure 19.3). 

vVhen you want to print a document with that printer, you 

can drop the document on the printer's icon to print it. You 

can also open the printer to manage the documents in the 

print queue; for example, you can remove a document from 
the queue or reorder documents that are beiJ1g printed. 

• Print quality. Some printers enable you to choose print 

quality to conserve toner or ink during draft printin g. 

• Print in grayscale. If you are using a color printer, you can 
choose to print it in grayscale to save your color ink. 

• Print back to front. When you print a document, it typi

cally prints with the first pages coming out first. T his usual
ly results in the document being backwards when you pick it 

up. If you choose the back to front option, the printer starts 
from the back of the document so that when you pick up 

your print job, it will be in the proper order. 
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• Print Preview. Print P review enables you to see your docu
ment as it will be printed. This is useful if your application 

does not have a Print Preview mode. 

• ColorSync settings. If you are using a color printer, you 

can choose which color matching technology that you want 
to use, for example, ColorSync or the color matching tech

nology that is part of your printer's driver. 

Installing and Seleding a Printer 
Once you have a printer com1ected to the network, or connected 
directly to your Mac, every printer needs a dTive1· in order to 

communicate with your Mac. If you have an Apple printer, the 
driver you need is installed as part of Mac OS 8.5. And many 
non-Apple printers (especially laser printers) can use tl1e Apple 
LaserWriter driver. Otherwise, you should have received a driver 
when you purchased your printer. 

SEE ALSO 

)> To letml bow to imta/1 system co111pone11ts (indudiug priuter drivc11) with tbc :\1/ac OS 
8. 5 installn; su Appmdix A, ulnstalling am/ Mnilllaining the Mar OS" 

Installing a printer driver and configuring a printer works simi
larly no matter what kind of prin ter you use. As an example, the 
following step- by-step configures a Desk]et printer on an 
Apple'Thlk netwo rk. 

Installing a printer driver for an HP DeskJet printer and choosing 
it in the Chooser 

1. Run the installer for the printer you want to install. 

2. ' iVh en the installer is done, restart your Mac. 

3. When the l\llac resta rts, open the C hooser and select the 

driver that you installed. 

4. If you are using a network, such as Apple'Thlk, your Mac wi ll 

scan the network for available printers tl1at use the driver 
you have selected. \ iVhen it finds them all, it will display the 

available printers in the right pane of tl1e C hooser window 
(see Figure 19.4). If you have tl1e printer directly connected, 
choose the port to which it is connected (printer or modem). 
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Apple's LaserWriter driver is a 
good driver 

If you use a laser printer, even 
if it isn't made by Apple, you 
might be able to use Apple's 
LaserWriter driver with it (you 
can install it with the Mac OS 
8.5 installer). The LaserWriter 
driver is an advanced driver 
that provides lots of good fea· 
tures, and Apple is continuously 
updating it. If you have a laser 
printer, try using the 
LaserWriter driver with it. To do 
so, install the driver Ot is 
installed by default), open the 
Chooser, and click on the 
LaserWriter driver in the left 
pane of the Chooser window. If 
your printer is connected, and it 
can use the laserWriter driver, 
you will see your printer in the 
right pane of the window. 
Select it to use rt as your print· 
er. If you can't see your printer 
with the LaserWriter driver 
selected, but you can with your 
printer's driver selected, then 
you can't use Apple's 
LaserWriter driver. 

Desktop printing 

Desktop printing is a nice fea
ture, but unless you use an 
Apple printer, or a printer that 
can use an Apple driver, you 
can't use it. 
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I FIGURE 19.4 

Using the Chooser to select a 
printer driver. 

FIGURE 19.5 

This Print dialog is determined by 
the print driver chosen in the 
Chooser. 

Printing features 

You won't see the same printer 
options in the Print dialog in all 
applications. Applications can imple
ment their own features in the Print 
dialog. For example, you won't see 
all of the options in Figure 19.5 in 
the Print dialog in Simple Text 
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5. Choose the options that you want your printer to use, such 
as Background Printing. 

6. Close the Chooser. You will see a warning that says you have 
changed the printer driver, and you need to choose Page 
Setup in all open applications. Click OK to clear the 
warn mg. 

7. When you choose Print from within an application, you 
will see the Print dialog for the printer driver that you have 
chosen (see Figure 19.5). 
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Using ColorSync with a Printer 
ColorSync also works with your printer if you have a ColorSync 
profile for your printer. (If you don't receive a ColorSync profile 
with your printer, contact the printer's manufacturer.) 

To use ColorSync with your printer, install the ColorSync pro
fi le for your printer in the ColorSync Profiles folder that is in 
your System Folder. 
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After the profile is insta lled, you need to select it in the 
ColorSync control panel. 

Choosing a printer ColorSync profile 

I. Open the ColorSync control panel. 

2. Choose your printer's ColorSync profile from the RGB 
Default pop-up menu if you use a three-color printer. 

3. Choose your printer's ColorSync profile from the CMYK 
Default pop-up menu if you use a four-color printer. 

4. Leave the Preferred CMM option in automatic unless you 
have a device that has a specific CMM profile. 

5. C lose the control panel. 

Outputting Electronic Documents 
In today's environment, you are likely to have to produce docu
ments that will be distributed over the Net or via email. One of 
the most common formats for eleco·onic documents isAJubt:'s 
Po1tnble Document Fonnat (PDF). A PDF file can be read \vith 
the freeware Adobe Acrobat Reader. PDF documents have a 
number of good features. All of the fonts needed for that docu
ment are included in the document. If the recipient's computer 
does not have the same fonts installed, Acrobat Reader will cre
ate a very close approximation of the fonts used in the docu
ment. T he page setup for your PDF documents is set by the 
driver that you use to create that document. Acrobat Reader 
maintains the page layout of your documents no matter what 
driver the recipient has chosen. T his means that your document 
looks the same on all the major platforms as long as the recipient 
has a copy of Adobe Acrobat. 

In order to create a PDF, you need a copy of Abode Distiller. 
Distiller provides a print driver that writes the output to a PDF 
file rather than a printer. 

For most applications, after you have installed Distiller, it is as 
easy to create a PDF as it is to print one. 
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Page setup and the printer driver 

When an application creates a 
page of a document it deter· 
mines the dimensions of that 
page from the print driver that 
is currently selected in the 
Chooser. That is why you see 
the warning about selecting 
Page Setup in all open applica· 
lions when you change printer 
drivers. By opening Page Setup, 
you force the open application 
to reformat its pages according 
to the dimensions set in the 
prinler driver. 
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Where do you get Distiller? 

You can get Adobe Distiller in sever· 
al ways. It is included w~h some of 
Adobe's applications, such as 
PageMaker. You can also purchase a 
copy of Abode's Acrobat Exchange, 
which enables you to create and 
modify PDF documents. 

FIGURE 19.6 

, you can Once Distiller is installed 
choose the PSPrinter dri 
print to the virtual printe 
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r. 
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Virtual printer? 

Distiller requires a PostScript printer 
driver in order to work. If you do 
not have a PostScript driver avail· 
able, the virtual printer performs the 
same function. You can also choose 
a PostScript printer from the Type 
pop-up menu. 

.7 FIGURE 19 

This dialog 
a PDF docu 
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Creating a PDF with PageMaker 

1. Open the Chooser. 

l. Select the PSPrinter driver. You wiJI see the Virtual Printer 
in the Type pop-up menu (see Figure 19.6). 
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3. Close the Chooser. 

4. Open the application that you will use to create your docu
ment and prepare your document. 

S. C hoose Export PDF &om the File menu (see Figure 19.7). 
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6. Set the options you want to use. 

7. C lick Export. 

8. Name the PDF fi le and save it. The application will print 
the file and Distiller then creates the PDF (see Figure 19.8). 
\Vhen it is done, you can open the document. 
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One of the great things about creating PDFs is that you can con
figure the options such that all of your !able of Contents entries 
can be links so that when the reader clicks on a section title, he 
moves to that section. Plus, it is easy to create other links in a 
PDF document to enable tl1e reader to quickly move within the 
document, go to Web sites, or even to send email to you. You 
can also create very nice graphical outlines for your documents 
so that a reader can quickly navigate to the relevant parts of it. 
Another advantage is that recipients cannot easily alter your PDF 
documents, unlike some other metl1ods. 

PDF files are only one way to distribute electronic documents. 
Other methods include providing a document in HTML (which 
makes your document into a Web page) and via common file 
types that popular applications can work witl1 (for example, you 
can provide Microsoft Office files if you are sure tl1at your audi
ence has Microsoft Word, or you can send graphics in common 
formats such as JPEG or TIFF). 
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FIGU RE 19.8 

Distiller #distills" a PDF document 
from your file. 
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Intranet versus Internet 

A local network that provides Web 
and other resources is called an 
intranet as opposed to the Internet. 

It takes two to tango 

Realize that your capabilities are 
only hall of the equation. The speed 
of the modem receiving your call 
also contributes to the speed of 
your connection, and speed always 
defaults to the lowest common 
denominator. If you have a SGK 
modem, but the modem that you 
are calling (at your Internet Service 
Provider perhaps) supports only a 
33.6K connection, 33.6K is what you 
experience. Many Internet Service 
providers and online services (such 
as AOL) have multiple lines, some 
of which have differing speed capa
bilities (for example, there may be 
561<, 33.61<. and even 28.8K lines 
available). Sometimes, you can use 
different phone numbers for differ
ent modem speeds. Whenever you 
configure your modem to connect 
to another modem or service, make 
sure that you use the fastest line in. 

Using Mac Hardware 

Understanding and Using Networking Devices 

Conneding to the World 
In today's world, no Mac is an island. If you aren't connecting 
with other people, you aren't making the most of your Mac. 
Collaboration is the name of the game, and the information, 
resources, and tools you need are "out there." 

If you and your Mac are located with other computer users, you 
really need to be networked with them in order to share files, 
applications, and other resources, such as printers, back-up dri
ves and so on. You can also communicate with people on your 
network via e-mail, and you can set up a local Web to make 
important information available to everyone in the office. And 
transferring files via sneakernet (using floppy disks) is no longer 
acceptable. Many fi les that you need won't even fit on a single 
disk anymore. 

However, just because your Mac is the only one in your office or 
home is no reason not to connect with others. With a modem, 
you can cotmect with people all over the world, not to mention 
the vast sources of information, tools, and even entertainment 
th at are waiting for you . 

Working with Modems 
A modem (short for MODulator D EModulator, not that it mat
ters) enables you to network with other users via the phone lines. 
A modem converts the analog language that phone lines speak 
into the digital language that your Mac speaks. T his enables you 
to communicate over a modem and phone lines as you do when 
you are connected to other computers over a network. 

Understanding Modems 
T here are various manufacturers and models of modems avail
able for your Mac. And there are different styles- some 
modems are internal to your Mac while others are external. T he 
most important characteristic of a modem is speed. Speed affects 
everything that you do with a modem from sending email to 
surfing the World Wide \i\Teb. And one rule always applies,faster 
is better. 
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In a few short years, modem speed has improved exponentially. 
A few years ago, a typical modem communicated at 1,200 bps 
(bauds per second, don't worry about what means, just realize 
that a higher number means a faster modem). Today's modems 
are rated at 56,000 bps. There are other speeds available as well. 
The most common of these are 3 3.6 (short for 3 3,600 bps) 
modems, and there are a few 28.8 modems lingering about. 
Anything less than 28.8 is unacceptable. 

Since speed is the most important factor, why would anyone use 
a 33.6 or 28.8 modem? There are several possible reasons. One 
possible reason may be that the receiving end of your connection 
cannot handle 56K speeds. Another reason is that the phone 
lines that connect to the modem are older and can't support the 
faster 56K speeds. Although 56K modems are fast, they are also 
more "finicky" than the slower modems. There is no reason to 
pay the additional cost of a 56K modem if you aren't going to be 
able to achieve speeds close to the maximum possible anyway. 

Knowing beforehand if you will be able to achieve 56K speeds is 
not easy. There are some tests that you can run, but these will 
likely result in inconclusive results. In all likelihood, you will 
simply have to try a 56K modem and see what it can do in your 
environment. Of course, before you buy a 56K modem, make 
sure that the other end of your connection (such as your Internet 
Service Provider) supports 56K connections and that there are 
plenty of 56K lines available. 

SEE ALSO 

.,.. To leam abont lntenzet Service P1<1viders, see Chapter 23, "Connecting J'om·lvfac to tbe 
Net" 

If you have purchased your Mac in the last year or so, you might 
have received either a 56K or 33.6K modem with it. Or perhaps 
you purchased one on your own. If you don't have a modem at 
all and you can't use a local network of some sort, you should 
purchase one immediately. Using the Internet and other online 
services is one of the best and most productive things you can do 
with your Mac. 
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Why 56K modems aren't really 
56K modems 

Although they are called 56K 
modems, you should realize 
that 56K is the theoretical maxi· 
mum that these modems can 
achieve. Because of the noise in 
phone lines, as well as govern· 
ment restrictions, the fastest 
speed that you can hope to 
communicate is about 53K. And 
you will be lucky to get speeds 
that high. More realistic speeds 
are in the 45·51 K range. Should 
this stop you from using a 56K 
modem? Not at all. They are 
still a lot faster than any other 
kind of analog modem available 
for your Mac. 

When not to even try 56K 

If you live in a home in which 
the phone lines have not been 
installed or updated in the last 
20 years, the odds of you being 
able to support a 56K connec· 
tion are pretty small. Ditto if you 
live in a rural area where the 
local phone company is some
what behind the times. In order 
for 56K modems to actually get 
high-speeds, everything needs 
to be "just right." 
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Buying a modem 

When you look at modems, you 
may be overwhelmed by the num
ber of them that are available. The 
fad is that most modems will work 
just fine for you. Once you decide if 
you want a 33.6 or 56K modem 
and if that modem will be internal 
or external, you will probably be 
able to choose from a couple of 
brands. Check your favorite Mac 
magazine (such as Mocworld) for 
modem reviews to see which you 
should buy. Or if you can access the 
Internet (perhaps through a friend's 
computer), there are lots of sources 
of information about modems, as 
well as great places to buy them. 

PowerBooks and external modems 

Most PowerBooks have at least one 
serial port so that you can use an 
external modem with them. Of 
course, external modems don't run 
on battery power, and you will have 
to lug one around with you, but if 
you usually don't conned until you 
are in a working area with power, a 
good external modem may not be a 
bad choice. They are a lot cheaper 
than PC card modems. 

Combo cards 

Some PC modem cards are combo 
cards. Combo cards offer both the 
modem function and some other 
networking function, usually 
Ethernet, in one form or another. 
Some internal modems are also 
combo modems. Combo modems 
are excellent choices when you 
need to connect via a modem at 
times and at other times, you need 
to physically conned to an Ethernet 
network (and the PowerBook's built
in Ethernet support is not sufficient). 

Usin g Mac Har dware 

Understanding and Using Networking Devi(es 

The other basic factor that you need to understand when pur
chasing or configuring a modem is whether it will be internal or 
external. Internal modems are nice because there isn't any sepa
rate hardware to mess around with (for example, you never have 
to turn it on separately). External modems are nice because you 
can easily move them to another computer, and it is often easier 
to tell what is going on with an external modem. External 
modems are also easier to upgrade should you decide that you 
need a faster one. 

If you use a desktop Mac that is not equipped v.rith an internal 
modem, I suggest that you not bother with an internal modem 
and just go with an external one. Installation is trivially easy and 
external modems are easier to work with. 

If you use a Power Book, you have two "mobile" choices: internal 
modems or PC card modems. Some PowerBooks come 'vith 
internal modems already installed, and if yours did, well, use it as 
long as it works for you. Internal modems for Power Books are 
difficul t to upgrade and unless you have a relatively new 
PowerBook, you are probably stuck with a 28.8, or even worse, a 
14.4 modem. A PC Card modem is the size of a credit card, and 
it is installed in the PowerBook's PC card expansion bay. PC 
card modems are easy to work with, and are the better choice. 
Be aware that PC card modems are still a bit more expensive 
than external modems. 

If you have an internal modem, you can simply connect your 
phone line to the phone jack on the back of your Mac. If you 
have an external modem, you will need to connect its power sup
ply, connect its communication cable to the modem port on your 
Mac, and connect the phone line to the back of the modem. If 
you have a PC card modem, you can insert it into the PC card 
slot on your Power Book and connect a phone line to it. 

Using a Modem 
After a modem is connected to your Mac, you really don't work 
with it directly. All modem activity is controlled through the 
communications sofuvare that your Mac uses. Before you can 
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use a modem to connect to the Net or to another computer, you 
need to configure it. 

There are nvo control panels that you can use to configure your 
modem. The Modem control panel is pretty basic, and it 
requires only a few steps. You use the Dia!Assist control panel to 
set particular aspects of the way you need to dial phone numbers 
from your location. 

If you are going to use your modem to connect to the Internet, 
you can configure it with the Internet Setup Assistant, and you 
don't have to deal with either control panel directly. However, 
you need to know how to use them both so that you can make 
adjustments to your configuration after you have used the 
Internet Setup Assistant. 

SEE ALSO 

)> To leam more about the lmemet Semp Assistant, sec Chapter 2 3, "Connecting Yom· Mac 
to tbe Net" 

Configuring a modem with the Modem control panel 

1. Open the Modem control panel (see Figure 20.1). 

l. Choose the location where your modem is attached with the 
Connect via pop-up menu. Your choices are Modem Port or 
Printer Port for an external modem, Internal for an internal 
modem, or one of the PC card slots if you are using a PC 
card modem. 

3. From the Modem pop-up menu, choose your modem. This 
setting determines the initialization string that is sent to 
your modem to prepare it for use. You don't need to know 
anything beyond that (initialization strings are simply a 
series of commands sent to your modem that in effect tell it 
to get ready to dial). If your modem is not listed (it probably 
will be), contact the manufacturer or look in the software 
that came with the modem to see if there is a modem scripts 
file for your modem. If there is, place it in the Modem 
Scripts folder that is in the Extensions folder. If you can't 
find one, try one of the installed modems to see if you can 
use its settings (one of the Hayes modem files may be a 
good start). 
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Connecting an external 
modem to a Mac with an internal 
modem 

Some Macs come with internal 
modems already installed. If this 
modem is not acceptable, for 
example, you want a 56K 
modem and the one that is 
installed is only 33.6, you will 
have to disable the internal 
modem in order to be able to 
use an external one. How you 
do this depends on the particu
lar model of Mac that you are 
using. Check the user manual 
for your model or talk with a 
knowledgeable representative 
when you purchase another 
modem. They will often be able 
to tell you if and how you can 
disable or replace an internal 
one with an external one. 

Windows and modems 

Modem handling is one of the 
few areas in which Windows 
computers are superior to Macs. 
With Windows, you can support 
several modems on the same 
computer, and it is easy to 
switch between them. And it is 
easier to find and install internal 
modems for Windows 
machines. 

Bulletin Boards and online ser
vices 

In the olden days (the early 
1990s), lots of Mac users were 
connected to small services, 
called Bulletin Boord Services 
(BBS). These Mac users used a 
terminal emulating program to 
connect to these BBSes in order 
to download files or communi
cate with others. Often, software 
companies had a BBS from 
where you could download 
updates and bug fixes. BBSes 
have gone the way of the 
dinosaur; they have been 
replaced by the Internet. 
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FIGURE 20.1 

You use the Modem control panel 
to configure your modem. 

Online services 

There are some online services that 
you may want to use, the primary 
example being America Online 
(AOL). With AOL, you can do every
thing that you can do on the 
Internet, and it is easier to config
ure. For total beginners to the 
online world, AOL is often a good 
choice. However, once you are 
comfortable with being online, you 
should move to an Internet Service 
Provider. They are usually cheaper, 
and you can use better software to 
browse the World Wide Web and to 
send email. 

No configuration required 

If you use AOL or another online 
service, the software you use will 
handle all your modem and dialing 
configuration for you. Once you 
have the modem installed on your 
Mac, simply run the online service's 
software to get started. 

G3 modems 

If you are lucky enough to have a 
G3 PowerBook, and it has an inter
nal modem, that modem may have 
its own software built in to the OS. 
If so, your PowerBook will 
autosense the modem and will con· 
figure the modem for you. 

I 
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If you ·want to he ar the sounds of the modem dialing· and 
coru1ecting, use the Sound radio button to turn the sound 
on. If you don't want tO hear the sound, dick the Off but
ton. It is a good idea to leave the sound on until you are sure 
that you can coru1ect reliably. Then you can turn it off if the 
sotmds annoy you. 

5. If yom phone system uses Tone dialing (which it probably 
does), ensure that the Tone radio button is checked. If you 
use Pulse dialing (a rotmy phone system), check the Pulse 
radio button. 

6. If you want your Mac to dial regardless of the dial tone, 
check the "Ignore dial tone" check box. This can be useful if 
your voice message system uses a "beeping" or other odd 
dial cone to indicate that you have messages waiting. If this 
check box is not checked, such a dial tone will prevent your 
Mac from being able to dial out. 

7. Close the control panel. 

Once your modem has been configured, you need to set any spe
cial dialing options that you want to use. 

Customizing your dialing settings with the DiaiAssist control panel 

1. Open the DialAssist control panel (see Figure 20.2). 

2. Enter your area code in the C ity/Area Code field and choose 
your coun try from the Country pop-up menu. 

3. If you need to dial a prefix to get an outside line when you 
dial the phone, choose it from the Prefix pop-up menu. 
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4. If you need to use a prefix to dial a long distance number 

(such as I or to use Sprint for example), choose it from the 

Long Distance Access pop-up menu. 

5. You can add a suffix to a phone number by choosing it from 
th e pop-up menu. 

6. You can use the buttons at the bottom of the DialAssist con
trol panel to modify any of the choices i11 the pop-up menus. 
for example, to change the Prefix choices you have, click 
the Prefix button. You will see a dialog that enables you to 

add to, edit, or delete choices from the Prefix pop-up menu 

(see Figure 20.3). 
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7. When you are done setting the configuration, close the con

trol panel. 
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FIGURE 20.2 

Using DiaiAssist, you can set any 
special prefixes or suffixes that 
you want to be dialed (when you 
have to use a calling card for 
example). 

FIGURE 20.3 

You can add to, edit, or delete 
any of the choices in the pop-up 
menus in the DiaiAssist control 
panel. 
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Using Mac Hardware 

Understanding and Using Networking Devices 

After your modem is connected and configured, you can use 
software to access it. For example, to connect to the Internet, 

you can use Remote Access. 

SEE ALSO 

> To fwm b01v to cmmect to tbc Net using Remote lfccc.-:>, see Cb(fptcr 23, "Conuectiug 
J1n,. M(fc to tbc Net" 

Understanding the Future of Modems 
·w hile modems are a lot faster than they used to be, they are still 
too slow. It takes too long to download a Web page or to trans
fer large fiJes. Conventional modem technology has topped out 
at 56K. Eventually, changing a V/eb page should be as fast as 
changing channels on a TV Plus, fu ll -screen video will eventual
ly be transmitted over the \ Neb, too. T his requires that even 
more data be transmitted even faste r. T here are several ini tia
tives to make data transmission fas ter, and they include the 
following: 

• C able modems . Computer data can be transmitted via a 

cable tha t is similar to that used by cable TV Cable modems 

offer the highest speed of any curren t or in-development 
technology; cable modem's speed is, in order of magnitude, 
faster than a conventional modem. Plus, there is no connect

ing. A cable modem is always ready to send and receive 

information. Cable modems are deployed in limited test 

areas. In a few years, cable modems should be widely ava il

able. 

• ISDN . Integrated Services D igita l Network (ISD N) is a dig

ita l service that combines vo.ice and data transmission. You 
also need an ISD N modem to use it. ISDN is two to th ree 
times faster than a 56K modem. I t is available in many loca
tions (contact your local phone company to see it if is avail

able in your area). T he costs of ISDN are still prohibitive 
for most users. U n less you have a business for which speed is 
cr itical, IDSN will probably be roo expensive for you . ISDN 
costs continue to decrease though, so it may not be long 
before ISDN is a viable choice. 
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• ADSL/VDSL. Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) 
and Very High Speed Digital Subscriber Line (VDSL) are 

new technologies to transmit more data over regu lar phone 

lines. Eventua lly, 1-\DSL/ADSL technology will enable very 

high speed connections, probably faster than ISDN, but not 

as fast as cable modems. ADSL/ADSL are sti ll in their 
infancy and can't be expected to be in place for most users 

unti l well into the next century. 

Working with Applelalk Networks 
Since its inception, the lVlac has always been "network-ready." 
That is because Apple Ta lk support has always part o f the Mac. 
Whil e AppleTalk is a relatively slow networking scheme, it is 
also very easy and inexpensive to set up and use. You can quickly 
connect any Apple Talk-compatible devices to form an Appl e1~1lk 

network. O nce you create an AppleTalk network, you can use it 
to enable F ile and vVeb sharing, and you can also share network 
resources, such as printers. 

Setting Up an AppleTalk Network by Using Serial 
Connedions 

Setting up an Apple Ta lk network by using serial connections is 
simple. Each AppleTalk device needs an AppleTalk connector 
box, also called a pbonet box. This box has a serial connector on 
one end and two phone jacks in the other. These boxes cost 
about $ 15 per box (you need one box for each device tha t is to 
be on the network). 

To connect an AppleTalk-compatible device to the net\vork, you 
simply plug the seri<l l connector on the phonet box into the seri
al port of the device (the Printer or Modem port on the Mac). 
Then you connect the various phonet boxes '~ith regular phone 
cable. T hat is :1 ll there is to it. 

All Macs are AppleTalk-compatible, as are many printers, so it is 
easy to create a fu lly-functional net\vork that \~i ll enable users to 
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Building a bridge 

You can use a device with a serial 
connection, but no Ethernet port, on 
an Ethernet network by installing a 
bridge to connect the serial port on 
the device to the Ethernet network. 
These kind of bridges are fairly 
expensive, usually about $200. 
Unless the device that you want to 
use is really expensive or is one-of
a-kind, bridges don't make much 
sense. 

Ethernet for two 

If you have two devices that you 
want to connect to an Ethernet net
work, you can do so without an 
Ethernet hub. You use a special 
cable, called a crossover cable, to 
connect the transceivers that are 
connected to each device. The 
devices will then be able to commu
nicate with each other by using 
Ethernet. This is an excellent choice 
when you want to connect two 
computers or perhaps a single com
puter and a printer. Using a 
crossover cable saves you money 
because you don't need an Ethernet 
Lab. 

Using Mac Hardware 

Understanding and Using Networking Devices 

share fi les and folders and network printers. You can even set up 
a local Web by using Mac OS 8.5's \iVeb Sharing abilities. 

SEE ALSO 

>- 70 Jenm bmv to me File sb{lring, see p{/ge 465 

).. 70 Jem11 1107v to rounect Windows PCs to rm Apple'lrtlk uenvork, see p{lge 490 

Setting Up an AppleTalk Network by Using Ethernet 
U sing an E thernet network makes AppleTalk much faster, usual
ly 10 or more times faster. Connecting an Ethernet network is a 
bit more complicated and expensive than using a serial , connec
tion-based network, but the speed improvement can easily make 
the additional cost and complexity worthwhile. Explaining the 
details of setting up an Ethernet network is beyond the scope of 
this book; however, it may help you decide if that is what you 
need to do if you learn about the general ways such a network is 
set up. 

Each device that will be on the network must support Ethernet. 
Most Macs have built-in Ethernet support so that it is not a 
problem (unlike Windows PCs to which you have to add an 
Ethernet card). Most laser printers also support Eth ernet con
nections. If the Mac or other device that you want to connect to 
an Ethernet network doesn 't have bui lt-in E thernet support, you 
need to install an Ethernet card in that device. 

O n each device on the network, you must insta ll an E thernet 
transceiver. The transceiver manages the information flow to 

and from that device. A transceiver costs about $50. 

An E thernet cable connects the transceiver of each device to an 
Ethernet hub (or router). T his device acts like a network traffic 
cop and ensures that information flows properly. T he informa
tion from all devices must flow through a hub so that it can be 
routed to the appropriate device. A small hub can cost a couple 
hundred dollars. 

After the devices are all connected and the hub is configured, 
information can flow across the network. 
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Configuring an AppleTalk Network 
In addition to being easy to set up, AppleTalk networks are also 
easy to configure. 

Configuring AppleTalk 

1. Open the Appl e1a lk con trol panel (see Figure 20.4). 
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l. From the Connect via pop-up menu, choose the port to 
which the network is connected (Printer, Modem, Ethernet, 
or Remote). T he Mac will search for the network, and will 

report the zone it is in. 

3. Close the cono·ol panel. 

Using Other Networks 
There are lots of other nenvorking schemes around, especially 
for non-Mac based nenvorks (such as those that use \ .Vindows 
NT servers). These schemes are based on N ovell , vVindows N T, 
or similar technologies. You can connect Macs to these nenvorks 
(for example, Mac support is built into vVindmvs NT). Setting 
up a network using one of these technologies is a complex and 
expensive proposition, and you really need to know what you are 
doing. Usually, these networks are set up by certified technicians 
and then administered by a network or system administrator. If 
you want to connect your Mac to such a network, you need to 
see the system 
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FIGURE 20.4 

Using the Apple Talk control 
panel, you can set the port that 
will be used for an Apple Talk 
network. 

Zones? 

Networks can be configured in 
zones, where each zone is sub
network. This improves the 
speed of the network as com· 
pared to having all the net
worked devices on a single 
network. If you have a network 
complex enough to benefit 
from having zones, you should 
have a network administrator 
who can help you set up the 
zone for your Mac. 

Connect via remote 

You can connect to an Apple Talk 
network via a modem if the net
work supports Remote Access. 
This enables you to log onto 
your network from other loca
tions just as if you were physi
cally connected (albeit with a 
slower connection). Talk to your 
network administrator to see if 
your network will support 
remote connections. 
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File servers versus workstations 

Sometimes fi les that are shared by a 
number of different users are stored 
on a dedicated machine called a file 
server. A fi le server isn't a worksta· 
tion with a user sitting in front of it; 
rather, it's a fast, high-storage 
machine that shares its files with the 
Macs on the network. A file server 
provides faster performance over a 
network, and it is easier to keep 
properly backed up than sharing 
files among workstation Macs on 
the network. Once a network grows 
larger than just a few users, a fae 
server is the best solution for shar
ing files. 

Macs can also work with file servers 
that are other computer platforms, 
such as Windows NT machines. 
You will learn more about this in 
Chapter 22, "Working with 
Windows PCs." 

Using Your Mac to Work with Others 

Working with Other Macs 

Understanding How You Can Work with 
Other Macs 

T he odds are that you use your Mac to work with other people. 
Whether you work with fil es that other people create or you 
send the fil es you create for others to work with, there are very 
few activities that do not involve information fl owing among a 
group of people. If you are fortunate, most of the people with 
whom you work also use Macintoshes. If they use Windows PCs 
or another platform, that is OK too, because you can work with 
just about every computer platform out there. 

T here are four major ways i11 which you can use the Mac's capa
bility to work with other Macs: 

• Transferring files. Sometimes you need to provide some
one with a copy of a fi le or to provide a fil e you have created 
to someone else. Moving files from Mac-to-Mac is about as 

easy as moving a fil e from your Mac's hard disk to a fl oppy 
disk. Mac OS 8.5 enables you to easily transfer files to other 
Macs as well as to vVindows PCs. 

• Sharing files. There are a million ways that sharing fil es can 

help team members work together on a project. For 
instance, if you're a writer, you probably want to share your 

fi le with your editor. (Actually, you probably don't, but edi

tors are insistent.) Your editor probably wants to share files 
with proofreaders and production folks. If you' re a project 

manager putting together a spreadsheet, you may need to 
get numbers or other data from a variety of team members. 

If you're a digital artist, you want to share your images with 
the designer or art director who puts the image into a lay

out. You can probably think o f three or four ways that shar
ing files can save you (and someone else) a lot of time and 
trouble. Mac OS 8.5 includes tools and features that make it 
easy for you to share files with others. T he great thing about 

Mac OS 8.5 is that you don't need to be a computer or net
working expert to get a lot ou t of sharing files. 

• Sharing applications. Sometimes, it's nice to be able to run 
applications that reside on other Macs. Suppose that you 
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have software that you use only occasionally-say, an appli
cation that helps you create org charts -but you use the 
application on all of the Niacs on the network. Rather than 
installing a copy of the network on every computer on the 
network, you can save some disk space by installing a single 
copy on a single machine. Using Application Sharing, you 
can run the application from any Mac on the network. Be 
aware that sharing an application over a network resuJts in 
very poor performance, and if the application crashes, it can 
take down the entire network. Still , for occasional use, shar
ing an application can be beneficial. 

• Using a local Web. With Mac OS 8.5's Web sharing fea
ture, you can set up and use a local \Neb for the other com
puters on your network. T here are lots of uses for a local 
Web site; for example, you can create a vVeb site containing 
information for specific projects that other users can view 
with their Web browsers. 

Sharing and Transferring Files 
No matter what you use your Mac for, you will need to work 
with files created by others. You will also need to provide files 
that you create to coworkers for them to work with. T he Mac 
makes it easy to share with and transfer files to and from other 
Mac users. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To leflm how to sbr1re nnd tmmferfiles with Windo·ws PC usen, see Cbnpte1· 22, 

"W01-king with Wrndows PCs" 

When you transfer a fi le, you move the fi le from its original 
location onto another Mac. \iVhen you share a fi le with someone, 
the file remains where it is and you open the fi le from your Mac, 
or someone else opens a fi le on your N1ac from his. The funda
mental difference between transferring and sharing a file is that 
when you transfer a file, there is no further connection with the 
original version. \ iVhen a fi le is shared, that version remains for 
others to use. 
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What is small? 

When considering a file transfer via 
email, what is a small file? It all 
depends on the way in which !he 
involved people are connected. For 
someone using a slow modem, a 2 
or 3 MB file might be large. For 
someone connecting to email with a 
high-speed direct network connec
tion, a file as large as 200 MB may 
not be a big deal. When transferring 
files via email, you need to keep the 
capabilities of your recipient in 
mind. 
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Transferring Files Among Macs 
When you want to transfer a file to another Mac user, there are 
a couple of basic ways that you can do so: 

• Sneakemet. T he term sneakernet refers to using a floppy 

disk, Zip disk, or other removable media to move a file from 

one Mac to another. The idea is that you copy the file to a 
disk, carry the disk to another Mac, and insert the disk in 

the other !viae. As long as the person with whom you want 

to transfer files is relatively close, sneakernet is actually a 

pretty good way to transfer fi les. (Of course, you can always 

mail rusks to another Mac user, but that can be time con
suming.) Using rusks to transfer fi les is simple, and you have 

control over how and when files are transferred. 

• EmaiL You can transfer files to other people by attacrung 

them to email. This method has one primary advantage over 

sneakernet: you can transfer files to and from other Mac 
users wherever they are located. You can transfer files via 
email w1th almost any Mac user who has an email account. 

There are a few disadvantages to the email method. First, 
large files can be problematic to send via email. If the recipi

ent has a slow or unreliable connection, the fi le may take a 
long time to transfer, or it may be interrupted and not make 

it at all. Second, some email accounts are behind var ious 

gateways that will not properly handle email attachments. 

But for relatively small fi les, using email can be the best way 

to transfer files to other Mac users. Third, files need to be 
encoded when they are at'tached to email, and they are usu
ally compressed as well. T his may be a problem for some 
recipients if they do not have the knowledge or tools to 

properly handles encoded or compressed files. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lenm flhout ntttlcbingfilcs to 1!111flil, sec pt~ge 587 

• Web/FTP. You can also transfer fi les by uploading them to 

\Neb or FTP sites. People can then connect to these sites to 
download your files. This method has similar advantages and 
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disadvantages as using email does; the person downloading 
your files from the \iVeb or an ITP site is not likely to have 

any problems with a gateway. 

SEE ALSO 

)o- To lcnm bow to drrumlond Jiles from ~Veb tmd FTP sites, see pnge 646 

• Network. U sing file sharing on a network, you can transfer 
files to and from your Mac as easily as if they were stored on 
your own hard drives. You \vill learn about this option in the 
next section. 

Once you transfer fi les to your Macs, you can work with them 
just as if you created them on your own disk. See the section 
called, "Working with Files You Share or Receive" later in this 
chapter to learn more about working with files that you have 
transferred to your Mac. 

Sharing Your Files with Others 
After you have your Mac connected to an Apple'Hlk or other 
network, you can easily share your files and folders with other 
Mac users on the network. 

SEE ALSO 

)o- To lem·n nbout netwo1·kingyour 1l1nc, see Cbnpter zo, "Understanding nnd Using 
Nmvorking Ow ices" 

Here are the four tasks you need to use to share your files with 
other Macs on your network: 

1. Set up file sharing on your Mac. 

2. Share folders and files that live on your Mac. 

3. Set up users and groups to control who has access to the 
fi les and folders on your Mac, and apply those security set
tings to the items you want to share. 

4. Monitor the fi le sharing activity on your Mac. 

SeUing Up File Sharing 
Before you can use file sharing, you have to turn it on and con
figure your Mac's identity on the network. 
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Using Non-Apple Talk networks 

If your Mac resides on a net
work that doesn't use Apple Talk 
as its protocol, you may or may 
not be able to use the tech· 
niques described in this section. 
Some non-Apple Talk networks 
(such as those using Windows 
NT servers) provide services for 
Macintosh that are just like 
those you can use with other 
Macs. Other networks may not 
support Apple Talk, and you will 
have to learn how to work with 
those networks from the net
work administrator who set up 
and administers that network. 

Mac OS Setup Assistant 

If you used the Mac OS Setup 
Assistant when you first started 
your Mac after installing Mac 
OS 8.5, the Owner name, 
Owner Password, and 
Computer Name fields will 
already be filled in. You can 
change them in the File Sharing 
control panel if you want to. 
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FIGURE 21.1 

The File Sharing control panel 
enables you to configure File 
Sharing on your Mac. 

Disappearing password 

After you enter an Owner Password 
and move out of that field, your 
password will change to a series of 
bullets. This protects your password 
from prying eyes. 

The button tells you 

Once File Sharing is running on 
your Mac, the Start button changes 
into a Stop button. 
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Setting up File Sharing and configuring your Mac's network identity 

1. Open the File Sharing control panel (see Figure 21.1). 
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2. Enter an Owner Name-this should be your name. Keep in 

mind that this is the name that will be used to track your 

activity on the nenvork, so be careful about creating a name 
for yourself such as "Master of the Universe." 

3. Enter an Owner Password. T his is important because this 

enables anyone with your Owner Name and Password to 

modify rmytbiug on your Mac. If someone on your network 
knows your Owner Password, they can access your machine 
as if they were you. The Owner Password is case sensitive; 

for example, "i\ll aster of the U niverse" is not the same as 
"master of the universe." 

4. Name your Mac by entering a name in the Computer Name 
fi eld. This is the name that other users will use to log onto 

your machine. If you are on a large nenvork, try to keep it 
someth ing meaningful even to people who don't know you 
very well. 

5. C lick Start. You will see a status message telling you that 
File Shari ng is starting on your Mac (see Figure 21.2). T he 
start-up process may take a little while, depending on your 
Mac and the nenvork to which you are connected. 
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6. C lose the control panel. Once File Sharing has finished 
starting up, your Mac is ready to share its treasures with the 
world. 

Sharing Files and Folders 
After File Sharing is active, you can sha re individual items that 
are on your Mac with the people on your network. For each 
item, you will assign one of four privileges levels to it. 

These privileges are the following: 

• Read & \-\'rite. When you assign someone to have Read & 
Write privileges to an item, they can do anything to the 
item they want. 

• Read only. This level means that they can read the item, 
but can 't make any changes to it. 

• Write only (Drop Box). \Vhen you choose th.is level, users 
can place things in the folder, but cannot see anything that is 
contained in it. 

• None. \iVhen you choose N one, users will not be able to see 
the item. 

You can assign these items to three categories of user: 

• Owner. Th is is the person who controls the item. For most 
of the items to be shared that exist on your Mac, this should 
be you. 
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FIGURE 21.2 

After you dick the File Sharing 
button, it may take a moment for 
File Sharing to start. 

Sharing folders and files 

Before you can share any fold
ers or files on a volume, you 
have to share the volume that 
contains those items first. II 
you dcn't, users won't be able 
to share any contents of that 
volume. 
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FIGURE 21.3 

You must select something in the 
Finder before you can share it. 

FIGURE 21.4 

The Sharing pane of the Get Info 
window enables you to set the 
sharing for a particular item. 
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• User/Group. These are specific users or a group to whom 
you assign privileges for :111 item. You will leam more about 

these in the next section. 

• Everyone. E veryone means everyone on the network shares 
these privileges. 

Sharing folders on your Mac: 

1. In the Finder, select the item that you want to share (see 

Figure 2 1.3). 
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2. From the Finder's Fi le menu, choose Get Info and then 
Shm·ing from the hierarchical menu. You will see the 

Sharing pane of the Get Info window for that item (see 
Figure 21.4). 
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3. If you haven't shared the volume or folder that contains the 
item you want to share, uncheck the "Use enclosing folder 's 
privi leges" check box. If you check this check box, the item 
assumes the same settings as the folder or volume that con
tains this item. T his makes it easy to set sharing for all the 
contents of a volume or folder. When the check box is 
tmchecked, the controls for setting the privileges for this 
item will become active. 

4. Check the "Can 't move, rename, or delete this item" check 
box if you don't want users to be able to do any of these 
things. Usually, you should check this box so that people 
can't hide (even unintentionally) your own folder from you. 
The icon at the top of the pane will have a lock on it to indi
cate that it can 't be renamed, deleted, or moved (see Figure 
21.5). 
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5. Ensure that your name appears in the Owner pop-up menu, 
and choose the level of access yuu want the owner to have; 
normally, this wi ll be Read & vVrite access (see Figure 21.6). 

6. Skip the Cser/Group pop-up menu for now (you will learn 
about that in the next section). 

7. Set the level of sharing privilege for Everyone on the net
work. 

8. If you want to copy all of the sharing settings for this item 
to each item within it, click Copy. T he control panel will 
display the sharing privileges you have set for tlus item (see 
Figure 2 1.7). 
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FIGURE 21.5 

When the icon at the top of the 
Sharing pane has a lock next to it, 
the item cannot be renamed, 
moved, or deleted. 
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FIGURE 21.6 

You can choose from the four lev· 
els of sharing privileges from the 
pop-up menu next to each user 
category. 

FIGURE 21.7 

This folder can be read by every
one (the glasses icon), but only 

I 
the Owner can change it (the 

" pencil). 
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9. Close the control panel. T he icon of the item will change to 
reAect the sharing privileges that you have applied to it (see 
Figure 21.8). The item wi ll be able to be accessed by others 

on the network as you have indicated; in this case, everyone 
on the network will be able to see what is in the folder, but 

they will not be able to change its contents. 

Setting Up Users and Groups 

If you are on a small network, perhaps an office of two or three 
people, or your Power Book :md desktop Mac are networked 
together, you probably don't need to worry about security. 
However, if you're deali ng with a bigger network, you should 
on ly provide selective access to fil es. For example, you might 
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want to allow an employee into a folder that contains procedure 
documents, but you may not want that same employee to have 
access to a folder that contains the office budget spreadsheets. 
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Mac OS 8.5 provides substantial security features that you can 
use to control with whom and how files on your 1\!Iac are shared. 

Fortunately, the Mac's File Sharing security system is pretty darn 
flexible as well as being easy to use. You can set up a11y number 
of authorized users for your Mac and set the security privileges 
on a folder-by-folder- or even file-by- file-basis. Furthermore, 
you can set up different levels of securi ty clearance for each fold
er. For example, you might set up a folder so that users can read 
fil es but not delete them, or create a drop-box folder so that 
users can submit fil es, but can't open the folder that contains the 
submitted files. 

Just to make things a little easier, you can also set up groups of 
users. For instance, you don't need to set up privileges for Andy, 
Betty, and Charles from the accounting department separately; 
rather, you can set up a group called "accounting," add m em to 
tl1e group, and set tl1e privileges for everyone in tl1e group all at 
once. 

First, you'll need to create user accounts for people to share 
items on your Mac. The following two user accounts are created 
automatically: 

• Yours. Your account was created automatically when you 
added yom name and password to the File Sharing control 

panel earlier in this section. T his is tl1e Owner account. 
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FIGURE 21.8 

The Using Mac icon has a lock to 
indicate that it can't be changed. 

Are guests welcome? 

When configuring your Mac for 
File Sharing, you can set up 
usemames and passwords that 
enable individuals or groups of 
individuals to log onto your 
Mac. You can also enable 
"guests" to log onto your Mac if 
you want to. A Guest is anyone 
who has access to your net· 
work. With a large network. you 
may not know everyone on 
your network so providing 
guests with many privileges is 
not a good idea. 

Be careful 

Remember that when you 
share your Mac, or even parts 
of it, you are giving permission 
for people to access your Mac. 
If you give people write access 
to your Mac, they can add files 
to your machine. If they have 
delete privileges, they can 
remove files from your Mac. Be 
very careful about giving per· 
mission to people to write to or 
delete from your Mac. People 
who are untrustworthy, or per· 
haps simply don't know what 
they are doing, can cause all 
kinds of problems for you. 
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FIGURE 21.9 

The Users & Groups control panel 
enables you to apply sharing priv· 
ileges to items based on who you 
want to be able to access those 
items. 

FiGURE 21.10 

Using the New User dialog, you 
can create users to whom you 
will be able to assign access privi· 
leges to items on your Mac. 
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• The Guest. The account called "guest" does not require a 
password. (You' ll learn how to give privileges to the guest 
account, if you chose to do so, in a few pages.) T his is the 
same as Everyone, which means everyone on the network. 

You can create user accounts that specific people who can access 
your Mac. 

Creating a user account 

1. Open the Users & Groups control panel (see Figure 21. 9). 
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1. C lick the New User button on the right side of the control 
panel's window. You wi ll see the New User dialog (see 
Figure 21.1 0). 
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3. Give the New User a name and password-anything's fine, 
but it's a bad idea to give the new user the same password 
that you use. 
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4. If you want the user to be able to change her own password, 
check the "Allow user to change password" check box. It's 
up to you to decide whether or not to allow the user to 
change her password. (If it helps you decide, remember that 
you can always change it back whenever you like.) 

5. Select Sharing from the Show pop-up menu at the top of 
the New User's window. You will see the Sharing pane of the 
new user's dialog (see Figure 21.1 1). 
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6. Make sure that the "Allow user to connect to this computer" 
check box is checked. (Otherwise, why are you setting up an 
account for the user?) 

7. If you want the user to be able to link programs that are on 
your Mac, check the Program Linking check box (you will 
learn about this is in a later section of this chapter). 

8. Close the window. T he user you created can now be 
assigned sharing privileges to an item on your Mac. You will 
see the user listed in the Users & Groups window (see 
Figure 2 1.1 2). 

9. Tell the user for whom you created an account what his 
username and pass>vord are and what you will be allowing 
him to access on your Mac. 

Creating group accounts is very much like creating individual 
user accounts. You create user accounts, then group accounts, 
and then you place users in the appropriate groups. This makes 
it easy to assign sharing privileges for multiple users to an item. 
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FIGURE 21.11 

You set general sharing prefer
ences for a particular user with 
the Sharing pane of the New 
User's dialog. 
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FIGURE 21.12 

The Users & Groups control panel 
shows all of the users and groups 
whom you have defined. 

FIGURE 21.13 

The New Group dialog enables 
you to create groups of users to 
whom you can quickly assign 
access privileges. 

Other options 

In the Users & Groups dialog, you 
can edit a user or group by double
dicking its icon or by selecting the 
icon and clicking Open. To quickly 
copy a user or group, select its icon 
and dick Duplicate. To remove a 
user or group, select its icon and 
dick Delete. 
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Creating a user group and assigning users to it 

1. Click New Group. You will see the New Group dialog (see 
Figure 21.1 3). 
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2. Give the new group a name . 

3. Drag any user's icon from the main Users & Groups window 
into the new group's window. (You might need to drag the 
N ew Group window to one side if it's covering the cono·ol 
panel window.) Repeat, as necessary, to move all of the 
group member's icons into the group's window (see Figure 
21.14). 

4. Close the open windows. 

After you have user and group accounts set up, you can use them 
to control access to shared items on your Mac. 
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Using user and groups accounts to control access to shared items 

1. Select the item that you shared in the earlier step-by-step. 

2. Choose G et L1fo and then Sharing from the show pop-up 
menu. 

8 

I 

3. Click the User/Group pop-up menu. You will see all of the 
users and groups that you defined with the Users & Groups 
control panel (see Figure 21.1 5). 
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4. From the User/Group pop-up menu, choose the user or 
group to whom you want to give sharing privileges for this 
item. 

5. Use the Privilege pop-up menu to set the privileges that that 
user or group will have for this item. 

6. Set the privileges for the Owner and Everyone if you need 
to. T he window will reflect the sharing settings for this item 
(see Figure 21.1 6). 
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FIGURE 21.14 

You can add users to a group by 
dragging their icon from the 
Users & Groups window into the 
group's window . 

It takes time 

It may take a while for your 
Mac to set all of the necessary 
sharing privileges, especially if 
ou're sharin y g a folder that 

holds a lot of files. Try to ignore 
the unholy clanking of your 
hard drive as the privileges are 
updated. The performance of 
your Mac with File Sharing on it 
will also be slower while File 
Sharing is starting up. 

FIGURE 21.15 

The User/Group pop-up menu 
shows all of the users and groups 
whom you have defined with the 
Users & Groups control panel. 

Another warning 

Be aware that users with write 
or delete privileges can delete 
files inside a shared folder, 
even if they can't delete the 
folder itself. They can also fill 
up the volume containing the 
items that they can share. Be 
careful who you give access to. 
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FIGURE 21.16 

This item is being shared; the 
Owner has Read & Write access, 
the group Using Mac Group has 
Read only access, and Everyone 
has no access. 

File Sharing costs you 

Even if nobody is accessing your 
Mac's files through File Sharing, it 
still consumes RAM and slows 
down the performance of your 
machine. If you don't need to share 
files with others on your network. 
lurn off File Sharing. 
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7. C lose the window. T he sharing privi leges will take effect. 

Monitoring Sharing Adivity 
You can use Mac OS 8.5 to monitor who is accessing files on 
your Mac. T his is a good practice so that you can un derstand 
how oft:en people are accessing your Mac. Remember that any 
time someone accesses a file from your Mac, the performance of 
your machine will suffer, depending on the speed of your system 
and the activity of people accessing your fi les. 

Monitoring sharing adivity on your Mac 

1. O pen the File Sharing control panel. 

l. Click the Activity Monitor tab. You will see the Activity 
Monitor pane (see Figure 21.1 7). You can use this pane to 
moni tor aU of the sharing activity on your Mac. T he 
Sharing Activity bar shows you how much activity is hap
pening at any moment. T he Connected Users section shows 
you the users who are connected to your Mac (you can use 
the Disconnect button to disconnect a user). T he Shared 
Items section shows you each item that is shared from your 
Mac. If you select one of the Shared Items folder and click 
the Privileges button, you wi ll move into the Get Info win
dow for that item. 
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3. \Vhen you are done, close the control panel. 

Accessing Files That Others Share with You 
You can also access fi les that others on your network make avail
able to you. Using someone else's fi les is even easier than sharing 
your files with others. T he process you use to access shared files 
is the following: 

1. U se the Chooser or the Network Browser to select a drive 
containing the fi les that you want to use. 

2. Enter your username and password to log onto that shared 
volume. 

3. Mount the vo lume on your desktop. 

4. Use the files tha t you want to share (what you can do will 
depend on the permissions you have been assigned). 

In previous versions of the Mac OS, you used the C hooser to 
mount shared volumes on your desktop. In Mac OS 8.5 , you can 
still use the Chooser, but you can also use the new Nenvork 
Browser to mount shared volumes. 

Managing Your Connedions with the Chooser 
The C hooser enables you to sign onto any volumes to which you 
have been given sharing privileges. 

Accessing shared files by using the Chooser 

1. Open the Chooser. 
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FIGURE 21.17 

You can use the Activity Monitor 
pane of the File Sharing control 
panel to monitor the sharing 
activity for your Mac. 

You don't need to use File Sharing 
to access network volumes 

Be aware that you don't need 
to have File Sharing on for you 
to be able to access shared val· 
umes on the network. You only 
need to use File Sharing when 
you are sharing files on your 
machine with the network. You 
can mount network volumes on 
your Mac while File Sharing is 
off-assuming that the volumes 
you want to use allow you 
access privileges, of course. 

Transferring instead of sharing 

If you want to transfer a folder 
or file to your Mac instead of 
sharing i~ simply drag it to one 
of your volumes just as you 
would from a floppy or other 
removable media. The folder or 
file will be copied to the val· 
ume to which you drag it 
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FIGURE 21.18 

This Chooser window shows two 
volumes that can be shared. 

Stating the obvious 

In order to use network volumes, 
you have to be connected to a net-
work and have the network's proto-
col enabled on your Mac. In this 
step-by-step, the protocol is 
Apple Talk, which must be turned on 
before you will be able to access 
any network volumes. 

FIGURE 21.19 

The Connect to dialog enables 
you to log onto a file server. 

FIGURE 21.20 

This filer server has one volume 
available for file sharing. 
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2. Click AppleShare. You will see a list of the currently avajl
able volumes that you can mount on your desktop (see 
Figure 21.1 8). 
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3. C lick a fi le server in tl1e C hooser window and click OK (or 
double-click a fi le server). You will see tl1e Connect to dialog 
(see Figure 2 1.19). 
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4. Enter the N ame and Password mat me person who set up 
File Sharing on tl1at machjne provided to you and tl1en click 
Connect. You will see the items mat are available on iliat fi le 
server (see Figure 21.20). 
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5. Select the volume that you want to mount on your Mac. 

6. If you want this volume to be mounted each time you start 
your Mac, check the box next to the volume you have select

eel. When you do, you will see some options at the bottom 
of the window. If you click the Save My Name Only radio 
button, you will have to enter your password each time your 

Mac tries to mount the shared item. If you check the Save 
My Name and Password radio button, your Mac will auto

matically log on each time you start. The second option is a 
bit more insecure, but if you are the only one who has access 

to your Mac, you may want to use it. 

7. Click OK. You will move back to the Chooser window. You 

can continue to mount other volumes if you would like. 

8. vVhen you are done, close the Chooser. 

9. Move to your desktop, and you will see the volume that you 

just mounted (see Figure 21.21 ). 

~ 
S)'3tem and Apps 

You can treat a mounted server just like you'd treat a mounted 
floppy, Zip disk, or whatever. Double-click on the server's icon 
to open its window. When you want to terminate your connec
tion to the remote machine, just drag the server's icon into the 

Trash (or use Command-=). 

Managing Your Connections with Network Browser 
The Network Browser, which is new to Mac OS 8.5, enables you 
to connect to various machines on your network. You can also 
use it to create favorites for quick access to servers, and it pre
sents a consistent interface for network devices. 

Using shared files and folders with the Network Browser 

1. From the Apple menu, choose Network Browser. The win
dow will open, and you will see all the volumes that are 
available for sharing (see Figure 2 1.22) . 
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Zones 

If there are zones on your 
Apple Talk network, you will see 
a Zones window at the bottom 
of the Chooser window. The 
Chooser automatically selects 
your zone when it opens, but if 
you're curious, you can click 
around to other zones to see 
what life is like on the other 
side of the tracks. 

FIG URE 21.21 

The System and Apps volume is a 
shared volume; you can tell by its 
icon (the cables running out of it 
indicate that it is a shared item). 

Putting away shared volumes 

You can also "unmount" a 
shared volume by selecting it 
and pressing Command-Y (the 
Put Away command). 

AppleShare 

When you select a driver in the 
Chooser, you use AppleShare. 
AppleShare is the underlying 
technology that enables your 
Mac to share files on it, as well 
as access shared files on the 
network. 
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FIGURE 21.22 

The Network Browser is a 
much nicer utility to work 
with than the Chooser. 

Expansion triangles 

Shortcuts button 

Favorites button 

Recent button 

Backward and Forward buttons 

FIGURE 21.23 

The Network Browser shows that 
the System and Apps volume is 
available on the PowerBook 190 
file server. 

Aliases to shared items 

You can create an alias to any 
shared item. To access that item, 
simply double-click its alias. If you 
haven't saved your name and pass
word for that item, you will be 
prompted for your password before 
the item opens. If you have saved 
your name and password in the 
Chooser, it will open immediately. 

Double-clicking 

You can also double-dick a shared 
volume in the Network window to 
display its contents. 
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2. To log onto a file server, double-cuck its icon. You will see 

the Connect to dialog. 

3. Enter the name and password that you were assigned by the 
owner of the shared item and click OK You will see a win
dow representing the file server that shows all of the vol

umes of that server that are available for you (see Figure 

21.23). 
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4. Select the volume that you want to mount and close the file 
server's window. You will see the shared volume on your 
desktop. 

The Netv;ork Browser has some nice features, including the 
following: 

• Expansion triangles. If you click the expansion triangles 
next to a file server or volume in the Network window, the 
item will be expanded (if you aren't logged on, you will have 
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to do so before the item will expand). T his works just like a 
Finder window. 

• Shortcuts button. This button enables you to access the 
Network window and the Connect to Server command . The 
Connect to Server command enables you to connect to an 
AppleShare server wid1 an Internet Protocol address or a 

Uniform Resource Locator address. 

• Favorites button. The Favorites button enables you to add 
an item to your Favorites folder (on the Apple menu) for 
quick access. You can also access your favorites by selecting 
them from this menu. 

• Recent button. This button enables you to move back to 
recendy used AppleShare volumes. 

• Back and Forward buttons. T hese buttons move you back 
to or forward to previously viewed items. 

Working with Files You Share or Receive 
Once you have accessed a shared file, you need to determine 
how to best use the file. There are four options for using files 
that you share (listed from most likely to result in a usable file to 
least likely to result in a usable file): 

1. If the file was created by an application that you have 
installed on your Mac, use that application to work wid1 it. 

l. If you can share the application that created the file from the 
network, you may be able to use that shared application to 
work with the file (you will learn how to do this in the next 
section). 

3. If you have an application that is si milar to the one d1at cre
ated the fi le (for example, WordPerfect for a Word file) , try 
to open the file from within a similar application. Many 
applications can open files created by other applications in 
their category (for example, most word processors can open 
files created by other word processors). 

4. If none of the first duee options work, your Mac will try to 
automatically identify the file type of the document and will 
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Changing shared files 

Be careful about changing files 
that you are sharing. If you 
change a shared file into anoth· 
er file type, other users who 
need to use the file may have 
trouble. For example, if you 
change a WordPerfect file into a 
Word document people who 
don't have Word may have 
trouble with the file. Before you 
translate a file or even save it 
from an application that is dif· 
ferent than the one that created 
it ched< with the other users of 
that file before you change it 
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Generic icons 

If a shared file has a generic icon (a 
plain rectangle), that means that the 
application that created it is not rec
ognized by your Mac. To see which 
application created the file, open 
Find from the Finder's File menu. 
Use the Criteria pop-up menu to 
choose Creator. Drag the unknown 
file onto the Find window. You will 
see the creator code in the Find 
window. If it is something recogniz
able, you can get some clues about 
which application you should try to 
open that file with. If it isn't, well, at 
least you tried. You will have to 
experiment to get it open. 

FiGURE 21.24 

n pane You use the File Translatio 
of the File Exchange contr 
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try to open it in an application that you do have. If it can 't 
decide which application to use to o-y to open the fi le, you 
will see a dialog box asking you to choose an application to 

try to open the file with. T hat application wi ll be used for all 

fi les of that type that you try to open in the future. 

M ac OS 8.5 's automatic translation might work some of the 
ti me, but you are better off trying th e fi rst three options first. 
T hose are more likely to resul t in a usable file. 

You can configure how the M ac tries to translate files with the 
File Exchange control panel. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To learn bmv to usc File Excbtmge witb PC files, see page 497 

Setting translation preferences with File Exchange 

1. Open File Exchange. 

2. Click the File Translation tab to move to the File 
Translation pane (see Figure 21.24). 
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3. Ensure that the "Translate documents automatically" check 

box is checked. 

4. If you wan t your Mac to always show you choices when it 
attempts to tran slate fi les, check the check box with that 

title. I recommend this option since you are more likely to 
pick a good choice tl1an your M ac is. 
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5. If you want the Mac to automatically proceed with the 
translation if there is only one possible application that can 
accomplish it, check the "Don't show choices if there's only 
one" check box. 

6. If you want the Mac to use appli cations that are shared from 
a file server on the network, check the "Include applications 
on servers in translation choices" check box. 

7. You can set the translation application that the Mac uses by 
working through the following steps. 

8. Click the Add button in the Translation Preferences area. 
You will be prompted to select an example file. 

9. Choose a fi le of the type for which you want the Mac to 
automatically attempt a translation. For example, if you want 
the Mac to translate a Zip fi le (a file compressed for the PC) 
with Stufflt Expander (the Mac's decompression uti lity), find 
a Zip file and click Continue. Your Mac will search for all 
possible applications that it believes may be able to translate 
this file type (see Figure 21.25). 
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10. Select the application that you want the Mac to use to trans
late files of this type in the future and click OK ·w hen you 
return to the File Translation window, you wi ll see that this 
fi le type is now associated wi th the translator application 
that you selected. From now on, the Mac wi ll use that appli
cation to try to open files of that type. 

II. Repeat for other fi les types that you need to tra nslate. 

12. \iVhen you are done, close the cono·ol panel. 
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FIGURE 21.25 

This list shows the applications 
that your Mac thinks it can use to 
open the file type you selected as 
an example. 
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Copying an application rather 
than sharing it 

If you can access an application's 
files over your network, you can 
copy those files to your hard disk 
and run the application from there. 
You have to make sure that you 
copy all the files associated with the 
application, especially those stored 
in the System Folder of the machine 
on which the application is stored. If 
you do this, make sure that you 
remove the application from your 
machine as soon as you are done 
with it Also make sure that you are 
not violating the license agreement 
for that application by copying it to 
your drive. If your network is enti
tled to only one copy, running more 
than one at the same time is illegal. 

Network email 

Another advantage of having a local 
network is that you can set up an 
email system for that network. This 
enables you to easily communicate 
with all of the people on that net
work. Of course, if everyone on the 
network already has an Internet or 
email account, there is not much 
value to setting up an additional 
email system. 
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Sharing Applications 
If you are on a network, you can use ~pplications that you don 't 
have, but that reside on other machines on the network. T his 
is called sbnTing nn npplicntiou. T he application that you share 
uses the R.AiVl and system resources of your machine, but the 
preference settings of the network copy the other machine (for 
example, if you share Word, the toolbars and other customiza 
tions would reflect the settings used on the volume containing 
the copy of \i\Tord you are runrung). 

T here are a few disadvant~ges to sharing an application. First of 
all, the application runs more slowly, much more slowly, in fact. 
Depending on the speed o f the network and the amount of traf
fic on the network, the ~pplica tion may slow dovm a li ttle, or it 
may become impossibly slow. Second, only one .Mac can use the 
remote application at any time; you can't have five different users 
all running the same copy of Microsoft Word. Third, using 
shared applications places an additional load on d1e network. If 
your network is on d1e edge of stability already, d1e addi tional 
load c~m push it over the edge and result in network crashes and 
od1er problems. 

To share an application, simply locate it on a server and double
click it to run it or drag it to your hard ch-ive to run it locally. 

Sharing the Web 
In addition to sharing fi les and folders, Mac OS 8.5 enables you 
to set up and share Web pages on your network, as well as on 
d1e Internet. On your local network, you can post a Web site for 
particular projects, post your company proceduTes, provide 
resources that your coworkers need, and so on. Using a local 
Web is an excellent way to provide access to resources and infor
mation to groups of people. 

You can also use your Mac to serve Web pages on d1e Internet. 

Mac OS 8.5 provides all the tools you need to set up your Mac 
as a \ iVeb server. T he Mac's \ iVeb sharing capability is analogous 
to its F ile Sharing capabili ty, and you can use the Web Sharing 
control panel to set up your iVIac as a \iVeb server. 
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Using your Mac as a Web server is more complicated than using 
it as a file server, though. You need to understand the Web, as 
well as some of the intricacies of the Internet. This subject is 
beyond the scope of this book. If you want to explore this on 
your own, you can use the Mac's H elp System to get started. 
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Transferring and sharing files among PCs and Macs 

Working with PC files 

Running Windows applications 
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Hush puppy networks 

Sneakemet refers to a "networl(' on 
which files are moved by carrying a 
disk from one computer to another. 

PC Exchange 

In the previous versions of the Mac 
OS, the PC Exchange control panel 
enabled your Mac to work with PC
formatted disks. Under Mac OS 8.5, 
the function of PC Exchange has 
been incorporated into the File 
Exchange control panel. 

Us ing Your Mac to Work with Others 

Working with Windows PCs 

Living in a Windows World 
As a Mac user, you are no doubt aware that a lot more people 
use computers that aren't Macs than there are who use Macs. 
That is unfortumte for them (not to show my pro-Mac bias too 
much!), but it also means that you need to know how to work 
with other platforms, especially W.ndows PCs. W.ndows PCs 
dominate the computing world, for better or worse, and that 
isn't going to change anytime soon. Fornmately, your .Mac pro
vides the tools you need to live peacefully in a W indows-domi
nated world. 

V\Torking with Vlindows PCs basically involves moving fi les to 
and from PCs, using W indows fi les, or running W.ndows appli
cations. 

Moving Files from PCs to Macs and Back 
Again 

The most common interaction that you will have with Windows 
PCs is using fil es that were created or modified on a PC. Before 
you can work 'vith PC fil es, you have to get those files onto your 
Mac, and you may also need to provide files to PC users. There 
are several ways to do this. 

Using Sneakernet to Transfer Files 
Since the Mac can mount and use PC-formatted djsks, including 
floppy disks, Zip disks, and other removable media, you can use 
good old sneakernet to o·ansfer fi les to and from your Mac. 
\iVith previous versions of the Mac OS, you had to configure 
your Mac to recognize PC disks. W.th Mac OS 8.5, this func
tion is built into your system and is always "on." You can work 
with a PC-fo rmatted disk just like you work with Mac-formatted 
disks. 

Since you will also be providing Mac fil es to PC users, you need 
to be able to format a disk in the PC format so that Windows 
machines can read them. 
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Formatting a PC disk on the i\1ac 

1. Insert the disk that you want to format in your Mac. If it has 

been formatted previously, it will be mounted on your desk
top. If it hasn't, you will be prompted to format it (if so, skip 

to step 4). 

2. Select the disk. 

3. F rom the Special menu, choose Erase D isk. You wi ll see the 

erase disk dialog (see Figure 22 .1 ). 

4. N ame the disk if you want to. 
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5. C hoose the format that you want to use to format the Jisk 
from the Format pop-up menu. For Windows disks, choose 
DOS 1.4MB. 

6. C lick E rase. You will see a progress window telli ng you tha~ 

your Mac is erasing the disk. ~'hen it is done, you will see 
the disk that you named on the desktop. If you formatted 
the disk with the DOS 1.4 MB format, the disk's icon will 

indicate that it is a PC disk (see Figure 22 .2). You can now 

use this disk to provide fi les to PC users. 

Using Email to Transfer Files 
Attaching fil es to email is also an excellent way to exchange fil es 
with PC users. T here are only a couple of things you need to 
keep in mind when sending fil es to and from a PC: the first is 
encoding and the second is compression. 
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It is not just for noppies anymore 

You can format other remov-
able disks such as Zip and Jaz 
disks as well as floppy disks. 

FIGU RE 22.1 

This erase disk dialog enables 
you to erase and format a noppy 
disk. 

FIGURE 22.2 

This noppy has been fonnatted to 
be a PC disk. 
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CHAPTER 11 Working with Windows PCs 

Using the Internet to network 
Macs and PCs 

One of the easiest ways to network 
Macs and PCs is to use the Internet. 
On the Internet, you can work with 
PCs (and other platforms for that 
matter) as easily as you can with 
other Macs because all the 
machines speak the same language 
(TCP/IP). For example, you can easi
ly transfer files by using the Web. 
There are some differences in the 
details, such as how files are com· 
pressed and what file formats are 
used, but you can usually handle 
almost anything you run into with 
the basic Mac tools. 

Wl1en a fi le is attached to an em:~il message, the file is actually 
converted into a plain text file for transmission over the N et. 
Wl1cn the file is received by the recipient, it is converted back 
into a usable file. This process is called encodi11g. You need to be 
aware that PCs use different encoding schemes than Macs do. 
Macs primarily use the encoding method called binbe.t· ,while 
PCs use mtcode and bnse64 encoding. You don't need to under
stand the details of how these encoding techniques work, you 
simply need to know how to use the encoding method that is 
appropriate for the person to whom you are sending the file. 
Fortunately, Mac email appl ications enable you to choose the 
encoding method you use for email attachments. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lenm nbour ntftlcbingftles to email for PC users, see page 587 

T he other thing you need to understand when sending files to 
and receiving fi les from PC users with email is that most files 
sent over the N et are co111p1·esscd. W hen a file .is compressed, .it 
becomes smaller, and thus takes less time to send over slow con
nections. PCs and Macs use different cumpn:ssiun techniques to 
compress and decompress fil es. Macs use the Stufflt format to 
compress and uncompress fi les while PCs use the Zip format. 
T here are tools on each platform to enable them to work \vith 
the other platform's compression formats. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lmm bolV to tmcompress -zipped files, scr page 587 

Using a Network to Transfer Files 
Macs and PCs can be networked together in a variety of ways. 
For the purpose of this book, however, I will focus on two gen
eral ways of networking Macs and PC--one is non-Mac based 
and the other is Mac-based. 

Macs can be added to non-M ac based networks in a variety of 
ways. For example, the fastest growing networking strategies are 
based on Windows NT servers. Windows NT provides services 
that enable a Mac to connect and use a Windows N T network 
(these services are called, cleverly enough, Services fo r lvlacintosh, 
or SFM). SFM enables Mac clients on a Windows network to 
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use the Mac's File and P rint Sharing capabilities to share net
work resources -w;th '-'Tindows machines. These networks can 
also use add-on tools to provide Mac services if the network 
administrator does not want to use SfM. If you are connecting 
your Mac to a non-Mac based network, see the system adminis
trator for that network to learn how to get your Mac on the net
work. 

PCs can also be added to 1\tlac-based networks. Tn order to do so, 
the PC must have the hardware and software needed to connect 
to and use a Mac-based netv,rork. 

PCs can also use Ethernet or LocaiTalk to connect to an 
AppleTalk network. One difference between Macs and PCs is 
that PCs require additiona l hardware to be able to network with 
other computers, while all Macs have LocaiTalk networking 
hardware built-in. You can add an E thernet card to a PC's PC I 
card slot to enable it to connect to an Ethernet netv•ork. To 
enable a PC to connect to a LocaiTalk network, you need to add 
a LocalTalk adapter to it; some LocaiTalk adapters attach to the 
PC's parallel port while others are installed in a PC's PCI slot. 

After the PC is connected to your AppleTalk network, you need 
to insta ll software to enable your PC to "speak" AppleTalk. T he 
best solution for this is i\tliramar System's PC MACLAN 
Connect. PC iVlACLAN Connect enables the PC to do the fol
lowing: 

• Share files with the Macs-Mac users can mount PC drives 
just like they mount other Mac drives. 

• U se fil es shared by Macs on the network-PC users can 
mount Mac disks on their desktops. 

• Print to printers on the network. 

• Use tape drives and other network resources. 

Using PC MACLAN Connect is straightforward and works very 
similarly to the Mac's native File Sharing capabili ty. 
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LocalTalk adapter 

Apexx Te<hnology's PCTalk 
Adapter installs onto a PC's par
allel port and enables your PC 
to connect to an Apple Talk net
work. This costs less than $160 
and can be installed in less than 
five minutes. 

Getting PC MACLAN Connect 

You can download a demo ver
sion of PC MACLAN Connect 
from Miramar's Web site at 
http: //www. miramars 
ys . com/. 

Groups 

PC MACLAN enables you to 
create groups of users just like 
Users & Groups on the Mac 
does. 
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FIGURE 22.3 

You can set up file sharing on the 
PC by using the PC MACLAN con
sole. 

FIGURE 22.4 

You use PC MACLAN's Users & 
Groups dialog to define users and 
groups that can share files on 
your PC. 
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Using PC MACLAN Connect to share PC files on a Mac net
work 

1. Install PC MACLAN on the PC that is attached to the 
AppleTalk network. 

2. Launch PC MACLAN. You will see the PC MACLAN con
sole (see Figure 22.3). 

3. From the Configure menu, choose Users & Groups. You 
will see the Users & Groups dialog (see Figure 22.4). 

4. C lick New. You will see the User dialog (see Figure 22.5). 

5. Set the Attributes that you want tlus user to have when he 
signs onto the network. Use the check boxes to do tlus (see 
Figure 22.6). 

6. Enter the user's network name. 

7. C lick Set Password. 

8. In the Set password dialog, enter the password twice and 
d ick OK. 
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9. Click OK to close the User window. 

10. Click Done to close the Users & G roups dialog. 

II. From the Configure menu, choose Share Directories. You 
will see the Share Directories dia log (see Figure 22.7). 
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FIGU RE 22.5 l 
The User dialog enables you to 
define a new user for file sharing 
on the PC. 

FIG URE 22.6 

PC MACL.AN's User dialog 
enables you to set privilege attrib· 
utes for a new user. 

FIGURE 22.7 

You use the Share Directories 
dialog to set which volumes or 
folders on the PC will be shared 
on the network. 
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FIGURE 22.8 
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You use the Shared Directory dia
log to apply privileges to folders 
and other shared items. 

FIGURE 22.9 

The PC Disk volume is now 
shared on the network. 

Using Your Mac to Work with Others 
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I 

1 

12. In the top pane of the window, choose the drive that con
tains the items that you want to share. 

13. In the middle pane, select the particular folders that you 
want to share and click Share. You will see the Shared 

Directory dialog (see f igure 22 .8). 
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14. In the Seen As field, enter the name that 'viii be shown when 
the item is mounted on a Mac user's machine. 

15. Use the Privi leges pane to set the sharing for the Owner, 
G roup, and Everyone. T his works just like the Sharing pane 

of the Get Info window on the Mac. 

16. vVl1 en you are done, cl ick O K. The shared items will be 
shown in the bottom pane of the Share Directories window 
(see Figm e 22 .9) . 
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17. C lick Done to close the Share Directories window. You will 

return to the PC l'viACLAN Console. 

18. From the Server menu, choose Start Server. After a few 

moments, PC M.<\CLAN will begin serving the shared items 
to the network and M acs will be able to mount the shared 
volumes (see Figure 22 .10). 

As this simple example shows, PC MACLAN enables PCs on 
your network to act just like the Macs on your network. The 
PCs will also be able to share printers and other netv;ork 
resources (such as tape back-up drives), as well as the Macs on 
the network do. 

Using Windows Files 
Once you have a PC file on your Mac, you need to know what 
to do with it. That requires that you understand the fundamental 
differences between M ac and PC fil es. 

Understanding Windows Files 
When you double-click a fi le on the Mac, it uses the desktop 
database and the file's File Type and C reator code to know 
which application should be launched to work with that fi le; the 
File 1)1pe and Creator codes are stored in the Resource fork of 
every Mac fi le. This is elegant because you don't have to do any
thing to tell your Nlac about the application it should use to 
work with a particular file. T hat means less work and complexity 
for you. That is good. 

SEE ALSO 

)>. To lmrnmore about tbe Mar's desktop drurtbrm ant! tbc strllftm·c ojMr1c files, 
see page 7 1) 
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FIGURE 22.10 

The PC Disk volume is actually on 
a PC on the network, but it can 
be used just like it is a Mac disk. 

File icons 

Your Mac also uses its desktop 
database to apply an icon to a 
file. Your Mac looks at the File 
Type and Creator for a file and 
then uses its desktop database 
to know what kind of icon to 
apply to that file based on the 
application that created it. If you 
don't have the application that 
created the file installed on 
your Mac, your Mac doesn't 
have an icon to apply, and you 
get the famous generic file icon. 
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Extensions don't have to be valid 

Windows assumes that the last 
three characters of a file's name are 
the extension, whether it actually is 
or not. You can use anything as an 
extension. Of course, if you use an 
extension to which Windows does 
not have an application mapped. 
the PC won't know what to do with 
a file when you try to open it. 

Windows and file icons 

Windows applies icons to files also 
based on the file's extension. As 
you change a file's extension, 
Windows will change the file's icon. 
This doesn't actually change any
thing about the file, though. For 
example, if you change the exten
sion on an Excel file to .doc, which 
is the extension for Word files, the 
file's icon will change to a Word 
icon. The file is still an Excel file, but 
if you open it, Windows will try to 
use Word. 
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Windows files, on the other hand, do not have anything equiva
lent to a Mac file's resource fork. And Windows does not use a 
desktop database to keep track of the link between fi les and their 
applications. Windows links a file to its application by the three
character filename extension, more commonly referred to as sim
ply the extension, that is appended to the end of every Windows 
file's names; the extension is separated from the filename by a 
period (as in filename.ext). vVhen you open a file on a Windows 
PC, the OS looks at the extension on the file and uses the associ
ation map it has to figure out which application it should use to 
open the file. If there is no extension on a file, Windows doesn't 
know what to do with the file. 

Table 22.1 shows some examples of Windows file extensions and 
what they mean. 

TABLE 22.1 Some Examples of Windows Filename Extensions 

Extension What it means 

.exe Application file 

.doc Word file 

.xis Excel spreadsheet 

.htm HTML file (viewed with Web browser) 

.ppt PowerPoint file 

.mpp Project file 

.pdf Portable document format (viewed with Acrobat Reader) 

.tif l agged Image File format 

Graphic Interchange Format 

FileMaker Pro database 

.zip 

.pm6 

File compressed in the Zip format 

PageMaker document 

Providing Mac Files for the PC 
When you create a fi le that you will provide to PC users, you 
need to ensure that the appropriate extension is added to the 
filename. This can be problematic for you if you don't use 
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Windows yourself since you don't have to worry about exten
sions on the Mac, and it is hard to remember to add them 
sometimes. But if you don't, the recipient of that file may not be 
able to work with it. vVhen you save a file that will at some point 
be used by a PC user, ensure that you add the appropriate file 
extension before you pass it to a PC user. The best time to add 
the extension is when you are naming the file for the first time. 
If you regularly collaborate with PC users, you should get in the 
habit of adding ex1:ensions to aLl your filenames so that it 
becomes a habit for you that you don't even have to think about. 

Being a Mac user, you probably aren't all that familiar with many 
of the PC filename ex'tensions that are out there. That can make 
it hard to apply the appropria te extension to your files. There 
are several sources of information on fi le extensions. You can 
check the manual and onljne help system with the application 
that you are using; if the application has a Windows version, you 
wiLl probably find information on which extensions to use for 
that application. If you don't find the information you need, you 
can search for it on the vVeb. 

SEE ALSO 
~ To lenm nbollt senn·bi11g tbe Hleb, see pnge 6 39 

For example, the site at 
http: //vMWf.rrz.unikoeln.de / themen/Graphik / ImageProcessing / 

file ext . html provides an extensive list of filename extensions 
(see Figure 22 .11). 

Working with PC Files on Your Mac 
When you receive a file from a PC user, you need to open it 
with an application. Since the file is not a Mac file, and thus 
won't have a Creator code, your Mac won't be able to tell ·what 
appUcation it needs to use to open the fi le in the same way that 
it can for Mac files. Mac OS 8.5 recognizes the most common 
PC file extensions and automatically opens the correct applica
tion to work with them. And if your Mac comes across an 
extension that it doesn't recognjze automatically, you can use the 
File Exchange control panel to associate a file extension with a 
particular application. 
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You may not see the whole thing 

Under Windows 95/98, you can 
set the views so that you don't 
see the filename extensions 
when viewing files. If a 
Windows PC is set up this way, 
the filenames look just like they 
do on the Mac. You see just the 
text name of the file without 
the period or filename exten-
sion. However, the file exten· 
sions are still there and are part 
of each file's name. The same 
thing is true within Windows 
applications. When you name a 
fi le, you don't have to add the 
extension. The application will 
add it for you, based on the for· 
mat in which you save the file. 
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FIGURE 22.11 

This Web site provides an exten-
sive list of filename extensions for 
PC files. 

Change mappings 

To change a current map, select it 
and click Change. You will see the 
Change Mapping dialog. which 
works just like the Add Mapping 
dialog does. 

FIGURE 22.12 

The PC Exchange pane enables 
you to map PC filename exten-
sions to Mac applications. 

-
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Configuring File Exchange to enable your Mac to work with PC 
files 

0 

1. O pen the File Exchange control panel and click the PC 

Exchange tab so that you see the PC Exchange pane (see 
F igure 22 .1 2). 
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2. Leave the "Map PC extensions to Mac OS fi le types on PC 
disks" and "Open unmapped fil es on any djsk using map
pings below" check boxes checked. These settings enable 
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your Mac to automatically recognize PC files by their 
extensions. 

3. If you come across an extension for which your Mac does 
not recognize the correct application, click Add. Your M ac 
\\rill search for all of the applications on all the disks 
mounted on your Mac. You will see the Add Mapping dia
log (see Figure 22.13). 
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4. Enter the extension that you want to map in the Extension 
field. 

5. From the Application pane, select the application that you 
want to use to open this file type (see Figure 22 .l 4). 
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FIGURE 22.13 

The Add Mapping dialog enables 
you to map Mac applications to 
PC file extensions. 

FIGURE 22.14 

I have 
log to 

used the Add Mapping dia
map Zip files to Stufflt 

Expand er. 
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I f iGURE 22.15 

The new extension to Mac appli· 
cation is shown in the mappings 
window. 

L 

Advanced options 

If you dick Show Advanced Options 
in either of the Mapping dialogs, 
you will see an additional pane that 
contains more advanced options 
that you can use to define how your 
Mac deals with PC files. One of the 
useful advanced options is that you 
can have your Mac process a file 
with an application rather than 
opening the file with it For exam· 
pie, you can use Stufflt Expander to 
uncompress a Zip file rather than 
working with it. You should use sim
ilar mappings to process the files 
rather than open them. When you 
feel comfortable with the basic set· 
lings of File Exchange, you should 
explore the Advanced Options. 
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0 

6. Click Add. Your mapping will be shown in the mappings 
window (see Figure 22 .15). 
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7. If there is already an extension map for the extension (notice 

that there are two maps for the Z ip extension in Figure 

22 .1 5), select the old map and click Remove; then click OK 
in the waming dialog. 

8. C lose the control panel. From now on, when you try to 

open a file wi th the extension that you mapped, the Mac 
application tO which you mapped the extension will be used 

tO open the file (in this step-by-step, the application Stufflt 

Expander will be used to open files that have .zip as their 

extension.) 

When you receive a PC fil e from any source, try the following 
in order to use it: 

1. Double-cljck the fil e. If the file opens in one of your 1\llac 
applications and it looks OK, you are all set to work. 

2. If the file doesn't open at all or doesn't open properly, try 

opening it from within the appropriate application. 

3. If tha t doesn't work, try opening it from within another sim
ilar application. 

4. If you aren't able to successfully open the file with any of 
your applications, oy translating it with a translation uti lity 
such as D ata Viz's MacLinks Plus. 
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5. If all else fails, ask the person who created the file to try sav
ing it in another format and try again. It sometimes takes a 
little experimentation to get the fil e to open properly, espe
cially if you haven't worked with that type of file before. For 
the most popular applications, though, double-clicking will 
usually work. 

Running Windows Applications 
In addition to working with PC files, you may need to work with 
PC applications. T here are several situations in which you may 
need to run a PC application: 

• The application may not have a Mac version available or the 
Mac version may be out-of-date. 

• The Windows version of an application may offer a feature 
that you need but that is not yet part of the Mac version of 
the application. 

• Your client or boss may insist that you use the Wmdows ver
sion of the application. 

There are three basic ways to run Windows applications. 

Using Windows Emulators 
A Windows emulator is an application that you install and run on 
your Mac that creates a Windows environment in which you can 
run Windows applications. There are two \Vindows emulators 
currently available. One is Insignia Solutions SoftWindows. The 
otl1er is Connectix Virtual PC. Both of these work similarly to 
enable you to run Wmdows applications. 

While being able to use a software-based solution has the advan
tage of being inexpensive and easy to install and use, Windows 
emulators suffer from a significant problem: speed (or more 
clearly, the lack thereof). Because vVindows emulators are soft
ware-based, everytl1ing tl1ey do is done in software. And software 
is slower than hardware. Plus, the vVindows emulator is stacked 
on top of everything else that is happening on your Mac. This 
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Emulator Web sites 

You can learn more about 
SoftWindows by visiting the 
Insignia Web site at 
http://WWW. 
insigni a . com/. 

You can learn more about 
Virtual PC by visiting the 
Connectix Web site at 
http://WWW. 
connectix. com/. 
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Copy and paste 

You can copy text and graphics from 
the Windows desktop to your Mac 
applications and from Mac applica
tions to Windows applications run
ning in SoftWindows. 

FIGURE 22.16 

Is it Windows or a Mac-the 
answer is Yes (notice the Mac 
desktop and menu bar peaking 
out behind the Windows 
desktop). 
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makes \iVindows emulators fairly slow. In fact, unless you have 
the latest and most powerful M ac, you may find the speed at 
which W indows applications run under an emulator to be almost 
unusable. Sti ll, if you need to run a Windows application only 
occasionally, or if you have a fa irly new and powerful M ac, an 
emulator may be your most cost-efficient choice. 

Insignia Solutions SoftvVi ndows is an excellent Windows emula
tor and is easy to install and run on your Mac. T he following 
step-by-step shows you how SoftW indows works. 

Running W indows applications on a M ac with SoftWindows 

1. Insta ll Soft\ i\Tindows on your Mac. T he installer creates a 
single fi le that is used to store all of the so fuvare that relates 

to Windows (you need at least 170MB of room, but you 

should use more if you want to install additional applica
tions, which is the point after all). 

2. Run Soft\Vindows. After the application launches, you will 

see a W indows desktop (see F igure 22. 16). 
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Running Windows Applications 

3. Install the Windows applications that you want to run just as 
you would if you were using a real PC. T hings \viii work a 
bi t more slowly than they would on a real PC, but they will 

work, and you will be able to use \iVindows applications. 

Installing a PC Card in Your Mac 
In order to run \Nindows applications on your Mac with the 
speed of a "real" PC, you may be able to add a P C card to your 
Mac. A PC card contains all of the major hardware subsystems 
of a PC. You can run this card simultaneously with Mac OS 8.5 
so that you can run vVindows applications right on your Mac's 
desktop. You can easily switch between the Wtndows environ
ment and the Mac. 

PC cards are much faster than a \Nindows emulator, but they are 
also considerably more expensive. And depending on your Mac, 
you may or may not be able to insta ll a PC card in your Mac. 
Orange Micro makes a relatively affordable line of PC cards 
(beginning at $499) that enable you to have both a PC and a 
Mac inside your Mac. Apple has made PC compatibili ty cards, 
but the Apple cards had very limited applicabili ty and were also 
expensive (a bad combination in my book). A few Mac models 
came with the PC card installed. 

Most of the Orange Micro PC cards can be installed in the PCI 
slots in your Mac. You can visit the O range 1\t[icro Web site to 
learn if your Mac can support an Orange Micro PC card. 

Buying a 11Real" PC 
One of the reasons that Wtndows PCs have dominated the com
puting world is that PCs cost less than Macs. ·while you have to 

add components to most PCs to match the equivalent 1\!Iac mod
els, they still are less expensive. In fact, you can buy a complete 
PC system (including a mon itor) for $1,000. If you need to run 
Windows applications regularly and you can afford the addition
al cost, buying a separate PC may make the most sense. Not 
only 'viii you get excellent performance, but you wi ll also have 
the benefit of a separate system so that you can work on the PC 
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More on Orange Micro PC cards 

You can visit Orange Micro's 
Web srte at http: I /VNIIV . 

orangemicro . i nter . 
net / . 

An example of Mac and PC bliss 

A good example of accomplish· 
ing a project by using a PC and 
a Mac at the time same time is 
this book. I wrote the book on a 
PC using Microsoft Word while I 
was using my Mac to run Mac 
OS B.S. I have these machines 
on an Apple Talk network along 
with a PowerBook, printer, tape 
drive, and so on. 
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Using Your Mac to Work with Others 

Working with Windows PCs 

and the Mac at the same time. You will have the best of both 
worlds. 'When a Wtndows application is the best tool for the job, 
you can use it. \iVhen the Mac application is the best tool, you 
can use it. You can even work on them simultaneously. Plus, the 
systems will back each other up. If one goes down, you can ·work 
on the other until the down machine is up and running again. As 
you learned earlier in this chapter, you can network your PC to 
your Mac network so that you can easily move files back and 
forth, and you can use your Mac's printer and other resources. 

Fighting PC Viruses 
Just as there are lots more PCs than there are Macs, there are 
also lots more PC viruses than there are .Mac viruses. 

PC viruses that affect documents or macros stored with docu
ments (such as the infamous Word macro viruses) will infect 
your Mac if you use the Mac version of the application to open 
the infected file. For example, if a Word document created on 
the PC is infected ·with the Concept macro virus, and you open 
it on your Mac using Word, you get infected (unless you are tak
ing the proper precautions of course). You need to follow the 
same anti-virus strategies for PC files that you do for Mac files. 

SEE ALSO 

> To leam bow to p1'0tect your M11r agai11st vimses, see Cbapter 30, "Figbting Viruses" 

PC viruses that are in PC applications (called executables on 
Windows machines) can't affect your Mac because your Mac 
can't run a PC application. 

If you use an emulator or a PC card to run Wtndows on your 
Mac, PC viruses can affect your 'Windows files just as if you 
were running a real PC. If you are going to be receiving files on 
the PC side of your Mac, you also need to install and use a good 
anti-virus program in your Windows environment. 
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Net equals Internet 

Throughout this book, I'll use the 
term Net interchangeably with 
Internet. They mean the same thing. 

Using Your Mac to Surf the Internet 
-------------------------------------

Connecting Your Mac to the Net 

Understanding the Internet-It's Not Just 
a Lot of Hype 

The Internet is one of the most significant social and economic 
movements-it is a movement as much as it is teclmology-in 
human history. In just a few years, the Internet (or more simply, 
the Net) has moved from an obscure scientific and government 
computer network to become a dorninant means of global and 
local communication, commerce, entertainment, and in forma
tion management. T he Net empowers individuals to act on a 
global basis by interacting with other individuals, as well as gov
enunents, businesses, and o ther organizations. The Net has 
already become integrated into many people's daily lives; for 
example, you can hardly read or hear anything without seeing an 
Internet address connected to it. For many people, the Internet 
has become the first stop whenever they are loolcing for informa
tion, products, or relationships. It doesn't take N ostradamus to 
predict that the N et will conti1me to be more and more inter
twined with our daily lives. 

Fortw1ately, your M ac is an ideal vehicle for you to use to put 
yourself on the Net. 

Connecting to the Net with the Mac's Internet Setup 
Assistant 

You can use the Internet Setup Assistant to set up an Internet 
account on your machine (see Figure 23 .1). If you do not have 
an Internet account, the Assistant can help you get one and con
figure your machine for it. If you alr eady have an accoun t, you 
can use the Assistant to help you configure M ac OS 8.5 to work 
v.rith your existing account. 

Understanding Email 
One of the best things about the Internet is electronic mail 
(email). With email , you can communicate your thoughts, ideas, 
and feelings just as you do wi th regular mail. But, unlike regular 
mail , email is transmi tted almost in stantly. 
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would you like to se t uo your 
comcutt r to use the lntemtt? 

8 

Email has several other advantages that make it an indispensable 
part of the Internet. For example, through emajl you can send aU 
sorts of files directly from one computer to anotl1er, regardless 
of the distance. P lus, it 's more convenient than regular mail (and 
cheaper!). You can send email from your computer with a click 
of the mouse for a lot less than the price of a stamp. And the 
Internet is always open. So there's no worrying about holjdays or 
mail delivery times. 

You can also send multiple messages as easily as you can send 
one. Want to send a message to your whole project team? Write 
one message and send it to everyone at tl1e same time. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To leam bllW to use tbe h11sics of e111ail ser Cbapte~· 2-1, "Using Email: The Basics" 

>- To leam1JJ01·e about email, see Cbnpte~·· 2 ), "Using Email: Advanced Teclmiques" 

Newsgroups are electronic iliscussions among Internet users on 
any topic under the sun (and some tl1at are better left in the 
dark). Newsgroups are similar to a radio talk show-you can be a 
participant or merely an eavesdropper. T hese newsgroups 
include discussions about politics, religion, news events, enter
tainment, music, education, computers, and much more. In fact, 
there are literally tens of thousands of active newsgroups! 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lenm bow to 1·end and post to IIC70Sg1'011ps, see Cbapter 28, "Rendiug NC70sg~·oups" 

Mac OS 8.5 includes Microsoft's Outlook Express as its defaul t 
email program (see Figure 23.2). V\Tith Outlook Express you can 
create, send, read, and organize your email. You can also use 
Outlook Express to read newsgroups. 
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FIGURE 23.1 

The Internet Setup Assistant can 
help you configure your Mac to 
surf the Net. 

Another one bites the dust 

Before the $150 Million dollar 
deal between Apple and 
Micro;oft, Claris Emailer was the 
default email program for the 
Mac OS. Claris no longer exists 
(the company formerly known 
as Claris now focuses exclusive· 
ly on FileMaker Pro and is 
called FileMaker Inc.). At press 
time, the future of Emailer is 
uncertain, but many Mac users 
continue to use it anyway. 
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FIGURE 23.2 

Outlook Express is an excellent 
email program that also enables 
you to read Internet newsgroups. 

Using Your Mac to Surf the Internet 
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Understanding the World Wide Web 

IEl 

The ·world Wide vVeb (referred to simply as the Web) is the 
biggest and fastest growing part of the Internet. It is the most 
difficult to describe-~ lthough it is also the easiest to use. The 
W eb enables you to access seemin gly unlimited information in a 
variety of formats, including text, graphics, sound, and video. 
This information is all linked together so that you can move eas
ily from one point to another via a weblike structure (thus the 
name). T he best part is that all you have to do to move around is 
to click on well-marked links. For example, while you are read
ing something or looking at an image, you may come across an 
underlined word. Click on that word, and you will be taken to a 
different place on the same site, or to another \Neb site en tirely, 
that has information related to the item you clicked on. Of 
course, you can also move directly to specific sites if you want to. 

A few examples of the types of Web sites you can find are the 
followi ng: 

• Company Web sites. Find out what is happening witl1 spe
cific companies, place orders, get help, and so forth . 
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• Government Web sites. Access information that is gath
ered by the government (using your tax dollars, of course). 
Some of the best of these are NASA sites where you can see 
all kinds of fantastic images from space. 

• Educational Web sites. Get information from some of the 
largest and most well-known academic and scientific instiUl
tions in the world. 

• Magazines. Access articles and exhibits online. 

• Topical Web sites. Explore a variety of topics, such as avia
tion, history, biology, and much more. 

• Personal Web pages. Read and enjoy these sites, which are 
created by people like you who have something that they 
want to say to the world. 

This list only scratches the surface of the ' iVeb, but hopefully 
you get the idea. 

ITP (File Transfer Protocol) may be one of the most compelling 
reasons to be on the Net; FTP is the electronic transfer of com
puter files over the Internet. There are thousands of FTP sites 
around the world that you can access on the Web and that 
enable you to access millions of files that you ca n download 
(transfer) to your computer and then use. 

SEE ALSO 

,. To lem·n tbe basics of bow to we tbe Web, see Cbapter z6, "B1·owsing tbc H/eb: Tbe 
Basics" 

)> To lea171 rven 1/IOI"C about tbc Web, see Chapter 17, "BnJwsing tb,• H/eb: Advanced 
Techniques" 

Mac OS 8.5 comes with Microsoft's Internet Explorer version 
4.01 as the default Web browser. Internet Explorer is one of two 
major Web browsers avai lable on the Mac (the other is Netscape 
Navigator). Internet Explorer is a full- feaUlred browser that 
offers a number of powerful feaUlres to make your Web brows
ing a great experience (see Figure 23.3). 
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Jargon Ho! 

By the way (commonly abbrevi· 
ated BTW on the lntemet), 
you've probably noticed that 
there is some jargon associated 
with the lntemet Many of these 
terms, such as BTW, are easy to 
understand. Others are more 
confusing. Don't worry, though, 
you'll catch on quickly. Here are 
a few more to get you started. 
FWIW is For What It Is Worth. 
lOl is laughing Out loud. 
ROTFL is Rolling On The Floor 
l aughing. IMHO is IN MY 
Humble Opinion. 

Remember when ... 

With Mac OS 8 and earlier ver
sions, Netscape Navigator was 
the default Web browser. 
Internet Explorer replaced it as 
one part of the famous S 150 
Million Microsoft investment in 
Apple in the summer of 1997. 

Using Navigator 

While Netscape Navigator is no 
longer the Mac's default Web 
browser, it is still included on 
the Mac OS 8.5 installation CD. 
There is no reason that you 
can't install it from the CD and 
try it for yourself. To install 
Navigator, run the Install Mac 
OS 8.5 application, use the 
Customize option, and then 
choose the Customized 
Installation option for the 
lntemet Access software. Check 
the Netscape Navigator check 
box and continue with the 
install. Netscape Navigator ver· 
sian 4.05 will be installed on 
your Mac. See Appendix A. 
"Installing and Maintaining the 
Mac OS," for more information 
on running the installer to install 
components. 
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FIGURE 23.3 

Microsoft's Internet Explorer is a 
full-featured Web browser that 
comes with Mac OS 8.5. 

Choosing the browser that is right 
for you 

Since you have a choice of 
browsers, which should you use? 
That depends on your personal 
preferences. Frankly, they both work 
similarly. The dillerences between 
them are relatively minor, and if you 
can use one, you can use the other 
with just a little exploration. You 
may end up using them both at cer
tain times. Alter you are comfort
able using Internet Explorer, I 
suggest that you give Navigator a try 
and see which browser you prefer. 

Hey, let's be careful out there! 

You need to know that, for now at 
least, the Internet is not regulated. 
Just like many things in life, that's 
good and that's bad. Irs good 
because nobody can tell you what 
you can see, say, or do on the Nel 
Thars also bad because there are a 
lot of things that aren't worth the 
electrons they use. Fortunately, it is 
easy to avoid the things in which 
you don't want to partidpate. If you 
stumble on a site you don't like, 
don't go there again. 

For adults this is not a big problem, 
assuming that we can control our
selves. There is some danger for 
children, though, so please be care
ful about giving your kids unmoni
tored access to the Net. Just like 
television or movies or any other 
material, it's up to us parents to pro
ted our kids as we see fit. 
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Understanding How the Internet Works 
Although you don't need to understand the technical aspects of 
the Net in order to use it, you do need to have a grasp of the 
bas.ic processes involved. T hink of using the Internet as driving a 
car; you don't need to understand the inner workings of the 
engine, but you do need to know how to put the key in the igni
tion to start it. In the following sections, you will learn every
thing you need to know to become part of the Net. 

Using a Computer and Modem (or Network) 
In order to use the Internet, you need a computer and a modem 
(or a network connection). Yes, this may be obvious to you, but 
it is the place to start. 

If you can run Mac OS 8.5, your computer is capable of doing 
most of the things you will find to do on the Net. The faster 
machine you have, the faster certain actions will happen, but 
yom processor and graphics systems are not the limiting factor 
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when it comes to speed. You will need plenty of RAM to run 
Internet applications. You will also need a fair amount of disk 
space to store all of the files that you will download. 

You also need a modem. If you bought your computer fairly 
recently, you probably got a modem witl1 it. If not, you can buy 
one sepal"~tely. 

The only real question you need to think about modems is how 
fast they are, or more importantly, how fast yours is. Speed is an 
essential factor in your enjoyment of the Internet, particularly 
when you are using the vVeb and ITP. If you have to wait a long 
time between activities, you aren't likely to enjoy it very much. 

If you just bought your modem (or it came witl1 your new Mac), 
it is probably a 56K modem (short for 56,600 bits per second). If 
your modem is just fairly new, it ,viii probably be a 28.8 (short 
for 28,800 bits per second) or 33.6 (33,600 bits per second) 
modem. T hese numbers indicate how fast the modem communi
cates. For example, a 33.6 modem is faster than a 28.8 . 

How fast does your modem have to be to use tl1e Internet? It 
depends on your tolerance for waiting. I don't enjoy waiting so I 
find my 28.8 modem to be barely accept.1ble. A 33.6 modem is 
better, and a 56K modem makes you feel as if you are flying. 

'- If your Mac is wired into a business' Local-Area Network (LMT) 
or a Wide-Area Network (WAN), you won't need a modem. You 
more than likely will connect through a direct con nection of 
some type such as a T l line. If so, consider yourself lucky. Data 
will download for you almost instantaneously. 

Understanding Internet Service Providers 
The Internet is big. Millions of computers located all over the 
planet. You'd think with something tl1is big, it would be easy to 
get to it, right? Wrong. There are only certain points through 
which you can enter the Internet; you have to get on the 
Internet tluough specific kinds of hardware and software. 

Fortunately, tl1ere are many Internet SeTvice Providers (ISPs) 
around. An ISP provides a place for you to connect to the 
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Modem? 

The modem-MOdeulator 
DEModulator just in case you 
were wondering-acts like a 
translator between your com
puter and the telephone line. 
Your computer doesn't speak 
""telephonelinese·· which is an 
analog signal. Your telephone 
line doesn't speak '"comput
erese' which is digital. The 
modem helps your computer 
speak '"telephonelinese'" and 
your telephone line speak 
'computerese." 

If your Mac is on a network 

515 

If your Mac is part of a Local· 
Area Network or a Wide-Area 
Network that is directly connect
ed to the Net, much of the 
setup and configuration infer· 
mation in this chapter will not 
apply to you. You should rely 
on your network administrator 
to make sure that your Mac can 
get on the Net. Continue read
ing this chapter until you finish 
the section called, 'Connecting 
Through a Network." Then skip 
the rest of this chapter and 
move on to the next chapter, 
which covers email. 
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Username and Password 

Your Internet account is controlled 
by a username and password. The 
usemame is your identification 
while you are on the lntemel The 
password is a code that makes it 
much more difficult for someone 
other than you to access your 
account through your usemame. 

Internet. T his makes it possible for you to connect via your Mac 
and modem instead of having to be directly connected to the 
Internet. 

In order to access the Net, you need an account with an ISP. 
You, and you alone, connect tl1rough tl1is account. In exchange 
for this service, you must pay tl1e ISP a fee of one sort or anoth
er- usually a monthly fee for a certain number of hours of con
nect time or perhaps for unlimited access time. It can be 
complicated to find an ISP and get an account. But tl1e Mac OS 
contains sofuvare that wi ll help you find a provider if you don't 
have one already. 

If you are on a network that has direct Net access, you won't 
need an ISP either. You wi ll get access through your organiza
tion. 

Understanding Connection Software 
After you have an account witl1 your ISP, you need software that 
calls your provider and logs in to your account. Think of this 
step as cotmecting wire between your telephone and the jack in 
the wall. After tl1is is connected, you can use the phone. In tl1is 
case, the phone is your computer/modem, ilie wall jack is tl1e 
ISP, and the wire is tl1e connecting software. 

This software is built into tl1e Mac OS. It is called Open 
Transport PPP, and you use tl1e Remote Access control panel 
and Remote Access Status to connect to and disconnect from 
the N et. 

Understanding Internet Software 
When you are com1ected to tl1e Internet, you need software 
to use the services available, such as email, the Web, FTP, and 
so on. 

Mac OS 8.5 also comes witl1 all of tl1e sofuvare you need to 
emai l, browse tl1e Web, read newsgroups, and otl1er Net 
activities. 
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Understanding Mac OS a.s's Internet 
Software 

There are a lot of different Mac OS 8.5 components that are 
used to set up and connect to an Internet account. If the Internet 
Assistant is able to configure your account, which is the most 
likely scenario, you won't need to bother with many of these 
pieces of software directly. Still, you should know that tl1ey are 
here in case you have trouble or want to modify your account 
later. The Net software that your iVIac uses to connect to tl1e 
Net is the following: 

• Internet Setup Assistant. This software walks you through 
the process of configuring your Mac for Net access. If you 
don't have an Internet account, you can get one through the 
Assistant. The Setup Assistant is located in the Internet 
Setup folder that is within the In ternet Uti lities folder that is 
in the Internet folder on your startup disk. There are a cou
ple of aliases to tl1is application on your Mac. These are 
located in tl1e Internet folder an d in the Assistants folder. 

• Configuration Manager control panel. T hi s control panel 
stores all of the configuration information that you use to 
work on the Net with the Microsoft applications (Internet 
Explorer and Outlook Express) after you are able to con
nect. It contains all of your configuration information for 
the Microsoft Internet applications that you will use (see 
Figure 23.4). This configuration information is shared 
among all the Internet applications so that you don't have to 
enter it more tl1an once. T he Internet Setup Assistant con
figures al l of tl1e inforn1ation you need to get started, but 
you can always use the Configuration iVlanager to check or 
change any aspect of your configuration. 

• DialAssist control panel. This control panel wi ll help you 
when you have some special options that you need to set 
when you dial. For example, you can specify different phone 
carriers and credit cards to use. Or you can set any codes 
that you need to dial to get an outside line. T he Assistant 
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FIGURE 23.4 

The Configuration Manager stores 
all of the configuration informa-
lion for Microsoft Net applications 
you need to work on the Net; this 
is the pane in which you set your 
browser display preferences. 

Internet Config 

If you have used the Net on a Mac 
before, you may remember a utility 
called Internet Config. The purpose 
of this utility was to store all of your 
Internet information in one place so 
that you only had to enter it once. 
Then applications could use this 
information to configure themselves. 
Internet Config was included with 
earlier versions of the Mac OS, but 
now has been replaced by the 
Internet application (which is actual
ly based on Internet Config). 

FIGURE 23.5 

The Remote Access control panel 
enables you to switch between 
Internet accounts. 
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will configure this for you. Or you can configure it yourself. 

• Internet application. This is sim.ilar to the Configuration 
.Manager. "\Vhy are there two of them? Well, Microsoft's 
applications use its Configuration Manager while other 
applications use the Internet application. You only need to 
configure the Internet application, and most of this configu
ration is done for you if you use the Internet Sen1p 
Assistant. You'll learn how to configure it later. 

• Modem control panel. You use this control panel to tell 
your Mac what modem to use. 

• Remote Access control panel. With this control panel, 
you can manage the Internet accounts on your Mac, and you 
can use it to connect to and disconnect from the Net (see 
Figure 23 .5). You can also use Remote Access to connect to 
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other netvm rks beside the Internet, for example, to your 
companies local network. 

• Remote Access Status. T his application (located on the 
Apple menu) also enables you to connect to and disconnect 
from the Net. You use it similarly to how you use the 
Remote Access control panel, except that it only enables you 
to use one account. You have to use the Remote Access con
trol panel to change accow1ts. 

• TCPIIP control panel. This control panel contains the set
tings you use to connect via a PPP accow1t, through an 
Ethernet network, or via Apple Talk. When you use the 
Internet Assistant, it configures this control panel for you. 

• Internet Access extension. These extensions enable your 
Internet access account to function. 

• Internet Config Extension. This extension enables the 
Internet Application, ·which is a util ity that stores all of yow· 
configuration information in one place. When a Net appli
cation needs it, it can look up the required info via this 
extension. 

• Modem Scripts folder. T his folder is located in the 
Extensions folder and contains the various modem initializa
tion scripts that you choose in the Modem control panel. 

• Open Transport extensions. The Open Transport exten
sions (all being with OpenTpt or O pen Transport) provide 
the basic comnmnjcation teclmology that your .Mac uses to 
connect to the Net. 

Finding Your Own Path to the Net 
Now that you understand how the Internet works, as well as the 
Mac OS 8.5 software that enables you to connect to it, it is time 
for you to get your Mac online. 

There are three basic ways that you can connect your Mac to 
the Net: 
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Bye bye PPP 

Remote Access replaces the PPP 
control panel of previous ver
sions of the Mac OS. It works 
similarly, though, so if you are 
familiar with the PPP control 
panel, you will know how to use 
the Remote Access control 
paneL 

Internet Config lives 

As you can see, Internet Config 
hasn't really gone away, but has 
simply been folded into the 
Mac OS 8.5. The name of the 
extension hasn't been changed. 

Duality 

The dual Net configuration sys
tems, Configuration Manager 
and the Internet application, 
might be a bit confusing. As 
long as you use the Internet 
Setup Assistant to configure 
your Mac for the Net, you only 
need to deal with one of them. 
The Mac will keep both updated 
with any changes that you 
make. 
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Using Your Mac to Surf the Internet 

Connecting Your Mac to the Net 

• Connecting thmugh a network. If you use your Mac from 
a company or other organization that uses a Local-Area 
Network (LAN) or Wide-Area Network (WAN) and that 
network is connected to the Net, you can connect to and use 
the Net through your organization's network. If that is your 
situation, read the section called, "C01mecting Through a 
Network." 

• Connecting through a modem by using an existing 
account. If you already have an Internet access account and 
will be connecting to it with your modem, read the section 
called, "Connecting Through a Modem by Using an 
Existing Internet Account." 

• Connecting through a modem and obtaining a new 
access account. If you haven't been on the Net before or 
don't have a current Internet access account, read the sec
tion called, "Connecting Through a Modem and Obtaining 
a New Internet Account." 

Connecting Through a Network 
If you are connecting to the Net through a LAN or WAN, con
gratulations. A network connection offers lots of advantages. You 
will likely have a very fast connection so Web pages will down
load almost instantly. You will be connected all the time, no need 
to sign on and off like poor modem users do. Plus, you have a 
network or system administrator who can handle all of the com
plicated setup for you. Yes, you have it made. 

Hopefully, your network administrator has, or soon will, take 
care of configuring your Mac for Net access. If so, you can skip 
the rest of tl1is chapter. You get to move ahead to the good 
stuff-doing things on the Net. In case your administrator wants 
you to configure your own machine, you can use the following 
step-by-step to do so. But first, make sure that you have all of 
the information that you need. Your administrator should pro
vide you witl1 the following information: 



Connecting Through a Network 

• IP Address. The IP (Internet Protocol) address is your 
machine's identification to the rest of the Internet. It will be 
a series of four numbers separated by periods. In some cases, 
you may not be assigned a permanent IP address, but rather 
you may use a dynamic IP address, which means that your IP 
address wi ll be assigned each time you go on to the Net. If 
you use dynamic IP addressing, you will need to know the 
protocol that you are going to use (MaciP or something 
else). 

• Subnet mask and router address. Don't worry about what 
these mean; just get the appropriate information from your 
administrator. 

• Domain Name Server (DNS) and domain name. The 
DNS is a computer that translates IP addresses into some
what regular English so that we mere humans can better 
understand and use addresses. The domain name will likely 
be your company or service provider's name followed by a 
.com or .org. 

• Email address and password. Your email address will 
probably be some permutation of your name followed by 
®your company.com. You will need a password to be able to 
access your email. 

• Email account. This is the machine that receives your mail. 
It is different than the address; just use whatever your 
administrator tells you to. 

• Email host address. The email host is the computer that 
actually sends your mail. 

• News server. This is the computer that provides news
groups to your Mac. You may or may not have one, just ask 
your administrator. 

• Proxy servers (firewalls). If your company network uses a 
firewall to provide security, you need to know that. A fire
wall acts as a barrier between your network and the Internet. 
A firewall prevents computers outside the firewall (on the 
Net) from accessing your network ru1d usually prevents you 
from being tracked as you move about the Net. You will 
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FIGURE 23.6 
I 

Welcome to the Internet Setup 
Assistant! 

Using Your Mac to Surf the Internet 

Connecting Your Mac to the Net 

0 

I 

need a host and port to access each service that you will use 
(\Veb, ITP, and so on). You ·will also need a username and 
password to get through your firewall and onto the Net. If 
you have a firewa ll , you wi ll need your system administra
tor's help to configure your Mac for Net access. 

Once you have aU of the information in this list, you are ready to 
configure your Mac. Don't worry, it won't take long. And the 
Internet Assistant will be there to help you each step of the way. 

Using Internet Assistant to configure a network Internet connection 

1. Launch Internet Setup Assistant (an alias is located in the 
Assistants folder on your startup disk), and you will see a 
window asking if you want to get on the Internet (which is 
probably the reason you are using the Assistant, right?). 
Click Yes to proceed with the configuration. (If you click 
No, the Assistant wi ll quit.) 

l. Since you are using a network connection to access the 
Internet, click Yes to answer the question asking you if you 
already have m1 account (your system adrninistrator has to 
have set an account up for you). You will see the 
Introduction screen (see Figure 23 .6). 
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3. Read the text in the next Introduction screen and click the 
right arrow. 

4. Name your configuration, click the Network button, and 
then click the right arrow. You will see the Apple Remote 
Access dialog. T his is used to enable you to log into your 
network from a remote location (your home computer or a 



Connecting Through a Network 

laptop, for example). If you need to do this, you will have to 
get help from your system administrator. For now, I assume 
that you are going to use your direct network connection. 

5. Click the N o radi o button and click the right arrow. 

6. If your administrator provided an IP address to you, click 
the Yes radio button in the IP Address screen, click the right 
arrow, and then skip to step 8. If you are going to use a 
dynamic address, click the No radio button and then cli ck 
the right arrow. 

7. Select the protocol that you are going to use by clicking the 
appropriate radio button (MaciP or other). If you use 
MaciP, you will select your zone and then move to step 8. If 
you select Other, click the right arrow and move to step 10. 

8. Enter the IP address provided by your administrator and 
click the right arrow. 

9. Enter the subnet mask and router address, and then click the 
right arrow. 

10. Enter your D NS addresses and domain name, and then click 
the right arrow. 

11. Enter your email address and password. You may want to 
leave your password blank if you want to be more secure. 
T hen click the right arrow. 

12. Enter your email account, mail server address, and click the 
r ight arrow. 

13. Enter your news server address and click the right arrow. 
You will see a question asking if you use a proxy server to 
connect to the Internet. 

14. If your company doesn 't use a firewall, click the No radio 
button, click the right arrow, and skip to step 16. If it does, 
click Yes and then the right arrow. 

15. Check the boxes for the services you will use, enter the host 
and port number, and then enter your FTP username and 
password. vVhen you have it all in, click the right arrow. 

16. To save all of your settings, click Go Ahead. Your Mac 
should now be able to access the Net. 
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The system administrator 

You probably have guessed by 
now that if you are connecting 
to the Internet through a LAN, 
that your system administrator 
is a very important person. You 
won't be able to connect to the 
Internet without that person's 
assistance because the folks 
supporting your company's net· 
work are the only ones who 
have the information you need. 
They might even do all of the 
configuration for you, in which 
case you are ahead of the 
game. 
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TCP/IP 

You may have seen the term TCP/IP 
which stands for Transmission 
Control Protocolflntemet Protocol. 
All you really need to know is that 
this is the "language" that a comput
er must be able to speak to be on 
the Internet 

Using Yo ur Mac to Surf the Internet 

Connecting Your Mac to the Net 

Connecting and disconnecting is a no-brainer for you. Your Mac 
is always connected so that you can just launch Net applications 
and go to it. The most you will have to do is to go through your 
firewall by entering a username and password. 

Test your connection by going to the next chapter and trying to 
get your email. If that works, you are all set. If not, contact your 
system administrator for help. 

Connecting To an Existing Internet 
Account 

\i\'hen you signed up for your Internet access account, your ISP 
provided you with configuration information for your account; 
you might have used this information to set up your account on 
another machine. Gather th.is configuration information so that 
you can easily refer to it during the configuration process. The 
following data are what you need to have ready: 

• Domain Name Server. A Doma.in Name Server (DNS) is a 
computer that simply (it isn't really so simple) translates the 
numbers that the computers really use as addresses into 
English that we humans can usually understand. The DNS 
makes it possible for you to use an address such as 
\Vww.companyname.com rather than having to deal with a 
series of numbers such as 233.453.22.345. T he DNS num
ber you need from your provider will be something that 
looks like 234.45 .234.563. 

• Type of configuration. This information tells your com
puter what protocol to use to connect to the N et. If you are 
using a modem, this is likely to be either Point-to-Point 
(PPP) or Serial Line Interface Protocol (SLIP). 

• Your IP address, subnet mask, and router addresses. 
T hese numbers help the machine that you connect to when 
you call your ISP to identify you to the rest of the Internet 
while you are connected. iV1ost modem-based connections 
use dynamic IP addressing, whkh simply means that your 
Mac will have an IP address assigned each time it connects 
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rather than having a static address. Should you think any 
more about this? No. Just get the numbers you need or the 
fact that you will be using dynamic addressing. 

• Phone Number. You need to have the phone number that 
you need to dial to reach your ISP. Some ISPs offer different 
numbers for different modem speeds so make sure you get 
the phone number for your modem's speed (for example, 
33 .6). Also make sure that you use the connection phone 
number and not the one for technical support. 

• Usemame and password. These are the two pieces of 
information that will uniquely identify you and enable you 
to access your account. You probably chose your own user
name when you established your account. Your password 
may or may not have been assigned by the ISP. 

You may have more than one username or password. 
Sometimes, your ISP >viii give you one usemame and pass
word that enables you to connect to the Net and another set 
(or maybe just one of the them) to let you use your emai l 
account. Make sure that you know which is which and use 
the right ones in the right setting fields. 

• PPP Connection scripts. If your provider requires that you 
use a PPP connection script, make sure that you get a copy 
of it from your provider. If you get a connection script, it 
wi ll be a file that you need to store in the PPP Connect 
Scripts folder that is within the Extensions folder. Most 
providers don't require you to use a PPP connection script 
so you probably won't n eed one. 

• Email addresses. You will be given your email address 
(probably something like username@isp.net). You will also 
need an address for the server that receives your mail (this 
often has a "pop" in it, such as in pop.isp.net). The third 
piece of information you need is the address of the server 
that sends your mail (this usuaUy has "smtp" in it, such as 
smtp.isp.net). 

• News server. You should also be provided with a news
group server (this enables you to read newsgroups). It might 
look something like, news.isp.net. 
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The Internet Setup Assistant by 
another name ... 

As you are using the Internet 
Setup Assistant, you may notice 
that the name displayed at the 
top of the Application menu is 
Internet Editor Assistant. Does 
this application have an identity 
crisis? Not real~. Once you have 
used it to configure your 
account you can also use it to 
modify (or edit) an account. 
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If you need to dial spedal codes 

If you need to dial any special codes 
before you dial your ISP's phone 
number. such as an access code 
(usually 9) or a credit card number, 
you must use the DiaiAssist control 
panel to configure the way your 
modem will dial before you can suc
cessfully connect to the Net. You also 
need to disable call waiting if you 
have it before you dial up your 
Internet accounl See the "Using a 
Modem" section of Chapter 20, 
"Understanding and Using 
Networking Devices," to learn how to 
configure DiaiAssisL 

FIGURE 23.7 

This screen lists the information 
you need to have on hand to con
figure your Internet account. 

What modem? 

If you have an external modem, just 
look at it to see what type it is. If 
you have an internal modem, look 
at the configuration information that 
came with your machine to see 
what kind of modem was installed. 
See Chapter 20, "Understanding 
and Using Networking Devices," for 
information on setting up a modem 
on your Mac. 

If your modem is external, it is 
probably connected to the modem 
port on the back of your machine. 
The modem port is identified by an 
icon of a phone receiver. If your 
modem is internal. choose the 
internal port. 

Using Your Mac to Surf th e Internet 

Connecting Your Mac to the Net 

Once you have all of the information handy, you are ready to 
configure your account. 

Using the Internet Assistant to connect to the Internet through a 
modem and an existing account 

I. Launch Internet Setup Assistant (open it from the Internet 
Access folder that is under the Apple menu). 

l. Answer Yes to the question asking if you want to get on the 
Internet (see Figure 23 .7). 

l . Answer N o to the question asking you if you already have an 
account. You will see an Introduction screen that explains 
the Assistant wil l help you find and register with an ISP. 

4. Read the text and cl ick the right arrow. You will see the 
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Modem Settings screen. Configure the screen for you 
modem, including any special codes that you need to dial to 
reach an outside line. When you finish, click the right arrow. 

5. Read the Discla imer screen and click the r ight arrow. 

6. L1 the next screen, select your country from the Country 
pop-up menu, enter your area code, and then enter your 
phone prefix. Click the Register button. 

Your Mac wi ll dial out and connect to the Apple Referral 
Server. A list of potential ISPs will be downloaded to your 
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Mac. When the list is done, you will be asked to confirm the 
ISP server phone number that your Mac will call next. 

C heck the number, and add any codes to the number that 

you would need to dial to connect to it (such as a 9 to get an 

outside line). W hen you are done, cl ick the right arrow. 
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7. In the next screen, you will be told that the Assistant is 
ready to connect to the ISP registration se1ver. C lick Details 
to see the ISP that has been located for you. If that looks 

OK, click the H ide Details. T hen click Go Ahead. 

Your Mac will dia l the selected ISP and the assistant wi ll 

prepare to configure your Mac to connect to that ISP. 
Internet Explorer will open and you wi ll see additional 

information about the ISP that hils been selected for you. I 
can't give you specific instructions since they depend on the 

particular ISP you are using, just fo llow the directions you 

see on the Web pages you see. N ote that you will have to 
provide t1 credit card in order to register with an ISP. 

When the process is complete, the Assistant wi ll configure 
your Mac to use that provider. 

8. Try connecting to your account to make sure that it works 

ok. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To letmJ bozv to configure tbe Din/Assist coun"VI pauel, St'l' page 4 52 
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FIGURE 23.8 

This is my Modem Settings dialog. 

Ignoring dial tones 

If your phone system uses the 
dial tone for different purposes, 
you may want to check the 
"Ignore dial tone" check box so 
that your Mac will dial out with
out checking to make sure that 
there is a dial tone first. For 
example, some voice mail sys
tems use a "beeping" dial tone 
to indicate that you have mes
sages waiting for you. If your 
Mac is looking for a dial tone 
before it dials out and it "hears" 
this beeping dial tone, it will 
think that there is a problem 
with the phone line and so 
won't try to dial. If your phone 
system uses such dial tones, 
check the "Ignore dial tone" 
box. 
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FIGURE 23.9 

You use the Domain Name 
Servers screen to set the DNS for 
an Internet access account. 

Using Your Mac to Surf th e Internet 

Connecting Your Mac to the Net 

Cl 
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9. If it does, move to the section called, "Finishing Your 
Configuration," to do the final configuration of your 
account. If it doesn't, go to the "Troubleshooting Your 
Connection Through a Modem," section to get some help 
solving your problems. 

10. If your ISP uses dynamic IP addressing (most do), click No 
and the right arrow to move to the DNS dialog. If your ISP 
provided you with an IP address, click Yes, the right arrow, 
enter the IP address, and click the right arrow. 

11. In the Domain N ame Sen7ers dialog, enter the DNS (which 
will be a number that has four sets of digits all separated by 
periods) and Domain Name for your account; then click the 
right arrow (see Figure 23 .9). 
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12. In the email address and password dialog, ente r your email 

address and password; your email address should be some

thing like yourname®yourisp.xxx. Make sure that you enter 
your email password and not your access password (if they 
are different). Then click the right arrow. 

13. Enter your email account and SMTP information in the 

next dialog box. Make sure that you use you r email account 

and not your email address here. Your email account will 

have some additional information in it that your address 
doesn't have. I t will look something li ke 
yourname®pop.yourisp.xxx. E mail is received via one proto

col, usually POP (Post O Hice Protocol), while mail is sent 
via another, usually Simple Mail T ransfer Protocol (SMTP). 

\iVhen you have completed these settings, click the right 

arrow. 

14. E nter your newsgroup server name and click the right 

triangle. 

15. Answer "No" to the question about proxies (if you know 

what they are, you don 't need these steps!) and click the 
r ight arrow. You will see the Conclusion screen that tells you 

that you are tlnally clone entering information (see Figure 
2 3 . I 0). If you want to review the details of the configuration 

that you have entered, click Show D etails. 
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16. When you are ready to connect, click Go Ahead. You will 
see the Assistant finishing the configuration and then begin 

dialin g (see Figure 23 .ll). In a few moments, you should 
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Passwords 

In the dialogs that prompt you 
to enter your passwords, you 
can leave the password fields 
blank. If you do, you will have 
to enter your password each 
time you connect or check for 
mail. If other people have 
access to your Mac, this is a 
good security measure. If you 
are the only one who can use 
your machine, it will probably 
be OK to enter the passwords 
in the dialogs so that you don't 
have to type them each time 
you do something on the 
Internet. 

fi GURE 23.10 

All done-finally. 
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FIGURE 23.11 
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In this screen, you can see that 
your Mac is dialing your ISP and 
connecting you to the Net. 

Usin g Your Mac to Surf th e Intern et 

Connecting Your Mac to the Net 

1=1 

:1 

Cnclutltl\ 

hear the modems talking. If your Mac is able to connect, the 
Assistant window will go away, and you will see your desk
top. Look in the upper-left corner, and you will see a flash
ing Madtelephone pole icon; this means that you are 
connected to the Net. Congratulations! 
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If there was a problem and you weren't able to connect for 
some reason, see the "Troubleshooting Your Connection 
T hrough a Modem" section later in this chapter. 

Now skip ahead to the section called, "Finishing Your 
Configuration," to do the final steps of the configuration 
process. 

Connecting Through a Modem and 
Obtaining a New Internet Account 

If you don't already have an Internet access account, you need to 
get one before you can connect to the Net. You have two basic 
choices. One is to go ahead and find an account on your own 
and then use the Internet Setup Assistant to help you configure 
it. The other option is to let Microsoft's Internet Connection 
Wizard find and configure an account for you. T he benefit of 
finding your own account is that you can shop around and look 
for the "best" provider for your area, and you will have more 
choices than you will with the Connection Wizard. Another 
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advantage is that you wi ll understand what you are doing a bit 
better than you might if you use the Connection \Vizard. The 
disadvantage to fiJ1ding your own provider is that this is a bit 
more complicated than using the Connection Wizard to help 
you find and configure an account. If you feel confident about 
selecting a provider, go ahead and try and find your own 
provider. 

The benefit of using the Connection W izard is that it is easy to 
obtain and configure your account. The software will find an 
account and do all of the configuration for you. The disadvan
tage of using the Wizard is that you are Limited to using 
providers that have a business agreement with Apple and 
Microsoft. T his mean s that you may not be able to find the best 
possible provider for your area. That said, if you want to get an 
account the easiest and fastest way, the Connection Wizard is for 
you. If you want to use the Wizard, see the previous section 
called, "Connecting Through a Modem and Obtaining a New 
Internet Account." 

Finding an Internet Service Provider 
As you learned earlier, an L1ternet Service Provider enables you 
to connect to the N et with your Mac and a modem. The most 
complex part of getting on the Net is figuring out which 
provider to use. There are local providers that service just your 
local area, and there are national providers tl1at provide service 
the entire country (with local phone numbers or 800 numbers). 

\Vhen setting up a new Net account, you can either find an ISP 
on your own, or you can let the Connection \Vizard find one for 
you. Finding one on your own can be a bit intimidating, but you 
may end up wim a better provider than me one m at me Internet 
Assistant will find for you. 

\Vhichever method you choose, cost and 1·e/iability are the most 
important factors to consider when choosing an ISP. Cost is 
important because you probably don't like to spend money, and 
if your access is expensive, you aren't likely to use the Net as 
much as you would like to. Look for a provider that you can call 
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Finding a provider 

One of the best sources of 
information about local Internet 
service providers are the peo
ple you know. There are proba
bly several people in your 
immediate circle who have 
Internet access through a local 
provider. You should ask these 
folks if they are happy with 
their providers. You can also 
find out if the provider provides 
good technical support, how 
much the service costs, and so 
on. Using your personal net
work is an excellent way to find 
a provider for yourself. 
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Finding a local provider 

One way to find a local provider is 
to check out the local news broad
casts in your area. Almost all local 
TV stations have Web srtes that are 
maintained by a locaiiSP. N. the 
end of the broadcast, you will see a 
credits screen saying that Internet 
services are provided by m 
Company. XYZ Company might be a 
good choice for you to check out. 

Beat the clock 

One of the most important things to 
look for is an account that offers 
you unlimited access (or at least a 
very large number of hours per 
month). This means that you pay 
the same amount whether you are 
on the Net one hour or 100. That is 
good. If you pay on some sort of 
time basis (such as so many dollars 
per hour), then you will spend all 
your time worrying about how 
much time you have spent online 
instead of enjoying the Net. 
Fortunately, it isn't hard to find an 
unlimited account these days. This 
wasn't always the case. 

ISPs and your company 

If the company you work for has a 
Web site that is administered by an 
outside ISP or an outside ISP pro
vides access to your company, check 
with that iSP to see if it offers a dis
count for employees of your compa
ny (this means you). Often, an ISP 
will provide inexpensive Internet 
access to the employees of a com
pany to which it provides service. I 
have heard of some cases where 
the ISP offers rates as low as $8 per 
month for unlimited access. So it is 
worth a few minutes to see if your 
company has such a relationship 
with an ISP. 

Using Your Mac to Surf the Internet 
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with a no-toll local phone call. Also look for a provider that 
charges you a reasonable J1n.t fee for unlimited access-this 
mea ns that you can use your account as little or as much as you 
would like, and you wi ll pay the same amount. If you can't find 
one that wi ll provide an un limited access account, look for one 
tl1at lets yon use a lot of hours for a flat fee (typically, the limit 
wi ll be I 00 or more hours). Avoid a provider tl1at charges a per 
hour fee rather than a fl nt fee. If yon are paying by the hour, you 
wi ll be watching tl1e clock all of tl1e time every moment tl1at you 
are surfing tl1e Net. 

T here are some providers that enable you to use an 800 number 
to access your Net account. If you can't find a local provider, 
tl1ese can sometimes be your lowest cost option, but 800 number 
access is usually fairly expensive. Providers that use 800 number 
access arc good for tl10se who travel a lot because you can easily 
access your account from wherever you happen to be witl1 only 
minor changes to your setti ngs. 

A reasonable fee for unl imited Internet service is :thout $20-$25 
per month. You may have to pay more if you live in a remote 
area; you may pay less if you live in an area with a lot of compe
tition. 

The otl1cr factor, reliabi lity, refers to how easy it is for you to 
connect. If your provider is overloaded (doesn't have enough 
modems for all of its customers), you will get lots of busy signals 
when you try to dial in. Or if tl1e provider has flaky equipment 
and systems, you are likely to have trouble getting and staying 
com1ected. Lastly, if tl1e provider has poor technical support, you 
won't be able to count on getting any problems you encou nter 
fixed qui ckJy. Unfortunately, tl1ere really isn't any way to judge 
reliability before you get an account, beyond talking to other 
customers of that ISP. Just be aware that if ilie provider you 
choose first doesn't prove to be reliable, you can always cancel 
the nccount and try another one. 



Usi ng th e Internet Connection Wizard 

O nce you have your account (no matter how you get it), go back 
to the earlier section called, "Connecting T hrough a Modem by 
Using an Existing Internet Account," to learn how to configure 
your Mac to use that account. 

Using the Internet Connection Wizard 
You can use the Internet Setup Assistant's Register optio n if you 
need to obtain an Internet access account (in other words, if you 
do not have an existing Internet access account). 

Using the Internet Assistant to conned to the Net if you don't have an 
account 

1. Launch Internet Setup Assistant (open it from the Internet 
folder that is under the Apple menu). 

2. Answer Yes to the question asking if you want to get on the 
Internet. 

l . Answer No to the question asking you if you already have an 
account. At this point, you will move in to the J\llicrosoft 
Internet Connection \ iVizard that will help you find and 
configure your account. 

4. Follow the directions o n the screen to locate a provider. 
\ iVhen the process is complete, your Mac wi ll be set up fo r 
Internet access. 

5. Try connecting to your account to make sure that it 
works OK. 

6. If it does, move to the section call ed, "Finishing Your 
Configur ation," to do the final confi guration of your 
account. If it doesn't, go to the "Troubleshooti ng Your 
Connection T hrough a Modem," section to get some help 
solving your problems. 
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Use the Net to find a provider 

If you have some access to the 
Net, perhaps through a friend 
or work, use the Web to locate 
a provider. Go to http : // 
thelist . i nternet. 
com/ which enables you to 
find local access providers for 
just about every location in the 
world. 

Microsoft? 

You may wonder why a 
Microsoft application is part of 
the Apple Mac OS. In July of 
1997, Steve Jobs and Bill Gates 
made an agreement for Apple 
and Microsoft to work more 
dosely together on Macintosh· 
related products. Microsoft gave 
Apple about S 150 million. Apple 
gave Microsoft the right to be 
the default Net software for Mac 
OS 8.5, including the Internet 
Connection Wizard, Outlook 
Express, and Internet Explorer. 
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The Internet application 

Configuring the Internet application 
means that Internet applications, 
such as Outlook Express and 
Netscape Navigator, will be able to 
access your configuration and you 
won't have to enter it within each 
application. 

FIGURE 23.12 

You configure the Internet appli· 
cation so that Internet applica
tions can get your configuration 
information from it 

Some data may be complete 

The fields should already be filled in 
based on the data you entered in 
the Internet Setup Assistanllf you 
haven't used the Assistan~ you will 
have to enter this information your
self. 
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Finishing Your Configuration 
T here are just a few more steps that you need to do to double
check and finish off your configuration. To do these steps, you 
will use the new Internet application. 

Finishing your Internet configuration 

1. C hoose the Internet application from Control Panels on the 

Apple menu. T he control panel will open. 

2. Make sure that the account name you used in Internet Set

up Assistant appears in the Active Set pop-up menu (if it 

doesn't, select it from the Active Set pop-up menu); then 

click the triangle next to Edit Sets so that you can see the 
details (see Figure 23.12). 
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3. Click the personal tab; your name and mail address should 
be already be entered for you. 

4. If you want to have a signature that you can have your email 
application add to your messages (you'll learn about this in 
the next chapter), enter it in the Signature block. 

S. Click the Email tab. 

6. In the User Account ID field, enter your username (your 
email username in case it is different from your email access 
name). 
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1. In the Incoming Mai l Server field, add your email server 
name (probably something like pop.isp.net). 

8. Check for your password in the Password field (unless you 
want to have to enter it each time you check your email). 

9. Check the outgoing mai l server address in the Outgoing 
(SlviTP) Mail Server field (probably something like 
smtp.isp.net). 

10. Using the check boxes, choose an action that should happen 
when you receive new mail (for example, a sound or flashing 
icon). 

11. Make sure that the Default Email Application pop-up menu 
shows Outlook Express. If not, select Outlook Express. 
vVhen you are done, the window should look sometl1ing like 
Figure 23.13. 
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11. Click the Web tab, check that the Home Page radio button 
is selected, and type http: //www. apple. com in the text box. 

13. Click the Search Page radjo button and enter 
http : / /I'IIWI. yahoo. com. 

14. Click tl1e Select button, choose the Desktop from the pop
up menu at tl1e top of the Select a Folder dialog, click New, 
enter Downloaded Files, and click C reate. Then click Select 
again when you move back into tl1e Select a Folder dialog. 

-
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This will make sense later 

The settings you enter in the 
Internet application will make 
more sense to you once you 
read the email and Web chap
ters. For now, just follow the 
steps and don't worry if you 
don't understand what you are 
entering. 

FIGURE 23.13 

The Email tab enables you to set 
various settings for your email 
applications. 
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FIGURE 23.14 

Using the Web tab, you can set 
defaults for your Web browsers. 

0 

T his step creates a folder into which files you download are 
placed. Having a single folder makes it easy to find all of the 
fi les you receive. 

15. Make sure that Microsoft Internet Explorer appears in the 
Default Web Browser pop-up menu. vVhen you are done, 
the screen should look something like Figure 23 . 14. 
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16. Click the News tab. 

17. Check for your ISP 's new server address in the News 
(NNTP) Server field (something like news.isp.net). 

18. Choose Outlook Express from the Default News 
Application pop-up menu. When you are done, tl1 is screen 
should look like Figure 23. 15. 

19. Click the Close box to close the Internet application making 
sure that you save your changes. 

20. O pen the Remote Access control panel. You should see 
Remote Access (account name) window (where account 
name is the one you gave your account at the beginning of 
the process). 

21. C lick tl1e Setup triangle to open the setup part of the 
window. 

ll. C lick Options. You will see the Options window (see 
Figure 23. 16). 
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23. Click the Redialing tab and choose the Redial main number 
only from the pop-up menu. Enter a number in the Redial 
times box; this is the number of times your Mac wiU redial 
the number in case it is busy the first time. Try entering 5. 
Leave the time between retries at 5 seconds. 

24. Click the Connection tab. In this window, check the "Flash 
icon in menu bar while connected" check box. This will 
flash the telephone pole icon in the upper-left comer of 
your screen while you are connected to the N et. C heck the 
"Disconnect if idle for" check box and enter 10 minutes. 
T his wiJI cause your connection to be disconnected if no 
data has been transferred for at least 10 minutes. This is a 
good idea so that you don't tie up phone lines in case you 
forget to disconnect. 
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FIGURE 23.15 

You use the News window to set 
your newsgroup preferences. 

FIGURE 23.16 

The Options tab of Remote Access 
enables you to set your access 
preferences .. 

Multiple Net accounts 

You can set up multiple Net 
accounts on one Mac. Just go 
back to the beginning of the 
configuration steps and use the 
same process. Give the 
accounts different names and 
enter the information for each 
account. 
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A quiet modem? 

In lhe Modem control panel, you 
can turn the speaker ror your 
modem off so that you don't have 
to listen to the annoying sounds or 
your rnodem connecting to your 
tSP's modem. However, until you 
are sure that your connection works 
reliably, you should leave the sound 
on so that you can hear what is 
happening with your modem during 
the connection process. For exam
ple, with the sound on, you can 
hear your modem dialing, the ISP 
modem answering. and the negotia
tion process. This can be helprul in 
troubleshooting any problems. 

Once you can connect reliably, you 
can turn the sound off. 
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25. Click the Protocol tab. 

26. Check the "Connect automatically when starting T CPIIP 
applications" check box if you want your Internet applica
tions to be able to automatically connect to the Net when 
they need to. 

27. Click OK. 

28. Close the Remote Access dialog and save changes. 

Connecting and Disconnecting with a 
Modem 

Using the Internet is always a three-step process. First, conn ect 
to the In ternet. Second, after your connection is established, run 
the programs for the services you want to use (for example, 
Internet Explorer for browsing the Web, Outlook Express for 
email, and so on). T hird, when you are finished, disconnect from 
tl1e N et. This can be confusing if you are new to the Net so here 
are tl1e tl1ree steps again: 

1. Connect to tl1e Internet. 

2. After you are connected, run the applications for the services 
tl1at you want to use. If you want to use the Web, launch 
Internet Explorer. If you want to send or receive email, 
launch Outlook Express. If you want to read Usenet news, 
launch Outlook Express. 

3. When you are done, disconnect from tile Internet . 

T hink of the connection program- the part tilat connects you to 
the Net- as an electronic version of tl1e cord tl1at attaches your 
phone to the wall jack. To use the phone, you have to plug the 
cord into the wall. When you are done, you remove tile cord 
from the wall to disconnect the phone (OK, it doesn't really 
work like t!Us, but I clunk you get the point). So, in our little 
analogy, your computer is the phone. The connection software is 
the phone cord. T he Internet (actually your access provider) is 
the wall jack. To make a call, you plug the phone cord (you run 
tl1e connection package) . After the connection is made, you can 
start talking (running Internet Explorer or Outlook Express). 



Connecting and Disconnecting with a Modem 

One of the great things about the Mac is that most Internet 
applications can be configured so that they can automatica lly 
connect to the Net when you need to do something (browse the 
Web, for exam ple). So you can simply start an application or do 
a command (such as checking your email). After a certain period 
of inactivity, you will automatically be disconnected. Most of the 
time, you don't need to bother connecting and disconnecting. 
But you sti ll need to understand the process. 

You will learn how to use Internet applications in the following 
chapters. For now, practice connecting and disconnecting from 
your Net account. 

Connecting to and disconneding from the Net 

1. From the Apple menu, choose Remote Access Status (see 
Figure 23.17). 

''·· 
Connect 11 

l . C lick Connect. You will hear your modem dialing out, and 
you can watch the progress of your connection in the 
Remote Access window. \\Then the connection is complete, 
the Remote Access window enables you to monitor the 
activity of your c01mection (see Figure 23 .18). At this 
point, you can launch an application to get your email or 
browse the \iVeb. 
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3. For now, click Disc01m ect to break your connection. The 
Remote Access window will return to the Connect state. 

4. C lose the window. 
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Using multiple accounts 

To change the account that your 
Mac uses to connect to the Net, 
open the Remote Access control 
panel. From the File menu, 
choose Configurations. In the 
Configurations window, choose 
the account that you want to 
use and click Make Active. The 
Remote Access window will 
change to reflect the name of 
the account that you choose. It 
will also be the one the Remote 
Access Status uses to connect. 

FIGURE 23.17 

Remote Access Status will connect 
you to the Net 

FIGURE 23.18 

This Mac is on the Net; notice 
that my account has unlimited 
access (indicated by the word 
•unlimited"). 
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More than one way to connect 

You may have noticed that the 
Remote Access control panel also 
has a Connect button. You can con
nect and disconnect by using the 
Remote Access control panel in the 
same way that you use Remote 
Access status. Use whichever way 
you prefer. They do the same thing. 
If you need to change the account 
you use, you will have to use the 
Remote Access control panel 
though. 

You can also let your Internet appli· 
cations connect for you when they 
need to. 

Using Yo ur Mac to Surf th e Internet 
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If this process has worked, you have successfully configured your 
Mac for the N et, and you are ready to start experiencing the N et 
for yourself (you can skip the rest of this chapter). 

Once you are sure that the con.nection works properly, you really 
don't have to cmmect manually if you checked the "Connect 
automatically when starting TCP/IP applications" check box in 
the Remote Access control panel. With this check box checked, 
your N et applications can connect when they need to. 

If you haven't been able to connect, move to the next section for 
some troubleshooting suggestions. 

Troubleshooting Your Connection 
Through a Modem 

You probably wouldn't be reading this section if everything \Vent 

well, and you are able to connect and disconnect from the Net. 
Unfortunately, troubleshooting c01mection problems can be dif
fi cult because there are so many variables involved. These 
include: your modem, your configurations, the phone lines, your 
ISP's system, and so on. \ iVhil e I can't list every problem that 
you may have, this section wi ll give you some ideas of where to 
look for the most common problems. U nless you find a simple 
error, such as incorrect data in the configuration, you will proba
bly have to call your ISP for help. But work through these ideas 
before you do. Even if they don 't solve your problem, they will 
save you time with your ISP when you do call. 

T he following list includes the typical problems that you may be 
experiencing. After each problem, you will see the general things 
you can try to solve your problems. T he problems are listed first 
in bold, and then some steps that you should try are described. 

You don't hear or see any activity with your modem when 
you tty to connect. T he problem may lie with your modem 
setup. 



Troubleshooting Your Connection Through a Modem 

Checking modem problems 

1. C heck the Modem and DiaiAssist control panels to make 
sure that you have installed and configured your modem 

properly. 

2. Test the modem with another application (such as a com

mercial online service or by connecting to a BBS). If the 
modem works with another application, you know the prob

lem is related to your configuration. If your modem still 
doesn't work at all, see the manual that came with the 

modem for troubleshooting help. 

3. Make sure that the modem selected during your Net config

uration is the right one-it should be the modem that you 

set up with the Modem control panel. 

4. If none of these steps result in your modem dialing, try the 
modem with another computer. If it still doesn't work, con
tact the modem man ufacturer for troubleshooting help. If it 
does \:vork with another computer, you know the problem is 
with your installation or configuration. Reinstall the modem 

and double-check the Modem contr·ol panel. 

You hear the modem dialing, but you never hear the call 
being answered. T his can happen when your ISP is offline for 
some reason or it may be simply overloaded. It can also happen 
if your configuration is not properly set. 

Checking answering problems 

1. Open the Remote Access control panel. 

2. Check the phone number to make sure that it is the right 

one for your ISP. 

]. Make sure that any codes you need to dial before a phone 
call are reflected in the number. For example, if you need to 
dial a "9" before making phone ca lls, make sure that there is 
a "9," before your ISP's phone number. 

4. 11·y again. Sometimes the phone lines are busy. 

5. If you still can't get an answer, call your ISP for help. 
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Activity log 

By the way, you can choose Activity 
Log from the RemoteAccess menu 
to see a log of your recent Remote 
Access activity. This log is sometimes 
helpful. Have it ready when you call 
for help. 

Using Your Mac to Surf the Internet 
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You hear the modem dialing and you hear your ISP's phone 
answering, but you never connect. You may see various error 
messages in the Remote Access Status window, such as, 
"Authentication fai led." T his is probably the result of an incor
rect configuration. 

(hecking your configuration 

t. Open the Remote Access control panel. 

l . Make sure that your username, password, and the phone 
number are correct. If not, correct them and try again. 

l. From the RemoteAccess menu, choose Modem. In the 
Modem control panel, verify that the correct modem is cho
sen in the pop-up menu. Close the conn·ol panel. 

4. From the RemoteAccess menu, choose TCPIIP. Make sure 
that PPP is selected in the Connect via pop-up menu, Using 
PPP Server is connected in the Configure pop-up menu, the 
name senrer add block contains the DNS from your ISP, and 
that the search domain is the r ight one for your ISP. Close 
the control panel. 

5. Make sure that if your ISP requires that you use a PPP 
script, that the proper script is installed. 

6. Try working through the configuration steps again. Give the 
account another name and make sure that you enter the cor
rect information. 

7. If all of the information is correct, but you sti ll can't con-
nect, call your ISP for help. 

T roubleshooting connection problems can be tough, but the 
odds are that you will connect just fine. If not, the problem is 
most likely an incorrect configuration information that you can 
fix in the Remote Access conn·ol prmel or by redoing the config
uration with the Internet Setup Assistant. Your ISP will also be 
able to help you. Once you get your connection working and 
start using the Net, you will find that your work getting online 
was worthwhile. 
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Using Email Is Excellent 
Today, email has become the communication medium of choice 
for many people. Using Internet email, you can communicate 
with anyone in the world who has access to any email service. 
Not only can you reach out and touch these people, but email is 
also easy, convenient, fast, and inexpensive. It 's also more inter
active than regular mail (also known as snail mail) because you 
can get a reaction to your mail almost immediately. 

You can use email in a number of different ways. T he most obvi
ous way is to communicate with another individual. T hat indj
vidua l may be your next door neighbor, a business associate who 
lives across town, or a friend who lives across the ocean. 
T hrough email, you can form and maintain relationships with 
other people; that's what it is all about. 

L1 addition to one-on-one communication, email also makes it 
easy to communicate with groups of people. Unlike regular mail, 
it's as easy to send a message to 20 people as it is to send ames
sage to one person. 

E-mail also enables you to participate in mailing lists. i\llailing 
lists are ongoing electronic discussions on a wide variety of top
ics, each installment of which is automatically delivered to your 
electronic maj lbox. Let's say you are interested in playing the 
gui ta r. You might get on a mailing list that discusses a particular 
style of guitar music. As people communicate about this topic, 
you are automatica lly sent messages generated by other members 
of the mailing list. T hese messages may be new information on 
the hot guitar released last week, tips for achieving a cenajn 
sound, or reviews of a famous performer's recent concert. You 
can respond to these messages and participate in a dialogue with 
other members of the list. 

In addition to messages and mailing lists, email enables you to 
send just about an ything that you can store on your Mac. You 
can send fi les (text, images, sounds, movies, or whatever) as 
attachments to your email messages. For example, you can send 
a text fi le to a colleague for her review. T he possibilities are 
almost endless. 



Understanding Addresses 

One of the best thi ngs about email is that it is vety convenient. 
You can send and read your email at your discretion. L ikewise, 
the recipient can open it at his or her convenience. You don't 
have to worry about interrupting an important meeting or being 
a nuisance. 

Before you can use email, however, you need to unclerst~mcl 
some of its basic components. 

Understanding Addresses 
Understanding addresses is key to being able to use emai l. 
Internet email addresses look somethin g like umllmm®some
plffce.xxx. 

T he first part of the address, tl1e usemmne, is an identifier for tl1e 
person to whom tl1e mail is being sent. It may be some part or 
parts of t11e person's name. (You chose your own username when 
you signed up fo r your Internet <lccess account.) Each username 
must be unique wid1in a speci fic Internet access provider; how
ever, usernames are not unique outside of particular providers. 
For example, there could be ajolms®nowbe1·e.com and a 
jolms®some<vbere.uct, but there cannot be two jo!ms@nowbere.com. 

T he next item, tl1e@ symbol, is translated as "at." It separa tes 
tl1e username from the location of that user, and says, "Look for 
this person fft this location." 

The someplace identi fies where on tl1e Internet the electronic 
mailbox is located; tl1is is sometimes the access provider. O tl1er 
ti mes, it is a comp<my name. It is usually a machine or a compa
ny name. 

Finally, the xxx is a code that represents the type o f organization 
or location that someplace is. Common codes include .com for a 
commercial organization, .edu for an educational instim tion, .net 
for an ISP, and .gov for government. You may also see a two
letter country code at the end of an address, such as ./Is (USA) or 
.ca (Canada). 
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Someplace is also a domain 

Often the "someplace" in an 
address is also the domain. You 
configured your domain when 
you set up your Mac for Net 
access in the previous chapter. 
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Saying your address the Net way 

Your email address will be user
nome@somep/oce.)()l)(, where user
nome is the usemame that you 
selected. For example, my email 
address is brodm@iquest.ne/. 
When giving your address verbally, 
you should follow certain conven
tions that make your address easier 
to understand. Pronounce the @ as 
"at." Pronounce the period as "doL" 
So, I would say that my email 
address is, "brad em at iquest dot 
net" Of course, if you have an 
unusual word, or an unusual 
spelling of a normal word, be sure 
to spell out your address. 
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~'hen you see an address, it may have more than three parts or 
fewer than three parts, but each part will be separated by either a 
period or the @. T he basic thing to remember is just to use 
addresses as you find them. 

Finally, you usually address mail to people who don't have 
Internet accounts (but do have email accounts on some service) 
by tacking an @someplnce.xxx to the end of their user name on 
that service. The someplace is the name of the service that has the 
person's email account. T he xxx is the code for that service 
(most of the time this wi ll be commercial or com). For example, 
let's say that you are writing to a friend who has a CompuServe 
account, and hjs CompuServe number is 76350,3014. To send 
email to him from your Internet account, just address the mes
sage to 76350.3014@compusen;e.com-you have to replace the 
comma with a period because the Internet can't handle commas 
in addresses. T hen let's say that you want to write to another 
friend who uses America O nline (pretend her username is 
JaneD). You address the message to jnned@nol.com. 

N ow that you w1derstand <1ddresses, how do you find someone's 
email address to use? If that someone writes to you first, it's easy 
to get his address from the email message; just look in the From 
block. What if he doesn't write to you first? Just ask for it. You 
should also keep your eyes peeled for addresses as you browse 
the Web, read newsgroups, and so on. 

Understanding the Anatomy of an Email 
Message 

Every email message has two basic parts that you need to under
stand, which are the bendtrr and the body. Some email software 
also enables you to use a third part, called d1e signnttn·e. 
Different email software programs construct these parts djffer
ently, but tl1ey all have the same information more or less. 

Understanding the Header 
The header comes at tl1e top (or head) of a message. T he header 
is the area tl1at is used to handle the actual sending of the 
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message. T he header looks a bit different on mail that you send 
than it does on mail that you receive, but the information con
tained is the same. For example, the header contains the follow
ing information: 

• The date the message was sent. You can use this to get an 
idea of when the message was sent. Depending on what kind 
of network and software was used to generate the message, it 
may be off by quite a bit, but you can at least get a general 
idea of when the message was sent. 

• Address of the recipient (the To block). This is the 
address of the person (or persons) to whom the message is 
being sent. 

• Address of the sender (the From block). This tells you 
who sent the message. 

• The subject of the message (the Subject block). This 
should be a short, but explanatory sentence or phrase that 
gives the recipient an idea as to what the message is about. 

• Addresses of people who get copies of the message (the 
Cc block) . Each person who is listed in the Cc block will 
get a copy of the email message. Technically, there is no dif
ference bet\veen the To and the Cc blocks; in practice, the 
person the mail is To is supposed to do something with it, 
while the Cc people just get the message for their informa
tion. 

Headers are usually more important to you when you are 
preparing a message than reading one. \Nhen you receive a mes
sage, you will probably only look at the sender, subject, and 
sometimes the Cc line. These tell you almost everything you 
need to know. 

Understanding the Body 
The body of the message is the most important part and is also 
the easiest to understand. The body comes below the header, 
and this part is where you read-or type-the message. 
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Going in blind 

There is also a Bee (Blind 
Carbon Copy) block on mail 
you send. This lists addresses 
that will receive the message, 
but that will not be listed in the 
other recipient's Cc fields. This 
is useful if you want to copy 
someone on your message, but 
don't want other recipients to 
know that you have sent a copy 
to that person. 

Gobbledygook central 

Sometimes, especially when 
dealing with bounced email 
(which you will learn about in a 
later section), you will see a lot 
of almost incomprehensible 
"stuff" in the header of a mes· 
sage. This is usually the path 
that the email traveled in its 
way to its final destination. 
While you normally only see 
the originating address of a 
message and the destination 
address of a message, email 
actually travels through lots of 
different servers in between. 
Normally, you have no need to 
see all of the intermediate 
stops. However, that informa
tion is provided to you when 
your email is unable to reach its 
destination so that you can use 
it to figure out what has hap· 
pened to your message. You 
willleam more about that in 
the section called, "Working 
with Bounced Email." 
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More on signatures 

Of course, even if an application 
doesn't support automatic signa
tures, you can always type one in 
yourself. You can also use an 
automation program, such as 
QuicKeys or OneOick. to be able to 
add a signature with a keyboard 
shortcut. 

Setting a signature 

You can set a signature in the Email 
tab of the Internet applica tion (see 
the previous chapter for details on 
using the Internet application). 

AKA 

Email applications are also called 
email dients. That is because email 
is actually a dienVserver process. 
You use an email client to connect 
to an email server to read and send 
email. 
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Understanding the Signature 
Some email applications enable you to use a signature block. A 
signature is a set group of text that the email program automati
cally pastes onto outgoing mail. Signatures can save you from 
typing your name or some special message every time you send 
email. It's considered to be good form to place your email 
address in your signature, just in case your email address is diffi 
cult to decipher. Many people put clever-and not so clever
messages in their signatures. 

Understanding Email Applications 
In order to use email, you need several things. First, you need a 
computer (like you couldn't have figured that out on your own). 
Second, you need an email account and a way to access tha t 
account (you learned how to get this in Chapter 23 , 
"Connecting Your Mac to the N et"). Third, you need an email 
application. 

There are several email applications for the Mac available, but 
really only three are worth considering. These are the following: 

• Claris EmaHer. Emailer, originally created by Fog City 

Software and then purchased by the company formerly 
known as Claris (now known as FileMaker), is an excellent 
email application that boasts a number of powerful features 

(see Figure 24. 1). In fact, it was the first email application to 

offer features such as multiple email accounts, scheduling, 

and easy fi ltering. Emailer Lite used to be included as the 
Mac OS' email program. Since the demise of Claris, the 
future of Emailer is uncertain. 
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• Qualcomm Eudora Pro and Eudora Lite. Eudora was one 
of the first Mac email programs that looked like a Mac pro
gram (see Figure 24.2). It was easy-to-use, had lots of good 
features, and it had an excellent interface. Plus, it was free. It 
was the dominant lVIac email program unti l Emailer arrived 
on the scene; these two programs duked it out for the claim 
to be the number one Mac email program. Tbe basic ver
sion was renamed Eudora Lite and was left as freeware. A 
more capable version was named Eudora Pro and was sold 
commercially. Both versions are available for Mac an d 
Windows; they have continued to be updated and are still 
widely in use today. 

• .Microsoft Outlook Express. vVh ile it has produced email 
clients for \Vindows for some time, lvlicrosoft appeared not 
to be interested in the email lVIac market. However, when it 
did decide to get in the game, lVIicrosoft wasted no time in 
producing a11 excellent Mac email application called Outlook 
Express. O utlook Express boasts all of tl1e features of com
mercial email programs, and it is included as part of Mac OS 
8.5 as its default email program. 
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FIGURE 24.1 

Claris Emailer is a powerful email 
application that is, alas, in limbo 
due to the demise of Claris. 

Getting Eudora 

You can purchase a copy of 
Eudora Pro from your favorite 
software retailer. 

You can download a copy of 
Eudora Lite from http : // 
www. eudora . com. 

Outlook Express and Mac OS 8.5 

Mac OS 8.5 ships with version 
4.01 of Outlook Express. If you 
are using a different version, 
some of the screens may look 
slightly different than they do in 
this chapter, but the steps will 
probably work with just some 
minor deviations. 
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FIGURE 24.2 

Eudora Lite is an excellent and 
free, Mac email program. 
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Using Microsoft's Outlook Express 
O utlook Express is a fu ll-featured email program- not a scaled 
down or light version with few features. It offers many powerful 
fearores, including tl1e following: 

• Address book. The Contacts fearure lets you store all of 
your commonly used addresses so that you can easily address 
email. 

• Spell checker. Outlook Express enables you to check tl1e 
spell ing in your messages. T his feature is usually only found 
on email applications for which you must pay extra. 

• Styled text. Wtth Outlook Express, you can apply format
ting styles to your email (such as bold and italics). (Note that 
if the recipient of your email doesn't use a program that sup
ports styled text, she will see plain te~:t). 

• Newsgroup reader. Outlook Express is also a fu ll- featured 
newsgroup reader. 

SEE ALSO 

> 'fo lc11rn more rtbout using Outlook Rvprcss to 1'Cfld ne:wsgrrmps, sec Cbrtpter 28, "Rending 
Ncwsgroups~ 
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• Multiple mail folders. You can set up multiple folders that 
you can use to organize your mail. You can also have sub
folders within folders. 

• Multiple email accounts. Outlook Express enables you to 
use a single program to manage multiple email accounts. 

SEE ALSO 

> To leam bow to use multiple email accotmts, see page 58 2 

• Filters. Filters enable you to automatically sort mail accord
ing to rules that you define. For example, you may want all 
the mail from a particular person to be stored in a specific 
mailbox. 

SEE ALSO 

> To leam bow to me filters, see page 582 

• HTML support. Outlook Express supports H T ML mail so 
that you can receive messages that have the formatting and 
other features of Web pages. 

SEE ALSO 

> To lean/1/IO'I"C about HTML S11fifJOI"t, see page 575 

• IMAP support. Outlook Express supports lntemet j\lfessage 
Access Protocol (INIAP). 

SEE ALSO 

> To lenm more about li\1/AP, see page 576 

Experiencing Outlook Express-a Quick Look 
When you launch Outlook Express, you will see a three-pane 
window (see Figure 24.3). The left pane contains all of the email 
folders that you set up, as well as tl1e standard folders that 
Outlook Express uses. T he Inbox is where all tl1e mail you 
receive is deposited (unless you set up a fi lter to send it w anoth
er folder). The O utbox is used to hold mail that you've created 
unti l you send it. T he Sent Mail folder contains all of tl1e mes
sages tl1at you have sent. T he Drafts folder is a folder for drafts 
of mai l messages on which you are working that aren't ready to 
send yet. 
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FIGURE 24.3 

Outlook Express is a full-featured 
email client- it uses a three-pane 
window to make it easy to get to 
various areas. 

Configuring Outlook Express 

When you used the Internet Setup 
Assistant and the Internet applica
tion, all the necessary information 
should have been entered in the 
proper places to configure Outlook 
Express. However, if Outlook 
Express doesn't seem to be working 
for you, manually check the configu
ration and correct any settings that 
aren't right for your account. You 
can also force Outlook Express to 
reload your Internet preferences to 
configure it. 
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Across the top of the window, there are buttons for tasks that 
you wi ll frequently do; for example, N ew for creating a new 
message and tl1e Trash button for deleting messages or folders. 

The top pane on ilie right side of the window contains a list of 
all of tl1e messages in the folder iliat is selected in ilie left pane. 
To view tl1e contents of a message, click i t in the top pane and 
tl1e message body appears in ilie lower pane, which is where you 
will read ilie text of your messages. 

Configuring Outlook Express 
\Vhen you configured your Mac to connect to ilie Net, you 
entered all of ilie i.nfonnation iliat Outlook Express needed to 
receive and send email. Your email account should already be 
properly configured. H owever, just in case you ever need to 
reconfigure Outlook Express manually, or when you need to add 
anomer email account, the following step-by-step shows you 
how to do it. 

Manually configuring Outlook Express 

1. O pen Outlook Express and from ilie Edi t menu, choose 
Preferences (tl1e first time you launch Outlook Express, you 
wi ll be taken to tl1e Preferences wi ndow automatically. You 
will see tl1e Configuration Manager. 
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2. Make sure that Email is selected in the left pane. 

3. Click New Account. If you want to edi t an existing account, 
select it by using the Mail Accounts pop-up menu and skip 

to step 6. 

4. Name your account and click the POP or IMAP radio but

ton, depending on what type of account it is (your ISP or 

system administrator will tell you this, but if there is a pop 
anywhere in the maj] server address, you shoul d click POP). 

5. C lick OK. You will see a mostly blank Preferences window. 

If you choose a P OP account, you will see a field for POP 

Server; if you choose an IMAP account, tl1is field will be 
labeled Ii\1AP Server instead. 

6. Complete tl1e fields with the information that was provided 

by your ISP or by your system administrator (such as email 
address, SMTP senrer, POP or l.i\1AP account, and so on. 

Be especially careful witl1 the "Save password" check box. I f 
you have Outlook Express and save yom password, then 
anyone who can access your machine can get your email. 

SEE ALSO 

)lo- To see fl /b·t of tbe infomwtio11 tbflt you need to bnve, see p11gc 5 30 

)lo- To IMm bmv to add nuotber enlflil accouut to yom· coufigumtion, j·ee page 502 

7. C lick Message Composition in tl1e left pane. 

8. C lick the Plain text option in the Mail sending format box, 

unless you are sm e that most of tl1e people wi tl1 whom you 

will be emailing have an HTJVIL capable mail program. 

9. Click OK, and you will return to tl1e O utlook Express win-
dow. 

You can also force O utlook Express to reload your Internet pref
erences. You might want to do this if you have previously opened 
Outlook Express or perhaps incorrectly configured it. One warn
ing, though, if you follow tl1e next step-by-step, you will remove 
nil configuration information from Outlook Express, so think 
carefully before you do this. 

Forcing O utlook Express to reload your Internet preferences 

1. Q uit Outlook E:~..-press. 
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Working through the step-by· 
step to configure Oullook 
Express does the same thing as 
configuring the email part of 
the Configuration Manager 
(which you can access through 
Control Panels under the Apple 
menu). It also uses the same 
email information that you 
entered via the Internet Setup 
Assistant. It is all the same data 
stored in the same place-you 
just get it in different ways. 
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No subject or message required 

While you can't send an email mes
sage without an addressee, you can 
send one without a subject or mes
sage. If you wanted to send an 
attachment to someone, but no 
explanation was needed, you might 
choose to do this. (You will learn 
about attachments in the next chap
ter.) 
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l. Open the Outlook Express folder that is within tl1e Internet 
Applications folder that is on your startup disk. 

3. Open the Outlook Express User(s) folder and then open the 
Main User folder. 

4. Select the Outlook Express Prefs file and move it to the 
Trash. 

5. Resta rt Outlook Express. When it opens, you will be asked 
if you want to import messages and contacts from other 
applications. Answer N o. You will see tl1e vVelcome to 
Outlook Express message. 

6. Click OK to clear tile welcome message. You will see the 
New Account window. 

7. Name tile email account, click tl1e POP or IMAP radio but
ton, and click OK. You configuration will be loaded as the 
default account. The Preferences pane should show the con
figuration information tllat you entered in the Internet 
Setup Assistant and the Internet application. 

8. C lick OK to close tile Preferences window. You are now 
ready to use Outlook Express. 

Writing and Sending Email 
I'll bet tllat you are excited about sending your first email mes
sage. Who should you send it to? If you know someone's 
address, go ahead and send it to her-just replace tile address, 
subject, and text I'm using in the following step-by-step with 
information that is appropriate for your recipient. If you don't 
know any of your friends' or family's email addresses, try writing 
to me just so you get tile hang of using Outlook Express (and 
you can tell me what you think about tl1is book at the same 
time!). 

Creating and sending email with Outlook Express 

1. Click tl1e New Message icon at the top of the window or 
press Command+N. You will see the new message window, 
ready for you to create a piece of email (see Figure 24.4). 
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l. T he cursor will be in the To box, so type the email address 
of the person to whom you want to send mai l to (if you want 
to send a message to me, use bradm@iquest.net). 

3. If you want to copy someone on this message, press Tab and 
enter another address in the Cc box. 

4. Press 'Thb again , and you will be in the Bee box; enter an 
address here if you want to copy someone whose address 
won't be seen by other recipients of your message. 

5. Press Tab again and enter a subject. Try to use meaningful 
subjects when you send email so that the recipient has a 
good idea of what the message is about. For example, if you 
write to me, use something like, "Feedback on your Using 
Mac OS 8.5 book." 

6. Press Tab again, and you will move into the body of the 
message. 

7. Type your message. Notice any red wavy lines underneath 
words as you type them? That is Outlook Express telling 
you tl1at the word you typed is not recognized and tl1at it 
may be a misspelling. 

8. vVhen you are done typing, select the account from which 
you want tl1e message sent from the Account pop-up menu 
at the top of tl1e window. If you only have one account con
figured, it will be selected automatically. 
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FIGURE 24.4 

When you create a new message, 
you will see a new window like 
this one . 

Auto connections to the Net 

If you have configured Remote 
Access to do so, you can have 
your Net applications automati· 
cally connect to the Nel lf you 
don't have this configured, you 
will need to open Remote 
Access Status or Remote Access 
and manually connect before 
you will be able to send or 
receive email. See the 
"Finishing Your Configuration" 
section in Chapter 23, 
·connecting Your Mac to the 
Net" to see how to set up the 
automatic connection feature. 

If you chose not to configure 
the automatic connection tea· 
lure, you will need to add the 
connection and disconnection 
steps to the step-by-steps in this 
chapter, which you need to use 
to connect to the Net because I 
assumed that this feature was 
enabled. 
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Cc yourself 

You may want to Cc yourself on 
important email messages so that 
you get a copy of your own mail; 
this lets you see your email in the 
same way as the recipients of your 
email. 

Saving mail that you send 

By default, Outlook Express wi ll save 
a copy of each message that you 
send in your Outbox. 

FIGURE 24.5 

Don't make emailing to yourself a 
habit! 

Bee yourself 

It may be an even better idea lo Bee 
yourself rather than Ccing yourself. 
That way, the other recipients of 
your email don't necessarily know 
that you are sending email to your-
self. 

FIGURE 24.6 

Outlook Express has a full-fea
tured spell checker; just press 
Control and dick a misspelled 
word, and you will see Outlook 
Express' suggestions. 
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9. vVhen you are clone with your message, it will be ready to 
send (see Figure 24.5). In Figure 24.5, you can see that I 

have a misspelling in my message (look for the word with 

the wavy line under it). O utlook Express makes correcting 
spelling mistakes easy. 

10. H old clown the Control key and click any misspelled words. 

You will see a contextual menu with suggestions for correct 
spell ing of tl1e unrecognized word (see Figure 24.6). Choose 

the correct spell ing from the contextual menu. 

11. vVhen you are clone witl1 your message, cl ick the Send 

Message icon or choose Commanci+M. If you aren't con
nected to tl1e Net, the software will tell your connection to 
activate and will log onto tl1e et and send your email. 
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Congratulations! You've just sent your firs t email message! Easy 
wasn't it? 

If you are using a modem, it is usually a good idea to set 
Outlook Express to store messages unti l you connect rather than 
sending messages right away. That way you can stay offline and 
wri te all of your messages. vVhen they are all re::tdy to go, you 
can send them all at once. Also, many people that you will email 
do not use programs that are capable of receiving H TML mail, 
so you should set Outlook E xpress to use plajn text instead. 
Setting tl1is behavior is also a good exercise to show you how 
you can set various other preferences to your liking. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To ltm·1111101"e nbollt HT1\1L mnil, see pnge 57) 

Setting Outlook Express to send messages only on your com
mand 

1. Choose Preferences from tl1e Edit menu or click the 
Preferences button (the folder with dots on it) . You will see 
Outlook Express' Preferences dialog that you use to deter

mine how Outlook Express operates (see Figure 24.7). The 

groups of preferences that you can set are shown in the left 
pane of this dialog. vVhen you click on a group, the options 

that you can choose appear in the right pane. In Figure 
24.7, General preferences are selected in the left pane and 
the options are shown in the right pane. 

l . C lick General. You will see tl1e Mail and N ews Settings win

dow. 

3. Uncheck the "Send messages immediately" box. Notice that 

there are other options tl1at you can set, such as the sounds 
that you want to play when various things happ~n . 

4. C lick Message Composition in the left pane. 

5. C lick the Plain text radio button under "Mail sending for
mat." If you know that your recipients are using an HTML 
capable email program, you can leave tlus set to HTML. 
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Checking Spelling 

You can also launch Outlook 
Express' spelling checker by 
choosing Spelling from the bot
tom of the contextual menu. 

Email offline 

It is usually a good idea to write 
your emails while your com
puter isn't connected to the 
Net. That way you don't waste 
valuable bandwidth while your 
Mac isn't transferring data to 
the Net. When you are ready to 
send your messages, you can 
connect to the Net, send them, 
and then log off again. 
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FIGURE 24.7 

You use this window to set 
Outlook Express' general prefer· 
ences. 

Sending multiple copies of the 
same message 

If you want to send multiple copies 
of your message, you can add mul
tiple addresses to the To, Cc, or Bee 
lines. To use multiple addresses in 
any line, just separate them with a 
comma as injohns@nowhere.com, 
johns@somewhere.com. 

I 
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6. Click OK. From now on, when you click Send, the outgoing 
message wi ll be stored in the Outbox rather than being sent 
immediately. The next time that you tell Outlook Express to 
send and receive mail, the mail in your Outbox will be sent. 
This is good because you won't waste online resources while 
composing messages if you stay connected only while send
ing and receiving your mail. And your mail will be in plain 
text, which means that everyone will be able to read it easily. 

You should explore the Preferences options on your own. You 
wi ll learn how to set a few more later in this chapter and in the 
next one, but you should customize Outlook Express to work the 
way you want it to. 

Before I leave the topic of sending mail, you need to understand 
something about how Outlook Express works. In a new message 
window such as tl1at in Figure 24.4, you can see formatting tools 
across the top of the body part of tl1e \vindow (they look just like 
formatting buttons in your other applications). You can use these 
to format tl1e message you write, but be aware that not every
one's emai l servers and applications can receive formatted 
email. 

vVhile it won't hurt anytl1ing to send formatted email to some
one whose email can't show formatting, you may waste a lot of 
your time if you format mail without being sure that your recipi
ent can view it. On the Internet, you usually should work to the 
lowest common denominator unless told otherwise. While most 
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email programs and servers are heading towards formatted mail, 
for the time being email's bottom line is plain old boring, unfor
matted text (tabs won't even work; you have to use spaces 
instead). However, you can always 0)' formatting some messages 
and sending them to people; then check to see if they see any 
formatting when they receive the message. If a recipient can't 
see the formatting, don't bother. If he can, you can make all 
your messages to him look better. 

Retrieving and Reading Email 
It is better to give than to receive, but with email you get to do 
both. Reading email is as important as sending it. Reading email 
requires the following three basic steps: 

1. Connect to the Net and tell Outlook Express to Send & 
Receive your email (if you use the automatic connection fea
mre, Outlook Express will connect when you te ll it to Send 
& Receive). 

2. Wait for the email to be downloaded to your Mac. 

3. Read the messages that have been downloaded. 

4. Disconnect from the Net. 

Reading email is just that simple. 

Reading your email with Outlook Express 

1. Choose Send & Receive All from tbe Send & Receive menu 
command on the Tools menu (or press Command+M). If 
you use a modem, but are not already connected to the N et, 
you will see the Remote Access Status ·window as your Mac 
signs on to tl1e N et. After the connection is complete, you 
will see the mail dovmloading progress window as Outlook 
Express logs into the email server and gets your mail (see 
Figure 24.8). (If you use a network to connect, you will 
move directly to the down loading progress window since 
you are always connected to the Net.) If you have email, you 
will see new messages in your In box (click on the Inbox to 
display its contents). 
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I MAP is slightly different 

If you use IMAP, you don't actu
ally download email messages 
to your computer. They stay on 
a server on which you can read 
and manipulate them as if they 
were on your computer. This 
can be beneficial in a number 
of situations, which you will 
learn more about in Chapter 
25, "Using Email: Advanced 
Techniques." 

Another way to receive 

You can also receive your mail 
by pressing the Send & Receive 
icon on Outlook Express' tool· 
bar. 
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FiGURE 24.8 

Outlook Express' progress dialog 
box shows you the progress of 
your mail delivery. 

FIGURE 24.9 

To read a message, dick on it in 
the upper right pane, and the text 
will be displayed in the lower 
right pane. 

Deleting email that has been read 
versus leaving it on the 
server 

Usually when you download your 
email. it is deleted from the mail 
server as soon as it is successfully 
downloaded to your Mac. However, 
you may want to leave that mail on 
the server so that you can down
load it again. This can be useful 
when you are checking your email 
from a remote computer or from 
another person's computer. To 
avoid deleting your email as it is 
downloaded, open the Preferences 
window, click Email, click 
Advanced, and then check the 
"Leave a copy of message on serv
er" d1eck box. Click OK twice to exit 
Preferences. With this setting. •tour 
email will be left on the server, and 
you will see the messages each 
time you check your mail until you 
delete them. 
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2. To read a message, click on it in the upper r ight pane. You 
can read the message in the lower right pane (see F igure 
24.9). 
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3. To read the next message in your Inbox, click it or simply 
press the Down arrow key. 

4. Continue reading your messages unti l you have seen them 
aU. 

5. I f you want to delete a message after you have read it, cl ick 
on the Trash can button while you have the message open 

or selected. 
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Replying to Email 
One of the great things about email is that you can carry on 
extended conversations by replying to email messages. vVhen 
you reply to a message, Ouclook Express creates a new message 
for you and automatically addresses it to the person from whom 
it came. The subject is also modified by the addition of "Re:" to 
the front of it. After you send your reply, the recipient can reply 
to your reply, and so on. 

Before you learn how to do this, though, you need to understand 
one of cl1e most important things about replying to emajl: quat
mg. 

When you reply to email, it is a good idea to quote cl1e message 
to which you are replying. Q uoting means that you paste the rel
evant part of cl1e original message into your reply so that your 
reply can be understood in the context of the original message. 
This enables the recipient of your reply to better understand 
your reply. For example, pretend that you just received a long 
message about the latest developments in cl1e Mac OS saga. You 
are ali excited about the fact cl1at the Mac OS comes with a new 
Corvette Gust lcidding of course, it only comes wicl1 a Yugo). So 
you fire off a reply that says, "That's great." If that is all cl1at is in 
your reply, the recipient may have no idea what you think is 
great. But if you quote the part about the Yugo, the recipient of 
your reply will understand exactly what you are tal Icing about. 

\iVhen you reply to a message, Outlook Express automatically 
copies all of the original message into your reply. To differentiate 
the original message from your reply, you need to make sure that 
Outlook Express is set so tl1at tl1e quoted material is marked 
with the > symbol. If the person you sent the reply to replies to 
your reply, the original message is marked with two symbols like 
iliis: ».Your reply will be marked with one>. And so it goes. 

Figure 24.10 shows an original message, while in Figure 24.11 
you can see tl1e reply. N otice that text from the orig.inal message 
is marked by>. Quoting really helps the person who receives 
your mail to put a context around what you have said. Quoting is 
one of the most important ways you can make your emajJ com
munication clear. 
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Double-clicks work too 

In Outlook Express, anything on 
which you double-click will 
open into its own window. This 
works for messages and folders. 
Double-click an email message, 
and it will open into its own 
window. 

Email delivery settings 

Remember that you can set 
Outlook Express to play various 
sounds when you receive mail 
or even when it finds that you 
don't have any mail. Use the 
Preferences icon or the 
Preferences command on the 
Edit menu to set this behavior. 
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FIGURE 24.10 

This is the original email 
message. 

FIGURE 24.11 

This is a reply; notice that the text 
that was in the original message 
is marked with the > symbol. 

-
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Quoting is usefu l, but you should be selective about what you 
quote. O utlook Express auromatically pastes the entire message 
into your reply. If you are only replying to a portion of what is in 
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the original message, delete everything but the portions to which 
you are replying. If you don 't, your reply will be longer and less 
clear. 

Ensuring that the quote character is set in Outlook Express 

1. Click on the Preferences icon (small folder witl1 dots on it), 

or choose Preferences from the Edit menu. 

l. In the left pane of tl1e window, choose Message 

Composition. 

3. Ensure that the "Quote plain text message using" check box 
contains the> symbol. 

4. Click OK. 

Other than quoting, replying to an email message is even easier 
than creating a new one. 

Replying to a message 

I. Open a message tl1at you have received (in any mailbox). 
You will see the text in the luwer right pane of the Outlook 

Express window (see Figure 24.10). 

l. Click the Reply to Sender icon (single open envelope with a 

red arrow pointing to it) or choose Reply to Sender from the 

Message menu. T he message will open in a new window (see 

Figure 24.1 2). You wi ll see that the text from the previous 
message has been pasted into the window and that tl1e reply 
is already addressed. The quoted message text is pasted below 

a dashed line and is marked with the quote character, >. 

3. 'I}rpe your reply, editing the quoted material as necessary so 
that any replies you make to specific items are clear (see 

Figure 24.13). 

4. When you are done witl1 your reply, click on tl1e Send mes
sage icon. If you are connected to the Net, tl1e reply will be 
sent. If not, it wi ll be stored in your Outbox. 
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FIGURE 24.12 

This is a reply to a message; 
notice how the original message 
text has been pasted in and how 
the message is already addressed. 

FIGURE 24.13 

This is the completed reply, ready 
to mail; take a look at how the 
quoted material is used to pro-
vide context for the reply. 
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Working with Bounced Email 

IllS 
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ill . 
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. 

O ccasionally, email that you send won't reach its intended 
address. T his can happen for a number of reasons, including the 
fo llowing: 
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• Bad address. The most common reason is that you used the 
wrong address. You may have made a typo when you entered 
the address or you used the wrong address entirely. If you 
send mail to an account that doesn't exist, you can't expect it 
to get there, can you? 

• Canceled account. If the email account to which you are 
sending mail has been closed for some reason, your mail will 
not be delivered. 

• Failed server. If the server needed to get your mail to its 
destination goes clown (quits worlcing) and stays down for a 
period of time, your mail may not get delivered. 

In all these cases, when email is not delivered to the correct 
address, it is said to have bounced. That's because the undeliver
able email will be returned to you again-it bounces back to you. 
You will receive your original message back, normally with a new 
header that provides some explanation of the bounce, as well as 
d1e entire path that d1e mail followed until it went as far as it 
could (this is the gobbledygook I referred to earlier). I f an email 
of yours bounces, use the following step-by-step to handle it. 

Dealing with bounced email 

1. Open d1e bounced mail and read the header. Sometimes, it 
will explain exacdy why d1e message bounced. Sometimes, it 
won't. If the reason was that d1e account or username 
doesn't exist, then you probably have an addressing problem 
(move to step 2). If it is some other reason, you have to try 

to send the message again (move to step 4). 

l. In the header of the bounced message, locate the address to 
which the message was actually sent. 

3. If it is the address that you inte::mlc::J lU send the mail to, you 
need to contact the recipient and determine if that address is 
still va lid. If it isn't, get another address or find some other 
way to communicate with that person. If ilie address is 
incorrect (a typo), then you need to resend ilie message. 

4. Open the message in your Outbox and copy the text, or 
copy the text from the body of d1e bounced message. 
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Correct address, wrong person 

Occasionally, the address you 
enter will be a valid address, 
but not for the person to whom 
you intended to send email. 
When this happens, you will 
have no notice that your mail 
was delivered to the wrong per
son (the message won't bounce 
since it was delivered) unless 
that person contacts you to ask 
you why he received a message 
from you. This can be embar
rassing so double-check your 
addresses before you send a 
message. The safest way to 
avoid this is to define a contact 
for everyone to whom you 
send mail and use that to 
address your e-mails so that 
you don't type addresses each 
time (you will learn how this 
works in a later section or this 
chapter). 
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Contacts makes it easy to send 
email because you don't have to 
retype addresses-this is the 
Contacts window. 
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5. Create a new message and address it. 

6. Paste the text from the previous try in the body of the new 

message. 

7. Add a subject. 

8. Send the message. 

Using Contacts 
The contacts feature of Outlook Express is an excellent way to 
avoid retyping addresses (and mistyping them) where you regu
larly send mail. Wtth contacts, you can create an email address 
book to make it extremely easy to address mail. 

Using contacts to create an email address book 

1. Click the Open contacts button (the open address book). 
You will see tl1e Contacts window (see Figure 24.14). 

C1 Contot!S t!l19 

Contacts 

l. C lick the Create a new contact button (tl1e profile of a sin
gle person). You will see a new Contact window containing 
lots of fields for contact data. 

3. Enter infom1ation for the contact- make sure tl1at you enter 
an email address (see Figure 24. 15). 
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4. C lick the Save Contact button (the floppy disk icon). 

5. C lose your contact 's window. You will see the new contact 
enu·y in the Contacts window. 

6. C lose the Contacts window. 

8 

The purpose of creating contacts is to be able to quickly address 
email. 

Addressing a mail message by using the contact information 

1. Create a new message. 

l. Click the O pen contacts button (the open address book 
icon). You wi ll see the Contacts window with all of the 
information your have entered. 

3. Click on the name of the person to whom you want to send 
mail. 

4. H old down the mouse button and drag the name to the To 
block in the new message's window. 

5. Release the mouse button. T he message will be addressed. 
Much easier than typing an addr ess, isn't it? 
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FIGURE 24.15 

You can store lots of data for 
each of your contacts, includ
ing email addresses, "real" 
addresses, and phone numbers. 
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Understanding Netiquette 
Just like other areas of life, the Net has its own set of customs 
and traditions. Fortunately, most of these idiosyncrasies are pret
ty obvious, and you can understand them by using a little com
mon sense. However, some things will seem pretty bizarre to 
you at first. Keep these two things in mind as you use the Net: 
no one can see your face and no one knows your name. And 
although I have included this etiquette discussion in the email 
chapter, it is equally applicable to all of your Net activi ties. 

Remembering That No One Can See Your Face 
When you are communicating over the Net, remember that 
other people can't see you (unless you are video conferencing, of 
course). Most of the time, th ey can't hear you either. This makes 
effective communication a bit difficult since how you communi
cate is dependent upon body language and modulations in your 
voice. So remember: on the Net, these clues are absent. H ere are 
some things to remember while you are using faceless/voiceless 
communication: 

• Because there are no other SOUJ'ces of information (body lan
guage and voice tones), the words and sentences you use to 
communicate are even more important. So take the time 
necessary to make your writing as clear as possible. Be pre
Cise. 

• Information in writing tends to have more impact than ver
bal commw1ication. The bad news seems worse. The good 
news seems better. It is often necessary to understate things 
just a bit to convey the correct level of feeling. 

• To help you communicate feelings, you can use smileys 
wlcich are symbols that look roughly like sorneone's face (on 
its side) expressing emotion. Some common ones are: :- ) 
happy or kidding, ; -) sarcasm or joking, : -0 surprise, and of 
course, :- ( unhappy or angry. There are lots more that you 
will see, but these are enough to get you started. 

To see how these work, try reading this: 
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I don 't see bow you could say such a tbing. 

ov,; read it again with a suitable smiley added: 

I don't see brnv you could say such fl tbing. ; ·) 

In the first case, the reader may presume that the writer was 
truly offended. By adding the smiley, the same sentence 
takes on a much less harsh tone. 

Realizing That Nobody Knows Your Name 
On the Net, the only thing you have to make an impact on 
someone else is the power of your communication. Unless you 
are someone famous, people are unlikely to have a clue as to who 
you are. So if you are giving an opinion on something, it is a 
good idea to give some amount of justi fi cation for that opinion if 
you can. For example, a comment about a software program 
from someone who has used it for years may carry more weight 
than from someone who just started using it. 

On the Net, there exists a certain informality and equality. 
Because poor and rich, young and old, men and women, and so 
forth, can access the Net, it is hard to draw boundaries based on 
economic or physical characteristics. You can communicate with 
the president of a major corporation or a 9-year-old child in the 
same way. \iVhat really counts on the N et is how effective that 
communication is. 

Related to this is the fact that you should have a certain skepti
cism about information that you get from individuals on the 
Net. Just because someone says something is so does not mean it 
is so. Some people like to exaggerate th eir own value and may 
indicate they are more knowledgeable than they acn1ally are. 
Also, there a few nuts who may actually enjoy misleading you. 
Just be careful to really evaluate any information you get before 
you act upon it. 

Understanding Some Dos and Don'ts 
The following is a short list of dos: 

• Use your manners! The people you deal with on the Net 
are real people and deserve to be treated as such. You should 
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not say anything to someone via the Net that you wouldn't 
say m person. 

• Give as well as receive. If you can help other folks on the 
Net, do so. If you have the urge to prov-ide some resource 
on the Net, do it. Much of the Net is done on a volunteer 
basis, so join in. 

• Explore and learn. T here is a lot to do on the Net so jump 
in with both feet. 

• Understand that resources are limited. Be considerate of 
the fact that although the Net is huge and appears to be 
unlimited, there are real resources being consumed. Be care
fuJ to sign off when you aren't using your account. Avoid 
busy sites during working hours if you are just playing 
around. 

• Keep the topic of mailing lists and news groups in mind. 
Don't clog up these areas with inappropdate material-for 
example, if you are reading a mailing list on Elvis, don't start 
a discussion of Bach (unless Bach and Elvis are somehow 
related, which I doubt). 

Now some don'ts: 

• Don't be intimidated. There are a few know-it-ails who 
will jump on you for asking a silly question. Your question 
may be silly, but everyone asks a silly question now and then. 
Besides, even some silly questions need to be answered. 

• Don't expect to be spoon fed. If you need help, ask for it, 
but g-ive the information people require in order to help 
you. Since you know you cru1 search for information on your 
own, oy that before asking a specific person. 

• DON'T USE ALL CAPS! It looks like you are shouting 
and is irritating to read. 

• Don't trust a person without good reason. There are 
creeps on the Net just as there are in real life. 

• And last, but certainly not least ... don't be a jerk. The 
fact that you can't see or touch the people you interact with 
on the Net doesn't give you justification to "take the gloves 
off." 
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Understanding More About Outlook 
Express 

Outlook Express is a very powerful email program, and in this 
chapter you have learned how to use its basic features. In the 
next chapter, you will learn about some of Outlook Express' 
more advanced features. But before you go there, read the fol
lowing list to learn about some of Outlook Express' other fea
tures: 

• Mail that you haven't read appears in bold within a mailbox. 
Mailboxes that contain mail that you haven't read are also in 
bold. 

• Messages that you haven't sent that are in tl1e Outbox or the 
Drafts folder are also shown in bold. Ditto tl1e folders tlut 
contain tl1em. 

• If you want to hide tl1e left pane of the Outlook Express 
window, click the small icon witl1 the left facing triangle in 
the bottom left corner of tl1e Outlook Express window. 

• If you want to hide tl1e bottom right pane, click on tl1e small 
icon witl1 the downward pointing arrow in the bottom left 
corner of the Outlook Express window. 

• The Trash button deletes whatever you have selected-mes
sages or folders. 

• You can forward a message to someone by choosing the 
message and clicking the Forward this message button (front 
view of an open envelope with a red arrow pointing to it). 

• If you receive a message tl1at has more than one recipient (in 
the To or Cc blocks), you can reply to all recipients by click
ing the Reply to all recipients button (back view of two 
envelopes wi th a red arrow). 

• To expand a folder, simply click on the Finder-like triangle 
tl1at appears next to it. 

• You can sort mail within folders by priority, subject, sender, 
or date. Simply click the item at tl1e top of a mailbox's win
dow by which you want the mailbox sorted. You can change 
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the order by which a window is sorted by clicking the trian
gle that appears in the column heading. 

• You can resize the subject, sender, and date sent columns by 
dragging the right edge of the column head box (D ate Sent 
for example). 

• Check the Outlook Express help for lots of tips and other 
information about Outlook Express. 

Email is a great thing. You can use it to keep in touch witl1 peo
ple around the world. If you have read this chapter and have 
worked tlu-ough the step-by-steps, you know everytl1ing you 
need to know to handle lots of email. However, Outlook Express 
is a powerful prog1·am; you will be better off if you learn more 
about it. T hat is where the next chapter comes in. 
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Organizing, filtering, and searching email 

Using public mailing lists and creating your own mailing 
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with files that you receive 
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Formatting with plain text 

When you are creating a plain text 
email and want to add a table or 
other elemen~ make sure that you 
are using a nonproportional font. 
With a nonproportional ton~ each 
character takes up the same 
amount of space and things Will line 
up properly. If you try to use a pro
portional font, in which each charac
ter takes up space in proportion to 
its width, there will be no way to 
line up columns. 
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Moving Ahead with Email 
Once you have a grasp of emajJ basics, such as sending and 
receiving emai l, you will probably find it to be an indispensable 
tool for home and work. And while knowing the basics is good 
enough to get by, you can get even more out of it if you learn 
some of email's more advanced features. Fortunately, Outlook 
Express is packed witl1 excellent features so that it will be able to 
handle just about anything iliat you want to do. 

Understanding Email Protocols and 
Formats 

In tl1e previous chapter, I inten tionally skimmed over ilie var ious 
protocols and formats wiili which you must deal when you use 
email. The reason I did this was because you really don't need to 
know much about ilie various format and protocol options mat 
you have avai lable to you in order to understand tl1e basics of 
email. 

Understanding Email Formats 
You learned before that on tl1e N et, it is best to work to tl1e low
est common denominator. In ilie case of email, tlUs enables your 
email to be appropriate for ilie largest possible audience. '\Nhen 
it comes to email, tl1at lowest common denominator is plajn , old 
text-no bold, italics, tabs, or formatting of any kind. You know, 
text like you used to have available on tl1e most basic of type
writers. However, tl1ere are a couple of oilier possibil ities iliat 
you can use to "jazz" up your email if you are sure tl1at your 
recipient has tl1e capability to see tl1e "jazz." 

Understanding Plain Text 
\ Veil, tl1ere isn't much to understand about plajn text. It is sim
ply plain. T here are no special characters, no fan cy outline 
styles, nor anytl1ing like you have in the most basic of work 
processors. Plain text is just tl1at, plain text characters. If you 
want to have a table, you have to use spaces to make ilie table 
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columns line up. If you want to include graphics, you have to use 
1·egulm· keyboard characters to draw them, which is no easy feat. 
Still, wi th all of its limitations, every email application and proto
col can handle plain text. And since the content of your email is 
the really important part, that makes it just fine. Unless you are 
stwe that your recipients (a ll of them on cc messages) can use the 
other type of email format, use plain text for your email. 

Setting plain text as the default email format 

1. O pen Outlook Express. 

2. From the Edi t menu, choose Preferences. 

3. Click Message Composition. 

4. Click the Plain text radio button. 

5. Click OK From now on, all of the messages you send will 
be in plain text. 

Understanding HTML 
Unless you have been living in a cave for the past three years, 
you have probably heard of HyperText Markup Language 
(HTML). H TML is a way of coding text so that a program can 
read that coding and interpret the kind of text it is. This coding 
can contain style information, links, or other such information. 
HTML is the language that makes the Web work. 

'With Outlook Express, you can send messages that are encoded 
with H TM L. T his enables you to use some basic formatting 
tools to add some zest to your email messages. Outlook Express 
is set by default to use tl1e H T ML fonmt (tl1is, tl1e step-by-step 
in tl1e previous section). 

If you know that your recipient uses an HTML capable email 
program (such as Outlook Express), tl1en you can use HTML to 
format your emails. When the recipient receives the message, 
she will see your formatted masterpiece. 

Even if you aren't sure about your recipient's email capabili ty, 
you can use the H TML format. If your recipient has an HTML 
capable email program, he will see your formatted message. If he 
doesn't, he will sti ll see the tel\.'1: o f the message, but he will also 
see the raw HTML code. Or he wi ll receive the message as an 
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Where did the buttons go? 

You may notice the next time 
that you create a new message, 
that the formatting buttons just 
above the body are gone. That 
is because you now create mes
sages by default in the plain 
text format, so there is no need 
for formatting buttons. If you 
change the default back to 
HTML, the formatting buttons 
will return. 

Your HTML greeting 

The email that is automatically 
in your lnbox when you first 
launch Outlook Express is an 
example of an HTML email 
message. As you see, you can 
get very sophisticated. But it is 
not likely that you will spend 
that much time formatting an 
email message. Email is sup
posed to be somewhat "down 
and dirty; although you can 
receive Web pages as email, 
which is a nice feature. Some 
mailing lists give you the option 
of receiving the mail as an 
HTML document rather than a 
plain text fi le (an example is 
CNN's excellent quick news bul· 
letin that you can receive each 
morning-visit 
ht tp: //www. cnn. com to 
sign up). 
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Setting HTML as the default 

You can set HTML as the default 
type by choosing HTML instead of 
Plain text in the Message 
Composition Preferences window. 
See the step-by-step in the previous 
section. 

FIGURE 25.1 

You can create a formatted mail 
message by using the formatting 
tool bar. 

Try as hard as they can 

Some email programs that aren't 
HTML capable, such as Eudora 
LighL will do their best to interpret 
the HTML the best that they can. 
The basic text formatting will come 
through, although there will be arti· 
facts and leftovers from the HTML 
code. To set this behavior in Eudora 
Light, choose Special, Settings, and 
select the Styled Text preference. 
You can then select whtch styles 
Eudora pays attention to. 

Reply in like format 

Notice that in the Message 
Composition Preferences window, 
there is a "Reply to messages using 
the format in which they were senr 
check box. If this is checked, when 
you create a reply, you will automat· 
ically use the format of the message 
to which you are replying. For 
example, if you reply to a message 
in HTM L, your reply will also be in 
HTML. This is a good option to 
leave on. 
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HTML attachment that can be opened in a Web browser. Both 
of these are a bit of a pain, though, so unless you are sure, I rec
ommend thatyou use plain text. 

C reating an HTML message 

1. Create a new message. 

2. From the Format menu, choose llich Text (HTML). A for
matting tool b<lr will be added to the new message window 
(see l'igure 25.1). 
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l. vVrite the text and apply formatting by using the buttons on 
the tool bar and the com mands on the Format menu. 

4. Send the message as you normally do. 

Being Aware of Email Protocols 
T here are two email protocols that you might use wi th your 
email account: PO P or IMAP. POP, or Post Office Protocol, is the 
more widely used on the N et. T he other major protocol is 
IMA.P, or lutem et Nlessage Access Protocol. T he most important 
difference between them is that with POP, when you check you r 
mail , your messages are transferred from the mail server to your 
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computer (they are normally deleted from the server unless you 
set a preference so that they are not). With IMAP, messages are 
left on the server, and you can read them from there. The 
advantage of this is primarily for people who read their mail 
from different computers. Each time you check your mail with 
an li\1AP email account, you see the same lnbox because it is 
stored on the server rather than on your computer. So if you 
work on a computer at work and another one at home, you don't 
have to bother sending important messages to yourself at home. 
You can just sign onto your mail from home, and it wil l be the 
same as it was when you checked it from work. 

The kind of email account you have determines whether you use 
POP or L\ !JAP-you can 't change from one to the other without 
changing your email account. And since there isn't much differ
ence in using them, it doesn't matter all that much. T he only 
case in which you should try to get an L\llAP account is if you 
frequently check your mail from different computers. lNlAP is 
particularly handy if you use a laptop and a desktop M ac. 

Since Ilv1AP email remains on tl1e server, you may be wondering 
how you can ever get rid o f email with an INIAP account. Afte r 
you marked it for deletion, the mail moves into tl1c Deleted 
Messages folder. Then you can purge tl1e mail , which removes it 
from the server. The best way to do tl1is is to check the 
"Auromatieally purge deleted IMAP messages" check box from 
the General Preferences window. You can also do it manually by 
choosing Purge Deleted Messages from tl1e Edit menu. 

Organizing Your Email 
As you start sending and receiving lots of mail , keeping it all in 
tl1e In box wi ll become a pajn as you scroll through tons of mes
sages lookjng for tl1e one you want. Fornmately, Outlook 
Express provides you with tools to keep your em::1 il nice and tidy. 
T he most important tool is tl1e capabili ty to create folders in 
which you can store your email. 

O utlook Express provides a number of standard folders by 
defalllt. These are the following: 
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Appealing to the commoner 

It is a good idea to leave the 
Plain text formatting button 
selected since you can always 
create an HTML message by 
using the Format menu. That 
way, you have to take an action 
to create an HTML message 
since it is likely to be the excep
tion rather than the rule. 

Outlook Express and Mac OS 8.5 

Mac OS 8.5 ships with version 
4.01 of Outlook Express. If you 
are using a different version, 
some of the screens may look 
slightly different than they do in 
this chapter, but the steps will 
probably work 1\~th just some 
minor deviations. 

Outlook Express and Mac OS 8.5 

Mac OS 8.5 ships vlith version 
4.01 of Outlook Express. If you 
are using a different version, 
some of the screens may look 
slightly different than they do in 
this chapter, but the steps will 
probably work with just some 
minor deviations. 
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The point of no return 

The Outbox is email's point of no 
retum. If a message is still in the 
Outbox, you can open and change 
iL If it is no longer in the Outbox 
and you have sent your mail, it is 
too late to make any changes. 

Sent Mail folder 

If you do have Outlook Express save 
all the mail that you send, it is a 
good idea to open up the Sent Mail 
folder every so often and delete any 
messages you no longer need. 
Otherwise, this folder can grow very 
large. 
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• Inbox. Th.is is where all of your incoming email is stored. 

• Outbox. Th.is is the folder in wh.ich O utlook Express stores 
mail tl1at you have created and put in me queue, but tl1at has 
not actually been sent yet. 

• Sent Mail. After you send a message, Outlook Ex-press 
stores it in the Sen t Mail folder. Th.is is a nice way to have a 
history of the email you have sent. You can turn t!Us off by 
tmchecking the "When sending, save a copy in me Sent 
Mail folder" check box in the General P references window. 

• Dele ted messages. When you delete a message, it is moved 
into the D eleted Messages folder, wh.ich works much like 
the Mac's Trash. By default, t!Us folder is emptied of all mes
sages when you quit Outlook Express. You can change mis 
by unchecking the Empty D eleted Messages folder in the 
Startup & Quit P references window. 

• Drafts. vVhen you have created a message, bu t haven't yet 
put it in tl1e queue, Outlook Express stores it in the Drafts 
folder. 

You can add your own folders to Outlook Express, and it is easy 
to move messages fi.·om one fold er to another. Here are a few 
pointers on how Outlook Express folders work: 

• New folders are created by choosing N ew and men Folder 
from the File menu. vVhen the folder is created, its name is 
selected, and you can name it whatever you would like. 

• Folders in Outlook Express work just like folders in tl1e 
Finder (for example, you can rename mem by selecting me 
folder's name). 

• Subfolders within folders are created by selecting a folder, 
choosing File, New, and the Subfolder. Name the subfolder, 
and it will appear within me selected folder. 

• T he contents of a folder can be expanded or collapsed by 
clicking me triangle next to its name. 

• Messages ca.n be moved from one folder to anomer by drag
and-drop. 
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Filtering Your Email 
You can use fi lters to perform actions on mail that meet criteria 
that you defme. For example, you can create a folder for mail 
from your best friend and set up a filter to automatically move 
mail from that person into that folder. Another use may be that 
you want all mail from particular peoplt: or groups tu be placed 
in a folder dedicated to a specific project. 

In the following step-by-step, I will create a mail action that 
places all the email I receive from my pal, Jane, into a single 
folder. For this example, pretend thatJane's email address is 
jane@someplace.net. You can use the same steps to set up a mail 
action for mail ti:om any address. Just use a real address instead 
of my fictional one. 

Creating a filter to place mail from Jane Jones into the Mail 
from the Jane folder 

1. Create a folder into which you want the mail moved. 

2. From the Tools menu, choose Mail Rules. You will see the 
Mail Rules window (see Figure 2 5 .2). 

l. Click New Rule. You will see the Define Mail Rule dialog 
that you use to create your rule (see Figure 25 .3). 

4. Name your rule. 

5. Check the "Apply to incoming" check box. 

6. In the Criteria area, choose From and Is from the pop-up 
menus. 
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FIG URE 25.2 

You can develop mail rules, more 
commonly called filters, to per
form certain actions on mail that 
meets your criteria. 
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f iGURE 25.3 

The Define Mail Rule dialog 
enables you to create sophisti
cated rules for your mail. 

FIGURE 25.4 

This mail rule will move any mes
sages from jane@someplace.net 
into the folder, Mail from Jane. 
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7. E nter J ane's address in the text field. 

8. From the Action 1 pop-up menu, choose Move message. 

9. Select the folder that you created in step 1 from the pop-up 
menu. W hen you are clone, your rule should look something 

like F igme 2 5 .4. 
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10. C lick OK 

11. Close the M ail Rules dialog. Now, whenever you get mail 
from jane@someplace.net, it will automatically be moved 

into the Mai l from J ane folder. 

Mail ru les are very powerful , and the step-by-step only scratches 
the surface of what you can use them for. Open one of the 
Action pop-up menus in the D efine Mail Rules to get a better 
idea o f the variety of mail actions that are possible. For example, 
you can set a mail action to automatically add people from 
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whom you receive mail to your Contacts. You can also automati
cally redirect or forward mail to or from certain people. 

Note that you can have multiple actions for a single criteria, and 
you can have multiple criteria for a single rule. Rules are very 
powerful and once you create one or two of them, you will see 
how easy they are to create and use. 

Searching Your Email 
After you build up many folder vrith lots of messages, you won't 
be able to remember the contents of each message that you have 
stored. Fortunately, Outlook Express provides a Find tool tl1at 
you can use to search your email. 

Searching your email 

1. Click tl1e Find button. You will see the Find dialog (see 
Figure 25.5). 
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2. Enter the text for which you want to search. 

3. Use the H eaders check boxes to determine which parts of 
messages that you want O utlook Express to search (From, 
To, Subject, or Body). 

4. Use the Location radio buttons to set tl1e locations in which 
you want Outlook Express to search (Current Message, All 
folders, or choose a folder from ilie pop-up menu). 

5. Click Find. You will see a Search Results window containing 
all of ilie messages that contained your search text. 

6. C lick a message to read it. 

7. \Vhen you are done, close the Search Results window. 
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FIGURE 25.5 

You can use Outlook Express' 
Find command to search your 
email. 
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Of POP and I MAP 

There is no reason that all of your 
email accounts have to use the 
same protocol. You can use a com
bination of POP and IMAP accounts 
at the same time. 

FIGURE 25.6 

Using the New Account Dialog, 
you can set up multiple new 
email accounts. 
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Using Multiple Email Accounts 
You may find that you end up with more than one email 
account. For example, you may have a work email account and a 
personal email account, while your spouse has yet another 
account. With Outlook Express, you can access each of these 
accolll1tS by using the same program. T his makes working with 
mu ltiple email accolll1ts easy. 

Configuring Multiple Email Accounts 
Before you can work with addi tional email accounts, you have to 
configure O utlook. Express to use each account. 

1. From the Edit menu, choose Preferences. You will see the 
by-now-familiar Preferences window. 

l . Click on E mail in the left pane. 

3. Cuck New Account. You ,'fill see the New Acconnt dialog 
(see Figure 25.6). 

4. Name the new account, set tl1e account type, and click OK. 
You will return to tl1e configuration window. 

5. Complete the fi elds in the dialog, just as you would if you 

had to reconfigure your fi rst acconnt. 

6. If you want tl1e new acconnt to be the default account, click 
Make Default. T he default account will always be the one 

selected when you perform any action that requires you to 
select an account. 

7. C lick General to move to the Mail and News Settings 
Preferences. 
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8. If you are using a modem to connect, uncheck the "Send 
messages immediately" check box. Adjust any other settings 
in this dialog to suit your preferences. For example, if you 
are using an l.J.\1AP account, check the "Hide deleted IMAP 
messages" check box if you do not want to see deleted mes
sages before they are purged. 

9. Click Message Composition. 

10. Set the Mail sending format (either plain text or HTML). 

11. Click OK. This accow1t will be enabled, and you can work 
with it by using Outlook Express. 

Working with Multiple Email Accounts 
There isn't all tl1at much to working with multiple email 
accounts after you have them configured. Mostly, it is a matter 
of choosing the account that you want to use for a particular 
action. H ere are some points of which you should be aware: 

• When sending mail, you can choose which account it is 
from by using the Account pop-up menu. When you choose 
an account from tl1is menu, tl1e ren1rn address for tl1at 
account will be on the mail the recipient receives. Your 
default email account will be selected automatically. 

• \\'hen you send and receive email, you can choose to use 
either or both accounts (see Figure 25.6). If you choose 
Send & Receive All (Command-M), mail from all accow1ts 
will be sent and received. 

• Remember that your email account is separate from the 
account through which you connect to the N et. This 
enables you to use multiple email accounts with one access 
account. Hmvever, occasionally, some email accounts will 
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Auto checking mail 

If you want Outlook Express to 
automatically check your email 
at specified intervals, go to the 
General Preferences window 
and check the "Check for mail 
every_ minutes• check box. 
Enter the number of minutes 
between email checks. When 
this amount of time passes, 
Outlook Express will automati· 
cally check your mail in all 
accounts. If you conned 
through a modem and the con· 
nedion is down at the time, 
Outlook Express will be unable 
to check your mail. 

fiGURE 25.7 

Using the Send & Receive com· 
mand, you can choose to send 
and receive email for any or all of 
your email accounts. 
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not let you send mail through a mail server if you are logged 

on from an account not originating from that server's opera

tor. For example, ifl am logged on through my !Quest ISP 

and try to send email through my EarthLink mail account, I 
will get an error message (I can read email from it, howev
er). If this happens to you, you will need to configure an 
access account that corresponds to that mail account and use 

that to connect to send mai l. 

• If you want email from different accounts to automatically 

go into different folders, set up mail actions that move mail 

addressed to each account into specific folders. 

Using Mailing Lists 
Mailing lists are email discussions about almost any topic you 
can imagine. There are two basic types of mailing lists: public 
and private. Public mailing lists enable anyone to sign up for, read, 
and send messages to the mailing list. You can find public mail
ing lists on such diverse topics as games, music, fan clubs, com
puters, stock market reports, spor ts, comics, aviation, arts, jobs, 
pets, news, jokes, juggling, climbing, reviews, fractals, classifieds, 
and much more. 

PTivate mailing lists are a way for you to send mail to multiple 
recipients at the same time. These are particularly useful for 
team projects. You can set up a mailing list for each member of 
the team and use that to send out important announcements 
(such as meeting notices) or any other information that is rele
vaJlt to the project. Believe it or not, a lot of families also use 
mailing lists to keep in touch with each other and transmit fami
ly news all over the world. 

Using Public Mailing Lists 
Here's how public mailing lists work. First, you send an email 
message to a specific address for each mailing list that interests 
you; your message contains a command that requests that you be 
added to the mailing list (you wi ll be subsL1·ibed to the list). Then 
you receive confirmation that you have been added to the mail
ing list along with illStructions on how to do various things with 
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the list (such as unsubscribe). From that point on, all you have to 
do is read the messages as they are automatically sent to you. 
You can reply when you are so moved; your reply goes to every 
person on the mailing list. 

O ne mailing list that you should subscribe to is the Mac 
EvangeList maibng list. Thjs list is for all things Macintosh. And 
it is a very pro Mac List-it was started by Guy Kawaski, (Apple's 
first evang·elist) . 

Subscribing to the Mac EvangeList mailing list 

I. Create a new email message. 

2. Address the message to majordomo@public.lists.apple.com. 

3. In the body of the message, type subscribe EvangeList-Digest 
(you can leave the subject line blank). 

4. Send the message. After a time, you will receive a confirma

tion message from the mail server. You need to reply to this 
message. You will also receive a message telling you the 
resul ts of your mailing list command (which was subscribe). 

5. Open the confirmation message that you receive and reply 
to it. 

6. In the reply, delete everything but the line of text that is 

"auth <auth_key> subscribe listnarne your _address"-make 

sure that you remove the > symbol as well. 

7. Send tills reply. You will receive a welcome message and 
after that you will start receiving the mailing list messages. 
Enjoy! 

Be careful if you decide to send mail to a mailing list. Make sure 
that you send mail to the correct address. T here are usually two 
addresses for each list: one is an administrative list, and the other 
is the address to whjch you send messages that you want every
one on the list to see. Check the information that is mailed to 
you when you subscribe to a list to learn which is which. 

You can read mailing list messages just like you do any other 
email. If you subscribe to a digest version, you will see mul tiple 
messages combined into one. When yon don 't want to continue 
receiving the mailing list anymore, you wi ll need to send the 
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Digest? 

Digests are compilations of 
messages sent to a mailing list 
Instead of receiving lots of sep
arate messages each day, you 
will receive a single message 
that contains all of those sent to 
the list that day. Digests are 
more efficient, especially if the 
mailing list is very active. 

Keep the addresses straight 

Whatever you do, make sure 
that you use the administrative 
address to send subscribe and 
unsubscribe commands. If you 
post these to the mailing list 
you will receive lots of mail ask· 
ing you not to do that again 
(some of it in a rather rude 
way, too). 
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Adding people to contacts 

A great way to add people to your 
contacts is to select a message and 
!rom the Tools menu, choose Add 
Sender to Contacts (Command-=). 
The sender's address will be placed 
in your contacts list lor easy use. 
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proper command to the mail server to unsubscribe from it . .Make 
sure that you save the welcome email you receive from all the 
lists to which you subscribe. T hen you wi ll always have the 
instructions you need to unsubscribe from that list. 

If you have something to contribute to the list, you can post a 
message to the list. Your message will be sent to all the members 
of that list. Be ca reful and consider what you post to a list. A lot 
of people wi ll be reading your message, and if you send some
th ing inappropriate to the list, you may get a lot of nasty email 
back in response. 

Some lists are modemted ,which means that all mail to be posted 
goes to a person or a group who screens the message to make 
sure that it is appropriate for the list. (The Mac EvangeList is a 
moderated list). In an mmzodentted list, it is a free-for-all, and all 
messages are immediately posted to the list. Unmoderated lists 
tend to have more traffic, but much o f it is a waste of time. Still, 
if you like more free-flowing discussions, you may refer to 
unmoderated lists. 

Creating Your Own Mailing List 
Public mailing lists can be good, but you may find that personal 
mailing lists are as useful to you. You can create personal mailing 
lists that contain one or more of your contacts. \iVh en you want 
to send mai l to the people on your mailing list, drag the mailing 
list to a new message window. T he mail wi ll then be addressed 
to everyone whose address is part of the mailing list. 

C reating a personal mailing list 

1. C lick Contacts to open your contacts. 

1. C lick the Mailing L ist button. 

3. Name your mail ing list. T he Contacts window will change 
to show the contents of that list, which will be nothing 
immediately after you create it (see Figure 25.8). 

4. Click the Find People button. 

5. In the Find People window, enter the name of the person 

who you want to add to your mailing list. 
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6. Drag the name from the Find People window onto the new 

mailing list's window. 

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until you have added everyone that you 
want to add. 

8. Close the list window by clicking the In box. 

Sending mail by using a personal mailing list 

1. Ex'Pand the Contacts by clicking the triangle next to it. 

2. Select the mailing list to which you want to send email. 

3. Click the Mail to button. A new message window will appear 

with the mailing list in the To field. 

4. C reate and send your message as you normally do. It wi ll be 
sent to each address in the mail ing list. 

Working with Email Attachments 
O ne of the best features of email is that you can send and receive 
fil es with your email. T his makes email one of the most conve
nient ways to transfer files to other people. 

Understanding File Encoding 
T he steps involved in attaching and receiving files are easy; 
however, sometim es getting a usable fil e to its destination is not 
so easy. There are lots of different fi le types, emai l packages, 
netw·orks, and computer platforms involved. Plus, because only 
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FIGURE 25.8 

Creating a personal mailing list is 
easy with the contacts features of 
Outlook Express. 
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Changing attachment coding 

To change how files are coded 
when they are attached, use the 
Attachment encoding preference 
under the Message Composition 
preferences. 

What's MIME? 

MIME stands for Multipurpose 
lntemet M01l Extensions. Basically, it 
is a set of standards for files that 
enable MIME compliant email pack
ages to transfer files easily and sue· 
cessfully. Outlook Express on the 
Mac and on the PC are both MIME· 
compliant. 
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plain tex't can be sent across the Net, files are encoded before they 
are sent; when a file is encoded, it is converted into a plain text 
fil e. When you receive a fi le, it is decoded and becomes a usable 
file again. 

Sometimes the fil es you attach will get messed up (computer 
geeks say the file gets unmged) when the recipient receives them. 
There are lots of ways this can happen, but if you do a li ttle 
investigation first, you can prevent some problems. Most of the 
time, attachments work fine. If not, you can often experiment 
until you make them work. 

You usually don't have to worry about decoding a file that you 
receive because Outlook Express will do that for you. Sending 
files is another matter, however. 

Before you send an attachment, try to figure out what kind of 
computer and network the recipient is using. Here are some 
general guidelines on attachments: 

• If the recipient is using a Macintosh, set tl1e Encoding 
method to BinHex- this is the default. T his ensures that 

both fod<s of Mac fi les are transferred 

• If the recipient is using a PC, choose another encoding 
option, such as Bnse64. Base64 is a .MIME-compliant encod
ing format. 

• If the recipient is using a local area network of some kind 

instead of connecting directly to tl1e L1ternet-tlus is tl1e 
way a lot of companies connect-go ahead and try to send 

the attachment. But be sure to check with the recipient to 
make sure that he was able to use the file. Often, the gate
ways to these local networks will trash attached files, 
although email messages themselves generally get through 
just fine. 

• If you are sending the file to another Mac user, you should 

comp1·e.rs ilie fi le before you attach it- make sure that you 
attach the compressed file rather tl1an the uncompressed 
version. By compressing the fil e, you are making it smaller 
and thus much faster to send and receive. The Stufflt format 
is the most common compression format on the !viae. You 
wi ll learn more about compression in the next section. 
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• If you are sending files to a PC user who is using W indows 
3.1, stick with the 8.3 naming convention . This means that 

you should name the fil e with eight characters or less and 

add a three-letter extension that is appropriate for the type 

o f fi le that you are sending (.doc for a \ Vord fi le for exam
ple). 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lenm more nbour PC file nrrming convemious, sec pngt.' 497 

• In fact, unless you are 100 percent sure that the recipient is 

using a M ac, you should try to name fi les that you will send 
with the three-letter extensions that are used on the 

Windows platform (such as .xJs for an Excel file). T his is a 
pain, but it wi ll make the fi le easier to use for the PC user 
receiving it. 

vVhen you attach fi les to mail, you need to set the encoding used 
(if you want to use something other than the default) and make 
sure that you have named it appropriately for the recipient. 

Understanding File Compression 
In order to make attachments as small as possible (and thus 
faster to download), it is a good idea to compress any fi les that 
you send. You are also likely to receive compressed fi les. 

O n the Mac, almost all files are compressed by using the Stufflt 
fom1at; these usually have .sit appended to the fil e's name. O n 
the PC, fi les are compressed by using the Zip forma t (the exten
sion is .zip). Mac OS 8.5 comes with the uti lity you need to both 
compress and uncompress files. 

\~/hile it is a good idea to compress fi les before you send them, if 
you aren't sure that your recipient will be able to uncornpress 
them (if they are using a PC for example), you can send them 
without compression. The files will take a lot longer for you to 
send and for your recipient to receive, but at least you are more 
sure that the fi le will be usable once it re;1ches its desti nation. 
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Bravo AOL 

PC files are usually compressed 
by using the zip format. 
America Online software dou· 
bles as an excellent decompres· 
sion program for zip files. You 
can open zip files from within 
AOL. and it will decompress 
them for you. You can use the 
AOL software for this even if 
you don't have an AOL account. 
You are likely to receive a disk 
or CD with the AOL software on 
it, or you can download it from 
http: //IWII'/ . aol. com. 
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It's two tools in one! 

Stufflt Expander will also decode a 
number of encoding formats as 
wel l. If you receive a file with an 
extension that you don't recognize, 
try using Stufflt Expander on it; if it 
is an encoded file, Stufflt Expander 
may be able to decode it for you. 

Double-clicking to unstuff 

If you double-dick a stuffit archive, 
Stufflt Expander will uncompress it 
for you. 

Aladdin Systems 

Aladdin Systems can be 
contacted at http: //YIWW. 
al addinsys. com. 

Enhanced Expander? 

The Enhanced version of Stufflt 
Expander, that is part of the 
DropStuff application, will decode 
and uncompress lois more formats 
than the free version. If you plan on 
downloading files from the Web or 
using email to send and receive 
attachmen15, you should definitely 
register DropStuff. 
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Uncompressing Files 
When you receive a .sit file, you need to uncompress it before 
you can use it. Fortunately, Mac OS 8.5 comes with an excellent 
uncompression utility from Aladdin Systems called Stuffft 
Expander. Stuffft Expander is freewar e so you can use it without 
any cost. Plus, it is easy to use. 

To use Sn1fflt Expander, create an alias for it on your desktop. 
Using it is just a matter of drag-and-drop. 

Preparing and using Stufflt Expander 

1. Open the Aladdin folder that is within the Internet Uti lities 
folder that is within the Internet folder on your startup disk. 

l. Open the Stufflt Expander folder. 

3. Select Stufflt E;-.:pander and hold dovm the Option and 

Command keys as you drag it to your desktop. An alias will 
be created on your desktop. 

4. Close the folders. 

5. Drag a compressed file (one with the .sit extension) onto the 

Stufflt Expander icon on your desktop. You will see a brief 
progress window as Stufflt Expander w1compresses the fi le. 
When it is done, the uncompressed fil es will be in the same 

folder as the compressed file was. 

Compressing Files 
Mac OS 8.5 includes Aladdin Systems' excellent DropStuff for 
compressing files. DropStuff is easy to use and is quite powerful. 
Note that the version of DropS tuff included with Mac OS 8.5 is 
shareware. I f you continue to use it for more than 15 days, you 
need to register it with Aladdin. At $30, it is a bargain. You must 
first install Drop Stuff before you can use it. 

Installing DropStuff 

1. Open the Internet Uti lities folder that is within the Internet 
folder on your startup disk. Then open the Aladdin folder. 

l. Double-click the DropS tuff w/EE 4.0 Installer icon to 
launch the installer. 
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l. C lick Continue. 

4. Read the vVelcome message and click Continue. 

5. Click Install. 

6. Tell DropS tuff where to install the DropS tuff folder and 

click Install. 

7. If you have not registered any Aladdin products, cl ick 

Cancel in the dialog prompting you to locate a personalized 
Aladdin product. If you have registered an Aladdin product, 
find it, and the installer will o·ansfer the information to the 

DropS tuff installation. 

8. Click OK in the "Installation was successful" window. 

9. Hold down Option and Command and drag the DropStuff 

icon onto your desktop to create an alias there. 

10. Close the folders. 

Using DropS tuff is also easy with drag-and-drop. 

Compressing a file or folder with DropStuff 

1. Drag the folder or file that you want to compress onto the 

DropS tuff icon. If you haven't registered it, you will see the 
registration dialog. 

l . To use it in the demo mode, click Not Yet. T hen you wi ll 
see a progress window as the file or folder is stuffed. (After 

you register DropSruff, you move so·:1ight to the progress 
window.) The compressed file will be located in the same 
folder as the file o r folder that you are compressi ng. It will 

have the .sit appended to its name. 

Viewing Attachments 
You can choose to view attached fi les from within Outlook 
Express rather tha11 downloading them. Outlook Express uses 
helper applications to enable you to view the fil es. Because you 
are more likely to want to use help applications while you are 
using tl1e Web, you will learn more about them in the Web 
chapters. For now, just know that you can set the helpers that 
Outlook Express uses by choosing the File H elpers preference in 
tl1e left pane of the Preferences window. 
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Multiple versions of compressed 
files 

If you uncompress a file or fold· 
er into a folder with a file of the 
same name, DropStuff will 
append a .1 onto the duplicate's 
name. 
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FIGURE 25.9 

The message called "file" has a 
file attached-you can tell by the 
paper clip symbol. 
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SEE ALSO 

)> ?o leam about configuring rmd using belpe1· applications, see page 6 51 

Receiving Files Attached to Email Messages 
You wi ll probably want to receive files attached to email mes
sages that are sent to you as wel l. 

To receive a fi le attached to a message 

1. When you see a new message that has a paper clip symbol 

next to its subject, the message has a fi le attached to it (see 
Figure 25.9). 
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2. Open and read the message. 

9:47AM Outlook Expr ess 

!!18 

]. C lick on the Get attachments button (the paper dip with 

the downward arrow). You will see a pop-up menu showing 
all of the files attached to that message (see Figure 25.10). 
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4. Choose the file you want to open from the pop-up menu. 
The fil e will launch just as if you had double-clicked it in 

the Finder. T he fil e will be opened by using the helper file 
that is set for the file type. 

You may want to save fil es you receive rather than opening them 
right away. I f you are working on a project, for example, you 
might want to collect all of the files in a pnrticular folder instead 
of opening them from the emails to which they are attached. 

Snving files when you receive them 

1. Open the message that has a fil e attached. 

l. H old down the Option key, click the Get attachments but
ton, and select the file. You wi ll be prompted to save the fil e 
with a standard Save dialog box. 

:J. 1\tlaneuvcr to where you want to save the file and cJjck Save. 

4. If the fi le is compressed (it has a .sit or .zip extension), you 
wi ll have to uncompress it before using it. 
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FIGURE 25.10 

The Get attachments pop-up 
menu shows you the files that are 
attached to a message. 

Saving files 

You can make the save function 
the default (instead of viewing 
the file) by unchecking the Use 
file helpers to view attachments 
preference (in the General pref
erences window). If you do this, 
you will be prompted to save 
files rather than view them with 
a helper. Then when you hold 
down the Option key, you VIi II 
vieo.v the file instead of saving it. 
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Drag-and-drop 
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You can also attach a file to a mes
sage by dragging the file onto a 
message window. Once you do, the 
file will be attached just as if ~uu 
had followed the steps. 

Add them all at once 

If you click on the Add All button, all 
of the files in the opened folder will 
be attached to the message. 

FIGURE 25.11 

The file called Archive.sit is now 
attached to the email message. 

Automatic compression 

You can set Outlook Express to 
automatically compress your attach
ments by going to the Message 
Composition Preferences dialog and 
checking the Compress Attachments 
check box. When you send a mes
sage with a file attached, Outlook 
Express will automatically use 
DropS tuff to compress the file when 
it sends it This prevents you from 
having to manually stuff the file. The 
down side is that all the files you 
send will be compressed and if you 
some of your recipients can't deal 
with stuffed files, they won't be able 
to use them. Sometimes, it is better 
to have to think about compressing 
files for this reason. 
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Attaching Files to Your Email 
To send a fi le with an emai l message, you can create a message 
and then attach your files to it. 

Attaching a fil e to an email message 

I. Compress the fi le you are going to send by using DropStuff; 

if you aren't sure that the recipient can deal with a .sit fi le, 

skip th is step. 

1. Create a new message or reply to a message in the usual way, 
but don't send it yet. 

3. Click the Add Attachments button (the paper clip). 

4. In the standard file dia log box, move to the file you want to 
send (choose the stu ffed version if you compressed it), high

light it, and click Add. T he file will appear in the Attached 

Files section of the window (see Figure 25.11). 

- ~ 
I Desktop I 

( Mel 

I AddAII 

L.------~H· I Rer::::Au I 
~ Concel 

5. If you want to add additional fi les, repeat step 3 un til they 
are all attached. 

6. \iVhen you have added all of the files that you want to 

attach, click D one. T he file will now appear in the bottom 
of the email message to which it is attached (see Figure 
25 .1 2). 

7. Send the message. 
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Updating Outlook Express 
The version o f Outlook Express that comes witl1 Mac OS 8.5 is 
4.01. As wiili all otl1er applications, Microsoft periodically 
updates it. To get the latest version of Outlook Express as well as 
for information and support, use your Web browser to go to 
http: //www. microsoft . com/ ie/ ie40/oe/. 
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This message has a file attached~· 
it appears in the bottom pane of 
the window. 
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Browsing the Web: The Basics 

Understanding the Web 
You are about to experience a revolutionary form of communica
tion, which also happens to be a revolutionary form of entertain
ment, commerce, the arts, and education. The World Wide Web 
is evolving into a phenomenon , the li kes of which have rarely 
been seen before. 

The \Vorl d Wide Web enables you to virn1ally explore the world 
from your computer. And the world is only as big as your imagi
nation. Just imagine being able to tap into some of the finest 
university libraries in the world to do research on a paper. It's 
possible. But there's more. You can buy and sell goods and ser
vices, watch movie clips of upcoming fearure films, hear fa ntastic 
sounds, visit art gfl lleries, experience different types of imagery, 
and read about any topic under th e sun. Are you a news junkie? 
The \Veb enables you to browse through newspapers and maga
zines from all over the world. 

But the best thing about the Web is the people you' ll meet 
there. You can visit personal Web pages of individuals whom you 
could never hope to meet in any other way. Visiting the \ Neb is 
truly an amazing experience. 

It's time for the wonderful ·world \i\fide Web. Weady? 

Understanding URLs 
URLs (Uniform Res01wce Locaton) are fu ndamental to e:\:ploring 
the \Veb; URLs are a standardized wny of identifying places on 
the Intern et. They function just as street addresses do, and they 
also tell your Web browser what kind of Internet service you wi ll 
be accessing when you move to that URL. 

URLs look like the following: 

code:/ / xxx.somewhere.zzz/document 

Each of the clements of a URL arc explained in the following 
List: 



Understanding URLs 

• The service code. T his is the type of Internet service that 
you will be using when you move to the URL. Table 26. 1 
lists some of the codes you may see. Although there are a 
number of different codes, those in Table 26. 1 are the most 
common. Once you get the hang of these codes, any others 
you see won't cause you any trouble. 

Table 26.1 URL codes and the services they represent. 

Servi(e Code Servke Comment 

http 

htrps 

mail to 

news 

file 

World Wide Web 

World W ide Web 

File 'Jransfer 
P rotocol 

Email 

Usenet News 

A fi le 

The http code indicates a World \!Vide 
\Ncb site. You'll usc U RLs with d1is 
code frequently. 

T he https indicates a secure Web site; 
when you transmit data to and from an 
hL'tp site, it is encrypted for security 
pur·poses. 

You'll usc ftp URLs when downloading 
files from tl1e Internet. 

You'll use mailto when sending email via 
a \.Veb browser and some email 
programs. 

You'll see news URLs when reading 
Usenet News. 

T his code indicates that what you are 
looking at is a file on your Mac. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To ftnrn nbollt IIC'lVsgroups, sec Cbnpter 28, "Rrtuling Nws1r·oups" 

• The domain name. T he next part is the address of the 
server that is hosting the Web site. For example, xx:x.some
wbenzzz stands for a particular Internet service on a specific 
computer somewhere on the Net. T he domain :x:t~-c.some-
7/Jbere.zzz can refer to many different kinds of machines 
located all over the world, everything from large computers 
at major universities to a PC in someone's home. U sually, 
the xxx will be the service code that you are using-www for 
the World \iVide \Neb, ftp for fil e transfer protocol, and so 
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Codes and syntax 

You should know that of the codes 
listed in Table 26.1, the mailto and 
the news don't use the two slashes 
(//)after the code. So a mail URL 
may look like this: 

mailto:brodm@iquestnet 

Sometimes a URL will end with a 
slash (/) and sometimes it won't. 

Using Your Mac to Surf th e Internet 
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on. T he somewbe-re.com identifies the particular computer; it 
is the computer's Internet name. T his part is very similar to 

everything after the@ in an email address. 

• The document. The last part, docmnent, is the specific item 
to which you're moving; it can represent anything from a 
Web page to a fi le that you want to dov,rn load, to a news

group message, and so on. However, documem won't be part 
of every URL you see. Sometimes, you'll see a URL to a 
specific server rather than a document. In this case, the 

URL will end with .t·xx.somewbeTe.zzzl. 

Usually, you don't have to worry about these details as you'll 
either be entering URLs as you find them or just clicking the 
mouse button to indicate where you want to go. When you do 
type a URL, just type it as shown and you'll be fine. 

You primarily use URLs in a ~1eb browser such as Internet 
Explorer, although you can also use them in service-specific 
applications, such as email clients. Of course, they are superflu
ous in single-purpose applications si nce there is only one place 
that the address can point to (an email address in an email pro
gram, for example). 

Do you hate to type? I do. I personally am waiting for the day 
·when voice recognition becomes a pmctical reality, like in "Star 
Trek." Compme·r do tbis, comp11te7' do tbllt. But, until then, typing 
is a way of life and URLs are long, ugly beasts. Unfortunately 
for all of us, we just have to deal with them. 

Fortunately, you don't have to type many URLs you use. Often, 
you can use a URL by clicking on something with your mouse 
or by copying and pasting it. And with favorites (which you will 
learn about in a later section), you really only have to type a 
URL once. 

T hat's enough about URLs. It's time to get on the \iVeb. 



Introducing Microsoft's Internet Explorer 

Introducing Microsoft's Internet 
Explorer 

Mac OS 8.5 includes an excellent \Neb browser, Microsoft's 
Internet Explorer, as its default Web browser (sec Figure 26.l). 
In addition to basic Web surfing, Internet Explorer provides 
many excellent features that you can use to get the most out of 
your Web experiences. 

Apple 
§) 
Da\:- lrfr umil iMar 

lancl~onAugtbl I; rh. 

Apple Compul(!r 

@ :qJ5A#f a; Get tJ1~ l 4testHews onl\far. 

Previously, Netscape Navigator was the default Mac Web brows
er. T he tv•o programs are fairly similar and have been battling it 
out for market dominance. Netscape Navigator is also an excel
lent appl ication (see Figure 26.2). Each program excels in certain 
areas, but you are likely to prefer one over the other for aesthet
ic or other reasons. Since N etscape Navigator is <1 lso free to use, 
there is no reason that you shouldn't try it for yourself to see 
which you prefer, especia lly since Netscape Navigator is also 
included on the Mac OS 8.5 CD-ROM. 
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fiGURE 26.1 

Internet Explorer is an excellent 
Web browser. 

Using Navigator 

While Netscape Navigator is no 
longer Ihe Mads default Web 
browser, it is still induded on 
the Mac OS B.S installation CD. 
There is no reason that you 
canit install it from the CD and 
try it for yourself. To install 
Navigator, run the Install Mac 
OS 8.5 application, use the 
Customize option, and then 
choose the Customized 
Installation option for the 
Internet Access software. Check 
the Netscape Navigator check 
box and continue with the 
install. Netscape Navigator ver
sion 4.05 will be installed on 
your Mac. See Appendix A. 
!Installing and Maintaining the 
Mac OS,i for more infomnation 
on running the installer to install 
components. 
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FIGURE 26.2 

Netscape Navigator is also a very 
powerful and easy-to-use Web 
browser. 

Choosing the browser that is right 
for you 

Since you have a choice of 
browsers, which should you use? 
That depends on your personal 
preferences. Frankly, they both work 
similarly. The differences between 
them are relatively minor, and if you 
can use one, you can use the other 
with just a little exploration. You 
may end up using them both at cer
tain times. After you are comfort
able using Internet Explorer, I 
suggest that you give Navigator a try 
and see which browser you prefer. 
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Apple 

For the remainder of this chapter and the next, you will be 
learning how to use Internet Explorer, but you can do the same 
tasks similarly in Netscape Navigator. The terminology and 
commands are slightly different, but once you can use one, you 
can use the otl1er. 

Understanding the Anatomy of a 
Web Page 

vVeb pages, just like email messages, have a certain structure. 
\iVith a Web page, tl1e structure is even simpler because there 
really isn't much to tl1em, from the user's point-of-view anyway 
(see Figure 26.3). T he Web page itself is witl1in the inside bor
ders of tl1e window. Everything else you see is part of Internet 
Explorer (which you will learn about in a few pages). \Vithin 
Web pages, you will see text, graphics, and links. Text and 
graphics you'll no doubt understand. Links are the onJy thing 
that really makes a Web page different from many other docu
ments tl1at you view. Links are simply pointers to someplace else. 



Understanding tbe Anatomy of a Web Page 

That place may be another \ Veb page, a di fferent part o f the 
current vVeb page, a larger view of a graphi c, a fi le, and so on. 
Most links are shown by underl ined text, but many graphics also 
contain links. Using a link is simple-click a li11k and move to 
wherever it points. 

Wl!!Sttu:ttft~:rJ :uwct41Y)'I11til )'tat~U 
~J-=atsxc:f'lr'J.t.1o'l)'f'romtllerle.lbrtJruJ ~al:lr 
).""tUtKUCt!i:lqfrtl( pn:!tlttUU:.Allb, t. :Dwt:U S 
t~all4s!unmttttl~n•rrnhttfcr::t.ert.:1Mtb$ ,.c 

Some \Veb sites use frames, which simply divide the page into 
different sectors (see Figure 26.4). Usually the frame on the le ft 
contains a live list of contents of the site. To move to a particu
lar area, you simply click it in the left frame. Sometimes, you 
can resize frames and sometimes you ca n't. It depends on how 
the page is designed. Frames were in vogue for a while, but once 
everyone who used them fi gm ed out th;Jt they were harder for 
both Web page creator and viewer to work with, they were not 
used as much anymore. 
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Your basic, everyday Web page 
(not really, CNN is more useful 
than your everyday Web page). 

0 Text links 

E) Search box 

0 TOCiinks 

0 Advertising banner 

0 Link buttons 
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FIGURE 26.4 

l
Access National Mortgage's Web 
site (wv.w.someplace.com} uses 
frames. 

Frames 

What is this little thing called 
hypertext? 

As you use the Web, you'll hear a lot 
of words and phrases that begin 
with "hyper." These terms sound 
complicated, but all you really need 
to know is that "hyper" usually indi
cates that there are links among the 
information presented. Hypertext 
means that certain words are linked 
to other words in the same docu· 
ment, and in the Web's case, words 
on other documents. You usually 
activate these links by clicking on a 
word, words, or a graphic. (You can 
also see hypertext in many Mac 
online help systems when you click 
on certain terms to move to detailed 
explanations of those terms or relat
ed terms.) 

T hat is about all you need to know about how a \ Neb page is 
constructed - for now anyway. 

Surfing the Web 
Before you get into more complicated information, take your 
first cruise on the Web. T here are three basic ways to move 
around. You can use links, enter a URL directly, or set and use 
favorites. 

J ust like email, tl1ere are iliree basic steps in order to use tl1e 
\iVeb. T hese are the following: 

1. Connect to the Net (as witl1 email, if you configure Remote 
Access to allow it, Internet Explorer will automatically con
nect to tl1e Net for you). 
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2. Launch Internet Explorer and use the Web. 

3. When you are done, disconn ect from the Net. 

Browsing the Web 
T he method that really makes the Web "the Web" involves 
moving by using hypertext links. T hese links are "gateways" to 

other sites. You can spot links by looking for underlined words, 
different colored text, and graphics. Each of these links can 
indicate a link to another site. You simply activate the link and 
move to the site it links with by clicking on the link. Go ahead 
and try it. 

Browsing the Web 

1. Connect to the N et (from the Apple menu, choose Remote 
Access Status, when the window appears click Connect, and 
wait for d1e status information to appear). 

2. Launch Internet Explorer (an alias to it is located in d1e 
In ternet folder that is on your startup disk). I f you config
ured your Home page to Apple's vVeb site as described in 
Chapter 23 , you will see Apple's Web site (see Figure 26.1). 

3. C lick on links to move to other pages. 

4. vVhen you are done browsing, move back to Remote Access 
Status and click Disconnect. 

Amazing isn't it? T he Web is one of the few things in life d1at 
does live up to its media hype. But wait. \i\That if you \vant to go 
to a specific Web page for which you don't see a lin k? 

Using URLs 
You will see URLs for \ i\Teb sites all over the place including 
television, newspapers, magazines, advertisements, and so on. 
How do you visit a site when you have its URL? It 's not any 
more difficult than following a link. 
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A networked Mac 

If your Mac has access to the 
Internet because it is part of a 
"hard-wired" network (it is 
physically connected to the net
work), you don't need to con· 
nect and disconnect. You are 
always on the Net. 

Letting Internet Explorer do the 
work for you 

If you have Remote Access con
figured to allow automatic con
nections, you can just open 
Internet Explorer, and it will con· 
nect for you. See the "Finishing 
Your Configuration• section of 
Chapter 23, "Connecting Your 
Mac to the Net," for details. 

Watch for the hand 

When you are moving your cur
sor around a Web page, watch 
for it to change to a hand. 
When the cursor changes to a 
hand, it means that you are 
over a link. Click on the left 
mouse button to move to the 
site that the link points to. 

Or watch for the URL 

Another way for you to tell that 
your cursor is over a link is to 
watch the lower left-hand part 
of the screen. When you are 
over a link, you'll see the URL 
of the site to which the link 
points. If you are not over a 
link, you won't see a URL there. 

And follow your links! 

Also notice that links you have 
followed change color to indi· 
cate that you have followed 
those links. This can be useful 
when you are really roaming far 
and wide because you can 
avoid going places that you 
have already been. You can set 
the colors that are used to track 
links in Internet Explorer's 
Preferences window. 
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No need to close Internet Explorer 

You don't have to quit Internet 
Explorer just because you discon
nect from the Nelli you leave it 
open, you can see the last page that 
you visited. In fact, you can use this 
page just as you could when you 
were online, except that links won't 
work (although you may have some 
pages stored on your hard drive, see 
the next chapter lor details on how 
this works). 

I FIGURE 26.5 

You can enter a URl in the Open 
Internet Address dialog to move 
to that site. 

Another way to do the same thing 

Instead of using the Open Location 
command, you can enter the URL 
directly in the Address box that is 
just below the tool bar. You can 
even modify the U RL that is already 
in the box-this may save you some 
typing. When you have the URL the 
way you want it, press Return to 
move there. 

URL tips 

There are some shortcuts you can 
use when you enter URLs. When 
the URL contains IWIW, you can skip 
the http// part. II the server address 
lor a site is www.something.com, 
you can just type the something (lor 
example, to move to Apple's Web 
site at http:fjwww.apple.com, just 
type apple). 
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Using a URL to move to a Web page 

1. Connect to the Net if you disconnected since the previous 

step-by-step. 

2. Move back to Internet Explorer_ 

3. Choose Open Location from the File menu or press 
Command-L. You will see the Open Internet Address 

window (see Figure 26.5). 

Open lntemrtAddre..n 8 

[nlr:rthe t~ddreu (UI.) oft he nem Ia open. 

Ad11rcu: ~====~-~;:::;::::;:;;;::::;-;--~~ 
0 Open in newwlndow I Op1m Ole - ll Grl• n ..J 

4. Enter the URL to which you want to move. After a few 

moments, the ' N'eb site wi ll begin downloading, and you 

can read text and graphics on the page that you are down
loading. 

5. W hen you are done browsing, move back to Remote Access 

Status and click Disconnect. 

Although entering URLs is easy enough, they can be long and a 
pain to type. Fortunately, using Internet Explorer favorites, you 
really have to enter a URL only once. 

SeHing and Using Favorites 
T he third way to navigate is to use favorites. Favorites are an 
easy way to store URLs to which you may want to return; they 
make going back to sites extremely easy. All you have to do is 
select a favori te to quickly move back to that site. 

Setting and using favorites 

1. Connect to the Net and launch Intemet Explorer. 

2. Press Command-L, type C'Jm in the Open Internet Address 

dialog box, and press Return. You will move to the excellent 
CNN Interactive vVeb site from which you can get more 
news than anyone could possibly use. 
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3. From the Favorites menu, choose Add Page to Favorites (or 
press Command-D). 

4. Now press Command-L and this time enter weatlm· and 
then press Return. T his will take you to The V.Teather 
Channel's vVeb site. 

5. Press Command-D to create a favorite since you are proba
bly going to want to come back to this site. 

6. Select the URL in the Address bar and type macwodd, then 
press Return. This takes you to the Mncworld magazine site 
(see Figure 26.6). 

' ... ... . 

7. Press Command-D. 

Cwn~ tt::t~rfl' 
• 1 .. 1cr 

l t\4N~otlhell«<~~ 
MAC"-.....,t lrlJ 
, an..,t.lnth;cinei 'Y 
n tv ~ .. ,.., 

Ill VII \'Gi .... 
Grur(ltM!III\1 
C.-oUII':ttateme 
LNuVptott t+,,:e 

8. Now move to the MacFixlt site at http: //WVNI. macfixit. com. 

9. Press Command-D to add a favorite for this site. 

10. Now move back to the CNN Interactive site by opening 
the Favorites menu and choosing CNN Interactive (see 
Figure 26. 7). 
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This is the Web home of _j 
Macworld magazine. 

A head start on your favorites 

In Figure 26.7, you can see that 
there are already some folders 
that contain favorites on the 
Favorites menu. These are pre
installed and are ready for you 
to use. They are mostly Mac 
related sites that you will find 
very useful. 
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FIGURE 26.7 

Moving back to a favorite site is 
as easy as selecting the favorite 
from the Favorites menu. 

FIGURE 26.8 

You can use the Favorites tab in 
the Internet Explorer window to 
quickly move to a favorite Web 
site. 

Facts of Web Life 

Here's a fact that you can hang onto 
as a certainty: Internet resources ore 
always changing. 

Sites are becoming available; sites 
are disappearing; and sites are 
changing their URI.s. Some locations 
are popular and hard to get on. The 
bottom line is that you may try to 
move to a site and not be able to log 
on. You may even get a message 
saying that the site is no longer avail· 
able. Or you may see a message that 
the site is too full for you to enter. 

If any of this happens to you, you 
can do one of two things. You can 
throw up your hands in disgust. yell 
that this Internet thing doesn't work, 
and put your modem in the trash. Or 
you can just try the srre again later. If 
you're going to use the Internet, you 
have to be a bit flexible. So, recog
nize right now that the Ne~ just like 
life itself, isn't perfect. 
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11. Now cl ick on the Favori tes tab on the left side of the 

Internet E xplorer window. You can see your favorite sites 
listed (see Figure 26.8). 
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12. C lick a favorite in the Favorite pane that opens to move to 
that site. 

13. C lick the Favorites tab again to collapse the Favorites pane. 

14. You can move back to any of the other sites for which you 
created favori tes just as easily. 
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Organizing Favorites 
Adding and using favorites is so easy that you are bound to pile 
up a lot of them as you move about the \ iVeb. Internet Explorer 
provides tools that you can use to keep your favorites organized 
so that they remain easy to use. 

Organizing favorites 

I. Click the Favorites button at the top of the Internet 
Explorer window. You wiU see the Favorites window (see 
Figure 26.9). You can use this window to manage and orga
nize your favorites. You will see the favorites that you creat
ed in the previous step-by-step. 
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2. From the Favorites menu, choose N ew Folder. A new folder 
will appear in the Favorites window. 

3. Name the folder; in this case, name it News & Weather. 

4. Drag the Cl\TN and The Weather C hatmel favorites into 
the new folder. 

5. Create another new folder called Mac Support Sites and put 
the MacFixlt site into it. 

6. C reate another folder, call this one Mac News Sites, and put 
your Macworld favorite into this folder. Your Favorites fold
er should now look something like Figure 26.1 0. 
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FIGURE 26.9 

You can use the Favorites window 
to manage your favorites. 

Favorite folders 

Favorite folders act just like 
Finder folders do. You can 
rename them, place other fold· 
ers inside them, expand or col· 
lapse them, and so on. You can 
also drag them to change their 
order. 

Using the predefined favorites 

Do nit forget to explore the fold· 
ers of favorites that were 
installed when you installed 
Internet Explorer. For example, 
the Macworld site is already part 
of the Macintosh Publications 
folder. But add it to the Mac 
News Sites folder just so you 
get the hang of it. 

I 

I 
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e now a bit These favorites ar 
more organized. 

FIGURE 26.11 

The Favorites menu becomes a 
hierarchical one based on the 
folders that you created within 
the Favorites window. 

Yet another way to view favorites 

The bar just below the Address bar 
is the Favorites bar. You can add 
your favorites to those already 
installed in this bar and move to 
one by dicking its button on the bar. 
To do this, open the Favorites tab 
and drag a favorite onto the Favorite 
bar. You will then see the favorite on 
the bar. 

To remove a favorite from the bar, 
open the Favorites window and 
delete the favorite from within the 
Toolbar Favorites folder that is creat
ed as soon as you add a favorite to 
the Favorites bar. Deleting a favorite 
from this folder does not remove 
the favorite from its other locations, 
so it will still be accessible from the 
Favorites tab. 
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7. Close the Favorites window. 

8. Open the Favorites menu and choose one of the Favmi tes 
folders that you just created. It will be a hierarchical menu 
from which you can choose the favorites in the folder (see 
Figure 26.11 ). 
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C]Apple • D Suppon and lnronnatJon • CJ Mi~c-lnt'osh Publlcatlant • Cl Where to lkiY~tlclntosh Products • CJ Sortwal"'! DtYelope:n • CJ UardWArf! Oevalopen • CJ Multimedia • CJ Chttnnt.!ll • 
CJ ~ia c SUJJJIOrt SitU I 
D \We Hews SlteJ • 

9. Click the Favorites tab. T his pane is also organized accord
ing to the work you did in the Favorites window (see Figure 
26. 12). just click a favorite to move to that site. 

You can see that it is simple to keep your favorites organized. 
T here are a few more things that you can use to work with 
favorites. T hese are the following: 

• You can add a divider between favorites or between the 
Favorite folder by using the New Divider command on the 
Favorites menu. The divider will be added below the folder 
that you have selected when you choose the command. 
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• You can sort the favorites items by clicking the newspaper 
icon in the upper left corner of the Favorites window. T he 

favorites will be sorted according to item name. 

• You can use the New Favorite command to manually add 
favorites and to subscribe to Web sites (you'll learn more 

about this in the next chapter). 

Getting Info on Favorites 
If you select a favorite in the Favorites window nand then do a 
Get Info (from the File menu or by pressing Command-I), you 
will see the Info dialog for that favorite (see Figure 26.13). 

The Tnfo d ia log contains a number of t::~bs, wh ich are the 
following: 

• Info. \Vith the Info tab, you can see the name, address, and 

comments for the site that the favorite represents. You can 
modify any of the fields shown by editing them. 

• Subscribe. T his tab enables you to work with subscriptions 
(you'll learn about subscribing to sites in the next chapter). 
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FIGURE 26.12 

The Favorites tab is also based on 
how you have organized your 
favorites in the Favorites window. 

Manually creating favorites 

If you manually create a new 
favorite by choosing the New 
Favorite command (or 
Command-K), you will see an 
empty info dialog into which 
you can manually enter all the 
information needed to create 
the favorite. 
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The Get Info command works on 
favorites, and you have a number 
of options with which to work. 
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• Account. Some vVeb sites offer services for which you have 
to have an accotmt before you can use the site. Sometimes, 
you have to pay for such an account, while other times it 
w111 be free. In either case, you can store your username and 
password for that site in this tab's window, and Internet 
Explorer will automatically enter that information for you. 
You also can enter your domain into this tab as an additional 
security check. Be careful, though, because if you use this 
tab, anyone who can access your computer and get onto the 
N et can use the site >vith your account on it. Only use this 
feature if your Mac is secure (there aren't a lot of people 
using it). 

• Schedule. This is used to set a time at which Internet 
Explorer will update your subscription to a site. You will 
learn how to use this in the next chapter. 

• NotifY. T his is another subscription related function. 

• Offline. You can have Internet Explorer download a site to 
your Mac so that you can browse it while you are not con
nected to the N et. Why would you want to do this? If you 
have an account that is hard to access during peak hours, 
you might want the site to be downloaded to your Mac at a 
less busy time, and then you could explore it from your Mac 
whenever you wanted to. Also, the site will be much faster 
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to use from your Mac than it is from the Net. The down 
side is that a site will consume a lot of hard disk space. You 
wm learn how to use this in the next chapter. 

Touring Internet Explorer 
You have already used a number oflnternet Explorer's features, 
but now let's take a few minutes to explore some of the com
mands and interface elements that you will be using. 

Using the Tool bar 
Just under the menu bar is the tool bar. You can activate these 
buttons by clicking on them. Not much explanation is required, 
but just in case they don't make sense to you instantly, here's the 
Reader's Digest version of what each one does. 

• Back and Forward. These buttons take you eitl1er back to 
the last page you visited or forward to tl1e next page in the 
list of sites you have visited. 

• Stop. This one stops everything Internet Explorer is doing. 
If you tty to move to a site and it is taking forever and a day, 
click on this to make Internet E:q)lorer stop what it is doing. 
You wi ll probably use iliis button quite a bit. 

• Refresh. This button refreshes the current page, whjch 
makes Internet Explorer go get tl1e page again. Occasionally, 
a page will have problems when you try to load a page to 

your machine. Other times, such as with weatl1er maps or 
stock quotes, tl1e data on the page may have changed. T his 

button tells Internet Ex'Piorer to reload the page to clear any 
errors and get any new data. 

• Home. Tills button takes you back to your H ome page. You 
wi ll learn about this in a later section. 
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Http? 

The http that you see at the begin
ning of Web URLs stands for 
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol. This is 
the language, or set of standards, 
that enable Web servers to provide 
Web pages in a standard and 
consistent format that your Web 
browser understands. 
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• Search. The Search button rakes you to your default search 
site. If you con fi gured the default search site in the Internet 

application to be ht tp: //www . yahoo. com as in the step-by-step 
in C hapter 23, you will move to the Yahoo site when you 

cl ick this button. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To lenm bow ro sen reb I be Web, see pnge 6 3 9 

• Mail. This button opens Outlook Express (if it is configured 
to be your defau lt email program). 

• Favorites. T his one opens the Favorites window in which 

you can organize your favorites. 

• Larger and SmaJier buttons. T hese buttons increase or 

decrease the size of the fonts used to display a Web page. 

• Preferences. T h is one opens the Preferences window that 
you use to configure L1ternet Explorer. You'll learn about 

this in a later section. 

Using the Address Bar 
Someti mes when you' re crawling around tl1e Web, you can get 
lost. If you want to see your present URL, just look in the 
Address bar tl1at is just underneath the tool bar. It always shows 
your present location . As you have already learned, you can also 
move to a URL by entering it in tl1 is box and pressing the 
Return key. 

The downward faci ng arrow next to the Address bar is used with 
the Autocomplete feature. W ith this feature, Internet Explorer 
tries to select a site from the history list (you will learn about 
this in a later section) to fi ll in URLs as you type them in tl1e 
Address bar. 'i\fhen Autocomplete finds matches, the arrow 
becomes active. You C<l n click on it to choose a URL from the 
pop-up menu that appears. 

Using the Explorer Bar 
You have already seen how the Favorites tab works. T here 
are tl1ree additional tabs on the Explorer bar. These are the 
following: 
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• Channels. Channels are vVeb sites that you view regularly 
because you find the infonnation useful or at least entertain
ing. A channel is downloaded to your Mac from where you 
view it. As the site changes, the update is downloaded to 
your Mac according to a set schedule. You can view these 
channels by clicking the Channel tab to open the Channel 
area and then clicking the channel that you want to view. 
Since channels are so similar to subscriptions, you ca n read 
about subscriptions, and then you will also be able to use 
channels. 

• History. As you visit sites, Internet Explorer keeps track of 
the sites you visit and maintatns a history of your \iVeb trav
els. You can use the History tab to quickly move back to any 
site that you have visited. You will learn how to work with 
the History feature in a la ter section of this chapter. 

• Search. The Search tab enables you to perform a search in 
the tab's window whjie you are exploring the results of your 
search in th e main Internet Explorer window. You will learn 
more about searching the vVeb in the next chapter. 

Using Status and Security Information 
And last, in the bottom left corner of the Internet Explorer ,,-in
dow, is the status display area. H ere you see messages from 
Internet Explorer telling you what it is doing or what is happen
ing with the current \Neb page. One of the most useful things 
you see here is the status of a Web page as it downloads into 
your computer. F rom this, you can get an idea of how long 
the page \vill take to fully load. Keep your eyes on the status 
area as you move arotmd because it will help you know what is 
gomg on. 

Another important feature of the status area is that it will show 
you when you are dealing with a secure vVeb site. T his is indi
cated by a lock icon as well as a text message (see Figure 26.14). 
You' ll learn more about \Neb security in the next chapter. 
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lose the tabs 

You can turn off the Explorer bar 
with the Browser Display 
Preferences. 
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FIGURE 26.14 

You can tell that this is a secure 
Web site by the lock icon and text 
message in the status area of the 
Internet Explorer window. 

4 t Secure site icon 

~ , Secure status text 

Internet application 

You can also use the Internet appli· 
cation (in the Control Panels folder) 
to set your Home page. Setting it 
there will cause all your Web 
browsers to use it. Configuring it 
within Internet Explorer will only 
cause that Home page to be used 
in Internet Explorer. 
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Using the Menu Bar 
Internet Explorer also has a menu bar that contains lots of com
mands. You have used some of these and many are replicated by 
the buttons in the tool bar. You will learn about some additional 
commands in the other sections in this chapter as well as the 
next chapter. 

Configuring Internet Explorer 
Preferences 

Just like any other applicati on, there are a number of preferences 
for Internet Explorer that you can set to make Internet Explorer 
work better for you. There are lots of preferences that you can 
configure, and you will learn about some of them in the sections 
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about particular topics (for example, you will learn about the 
security preferences in the security section in the next chapter). 
In this section, you will learn about some of the more basic pref
erences that you may want to configure. 

Setting Your Home Page 
In \Veb-speak, the Home page is the term used for the page that 
your Web browser automatically goes to when you launch it. 
You can set your H ome page to be any page you want it to be. In 
Chapter 23, you configured Internet Ex-plorer to go to Apple's 
\Veb site as your Home page (see Figure 26.1 ). 

But the Home page you choose is up to you. Use the following 
steps to change your H ome page-just in case the mood ever 
strikes you. 

Changing your Home page 

1. Move to the si te that you want to use for your Home page. 
In this step-by-step, I'll use the CNN page as an example, 
but you can use any site that you choose. 

2. Move into the Address bar and copy the URL for the site 

that you want to be your new Home page. 

3. Click the Preferences button. 

4. In the Internet Explorer Preferences window, click the 
H ome/Search tab. You wi ll see preferences you can use 
to set your Home page and the default search site (see 
Figure 26.15). 

5. Move into the Address fie ld and select the current address of 

your Home page. 

6. Paste the URL you copied earlier over the current URL. 

7. Click OK From now on, this page will open when you open 
Internet Explorer and when you click the H ome bu tton. 
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Home Pages Everywhere 

There are really two "kinds" of 
Home pages. I'm talking about 
the first one here: the page that 
Internet Explorer automatically 
loads when you start it. The 
other kind is the Home page on 
every Web server (a Web server 
is a computer on which Web 
pages are presented for your 
browsing pleasure). In this con· 
text, the Home page is the base 
upon which all the pages at a 
particular Web site are built 

How can you tell that you are 
on the Home page of a server? 
Just look at the U RL. If it ends 
with the server portion of the 
address, you're visiting the 
Home page of that site. Want an 
example? The URL for the pub
lisher of this book is http: II 
www. mcp. com/. Anytime 
that you see a URL like this
without any document title after 
the 
last/-then you know you're at 
that site's Home page. 
Finding Home 

Here's a related browsing tip. 
You can move to the Home 
page of any Web site by delet· 
ing everything in the URL after 
the server address. For example, 
pretend that you moved into the 
Weather page of the CNN site, 
the URL is vrww . cnn . com 
/WEATHER/. To quickly move 
back to that site's Home page, 
you can delete/WfATHE.o/ from 
the address in the Address bar 
and press the Return key. This 
will move you back to 
www.cnn.com, which is the 
Home page of the CNN site. Try 
this vAlen you move to various 
URLs to explore a site's Home 
page. 
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You can change your Home 
page with the Home/Search 
preferences. 
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Here are a few more Home page related tips: 

• The Use None button will blank out the H ome page so that 
you see a blank screen when you start Internet Explorer. 

This can be useful if there isn't a Web page that you like to 
see each time you open Internet Explorer and connect to the 

Net. There is no use wasting time downloading a Home 

page that you don't want to see anyway. 

• The Use Defau lt button resets your H ome to Microsoft's 
page at http: // home. microsoft . com. 

• When checked, the "Automatically go to this Home Page 
when opening a new window" check box applies your Home 
page to any new vVeb browser windows that you open (you 

can have multiple Internet Explorer windows open at the 

same time). If you uncheck this box, a new window will be 
blank when you open it. 

If you want your Home page to be in your Favorites folder, you 
can make it so. 

SeHing your Favorites folder to be your Home page 

1. From the File menu, choose Open File. 

l. Maneuver to the Favorites.html fi le. This will be located 
wicl1in the Explorer folder cl1at is in the Preferences fol der. 

3. Select cl1e Favorites.html fil e and click O pen. Your favorites 
will open into a Web page. 
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4. Copy the add ress shown in the Address bar. 

5. Move back to the H ome Page Preferences and paste this 
address into the Address field . 

6. C lick OK. Now your Home page will be in your favorites 
(see F igure 26.16). This is good because the page takes 
almost no time to lo,td, and it gives you quick and easy 
access to all of you r favor ite sites. 
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Setting the Internet Explorer Window Display 
T here are lots of ways to change how the Lnternct Explorer win
dow looks and what tools and bars that you sec on it. O pen the 
Internet Explorer Preferences window and click Browser Display 
(see Figure 26.17). You wil l see the fo llowing options: 

• Colors. T hese options enable you to change the appet1rance 
of the text and links that you see on a page. You can change 

the color of text, the background, lin ks you have viewed, and 
li nks that you haven't viewed by clicking the color bars next 
to each option. When you do, you wi ll see the famil iar 
Color P icker. You can use this to customize the colors used 
for each item. 
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This Home page contains the 
favorites I have set. 

Opening HTML files 

You can use the steps that you 
used to set your favorites as 
your Home page to open any 
HTM L files on your Mac. You 
can browse for them with the 
Open File command just as you 
can with any other application. 
You can also set any HTML file 
to be your Home page. 

Internet Explorer's help system 
is really a set of HTML pages 
stored on your Mac. Choose 
Internet Explorer Help from the 
Help menu and take a look at 
the URL You will see file/// at 
the beginning. This means that 
the address is a file on your 
Mac. The rest of the address will 
be the path to that file, with the 
last part being the name of the 
file itself. 
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FIGURE 26.17 
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Internet Explorer enables you to 
customize the appearance of and 
controls in its window. 
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• T ext size. You can use this pop-up menu to set the relative 
size of text . 

• Underline links. By defaul t, links are underlined so that 

you can easily distinguish them from regular text. You can 

uncheck this box to remove the underline. 

• Toolba.r settings. You can use these settings to change the 

appearance of the tool bars that you see and to see if partic
ular tool bars are present or not. You can also change the 
appearance of the spinning Internet Explorer icon. 

Setting Web Content 
You don't h~1ve to take Web pages as they come. You can deter
mine how pages are displayed by Internet Explorer, including if 
some content is displayed at all. The Web Content Preferences 
enable you to do this. Access them by clicking Web C ontent in 
the Internet Explorer Preferences window (see Figure 26.18). 
The content options are the following: 

• Page Content. T hese settings determine how particular 

kinds of content are handled by Internet Explorer. For 
example, the show pictures preference determines whether 
graphics are displayed at the highest possible quali ty or with 
the highest possible speed. The Animated GIFs preference 

determines if an imations loop continuously or play only 
once per page loading. 
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• Active Content. Active content is content with which you 
interact with controls. This area enables you to set how 
active content is used. U nless you really understand this, you 
should leave these preferences set to their default values. 

• Progressive Formatting. As Web pages load, not all items 
an: loaded at the same time. Usually, text loads first. Then 
individual graphics and files (such as movies) load. This 
enables you to read text while the related graphics are sti ll 
loading onto your computer. As the graphics load, the page 
is refreshed so that it looks its best. If you use a modem 
(which is a slow connection), you want this refreshing to 
happen as each image is loaded so that the page looks as 
good as it can while the other images are loading. If you use 
a nenvork, there is no reason to have the refresh done after 
each image. Pages load so quickly that the refresh just wastes 
resources. If you use a nenvork, set the "Refresh after all 
images are loaded" radio button. If you use a modem, leave 
the default radio button selected. 

Exploring Your Web History 
As you travel the Net, Internet Explorer diligently makes a list 
of each site you visit. This list makes it easy to get back to any 
site that is still on the History list. 
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FIGURE 26.18 

You can determine how the 
content of Web pages is handled 
by IE. 
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FIGURE 26.19 

Using the History tab, you can 
quickly move back to any site that 
you have recently visited. 

Changing History 

To set the number of sites that 
Internet Explorer remembers that 
you have visited, choose the 
Advanced pane of the Internet 
Explorer Preferences window. 
Change the amount shown in the 
"Remember the last sites visited• 
field. The default value is 300. 

Autocomplete 

If you leave the Autocomplete 
option on (it is on by default), 
Internet Explorer will try to complete 
URls as you type them into the 
Address bar. It uses the History list 
to do this. As you type, Internet 
Explorer finds all of the sites that 
match what you have typed and 
puts the closest match into the 
address field for you. As you keep 
typing. Internet Explorer refines the 
matches until there is only one left. 

Day by day 

Internet Explorer creates folders into 
which it places the sites you have 
visited on previous days. To move 
back to a site you visited on a partic
ular day, open the folder with that 
day's date and click the site. 
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T here are a couple of ways you can use the H istory list. 

Visiting the past with the History list 

I. From the Explorer bar, cl ick the Hist01y tab. You wi ll see a 
list of all the sites you have visited (see Figure 26.19). 
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1. To move to a site, cl ick it. 

3. C lick the History tab to close the Explorer bar. 

4. Open the Go menu. You will see the History list on the 
menu (see Figure 26.20). 

5. Choose a site from the list to move to it. 

6. To see the full list of sites on the H istory list, choose Open 
H isto1y from the Go menu. 
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Using Great Web Sites 
After you have used the Web for a while, you will develop quite 
a list of sites that you usc regularly. Unti l then, you can explore 
some of the sites listed in Table 26.2. T hey provide a good start
ing point for your Web adventure. 

TABLE 26_2 Good Web sites for Mac users 

URL 

Mac Sites 

www.apple.com 

macworld.zdnet.com 

www.macaddict.com 

www.machome.com 

Description 

Apple Computer's 
Web site 

Mncworld magazine's 
Web site 

Comments 

You can shop in the Apple 
Store as well as get support 
and read the latest Apple and 
Mac news. 

You can read the latest Mac 
news as well as search for 
information on specific 
topics . 

\Veb page of MacAddict More Mac news from a very 
magazine pro-Mac site. 

Web home of MncHome Read the magazine, down 
magazine load files, and more. 
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FIGURE 26.20 

The History list also shows up on 
the Go menu. 

Erasing the past 

If you want to clear the History 
list, set the number of sites that 
Internet Explorer remembers to 
zero. After you click OK, Internet 
Explorer will forget its past You 
can reset the number it remem-
bers if you want to create 
another History list. 

Exporting History 

You can export the History list 
as an HTML file by opening the 
History window (open History 
from the Go menu) and then 
choosing Export from the File 
menu. 
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TABLE 26.2 Continued 

URL 

Mac Sites 

Description Comments 

www.evanggelist. \Veb home of the Mac All things pro-Mac. 
macaddict.com EvangeList mailing list 

www.macintouch.com Ric Ford's MacinTouch An outstanding source of 

www.macfixit.com 

www.maccentral.com 

www.outpost.com 

www.cdw.com 

site Mac news, especially fo r 
troubleshooting and update 
news. 

Ted Landau's MacFixit 
site 

Home of MacCcntral 
O nline 

H ome of Cybcrian 
Outpost 

Home of Computer 
Discount \Varehouse 

Another excellent site for 
help with Mac problems. 

More Mac news. 

Cyberian O utpost is an 
excellent source for all Mac 
software and hardware. 

CDvV offers some of the 
best prices on J\llac-rebted 
hardware and software 

www.macdownload.com ZDNet's site for Mac 
software 

Good source from which to 
download shareware and 
freeware software. 

Other Sites 

www.mcp.com 

www.cnn.com 

www.weather.com 

www.loc.gov 

www.quicken.com 

- ----- ------
Home of Macmillan 
Computer Publishing 

CNN Interactive An excellent news site. 

H ome of The Weather All the weather information 
Channel 

U.S. Library of Congress 
Web site 

Q uicken's Home page 

you would ever need. 

An amazing collection of 
important documents, all 
available on the \Ncb. 

All the financial news and 
tools that you need to 
keep your finances in top 
condition. 



URL 

Other Sites 

www.dvdexpress.com 

www.reel.com 

www.netflix.com 

www.musicblvd.com 

www.amazon.com 

Description 

An expensive source 
for DVD movies. 

Home of Reel.com 

Home of Net Flix 

Music Boulevard 

Home Amazon.com 

Using Great Web Sites 

Comments 

An excellent source for 
videos and DVDs; if it is 
available, rcel.com will have 
it (you can <llso rent videos). 

You can buy or rent DVDs 
here. 

If you want some music, this 
is the place to go. 

T his is the ultimate book 
store. 

This list is relatively small compared to the list you will build up 
on your own. Still , it gives you some great sites to visit. Between 
these and your preconfigured favorites, you have a lot of sites 
that you can visit already! 
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Web creation tools 

There are lots of programs that 
enable you to create your own Web 
pages. These include Microsoft's 
FrontPage, Adobe's PageMill, and 
many more. There are also lots of 
tools devoted to specific items on 
Web pages such as graphics and 
animation. 

Understanding How the Web Really 
Works 

In the previous chapter, you learned much of what you need to 

know to move around the Web. But why stop with just the 
basics? Internet Explorer is extremely powerful, so why not take 
advantage of that power? 

Before you learn how ro do more advanced things on the Web, 
you should understand a little more about how the Web works. 

Understanding HTML 
The fundamenta l thing tl1at makes the Web work is H)'pe-rText 
Mrn-kup Language, or HTML. HTML is the language that is 
used to create Web pages. vVeb pages are actually just a bunch of 
text marked up with HT.ML codes. Each element on a Web 
page (headlines, captions, links, and so on) is marked with a spe
cific code that tells your vVeb browser what to do with me item 
marked by that code. 

Unless you intend to create your own Web page, you really don't 
need to know any more than that about HTML. 

However, after you use tl1e vVeb for a while, you may want to 
create your own Web page. There are many different tools you 
can use to do so, and tl1is topic is beyond the scope of this book. 
J ust go to your local bookstore (or better yet use the Web itself) 
to learn more about creating your own Web pages. 

Many of tl1e items that make up the code for a Web page are 
actually links, or pointers, to files. For example, each graphic 
that you see on a page is actually a separate fi le somewhere. T he 
HTML code for tl1at item is a pointer that tells your Web 
browser to display that file at that location. So a Web page is 
made up of the file containing the HTML code for mat page as 
well as all of me files that are linked to that page. 

If you want to see what the HTML code looks like for any page 
that you're looking at, just choose Source from the View menu 
while you are visiting that page. In the resulting HTML window 
for that si te, you can see the HTML that created that page. 
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Understanding How a Browser Really Works 
When you visit a Web page, Internet Explorer downloads and 
reads the HTi\tiL code for that page and interprets the code 
accordingly. For example, it displays the regular text with a font 
and point size that you set in the Preferences dialog. It follows 
links to other files, such as graphics, and downloads all those too. 
It then displays all of this information on your screen. 

When you are looking at a Web page, you are really looki ng at 
fi les that are stored on your own computer. That is why the Web 
is relatively slow because you have to download every fil e that is 
used on a page. 

All of these files, and there are usually lots of them, are stored 
on your Mac in Internet Explorer's cncbe. T his cache contains all 
of the files that make up a vVeb page, or site, that you have visit
ed. You can look at a site that has been downloaded from the 
cache; there is no need to connect to the Net to look at it again. 
The more files you have cached, the less your Mac has to down
load from the Web and the faster you can browse pages. Your 
Mac accesses files stored in it many times faster than those files 
you have downloaded from the Net. 

T he cached files are stored in the folder MS Internet Cache that 
is located in the Preferences folder. Within that folder, there is a 
single file called cache.waf. T his file cont:t ins all of the files in 
Internet Explorer's cache. 

You can control the size of the cache. Having a large cache is 
good because that means that Internet Explorer can store more 
information on your hard drive and will have to download fewer 
files from the Net, thus speeding things up for you. T he down 
side is that the larger the cache fil e is, the more disk space it 
consumes. After a certain point, a very large cache file becomes 
so big that Internet Explorer will slow down while using it. 

Configuring Internet Explorer's cache 

1. Open Internet Explorer. 

2. Open the Internet Explorer Preferences window and click 
Advanced. You will see the Cache section of the Advanced 
preferences window (see Figure 27 . l). 
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I FIGURE 27.1 

You can use the Advanced 
Preferences to set Internet 
Explorer's cache. 

The Java theory 

The theory behind Java is that all of 
the major players will agree to stan· 
dardized Java commands, features, 
and programming syntax. This 
would make it possible for a pro
grammer to implement the Java 
architecture once and create a pro· 
gram that can run on any computer. 
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J. You can have Internet Explorer update the pages in the 

cache once per session, never, or always. U nless you have a 
very long browsing session, you should leave this set to the 

default. 

4. You can increase or decrease the size of the cache by chang
ing the number in the Size field. The default is 5 MB. If you 

can spare disk space, increase this to 10 or 15MB. 

5. To clear the cache, click the E mpty N ow button. T his will 

force Internet Explorer to reload each page that you want to 
visit. 

6. Use Change Location to change the location of the cache 
file. You will lea rn how this can be useful in a later section in 

this chapter. 

7. C lick O K. 

Understanding Java 
Java is a technology that, ideally anyway, enables programmers 
to create programs that will run a Java virt:unlmnchine on any 
computer platfom1. T he Java machine translates standard J ava 
commands into the appropriate action on each computer plat
form. Ideally, the same Java program can run the Mac, Windows 
95/98, Windows NT, and UNIX. Each of these platforms has its 
own Java virtual machi ne and should be able to run the J ava pro
gram equally wel l. Alas, it doesn't really work that way, and 
probably never will. 
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The place where J ava has found a home is on the vVeb. Java pro
grams, called npplets, can be embedded into the HTML code for 
V/eb pages. When you browse a page containing a JAV applet, 
the appb runs and does what it is supposed to do. T his enables 
Web page creators to add a single application (an applet) to a 
page and each browser (whether it is running on a Mac, 
Windows PC, or UNIX machine) will be able to run the applet. 
Many of these applets create moving elements, such as anima
tions and banners. Others create fair ly sophisticated controls and 
interface elements that you can usc to cause something to hap
pen on the \Neb site. Lots of games that you play on Web sites 
are actually Java applets. 

lVIac OS 8.5 includes a J ava virtual machine, called Mnc OS 
Runtime fot· Java, or MRJ. Mac OS 8.5 also provides an Applet 
Runner, as well as some sample applets with which you can play. 
These are stored in the Mac OS Runtime For Java folder that is 
located in the Apple Extras folder insta lled on your startup disk. 
If you want to see some Java applets in action, use the following 
step-by-step. 

Using Java applets 

1. Open the Mac OS Runtime For J ava folder and then open 
the Apple Applet Runner folder. You will see the Apple 

Applet Runner, as well as a fo lder called Applets, that con
tains sample applets. 

2. Open the Applets folder. 

3. Open one of the applet folders. It doesn't matter which one 

(I used the T icTacToe applet for this example). 

4. Open the example l.html fi le (each applet has one). The 
applet will begin to run (see Figure 27.2). 

5. vVhen you are done, close the applet or quit Apple Applet 

Runner. 

Internet Explorer also includes lv1icrosoft 's version of its J ava vi r
tual machine, called Nficrosoft Vi1Tital Macbine. You can set which 
virtual machine Internet E:\.'{)lorer uses through the Java 
Preferences window. 
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Java's harsh reality 

Of course, reality has been quite 
different than theory. The major 
players have formed different 
teams with slightly different 
implementations of Java. 
Currently, one group is led by 
Sun Systems that daims to have 
the "pure· Java. The other 
group is led by, you guessed it, 
Microsoft that claims to have a 
better implementation of Java. 
Of course, there are sufficient 
differences between the two 
to cause users all kinds of 
problems. 

As with most of these sorts of 
disputes, there are major court 
battles going on. In the end, it is 
doubtful that Java will ever have 
reached its original purpose. 
That would simply require too 
much cooperation among 
vicious competitors. 

Running applets 

You can also launch the sample 
applets by launching the Apple 
Applet Runner and choosing an 
apple! from the Applets menu. 
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With the licTacToe apple!, you 
can challenge your Mac to a 
game (don't ask who is x and 
who is o!). 
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Configuring Java on Internet Explorer 

1. Open the Internet Explorer Preferences window. 

l. C lickJava. 

]. To disable J ava, w1check the "Enable J ava" check box. You 

might \Vant to do this if you don 't want to run any applets 

from within Internet E xplorer. J ava applets do present some 
security risk, so to be absolutely safe from them, you can 

disable Java. 

4. C hoose the Java virtual machine that you want Internet 

EA-plorer to use to run applets that it encounters. The 

default is the Microsoft Virtual Machine, but you can select 

Apple MRJ to try that. Which should you use? You can try 

both of them and see if you notice any difference. You prob

ably won't. 

5. I f you are familiar with Java, you can work with the other 

options; otherwise, the defaul ts will probably be fine. 

6. Close the Preferences window. 

Of course, for programmers and W eb page creators, Java is 
much more complicatt:u than this. But as a user, that is all you 
really need to know. 

Subscribing to Sites 
When you subsct;be to a page, Internet Explorer monitors that 
page for changes. When the page changes, Internet Explorer 
automatically downloads it to your Mac so that you can browse 
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it. You can subscribe to a page manually, or you can do it on-the
fly while you are browsing a page online. 

\Vhen you subscribe to a page, a favorite for that page is auto
matically created. The difference benveen a Favorite site and 
one to which you have described is that you have to tell Internet 
Explorer to update a Favorite page by selecting it to browse. 
Pages to which you have subscribed will be automatically updat
ed as they change. 

Manually Subscribing to a Web Site 
In the following step-by-step, you will learn how to subscribe to 
the CNN Interactive site so that you can monitor news as it 
changes. However, the steps for subscribing to any page for 
which you already have a favorite are similar. Just replace CNN 
with the page to which you want to subscribe. 

Subsaibing to a Favorite Web site 

I. Open the Favorites window (Command-]). 

l. Choose the CNN site favorite. 

3. Press Command-I. You will see the info window for that 
site. 

4. Click the Subscribe tab. You will see the Subscribe window 
(see Figure 27.3). 
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FIGURE 27.3 

With the Subscribe window, you 
can subscribe to your favorite 
Web sites. 
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FIGURE 27.4 

You can use the Subscribe win-
dow to modify the interval at 
which IE will check your sub-
scribed sites for changes. 

Look for the stars 

If a site to which you have sub
scribed has changed since you last 
viewed it, its icon will be marked 
with a star in the Favorites tab of the 
Explorer bar, as well as in the 
Favorites bar. This star will change 
back to the globe icon as soon you 
view the updated site. 
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5. Check the "Check this site for changes" check box. T his will 
cause Internet Explorer to check this site for changes once 
per day. If it finds that the site has changed, it will download 
it to your Mac. 

6. If you want to set a custom schedule for this site, click the 
Schedule tab. You 'vii i see the Schedule 'vindow (see Figure 
27 .4). If you want to have the site checked once per day, skip 
step 7. 
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7. Check the "Use a custom schedule for this site" check box 
and set the interval at which you want this site checked 
check box. One useful setting is the "Check each time 
Explorer is launched" option. T his causes Intemet Explorer 
to check your subscribed sites every time you launch it. 

8. Click OK to close the in fo window. 

9. From the Favorites menu, choose Update Subscriptions. If 
the site has changed, Internet Explorer will show you a win
dow as it downloads the site and will play a sound. You can 
browse the updated site. Each time you launch Internet 
Explorer, it will check this site and noti fy you if it has 
changed. 
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Subscribing to a Web Site While Browsing 
You don't have to have a favorite for a site in order to subscribe 
to it. Ric Ford's MacinTouch site is a good one to subscribe to 
since he provides excellent information on the latest develop
ments in the Mac world. 

Subscribing to a site while browsing 

1. Open Internet Explorer and move to WVNI. macintouch . com. 

l . Choose Subscribe from the Favorites menu. You will see a 
dialog box that asks you if you want to use the standard sub
scription settings for this site or create a custom subscription 
(see Figure 2 7 .5). 

~ S'uburibe to U1e sUe nt~med below. or choos e 
l£&:il .. Cullomlle.""' l'O crente a customize d 

subn riptlon. 

f Customlre-1 ~I! fubscr1be Y 

3. Click Customize. You will see the info window for that site. 

4. C heck the Schedule tab. 

5. Check the "Use a custom schedule for this site" check box. 

6. Set the interval at which you want the site checked for 
changes. 

7. Click the Notify tab. You will see the Notify window (see 
Figure 27 .6). 

8. Click the "Use a custom notification for this site" check box. 

9. Choose the options that you want Internet Explorer to use 
to notify you of changes to this site. T hese options include 
the following: a sound, an alert, a flashing icon, or even an 
email message. 

10. Click OK. 
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FIGU RE 27.5 

You can choose to create a stan· 
dard or custom subscription to a 
Website. 

Subscribe to a site, and make a 
favorite 

When you subscribe to a site, a 
favo rite for that site is automati· 
cally created. 
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FIGURE 27.6 

You can change the options that 
Internet Explorer uses to notify 
you when a site you have sub-
scribed to changes. 

Manual updates 

You probably figured this out 
already, but you can manually 
update a site by choosing the 
Update Subscriptions command on 
the Favorites menu or by pressing 
Command·U. 
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11. From the Favorites menu, choose Update Subscriptions. You 
will see a progress window as Internet E;\:plorer checks all of 
your subscribed sites. If they have changed, you will see the 
star icon and will hear any notification sounds that you set. 

11. C lick the favori te for the site to browse it. 

SeHing Subscription Preferences 
As you have already seen, you can subscribe to a site by using 
standard settings, or you can customize the settings for each site 
to which you subscribe. T he standard settings are controlled by 
the Internet Explorer Preferences. 

Setting standard subsaiption preferences 

1. Open the Internet Explorer Preferences window. 

l. C lick Subscriptions. You will see the available subscription 
preferences (see Figure 27.7). 

3. Set the standard interval at which you want Internet 
Explorer to check for changes. T he option "Each time 
Explorer is launched" is a good choice for you if you con
nect to the Net with a modem. 

4. Set the standard notification that you want Internet 
Explorer to use when your sites have changed. 

s. Click OK. 
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Browsing a Site Offline 
There may be times when you want to browse sites while you 
are not connected to the Net. For example, you may want to do 
most of your browsing in the early evening. T his also happens to 
be the busiest time on the Net, and you may have trouble con
necting and the Web may be slow because of heavy use. 

You can set Internet Explorer to download your favorite sites to 

your Mac, where you can browse them at another time. This has 
the advantage of making the browsing fast since you are loading 
the site from your hard drive rather than the Net. The disadvan
tage is that storing a site on your hard drive requires lots of hard 
drive space and downloading an entire site can take a long time. 

For best results, use offline browsing with a site to which you 
have subscribed or that is a channel. 

Browsing offline 

1. In the Favorites window, choose a site that you want to 

browse offline (you can do this from a favorite). 

2. Press Command-I to get info for that site. 

3. Click the offline tab. You will see the offline wi ndow (see 
Figure 27 .8). 

4. Check the "Download site for offljne browsing" check box. 

5. Click Options. You wiJl see the Options dialog (see Figure 
27.9). 
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FIGURE 27.7 

Using the Subscriptions prefer-
ences, you can change the 
standard settings that are applied 
to subscriptions. 
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f iGURE 27.8 

Using the offline settings for a 
Favorite site, you can set Internet 
Explorer to download that site to 
your Mac for offline browsing. 

fiGURE 27.9 

With the Options dialog, you can 
determine which parts of a site 
are downloaded to your Mac. 

Subscribe and browse offline 

If you subscribe to a site that you 
have set for offline browsing. ~ will 
be downloaded to your computer 
when the subscription is updated. 
This is the most convenient way to 
use oHiine browsing. 
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6. Check the check boxes for those elements that you want to 
have downloaded to your Mac. You can choose to have the 
following elements downloaded to your Mac: images, 
sounds, and movies. These all require lots of disk space, 
especially sounds and movies, so it is best to leave these 
unchecked unless you are sure that you will want to see any 
movies and hear any sounds that are on this site. 
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7. Check the "Download Hnks" check box and set the level of 
links that you want to have downloaded. Be careful with 
this. If you set this to happen, at least the first level of every 
link on this site will be downloaded. That may be an enor
mous amount of information. Also make sure that the "Skip 
links to other sites" check box is checked. If it isn't, links on 
all of the sites Hnked to the one you are downloading will be 
downloaded as well. 

8. \iVhen you are done setting options, click OK. 

9. Set the location where you want all of the files stored on 
your Mac with the Change Location button. If you leave the 
default setting, it will be stored in the Explorer folder that is 
on your startup disk. 

10. Click OK. 

11. If you want Internet Explorer to automatically connect to 
the Net to download a site when it is not stored on your 
.Mac, open the Internet Explorer Preferences window, click 
Advanced, check the "Automatically connect to the Internet 
if a page is not cached check box," and click OK. The next 
time that your subscription is updated, the site will be down
loaded to your Mac. 

11. To browse offline, choose Offline Browsing from the File 
menu and select the site that you set for offline browsing. 
You can then browse the site from your hard drive rather 
than the Net. If you browse beyond the Hnks that have been 
downloaded, you will be connected to the Net and those 
pages will be transferred to your Mac. 

Searching the Web 
Although the Web is a great thing, it does have its problems. 
One of them is that there is so much information of every con
ceivable kind that the Web appears to be a jumbled mess of 
pages and links going back and forth with no overall organiza
tion or order. And you know what? That's exactly what it is. The 
power of the Web is that anyone-assuming that he cares to 
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Search engine? 

Don't worry about the term search 
engine. It just means "a way of 
looking for things." There are differ
ent search engines because there is 
more than one way to find things 
on the Net. 

For example, one search engine 
may only catalog the subjects of 
Web pages, while another may 
search through the actual text of 
Web pages. In these examples, the 
engine looking at the subjects 
would be faster, but the one that 
searches the text might be more 
helpful in finding what you are look
ing for. 

In practice, the details of a particular 
search engine don't matter very 
much. You just try different ones to 
see which works best for you. 

Add a favorite 

Yahoo! is a site to which you will 
return again and again so add a 
favorite for it. You can also configure 
Internet Explorer so that you move 
to it when you dick the Search but
ton (not the Net Search button 
which actually takes you to the 
excite search site). You can do so in 
Internet Explore(s Preferences dia
log as well as the Internet applica
tion in the Control Panels folder. 

The (numbers) 

By the way, the numbers in paren
theses after a topic are the number 
of site links within that topic. 

learn how-<:an put his own pages on the Web, and any Web 
page can be linked to any other Web page. Combined with the 
mill ions of Web sites available--with thousands being added 
each week-this makes for quite a jumbled morass of informa
tion. 

This arrangement is fine if all you want to do is click around and 
follow the links provided on various pages. I t also works if you 
have specific URLs to visit. 

Often, however, you may want to find Web pages relating to 
specific topics or even certain keywords. Fortunately, there are 
resources available (called seanb engi11es) on the Web to help you 
sort through the tangled web of\iVeb pages and find what you 
are looking for. In this section, you'lllearn a few of the ways that 
you can find information on the Web about specific topics. 

Searching with Yahoo! 
This site wins the award for having the best name and being one 
of the most useful areas from which to search for information on 
particular topics. After you use it, you'IJ agree that its name is 
appropriate. 

T he Yahoo! site enables you to find Net resources related to a 
'vide variety of topics (see Figure 2 7.1 0). These topics run the 
gamut from art to society and culture. 

Not only is the Yahoo! site very powerful, but it is as easy to use 
as the Web itself. Want to see more about some topic? Just click 
on it. As you contiJme to click through the links, you wilJ move 
further down into the Yahoo! hierarchy until you start moving to 
individual Web pages that contain the information for which you 
are looking. 

You can also search for specific information with Yahoo! In the 
following step, I'll search for information on contextual menus. 
The process works similarly for any search that you want to do. 
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Conducting a basic search with Yahoo! 

1. Move to the Yahoo! page at ww11 . yahoo. com. 

l. Enter the text for which you want to search in the fi eld next 

to the Search button (see Figure 27.11). 

l. C lick Search. Yahoo! will search for si tes that contain your 

search text. \Vhen it finishes, you will see the results window 

that contains the matches with your text (see Figure 27 .1 2). 

4. To move to a site to see if it has the information for which 

you are looking, simply click its link. 

5. Click back to move back to the Yahoo! results page or use 
your history list to move back. 

6. You can continue to explore the links Yahoo! found until you 
fi nd the information for which you are looking. 

Most of the time, these simple searches will yield what you are 
looking for. If a basic search doesn't work, try an advanced 
search. 
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FIGURE 27.10 

Yahoo!-a site by any other name 
would not be half as good. 

Yahoo! as default 

In Chapter 23, you learned how 
to use the Internet application 
to configure your default search 
engine to be Yahoo!. If you did 
so, all you have to do to move 
to it is click the Search button in 
Internet Explorer and you will 
move there. 
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Searching the Web 

Conduding a more advanced search with Yahoo! 

1. Move to Yahoo! 

l. Click the options link that is next to the Search button. You 
will see the Search Options page (see Figure 27.13). 
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]. Use the options on this page to refine the search text. For 
example, use the Matches on all words to search for vVeb 
pages that contain all the words in the search phrase. For 
example, to search for contextual and menu. 

4. When you have set all of the options that you want to use 
for your search, click Search. You will see the results of your 
search in a new window. 

There's more to Yahoo!, but this is enough to keep you busy for 
a while. If you need more information about Yahoo!, just click 
the Help link on the Yahoo! Home page. 
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FIGURE 27.13 

The Search Options page on 
Yahoo! enables you to conduct 
more sophisticated searches. 

Boolean expressions 

When you use a word in your 
search such as ond, or, and so 
on, you are using a Boolean 
expression. Most search engines 
enable you to use Boolean 
expressions in your searches, 
but not all of them do it in the 
same way. While Yahoo! pro-
vides radio bul1ons, some sites 
require that you use the words 
themselves; lor example, you 
might have to enter the words 
"contextual" and "menu" in the 
search field . 

Sherlock Mac 

With Mac OS 8.5, the Finder's 
Find command can now search 
the Web (this features is called 
Sherlock). You can set Sherlock 
to search several different 
search engines at the same 
time. To learn how to use this 
feature, see the "Finding 
Information on the lntemer' 
section of Chapter 4, "Working 
with the Finder." 
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There are more search engines 
out there 

Yahoo! is certainly not the only great 
search engine available; there are 
plenty of other excellent search sites 
that you can use. Some examples 
are the following: excite at 
IVWVI . exci te. com, infoseek at 
1vwv1. infoseek. com, Lycos at 
IVWVI.lycos. com, and AOL Net 
Find at http ://www. aol. 
com In et f ind /. 

FIGURE 27.14 

I HotBot is a metaseard1 site-it 
L hes other search engines. 

There's more than the Web 

In many of tl1e searches you will do, 
the results will contain more than 
just Web sites. You will also see FTP 
sites, newsgroups, and more. 
Fortunately, Internet Explorer 
enables you to access all of these 
services. 

Hit me 

When you do a search, a hit means 
an item in which your search word 
was found. In context of a search, 
hit and match mean pretty much 
the same thing. 
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Searching with Hotbot 
Yahoo! is an individual search engine; that means it only searches 
the resources that it has available to it. There are other search 
engines that also search all search engine resources, resulting in 
even more infonmltion. These engines are called metnsenTcb 
engmes. 

One of the best of these is called Hotbot. It will search more 
sites that a single sea rch engin e can, but it isn 't much more diffi
cul t to use. 

Sear<hing with HotBot 

1. Move to the H orBor site at Vll'lw.hotbot.com (see 

Figure 27. 14). 
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2. Enter your search text in the search field. 

3. C hoose your search options by using the check boxes and 
pop-up menus. 

4. C lick Search . HotBot will perform its search and display the 
results in a new window (see Figure 27.15). 
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5. C lick on the links tO move to the sites that HotBot found. 

6. You can revise the search by clicking the Revise button. 

There are many search engines available, and you can use them 
to do much more sophisticated searches th<ln the ones that you 
have seen here. ' iVith most search engines, help is also provided, 
so be sure tO look for it if you are having trouble. Most of the 
time, you will fmd what you are looking for with a simple search 
and a few clicks. You wi ll find searches to be easy, productive, 
and yes, even fun. As you do your own searches, you will certa in
ly pick up additional techniques to help you fi nd what you want 
even faster. 

Setting Your Default Search Page 
vVhen you click the Search button, you move to the search 
engine that is set as the default. U nless you have used the 
Internet application or Internet Exp lorer's O\ V11 Preferences to 
change it, the excite search engine th<lt has been customized for 
./VIae users (www.e xcit e .com/apple!) is set as the default. I f you 
find a search site that you like better than this, it is easy to 
change the default search site. 
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FIGURE 27.15 

HotBot also found a lot of infer· 
mation on contextual menus. 

Another metasearch site 

Just as there is more than one 
search engine, there is also 
more than one metasearch 
engine. For example, you'll find 
another called the Alta Vista 
metasearch engine at 
altavist a. digital. 
com. 

Another way to default 

You can also use the Internet 
application (in the Control 
Panels folder) to set your 
default search engine (see the 
"Finishing Your Configuration" 
section of Chapter 23, 
"Connecting Your Mac to the 
Net," for details). If you use 
Internet Explorer's Preferences 
to set il, the settings in Internet 
Explorer also change those set 
wi th the Internet application. 
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Setting your default search site 

1. Move to the site that you want to use as your default and 
copy its URL from the Address bar. 

2. Open Internet Explorer P references. 

3. Click Home/Search. 

4. Paste the new URL over the one currently shown in tl1e 
Address fi eld in tl1e Search Page section of tl1e window. 

5. Click OK. From now on , when you click the Search button 
(not tl1e Net Search button in the Favorites bar which is 
actually a favorite for tl1e excite search site), you will move 
to tl1e site you set as tl1e default. 

Using the Search Tab to Search 
The Explorer bar provides a Sea rch tab that you can use to 
search. Here's how. 

Using the Search tab to search 

1. C lick the Search tab and choose a search engine from the 
C hooser Provider pop-up menu. 

1. Perform your search. The results will appear in the Explorer 
bar. 

l. ·when you click a link, you will see the linked page in the 
right pane of the Internet Explorer window (see Figure 
27.16). T his is a great way to search because your search 
page is always available. T his makes trying multiple links 
much faster. 

4. vVhen you are done searching, close the Search window by 
clicking the Search tab. 

Downloading Files 
One of tl1e best tl1ings about tl1e Web is that you can download 
fil es from it. T hese files may be applications, graphics, text files, 
updaters, or whatever. Downloading fi les is simple once you get 
the hang of it. 
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Before you get started, though, it is a good idea to create a fold
er and have Internet Explorer alv..-ays download fil es into that 
fo lder. That way, you will always know where your downloaded 
files are. 

Creating a Downloads folder 

1. O n your D esktop (or on whatever volume that you want 

your downloaded fi les to be stored on), create a new folder 

called DOWN LOADS. 

l . In Internet Explorer, open the Preferences window. 

3. C lick Download O ptions. You will see the Download 
Options window (see Figure 27 . I 7). 

4. Click C hange Location. 

5. Move to and select the folder that you created in step 1. 

6. Click Select DOWNLOADS (th is will be the name of the 
folder you selected) to select the folder. Any fil es that 
Internet E xplorer downloads will be stored in th is fo lder. 
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FIGURE 27.16 

Using the Search tab in the 
Explorer bar enables you to see 
the search page and the results at 
the same time. 

Another way to set a folder for 
downloaded files 

Similarly to the default search 
engine, you can also set a 
default downloads folder by 
using the Internet application 
(see the "Finishing Your 
Configuration" section of 
Chapter 23, "Connecting Your 
Mac to the Net," for details). If 
you followed the steps in that 
section, you already have a 
download folder (called 
Downloaded Files) on your 
desktop and don't need to ere· 
ate another one for this step-by· 
step. At press time, Internet 
Explorer was not using the 
download folder you set in the 
Internet application. If you have 
already created a download 
folder, you can skip step 1. 

Multiple download folders 

You may want to have separate 
folders for downloading. In that 
case, choose a different folder 
that you selected in the Internet 
application. In the step-by-step, 
! used a folder called DOWN· 
LOADS to differentiate it from 
the folder I selected in Chapter 
23 using the Internet applica· 
tion. If you created a downloads 
folder in Chapter 23, you can 
skip this step-by-step. 
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You can control how Internet 
Explorer downloads files with the 
Download Options preferences. 

Multiple downloads 

You can download multiple files at 
the same time. Start one; then move 
back to the Web windows and move 
to the next. Start it downloading and 
move to another if you want to. 

You can also continue to browse the 
Web while your files are download
ing. The speed will decrease a bi~ 
but at least you can do something 
while the fi le is downloading. 

FIGURE 27.18 

The Download Manager provides 
a status on files that you are 
downloading. 
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7. Look at the other options and set them if you need to; the 
defaults are usually OK 

8. C lick OK to close Internet Ex'Plorer Preferences. 

Internet Explorer uses its Download Manager window to work 
with fi les that you are downloading. 

Downloading files with Internet Explorer 

1. Move to the fi le that you want to download (you can find 
lots of fi les to download at \WNt. zdnet . com/mac/download. 

ht ml) . 

2. C lick the fi le's link. Sometimes this will take you to addi
tional information about that fi le. If so, there is usually a 
Download button . C lick that button to begin the download. 
As the download begins, the Download Manager window 
will open (see Figure 27 .18) . The Download Manager pro
vides information about the download, such as the file name, 
its status, the time requi1·ed to download it, and how much 
data has been transferred. 
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Working with Plug-ins 

3. When the fi le has been downloaded, move to your DOWN
LOADS folder to use it. 

Most files are encoded and compressed. T hese are the same 
processes that are applied to email attachments. Internet 
Ex"j)lorer ,vjll handle the decoding for you, and it will automati
cally unswff fi les that are in the .sit format. When it finishes, 
you will see both the compressed and uncompressed versions of 
the file in your DOWNLOADS folder (see Figure 27. 19). You 
can work w.ith the uncompressed version and throw the com
pressed version away. 

0 C'l 00\VI'LOADS 1118 
Z lt.nu, 41 S.4 nnov.ll4tl~ 

. "' 

SEE ALSO 

>- To /cnmmore {1/Jout file mcoding tmd compression, see pnge 587 

Working with Plug-ins 
T here are lots of fil e types that are on the Internet. In addition 
to HTML, gif, jpeg, cgl, and other fi les that are used to present 
a Web page, there are graphics, movies, sounds, and lots of 
other file types that you can open and view. Internet Explorer 
can't work with all of these fi le types di rectly, and forwnately, it 
doesn't have to. Internet Explorer uses plug-ins to expand its 
capabilities for those files that it doesn't natively support. 

Internet Explorer comes ·with some plug-ins; these are stored 
in the Plug-ins folder that is in the Internet Explorer 4.0 I 
folder that is within the Internet Applications folder. T he 
plug-ins installed in the folder by default include Quick Time 
and Shockwave (which is Macromedia 's multimedia Web 
technology). 
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Internet Explorer automatically 
uncompresses files for you . 
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Quick Time 

To use the Quick Time plug-in that 
came with Internet Explorer, you 
must have QuickTime version 3.0 
installed as part of Mac OS 8.5. If 
you used the Easy Install option to 
install Mac OS 8.5, Quicklime 3 was 
installed on your machine. If you 
used a Customized installalion and 
did not install Quicklime, you need 
to install Quick Time to use the 
Internet Explorer Quick Time plug·in. 
See Appendtx A. "Installing and 
Maintaining the Mac OS," for help 
installing Mac OS components. 

FIGURE 27.20 

The Quick Time plug·in enables 
you to watch QuickTime movies 
on the Web. 

'------- --- -

Streaming 

With Quicklime version 3.0, 
Quicklime movies can stream, 
which means that you can watch 
them while they download to your 
Mac. 

If you upgrade to the Pro version of 
Quicklime 3.0, you can also save 
movies to your Mac so that you can 
watch them again without being 
online. 
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Using Internet Explorer Plug-ins 
Once a plug-in is installed in the Plug-ins folder, it works with 
Internet Explorer to provide its capabilities. vVhen you click on 
a fi le that requires the plug-in to be used, the appropriate plug
in activates and ennbles you to do whatever it is designed to do. 

Using the Quicklime plug-in 

1. Move to a site that has QuickTime movies on it (try 
wwv1. apple. com/quicktime). 

1. C lick on a Q uickTime movie. The Qui ckTime plug-in will 
activa te, and you will be able to view the QuickTime movie 

(see Figure 27 .20). The controls that the Quick T ime plug-in 

provides are the same as those provided by MoviePlayer. 

SEE ALSO 

>- To /enmmorr nbom working ;virb Quirk Time, see page 2 01 
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Installing Internet Explorer Plug-ins 
As you travel around the Web, you may encounter files types for 
which you do not have the required plug-in. In that case, you 
need to find and install the plug-in you need. Usually, sites will 
have links to places from which you can download the plug-ins 
needed for the fil e types on the site. After you have downloaded 
the plug-in, simply place it in the Plug-ins folder that is within 
the Internet Explorer 4.01 Folder, and it will be available to 
Internet Explorer the next time that you launch it. 

Working with Helper Applications 
The purpose of helper applications is similar to that of plug
ins-they enable Internet Explorer to present files of types with 
which it can't work on its own. The difference is that helper 
applications are stand-alone applications that can be used outside 
of Internet Explorer, whjle plug-ins only work from within 
Internet Explorer. 

Installing and Using Helper Applications 
Like plug-ins, you usually will find links to needed helper appli
cations on the sites that contain files that require those helper 
applications. One of the best helper applications is RealPiayer. 
This application enables you to listen to streaming audio and 
watch streaming video. 

Downloading, installing, and using the ReaiPiayer helper application 

1. Move to wwv1. realplayer. com. 

2. Scroll down the vVeb page and choose Download RealPlayer 
from the pop-up menu. 

3. Click the link to download ReaiPiayer. 

4. Complete the download form and then click Download Free 
RealPlayer. 

5. Choose a sight to download the file from and click it. You 
will see the Download Manager, and it will tell you how 
long the download will take. 
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FIGURE 27.21 

ReaiPiayer enables you to hear 
audio and see video files on the 
Web. 
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6. \t\Then the fi le is done, move to your DOWNLOADS 

folder. 

7. Double-click the RealPiayer Installer icon. You wi ll see a 
warning that your browser needs to quit for the installation 

process to proceed. C lick Continue. 

8. Follow the instructions provided in the installer. \iVhen the 
installer is done, you wi ll see the RealPlayer application (see 

Figure 27.2 1). 

9. Move back to Internet Explorer and go to 
wv1w. realplayer. com. 

10. Find the best clips link and follow it. 

11. C li ck on a clip. W hen you do, Internet Explorer will open 
the helper application for that fi le type, in this case, 
RealPlayer (see figure 27 .22). F rom now on, whenever you 
cl ick on a RealPlayer file, Internet Explorer will launch 

RealPlayer so that you ca n view (and hear) the file. 

Configuring the Helper Applications that Internet 
Explorer Uses 

You ca n set L1ternet Explorer so that it uses certa in helper appli
cations with specific tile types. 
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Configuring Internet Explorer helper applications 

1. Open Internet Explorer Preferences. 

1. Click File Helpers. 

3. To change the application for a fi le type, select the file type 
(by its extension) and click Change. You wi ll see the Edit 
File Helper window (see Figure 27 .23). 
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4. Click the Browse button and move to the application that 
you want to be the helper application for that fil e type. 

5. Select the application and click OK. The Application shown 
at the top of the F ile ~vpe window will change to be the 
application that you just selected. 

6. Close the Edit File H elper window by clicking OK. 
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FIGURE 27.22 

Using ReaiPiayer to watch a video 
clip on the Web. 

FIGURE 27.23 l 
Using the Edit File Helper dialog, 
you can change the application 
that is used for various file types. 

Adding helpers 

You can add helpers for new 
files types by using the Add 
button. 
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7. Continue changing helper applications or click OK to close 
Internet Explorer Preferences. T he next time you open that 
file type from Internet Explorer, the new helper application 
will be launched. 

Understanding Something About Web 
Security 

Security on the Internet is a very important, complicated topic. 
Because this is not an Internet book, you won't find much detail 
in this section. But, there are really only two thlngs that you 
need to know. 

If you are looking at an unsecured page, evetything you see and 
everythlng that you provide via forms can be intercepted by a 
third party. U nsecured pages do not have the lock icon in the 
bottom left corner of the Internet Explorer window. 

If you are visiting a sire and don't see the lock, don't provide any 
data that you don't want someone else to see-such as credit 
card information, your Social Security number, and so on. In 
fact, tlus is a general principle that you should follow while you 
are on the Net. Unless you are sm~e that the service you are using 
is secure, don't provide any information that you don't wan t 
tran smitted to tl1e world . 

T lus sounds pretty dramatic, and it is a bit overstated. I believe 
that the chances of anyone intercepting any particular data on 
the Net are pretty small, but if tl1e potential loss is great, even 
mat small risk may be too much. It's up to you to choose how 
much risk you want to assume. 

Fortunately, by using Internet Explorer, you can provide data via 
a secure conn ection to sites that are running tl1e proper server 
software. A secure connection is one in which me data transmit
ted is eimer scrambled, encrypted, or born. T his data may still 
be intercepted, but me person intercepting it won't be able to do 
anything with it. All he' ll get is an electronic mound of goo. 
Only tl1e server receiving me data will be able to decode and 
unscramble it. While this system isn't perfect, it's about as close 
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to perfect as you'll get. After all, the only way to be perfectly safe 
is to never do anything at all. 

How do you tell that you are using a secure connection? Look 
for tl1e lock at the bottom of the window. If it is there, you are 
using a secure connection . You can also tell by looking at the 
URL. If it begins with an https instead of just http, you are visit
ing a secure location. 

You can usually find secure sites in places where you have the 
opportunity to buy tl1ings and need to o·ansmit your credit otrd 
information to do so. 

Of course, how you want to deal with sensitive data is up to you. 
Some people can accept more risk tl1an others. However, here is 
the guiding principle that I use. 

Do not trrmsmit-via an unsecured means-any data fm· ~vbicb you 
can't accept tbe risk of a tbinl-party interceptiug that data. 

You, like me, may find shopping via the vVeb extremely conve
nient, easy, and inexpensive, but I suggest that you only transmit 
credit card data via secure sites. And always remember to judge 
what you do on the Net not against a perfect world (where tl1ere 
is no chance of your data being misused), but consider the r isks 
you are willing to accept in the non-Net world. For example, 
you probably think nothing of using your credit card in one of 
those gas pumps \vi th an integrated card reader. That is cer tainly 
no more secure, and may be much less secure (especially if you 
get a paper receipt), tl1an using your credit card on a secure \ iVeb 
site. 

Internet Explorer has lots of securi ty featu res, and you config·ure 
them with four panes of the Internet Explorer Preferences win
dow. T hese are the follmving: Security, Security Zones, Ratings, 
and Cookies. You can explore these settings on your ovm if you 
want, but the default settings are likely to be acceptable for you. 

Speeding Up the Web 
You \vi ii love the Web, but you may not like the speed at which 
it works sometimes . U nless you use a fast network to connect or 
only connect during off-peak times, you are someti mes going to 
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Security warnings 

As you move around the Web, 
Internet Explorer will present 
various warnings when you 
change from a secured to an 
unsecured site (or vice versa), 
or when you do anything that 
Internet Explorer judges to be a 
security risk. Pay attention to 
these dialogs, and you willleam 
quite a bit about security on the 
Web. 

Baking cookies 

On the Web, cookies are small 
text files that Web sites use to 
track information about you. 
When you visit a site that uses 
cookies, the site can check the 
cookies it previously installed 
on your machine in order to 
serve you or to capture more 
information about you. For 
example, a cookie may contain 
areas of interest so that you are 
automatically taken to spots on 
the site that are more likely to 
generate a sale from you. 

If you don't like the idea of 
spreading your cookies all over 
the Web, you can control how 
Internet Explorer deals with 
cookies by using the Cookies 
Settings Preferences. You can 
refuse to accept any cookies, or 
you can choose to accept or 
reject them on a case-by-case 
basis. 
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You can only control your end 

There are two sides to P:~~ery connec
tion, and you can't do anything 
about the "other side" of your Net 
connection. This includes the phone 
lines you are using, your ISP, and the 
Web servers that you are visiting. If 
these resources are overloaded, your 
brow.;ing will slow to a crawl. There 
isn't much you can do about that 
except to use the offline browsing 
feature of Internet Explorer and 
download pages during off-peak 
hours. What you will leam in this sec
tion is how to work more efficiently 
with your end of the connection so 
that you get the most speed possible. 

FIGURE 27.24 

Using Internet Explorer's contex
tual menus can speed up your 
Web surfing. 
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be frustrated by slow ViTeb pages. In this section, you will learn a 
few things you can do to make your \Veb surfing move a bit 
more quickly. 

Using Contextual Menus 
While you are in Internet Explorer, hold clown the Control key 
and click the mouse button . You will see an extremely useful 
contextual menu (see Figure 27 .24). T his menu enables you 
do a lot of what you may want to do without ever taking your 
hand off the mouse. 

llfVI&S. 

m:. ........ 
Contll'!l tfOtl t.YI~ 
Uvt•UPIObH)')t 

Some options will not be selectable until you are in a position 
where selecting that option makes sense (in other words, you 
can't choose the image commands unless your cursor is over an 
image). As you use this contextual menu, you wi ll become famil
iar with the situations in which it can be helpful. 
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Turning Off Images 
vVhy would you want to do this? After all , isn't one of the great 
things about the Web the images that you see? Yes, but if you 
have a slow connection, you may not wa nt to wait to see images. 
Perhaps you're looki ng for some specific information and want 
to see only the text of pages until you find what are looking for. 
In any event, you should !mow how to do this in case you want 
to see the text-only Web. 

Turning off images 

I. Open Internet Explorer Preferences. 

2. Click \ iVeb Content. 

3. U ncheck the "Show pictures" check box. 

4. Click OK Your pages will load more quickly, but they won't 
look as nice (see Figure 27.25). 

5. To load a particular graphic, click its icon. That graphic will 
be downloaded and displayed. 
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Loading all the graphics at once 

You can load all of the graphics 
on a page by choosing Load 
Images from the View menu. 

FIGURE 27.25 

A Web page without graphics is 
not a pretty picture. 
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More windows means more data 

The more windows you have open, 
the more RAM Internet Explorer 
needs to work with all of that data. 
You can experiment to see how 
many windows you can have open 
on your machine and still maintain 
acceptable performance. 

Sharing bandwidth 

The down side to using multiple 
windows is that each must share the 
total bandwidth that you have avail
able because they all download at 
the same time (you can only fit so 
much data through your connec
tion). With multiple data streams 
being downloaded, each stream will 
slow dOIVO somewhat compared to 
its speed if it was the only stream 
being transferred to your Mac. This 
isn't a big deal for two reasons. One 
is that your connection is used 
much more efficiently since data is 
constantly being downloaded to it 
(as opposed to when you are using 
a single window and much of the 
time no data is being transferred). 
The second is that you are doing 
something while the data is being 
downloaded (such as reading a 
page that already has been down
loaded) and so your time is not 
being wasted staring at a partial 
page while it is being downloaded. 
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Because Internet Explorer enables you to see pages while they 
load, you can see a partial page during the loading process. This 
means that you can read the text on a page while the graphics 
are downloading. T hus, turning the automatic downloading of 
graphics off may not make all that much difference for you. But 
if you are trying to squeeze every bit of speed out of the Web 
that you can, foregoing the graphics will help. 

Using More Windows on the World 
You can have multiple Web windows open at the same time. 
What's so great about this? The windows in Internet Explorer 
are independent. That means that you can do different things in 
each-simultaneously. You can load related pages and see them 
side-by-side (this is great for comparison shopping). You can be 
loading one page while you are reading another. You can browse 
a page in one window whi le you are doing a search in another. 
You will find this to be very useful, and once you use this tech
nique, it will quickly become indispensable. The number of win
dows that you can have open is only limited by your computer's 
processing power and memory and your screen's real estate (see 
Figure 27.26). To open Web windows, choose N ew Window 
from the File menu. You can use the new window just like any 
other one; enter a URL or click a link to move to a Web page. 

While opening a new window and moving to a different site is 
useful, using multiple 'vindows really shines when you are 
searching or when you are fo llowing multiple links from the 
same page. Try it a few times, and you will find that this tech
nique will dramatically improve the speed at which you use the 
Web. 

Using multiple windows to accelerate the Web 

1. Connect to the Net and move to a Web page. 

2. When you find a link that you want to follow, point to it, 

hold down the Control key, and click. 

3. From the contextual menu, choose Open L ink in N ew 
\IVindow. A new Web window will open, and the page wi ll 
begin to download in it. 
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4. While the vVeb page is do"mloading, move back to the fi rst 
page and continue to read it (you can click on the page or 
choose it from the Wmdow menu). 

5. vVhen you find another link that you want to follow, repeat 
steps 3 and 4. As pages fi nish downloading, you can jump to 

them to read them. This keeps you from wasting time star
ing at a page while it is downloading. 

Caching It In 
In an earlier section, you learned that Internet Explorer stores 
all of the fi les that it downloads in a cache on your hard drive. 
vVhile your hard drive is a lot faster than downloading some
thing from the vVeb, there is another way to make \ 1\Teb brows
ing even faster. Rather than storing the Web files on your hard 
drive, you can have them stored on a RAi\1 disk instead. Loading 
files from the RAM disk is even faster than loading them from a 
hard drive. 
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FIGURE 27.26 

Lots of Web windows can make 
your surfing go faster. 

Multiple windows and searches 

The multiple window technique 
is especially useful when you 
are searching. First, open the 
search engine in a window and 
perform your search. From the 
results page, open a new win· 
dow for every link you follow. 
By doing so, you can always 
quickly jump back to the results 
page in order to follow more 
links. This will significantly 
decrease the time it takes for 
you to find things on the Web. 
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I FIGURE 27.27 

You can change the location of 
Internet Explorer's cache with the 
Change Location Preferences. 

-
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Setting the Internet Explorer cache to use a RAM disk 

I. Create a R.A.t\1 disk. 

SEE ALSO 

)» To IMI71 bow to creatr and use a RA111 dis/.:, see page 332 

l. Open Internet Explorer Preferences. 

3. Click Advanced. 

4. In the Cache area, click C hange Location (see Figure 27 .27). 
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5. Move to your RAM disk and click Select RAM Disk (or 

whatever your RAM disk is called). 

6. C lick OK. When Internet Explorer needs to load a fi le from 

its cache, it wi ll be able to do so much faster than from your 
hard drive. 

Updating Internet Explorer 
Microsoft is continually updating and improving Internet 
Explorer. You should periodically check Internet Explorer's Web 
site at WVNI. microsoft. com/ ie / for updates as well as support. 

You can also subscribe to this site so that you are notified when
ever it changes. T his will keep you informed of all the latest 
Internet Explorer developments as they happen. 
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Newsgroups versus mailing lists 

Newsgroups are very similar to 
mailing lists. The main difference is 
in how you receive the information. 
With a mailing list, the discussion is 
delivered to your lnbox. one mes
sage at a time. With a newsgroup, 
you have to retrieve the messages, 
and you will see a lot of individual 
messages at one time. 

A newsgroup by any other name 

Most online services have areas that 
function similarly to newsgroups. 
For example, if you've used forums 
on CompuServe or message boards 
on AOL, then you pretty much 
know what newsgroups are all 
about. 

A whole Iotta noise 

Before you get any further into 
newsgroups, you should know 
something about them. Many news· 
groups have extremely poor signal
to-noise ratios. What I mean by this 
is that in many groups, you have to 
wade through a whole lot of mes· 
sages that you find to be a waste of 
time before you read some that you 
find worthwhile. If you can accept 
this, you'll be fine. If you want to 
find information in a hurry, another 
Internet service (such as the Web) 
may be a better choice. 
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Understanding Newsgroups 
Usenet newsgroups are one of the oldest parts of the Internet. 
Although newsgroups are a little tough to explain, they are easy 
to use. You may find newsgroups to be an extremely valuable 
source of information and entertainment, or you may find them 
to be a waste of time. Try a few groups and decide for yourself. 

Basically, newsgroups are electronic discussions; the topics of 
these discussions are as varied as the people who participate in 
them. There are so many topics, in fact, that it is impossible to 
provide a list that will give you any idea of how vast the range of 
newsgroup topics is. Suffice it to say that there are newsgroups 
on more topics than you will ever need or want. There are 
groups on just about every computer-related topic. There are 
groups discussing all facets of entertainment. There are groups 
devoted to the 1:\vo taboo topics of regular conversation: politics 
and reljgion. There are even a few groups devoted to hating 
Barney the dinosaur. T here are so many groups, that it seems 
like every topic anyone has ever thought about has a newsgroup 
devoted to it. 

Each newsgroup is devoted to the discussion of a specific topic. 
This topic can be narrow or broad. For example, there may be a 
newsgroup that discusses the TV show, "Star Trek: T he Next 
Generation." There might be another newsgroup that discusses 
the impact of TV on the global culture. 

One thjng you need to keep in mind is that anyone can write 
anything on a newsgroup so beware of all information that you 
get via newsgroups. Many people tJy to be as truthful as they can 
be. O thers like to give out bogus information just for the fun of 
it. Still others only think they know what they are ta lking about. 

The trouble with newsgroups is that there is no way to tell what 
kind of person posted a message. It may be an expert in the topic 
area, or it may be someone who wouldn't know the topic from a 
hole in the ground, but thinks he does. Just be careful and you'll 
be all right. 

G iven its problems, why read newsgroups? Because sometimes 
you do hear from experts and can converse with them. Or you 
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can have the chance to interact with people around the world 
who share interests similar to yours. Or you can tune in just for 
laughs. T here are as many reasons to read newsgroups as there 
are newsgroups. 

Understanding How Newsgroups Work 
In order to use newsgroups, you must have some idea of how to 
get to the groups you want. You can do this through the news
group name. Each newsgroup has a unique name that looks sort 
of like an email address without the @. 

Understanding Newsgroup Names 
Newsgroup names look someth ing like this: 

catego1J'.topicl.topic2.topic3 

Generally, as you move to the right in the newsgroup name, the 
topic words become more specific. Here's an example: 

armp.sys.mnc.digest 

In this case, the category is computer- the contp tells you this. 
T he second level is sys , which stands for system. T he next level 
is mnc, the best operating system in the world. And last, but not 
least, is the digest, which means this group is a digest (a collec
tion of digest messages). 

You can generally decipher newsgroup names in this way, and 
that's good because the name is all you have to go by when you 
are figuring out the newsgroups in which you want to partici
pate. Of course, sometimes the name you decipher has nothing 
wha tsoevet· to do with the newsgroup, but that's OK because it's 
also easy to unsubscribe from newsgroups. Sometimes, you won't 
be able to decipher the name at all ; you just have to try the 
group to see what it is about. 

The mteg01J' part o f the name is used to organize newsgroups so 
that you can sort through them in some reasonable fashion. 
Don't laugh-there are a ton of newsgroups! (BTW, a ton of 
newsgroups is more than 12,000.) Here are some of the major 
categories of ne'>vsgroups: 
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• alt- Alternative newsgroups are groups that cover topics 
that don't fit into other categories. Some of these groups are 
truly bizarre. 

• clan-Clarinet newsgroups carry a variety of commercial 
information, such as news feeds from the major news 
services. 

• comp-Computer newsgroups discuss each and every com
puter platform and just about every piece of hardware and 
software. 

• Joe- Local newsgroups are dedicated to issues impacting 
local regions. 

• rec-Recreation newsgroups cover various hobby and sports 
topics. 

• sci-Science newsgroups discuss, amazingly enough, science 
topics. 

• talk- Talk newsgroups are devoted to general discussions. 

Understanding Newsgroup URLs 
You might have guessed from our URL discussion in Chapter 
26, "Browsing the vVeb: The Basics," that you can move to a 
newsgroup by using its URL. Newsgroup URLs look Like this: 

11L'Ws:cnteg01y. topicl. topic2. topic3 

In the case of the Mac news group I mentioned earlier, the URL 
is the following: 

11e'Ws:c01np . .rys.mac.digest 

If you enter this URL in your Web browser, however, your 
newsgr·oup reader will open and move to the group whose URL 
you entered. The defau lt newsgroup reader for Mac OS 8.5 is 
Outlook Express. You wi ll learn how to read newsgroups wi tl1 it 
later in this chapter. 

Subscribing and Unsubscribing to Newsgroups 
First, you must select which newsgroups you want to read. You 
can do tl1is by scrolling through a list of available groups in each 
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category and selecting those that in terest you. VVhen you select a 
group, you, in effect, "subscribe" (become a member) to that 
group. The obvious benefit of this is that you can see only those 
groups that interest you. 

These groups are downloaded to your machine, where you can 
read them. Each message that you read is called a posting. 
Postings look just like email messages, but they're sent to a 
newsgroup instead of an individual. 

Within the newsgroup, the postings are organized into various 
tb1'eads. Threads help you follow a specific discussion within the 
general newsgroup topic. T he thread is shmvn in the Subject 
block of the message. Some threads ·will interest you and some 
won't. (Go ahead and skip anything that doesn't interest you
that's the purpose of a thread.) 

\i\Thile you are reading a thread, you may have a question you 
want to ask, an answer to someone else's question, or just a 
thought or opinion that you want to share. You can do these 
things in two ways, either by posting your message to the news
group or by responding to an individual by email. 

Posting to the newsgroup places your message in th e particular 
thread that you post in. When other people read the group, 
they'll see your message. So be careful that you are posting 
something germane to the group. Remember that thousands of 
people may read your posting so don't embarrass yourself by say
ing somethin g inane or srupid. \Vhen you first start using news
groups, it's better not to post unless you are rea lly sure what you 
have to say will interest others. After you read newsgroups for a 
while, you'll know \Vhat is appropriate and what's not. 

You can also reply directly to the person who made the posting 
via email. Only the person to whom you reply sees this message, 
and it does not impact the newsgroup at all. Replying by email is 
better if your response is not relevan t to the rest of the group 
(such as a personal greeting or a thank-you for a posting). If you 
have something very critical to say or you are trying to correct 
someone's behavior, reply by email. 
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Lurkers unite! 

When you only read a news· 
group and don't post messages 
to it you are lurking. On the 
Net. lurking is actually a good 
thing, especially if you are just 
getting started. It is often a 
good idea to just read a news· 
group for a while until you 
know the lay of the cyberland. 
Once you understand what the 
group is about you can feel 
free to post messages without 
fear of getting a royal ffome 
job-flames are nasty messages 
from people who don't appreci· 
ate what you have to say. Or 
you can continue to just lurk. 
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After you are finished reading the groups you have subscribed to, 
you can mark the threads you have read so that you will not see 
them again. T he next time you read news, you wiJJ see only 
those messages you haven't already read. 

The last thing you should know about newsgroups is that some 
are moderated and some are not. 

In moderated groups, every posting is sent to a moderator who 
decides if the posting is really appropriate for the group. If it is 
appropriate, he posts it to th e group. If he feels the message isn't 
suitable, he does not post it. Sometimes, the rejected message 
will be returned with an explanation of why it was rejected. This 
sounds a bit like censorship, and it is. But it can prevent groups 
from becoming filled with inappropriate messages that waste 
everyone's time and frustrate people in the group. (Plus, you 
always know whether a group is moderated or not, so it's not as 
though someone is doing something behind your back.) vV11en 
you subscribe to a group, you agree to abide by the moderator's 
decision. If you don't like it, you can always drop the group. 

In an unmoderatecl group, what you post is automatically posted 
to the group. No censoring, no filters, nothing. This allows for 
free-flo,.ving discussion, but it may also waste time because you 
may read messages that really don't belong in the group. 

That's all there is to it. It may sound a bit confusing, but after 
you get the hang of it, news groups are pretty straightforward. 

Reading Newsgroups 
Before you can read newsgroups, you have to find some that you 
want to read, and cl1en you have to subscribe to them. After you 
have subscribed, you can download the messages in that group 
and begin to read, post, and reply. If you tire of a group, you can 
always unsubscribe from it. 

Finding Newsgroups 
First cl1ings fi rst-find a list of newsgroups to which you can 
subscribe. You can use OutJook Express to read newsgt·oups. But 
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before you can do that, you need to add the news server to your 
Outlook Express configuration. (A news server is simply a server 
that feeds your newsgroups to you.) \iVhen you obtained your 
Internet access account, you should have been told what the 
news server was for your ISP-it is probably something like 
news.isp.net (where the isp is the name of your ISP). 

Configuring a News Server 
vVhen you used the Internet application to configure your Mac 
for the Net, you should have entered a news server. If you didn't, 
use the following step-by-step to configure your news server. 

Configuring a news server 

1. Launch Outlook Ex1Jress. 

2. Open the Preferences window. 

3. Choose News in the left pane. You will see the News server 
configuration window (see Figure 28.1). You probably ·will 
see that the Microsoft news server is already configured on 
your setup. If you used the Internet application to configure 
your Mac, you may see your news server instead. I'll show 
you how to add an other news server in case yours isn't 
already set up or in case you want to add another one. 
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4. Click the New Server button. 
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5. In the New Account dialog box, en ter a name for the news 
server and click OK. 
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Multiple news servers 

You can have multiple news 
servers configured in Outlook 
Express. You will then be able 
to choose a particular server in 
order to be able to access the 
newsgroups on that server. If 
you want to add a news server 
rather than replacing one, dick 
the New Server button, enter a 
name, and click OK. Then enter 
its address in the Account 
Information dialog. 

FIGURE 28.1 

The news server preference 
screen enables you to configure a 
news server . 
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FIGURE 28. 2 

You can see the !Quest news serv· 
er (called News Server) that I just 
added in the left pane in Outlook 
Express. 

Multiple news servers 

If you have more than one news 
server configured on your Mac, you 
need to download the list of avail· 
able newsgroups for each server. 
Some of the newsgroups will be the 
same, and some will be different. 
Different news servers carry differ· 
ent newsgroups. 

In the future 

After you have downloaded the full 
list, use the Get New Newsgroups 
command on the View menu to 
update your list with any groups 
that have been added to those 
available on the news server since 
you last checked the list. 
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6. vVhen you return to the Preferences window, enter the news 
server address that your ISP provided you with. 

7. \Vhen you are done, click OK. You will now see the news 
server in the left pane of the Outlook Express window (see 
Figure 28.2). Your news server is now configured . 
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Retrieving the Newsgroup Lists 
After you have configured a news server, you need to retrieve tl1e 
names of the newsgroups tl1at are available on that server for you 
to read. 

Retrieving the list of newsgroups that are available to you 

1. Click the news server tl1at you configured. You will see a 
prompt asking you if you want to download tl1e list of news
groups from tlus server. 

1. Click Yes in tl1e prompt. Outlook Express will connect to 
the Net. (flus will only happen if you aren 't already con
nected, and you have automatic Net connections enabled in 
the Remote Access control panel. If you don't, you will have 
to manually connect to the Net before you can get the list of 
newsgroups.) The full list of newsgroups that are available to 

you will dovmload to your Mac. The list of available news
groups is likely to be huge-probably 10,000 or more 
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groups. If Outlook Express is strapped for RAt\11 in which to 
run , you may have trouble and may need to allocate more 
RAM to Outlook Express. Downloading the entire list of 
newsgroups may take several minutes. W hen the list has 
been downloaded, you will see the list in the right pane of 
the Outlook Express window (see Figure 28.3). Fortunately, 
you only have to do this step the first time that you retrieve 
the list from a news server. From this point on, you can sim
ply retrieve new groups as they are added to the server. 

SEE ALSO 
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Outlook Express 

Subscribing to Newsgroups 
T he idea behind subscribing is to develop a set of newsgroups 
that you like to read; remember that subscribing to a group 
means that it will be downloaded to your computer so that you 
can read the messages in it. 
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But wait, there's more 

You should know that the news
groups available to you are not 
necessarily all the newsgroups 
in the world. You can only see 
the groups that flow through 
your news server. But don't be 
alarmed, there are still a lot 
more than you will ever need. 
And if you can't find a particular 
one, you can always add anoth
er news server if you can find 
one you are able to access. 

FIGURE 28.3 

I told you that there are a lot of 
newsgroups; in this case the full 
newsgroup list contains 24,000 
newsgroups. 
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Winnowing the field 

In the "Display newsgroups contain
ing" field, you can enter as much of 
the newsgroup name as you like 
and Outlook Express will winnow 
the list down to all items that match 
the text you enter. In this example, 
you can enter comp.sys.mac.digest 
to move to the comp.mac.sys.digest 
newsgroup, assuming that it is on 
your particular news server. 

FIGURE 28.4 

I found the groups that had the 
word "Mac" in the name, which 
only narrowed the fie ld down to 
237 groups! 

Subscribing to newsgroups 

I . At the top of the window that displays the list of newsgroups 
you just downloaded, enter a word that you might be inter
ested in reading about (in this example, I will look for Mac
related groups, but you can use anything you like)- The 
newsgroups that contain that word are now shown in the 
window (see Figure 28.4). In th is example, you can see that a 
lot of the groups are not Macintosh related, but simply con
ta in the three letters "mac." 

2. Scroll through the list unti l you find a group that you might 
like to try; in this example, I chose comp.sys.mac.digest. You 
may or may not have this group available to you. If not, use 
any other group for this step-by-step-
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3. Select the list to which you want to subscribe (you can hold 
the Shift key and select multiple groups if you want to). 

4. C lick the Subscribe button (newspaper with a green check 
mark). T he newsgroup name will become bold and will now 
appear underneath the news server icon (see Figure 28.5). 
T his indicates tha t you have subscribed to this gro up. 
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Reading Newsgroups 

5. Repeat steps 1-4 until you have subscribed to as many 
groups as you would like to try. 

Reading Newsgroup Messages 
After you have subscribed to newsgroups, you can download 
messages and read them. 

Reading a newsgroup 

1. Click the newsgroup that you want to read from the list of 
subscribed newsgroups under the news server icon in the left 
pane of the O utlook Express window. The messages tl1at 
have been posted to that group will appear in tl1e top right 
pane of tl1e Outlook Ex:press window in Figure 28.6. 

l . W hen you see a message that you want to read, click it. T he 
text of the message will be downloaded to your machine, 
and you can read it in the lower pane of me O utlook 
Express window (see Figure 28.7). 
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FIGURE 28.5 

This figu re shows that I 
have subscribed to the 
comp.sys.mac.digest newsgroup. 

0 Subscribed newsgroup 
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FIGURE 28.6 

The messages that have been 
posted to a newsgroup appear in 
the top pane of the Outlook 
Express window. 

FIGURE 28.7 

This newsgroup posting is select· 
ed in the top pane and can be 
read in the lower pane of the 
Outlook Express window. 
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:S. Continue reading other messages in the group. As you read 
messages, they will become unbolded, which means that 
they are marked as reacl. The next time you download mes

sages from this group, the messages marked as read will not 
be downloaded since you have already read them. 
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4. vVhen you have read all of the messages in which you are 
interested, press Command-A to select ail the messages in 
the group. 

5. Choose Mar k as Read from the Message menu. It is a good 
idea to do this so that you see only new messages from now 
on-especially during the first time that you read a group 
since you will be so far "behind." 

H ere are some quick and easy things to know about reading 
news groups. 

• To read to the next message in a thread, press Command-]. 

• To move to the preceding message in the thread, press 
Command-[. 

• Threads are shoV\rn in the top pane of the Outlook Express 
window .. vith expansion triangles next to them. To see a list 
of all tl1e messages in that tl1read, click the arrow to expand 
the thread. 

• To move to tl1e next thread, press the dovm arrow key-to 
move to the previous thread, press the up arrow key. 

Posting and Replying to Newsgroups 
OK, it's time to learn how to add your pearls of wisdom to a 
newsgroup, but first a warning. 

Waming: If)'ou post something on a newsgroup, your address appears 
011 a posting so eve1yone knows "who done it." If you do sometbing stu
pid (o1· perhaps juvenile}, tbousandr of yom· closest friends may take 
note of it and gently point out )'0111" en·or to you. 

T hat said, when should you post? 

If you have a question or just want to share your thoughts wi th 
the readers of the group, you can post a new message to tl1e 
newsgroup-you will be starting a new mread. 

If you can answer somebody's question or if you have something 
significant to say on a topic, you can post a reply. You should 
only post a reply if you want everyone in the newsgroup to 
see it. 
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Some messages are files 

Files can be posted to ne-.\IS· 
groups so that others can 
download them. This is particu· 
larly popular with graphics files, 
but other files get uploaded as 
well. I'll leave figuring out how 
to handle files via newsgroups 
to you. 
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FIGURE 28.8 

The window that you use to post 
to a newsgroup looks very similar 
to an email message. 
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.. .. 

If you want to just reply to the author of the posting (which is 
often a better idea), reply via email. 

Posting a Message to a Newsgroup 
After you lurk for a while, you may be ready to ask your own 
questions or share your thoughts with everyone who reads the 
newsgroup. You can do this by posti11g a new message. Before 
you do, make sure that your posting is appropriate to the group. 

Posting a message on a newsgroup 

1. Select the newsgroup to which you want to post a message. 

l. Click the New button (newspaper with a green tine on it). 
You will see an untitled message window 'vitl1 the address of 
tl1e newsgroup in tl1e Newsgroups field. 

3. Enter your subject in the Subject field. 

4. Move to tl1e body and type your message. 

5. Review your message to make sure tl1at you aren't saying 
someiliing you shouldn't (see Figure 28.8). 

6. "\Nhen you are ready to post to the group, click the Post 
button (paper with a push pin in it). Your message will be 
posted to the group for otl1ers to read. 
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Replying to Posts 
You are probably more likely to reply to existing messages than 
to post new ones. There are t\vo ways tO do this. You can reply 
to the message in the ne·wsgroup so that everyone will see your 
reply, or you can reply to just the author of a message via email. 

You should reply to the group if your response is likely to be 
useful to many people. Reply via email if your response is 
intended only for the author of the message. 

Posting a reply to the group 

1. With the message that you want to reply to displayed in the 
bottom pane of the window, click the Post reply to news
group button. The message will appear in a new window 
with quotes added to show that it is a reply. 

2. Type your reply. 

]. Click the Reply to Newsgroup button. You wi ll see a mes
sage window with the text from the message to which you 
are replying pasted in it. 

4. Edit the quoted text until the message contains only the te:..1: 
to which you will be replying. 

5. Type your reply. 

6. When you are ready to post your reply, click Post. You reply 
will be posted tO the group. 

If you want to reply only to the person who posted a message, 
do the following steps. 

Replying via email instead of posting to the group 

1. With the message that you want to reply to displayed in the 
bottom pane of the window, click the Reply button. A new 
message window will appear with the email of the message's 
author already entered along with the quoted text of the 
message. 

2. Type your reply. 

] . C lick the Send message button. Your reply will be seen only 
by the person who posted the origi nal message. 
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Unsubscribing from Newsgroups 
If a newsgroup turns out to be a dud for you, you can unsub
scribe from it so that you don't have to see it any more. 

Unsubscribing from a newsgroup 

1. Select the news server that contains the group from which 
you want to unsubscribe. 

2. Choose Subscribed Only from the View menu. The right 
pane will show the list of groups to which you have sub
scribed. 

3. Highlight the group from which you want to unsubscribe. 

4. C lick the Unsubscribe button. The group will become 
unbolded and will disappear from the list that appears under 
the news server in the left pane. You can always subscribe to 
it again later. 

Using Newsgroups 
Some newsgroups are great for beginners, and some can be 
pretty rough. The followin g paragraphs provide some tips about 
newsgroups. 

Sometimes, if you post an inappropriate message, a stupid one, 
or merely an unpopular one, you may get flamed. Mild flames 
will gently point out your error and helpfully suggest that you 
don't do it again. Otl1er times, you get nuked; lots of nasty email 
burying you alive (your email address is on the posting, remem
ber?). In either case, try to learn from any mistakes you may 
have made. 

Of course, if you ger Aamed just for having an unpopular opin
ion, that's cyberlife (at least that's what people say). 

Some folks can get nasty in a hurry. Don't worry about it too 
much, tl10ugh. After all, flames don't really harm you. Just 
remember what a Aaming fee ls like so that after you are a Net 
expert and are tempted to unleash a volley of your own on some 
rank beginner, perhaps you'll tl1ink twice about it. 
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Remember that just subscribing to a newsgroup doesn't mean 
that you have to post to the newsgroup. In fact, you shouldn't 
post anything unless you truly think that it will add something 
positive to the discussion. Although you can't see them, there are 
many more people who simply browse the newsgroups than ever 
post anything on them. In fact, you should lurk for a while until 
you get the hang of newsgroups. 

When you do post, remember the 2 C's of writing: clarity and 
conciseness. Be clear, particularly if you ask a question. Don't 
post a question such as, "I have a problem with my .Mac." No 
one will have a clue as to what your problem is. If you post 
something like this, you'll be lucky if you are simply ignored
you may get flamed for a message like that. Be as specific as 
you can. 

The other C, conciseness, makes it more likely that people will 
actually read your posting. Shorter messages are better-given 
that you keep the first C in mind. 

Also, the third C, politeness, always helps. 

When you begin reading, be sure to check out the Frequently 
Asked Question (FAQs). Almost all newsgroups have them. This 
may save you the embarrassment of asking a question that has 
already been answered a hundred times. 

The FAQs will also point you to the vVeb, mailing lists, and 
FTP sites, as well as all sorts of other places on the Internet 
where you can find more information on any given topic. 
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Backing lJR 

Understanding why you should back up 

Developing your own backup strategy 

Obtaining and using backup hardware 

Obtaining and using backup software 

Learning tips for effective backups 
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Backing up is not only for crashes 

You need a good backup for more 
than just catastrophic failures of 
your hardware. I'll bet that you have 
accidental~ deleted a file right 
before you needed it. If you have a 
backup, you can quickly recover a 
document that you accidentally 
delete. Or, perhaps you edited a 
document and discovered that all of 
your changes were actually worse 
than the original. You can use your 
backup to bring the file back to the 
way it was. If your Mac is ever 
stolen or destroyed, your backup 
enables you to recover from the 
disaster. 

Consider yoursel f warned 

You may be thinking that this backup 
stuff is a waste of time, and that you 
have more important things to do. If 
that is your attitude, OK. you might 
as well skip the rest of the chapter. 
Hey, you may get lucky and never 
need a backup. However. when the 
day comes that you suddenly have a 
sick feeling in the pit of your stom
ach because you realize that you 
have lost something that will take 
you hours and hours to re-create, 
remember this chapter. Once you 
are done reinventing the wheel, you 
may change your mind and deride 
that having a backup would be a 
good thing after all. 

Maintaining, Fi xing, and Upgrading Your Mac 

Backing Up 

Backing Up Can Save You 
If you use a computer, at some point, your system will crash and 
you will lose information that you wou ld rather not lose-maybe 
not todny or tomorrow, but it is the inevitable nightmare. Think 
of the information that you hnve on your Mac at th is very 
moment that would be difficult- if not impossible-to recon
struct if your computer bombed and destroyed it. T his data 
might be a report for work, a school project, your tax informa
tion, a complex spreadsheet, or even the blockbuster novel that 
might make you the next John Grisham. 'Whatever the informa
tion, rest assured thnt some day, somewhere, somehow, you will 
suddenly lose it. You want to be able to restore all of the infor
mation on your iVlac so that when something bad happens, you 
can quickly re-create your work. Backing up is the means by 
which you ensure that you are always able to preserve most of 
your work, no matter what happens to your Mac. 

Backi ng up your Mac simply means having a copy of the data 
(incl uding· documen ts, applications, uti lities, system software, 
and other software) on your computer; a backup is analogous to 
having a photograph of the data on your computer at a particular 
point .in t ime. You can use a backup to recover everything from a 
single fil e to the entire contents of your hard drives. 

\i\fhjle backing up your data is strongly recommended by com
puter authors, experts, and support personnel, it is a task that 
many Mac users never do for a variety of reasons. Some people 
don't back up data because they think their systems are infall ible 
and won't crash. Sti ll others are confused about how to make a 
backup of their system, or they lack the hardware and software 
necessary to maintain good backups. And then there are always 
those who simply don't believe that protecting their data is 
enough of a priority to waste the time on it 

But, trust me, all of these people are wrong. It is absolutely 
imperative that you back up your Mac, no matter who you are 
and how you use your computer. You ca n use fairly sophisticated 
schemes and hardware to back up your system, or you can keep 
it simple. \i\fhichever way you decide to go, having backups of 
your critical data can be a life saver. 
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In this chapter, you'll learn techniques to back up your Mac suc
cessfully, what hardware and software to use, and also develop a 
backup strategy to make the plan work on a consistent basis. 

Understanding Backups 
There are four steps to create and implement a solid backup 
plan. These steps are the following: 

• Define a strategy. You need to define your O\vn backup 
strategy; your strategy should define the types of data that 
you will back up and how often you wi ll back up your data . 
These choices will guide you as you decide on the kind of 
hardware and sofnvare that you use. 

• Obtain and learn to use backup hardware. You need 
some kind of hardware on which to store the backedup 
data. There are many types of hardware that you can use 
including tape drives, removable media drives, additional 
hard drives, or CD-Recordable drives. 

• Obtain and learn to use backup software. Ideally, you 
should use some sort of software to automate the backup 
process. The easier you make it on yourself, the more likely 
it is that your backup system will work reliably. 

• Maintain your backup system. Like all other systems, you 
need to maintain your backup system and make sure that 
your data is safe. 

Defining a Backup Strategy 
One of the first things you need to decide is what data on your 
machine will be backed up. 

Deciding What to Back Up 
There are three general categories of data that you should con
sider backing up: 
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A backup by any other name is an 
archive 

An archive is similar to a back
up, but the difference is the 
intended purpose for duplicat
ing the data. For example, a 
backup is used to recover infor
mation that has been lost from 
some kind of calamity, and 
backups are usually overwritten 
as time passes so that the back
up contains only recent data. An 
archive is usually done to save 
data permanently that has long
term value. You should archive 
data when you want to remove 
data from your hard disk 
because you don't use it ohen. 

Back up the archive 

Backup techniques can also 
be used to create archives. 
Remember that once you 
remove the data from your 
computer, the archive becomes 
your only copy of that data. 
Unless your archive is reliable 
and will hold up over time, you 
should maintain a backup of 
your archive (by that I mean 
that you keep more than one 
copy). 
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What is a document? 

The word document may bring an 
image of a text document to your 
mind. But remember that on the 
Mac, everything you create is a doc
ument. A document can be a text 
file, graphic, tax return, digital video, 
or anything else. 

Mainta ining, Fixing, and Upgrad ing Your Mac 
----------------------------------

Backing Up 

• Documents and other important data that you create. 
These documents are, after all, the reason you use a Mac in 
the first place. You will probably want to back up all of your 
documents since they exist no place besides your computer. 
If you lose important documents, it may be impossible to 
re-create them. Even if you are able to re-create them, you 
wil l be wasting a lot of valuable time redoing what you have 
already done. 

• System files. You probably have a CD-ROM that contains 
your Mac OS sofuvare, so you usually don't risk losing the 
Mac OS software itself. vVhat you do risk losing is any cus
tomization you have done. If you have adjusted any settings 
or added any third-party software, all of the settings you 
have changed will be lost in the event of a major fai lure. 

It can take a lot of time and effort to re-create your tailored 
system configuration; a full backup of your system will make 
restoring your customized OS configuration much easier 
and faster. 

Additionally, don't forget about all of the configuration 
information you have on your machine. For example, if you 
lose your system for some reason, you may lose all of the 
configuration you have done to make your Mac connect to 
the Internet. You may also lose all the serial numbers of 
your software, which you will have to re-enter if you need to 
reinstall it. 

• Applications and other third-party software. As with the 
OS software, you probably have floppy disks or CDs con
taining aU of your third-party software. ~That you lose if you 
have a failure without a backup is all of the customization of 
those applications. Plus, you will have to reinstall all of that 
software-not an easy task for many large applications. In 
any case, it can be very time consuming to reinstall your 
applications. 

Deciding What Kind of Backup to Make 
In conjunction with the kind of files you will back up, there are 
also several different types of backups you can make: 



Defining a Backup Strategy 

• Full backup. In a full backup, you back up each and every 

fil e on your system. T he advantage of doing full backups is 

that it is easy to restore your entire system as well as just 

particular parts of it. You can restore all of your customiza
tion so that you can quickly and easily get your system back 
to the way it was. T he disadvantages of full backups are that 

you need a large amount o f storage space on your backup 
drive, and it can take qui te a long time to complete the 

backup. 

• Selected files only. Using this scheme, you select par ticular 
fi les to back up; usually these are your important documents 

and some of your customization fi les (for example, the pref

erences files). T he advantage of this scheme is that you can 

make a backup quickly while protecting the most important 
fi les on your computer. T he disadvantage of this approach is 

that you may have to spend lots of time and effort restoring 

your system and applications. 

• Incremental backup. This scheme combines the fi rst 1:\vo 
techniques in that all files are backed up the first time, but 

after that only fi les that change are backed up until the next 
fu ll backup. Often, you can have your backup software select 
all fi les that have changed since the last backup so that you 

always have a current backup for every file. T his scheme 

protects all your fi les, but avoids the time and space require

ments of doing a full backup each time. T he disadvantage is 

that you need backup software and capable hardware to 
make this technique feasible. 

Choosing a Backup System 
What you decide about the type of data that you will back up 
and how you will back it up should determine the type of backup 
system that you develop and use. For example, if you decide that 
you don't mi nd having to reinstall applications and reconfigure 
settings or you mainly use sma ll document fi les, you might be 
able to simply copy your document fi les onto a floppy disk. If 
you have lots of data to protect, you will need to implement a 
more sophisticated system. 
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Hands-off back ups 

Ideally, you want your backup sys
tem to work without any supervision 
or intervention by you. This is called 
an unattended backup because you 
don't even need to be there for the 
system to work. You can set the sys
tem to automatically back up during 
times when you are not working on 
your Mac. This is not only conve
nienL it also means that since you 
don't have to do anything. you can't 
forget or be too lazy to keep your 
backups up-to-date. 

Maintaining, Fixing, and Up grading Your Mac 
-------------------------------------------

Backing Up 

If you can assemble the hardware an d software to do incremental 
bad.'Ups, you should use this approach. It is the only one that is 
both practical for frequent backups and also protects all of your 
data. 

Choosing Backup Hardware 
The hardware that you use for your backup system is important 
because having hardware that doesn't match the kind of backups 
you want to make will doom your backup plan to failure. For 
example, if you go with a tape drive, then you will be able to do 
frequent, incremental backups, but if you rely on a floppy disk, 
you will have to be very selective about the files you back up 
because of the limited storage space on each disk. ref 
_Ref415736106 \* Mergeformat Table 29.1 summarizes the 
advantages and disadvantages of the major types of hardware you 
can use to back up your data. In the sections following the table, 
you'll learn some details about each type of hardware. 

TABLE 29.1 Hardware That You Can Use to Back Up Your Mac 

Drive Type 

TI!pe 

Back Up 
capability 

Can handle la rge 
amounts of data 
fo r fu ll and incre
mental backups 

Advantages 

Large storage 
capability is 
perfect fo r 
unattended 
backups 

Low cost per 
M B of storage 

Tapes are 
ine.xpensive 

Disadvantages 

T.1pe can't be mounted 
(drive can't be used 
or work); a tape 
drive is a single 
purpose device 

Tapes can be affected by 
magnetic fields and will 

degrade over time 

Relatively slow 

Back'Ups can be Drives can be 
stored away from expensive 
your Mac 

Can be used for 
archival of data 



Drive Type 
Back Up 
Capability 

Removable Depending on tl1c 
media (Zip, drive type, can 
Jaz, SyQ ucst, handle medium to 

and so on) large amounts of 
data for full and 
incremental backups 

CD-R and 
CD-RW 

Can handle large 
amounts of data for 
full and incremental 
backups, but full 
unattended backups 
arc not probable 

Choosing Backup Hardware 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Drives can be Unlikely mat a single 
mounted and used disk will hold all tlle 
for work as well as 
for backups 

Low cost per MB 
of storage 

Can be used to 
easily sh;lre data 
witll otl1ers 

Fast 

Z ip drives have 
become standard 
on newer J\1ac 
hardware 

Backups can be 
stored away from 
your Mac 

data on your Mac so 
fu ll, unattended back 
ups won't be possible 

Magnetic storage 
devices can be affected 
by magnetic fields and 
wil l degrade over time 

Multiple lower capacity 
disks (such as Z ip disks) 
wi ll be required for 
large amounts of data 

Disks are too expensive 
for archiving data 

Drive has mult iple Unlikely tl1at a single 
uses (mastering CD will hold all the 
CDs fo r distri- data on your Mac so 
bution, mounting unattended, full back 
CD -ROM discs, ups won't be possible 
and so on) 

Data is easy to 

share and recover 
since almost all 
computers have 
CD-ROM dri ves 

P rovides nearly 
permanent storage; 
this is the best 
choice for archival 
purposes 

CD-R discs cannot be 
reused (CD-RW discs 
can be) 

Rela tively slow 

continues ... 
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Mainta ining, Fixing, and Upgrading Your Mac 

Bac:king Up 

TABLE 29.1 Continued 

Drive Type 

Hard drive 

Floppy disk 

Back Up 
Capabitity 

D epending on size, 
can handle large 
amounts of data fo r 
unattended fu ll and 
incremental backups 

Suitable only for 
backing up very 
small documents 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Back-ups can be H igher cost per MB of 
stored away from storage 
your Mac 

Drives are expensive 
and more d ifficult to 
use than o ther types 

Very fast High cost per MB of 
data storage 

Dam is easily Dam is harder to share 
accessible 

D rive can be Un likely ro have suffi 
mounted and used cient storage space to 
fo r other tasks make full backups 

Drive can be used Backup drive likely to 
for other purposes be used fo r other pur-
in a pinch poses and thus not be 

available for backing up 

Difficult to store back-
ups away from your 
J\1ac 

Back-up subject power 
surges and other out-
side causes of failure 

Ca.n 't be used for 
archival purposes 

Capacity can't be 
expanded 

Dam is caS)' to Small sto rage capacity 
share makes unattended back 

ups impossible 

Low cost per MB Very slow, especially 
of storage (free if with frequent disk 
you can collect changes 
enough AOL 
disks!) 



Drive Type 
Back Up 
Capability 

Choosing Backup Hardware 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Ver>' <lccessible Very cumbersome to 
since <lll computers usc, unlikely to main
have a floppy drive tain good baci..'Ups 

Poor reliability 

Can be difficult to 
restore data and keep 
the backups organized 

Backing Up with Tape Drives 
Tape drives use a magnetic tape to store data (simjJar to a music 
cassette tape, only larger). There are a variety of tape drives 
available including Digital Audio Tape (DAT) drives, one-quar
ter inch tape drives, and several others. T hese drives are not 
intended to be mountable (you can't mount a tape on yom desk
top like you can a hard or removable media drive), thus you 
won 't be able to access individual files directly from the tapes. 
Remember that you can use tape drives only to store data. Data 
has to be restored back to a hard drive or some other boatable 
drive before it can be used. 

A tape drive suitable for backups will cost anywhere from $300 
to $700 dollars, witl1 a good, fully capable drive costing about 
$500. The primary variable with these drives is the kind of tape 
they use. Individual tapes can hold from 250MB to 8 GB or 
more of data. The cost of tapes varies from about $15 to $40 per 
tape. 

The size of tape you use depends on the amount of hard drive 
storage avaj lable on your system (include all drives). You should 
choose a tape that is at least as large as the maximum amount of 
information that you can store plus a li ttle exrra. Tills wi ll enable 
you to perform unattended backups since you won't have to 
change the media in the middle of a bad .. 'Up. For example, if you 
have a 2 G B internal hard drive plus a 500 MB external hard 
drive, you should choose a tape with at least 3 GB (for a tape, 
this is on the small side!). 
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A good tape drive 

An excellent tape backup drive 
is the APS HyperQIC Drive. 
While the tapes are a bit pricey 
(around $30), they hold so 
much data ( 4 GB) that you are 
likely to only need one or two. 

Expanding a tape 

Some drive and software com
binations will enable you to 
choose to compress the data as 
you do the backup. This usually 
doubles the amount of data 
that you can store on a tape. 
The drawback is that the back
up takes longer to create (but if 
you are doing unattended back
ups, who cares?). 

Mounting a tape drive 

Although tape drives are not 
really designed to be mounted. 
there is software available that 
will enable you to mount a 
tape. Tapes drives are too slow 
to be practical as working drives 
though. 
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Backing Up 

Recommendation: I f your Mac has a lot of data on it that you 
can't afford to lose, you always want your backup to be current, 
you want to be able to do unattended backups, and you can 
afford to have a dedicated backup drive, a tape drive is the best 
option. Tape drives are the ultimate backup hardware. 

If you also need more working space, and you can't afford to add 
two devices to your system, consider a removable media drive. 

Backing Up with Removable Media Drives 
Removable media drives use a removable disk to store data. 
They work on the same principle as the floppy disk, but hold 
hundreds of times more data. Plus, they are also many times 
faster than a floppy drive, which is important when you need to 
back up a lot of data. T here are a wide variety of these drives 
now available including Zip, Jaz, SyQuest SyFiyer, traditional 
Syquest drives, and so on. The distinguishing feature of these 
drives is that they perform almost as well as a hard drive, but 
have an infinite storage capacity because you can swap disks. 

Each drive uses a specific type of disk. Disk storage capacity 
ra11ges from 40MB (on the older SyQuest drives) to more than 
2 GB Oaz II disks hold 2 G B, there are other kinds that hold 
even more). T he cost of the disks vary with the amount of stor
age they provide. 

1\.vo of these drives seem to be the most popular: the Zip drive 
and the Jaz drive (both invented by Iomega, but compatible dri
ves are also manufactured by other vendors, such as APS). T hese 
two drives hit the market first in each category (around 100MB 
per disk and around 1 GB per disk, respectively) and seem to be 
more widely used-which is important if you need to share your 
data with others. Both drives have undergone recent improve
ments that increased the storage space while decreasing the cost. 
Even better, the Zip drive is now standard on many 
Macintoshes. 

T hese drives are advertised as being ideal for backups, and in 
some ways they are. They are relatively inexpensive, fast, and 
have unlimited storage capacity. P lus, you can work off the drive 
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since they can be mounted on your desktop and their perfor
mance is almost as good as a hard drive. 

T he down side is that even with the 2 G B cartridges, such as J az 
drives use, you may not have enough room to make a full backup 
on a single disk. This means that you won't be able to do unat
tended backups-you will physically have to swap out a disk at 
some point. 

As long as you can live with the possibility of having to change a 
disk or two during the backup process, these drives are an excel
lent choice- especially since they are so useful in other ways (for 
example, sharing your data with others). O bviously, if your Mac 
already has a Z ip drive, you should work with it first to see if it 
will be adequate. 

Recommendation: If you already have a Z ip drive in your Mac, 
give it a try for backup purposes. You will not likely be able to 
do a full backup (unless you want to spend a lot of money on Z ip 
disks), but you may be able to back up your important docu
ments and system software. 

If you need more disk working space in addition to backup func
tions, consider a Jaz or equivalent drive. If you have less than 2 
GB of hard drive space on your system and you want more 
working space, a j az drive may be your best option. 

For backup purposes only, a tape drive is a better choice if you 
don't need the additional wo rking space. 

Backing Up with CD·R and CD-RW Drives 
Compact Disc-Recordable (CD -R) and Compact Disc
Rewr itable (CD -RW) drives enable you to make your mvn CD s. 
These drives range in price from $300 to arow1d $1,000. T he 
difference between these drives is that CD-R discs can only be 
written to only once, while C D-RvV discs can be erased and 
reused, much like a removable media disk. Individual CD -R 
media is about $2 per disc while CD-RWs are about $10 per 
disc. 
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Compatibility 

If you frequently need to share 
data with others, a removable 
media drive has the advantage 
of being widely available. For 
example, many print shops 
accept input on Zip disks. 
Before you purchase a drive, 
make sure you have a good 
idea of what kind of drives the 
majority of people with whom 
you share data use so that you 
make it as easy as possible to 
swap disks with them. 
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DVD is on the way 

Digital Versatile Discs (DVD) drives 
are on the way. These drives will be 
able to store more than 17 GB (that 
is not a typoO on a disc the same 
size as a CD. Within the next few 
years, there will also be DVD-RW 
drives. After the cost of these drives 
comes down, they may be an excel
lent choice for creating backups. 

Mirror, mirror on the Mac 

If you use a hard drive as a backup 
drive, you can set it up as a mirror 
to your working drives. This simply 
means that your backup drive can 
contain duplicates for every file on 
your working drives. 

Backing Up 

CD-R drives provide good service as a backup drive; however, 
they do have some serious limitations. One limitation is that a 
CD will hold only 650 MB of data-not nearly enough for unat
tended backups. Also, CD-Rs are not reusable so once you fill a 
disc, it can't be used for any additional backups. T hus, keeping a 
drive backed up with incremental backups wiU eat up lots of 
CD-R media. 

CD-RW drives share the same 650MB limitation, but at least 
the CD-RW media is reusable. Of course, you will pay for that; 
both the drives and the media are more expensive than for CD
R technology. 

The benefits of both drives are that you can easily share data 
with others (since most computers have CD-ROM drives), and 
you can easily use the backedup data since the disc can be 
mounted by any Mac with a CD-ROM drive. The down side is 
that creating a CD (called burning a CD) is not as easy as using 
one of the other options. There are lots of pitfalls that you may 
encounter. 

Recommendation: Consider a CD-R or CD-RW drive only if 
it will serve a dual purpose for you-for example, you need to 

distribute files via a CD for other purposes in addition to creat
ing a backup and you can't afford to add two devices to your sys
tem. 

Otherwise, a tape drive or removable media drive is a better 
choice, primarily because of the 650MB limitation of a disc and 
the intricacies of burning COs. 

Backing Up with Hard Drives 
If you have lots of money, you can use another hard drive (or 
two or three!) to keep your primary drives backed up. While 
enabling you to instantly access your data, this solution is rela
tively expensive and you are unlikely to want to pay for enough 
hard drive space to keep all your data and software backed up. 
You need more storage space at least equal to that of all of your 
primary drives. For example, if your Mac has a 4GB drive, you 
would need a second 4 GB drive. 
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Hard drives are definitely the fastest option, and if you can 
afford to have multiple hard drives, you can keep your backups 
continually up-to-date. For example, you can use a mirror so·ate
gy whereby your back.'Up is updated every hour or even every few 
minutes. 

Although the cost o f a hard drive is somewhat prohibitive, these 
drives suffer from two main drawbacks. The first and most 
important is that they are subject to the same potential causes of 
failure as your Mac (especially if the hard drive is internal). For 
example, if you have a power surge that is strong enough to 

damage your Mac (thus, requiring you to use your backup), 
there is a good chance your backup hard disk will be taken out 
too. vVhereas, with a removable media (such as tape drive), your 
backup is protected from system problems. The second major 
drawback is that the storage capacity of a hard drive is fixed. 
T his makes a backup hard drive limited in what you can use it 
for (you can't use it to archive your data for example). 

Recommendation: As a mirroring backup device, a hard drive is 
an excellent option because o f the speed at which it works. If you 
can afford to have two backup devices, a hard drive for mirroring 
and a tape drive for long-term backups, a backup hard drive is an 
excellent choice. 

Because of the potential for a backup hard drive to be taken out 
with a catastrophic event that may also take out your Mac (such 
as a power surge or theft), you should not rely on a hard drive as 
your only baclm p device. Tape or removable media drives are 
better options. 

Backing Up with Floppy Drives 
\tVhi le using a floppy drive is very simple and inexpensive, it is 
impractical unless you only have a few i\lfB of important data on 
your computer; you won't have the inclination to keep your 
backups in good shape using fl oppy drives because it takes a long 
time to copy data to a floppy and you have to be there fo r all of 
it (to change disks). Plus, floppy disks are not very reliable. I 
don't recommend relyi ng on floppy disks for backup purposes. 
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Recycling drives 

Don't forget about older hard 
drives that you might have, but 
that you might not use because 
of system upgrades. You may be 
able to use these as backup 
devices. 

If money is less important than 
keeping your data safe 

The ultimate backup system 
would have all the hard drives 
on your system mirrored with 
backup hard drives and also 
protected with a tape backup on 
a daily or more frequent basis. 
This provides the most protec· 
tion that you can get. Of course. 
you may not be able to afford 
all that hardware. It all depends 
on how important your data is 
to you. If your income depends 
on your data, it might be worth 
spending $1,000 to $1,500 on a 
backup system. 

Backing up over a network 

Just because a device isn't phys· 
ically connected to your Mac 
doesn't mean that you can't use 
it to backup your data. You can 
use any device that is connected 
to the same network as your 
Mac as a backup device. For 
example, if your network has a 
server on it, it may also have a 
tape drive that you can use to 
create and maintain your back· 
ups. Even if your network does 
not have a server, you can 
attach a backup device (a tape 
drive is probably the only one 
that will provide enough capaci· 
P{ for this purpose) to one of 
the Macs and then back up all 
of the Macs on the network to 
that single drive. 
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The lazy man's way 

As you can probably tell, unattend
ed backups are the way to go. What 
this means is that after you config
ure your hardware and software, 
you don't have to do anything else. 
Which make them perfect for the 
lazy (or busy) among us. Even 
though tape drives are ideal for 
unattended backups, you can 
manipulate other drive types to 
make unattended backups easier. 
For example, you can make a full 
backup on a set of Jaz disks and 
then use a single disk for unattend
ed incremental backups until that 
disk is full. Then you make another 
full backup and start the cyde over 
again. 

Hmvever, one of the key things with 
backups is making them as simple 
and as "hands off" as possible. For 
my money, that means a tape drive_ 

External drives make sense 

Consider getting an external drive 
for your backup needs, rather than 
an internal one. Since external 
devices are easy to take to another 
machine, you can use the same 
backup drive after you replace your 
current computer, and the same 
drive can service multiple Macs 
even if they aren't on a network. 
Plan on keeping your backup drive 
for a long time-it will probably out
last your current as well as your 
next, several computers. 

Practice what you preach 

Just in case you are wondering, I 
use a backup hard drive to mirror 
my working drives and a tape back
up to maintain daily backups. This 
system supports a desktop Mac. 
PowerBook, and PC that are net
worked. Since I use my computers 
to make money, it is very important 
to me not to lose any data. 

Maintaining, Fixing, and Upgrad ing Your Mac 
-----------------------------------------

Backing Up 

Recommendation: Don't rely on floppy disks unless you 
absolutely cannot afford anything better_ If you do end up using 
floppies, make sure you are religious about keeping them up-to
date. 

Deciding Which You Should Use 
If you are serious about protecting your data-which you should 
be-you should invest in some backup hardware. My favorite 
choice is a tape drive because of the capability to simply do unat
tended backups and their infmite storage capacity (by adding 
more tapes)_ H owever, a Jaz or Zip drive (especially if you 
already have one in your Mac) is also an excellent choice, espe
cially since you can do so much more 'vith them than just make 
backups- While the other options can work for' you, you will be 
better off with a tape or removable media drive as your primary 
backup device. 

Choosing Backup Software 
While you can manually copy files from your hard drives to the 
backup device, this quickly becomes impractical for more than a 
few MB of data. A better solution is to use a backup program 
that manages your backups for you. Backup software enables you 
to define which files will be backed up and how often the backup 
will be updated. It also enables you to restore your data when 
the time comes. The software should enable you to automate the 
process as well. 

While on the hardware side, you have lots of choices, there is 
only one serious option for lVIac backup software: Dantz 
Corporation's Reo-ospect and Retrospect Remote. 

Retrospect only does one thing: it helps you create, implement, 
and maintain backups. While limited in scope, Retrospect excels 
in function; it is a "must-have" piece of software. It is easy to 
usc, yet it includes all the functions you need to establish and 
automate your backup strategy. If you intend to back up your 
Mac, you simply must use Retrospect. 
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Creating a Backup 
While I don't have the space to show you aJI of the great things 
that Retrospect does, it is worthwhile to show you how to set up 
and automate a backup using Retrospect. While there are a 
number of steps in the following example, each step is easy 
to do. 

Using Retrosped to define and automate a backup 

1. Launch Retrospect. After the program opens, you will see 
the main v;indow, which has tabs and buttons that enable 

you to use all of Retrospect's features (see Figure 29.1). 
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2. In the main window, click the Automate tab. Retrospect 
automates the backup process by enabling you to create 
scripts. These scripts perform the actions that you indica te 

at the specific rimes tha t you want them to be done. The 
result is that backups ca n be made with little or no action on 

your part. 

3. In the Automate window, click the Scripts button. 

4. In the Scripts window, click New. 

5. At the "Create what kind of script" prompt, make sure that 
Backup is highlighted and then press the Return key (or 

click OK). 

6. Enter a name for your script and click on New (or press 

Return). For tl1is example, I will create a script that backs up 
an entire startup disk, so I named my script, "Mac OS 
Lives!" because that is the name of the drive; you can use 
whatever is meaningful to you (see Figure 29.2). 
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Backup software and tape drives 

Some devices, such as a tape 
drive, require backup software 
to be able to store data. 
Fortunately, Dantz Retrospect 
Remote is usually included with 
tape drives for the Mac. 

FIGURE 29.1 

Retrospect's well-designed main 
window is where you start the 
backup process. 

Retrospect does networks 

Retrospect Remote enables you 
to back up networks from a 
central server or even from one 
computer on the network. If 
you are operating a network of 
Macs, consider using Retrospect 
Remote for your backup 5'/Stem. 
You can use Retrospect to back 
up any drive that you can 
mount on your Mac. For exam
ple, I have PC connected to my 
Mac via a locaiTalk network. 
Using Personal Maclan 
Connect, I can also use 
Retrospect and my APS 
HyperDrive to keep a backup 
for the PC. The same backup 
hardware and software protects 
both computers. 
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FIGURE 29.2 

Defining a backup script enables 
you to perform unattended back
ups. 

Flavors of Retrospect 

There are several versions of 
Retrospect. Retrospect provides the 
software you need to back up over 
a server. For each computer on the 
network that you want to back up, 
you need to add the client software 
(one license is required for each 
machine). Thus, the Retrospect 
Network Backup Kit There is also 
Retrospect Express, which is 
designed for an individual machine. 

Backing up folders 

If you want to choose individual 
folders rather than an entire disk or 
volume, highlight the volume or 
drive, dick the Subvolume button, 
choose the folder you want to add, 
and then in step 8, highlight that 
folder rather than the disk or vol
ume. 

FIGURE 29.3 

A storage set contains the data 
for all of the files that you are 
backing up. 
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Backing Up 
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7. Click the Sources button. You will see a window containing 

all of the drives and volumes mounted on your desktop. 

8. H ighlight the drive or volume that you want to back up and 

click OK You will see that the Sources window now shows 

the drive or volume that you just selected. If you have other 
sources that you want to add to this backup, click on the 
Add button and repeat step 8. Continue this process unti l 

you have selected all the sources that you want to back up. 

9. \ iVhen you have chosen all the sources that you want to 

include in this backup, click OK 

10. Back in the Script window, click on the Destinations button. 

11. C lick C reate New. Retrospect will look for all the potential 
drives on which you may want to store the backup. W hen it 

is done, you will see the StorageSet Creation ' vindow (see 
Figure 29.3). 
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12. Choose the drive type that you want to use (for example, a 

SCSI Tape Drive or a Macintosh Disk). 

13. Give the storage set a name and click Jew. 

14. In the resulting Save dialog box, tell Retrospect where you 

want the storage set saved and click Save. 

15. C lick OK in the next 1:\vo wi ndows. 

16. In the Script window, click Schedule. 

17. Click Add. 

18. Choose the interval at which you want the backup done and 
click OK. 

19. In the next dialog, set the particulars for your script (for 
example, the days of the week and times that you want the 
script to nm). 

20. C lick OK; then click OK in the next window you see (see 

ref _Ref415809112 \* M ergeformat Figure 29.4). In this 

example, the script will back up my startup disk at 10 PM 

every Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and Sanmlay. As long as 
I have room on my tape, this script will make sure that all of 
my files are backed up-! don't have to do anything else. 
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21. \¥hen you are done with your script, click the Script win

dow C lose box and save your changes. 

. 

. 
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Creating a Storage Set 

A storage set is simply the file in 
which Retrospect stores all the 
information about a particular 
backup. 

FIGURE 29.4 

This script will back up my startup 
drive every other day. 

l earning more about Retrospect 

Retrospect is the ultimate back
up software. To leam more 
about it, visit Dantz's Web site 
at ht tp: / / VIWW. 
dantz. com. 
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Mainta ining, Fixin g, and Upgrading Yo ur Mac 

Backing Up 

Using Other Backup Software 
Some disk drive maintenance programs and other utilities pro
vide a backup module. While you should own such programs for 
maintenance and other purposes, the backup modules tend to be 
pretty weak. Invest in Retrospect rather than using one of these 
other applications. 

However, if you decide to play it risky and only back up a few of 
your key fi les via Aoppy disks, you might be satisfied with one of 
these programs as your backup software. 

Backing Up Isn't Hard to Do 
I can't emphasize enough how important it is to maintain good 
backups for your data. Here are a few tips to keep in mind: 

• Develop your own strategy based on the hardware and soft
ware you have or can afford to pmchase. At the least, make 
sure that your critical data fi les are protected . 

• Make sure that backing up is easy. If you have to do a lot of 
work to back up or if it takes a lot of yom time, you won't 
end up keeping up-to-date backups. Ideally, you want to be 
able to do unattended backups. Using Retrospect will help. 

• Be consistent. Whatever strategy you decide upon, keep up 
with it. Old, out-of-date backups are not much better than 
no backups. 

• Always refresh yom backups before you install any new soft
ware or make major changes to your system. This will 
enable you to recover data should the changes you make to 
your system cause problems. 

• Make sure that you test yom backups regularly. Try to 
restore a fi le or two to make sure that everything is working 
properly. If you don't, you may get a nasty surprise when 
you really need to restore some data. 

• Maintain your equipment. Almost all equipment needs some 
kind of maintenance now and again, so follow the manufac
turer's guidelines to keep yom system in top condition. 
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• Maintain more than one set of backups. Create multiple 
copies of your backups in case something happens to one 
set. 

• Keep a backup off-site. Keep a copy of your backups in a 
different location than your Mac is in. This will save you in 
the event of a catastrophic event such as fire or theft. (This 
is a primary reason that you shouldn't rely on a hard drive as 
your only back'Up system.) 

If you never have a hardware failure, major software problem, 
virus attack, accidental deletion, or other calamity, using these 
tips and the information presented earlier in the chapter may 
never make a difference in your life. You may find backing up to 
be a waste of time and money. However, if you don't back up, 
you may experience that sick feeling in the pit of your stomach 
when you suddenly realize that a file that is very important to 
you is gone forever. T he risk you want to take with your valu
able data is up to you. 
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CHAPTER 

Fighting Viruses 

Understanding what viruses are and what they do 

Knowing how to protect yourself from viruses 

Learning about two popular Mac anti-virus programs 

Knowing and using anti-virus tips 
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Macs Versus PCs 

This is another area where using a 
Mac is better than using a PC. There 
are proportionally far fewer viruses 
for the Mac than there are for the 
PC. And those on the PC tend to be 
more destructive. 

Maintaining, Fixing, and Upgrading Your Mac 

Fighting Viruses 

Protecting Your Mac from Viruses 
No matter what level of computer user you are, you have proba
bly heard of computer viruses. Viruses are programs that make it 
on to your computer without your knowledge and do everythin g 
from harmless pranks (some si lly message) to major damage 
(erasing your hard drive). What makes a virus different from an 
application program or utili ty is that viruses are hidden and do 
things of which you're not aware. Many viruses are malicious, 
many are not. But all of them are bad because they do things to 
your computer that you didn't want done. 

Part of practicing smart computing is understanding viruses and 
taking appropriate steps to protect your machine from them. 

Understanding How Your Mac Might Get 
Infected 

The first thing you need to understand about viruses is how a 
virus can get into your Mac. A virus can only infect your Mac 
through a fi le. Potentially infected files may be documents, 
applications, control panels, extensions, and so on. The key 
characteristic of files that may infect your Mac is that they have 
to have some executable code (a set of instructions) associated 
with them. All applications have executable code, as do control 
panels and extensions. Some documents can also have executable 
code in them, such as when the document contains macros (for 
example, V\Tord files can have macros). Plain text fi les, however, 
cannot introduce a virus to your Mac. 

Although not all fil es that you add to your M ac can infect you, 
you should act as if any file may infect you. It is better to be safe 
than sorry. 

You can add files to your Mac in the following ways: 

• Copied from any removable disk (floppy, Zip, Jaz, 
CD -ROM, and so on) 

• D ownloaded from Internet Web or ITP sites, online 
services, or bulletin boards 

• Attached to email messages 



Preventing lnfedion 

You need to be careful when you add files to your Mac from any 
of these sources. 

Understanding the Types of Viruses 
While there are many types of individual viruses, there are only 
two major groups of viruses of which you need to be aware: 

• Application viruses. These viruses are small applications 
that do sometbing to your computer. It may be as harmless as 
displaying a silly message, or as harmful as corrupting par
ticular files on your hard drive. Anything is possible with a 
virus. Application viruses can be hidden in many ways, such 
as within another application (such as Trojan Horse), as an 
extension or control panel, or other software that you add to 
your Mac. 

• Macro viruses. A macro virus is a macro (a miniprogram) 
that can be created by any applications that support macros 
(such as the Microsoft Office applications). T his kind of 
virus is attached to documents that you may receive. Instead 
of using a macro to do something useful, a macro virus does 
damage to your computer, or at the very least makes it 
behave strangely-the most notorious of these are the W ord 
6 macro viruses. When you open a fil e that has been infect
ed by a macro virus, th at virus (the macro) runs and per
forms its dirty deed. 

Viruses are called by many names (for example, n VIR, scores, 
and 1\IDEF) and also come in different flavors, such as worms 
and Trojan Horses (yes, these work just li ke the original, you 
think you are getting a gift that turns out to be more than you 
bargained for). 

Covering the multitude of viruses that are out there is beyond 
the scope of this book, and besides, there is no real need to 
become an expert on the viruses that exist. It is more importan t 
that you understand how to protect yourself from these viruses 
and be able to recover from an infection should one occur. 

Preventing Infection 
I hate to use this cliche, but when it comes to viruses, an ounce 
of prevention is indeed worth a pound of cure. T he main way to 
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Viruses are always bad 

Even when viruses are relatively 
benign, they still use valuable 
storage space and RAM; they 
may eventually cause problems 
that were not even intended by 
their creators. 
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Viruses and email 

One of the ways you can't get 
infected is by reading an email mes
sage. There have been numerous 
hoaxes claiming that ce1tain email 
messages contain nasty viruses that 
will destroy the world. But since 
viruses are executable code, a virus 
must be activated by either an appli· 
cation or a macro, which an email 
message cannot contain. 

If you receive an email message 
warning you of some other email 
message that supposedly contains a 
virus, please don't forward it to 
everyone you know. If it claims that 
you can be infected by reading a 
particular message, it is a hoax. 
However, you should be very leery 
of attachments to email messages. 
They can contain viruses. 

Maintain ing, Fi xing, and Upgrading Your Mac 
-------------------------------------

Fighting Viruses 

avoid viruses is to avoid files that are likely to have viruses in 
them. Here are some tips to help you "stay clean": 

• Find and use a good anti-virus softwa re program (I cover 

some in this chapter). 

• Make sure that you keep your anti-virus software up-to-date. 

• Be careful of any floppy disks that you receive or find lying 

around. 

• Be wary when you download files from any source. 

• Never run programs or use files that are attached to email 

messages from someone you don't know. 

• Be especiall}r careful of tiles that offer promises that seem 
too good to be true. They may contain a Tl·ojan Horse. 

• When you do download files, download them from rep
utable sites, such as magazine sites or directly from a soft
ware publisher's site. T hese sites scan files for viruses before 

malcing tl1em ava ilable so your chances of getting an in fected 
fi le are lower. Remember tile expression, "Consider tl1e 

source." 

• After you download a fi le, run your anti-virus software on it 
to make sure tllat it isn't infected. Most progTams let you 

designate the folder into which you download files and wi ll 

automatically check files in tl1is folder. 

Identifying Infection 
Even witl1 good preventive measures, you may occasionally 
become infected. Hopefully, you wi ll find out that you have been 
in fected by being notified by your anti-virus software-that 
means it is doing its job. But if you suddenly notice tl1at your 
computer is acting peculiarly, it may be tl1at you have become 
infected. What does acting peculjarly mean? Viruses can have 
many different effects on your computer; some of the more 
common effects are the following: 
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• Weird messages, dialog boxes, or other interface elements. 

Sometimes viruses make themselves known by presenting 
something odd on the screen. So if you suddenly see a 

strange dialog box, you may have stumbled across a virus 
(for example, one of the vVord macro viruses causes a happy 

face to appear in Word's menu bar). 

• Loss in speed. Viruses often make your computer work more 

slowly. So if certain tasks seem to be taking longer than they 

used to, a virus may be the culprit. 

• Disappearing files. Some vi ruses cause files to be deleted or 
hidden. If this happens, you need to take action immediately 

or you may fmd that all of your files have been erased. 

• Errors. Many viruses will cause various errors on your com

puter and will prevent programs from working properly. If 
you haven't changed anything on your machine for a wllil e, 
and you suddenly start experiencing errors, you should 

check your computer for a possible infection. 

Using Anti-Virus Software 
You usually will not be able to remove a virus withou t a software 
tool of some kind. You ca n remove infected fil es, but d1e virus 
may have spread beyond d1e original file ilirough wh ich it infect
ed your machine. Once you dunk d1at your Mac is in fected, you 
will need some h elp to "cure" it. 

For every problem there is a solution, and for most viruses, d1ere 
is an anti-virus application. T hese <lpplications generally perform 
the following functions: 

• Monitor activity on your com puter to identi fy potential 

infection 

• P eriodically scan your drives to look for infections 

• Notify you if an in fection is discovered 

• Repair the infected fi les and eliminate ilie virus 

• Delete infected files if it is not possible to repair them 

• Provide a way to update itself 
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Virus definition files 

Most viruses are identified by 
their code. The anti-virus soft
ware knows about the virus' 
code through its virus definition 
file that, amazingly enough, 
defines all known viruses. f1s 
new viruses appear, this virus 
definition file needs to be 
updated so the new viruses will 
be recognized as being viruses. 
You can usually obtain an 
updated virus definition file 
from the Web site of the manu
facturer of your anti-virus soft
ware. Most programs automate 
this process and can update the 
virus definition at intervals that 
you set 
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Watching for viruses 

Many organizations that are interest
ed in the Mac keep track of viruses, 
and there are lots of good sources 
for news about viruses on the 
Internet. Symantec maintains a 
good virus information site at 
http:/ /www. symantec . 
com/avcenter. You can also 
download updates to Symantec's 
Anti-virus for Macintosh here. 

Mai nta inin g, Fixin g, and Up grad in g Your Mac 

Fighting Viruses 

There are several major anti-virus applications available for the 
Macintosh including Symanrcc Anti-virus for Macintosh (SAM), 
Virex, and others. Most o f these will do an adequate job of pro
tecting your Mac from the virus plague. In this section , you' ll 
get an overview of two anti-virus programs-the others work 
similarly. 

Using Symantec Anti-virus for Macintosh (SAM) 
SAM is one of the oldest anti-virus programs on the Mac-it has 
been around a long time, but Symantec updates it regularly so 
that it will do anything that the "new kids on the block" will do. 

There are two phases of SAM's activities: 

• Protection. SAM monitors suspicious activity on your com
puter. SA..i\11 watches what is happening on your Mac and 

alerts you when it detects a possible virus. You can also set 

SAt\11 to scan floppy drives. For even more protection, you 

can identify a SafeZone folder into which you download 
files. SAM automatica lly scans files as they are downloaded 

into this folder so that you can avoid infecting your system. 

SAlVI will also scan your disks to check for infection, either 
automatically according to a schedule you set, or manually 
from within the application. 

• Repair. SAM will attempt to repair any infected files. It will 

do this automatically, or you can start the repair process 
manually. 

When Sam is launched, you will see the main window which 
shows all the mounted drives SAM detects (see Figure 30.1). 

To determine the kind of protection you want, click the 
Preferences button and the Preferences window appears 
(see Figure 30.2). T he various protection areas are shown 
in the left pane, and the options for those areas are selected in 
the right part of the window. 
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SAM provides a SnjeZo11e feature that lets you set a folder that 
SAM always monitors; usually, you should have a specific folder 
into which all of your downloaded files are placed. SAM's 
SafeZone feature \viii monitor this folder so that any fi les you 
download are immediately checked for viruses. 

SEE ALSO 
")- To lcnm bow to ·work witb rlltndmrcllts to e111nilmessagcs, see page s87 

>- To lenm abom dowulondiugfilcs fi'om tbe Web, see page 646 

As an example of how easy SAM is to use, I will show you how 
the SafeZone feature is activated. 

-
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FIGURE 30.1 

SAM's main window provides the 
tools you need to manage and 
protect your Mac from viruses. 

FIGURE 30.2 

You can set SAM's preferences to 
determine the level of protection 
that it provides for your Mac. 
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FIGURE 30.3 

e in a SafeZone Any files you plac 
are automatically 
viruses. 

scanned for 

Macro viruses 

One of the important things to look 
for in an anti-virus program is that it 
can detect and repair macro viruses. 
Macro viruses can infect your 'l>JS· 
tem through the macro capability 
that many programs provide to 
enable you to automate tasks. There 
has been a rash of these viruses in 
Microsoft Word files so they are fair
ly common. SAM does handle 
macro viruses. 

By the way, Microsoft provides a set 
of macros that can detect and repair 
files infected with Word 6 macro 
viruses. Check out http:/ / 
YNII'I. microsoft. com/ to 
obtain them. 

' 
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Creating a Safelone with SAM 

1. Click the SafeZone button in the Preferences window. 

l . Check the box next to the Enable SafeZone 

(see Figure 30.3 ). 
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3. Check the box next to "Scan files and folders on the desk

top" if you want all of these items scanned automatically. 

4. Check the box next to "Scan the Internet Config download 
folder" if you have a down load folder identified in Internet 
Con fig. 

5. Click the Add buttOn and maneuver to any other folders you 
want to be a SafeZone (for example, the folder into whjch 

all of your downloads are placed). 

6. Select the folder and click the Select button. 

7. Click Save. Now, whenever you download a file into this 

folder, SAM will automatically scan the fi le for viruses. This 
is a great way to protect yourself from infection. 

SAM has lots of other great features that you can explore 
through its H elp system (see Figure 30.4). If you are concerned 
about viruses, SAi\1 is a great choice for you. 

Using Disinfectant 
One of the best known anti-virus applications for the Mac was 
John Norstad's freeware application called Disinfectant (see 
Figure 30.5). This application offers protection against viruses 
as well as the ability to repair infected files. It was updated as 
often as new viruses were discovered. 
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I said 7Vas updated because after version 3. 7 was released, the 
program was moved into the commercial arena as part of a com
mercial product. So Disinfectant is no longer updated; however, 
it is sti ll available on the Internet as well as in other places. 
WbjJe it won't protect you against some of the newer vimses-it 
does not protect against Word macro viruses, for example-it is 
free. If you can't afford one of the commercial applications, 
Disinfectant is better than nothing. 

Disinfectant comes with an extensive help system to guide you 
through the wonderful world of viruses (see Figure 30.6). You 
can get a copy of Disinfectant at your favorite 1\llac software file 
site, or you can search the Web to locate a copy to download 
(look for version 3 .6 or 3. 7). 
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FIGURE 30.4 

SAM provides lots of help for you. 

FIGURE 30.5 

Disinfectant provides minimal 
protection against some of the 
older viruses, but since it is free, 
you can't complain. 

Getting anti-virus protection 
for free 

Since Disinfectant doesn't pro· 
teet you against macro viruses, 
you should not rely on it alone. 
However, if you download the 
free Word anti-virus package 
from Microsoft (assuming that 
you use Microsoft Word, of 
course) and use it in combina
tion with Disinfectant, you will 
have a fair amount of protection 
at no cost. However, you will be 
better off buying and using a 
commercial package. 
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FIGURE 30.6 

Disinfectant comes with a lot of 
free help. 

Viruses and backups 

If you backed up your system after 
you were infected, the virus will be 
part of your backup. The only hope 
in this case is to use your anti-virus 
program to clean things up. Then 
make a fresh backup with disinfect
ed files. 
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Using Anti-virus Tips 
Viruses are hyped by the media now and again, and although the 
seriousness of them is often blown out of proportion, they do 
exist, and you need to take suitable measures against them. Here 
are some tips to keep your Mac pure and clean: 

• Get good anti-virus sofnvare and use it properly. 

• Be wary of files from un known sources. Try to download 

fi les only from reputable sites. Also, be wary of floppy disks 

that you find or that are handed to you by coworkers or 
fri ends. 

• Keep your system backed up in case you do get infected with 
a damaging virus-you wi ll have to get rid of the virus 

before restoring your fil es, though, or the virus wil l remain. 

• Create an anti-virus floppy disk; this enables you to have a 
clean system to start from and enables your software to be 

able to clean all the fi les on the startup disk. Most anti-virus 
software will do this for you; see the manual that came with 
your software for details. 

• Don't worry too much; viruses are a problem, but they can 
be managed without too much hassle. 
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Once you have an anti-virus program and keep it updated regu
larly, you shouldn't have to think about viruses very much. If you 
don't practice safe computing, however, you may find yourself 
having to th ink about them a lot. 
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CHAPTER I 

Preventing Mac 
Problerms 

Keeping your System Folder in top condition 

Being prepared for problems 

Building a Mac tool kit 
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Preventing Mac Problems 

Preventing Problems Is Easier Than 
Solving Them 

The old cliche that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of 
cure holds true even in the digital age. While your Mac doesn't 
require as much maintenance as other complex devices (your car 
for example), there are some relatively simple things you can do 
to keep your Mac in top operating condition. In addition, you 
can prepare yourself and your Mac so that if problems do occur, 
you will have the confidence and resources you need to be able 
to solve them on your own. Here are some activities that you 
can do to prevent-and since no prevention is perfect, to prepare 
for-Mac problems: 

• Maintain your drives 

• Maintain your System Folder 

• Maintain backups 

• Watch out for viruses 

• Maintain your hardware 

• Prepare for trouble 

In this chapter, you'll learn about each of these tasks in detail. 
But remember that your goal here should be to minimize poten
tial problems rather than eliminate them entirely. Even the best 
prevention can't account for all the variables that your Mac deals 
with--eventually, you will have problems of one sort or another. 
Don't worry, though, in Chapter 32, "Fixing Mac Problems," 
you' ll learn how to recover from Mac problems when they do 
occur. 

Maintaining Your Drives 
The heart of ru1y Macintosh is its hard drives; I say drives rather 
than drive because many Macintoshes have more than one inter
nal hard drive as well as external hard drives. In addition to hard 
drives-also !mown as fixed d1ives-your Mac also has a floppy 
drive and CD-ROM drive. You may also have drives of other 
types such as Zips, SyQuests, and other removable media d1-ives. 
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Most drives are simple to use; like all things Macintosh, you can 
simply point and click to use them. However, there is a lot of 
complexity behind the simple icons that you see on your desk
top. The file structures of drives are fairly complex, and they are 
described with confusing terminology such as b-trees, nodes, 
directories, and so on. vVhile you don't really need to under
stand all the details of drive technology, you do need to be pre
pared to use tools to perform maintenance (both preventive and 
corrective) on your drives. As thousands of files are written and 
rewritten to a drive, the structure of that drive can become cor
rupted, or at least disorganized. This can result in everything 
from system slowdowns and minor annoyances to severe crashes 
that prevent you from using the disk. 

There are several sofuvare tools that can enable you to perform 
preventive and corrective maintenance on your disks-one of 
them is even included as part of the software that came with M ac 
OS 8.5. However, before you learn how to use those tools, I'll 
discuss a relatively simple task for which you don't need any 
additional sofuvare. 

Rebuilding Your Desktop File 
One of the great things about a Macintosh is that you don't have 
to worry about which application you use to open a particular 
file. To open and edit a file, you simply double-click it. The 
Macintosh knows which application it should use to open the 
file, and if you have a copy of the application that created that 
file, it opens the right application for you. Your Mac knows all of 
this because each disk (hard disk, Zip disk, floppy, and so on) has 
a desktop database (also called the desktop file). 

SEE ALSO 

)> To lenni bo1u to work 1uitb Mnc files 1vben JOII don 't bnve tbe 11pplicntion used to crente 
tlmn, see pnge 483 

>- To lenm bw.u to work 1vitb PC files wbeu JOII don't bflve tbe npplicntion used to nwm 
tlmn, see pnge 497 

All Mac fi les consist o f two parts-more correctly called forks. 
One fork, called the data j01·k, is where all of the data in the fi le 
is stored. T he otl1er fork is called tl1e 1·esource fork. Among the 
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No creator application found 

If the Mac can't find a suitable cre
ator application when you open a 
file, it will use the settings in the File 
Exchange control panel to try to 
translate the file so that you can 
work with it by using an application 
that you do have. See Chapter 21, 
"Working with Other Macs; to leam 
how to configure this control panel. 

Icons and more 

In addition to the type and creator, 
the resource fork also contains any 
custom icons by which the file is 
represented on the screen. There 
can be icons for each selling of your 
monitor (black-and·white, millions 
of colors, and so on). Version infor· 
rnation for applications is also stored 
in the resource fork along with lots 
of other data about the file. 

Maintainin g, Fixing, and Upgrading Your Mac 
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information stored in the resource fork of the file is the type and 
creator of that file. Both the type and creator are four letter 
codes. T he type identifies the gener(t l kind of file it is; for exam

ple, a SimpleText Read Me fi le is type ttro, while an Excel 
spreadsheet file is type XLSB, and so on (I never said the codes 
made sense). The creator indicates which application was used to 
create a fi le; for example, a fi le created by Microsoft Excel has 
XCEL as its creator code, while a fi le created by \Vord has cre
ator code MSWD, and on they go. Each application has its own 
unique creator code. 

The Mac's desktop database keeps track of all of the fi le types 
and creators that are on your disk. \Vhen you try to open a fi le, 
the Mac gets the fi le type from the resource fork of the file and 
uses its database to find and open the creator application for that 
fi le type. The file is then opened in the correct application, and 
you can get to work. 

The desktop database is also how th e Mac knows what kind of 
icon to use to represent a file on your desktop. \Vhen your Mac 
looks at a fi le and identifies its creator, it uses its desktop data
base to figure out what kind of icon it should display to repre
sent the file (for example, the QuickTime movie icon for 
Q uickTime movies). 

Each disk and volume that you mount on your desktop has its 
own desktop file. This includes all your hard disks, floppy disks, 
removable media drives (such as a Z ip disk), and so on. 

If something happens to yom Mac's desktop databases, various 
problems can result. T hese include your icons suddenly becom
ing "generic" and looking like plain rectangles instead of a cus
tom icon or one that resembles the creating application's icon. 

Rather than waiting for the desktop dntabase to become corrupt 
and suffer these probl ems, you can have your M ac Tebuifd its 
desktop. \Vhen it does tllis, it searches tlll"ough all of the files on 
a disk and reconso·ucts the database so tl1at it will have refer
ences for all types and creators. 
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Rebuilding a disk's desktop database 

I. From the Finder, choose Restart from the Special menu (if 

your Mac is turned off, just turn it on instead of using the 
Restart command). 

l . A!; your Mac begins to start up, hold down the Option and 

Command keys. 

3. During the start-up process, you will see a dialog box aski ng 

you if you are sure that you want to rebuild the desktop file 
on your startup disk (see Figure 31.1). 

Art you sure youwMt to rebuild Cht 
des ktop me on lhedh:t .. '-t.oc OS liOJelt• r 

4. C lick OK. Your Mac will begin the rebuilding process and 

will keep you informed of its progress (see Figure 31.2). If 
the disk is large and you have lots of fi les on it, it may n1ke a 
minute or two for the process to be completed. vVhen the 

Mac is done rebuilding the desktop on your startup disk, it 

will attempt to rebuild the desktop on each hard disk and 
volume that it mounts on the desktop. To rebuild each desk

top, click OK in each dialog box tha t asks you if you want 

to rebuild the desktop. If you want the rebuild ing process to 

stop, click Cancel. \iVhen all the desktop fi les have been 
rebuilt, you wi ll see your normal Mac desktop and you are 

done with the rebuilding process. 

Rebuilding the desktop on a removable disk is as simple as it is 
to rebuild a hard drive's desktop. 

Rebuilding a removable disk's desktop 

I . H old down the Option and Command keys and insert the 

disk in the drive. \¥hen the disk mounts, you wi ll see the 
dialog box in Figure 31.3. 
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FIGURE 31.1 

Do you want to rebuild this disk's 
desktop? 

Rebuild them one, rebuild them all 

If you rebuild your startup 
drive's desktop, you should also 
rebuild the desktops on all of 
the disls you use, whether they 
are hard drives or not. 
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FIGURE 31.2 

This Mac is working to rebuild its ( 
desktop file. 

FIGURE 31.3 

When you rebuild the desktop on 
a removable drive, you will see 
this dialog. 
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Alebulldlng the dtlkt:OP nit-

Arc you ture youwan1 tu rebuild the. 
11 B,kt011 nte 011 lhe disk .. Zip pity Do Dah"? 

l. Click OK to rebuild the disk's desktop. Depending on the 

size of the disk, it may take a few moments to complete the 

rebujld. You will see a progress bar just li ke the one in 
Figure 31.2. When the disk's desktop has been successfully 
rebuilt, it wiU be mounted on the desktop and will be ready 
to use. 

You may be wondering how often you should rebuild your desk
top files to prevent problems with them. Some expert<; recom
mend that you rebuild your desktop about once a month. I don't 
th ink it is necessary to do it that often, "once in a while" is good 
enough. You should rebuild the desktop after you inst<llllots of 
new software or do a major reorgrmization of your Mac's fi les. 
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Rebuilding your desktop files can also help you solve certa in 
problems on your machine. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To lenrn wbeu ro 1-c/mi/d n desktop to solue pn1blems you nre e.Yperimci11g, see pnge 754 

Maintaining the Structure of Your Disks 
As you use your Mac, it constan tly writes data to disks and reads 
data from them. After lots and lots of this, the underlying struc
ture of your disks (the b-trees, directories, and so on) can 
become disorganized and tl1e drive will not work as well as it 
should. Your Mac may begin to work more slowly and applica
tions may begin to crash more frequently. Fortunately, you don't 
need to understand the complexities of a disk's structure to keep 
it working properly. There are disk maintenance applications 
that can help you maintain your disks-as well as repair tl1em 
when you run into trouble. 

As is the case for most software, there are several different disk 
maintenance applications including D isk First Aid, Norton 
Utilities for Macintosh, and others. In this section, you'll learn 
how to use a couple of tl1ese tools so tl1at you will know how to 
maintain the structure of your disks. 

Using Disk First Aid 
Apple's Disk First Aid can detect and repair a large number of 
problems (including problems that you haven't noticed yet) with 
the disks on your Mac (it also works on floppies and other 
removable disks). Even better, Disk First Aid is provided free as 
part of the Mac OS 8.5 installation (it is in me Utilities folder 
that is installed on your startup disk). Using Disk First Aid, you 
can scan disks for problems and then try to correct any problems 
it finds. 

Checking a disk by using Disk First Aid 

1. Move to the Utilities folder and launch Disk First Aid. At 
the top of the main window, you wi ll see all of tl1e drives 
that are mounted on your system (see Figure 31.4). In the 
lower part of the window, you can read about how to use 

Disk First Aid. 
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Disk First Aid and HFS+ 

II you use the newer HFS+ disk 
structure, Disk First Aid can 
deled and repair problems with 
the disk, unlike the current ver· 
sian of Norton Utilities for 
Macintosh, which was version 
3.5 when I wrote this chapter. 
To leam more about HFS and 
HFS+ see Chapter 5, "Working 
with Hard Disks, Partitions, and 
Volumes." 

Disk First Aid and improper 
shutdowns 

If your Mac crashes or you don it 
shut it down properly, Disk First 
Aid will automatically run when 
you restart it. Disk First Aid will 
fix any problems that it finds on 
your startup disk (such as may 
have been caused by the crash). 

Disk First Aid on the Mac OS 8.5 
CD-ROM 

Disk First Aid is also located in 
the Utilities folder on the Mac 
OS 8.5 CD·ROM. II you need to 
start up from the CD·ROM, you 
can run Disk First Aid from it to 
correct problems that you may 
be having. 
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FIGURE 31.4 

Disk First Aid is a powerful addi
tion for your Mac tool kit-even 
better, you get it for free as part 
of Mac OS 8.5. 

The worst case scenario 

If nothing you try can repair a prob
lem with a disk, you may need to 
reformat the disk. which involves 
deleting all the files on il. Of course, 
you have to make sure that you 
back up all the files on a disk before 
you reformat il. To learn how lo 
reformat a disk, see Chapter 5, 
'Working with Hard Disks, Partitions, 
and Volumes." 

FIGURE 31.5 

Disk First Aid checked the disk 
Applications and found that it 
needed to be repaired On this 
case, it was a very minor problem 
with a missing icon). 
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2. In th e top pane, select the drive you want to check. You can 
select multiple drives and volumes by holding clown the 

Shift key while you are making a selection. 

3. Click the Verify button. In the bottom pane, you will see the 

software working. If the disk is OK when the process is 
done, you wi ll see a message saying so in the lower pane of 
the window. If Disk First Aiel finds a problem, you will sec 

something like F igure 3l.5. In this figure, you can also see 

some examples of some of the termjnology relating to th e 

drive's structu re. Mostly you can ignore these terms, which 
only the disk gurus among us understand. 
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4. To try to repair a problem, click Repair. The software does 
the rest. If the identified problems can be repaired, they will 
be and the program will tell you so. If it can't fix the prob
lems, it will tell you that as well. If this is the case, you need 
to try some other utilities (such as Norton Utilities for 
Macintosh) to see if they can repair the problem. 

You should use Disk First Aid to check your disks every so often 
to make sure that things are OK with your drives. I strongly rec
ommend that you also purchase a second disk maintenance 
application, the best of which is Norton Utilities for Macintosh. 

Using Norton Utilities for Macintosh 
Symamec's Norton Utilities for Macintosh is a collection of 
modules that can perform various ki nds of maintenance on your 
disk drives. The tasks Norton can do for you include 

• Drive structure repair 

• Defragmentation and optimization (covered in the next sec-
tion) 

• Recovery of files that you accidentally delete 

• Recovery of initialized or crashed disks 

• Data protection when your Mac crashes 

• Analysis of your system's configuration and performance 

I've used Norton Utilities for a long time (it is now in version 
3.5), and it has saved my bacon on more than one occasion. 
Although Norton Utilities performs some very sophisticated 
functions, it is an easy-to-use application. In this section, you'll 
learn how to use it for drive structure maintenance. In the next 
section, you'll see how to use it for defragmentation and opti
mization. In C hapter 32, Fixing Mac Problems," you'll learn 
how to use it to correct problems 
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One limitation removed 

In previous versions of Disk First 
Aid. it could not repair your 
startup disk. Now it can. 

Why verify rather than repair? 

Once you have selected a disk 
to work on, you can either click 
the Verify or Repair button. In 
most cases, you should click 
Repair so that Disk First Aid will 
automatically try to fix any prob· 
lems that it finds. Why are there 
two buttons then? In case you 
don't want Disk First Aid to cor
rect problems. Mostly, it is a left
over from earlier versions that 
could not repair the startup 
drive. 

A major limitation 

With version 3.5 and earlier ver
sions of Norton Utilities for 
Macintosh, you can't diagnose 
or repair problems with disks 
that use the HFS+ format If you 
use HFS+ on any of your disks, 
you will need to find another 
utility for your tool kit (in addi
tion to Disk First Aid). One good 
choice is Tech Tool Pro which 
you will leam about in the next 
chapter. 

Norton startup disk 

The Norton Utilities CD-ROM 
disc can also serve as a startup 
disk when you are having prol>
lems starting your Mac. While 
you will be using an older ver
sion of the Mac OS when you 
start up from the Norton CD 
(Mac OS 7.5.5 with Norton ver
sion 3.5), it is sufficient while 
you correct any problem you 
have. 
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FIGURE 31.6 

Norton Utilities' main menu 
enables you to access the differ-
ent modules that are part of it. 

Unnollced problems 

In this example, I hadn't noticed any 
particular problems with the drive I 
was testing. It seemed to be working 
OK. But likely it was operating more 
slowly than it should have been or 
was having some other problem 
that, although I wasn't having any 
immediately obvious problems, 
could lead to serious trouble later. 

FIGURE 31.7 

The disk doctor is examining this 
drive. 
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Using Norton Utilities to chec:k a disk 

1. Launch Norton Utilities. You will see the main menu (see 
Figure 31.6). From this menu, you can launch each of 
Norton's modules. Norton Disk Doctor is the module that 
performs disk maintenance tasks. 
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T l. CIJck Norton DJsk Doctor. You will see the Disk Doctor 
window that shows the disks that are mounted on your sys
tem. 

3. Highlight the disk that you want to check and click the 
Examine button. You will see a progress window (see Figure 
3 1. 7). In the upper window, you will see all of the tests that 
the disk doctor performs. The progress bar will let you 
know bow each test is progressing. vVhen a test is complete, 
a green check mark wi ll appear next to the test's name. If 
the doctor finds a problem with your disk, you will see a 
Diagnosis Report dialog box that tells you about the error 
(see Figure 31 .8). 
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4. Read about the problem, and the doctor does provide some 
explanation of what the "problem" area does. Near the bot
tom of the window, you will see the Disk Doctor's recom
mendation as to what needs to be done about this problem. 
You have three options: stop the process, don't fix the prob
lem, or fix the problem. For most problems the doctor finds, 
you should choose Fix. 

5. Click Fix or press Return. N orton will try to fix the prob
lem. If it can, you will see a dialog telling you that the prob
lem is fixed. Disk Doctor will then continue the testing 
process until it finds another error. This loop continues unti l 
all errors have been fixed. \¥hen the process is done, you 
will see the "report" dialog box (see Figure 31.9). You can 
either read about what tasks the program performed or you 
can quit the process. 

Disks re.m•lnlng to 
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FIGURE 31.8 

This disk has a problem. 

Why is there a choice? 

Frankly, I don't know of any sit· 
uations in which you would not 
choose to have a problem fixed. 
It would seem like this choice 
must be allowed for some rea· 
son, although I have yet to see 
one. In my opinion, it would 
better if Norton went ahead 
and fixed all the problems it 
found without you having to tell 
it to do so. 

FIGURE 31.9 

This windows shows you that the 
doctor is done. 
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FIGURE 31.10 

Reading a disk report can be use
ful. 
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6. To read a detailed report about what happened with your 
disk, click the Show Report button. You will see a text win

dow that shows the results of each test (see Figure 31.1 0). 

T his information includes each error that was found, as well 
as if that error was successfully repaired. If you scroll down 

the page, you will also see a report on your system configu

ration. 
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7. When you are done reading the report, close the window. 
You will move back to the Disk Doctor window. 

8. C hoose another disk to check or quit the program. 

As with the other preventive maintenance tasks, it is a good idea 
to run the Disk Doctor on your drives periodically to make sure 
that they are in good condition. 

Defragmenting and Optimizing Your Disks 
As you save files to a clisk (again, this means any kind of disk that 
you have motmted on your Mac, except for CD-ROMs and 
locked disks from which you can only read data), data is written 
to the disk. The M ac is also frequently writing other sorts of 
data (such as preference changes and other system-level data) to 
the startup disk. As data is written to a clisk, it is written in the 
next available space (called a block). Once tl1e data is "laid down," 
the Mac returns to what it what was doing. " 'hen it is time to 
save more data, the next batch is written in the next open space 
and so on. Think of this as the Mac putting all the data down in 
a straight line (yes, the disk is round, but it is easier to dunk of it 
this way), one chunk after anotl1er. 
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As files ar e opened and closed, data from different files is laid 
down in the next avai lable space so that instead of all the data 
from one file being in a continuous block, it can be stored in 
blocks located in various spots around the disk. In this state, the 
data is fragmented. While fragmentation is a normal part of the 
way disk drives function, excessive fragmentation can slow down 
the disk. Things slow down because the drive head must read 
data from all the blocks that make up a particular fi le. As those 
blocks become more numerous and are spread out around the 
disk, it takes longer and longer to read all of the data for that 
file. 

You use a process call ed defmgmentation to correct this condition. 
You need a disk maintenance program to do this, such as Norton 
Utilities for Macintosh (in particular the Speed Disk component 
of Norton Utilities for Macintosh). W hat the defragmentation 
process does is to "pick up" all of the data blocks for each partic
ular fi le and write them in a continuous block. It does this for 
every file on the disk. After the data is laid out nice and neat, the 
drive ,,nil perform faster because it doesn't have to move as far to 
read and \vrite the data for a particular file. 

Since a hard drive is made up of a round disk that spi ns at a con
stant speed, it takes longer to read and \vrite data to various parts 
of the disk. Data near the center is read more quickly than data 
out near the rim. Data can be written to the disk in such a way 
that the access speed of the drive is optimized. 

To do this, the data that is used constantly, but not changed 
much-such as the system software and applications-is stored 
near the center of tl1e disk. The documents and other data that 
are infrequently used are stored out towards the edge of the disk. 
This arrangement speeds up tl1e disk because access to tl1e most 
frequently used data is faster, and keeping the static data togeth
er means that it will not become fragmented. Thus, tl1e data is 
read and written in an optimized (for speed) fashion. You also 
need a disk maintenance application to optimize a disk. 

Enter Norton Uti lities for Maci11tosh (again). T he Speed Disk 
module will both defragment and optimize a drive at tl1e same 
time. 
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Chevette or Corvette? 

Faster is a relative term. 
Defragmenting your hard drive 
will make it operate faster, but 
don't expect the difference to 
seem like moving from a 
Chevette to a Corvette. It will be 
more like moving from a 
Chevette needing a tune-up to 
one that has been tuned-up. 
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Speed Disk options 

Speed disk has a fair number of 
options; for example, you can opti· 
mize the disk based on various uses 
such as for CD-ROM Mastering or 
for multimedia. You can also get 
additional information about the 
disk and create a report showing 
the fragmented files. For now, 
though, just proceed with the 
delragmenlation and optimization 
based on "general use." You can 
explore other options on your own 
if you are so inclined. 

FIGURE 31.11 

Norton's Speed Disk window 
shows you a graphical represen· 
tation of the fragmentation of a 
drive. 

Check Disk 

If you click Check Disk instead of 
Optimize, the program will recolor 
the data in the left pane to indicate 
what kind of data it is (applications 
will be one color, data files another, 
blank space v~ll be white, and so 
on). To see the types of data on the 
disk, choose Show Detail View from 
the Explore menu. You will see a 
Detail View window. f.s you move 
your cursor over the data in the 
Speed Disk window, you will see 
what kind of data is in the Detail 
View window (for example, it will 
show you the specific application for 
application data). This doesn't do 
anything to the data, but it is kind of 
interesting. 
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Defragmenting and optimizing a drive by using Norton Utilities 

1. Launch Norton Uti lities for Macintosh. 

2. C lick Speed Disk. You will see a warning dialog box that tells 

you that you should run Disk Doctor on the disk and have it 
backed up (of course!) before running speed disk. 

] . If you have run Disk Doctor on this clisk, click OK; other

wise stop the process and ruJ1 D isk Doctor first to make sure 
your disk is in good condition (since you read Chapter 29, 

you are backing up regularly, I don't need to tell you to do 

that, right?). You wi ll see the Speed D isk window (see Figure 
31.1 L). T he large pane on the left shows you a representa

tion of the fragmentation on the drive. The more white 

spots and lines that you see within the black "data," the more 
fragm ented the drive is. 

4. Select the disk that you want to defragment and optimize 
and click Optimize. The disk will be unmounted, and the 
data in the left pane will be recolored to indicate what kind 
of data it is. T he disk checking process will continue until 
the program is sure that the disk is ready to be defragmented 
and optimized. After the check is complete, defragmentation 
and optimization begins. The program joins all of the data 
scattered about in separate blocks into contiguous blocks 
with specific data being stored in certain locations on the 
disk (system fil es and applications being stored towards the 
center o f the disk). When the process is complete, you will 
see that the data is now in neatly layered blocks (see Figure 
31. L2). T he fil es on your drive are no longer fragmented, 
and they have been arranged so tl1at the drive operates as 
quickly as possible. 
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5. Select another disk to work on or quit the program. 

While you may not notice huge speed gains when you defrag
ment and optimize your disks, it is a good idea to do so every 
now and then because every little bit of speed helps when you 
are working with large fi les o r complex applications. Do it more 
frequently if you move lots of data arOlmd on the disk. Do it less 
frequently if you don't notice much improvement in speed. 

Cleaning Up Your Drives 
You can do a lot for the performance of your disks by simply 
keeping tl1em cleaned up. T he more data that is on your drive, 
the less room you have to store new files. If your disks get too 
full , their performance wi ll slm.v down significantly. More data 
means tl1at there is more information for your Mac to manage, 
and thus it t1as to work harder tl1an it does witl1 less data. You 
can also run into all kinds of problems if you try to save files to 
disks mat are full to the brim; how full mis is depends on me 
size of me files wim which you are working. If you are using 
small text files, say around 100 KB or less, then a disk with a MB 
or two has enough free space. If you are working with 20 MB 
Quick Time files, you may need to have 100 MB or more free. A 
good general guideline is to ensure mat every disk on your sys
tem has at least ten percent or more of its space free. 
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FIGURE 31.12 

All of your data in nice, neat lay
ers; this disk is ready to rock. 

Startup disks 

Just as with Disk Doctor, you 
can't defragment or optimize a 
disk on which the active System 
Folder is located. That is 
because files cannot be moved 
while they are open. So all the 
files on a disk must be closed 
before they can be defragment· 
ed. You can start up from the 
Norton Utilities CD-ROM and 
then run Speed Disk from there 
to defragment your startup disk. 

Optimizing CO-ROMs 

When using certain sofllvare to 
create a CD-ROM, it is very 
important that the disk you use 
to master the CD is optimized. 
Since data can't be written to 
most COs that you will distrib· 
ute, recipients of your discs will 
be stuck using what you give 
them. If the files on the CD are 
heavily fragmented, the disc will 
perform slowly. Defragmenting 
and optimizing a disk immedi
ately before you burn a CD 
from it, will ensure that the CD 
operates as quickly as possible. 
Some CO-creation software 
takes care of this for you, but it 
doesn't hurt anything to opti
mize a disk before creating a 
CD from it anyway. 
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Running on full 

Just because your drives are full 
doesn't mean that you have a lot of 
files that you can delete. You simply 
need more storage space than you 
have available. If this is the case, 
you will need to add more storage 
space to your system. You can do 
this by adding internal or external 
hard drives or adding a ZIP, Jaz, or 
other removable media drive. 

Archiving instead of trashing 

If you find files that you don't cur
rently use, but want to keep for 
future reuse or maybe even for sen· 
timental value, you may want to 
archive them before you throw 
them out Archiving is very similar 
to backing up. See Chapter 29 for 
the details on archiving. 
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Cleaning up your drives 

1. On your desktop, create a folder called "Trash this (date)." 
Make date about a week or so in the future. T he purpose of 
this folder is to provide a temporary storage space for files 
that you are planning on deleting. You will drag all of the 
"trash" files that you find into this folder. 

:Z. Look for old versions of documents that you are working 
on, documents that you don't need any more, and other doc
uments that are of no value. 

3. Drag these files into the Trash this (date) folder. 

4. Look for applications that you no longer use. Look especial
ly for older versions of applications that you have upgraded 
(for example, do you really need Microsoft "\Nord version 5, 
6, and 98 all installed at the same time?). 

5. Drag these applications to the Trash this (date) folder. Be 
careful to make sure that you have the original disks or discs 
for any applications that you trash. If not, make a backup or 
archived copy of these applic:Hions 

6. Open application folders that you do want to keep to look 
for useless folders and files within them. Examples are sam
ple documents and tutorial files that are not useful to you 
once you have learned how to use an application. Other like
ly candidates for deletion are AppleGuide fi les that you 
never use, templates that you don't need, and so on. 

7. Drag these files and folders to the Trash this (date) folder. 

8. Use the Finder's Find command to locate duplicate files; one 
likely culprit is the application SimpleText that is included 
with just about every application you have. 

SEE ALSO 

» To lenrn to 1/SC tbe Findet·'s Find C01111Jifl1Jd, see pnge 88 

9. From the Finder, choose Find from the File menu. 

10. In the Find File window, type "SimpleText" and press 
Return (make sure that the "on local disks" item is on the 
Find Items pop-up menu). You will see more than one copy 
of good old Simple Text (see Figure 31.13 ). There may also 
be duplicate support files (in the figure you can see dupli
cates of the Simple Text Guide file as well as the application). 
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11. Compare the duplicates to see which can be deleted (usually 
you should just keep the newest version). 

12. Drag the duplicate files from the I tems Found window to 
the Trash this (date) folder. You may have to rename some of 
the files to move them because there can't be two files with
in the same folder that have the same name. You can also 
drag them straight to the Trash. (In this example, I recov
ered more than .5 MB just by trashing duplicate Simple Text 
files). 

ll. Keep looking until you have moved all of the chaff into the 
Trash this (date) folder. 

14. After the (date) has passed and you haven't needed any files 
in the Trash this (date) folder, drag the contents of this fold
er into the Trash and empty it. 

You may be amazed at how much junk you have accumulated on 
your Mac. Keeping your drives cleaned up will go a long way 
toward preventing "out of room" and other disk problems. 

Maintaining Your System Folder 
Your System Folder is the heart of your Mac and to keep your 
Mac operating in top form, you should keep your System Folder 
tuned up. 

As you use your l\1ac, install new software, and customize your 
Mac, lots of stuff is stored in the System Folder. Some of this is 
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FIGURE 31.13 

Guilty as charged-more copies of 
Simple Text than you can shake a 
stick at. 
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useful to you and some isn't. Just as you now !mow the value of 
keeping your disks neat and tidy, you should know that it is espe
cially important to keep your System Folder trim and in fighting 
condition. 

N ow, this gets a bit trickier than cleaning off old files from your 
drive. That is because the function of some of the fil es in your 
System Folder will remain a mystety. You will see fi les that have 
odd names, and you may have no idea what they are supposed to 

do. And since we are talking about the System Folder, you know 
that the software in tills folder makes your Mac work like it 
does. So you need to be a bit careful about removing fi les from 
it. 

You will also see more profmmd benefits from cleaning out your 
System Folder than you did by just cleaning up your drives. 
T hat is because some of the software in the System Folder con
sumes valuable RAi\1. Increasing the RAM available to your Mac 
by deactivating extensions and control panels that you don't use 
will free up RANI for applications, as well as the system, to use. 

T here are two areas that you should clean up in the System 
Folder. T he first aTea is extensions and control panels. T he sec
ond is some of the other fi les in your System Folder. 

Cleaning Up Control Panels and Extensions 
Rather than deleting extensions and control panels, you can use 
sofuvare to turn them off so they aren 't loaded and d1us don't 
consume any system resomces (other d1an a small amount o f 
drive space). Yom purpose here should be to turn off every 
extension and control panel that you don't use. No need to 
worry either because it is easy to simply turn them back on 
again. 

You can turn off extensions and control panels by using the free 
Extensions Manager d1at is provided by Apple as part of OS 8.5. 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To leam abom 11Sing Erteusions Nlanagcr to disable rolltrol panels and e.rtensions tbnt 
you aren't 11Sing, see page 350 
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Extensions Manager is a good tool, especially since it is free, but 
as with some parts of the Mac OS, there is a third-party applica
tion that is much more powerful. This is Cassady and Greene's 
Conflict Catcher. Conflict Catcher provides much more control 
over the pa rts of the system software that load, and it also can 
better help you figure out what individual fil es do. 

Using these tools, you can keep your system trimmed down to 
be as minimal as you like it. A smaller system is good because it 
frees up RAM and at the same time reduces the likelihood for 
conflicts benveen various parts of the system. Both benefi ts make 
Mac problems less likely. 

Cleaning Up Other System Files 
In addition to extensions and control panels, there are other files 
in the System Folder th at you should clean up. These include 
the following: 

• Fonts. Fonls require RAL\1 since they are loaded when you 
have one or more applications open. You should remove 
fonts that you don't use. 

SEE ALSO 

)> To lenm bow to 1·emove [oms from yom· system, see page 15 8 

• Preferences. Preference files store customizati on informa
tion (for example, the default font in an application) for 
applications, as well as th e OS. You should periodically 
delete the preference files for applications that you no 

longer use. 

• Apple M enu Items. Check th rough the Apple Menu Items 
folder and delete anything that you don 't need. 

• Other stuff you don 't use. Look through other folders to 

see if there are items that you don 't use. For example, if you 
don't use the Launcher (and who does?), throw out the 
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Trashing extensions and control 
panels 

In the previous section, I told 
you that you should trash any 
files that you don't use. After 
you are sure that you aren't 
using extensions and control 
panels. you can delete them if 
you want to (you can always 
reinstall lhem from the OS 8.5 
CD or the other floppy disks or 
CDs on which the software 
came to you). But since they 
are usually small files, it might 
be better to leave them 
installed and just turn them off. 
That way, it will be very easy to 
turn them back on again should 
you need to do so later. 

An exception to the "don't 
delete extensions· rule, is the 
boatload of printer extensions 
that the OS installer placed in 
your Extensions folder. You 
should delete all of those for 
which you don't have the print
er (for example, Color SW 
1500, if you don't have a Color 
Style Writer 1500). 
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Going hog wild 

When you clean out your System 
Folder, use the •buffer" technique 
that you learned about earlier. 
Create a folder to store files that you 
are going to throw away. If you can 
still do everything that you need to 
do with these files removed from 
the system, then it is probably safe 
to permanently delete them. 
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Launcher Items folder (you should throw out the related 
control panel, too). T he same goes for the Control Strip 

Modules folder. Also look for support folders for applica
tions that you have removed from your !viae. Look for old, 
broken aljases as wel l. 

Maintaining Backups 
Backups are a critical part of preventing problems. If you have a 
good backup, you will be able to recover from even the most 
severe problem, which prevents the biggest problem (losing 
some of your previous data). 

SEE AlSO 

> To lenm abolllthe fine 011 ofbacl.:iug up, see Chapter zg, "Backiug Up" 

Keeping an Eye Out for Viruses 
Viruses can cause lots of problems for you, some severe, some 
not. A good anti-virus strategy can keep you safe from these 
nasty digital bugs. 

SEE ALSO 

> To /cam about preventing am/ m ring vims infectious on yom· Mac, sec Chapter 30, 
"Fighting Vimses" 

Maintaining Your Hardware 
lvlost of the problem prevention you do is on the "inside" of 
your Mac \'ia software. There are a few simple "exterior" tasks 
you should do, too. T hese include the following: 

• Clean the machine. You should periodically clean the dust 
from the monitor, CPU, keyboard, and other components. 
The best way to do this is to use a blowing device to remove 
the dust, especially on the keyboard that has lots of nooks 
and crannies. You can also use a soft cloth on the exterior, 
but never spray dusting solutions or sprays directly onto tl1e 
hardware; on the monitor face, put a small amount of glass 
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cleaner on a soft cloth and lightly rub the face with it. 

Liquid going inside any part o f your system can ruin your 

day. 

• Check cables. Be carefi.1l with the cables tl1at run between 
the various devices tl1at are part of your system. If cables get 
pinched or pulled on, you can break tl1e internal wires or 

bend connecting points. If that happens, sometl1ing is likely 
to stop working. Try to keep cables neatly out of the way 

and make sure that notl1ing slides across or sits on top of 
tl1em. 

• Watch the environment. Make sme that tl1e external tem
peratme of your Mac and its peripheral equipment stays rel

atively low. High temperatures make electronic equipment 
unreliable. It is likely tl1at any temperatmes tl1at are bad for 

your Mac will be uncomfortable for you, but also watch out 

for equipment jammed close together where the heat from 
one will increase the temperature of something else. Never 

block the ventilation holes on any device. 

Lastly, some devices emit certain kinds of radiation that will 

affect other devices (or maybe even you). Monitors are tl1e 

most likely culprits; try not to sit too close to yours. Large 

speakers can emit magnetic interference that can do nasty 

things to magnetic storage media (your disks!). As long as 
you don't try to cram too much equipment into too little 

area, you should be fine. 

Preparing for Trouble 
Even with the best preventive maintenance, you are bound to 
have a little trouble now and again. If you consistently do what I 
have suggested in the first part of this chapter, you will minimize 
the problems that you experience, but even so, problems are 
inevitable since you can't control al l aspects of tl1e hardware and 
software tl1at you use. 

Vlhen (or should I say if?) a problem happens, you wi ll be able 
to solve it more quickly and easily if you have a plan and tl1e 
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tools you need in place before the problems occur. In this sec
tion, you willleam what you can do to prepare for trouble. 

Looking for Trouble 
If you think you are immune to problems because you chose a 
Mac, you are mistaken. You will have fewer problems than a PC 
user, and those problems will be easier to solve, but nonetheless, 
solving problems is an inherent part of computing, whether you 
use a Mac or PC. 

Here are some things you can do to plan for trouble: 

• Keep track of what you do. \iVhenever you install new 
software or make major changes to your system, take the 
time to jot down some notes about what you do. You don't 
need to be extremely detailed; you mainly need to record the 
actions you took and when you took them. 

You might want to consider keeping a calendar next to your 
Mac. vVhen you install softwan: or make a major system 
change, you can jot a quick note on the date that you made 
the changes. This information can be extremely helpful if 
you have to troubleshoot problems. Sometimes, the timing 
of events (for example, you instaUed the GreatProgram 3 
upgrade and two weeks later your system started crashing) 
can quickly lead you to a solution. If you rely on your mem
ory, you may not be able to re-create events accurately. 

• Read and learn. Take advantage of the plethora of infonl13-
tion available on the Mac. You can find this information in 
books, magazines, mailing lists, and, of course, Web sites. 
You will be ahead of the Mac game if you spend some time 
reading about the Mac. You will often come across some tid
bit of information that may not make a big difference when 
things are going well, but may be just the bit you need when 
you are having trouble. 

• Build a Mac tool kit (see the next section). A good tool kit 
can easily make the difference between spending minutes or 
hours solving a problem. 
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• Becom e friends with a Mac expert. Somewhere in your 
sphere (at work, school, clubs, and so on) there is likely 

someone who lives and breathes Macintosh. Make friends 

with this person. She can teach you lots of vital information 

and may even be there when you need help. 

Building a Mac Tool Kit 
A large part of prepar ing for trouble is making sure that you 
have the tools you need to solve any trouble when it happens. 
While there are a lot of tasks you can do manuaLly (moving fi les, 
changing settings, rebuilding the desktop, and so on), most 
problems will require some kind of tool to be solved. It is better 
if you have the tools you need before you need them. vVhen a 
problem occurs, you can concentrate on fixing it rather than 
acquiring the tools you need to fix it while at the same time you 
are working on the problem. 

In the following sections, I' ll describe a capable Mac tool kit that 
will enable you to solve problems. Some of the tools are free, 
some will cost you a bit of money (but those do double duty and 
are very useful in preventi ng problems as well fixing them). 
Having most or all of these tools at your disposal wi ll make it 
much more likely that you will be able to handle any problems 
that come up. 

Knowing Your System Configuration 
One of the most helpful things you can have in your tool kit is a 
complete description of your system. Tllis information is vital if 
you have to ask anyone for help. If you have this information on 
hand, the probability of you being able to get successful help 
from someone is much, much greater. I' ll show you one way to 

create this configuration report, but there are other tools that 
will help you do this as well. 

Remember tha t you need to create a configuration report now, 
while you are not having problems. If you try to wait tmtil you 
are troubleshooting a particular problem, you may not be able to 
collect the required data (if you can't start up your Mac, for 
example). 
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FIGURE 31.14 

Apple System Profiler will enable 
you to understand the hardware 
and software components of you 
Mac. 

Maintaining, Fixing, and Upgrading Your Mac 
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IJ 

Apple includes Apple System Profiler as part of OS 8.5 . This 
utility will enable you to create a customized configuration 
report for your Mac. 

Using Apple System Profiler to create a system configuration report 

1. From the Apple menu, choose Apple System Profiler. You 
will see the Apple System Profiler window (see Figure 
31.14). This screen provides you with information about 
your hardware, including the machine ID number, what ver
sion of the system you are using, the kind of processor in 
your machine, memory information, and the disk you are 
using as your startup disk. 
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1. From the File menu, choose New Report. You will see the 
Create Report dialog (see Figure 3l.l5). T his dialog enables 
you to choose which areas of your system that you want 
included on your report. 

3. Check as many of the boxes as you would like-I suggest 
that you include all of the areas, so go ahead and check all of 
the boxes. 
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4. Click OK. Your Mac will scurry off and begin creating the 
report. It will seem to be jumping all over the place, and 
you will see all sorts of data pop on the screen. vVhen it 
is finished, you will see an ASP Report \\.-indmv (see 
Figure 3l.L6). 
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5. Print the report and save it on your Mac. 

T he configuration report created by the Apple System Profiler 
provides lots of extremely useful information. The information 
includes the following: 
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FIGURE 31.15 

You can use the New Report dia-
log to determine which aspects of 
your system are reported on by 
Apple System Profiler . 

FIGURE 31.16 

Apple System Profiler creates a 
customized configuration report 
for your Mac. 
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Norton Utilities and Conflict 
Catcher 

I've mentioned these applications 
quite frequently in this and other 
chapters (and will do so again). 
Each of them has the capability to 
produce reports similar to that of 
the Apple System Profiler. See their 
manuals and AppleGuides to see 
how to do so. 

Installation log 

Earlier I recommended that you 
keep a log of major changes that 
you make to your Mac. The ASP 
report is a perfect log. Simply run 
and print the report after each 
major upgrade or software change. 
The report is dated; all you will 
need to do is highlight the items 
that you changed. 

Maintaining, Fixing, and Upgrading Yo ur Mac 
---------------------------
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• System overview. This section tells you all about the hard

ware in your Mac, including processor type and memory 

configuration. 

• Networking information. T his section te lls you which 
printers you are connected to, what networking software you 

are using, and whether fi le sharing is active. 

• Volume information. In this section, you will see all of the 

drives and volumes that are currently mounted on your Mac. 

• Device information. This listing te lls you lots of detailed 

information about all of the devices within and connected to 
your Mac. You wi ll see infonnation on aU of your hard dri

ves, Zip drives, CD-ROM drives, and so on. T his informa

tion includes the SCSI location, manufacturer, and capacity. 

• Control panel information. This gem of a section provides 
a list of all the conu·ol panels active on your system, as well 
as the version number of each. 

• Extension information. T his is similar to the control panel 
report, except that it covers extensions. 

• System Folder information . This tells you where your sys
tem folder lives. 

• Application information . T his lists all of the applications 
installed on your system, as well as the version number of 

each. 

If you haven't done much troubleshooting, you may not appreci
ate how great this report is. You will just have to trust me for 
now. T his report can really help you solve problems yourself, 
and it is even more helpful when you need someone else's help 
to solve a problem. 

T he report is also use ful for things in addition to troubleshoot
ing. For exampl e, if you are considering buying a new piece of 
software, a quick glance at this report will tell you if your 
machine is capable of nmnin g it. You can also easily tell if you 
need any patches or upgrades tl1at you happen to come across. 
This simple report is a vety important pa rt of you r tool ki t. 
Remember to rerun tl1e report whenever you make major 
changes to your system. 
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Preparing Software Tools 
You will most likely solve any problems that you encounter 
through software. Here is a list of software tools that should be 
part of every Mac user's tool kit: 

• Dantz Retrospect. This is the premiere Mac program for 
backing up your Mac. 

SEE ALSO 

)oo To /ram about ReNrJspect, see page 694 

• Symantec Norton Utilities for Macintosh. I have already 
shown you how useful Norton Utilities is; you simply must 
have a copy. 

• Conflict Catcher. Now in version 4, this essential utility 
provides industrial strength tools for troubleshooting soft
ware conflicts. In addition to its troubleshooting prowess, 
you can use it to keep your Mac's performance at its maxi
mum potential. 

• Symantec Antivirus for Macintosh (SAM). T here are sev
eral anti-virus applications for the Mac, and they all work 
well. SAM has been with the Mac for a long time, and has 
proven itself. 

SEE ALSO 

> To leam about SAJ\!1, sec page 705 

• Mac OS 8.5. Mac OS 8.5 comes with a number of features 
and utilities that you will use during your troubleshooting 
efforts. These include tools for RAM management, as well 
as lots of help via AppleGuide, the Mac OS Info Center, and 
even the mostly unread ReadMe fil es. 

• ResEdit. ResEdit is a tool that Apple provides to help you 
edit the resource forks of the files on your Macs. ""lhile 
there are a tremendous amount of th ings you can do to cus
tomize your Mac \vith ResEdit, it's usefulness in the trou
bleshooting process is fairly limited. But in those situations 
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Other uses for a startup disk 

There some tasks that you will want 
to do on your startup disk, but that 
can't be done while it is being used 
for the active system software. 
These indude defragmenting and 
optimizing a disk, repairing a disk, 
and so on. A second startup cisk 
enables you to start the Mac from 
another disk so that you can do 
these tasks on your primary startup 
disk. 

Ma intai ni ng, Fixi ng, and Upgrading You r Mac 
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where you need it, it is vital. And since Apple provides 

ResEdit for free, there is rea lly no reason not to have it 

avai lable when you need it. 

SEE ALSO 

,.. 1b lem·u flbom RedEdit, see Jlflgc 373 

I suggest that you obtain all of these tools as soon as you can. 
Assuming that you already have Mac OS 8, the total cost of 
these tools will be less than $3 7 5 (much less if you get a copy of 
Retrospect bundled with your back-up drive). vVhen the time 
comes when you need to solve problems, you don't want to 
obtain-and learn to use-new software at the same time that 
you are trying to solve your problems. Plus, most of these tools 
will help you in your day-to-day use of the Mac. 

Preparing Emergency Disks 
Some problems prevent you from being able to start up your 
Mac. When that happens, you wi ll need another disk that con
tains valid system software from which you can start up. This 
disk can be a floppy, but you will be better off with a CD or Zip 
disk to use. Here are four options for a back-up startup disk: 

• Mac OS 8.5 CD-ROM. You ca n start up from the Mac OS 
installation CD . Check your Mac's manual to see what keys 

you need to hold to make your Mac start up from a CD. 

(For example, on a Power Macintosh 8600, you hold dovm 
the c key while the machine is starting.) 

• Norton Utilities CD-ROM. T he Norton CD has a System 

Folder on it that you can use to start up your Mac. In the 
3.5 version of Norton Utilities, th is was version 7.5.5 of the 
Mac OS, but that is sufficient to start the machine and fix 
problems that prevent you from starting your OS 8.5 sys
tem. 
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• Zip or othe•· removable drive disk. You can use the Mac 

OS installer to install the system software on a Z ip or other 

disk. Or you can drag a copy of your System Folder onto a 
removable disk and make your M ac start from that. (No 

need to hold down keys, the Mac will check the Zip disk 
before it boots from the hard drive.) 

Using Information Sources 
\iVhen you get into trouble (or want to stay out of it), it is good 
to have information sources to which you can tum. Again , it is 
not a good idea to ·wait w1til you need them to find them. There 
are many good sources of Mac information, including the fol
lowing: 

• ReadMe files. Most software comes with one or more 
ReadMe files. These files are provided to give you informa

tion that could not be included in the printed documenta
tion that came with the software. T hese files often provide 

vital information that will help you avoid problems. 

• The manual and online help. Most applications come with 
a paper manual, online help (AppleG uide or Balloon Help), 
or both. You should peruse this information to help you 

understand what you are doing and help you prevent prob

lems. 

• People. There are lots of people you can ask to get help. 

You can ask peopl e you know or the tech support group for 
the "problem" application. 

• T he Internet. You can also use th e Internet to look for help 
via email, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), newsgroups, 

and of course, \ i\Teb sites. There are also lots of good mailing 
lists that you can join. 

• Books and magazines. There also are lots of books and 

magazines that contain information that will help you pre
vent problems. 

If you develop a "pool" of information sources tl1at you are 
accustomed to using, it will become second nature to try this 
pool when you need help or when you are considering a change 
to your system. 
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ReadMe? 

You really should read the 
ReadMe files before you install 
new software. You might be 
able to prevent some problems 
from ever occurring. And all for 
only a few minutes of your 
time. What a deal. 
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Passwords and paper 

Should you write down your pass· 
words? All the security experts say 
that you shouldn'L But if you have a 
poor memory, this is a risky policy. 
Especially if you have multiple pass· 
words to remember, and with the 
rise of the Internet, who doesn't? 
Whether you write your passwords 
down is a personal choice, but if 
you decide to write them down, 
don't make them too obvious. You 
might want to consider encoding 
them in some way, such as adding 
extra characters or reordering them 
in some fashion. 

Maintaining, Fixing, and Up gradin g Your Mac 
------------------------------Preventing Mac Problems 

Maintaining Your Records 
While you have already learned about backing up your data, you 
also need to back up all of the usernames, passwords, Internet 
settings, software serial numbers, and so on that you will end up 
collecting as you add software to your system and register at var
ious Internet sites. Some of these items will be captured in your 
data backups, but much of it is difficult to retrieve from this 
source. Here are some important data that you should also back 
up in some other way: 

• Software information. This includes serial numbers and 
versions. If you have to reinstall an application, sometimes 

you will need the seria l number to do it. You also may need 

the serial number to upgrade the software or get tech sup

port. Sometimes, the serial number is printed on a sticker 

attached to the manual or regiso·ation card so be sure to 
hang onto these items. 

• lnternet/onJine settings. T here are lots of usernames, 

passwords, phone numbers, and other data you need to con

nect (remember those you use to enter Web sites also). If 
you lose your system for some reason, you want to be able 
to easily reconfigure it. You don't want to have to figu re 

what al l this is at the same time that you are reconfiguring 

your system. 

There are several ways you might choose to keep this kind of 
data backed up: 

• Keep a folder on your computer that contains text files with 
this information. You can also use clippings or stick:ies to 
quickly record and retrieve this kind of data. Since you will 
be backing up your computer regularly, the data will auto

matically get backed up as well. You can also print the text 
files so that you have a paper copy. 

• Keep a folder in your email system with various usernames 
and software registration information in it. 

• Go low-tech and use paper. This one is the most risky in 
terms of security. Make sure that you either encode the data 

somehow or make sure that no one has access to it but you. 
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It may seem kind of silly to you to keep all of this information 
backed up, especially because a lot of it (such as the serial num
bers for your sofnvar e) is usually provided in other places 
already. Trust me, having all of this information in one place 
can literally save you hours in the event that you ever have to 
reinsta ll your system-which is not as unlikely an event as it 
should be. 
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Fixing Mac Problems 

Knowing the general types of Mac problems you may 
face 

Troubleshooting your system 

Solving common problems yourself 

Getting help 
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Why bother? 

I spent a lot of time in the previous 
chapters telling you how to prevent 
problems. Now I'm telling you that 
you are likely to have problems any· 
way. You may be wondering why 
you should bother with the tech· 
niques described in those chapters if 
they won't prevent all problems any· 
vray? Here's the answer: because 
with those techniques, you will have 
fewer problems, and you will be 
able to solve any problems that do 
happen more quickly and easily. 

Maintainin g, Fixing , and Upgrading Your Mac 

Fixing Mac Problems 

Facing Your Problems 
Even though you practice all of the smart computing techniques 
that you learned in Chapter 29, "Backing Up," C hapter 30, 
"Fighting Vtruses," and C hapter 31, "Preventing Mac 
Problems," eventually something may not work correctly. You 
may experience crasbes or bnugs, or a program just may not work 
the way it is supposed to. You might even experience mjnor 
annoy<1nces, such as having to do something in several steps that 
should require only one. In any case, one of tl1ese days, you wiU 
run into a situation that requires you to troubleshoot and solve a 
problem. 

De<1ling with a problem, especially related to your computer, can 
be intimidating because there is so much going on tl1at you may 
not understand. Fortunately, you don't need to be <1 computing 
expert to be able to o·oubleshoot and solve problems. Mostly, 
wh<lt is required is the abi lity to carefully observe what is hap
pening and to be able to follow logical trails. Being able to com
muni cate clearly to oth ers is also important when you need to 
get help from someone who knows more than you do. 

In short, when you need to solve a Mac problem, you need to 
think of yourself as a detective working on a case. You will assess 
the crime scene (your Mac's behavior) , interview wi01esses (talk 
to tech support or other Mac users), construct a theory as to 
"who done it" (use your Mac tools to identi fy tl1e problem), and 
then capture the perpetrator (fix the problem). 

Most troubleshooting and problem solving material focuses on 
listing specific problems and their solutions. This works fine if 
your specific problem happens to be part of the listing. If not 
(which is more likely the c::~se) , then such lists aren't much help. 
T he most important thing is to understand the principles of 
troubleshooting so that you know how to discover the solutions 
to your specific problems on your O\vn-even if they don't show 
up on a list somewhere. 
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Understanding What Could Go Wrong 
The M ac OS is one of the most stable and reliable operating sys
tems around. Mac and Mac clone hardware are usually very high 
quality machines. Likewise, Mac software is usually very well 
crafted. Nonetheless, Nlacs ar e sophisticated systems with tech
nology that is always changing, thus creating a fertile ground for 
problems. 

On the Mac, the problems you experience will be one-or a 
combination-of five general types of problems. 

Being Your Own Worst Enemy 
The results of many investigations into aviation accidents can 
often be summed up with the phrase, "pilot error." Similarly, this 
is often the c::1se with an "accident" in the Mac world . .IVIany 
problems are the direct result of a user (this means you) doing 
something improperly-or not doing something properly. 

Some of the things that a user might do to cause problems are 
the following: 

• Not following instructions. This is the big one. Many 

times, you wi ll cause your own problems simply beca use you 
fa il to foll ow the instructions provided with software or 

hardware. Believe it or not, sometimes these steps are writ

ten for a specific reason, so tha t not following them is asking 
for trouble. Remember the old adage, "If all else fails, follow 

the instructions." 

• Operating a machine past its limits. If you know that a 
particular application requires a computer with a Power PC 
604 processor, but you try to run it on a 68040 Mac, you are 
bound to have o·oubles. If you live to the edge of your 

machine's capabiliti es, you will have more problems than 
you might with a more capable machine. 

• Not meeting minimum hardware or software require
ments. For example, if a program requires 16MB of RAM 
to operate, and you try to nm it lo1owing that you only have 
8MB available, there is no one to blame but yourself for 
problems you experience. 
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• Not doing proper maintenance on your system. For 

ex;1mple, if your tape drive manual says that you should 
clean the heads every month, but you never do, whose fault 

is it if you find that your back-up system has failed due to a 
dirty head? 

• Not keeping enough free space on a drive. This is a fairly 

common cause of problems. All drives need to have free 

space in order to be able to store fi les, sometimes tempora ri

ly. If a drive is full, or very close to being full, you wi ll have 
problems as you try tO store more data on it. 

Fighting Bugs 
Sometimes the cause of a problem is a "bug" inherent in the 
design of the products involved. The bug can be a design flaw, a 
manu facn1ring problem, or a conflict with some other part of 
your system. While companies often do the best they can to pre
vent bugs, there is usually no way to prevent all the possible 
bugs in a product. Many bugs aren't revealed unti l a piece of 
software or hardware is combined with some other pieces of 
hardware or softwa re. 

Bug-induced problems are usually solved by a maintenance/bug 
fi x release of software. Even if a bug is part of a piece of hard
ware, it can often be fixed by a bug fix release of the software 
that drives that hardware. 

Battling Software 
One of the most common cause of problems is conflicting soft
w:l re. Some programs just don't pi:Jy well with others. Conflicts 
are often associated with control panels and extensions since 
they modify the low level operations of the system. However, 
applications can also conflict with one another and cause you 
headaches. 

I f you call for technica l support, this is likely to be the cause that 
the support person tries to identify first. Unforn mately, unless a 
conflict bel:\veen so ftwa re is known, it can be hard to identify the 
exact causes of the confl ict. Sometimes, the applications that are 
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affected are the problem, but other software is the reason for the 
conflict and somehow affecting another appUcation. 

Software conflict problems can usually be solved by shutting 
down or removing the software that is responsible for the con
fli ct. \Vhen this particular software is something you must have, 
you may need to remove the software that it is confli cting with 
instead, or you ca n often obtain an upgrade or a patch that wi ll 
cause the problem to go away. 

If the conflict is between sofuvar e that is fairly popular, the com
panies involved will usually issue bug fixes that eliminate the 
conflict. If the conflict happens only in isolated circumstances, 
you may be out of luck. 

Fighting Viruses 
Although fairly rare-especially if you use a good anti-virus 
strategy as I discussed in Chapter 30-your computer can some
times get infected by a virus. Viruses can cause all sorts of prob
lems from simple and silly messages appearing to strange dialog 
boxes to major system crashes and even hard disk deletions or 
fa ilures. 

T he best cure is to prevent infections, but if you do get a virus, 
you will have to rely on your anti-virus program to get rid of it. 

Suffering Hardware Failures 
The most unlikely cause of problems is a hardware failure. 
While hardware does fa il now and again, it doesn't happen very 
often. Hardware fai lures are most likely to occur immediately 
after you start using a new piece of hardware or close to the end 
of its useful life. Someti mes, you can induce a hardware fa ilure 
when you upgrade a machine or perform some other kind of 
maintenance on it; for example, if you install new R.Al\1 in a 
machine, but fai l to seat a RAM chip properly. 

Unfortunately, the solution to most hardware failures is to have 
the hardware repaired by a professional or to simply replace it. 
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Fax conflicts 

By the way, fax software is one 
of the most notorious causes of 
software conflicts. If you are 
having trouble with anything 
related to communication pro
grams (such as an Internet con· 
nection) and you have fax 
software installed and active, try 
deactivating the fax software 
first. 

Disk failures are bad 

If you do have a major hard· 
ware failure, such as a disk drive 
failure, and you don't have a 
good backup, you will be in big 
trouble. You can usually kiss all 
of your data good-bye, although 
there are services that will try to 
recover your data-at a high 
price. 
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Troubleshooting Techniques 
If you understand the general techniques you should use when 
troubleshooting, you will be able to handle almost all of the 
problems you are likely to encounter. H aving a good under
standing of what you need to do will also make you more confi
dent, which in turn will help you be more effective. 

O ne of the tough things about troubleshooting is that you usual
ly have to do it at an inconvenient time; for example, in the mid
dle of a big project. At times like these you are likely to feel lots 
of stress, which can lead to fmstration, which in turn often leads 
to hasty actions. Haste will often drive you down the wrong 
path. 

Effective troubleshooting requires a cool head. T he best 
approach when you are working on a deadline is to find a quick 
workaround for the problem that will enable you to complete 
the job you need to get done immediately. T hen you can come 
back and really fix the problem later when you are more in a 
"troubleshooting" frame of mind. 

T his is also the reason I emphasize not waiting until you need to 
solve a problem before learning how to solve problems. In the 
hea t of battle, it is hard to learn. 

\ "Then you experience a problem, tl1ere are certain groups of 
tasks that you need to do to get past that problem. In this sec
tion, you'l l learn about tl1ese groups so that you have a good 
top-level understanding of tl1e troubleshooting process. 

Preparing to Troubleshoot 
As you leaned in ilie previous chapter, you should always be pre
pared to troubleshoot. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To let~rn buw )'Oil cnn br 1·et~dy [01· trouble, see pnge 7 3 3 
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Looking, Listening, and Learning 
~en a problem occurs, you need to use your observation skills 
to obtain the information you will need to solve that problem. 
The following sections explain how you can be more aware of 
what is happening on your Mac. 

Looking at What You Just Did 
Many problems are triggered by something you do. vVhen a 
problem happens, think about what you were doing immediately 
before the problem occurred. H ere are some questions you need 
to answer: 

• \Vhat applications were you rmming (not only the particular 
one with which you were working)? 

• ~at specifica lly were you trying to do (print, save, format, 
and so on)? 

• Have you made any changes to the computer recently 
(installed somvare, chan ged settings, and so on)? 

The answers to these questions provide significant clues to help 
you figure out what is causing the problem. 

Trying to Repeat the Problem 
\Vhen a problem occurs, you should recover tl1e best you can, 
and-as crazy as it seems-try to make tl1e problem happen 
again. Try to re-create everything tl1at was happening when tl1e 
problem popped up. O bviously, you shouldn't intentionally re
create a problem in such a way that you will lose data. Make sure 
that your data is safe by having a good backup before you do 
much troubleshooting. 

If you can re-create the problem, it will be much easier to figu re 
out what is happening. T he hardest problems to fix ar e those 
mat only occur occasionally or intermittently. A "repeatable" 
problem is much easier to troubleshoot. 
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Knowing your system 

As you learned in the previous 
chapter, you can use the Apple 
System Profiler to have a good 
understanding of your system 
configuration. The configuration 
report that the Apple System 
Profiler will generate for you can 
be very helpful in figuring out 
exactly what the components of 
your system are. 

Intermittent problems are hard to 
solve 

What do you do about an inter· 
mitten! problem? If you can't 
figure out what happens to trig
ger i~ you may just have to live 
with it until you do figure it out. 
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Just the facts, ma'am 

Take a clue from Dragnet's Sgt. Joe 
Friday and gel "Just the facts, Mac.· 
Your observations and the other 
information you gather needs to be 
factual rather than what you think 
might have happened. Try not to let 
your frustrations color your observa
tions; instead focus on what is really 
happening and not how stupid your 
Mac seems to be. 

Turn off software 

Remember that you can also try 
using Extensions Manager to tum 
off all unrelated control panels and 
extensions to minimize the chance 
of software conflicts. After you pare 
your system down to the minimum 
software you need to do the task at 
hand, you may eliminate a conflict 
that is causing the problem. Once 
you get the job done, you can come 
back and really solve the problem. 
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Being able to Describe Your Problems 
If you need to get help to solve the problem, it is vitally impor
tant that you be able to accurately describe the situation and the 
symptoms of the problem. The help other people will be able to 
provide will only be as good as the information you provide to 
them. (Recreating the problem will also help you be able to 
accurately describe it.) Make sure that you understand what is 
happening when the problem occurs, and also that you can 
describe what the problem is (i.e., "When I print, the application 
crashes and gives me the 'you're out of luck' error message" 
rather than , "This stupid printer doesn't work!"). 

Solving the Problem 
After you have a good understanding of the problem, you can try 

to fix it. In this section, I' ll give you an overview of th e major 
tasks you need to do to get your Mac back into action. 

CeUing it Fixed-Now! 
H ave you heard the one about the guy who goes to the doctor 
and says, "Doctor, if! bend my elbow like thjs, it hurts." The 
doctor looks at him and says, "Well, then don't bend your elbow 
like that." 

I f you are in the midst of a project and don't have time to trou
bleshoot, you can try to work around the problem by not doing 
whatever it was that you were doing when the problem hap
pened. Try using an alternate application or an alternate way of 
completing a particular task. Avoid the situation that led to the 
problem and perhaps you can avoid the problem. T his is a short
term solution, but if you need to get back in the game quickly, 
thjs may be your best choice. 

Ceiling Cood Help Is Sometimes Hard 
Unless you can instantly see how to solve your problem or one 
of your tools takes care of it, the odds are that you will need to 
get help. There are lots of sources for troubleshooting help, 
including the following: 
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• Techn ical support ti·om the manu f:~cturer 

• The manual and online documentation (such as the 

AppleGuide) that comes with the software 

• \1\'eb sites 

• Newsgroups 

• Magazines 

• Troubleshooting software 

• Ma iling lists 

• Coworkers, fami lies, and fi·iends 

\Nhen asking for help from people-regardless of the means you 
use, such as the telephone or email-be sure that you keep the 
following in mind: 

• As your Mom probably told you, "Use your manners!" 

You have no ca ll to be rude to people who are trying to help 

you, even if they happen to work for the publisher of soft
ware or hardware that is giving you trouble. Besides being 
the right thing to do, using good manners will likely get you 

better help. Manners are equally important when making 
requests via email or other on line sources. "Please" and 

"Thank you" go a long way towards encouraging people to 

be willing to help you. 

• Give accu rate, specific, and complete information. 
Provide a complete description of your problem, as well as 

what you were doing when the problem occurred. U nless 

you give the person who is trying to help you a good idea of 
what is really going on, that person is un likely to be able to 

help. 

An ineffective request for help goes something like this, "I 
was printing, and my stupid computer crashed. vVhat's 

wrong?" This kind of question-which happens more than 
you might imagine- is just about impossible to answer. 

A more effective question might be something like thi s, "I 
am using ;~ Power Mac 8600 running system 8.5 that is con

nected to an HP DeskJet 855C via Loca i'Thlk. W hile tryi ng 
to print from Microsoft \Nord 6.0. 1, Word quit and gave me 
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There are no "know it ails" 

Sometimes, it wi ll become clear that 
a person you are asking doesn't 
really know how to help you. Even 
the local "computer expert" has limi· 
lations. Don't assume that because 
someone knows more than you, 
that he knows everything. II it 
becomes clear that someone is 
struggling to even figure out where 
to start, you should tactfully bow out 
and find someone else to help you. 
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the following error message, 'The application unexpectedly 
quit because of a Type I L error.'" You might also need to 
provide the extensions and control panels you are using, but 
this question would probably get you headed in the right 
direction. 

• Don't wear out your welcome with someone who is 
only trying to help you . You need to be careful not to 
impose on people who are trying to help you only out of the 
goodness of their hearts. If you are asking a friend or 
coworker to help with a problem, use their time efficiently. 
Be prepared to describe your situation. Be specific. And if 
the person can't help you after a reasonable amount of time, 
go to someone else. It is not fair to ask a "volunteer" to 
spend large amounts of time trying to solve your problems. 

Trying to Solve Your problems 
After you have identified the problem and sought help, you 
should have some ideas of "vhat to try to correct the problem. 
Th.is may involve running troubleshooting software or installing 
a bug fix release of the problem software. 

Try your solution to see if it works. If it does, you are done. If 
not, you need to go back to the initial steps and begi n tl1e trou
bleshooting process again-except this time you have one less 
solution to think about. 

It is not unusual for the fi rst solution that you try to fa il. 
Troubleshooting is often an iterative process. You will need some 
patience and endurance, but if you keep working through the 
process, you will eventually solve the problem. 

Solving Problems 
N ow that you understand the general sources of problems, it is 
time to learn how to solve them. Each general kind of problem 
has its own section. Within those sections, you' ll learn how to 
recognize the symptoms of that problem type, and you'll see 
some ideas on how to solve those problems. 
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Solving Problems You Create 
Let's face it. M ost of the time, when you get new software, you 
pop the CD or floppy disks in your Mac, double-click, and go. 
Fortunately, most Mac hardware and software is so well 
designed, that this approach works much of the time. 
Occasionally, though, you will do something that you aren't sup
posed to do, or you won't do something that you were supposed 
to do. T he result in either case: user error. 

User errors typically result in "things just not working like they 
are supposed to." A program may or may not be crashing, but 
whatever it is that you want to do just isn't happening. Often, 
there isn't any indication of a problem-for exampl e, a program 
quitting unexpectedly-you just can't seem to get the job done. 
Other times, you will run into problems when you are installing 
a new piece of software. Usually, these problems happen because 
you have failed to follow proper installation procedures. 

VVhen you run into a problem that is not clearly a hardware or 
software problem (see the following sections for Sy'111ptoms of 
those problems), one o f the first thing·s you should think about is 
what you are doing or maybe what you weren't doing that you 
should have been. If you take a close look, you may discover that 
you are sometimes your own worst enemy. 

If you are having problems that don't seem to be clearly hard
ware or software related, the best thing to do is to look for infor
mation that wi ll help you figure out if you are doing something 
you shouldn't-or not doing something you should. There many 
sources for this information, including the following: 

• ReadMe files. Most software comes with one or more 
ReadMe files. T hese fil es are provided to give you informa
tion that could not be included in the printed documenta
tion that came with the software. If you have trouble with <l 

particular application, you should read through the ReadMe 
files. T hey will o ften provide essential information. 

• The manual and online help. Most applications come with 

a paper manual, online help {AppleGuide or Balloon H elp), 
or both. You should peruse this information to help you 

understand what you are doing and help you prevent 
problems. 
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RTFM 

If you don't check the manual 
and ask a question somewhere, 
you may get a terse response 
"RTFM." This stands lor "Read 
The Fudgy Manual" (OK, so it 
isn't really ludgy, but, hey, this 
is a family book~. Anyway, the 
point is that sometimes the 
information you need is right in 
front of you; people often don't 
make a decent effort to find 
information on their own before 
asking a question. II this is stan· 
dard practice lor you, don't be 
surprised if people get snippy 
with you when you ask a ques· 
tion that you could have easily 
answered on your own. 
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Great Mac troubleshooting Web 
sites 

The best place to look for trou
bleshooting help is sites dedicated 
to the software with which you are 
having trouble (usually the manu
facturer's Web site). However, there 
are lots of general Mac trou
bleshooting Web sites that you can 
visit to look for help. These sites 
provide lots of help for you. 

Ted Landau's excellent Mac Fix It 
site is at http : 1/YNNI. 

macf ixi t • com. 

Ric Ford's MadnTouch site is at 
http : //YNII'/ , 

macintouch.com. 

The Mac Central site is at 
http: //WIN/. 
maccentral.com. 

The Mac Resource Page is at 
htt p: //IW/V/, 

macresouce.com. 

You should also visit the Mac 
magazine sites such as 
http: 1/YNNI. macweek. com 
and http: 1/YNII'I. 

macworld . com. 

Autosave 

If the application you work with 
doesn't have an autosave feature, 
you should consider adding a utility 
that will issue a save command at 
predetemnined intervals so in the 
event of a quit, you won't lose much 
work. 

Most modem applications have an 
autosave feature. You really should 
use it. 
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• Ask around. There are lots of people you can ask for help. 

You can ask people you know or the tech support group for 

the "problem" application. You can also use the Internet to 

look for help via emai l, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), 

newsgroups, and of course, Web sites. 

• Books and magazines. There also lots of books and maga
zines that contain information that will help you prevent 

yourself from causing probl ems. 

It may take a little while to find the information for which you 
are looking, but once you do, correcting "user error" problems is 
usually stra ightforward. Just follow tl1e recommendations or 
instructions you find. 

Fixing Software Problems 
As you add and use software, you are going to run into software 
that doesn't work properly. T here can be several causes for soft
ware problems, and there are different tools for resolving the 
various kinds of problems you wi ll encounter. 

T here are lots of individual symptoms tl1at indicate a softwa re 
problem, but they usually fall in to one of the foll owing kinds: 

• Quits and Type Whatever E rrors. Sometimes, the appli

cation you are using will suddenly quit. You may or may not 

get an error message saying something like, "The appl ica
tion has unexpectedly quit because of an error." When this 
happens, you lose all of the changes tl1at you made to the 

open document since the b st time tl1at you saved it. This is 
not a good thing. 

• Hangs and freezes. Sometimes software errors wi ll cause 
your application-or Mac- to freeze ,also known as a bnng. 
'i\1hen this happens, your machine will seem to lock up, and 
you won't even be able to make the pointer move on tl1e 
screen. T his is also very bad if you haven't saved your work 
lately. 

• Won't do what it is supposed to do. Many times, errors 
wi ll occur that prevent you from doing what you want to 
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do-be it using a particular function of the software, print
ing, saving fil es, and so on. T hese kind of errors ar e a bit 
more subtle than the others, but they can sti ll be a big prob
lem for you. 

• Error messages during startup. Software conflicts can 
cause various error messages and other problems to occur 
during startup. 

U nfortunately, software problems are w1predictable. And once 
tl1ey happen, iliere isn't usually much you can do to recover 
from them. You simply save and restore as much of your data as 
you can, reboot your machine, and begin the task of figuring out 
how to prevent future occurrences of the problem. The bulk of 
your troubleshooting efforts for software problems thus revolve 
around tl1e prevention o f future problems ratl1er than tl1e treat
ment of problems that have already occurred. 

Fixing Quits 
When an application quits unexpectedly, there isn't much you 
can do about it-except try and prevent future quits. The pro
gram is simply gone. Sometimes, you can recover your data; 
sometimes, you can't. U sually, you will need an additional piece 
of software that captures yom keystrokes to be able to recover 
your work. For example, Casady & Greene's excellent Spell 
Catcher will capnu·e and save all of you r keystrokes in its 
GhostWri ter function. You can go back to the Ghost\iVriter file 
for the application that quit and restore the keystrokes you made 
since tl1e last save. This is helpful to recover some of the work, 
but all formatting and graphics are lost. Plus, this process 
records all keystrokes, even command keys. Still, it can help you 
recover a substantial portion of your data. 

The most likely way to prevent future quits is to give tl1e prob
lem application more RANI to figure out if there is a software 
conflict. 

Unhanging Hangs 
\Nhen an application hangs, you can attempt to shut it down by 
pressing Command-Option-Esc. This is a force quit and will 
sometimes shut down tl1e hung application. V\1hen you attempt 
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Memory protection 

If Mac OS 85 were a fully capable 
multitasking and memory-protected 
OS, then one application crashing 
would not affect the other applica
tions running at the time. 
Unfortunately, you won't get such 
an OS until a later version, probably 
Mac OS X. Mac OS 8.5 offers more 
memory protection than previous 
versions, but it does not offer lull 
memory protection. 
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this, you will see a dialog asking you if you want to force the 
application to quit. You wi ll also see Force Quit and Cancel but
tons. If you click Force Q uit, the Mac will attempt to shut down 
the problem application. If it works, you will be returned to the 
desktop. You need to immediately save all the work in other 
open applications and restart your Mac. A force quit is onJy a 
last resort measure and will cause problems for the system. 

If the Force Quit doesn't work, then you will need to reboot 
your Mac. You can do a soft restart by pressing Control-Option
Power key (the key in the upper-right corner of the keyboard 
that has a small triangle on it). You can turn the power switch off 
and then on ag·a in, but this should be a last resort. 

If you use a Power PC Mac and have Norton Utilities for 
Macintosh, you can use Norton's C rashGuard feature. 
C rash G uard enables you to quit the problem application or try 
to fix it so you can save your data, and CrashG uard also main
tains a record of crashes and other problems. If CrashGuard is 
able to help you save your data, you sti ll need to reboot your 
Mac immediately so that other parts of the system are affected. 

U ntil you have a fu lly protected memory so·ucture, CrashGuard 
is about as close as you can get. 

Solving Miscellaneous Problems 
If your application is "acting up," save your work and begin pre
ventive troubleshooting as soon as you can. 

After you have recovered from the immediate problem, you need 
to figure out what to do to prevent future occurrences of that 
problem. T he following bullet points, provide some things to 

oy: 

• E rror messages during startup. Use Conflict Catcher or 
Extensions Manager to help you resolve startup confl icts. 

• Not enough RAM:. One of the most frequent causes of 
software problems is not having enough RAM in which the 
application can run . L ikely symptoms of a RANI problem are 
either unexpected quits (some blather about a type xx error) 
or certa in functions of the application not working. Often, 
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increasing the RA1\1 allocation for a particular application 
will solve its problems. 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To learn b071J to 111a1/f/ge au applimtio11's Rrl/111 allomtiou, ser page 326 

If the problem does not recur, then you have found the cul
prit. You can adjust the program's RAM allocation down

ward again to get to true minimum levels, but that isn't 

necessary unless you have a system that is strapped for 
RAM. 

If you continue to have trouble, try increasing the RAM 
allocations to r idiculously large amounts. If the problem 

persists, it is not likely a RAM problem. Reduce the RAM 
allocations to more reasonable levels and look for other 

solutions. 

Bring Peace to Your Battling Software 
The more extensions, control panels, and applications that you 
use, the more likely it is that some of this software will conflict. 
W hat happens when software battles it out? You lose. You can 
experience starmp errors when conflicting software tries to load 
into the system, or you may experience quits, hangs, and perfor
mance problems. The most likely source of conflicts are exten
sions and control panels, but applications can occasionally 
confl ict " .. ith each other as well. 

There are two ways to root out confli cting control panels or 
extensions. One is hard, the other is easy. First, let's take a look 
at the hard way to do it. 

The basic technique to root out extension and control panel 
conflicts is to systematically remove items until the problem goes 
away. Then the removed items are remrned until the problem 
recurs. The last item added back to tl1e system is the like ly 
source of the conflict. 

The primary tool you can use for "the hard way" is Apple's own 
Extensions Manager. Extensions Manager enables you to turn 
various extensions, control panels, and other items off or on. You 
can also save sets of these items so that reconfiguring your sys
tem is simply a matter of selecting the appropriate Extensions 
Manager set. 
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It may be the best money you will 
ever spend 

Adding RAM to your Mac is 
probably the best single thing 
that you can do to improve its 
performance and make it less 
likely to have problems. 

This is ridiculous 

How much RAM is ridiculously 
high? It all depends on the par
ticular application. If you 
increase the Minimum and 
Preferred Sizes by so percent 
or more and the problem 
doesn't go away, it is probably 
not related to insufficient RAM 
allocation. 

Military intelligence 

Known conflicts will often be 
listed in ReadMe files and on 
Web sites for software you 
install. It is a good idea to check 
these sources for known con· 
flicts before purchasing or 
installing new software. 
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FIGURE 32.1 

Extensions Manager-it takes a 
long time to find conflicts with it, 
but at least it is free. 

Stay focused 

Try to focus on items that are relat
ed to the application or function 
you were using at the time of the 
problem. For example, if you were 
having problems with a communica· 
tions program, choose the items 
that are related to modems. 

Restarting by any other means 

tf you press the Power key (the key 
in the upper-right corner of the key
board that has a triangle on it) on 
most Macs, a dialog box will pop up 
that will let you click Shutdown, 
Restart, Sleep, or Cancel. Each of 
these butt.ons does just what it says. 
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Using Extensions Manager for this is no fun. If you have lots of 
control panels and extensions, it can take a long, long time. But 
since Extensions Manager is part of OS 8.5, it may be the only 
option you have. 

Using Extensions Manager to search for extension and control panel 
conflicts 

1. Choose Extensions Manager from the Control Panels folder 
ti·om the Apple menu. Extensions Manager wi ll open (see 

Figure 32 .L). 
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2. Choose New Set from the File menu, enter a name for your 
set (try something like Setl), and click OK. 

3. Scroll through the lists of control panels, extensions, and 
other items, clicking the On/Off check boxes for those that 

might be related to your problems. 

4. Continue this process unti l you have turned off about half of 
the items you see in Extensions Manager. 

5. Restart the computer by choosing Restart. 

6. After the machine is running, try to duplicate the problem. 
If the problem doesn't happen again, you know that the 
problem item is one that you turned off. If it does happen 
again, you lmow thnt the problem item is sti ll on. 

7. If the problem is gone, go back to Extensions Manager and 
tum on about half of those items that you turned off the 
first time. If the problem sti ll happens, turn off about half of 
those items that are sti ll on. Save this group of settings. 
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8. Restart the computer to see if the problem occurs again. If it 
doesn't happen, you know the problem isn't caused by one 
o f the items you turned back on, and the culpri t is still off. If 
it does happen, you know that the culprit is still on. 

9. Repeat steps i and 8 until the problem happens again . 
Continue turning items off and on until you finally have iso
lated the piece of software causing trouble. 

If this process sounds difficult and time consuming, that 's 
because it is. It can be hard to keep track of all the items that 
you turn off or on. You have to be very disciplined about keeping 
things straight. And it takes lots of time. 

Eventually, you \viii identi fY the software that is causing the 
problem. To correct the problem, you can do one of the 
following: 

• Live without it. If you can do without the probl em soft
ware, you can solve the problem by leaving the item off. 

• Get an upgrade. You can try to get an upgrade for an item 
to see if the conflict has been solved. 

• Change the loading order. You can rename items to 
change the order in which they load into the system. (Try 
adding z's or spaces to the item's name.) Sometimes, con
flicts can be eliminated by changing the loading order. 

In C hapter 31, I said that Conflict Catcher is an essential part of 
your software took kit. Once you sec how it can help you trou
bleshoot conflicts, you will probably agree. 

Conflict Catcher provides a complete management tool fo r your 
system extensions, control pa11els, p lug-ins, and other items. In 
addi tion to what the extremely powerful, troubleshooting 
Conflict Catcher can do for you, it also offers the following fea
tures: 

• Displays information on your startup files. Afte r you 
install a few dozen or more extensions, control panels, and 
other startup files on your computer, it is easy to forget what 
they all do. 'Vith Conflict Catcher, you can easily get very 
detailed information on almost all the startup files on your 
system. 
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Conflict Catcher demo 

You can download a demo 
version of Conflict Catcher from 
the Casady & Greene Web site 
located at ht tp : //IWIVI . 
casadyg. com. 
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The starting team 

Conflict catcher also identifies start· 
up files by grouping them in func· 
tiona! groups (for example, the 
Apple CD-ROM group that contains 
all the startup files needed to use a 
CD-ROM drive). This makes it easy 
to identify all of the startup files 
associated with a particular 
technology. 

FIGURE 32.2 

Conftict Catcher 4; there's a good 
reason it has won so many 
awards-it works well. 

Maintaining, Fixi ng, and Upgrading Your Ma c 

Fixing Mac Problems 

• Provides contact information for important vendors. I t 
also gives you contact information for the vendors of the 
startup files in your system. This is a great help when you 
need to contact the vendor for support or to obtain an 
upgrade. 

• Enables you to create custom gmups. W ith Conflict 
Catcher, you can make custom sets of startup fil es to maxi
mize the performance of your computer for specific tasks. 

Once Conflict Catcher is installed, it can be latmched in a vari
ety of ways. T he simplest way is to choose Open Conflict 
Catcher from the custom Conflict Catcher menu installed next 
to the Application menu. T he control panel will open (see 
Figure 32.2). T he right pane of the Con fl ict Catcher windows 
lists all of the startup fil es in your system. T hese can be sorted in 
various ways by using the pop-up menus at the top of the pane. 
In the lower-right corner, d1e Group Links area can be used to 

quickly turn all the startup fil es associated with a particular tech
nology on or off. The left pane of the window is the area where 
Conflict Catcher displays detailed information about individual 
fi les. The Set pop-up menu at d1e top of the left pane enables 
you to quickly select a particular set with whjch to work. At ilie 
bottom, you'll see buttons that enable you to start the conflict 
testing process and to generate a report on your system configu
ration. 
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If you read the section about finding a conflict with Extensions 
Manager, you saw that it is no easy task. Now I'll do the same 
thing with Conflict Catcher to see how it works. 

Using Conflid catcher to isolate problem software 

1. Open Conflict Catcher and click the Conllict Test button. 
You ,.,ill see the ConllictTest Checklist (see Figure 32.3). 

COnf'llc:t Cdtther·l 
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2. Click the Do It button. 

3. In the resulting ·window, enter a description of the problem 
and choose the area you want to test from the Conflict Test 
pop-up menu (you can test startup fi les, everything, or par
ticular plug-ins). 

4. C lick OK. You will return to the C hecklist window. 

5. C lick Do It if you want Conflict Catcher to inspect your 
system software for corrupted files or Skip it if you don't. If 
you have Conflict Catcher inspect your startup fi les, you 
will see a progress box. If it finds problems, it wi ll prompt 
you to have it fix them, which of course you shou ld. vVhen 
the inspection is complete, you will return to the Checklist 
window. 

6. If you have an idea where the problem originates, you can 
use the Intuition functio n to tell Conflict Catcher where to 
start. If you don't have an idea, you can skip this by clicking 

Skip. 
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FIGURE 32.3 

Conflict Catcher works through a 
very disciplined lest process-
automatically. 
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f iGURE 32.4 

When you dick Start Connie! Test, 
Connie! Catcher will begin to sys-
tematically test your system to 
isolate software conflicts. 

--

fiGU RE 32.5 

When you see this screen, 
Conflict Catcher is in the process 
of turning system items off and 
on in order to find out what is 
causing your troubles. 

---

Main taining, Fi xing, and Upgrading Your Mac 

Fixing Mac Problems 

7. If you want to put a lock on the files that are necessary to 

start your system, cli ck on D o It. If not, click on Skip. T his 
function enables you to keep cer ta in files always on. For 

example, you don't want Confl ict Catcher to disable files 
that are necessa ry for your machine to start up. Normally, 
Appearance Manager is the only item that needs to be 

locked. 

8. \¥ hen you have completed the checkl ist, cl ick on Start 

Conflict Test (see Figu re 32.4). T he Confl ict Catcher win
dow will change to the Conflict Test in P rogress window 
(sec Figure 32.5). Conflict Catcher will begin to turn sets of 

st:l rtup files off and on. 
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9. Restart you r Mac to begin the first round of testing. 

Conflict Catcher will continue the testing cycles as you indi
cate whether or not the problem was solved. Each time the 
computer is restarted, a different set of starrup fi les will be 

active. You simply look for the problem to occur- remem

ber to do the same things you were doing when the problem 
first appeared so that you don 't miss it by "luck." As you 
resta rt the computer, you •viii tell Conflict Catcher if the 

problem has been resolved. If not, Confl ict Catcher will 

start another round of testing. Confl ict Catcher will require 
no more than eight text cycles; usually, it requires even 

fewer. 

Evenrually, you will find the culprit- it wi ll take no more than 
eight cycles and probably less. At that point, Conflict Catcher 
will also help you figure out what to do about the problem file; 
for example, remove it or try to reorder the loading sequence. If 
Conilict Catcher cannot identify the problem file, you wi ll be 
notified via a dia log box. 

Conflict testing with Conflict Catcher is elegant and e ffective. 
H aving to use it even one time will make the purchase more 
than worthwhile. 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To fcnm bow to usc Couflict Cntrbcr to 11/flllllgr yom· sysrcm nnd to get info,.,nntion on 
items witbi11 i11, srr Cbnpter 15, "Mnnngiug Your Syruw1 Fofdn:" 

Fixing Buggy, Poorly Designed, and Confliding 
Applications 
Some applications are just plain buggy. T here may be pl enty of 
RAM, no conflicts, and no other system- level problems. 
Software may just not work very wel l. Symptoms of these prob
lems can incl ude quits, hangs, and odd performance. 

In the case of a buggy application, the only real solution is to get 
a bug fix release of the application, assuming that the publisher 
wi ll issue one, of course. You may just have to live with the prob
lem or live without the application. If it conflicts wi th another 
application you also need, one of them may have to go. 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To fcnm flbollf obt11iniug bug fixes for your sofn.vflre, rce p11gc 774 
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Connict Catcher makes it easy to 
find help 

When you run Conflict Catcher, 
you will see a Web menu item. 
This makes it extremely easy to 
move to Web sites related to 
troubleshooting and problem 
solving sites. Simply select the 
site you want to visit. Conflict 
Catcher will automatically open 
your default Web browser and 
take you to that site. This is 
another example showing why 
Conflict Catcher is such a great 
program. 
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Web browsers can be buggy 

Web browsers and other Internet 
applications are notorious for being 
extremely buggy. These applications 
are upgraded frequently and are 
often pushing the envelope of tech
nology. So don't be surprised if you 
have more trouble with Internet 
applications than you do with other 
types. 

Maintainin g, Fixing, and Upgradin g Your Mac 
---------------------------------------Fixing Mac Problems 

The bottom line is that there are some things you won't be able 
to fix. If an application is basically flawed, there probably isn't 
much you can do about it. The best bet in this case is to either 
get a bug fix or get an alternate application. 

Killing Viruses 
Viruses can also cause software problems for you. Again, prob
lems caused by a virus may be quits, hangs, or poor performance. 
You should suspect a virus if something particularly strange is 
happening; for example, weird messages or strange dialog boxes 
appearing on your screen. 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To IM171 b(fl!J to combnt viruses, sec Cbflpter 30, "Fighting Viruses" 

Solving 11General Weirdness'~ Problems 
Sometimes, your Mac wi ll do weird things that don't seem to be 
related to any specific applications. T hese kinds of problems are 
usually either very easy to solve or darn near impossible. In 
either case, they won't take much of your time because if you are 
able to solve them, it won't take long. If you can't solve them, 
you won't need to waste much time nying. 

There are several problems that can be lumped under the "gen
eral weirdness" category. T hese include the following: 

• Generic icons. O ne of the great things about the Mac is 

that it keeps track of which applications can be used to edit 
specific documents so that you don't have to worry about it 

yourself. You open a document by simply double-clicking it. 
Each icon has a distinctive look based on the type of file it is 
(for example, Word documents have the vVord document 
icon). Sometimes, the Mac will seem to lose its mind and aU 
of the icons will suddenly become generic Qust a plain look
ing rectangle). 

• Lost time or date. Your M ac always-almost always any
way-keeps track of the time and date. This is important for 

many reasons, the most significant of which is date and time 
stamping the files you create and modify. Once in a while, 
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your Nlac may seem to lose its watch and won't know what 
time it is. 

• Lost preferences. You make your Mac your own by setting 
various preferences that tell your Mac how you want it to 
work and look. Occasionally, you will find all of your prefer
ences gone. 

These problems are almost always solved by one of three things. 

Rebuilding the Desktop 
The Mac associates documents with applications through its 
desktop database, which links particular files with the applica
tions that create those files. T his linkage is indicated by the cus
tom icon on the document fi le. vVhen these icons go 
generic-they lose the custom icons and become plain rectan
gle-you need to rebuild the desktop database. This helps the 
Mac "remember" which files go with which applications. T his 
also restores the custom icons. As with most things on the Mac, 
there is more than one way to rebuild the desktop. 

In Chapter 3 1, you lea med an easy way to rebui ld the desktop 
database on your startup disk by holding down the Option and 
Command keys and then restarting yom Mac. T here are other, 
more complicated ways to do it, but this easy way should work 
for most situations. 

Zapping the PRAM 
Pammeter R.AJ\1 (PRANI) is an area of your Mac where the infor
mation that needs to be retained when the power to the comput
er is turned off is stored. T hese settings include time and date, 
system preferences, and so on . Occasiona lly, your Mac will start 
acting oddly and will seem to lose its mind every time you 
restart it. If you have problems with your date and system pref
erences, try zapping the PRANI. 

To zap the PRAM, hold down Command-Option-P-R while you 
restart your Mac. \i'Vhen it starts back up, the PRAM is cleared. 
You will then have to reset the Date and T ime as well as all of 
your other custom settings. 
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ResEdit fun 

The desktop database consists 
of invisible files on each of your 
volumes-in fact, every disk you 
mount on your machine has 
these files. To do the most thor· 
ough job of rebuilding these 
files, you can use ResEdit to 
help you delete the two invisi
ble desktop database files. This 
forces the Mac to rebuild them 
(actually it has to create new 
ones). This technique can be 
helpful when you are preparing 
a disk to master a CD. 

Warning about zapping the PRAM 

Note that if you zap the PRAM, 
you will lose all of your system 
settings and will have to recon
figure everything that you 
changed from the defaults. 
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Batteries and your monitor 

l osing the battery can also affect 
your monitor. If you restart your 
Mac, but the monitor won't come 
back on, it may be due to a failed 
battery. Weird things can happen 
when good PRAM goes bad. 

Hardware burn-in and wear out 

Strangely enough, hardware failures 
are the most likely when your com
puter is brand new. This is a result 
of something called "burn·in." This 
is the result of minor quality defects 
or design problems that lead to pre
mature failures of hardware compo
nents. Fortunately, almost all 
hardware is warranted past the 
bum·in period so these failures
while annoying-are not likely to 
cost you money. 

The odds of hardware failure also 
increase as the device approaches 
the end of its useful life and "wears 
out• For most hardware, you can 
expect to replace it because it won't 
do what you need it to do long 
before it wears out. This is just one 
of the "benefits" of the rapidly 
changing world of computer 
technology. 

The sound you should hope that 
you never hear 

tf you haven't ever heard the chimes 
of death, be glad. You know th3t 
pleasant sound your Mac makes 
when you restart it? The chimes of 
death are just about the worst 
sound you can hear. Although they 
are tough to describe, you will know 
them if you ever hear them. They 
are usually accompanied by a sad 
Mac face. Both clues mean the same 
thing: trouble for you. 

Maintaining, Fi xing, and Upgrading Your Mac 
----------------------------------------

Fixing Mac Problems 

AJ I RAM requires power to store data, PR..I\.1\tl is no exception. 
So how does PRANlmaintain data when the machine is powered 
clown? Simple. Your Mac has a battery in it th at provides power 
to the PRAM so th;n certain setti ngs will be maintained even 
when the power to your Mac is turned off. iV1ost important of 
these are the time and date. 

Sometimes, these batteries fai l. When tha t happens, your Nlac 
will forget the time ilnd date and most of the preferences you 
have changed after every time you turn the power off and on 
again. If th is happens, oy zapping the PRAM. If that doesn't 
help, you will need to replace the battery in your machine. See 
the manual that came with your Mac to learn how to do that. 

Solving Hardware Problems 
Hardware problems are quite different from softwilre problems. 
While software problems can be very tough to troubleshoot, 
hHdware problems often ilre not- hardware failures usua lly 
make themselves abundantly obvious. While soft:v.rare problems 
usually can be solved by you with a minimal cost, major hard
ware problems often require a service technician and a fa ir 
amount of money. l'ortunately, hardware problems are fa irly 
rare, especially when compared to software problems. 

T he major symptoms o f a hardware fa il ure are usually pretty 
obvious. Your system won't work. It is usually that simple. It may 
be that your 1\tlac won't boot up, or you might hear the dreaded 
chimes of death, or you may not be able to mount a drive. I n all 
tl1ese cases, it wi ll be very clear that you have a problem, and 
you will also know what the nature of that problem is. 

Whi le 111}111Y h}lrdware failures require a trip to a service techni
cian, tl1ere are several hardware problems that you C}lll o·ou
bleshoot and fix on your own. 

\Nhen you have a hardware problem, start simple. Check all tl1e 
cables that connect various components to your system. Turn tl1e 
power off and check each cable to make sure tl1at it is properly 
plugged in. Sometimes, n loose cable will preven t the system 
from operating properly. 
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Another good idea is to su·ip the system down to its basic com
ponents. Disconnect cve1ytbing except what you need to start 
the machine up. If the machine boots in the stripped condi tion, 
you know that the problem lies in one o f th e peripherals. If the 

machine still doesn't boot, you know that is where your problem 
lies. 

As you use your disk drives, the constant writing and readi ng of 
data to the drive can lead to the data stm cturc of the di sk 
becoming corrupted. When this happens the d isk may not 
mount, or if it does, you may get disk errors when you try to 

write data to it. T here are a variety of rools that you can usc tO 

check and repair a disk's data structure. 

SEE ALSO 
>- ·In learn buw to maintain your disks, sec pngc 7 I.J 

Often, your system won't operate properly because you arc uy
ing do things o f which the hardware is simply not capable. You 

may not have enough RAM , th e processor may be underpow
ered, or your video system may not be C<1pable o f supporting the 

number of colo rs o r resolution needed. You can avoid this by 
paying attention to hardware requirements that are listed on all 
th e software and hardware that you buy. lf the hardware requi re
ments are greater than your system, then you ca n expect to have 
troubles if you t ry to use the device o r sofn.,.are. And the mini

mum requirements are usually optimistic, so if your system just 
barely meets the requi remen ts, you may have trouble. 

Each SCSI device on your system must have a unique ID num
ber in order to be recogn ized by the system. I f you attach two 
devices ·with the same ID number, your system won 't boot. 
Usually, this is pretty obvious. When you connect an addit io m1l 

device and the system won't start, but it does start when you 
remove the device, the n you have a SCSI ID conflict. You will 
have to change the TO number on one of the confl icti ng devices 

in order to get your system to boot up. 
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Be careful of external devices 

Never plug or unplug SCSI (disk 
drives, tape drives, scanners, 
and so on) or ADB (mice, key
boards, joysticks, and so on) 
cables while your system is 
powered up. If you do so, you 
run the risk of destroying your 
motherboard, which means that 
you will need to make major 
repairs. It is OK to do so with 
the serial cables (modem and 
printer), however. 

SCSIID 

Remember that all SCSI devices 
have an ID number, even the 
internal devices such as hard 
drives and CD·ROM drives. 
Usually, the internal drives have 
low SCSI ID numbers (0 or 1) 
or high numbers {6). There are 
various utilities that will let you 
see the SCSI ID numbers of the 
devices on your system. You can 
use the System Info function in 
Norton Utilities for Macintosh to 
tell you this infonnation. You 
can also run an Apple System 
Profiler to see which SCSI ID 
numbers your devices use. 
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Hearing is believing 

You can often tell when hard drives 
and other rotating devices are on 
the Wii'f to failure. Usually, you will 
hear louder than usual noises from 
these devices before they fail. If you 
start hearing unusual noises from 
your equipmen~ make extra sure 
that your data is backed up. Unusual 
noises are never good news. 

Maintainin g, Fixing, and Upgrading Your Mac 

Fixing Mac Problems 

vVhen you instal l new hardware in your system-such as RAM 
or VR.Ai\1. chips, a new drive, or a PCI card-you always run the 
risk of not installing the item correctly or movin g sometlung 
tl1at is already install ed. If these de,rices are not seated properly, 
you will hear the chimes of death, and your system will not start. 
If this happens, open the case again and make sure that every
thing is installed properly. I f you find no problems, tl1e new 
device may be bad . Remove it and see if tl1e system will start 
w-ithout the new hardware. If it does, eitl1er tl1e new device was 
bad or you installed it improperly. Try again in that case. 

Sometimes hardware fai ls due to it wearing out or even during 
tl1e initial period of operation (usually due to quali ty problems). 
In tl1is case, you usually have to replace tl1e item or have it 
repaired. 

Solving the Startup Problem 
One of the worst problems you can have is when your Mac 
won't start. This can be caused by lots of things, including soft
ware conflicts, buggy software, fa iled hardware, or a combination 
of all of these. T his problem is the fai lure of your Mac to boot 
to the desktop. When instead of loading the system, it just sits 
tl1ere and flashes a disk icon witl1 a question mark in the center, 
tl1at means that your Mac can't find a suitable System Folder to 
use to start up the machine. (If tl1e system doesn't try to start up 
at all, but you just hea r the chimes of deatl1 , tl1at means you ddi
nitely have a hardware problem.) 

T here are several things tl1at ca n cause your Mac to be unable to 
find a usable System Folder. O ne is tl1at there is a problem witl1 
the system software that is installed. Anotl1er may be a faulty 
disk with a corrupted disk structure. Or tl1e hardware itself may 
have fai led. In any case, you must provide tl1e Mac with a differ
ent startup disk for it to start up. If you have tl1e emergency 
disks that were discussed in C hapter 31, tl1is isn 't as hard as it 
may sound. 
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Starting your Mac from an emergency disk 

I . Turn off the power to your M ac. 

2. Insert your emergency star tup disk into th e appropriate 
d rive (if you are using a CD-ROM, you will have to tum the 

power back on fi rst). 

3. Power the M ac back up. 

4. VVhile it is starting up, hold down <1ny special keys needed to 

make your machine start up from that drive (fo r example, 
you need to hold C down to starUip from the C D-ROM 

drive). If the M ac finds a valid system, the machine will start 
up. You should notice a different set of extensions <1 nd con
trol panels loading- the desktop pattern might be different 

as well. You can tell what disk is being used as the starUip 

disk by looking in the upper-right corner of the desktop. 

The starUip disk is always the one closest to the top of the 
screen. If the startup continues and you eventually see a 
desktop, that is good news. That means that you only have a 

software problem. If the machine just sits there or you hear 
the chimes of death and see a black screen, you have a hard

ware problem. 

5. Run Norton Uti li ties on the disk that you used to start up 

your machine. 

6. Fix any problems that it finds. 

7. Try to restart the machine from that disk (don't hold down 

any special keys). If it starts up successfully, your problem is 
solved, and you can get back to work. If not, move to step 8. 

8. If the disk checks out OK, but your M ac sti ll won't start up 

from the original disk, you wi ll have to reinstall your system 
from the Mac OS installation CD (which you won't be able 
to do if you are starting from th e Norton or other CD ). 

9. Start up from the M ac OS 8.5 insta llation C D and reinstall 
the system softwa re for your Mac (see Appendix A, 
"Install ing and Maintaining the Mac OS" fo r help with this). 
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Hard drives as startup disks 

If you have multiple hard drives 
installed on your Mac, you can 
have a valid System Folder 
installed on one or more of 
them. If your Mac can't find a 
valid System Folder on the drive 
you have set to be your startup 
disk (using the Startup Disk 
control panel), it will search 
your drives to locate a system 
that it can use to start up. It will 
start up from the first valid 
System Folder that it finds. 

Other startup disks 

As discussed in Chapter 31, your 
emergency disk can be the Mac 
OS 8.5 installation CD·ROM, a 
floppy disk. a Zip or other 
removable disk with system 
software installed, or the Norton 
Utilities for Macintosh CD. The 
Norton disc is an excellent 
choice because it also contains 
the tools you need to check the 
disk that your failed System 
Folder is installed on. 

Startup options 

You can use any disk on which 
you can install, or which already 
has, a valid System Folder. If 
you use a CD·ROM as a startup 
disk, you will need to use a spe
cial code during the startup 
sequence to tell your Mac to 
use that disc (you hold down 
the C key). Check the manual 
that came with your Mac to find 
out what to use. You can also 
use a Zip disk or other remov· 
able media drive. You can also 
use a floppy disk, although the 
system has grown so large, you 
will only be able to have mini· 
mal functions when starting 
from a floppy. You don't need a 
code to start up from a lloppy; 
the Mac checks the floppy drive 
first. 
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Here is where a backup comes in 

II you have a backup of your System 
Folder when it was working OK, you 
can restore that version instead of 
reinstalling a new one. The advan
tage of this is that you won't have to 
reinstall your third-party software. 
See? Backups are good. 

10. Now reinstall any third-party software that you had in your 
System Folder (for example, Conflict Catcher). 

11. Restart your Nlac. You shou ld be back in operating condi

tion. 

T he "won't startup" problem is one of the more stressful prob
lems you will face. But if you have the appropriate tools, and the 
knowledge you gained in this chapter, you can solve even this 
daunting problem without too much difficulty. 
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Upgrades upon upgrades 

Some software upgrades, particular
ly an upgrade to the OS itself, will 
require that you upgrade other 
parts of your system to maintain 
compatibility. The better you under
stand the upgrade that you are con
sidering. the more you will be 
aware of these potential "domino" 
effects. 
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Improving Your Mac's Software and 
Hardware 

You have no doubt heard the expression, "Progress marches on!" 
This expression is doubly true in the world of Macintosh where 
someth ing new is developed every time you n1m around. Mac 
users are faced wi th a bewildering myriad of sales pitches for 
new products or improved versions of products that they already 
own. 

This confusion can be particularly intense when it comes to 
upgrading the software and hardware you use on your Mac. 
Should you upgrade to the latest version ofMyfavoriteapp 6.3? 
Do you need more RAM? Should you get a removable media 
drive? 

Upgrade to the wrong product and you may end up wasting 
your money and cnusing all kinds of headaches for yourself. If 
you don't ever upgrade, you may be missing out on fean1res tha t 
can help you work faster, smarter, and more reliably. T he 
"upgrade" question is not an easy one to answer. 

In this chapter, you'll fi gure out how to answer the "upgrade" 
question for yourself. T his chnptcr is divided into 1:\vo major sec
tions. In the first, you' ll learn about software upgrades. In the 
second, you will get an overview of hardware upgrades. 

Upgrading Software 
U pgrades are "new and improved" versions of softwa re that will 
(supposedly) do things better, faster, and more reliably than the 
previous versions. Sofnvare companies tend to make a large por
tion o f their incomes from upgrade sales so they turn out 
upgrades to their products as o ften as is feasible, and tha t usually 
turns out to be around once per year. 

To be fair, though, many upgrades do provide significant new 
fea tures or improved reliabil ity that easily justify the upgrade 
pnce. 
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As wid1 all things on which you spend your money, you need to 
understand and be able to evaluate upgrades so that you spend 
your computing dol lars wisely. Additionally, you need to be ·wary 
because sometimes upgrades can actually cause more problems 
for you than they solve-especially when they are first re leased. 

Understanding Software Upgrades 
T here are several different types of upgrades that are produced 
by software publishers. T hese include the following: 

• Majo r releases. Major upgrades usually add lots of new fea

tures and capabilities to an application. T hey usually offer 
improved reliability and compatibility as well. At least those 
are the claims. Sometimes they are true and sometimes d1ey 

aren't. 

The cost of major upgrades is usually some percentage of 
the full package price. That percentage can be fai rly high or 

quite low depending on the sofuvare publisher. 

• Bug fixes/minor releases. T hese type of upgrades arc 
made to fo, th e problems that were created in the last major 

upgrade. Software com panies do at least some testing to u·y 
and catch all the errors and incompatibilities in their soft
ware, but it is impossible to prevent all problems, given the 

incredible va riety o f computers and circlunstances in which 

software is run. 

Usually, there is a flurry of problems discovered just after an 

upgrade is released as all of the early adopters scramble to 
keep up with the latest and greatest version. As problems are 
reported, software companies scramble to fix d1em, and typi
cally issue one to three bug fix upgrades in the few monilis 
following the release of a major upgrade. 

Bug fix releases are genera lly free or provided at a minimal 
cost (usually to cover the cost o f the media and mailing). 
While you should carefully evaluate major re leases before 
upgrading to iliem, you should almost always upgrade with 
minor releases so d1at you have a more stable and reliable 

application. 
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To upgrade or no~ that is the 
question 

There is a tremendous tempta· 
tion to automatically purchase 
f!llery upgrade of every piece of 
software that you own. You fre
quently recerve mailings telling 
you about the new version of 
your favorite applications that 
sport tons of new features, so 
why wouldn't you upgrade? 
Especial~· at the super special 
upgrade price you are offered. 
The answer is that often-dare I 
say more frequently than not?
you may not need the extra 
features of the upgrade and can 
wait for the next "must have· 
upgrade. 

Be careful about upgrading, and 
evaluate each upgrade as you 
would when purchasing new 
software. 

Timing is everything 

When it comes to buying soft
ware, timing is important. 
Usually, if you purchase a soft· 
ware package and a major 
upgrade is released within a few 
weeks to a month, the publisher 
will g;ve you the upgrade for 
free. Sometimes, you can find 
the o~der version for a very low 
price and then upgrade it for 
less cost than buying a full copy 
of the new version. This works 
partirularly well if you can buy 
the older version right before or 
right alter the upgrade is 
released (at which time prices 
are usually at rock bottom since 
retailers will be trying to 
"dump" all of the old 
inventory). 
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Alpha, then beta 

Prior to the beta version is the alpha 
version, which is usually a very 
rough version of the software that is 
being developed. Companies usual
ly don't issue alpha releases to the 
outside world; they keep the release 
of that version for its employees or 
related developers. 

Using betas 

Remember that if you do use beta 
release software and discover prob
lems, it is helpful if you report those 
problems to the publisher. 
Otherwise, you may get to face that 
same problem in the "real" version. 

Maintaining, Fixin g, and Up gradin g Your Mac 
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However, even with a bug fix release, it is possible to intro

duce new bugs. Occasionally, the bug fix version will actually 
be more buggy than the version that it is supposed to fix. 

• Beta releases . . Most so ftware goes through a rigorous 

development process that includes several major phases. One 
of these is the "beta" test phase during which a selected 

group of users receive the upgrade in a prerelease (beta) ver

sion to test. T he beta testers use th e software and try to 

identify all the problems it has. T hey report these back to 

the publisher who is supposed to fi x as many as it can before 
releasing the product to the market. 

Some beta releases are very limited- you have to have spe

cial permission by the company to obtain them. Other beta 
releases are more general and anyone can get a copy (this is 
usually th e case with most L1ternet-related applications). 

Generally, you won't want to use the beta releases for more 
than evaluati on purposes because they tend to be quite 
buggy. But for that purpose, beta releases ar e excellent 
because they are usually free, and you can evaluate most of 
the functions that will eventually end up in the released ver

sion. Many beta releases are programmed to expire after a 
certain da te so that you can 't continue to use them indefi

ni tely. 

Understanding Software Version Names 
All these types of upgrades can be confusing, an d the n anling 
schemes can add even more confusion to the mix. H owever, 
publishers usually follow some general trends when naming soft
ware versions. Almost all software has some number associated 
with its name to indicate the version it is; for example, Nlicrosoft 
Word 6.0 .1 or Claris F ileM aker Pro 4.0. 

T he fi rst number usually indicates a major release of the soft
ware. T hus, you should expect that Yourfavoriteapplication 2.0 
will have more feamres than version 1.0 did. 

T he next one or two places in the numbering scheme can be a 
bit more confusing. Sometimes, the second number indicates a 
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minor release (bug fixes), while o ther times it may indicate a 

release that is somewhere between a major and minor release 
(some bug fixes and a few new features). 

T he third number- if there is one, which is certainly not always 
the case-almost always is used for bug fix releases only. 

Confused? Perhaps looking at an example will help. 'Thke Apple's 

naming schemes for the Mac OS. Version 7.0 was released in th e 
early 1990's and was a major upgrade. Version 7.5 was released 
in 1994, and contained quite a few new features, but didn't war

rant the status of a major upgrade. Then th ere was version 7.6 
(there were bug fi x releases between 7.5 and 7.6), which was 
merely a consolidation of the many bug fix releases fo r 7.5 . And 
then we had 7.6.1, which was a big fix release fo r version 7.6. 
Then we moved to Mac OS 8, which aga in was a major upgrade. 
The current version is 8.5, which has a few more featu res than 

did 8.0, and it also has a number of big fixes in it. 

If that naming scheme makes sense to you, I would recommend 
that you seek pro fessional he lp! 

At any rate, a publisher is usually fairly consistent in naming its 
own versions, but you can 't really compare naming schemes 

between different publishers. 

Finding Out About Upgrades 
How do you know when upgrades are issued? There are severa l 

ways: 

• Application mailing lists. If you register your application 

(either via the paper card o r via email or the Web), you will 

be added to the lists of users that software companies keep 
for each application. \i'/ hen an upgrade becomes available, 

you will usually receive one (and usually more) notices in the 

mail or via email. These notices usua lly claim to offer you a 

special upgrade price. 

• T he publisher's Web site. Almost all software publishers 

maintain a \Neb page that provides a variety of information 

related to their products. U sually, this includes information 

about avai lable upgrades. You can also download bug fn: and 

minor upgrades from the \Neb site (see Figure 3 3. 1 ). 
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Version letters 

You may also see letters thrown 
into the mix, but thankfully only 
two are typically used. A "b" 
usually indicates a beta release 
while an ·a· indicates an alpha 
release. 

Warranty cards 

Most registration cards seem to 
imply that you need to return 
the card to "activate" the war· 
ranty. This is not the case. It is 
illegal for a company to require 
that you 
do something to legitimize its 
warranty-other than purchase 
its product, of course. A warran
ty is a legally created instrument 
that cannot be used to discrimi· 
nate against users who don't 
submit the warranty card. 

The real reasons for warranty 
cards 

There are two "real" reasons 
that software and hardware 
companies want you to return 
the registration card (or register 
by email). The first is that the 
company wants to know who is 
using its product This helps in 
developing and supporting the 
product, and it also helps the 
company know the demograph· 
ics of its customers (how many, 
interests, and so on). The sec
ond purpose, hopefully a very 
minor one, is that some compa
nies sell their application mail
ing lists to other organizations 
that might want it-usually for 
direct advertising purposes. 

While companies cannot make 
the warranty dependent on you 
completing and returning the 
card, they can make technical 
support available only to regis
tered users. So before you toss 
that card in the trash, be sure 
that you don't need to register 
for technical support. 
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The Casady and Greene Web site 
offers minor and big fix upgrades 
that you can download for free. 
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• Mac magazines. Most Mac magazines provide coverage 

of new versions of the major applications. They typi

cally have a "news" area where upgrades are also 
mentioned. 

• Newsgroups and mailing lists. Many of the major 
Mac applications have newsgroups or mailing lists dedi
cated to them. You can monitor these to find out about 

upgrfldes. 

• Mac Web si tes. You can (and should) find some good 

Mac vVeb sites that you visit regularly for upgrade 
news, as well as bugs that have been discovered, user 

tips, and other good information. For example, check 
out the MacAddict site at http: //IWIW. mac addict. com/ 

(see Figure 33.2) . 
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Understanding How to Upgrade 
Different types of upgrades can be delivered to you in different 

ways: 

• New installation. Most major upgrades look very similar to 

a new purchase in that you receive a fu ll set of disks or a CD 

as well as the manual and other documentation. 
Occasionally, there will be a special package provided for 
upg-rades that contains only the material that has changed 

for the upgrade (for example, a manual supplement ra ther 

than a full manual) . 

You can purchase major upgrades through the usual sources: 
mail order, the publisher, the Internet, computer stores, and 

so on. 

Recently, it has become possible to download full or upgrad

ed versions directly from a Vleb site. T he manuals and sup
port information are provided via PDF or other electronic 
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FIGURE 33.2 

You can use Mac sites, such as 
the MacAddict site, to read about 
your favorite applications, as well 
as other Mac news. 

Upgrade means upgrade 

Some upgrade packages will 
search your hard drive for a 
copy of a previous version of 
the software so don't remove 
the earlier version until you 
have successfully installed and 
used the new version. Plus, you 
may v~ant to use the older ver
sion in certain situations. 
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You can usually download an 
updater to applications that you 
own by simply clicking a link on a 
Web page ~n this figure, I am 
downloading an updater for the 
Spell Catcher application). 
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documentation method. You never receive a physical pack

age so you need to make sure that you back up such software 

since you won't have disks or a CD. 

• U pdaters or patches. Minor releases and bug fixes are usu

ally issued as an updater or patch. These are applications 
that modify the code of the application that you have 
installed on your computer. Updaters and patches are 

widely available via the Internet for a free download 

(see Figure 33.3). 
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Understanding Mac OS Upgrades 
U pgrades of the Mac OS are a special case of software upgrade 
because making changes to the operating system can have an 
effect on other parts of your system, such as the third-party 
control panels and extensions you use. 

Apple releases upgrades to iV1ac OS in the same way that other 
software publishers do. 
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Understanding Mac OS Minor Releases 
Apple regularly issues bug fixes and system enhancements for the 
Mac OS. These typically solve problems that have appeared with 
the OS and occasionally add some minor new feamres or mnke 
minor improvements to system performance. Apple has snid thnt 
it will release one minor upgrade of the !VIae OS per year, plus 
one major upgrade. Since the release of OS 8, it has done so. 

The best place to get a minor release of Mac OS is right from 
the horse's mouth: the Apple vVeb site at http: I / IWIW. apple. com/ 

support/ (see Figure 33 .4). lVlinor upgrades are usually available 
here for you to download. 
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Once you choose Software Updates from the pop-up 
Destination menu, you will move to the Software Update page 
(see Figure 33.5). You can read about all of the update news and 
other information from this site. 

You should also regu larly check this site for upgrades for any 
other Apple software you have, such as monitor drivers or 
upgrades for particular technologies. 
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Apple's Web site at http: 1 1 
w1vw . apple. com/support 
is an excellent source of informa· 
lion on Mac OS updaters and 
upgrades. 
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From this Web page, you can 
download Apple updates, and 
you can read important update 
news. 
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To download an updater, simply click on the appropriate links. 
Most Apple updates are provided as a disk image or a series of 
disk images. You can use Disk Copy, which is provided as part of 
the OS package, to mount these images on your desktop, or you 
can usc it to copy the updater to a floppy disk. To mount the 
image, simply double-click it. 

If you don't have access to the Web, you can usually order minor 
upgrades from Apple for less than $15. 

It is almost always a good idea to update your system software 
when mi nor upgrades are released. I added the "almost" because 
once in a while, a minor upgrade is released that wi ll cause you 
more problems than it solves. In that case, upgrading is not a 
good idea. 

How can you tell the difference? Simply wait a few days to a 
week before upgrading. If there are any significant problems 
with the release, you are likely to hear about them within tl1at 
time (by checki ng your favorite Mac sites, newsgroups, and mail
ing lists). Then you can determine if tl1e new problems will 
affect you or not (problems are usually related to a specific 
machine or configuration). 
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Besides which, after an upgrade is annatmced, Apple's Web site 
is usually so busy that you will likely be forced to wait to get the 
upgrade anyway. 

Major Releases 
I f you are using M ac OS 8.5 (or 8.0 or 8. l), you have experi
enced the resul t of one of Apple's major releases of Mac OS. 
iVIac OS 8 added a large number of features and other improve
ments over Mac OS 7.6 and earlier versions. Unlike updaters, 
you have to purchase major system upgrades. You can obtain 
copies from the usual sources (including Apple), and they usually 
cost less than $ l 00. 

Whether you should upgrade to a major release is usually not a 
major issue. Apple normally makes major upgrades worthwhi le 
by including new features and reli ability improvements. 

H owever, when to upgrade to a major release is a more compli
cated question. It is often a good idea to wai t for a little while 
(two weeks or a month) before you do. T his waiting period 
allows some of the more major bugs to be discovered (and fixed!) 
before you actually install the upgrade. (Remember to look fo r 
any updaters immediately after installing the upgrade.) Also, 
major O S upgrades sometimes are not compatible witl1 tl1e cur
rent versions of applications; if that is the case, tl1e application 
may not run (or it may be buggy if it does run). If you wait a lit
tle while before upgrading the OS, you wi ll also be able to get 
updaters for any incompatible applications from the publishers 
of those applications so that you are never witl1out the applica
tions that you need. 

SEE ALSO 

To lenm bow 10 inmdltbc 1\111c OS 8.5 upgmdl', ser Appwdix /1, "lustnlling m1d 
Maintaining tbe Mar OS" 

Knowing That Software Upgrades Aren't Always 
Good for You 

To this point, I've writ ten about tl1e kinds of upgrades available 
and the mechanics of upgrading. Equally- perhaps more
important is tl1e question of whetl1er you sbould upgrade. 
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Apple's online store 

You can purchase Apple hard
ware and software directly 
from the Apple online store by 
visiting ht tp: //www . 
apple. com/ and clicking 
the Apple Store link. 
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The upgrade domino 

Sometimes the upgrade process 
results in the domino effect. You 
upgrade a piece of software or hard· 
ware that forces you to upgrade a 
different piece of software, which in 
turn forces you to upgrade another 
piece of software and so on. If this 
happens, you don't have much 
choice but to either go back to the 
way things were or keep upgrading 
until you reach the end of the chain. 

Maintaining, Fixing, and Upgrading Your Mac 
----------------------------------------

Maintaining Your Mac Through Upgrades 

Upgrading is defini tely not a "no-brainer," and you shou ld 
always carefully evaluate any upgrade to make sure it provides 
value to you. 

F irst, let 's look at the reasons you might want to upgrade. 

Understanding the Reasons Why You Should Upgrade 
T here arc basically four reasons you might want to upgrade a 
particular piece of software: 

• New Featut·cs. Many upgrades offer significant new fea- . 
tures that will make you more productive or make your 
computing li fe easier. 

• Compatibility with oth ers. If you share fi les with others-

and these days just about everyone does--you may want to 
upgrade so that you will be using the same version as the 

people with whom you collabora te. This makes exchanging 
files easier and saves everyone work. 

• Compatibility with hardware and software. Sometimes, 
you will have to upgrade software so that it is compatible 
with hardware and sofl\vare you use. U sually, you will find 

this out immed iately after you install new or upgraded soft

ware or hardware when something doesn't work properly. 

• Bug fixes . This can be one of the most important reasons to 

upgrade, pa rticularly if an application is crashing regularly 
or is causing you problems. Fortunately, most big fix 

upgrades are free or can be obtained at a minimn l cost. 

Understanding Why You Shouldn't Upgrade 
As I said ea rlier, upgrading is not always a cut-and-d ried situa
tion. H ere are some reasons you may not want to upgrade: 

• Cost . . Many major upgrades cost a significant amount o f 
money, sometimes as much as 60 or 70 percent of the "full" 
application's price. 

• System Requirements. As software increases capabili ty, the 
hardware requirements to run that softwa re also increase. 

T he upgrade may simply be too much for your current com
puter to handle. 
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• Potential for conflicts and problems. \t\Ti th every upgrade 
you get, you run the risk o f introducing problems with that 
software contlicting with other parts of your system. Plus, 
you always run the risk that the upgraded software will 
introduce its own set of bugs into your life. 

• Features you don't need. Most of us only use a subset of 
the capabilities of the software we have. Perhaps an upgrade 
will provide new features that you simply won't end up using 
anyway. So why pay for them? 

Answering the Upgrade Question 
Here is the key question regarding upgrading, "Are the addition
al features and bug fixes worth the cost and potential trouble you 
may incur by upgrading?" 

If the answer to this question is clearly "Yes," li fe is good. If the 
answer is clearly "No," life is also good. But Lmfortunately, the 
answer is usually "Maybe." 

Using Sources of Information on Upgrades 
T here are many sources o f information on upgrades. You should 
check as many of these as you can before making the decision to 
upgrade: 

• Demos. Many publishers have developed demo versions of 
applications that yo u can download from the company's \i\Teb 
site (you can also call and ask that the demo be mailed to 
you for a nominal fee). Demos are an excellent way to evalu
ate how an upgrade will actually work in your specific situa
tion-especially if the demo is close to fully-functional. 

• Magazines. The various Mac magazines will usually publish 
a review of major upgrades shortly after they are released. 

• Internet. T here are many sources of good information on 
upgrades on tl1e Internet including FAQ lists, newsgroups, 
vVeb sites, and mailing lists. 
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Maintaining, Fi xing, and Upgrading Your Mac 
---------------------------------------

Maintaining Your Mac Through Upgrades 

Knowing What to Do If You Do Upgrade 
If you decide to upgrade, there are several steps you should take 
to ensure that your upgrade is as painless as possible. 

Upgrading software 

I. Get the complete upgrade package. Make sure that you get 
the entire upgrade package from a legitimate source. 
Download it yourself or only use the original disks. If you 
get it from a friend or other source, you may not have all the 
pieces you need. And you may be stealing. 

2. Back up your system, you may need to go back! Before you 
install the upgrade, make sure that you have an up-to-date 
backup-one that includes the current version of the appli
cation, as well as any documents that were created by it. If 
you have a major problem when you upgrade, you need to 
be able to restore your system to the "pre-upgrade" condi
tion. See Chapter 29, "Backing Up" for details. 

3. C heck the requirements-twice. Read through the docu
mentation that came with the upgrade to make sure that it is 
compatible with your system. Look carefully for any 
"ReadMe" documents that may contain late-breaking infor
mation. 

4. Install the upgrade. Follow any instructions provided with 
the upgrade. 

5. Pass judgment. As you use the upgraded application, keep an 
eye out for problems it may be causing. If you suddenly start 
having a problem after installing an upgrade, it is likely that 
something that happened during the upgrade may have 
caused the problem. Don't automatically assume that the 
upgrade itself is causing the problem. It could be something 
else that happened at the same time that you upgraded. For 
example, you might have accidentally changed a system set
ting or removed some piece of software that you need. You 
should also evaluate the upgrade to see if the decisions you 
made based on the information you had turned out to be 
good ones. Plus, certain companies release better upgrades 
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than others. It may be that you discover that company X's 

major upgrades are worth every cent whi le you can safely 
skip every other major upgrade released by company Y. 

Knowing What to Do If You Don't Upgrade 
You may decide that a particular upgrade is not worth the cost or 
potential hassles it may introduce. In that case, you can continue 
on as you have been. Just keep your eye peeled for developments 
relating to that application. At some later time, you may discover 
additional infonnation that will lead you to upgrade. 

Understanding Hardware Upgrades 
Although you will usually maintain your Mac with software 
upgrades, from time to time you may need or want to improve 
the hardware in your system. Hardware upgrades can provide 
significant improvements to your system's capabilities and per
formance. Hardware upgrades are usually fairly expensive, and 
they can be somewhat difficult to install , so you need to consider 
them even more carefully than you do software upgrades. P lus, 
keep in mind that your Mac's hardware expansion is limited in 
one way or another. You simply can't keep upgrading hardware 
indefinitely. You will eventually run out of slots or expansion 
bays. 

Before getting started, though, there is one caveat. Tlus chapter 
will not prepare you to understand and implement the wide vari
ety of hardware upgrades that are available. What it will do is to 
give you "the big picture" of hardware upgrades so that you are 
aware of what is out there. The solution to specific problems, or 
the specific upgrade for a certain function, is beyond the scope 
of this book. But you will understand the most likely upgrades 
that you may need to implement to keep your Mac in tip-top 
condition. 

Basic to any upgrade that you consider is understanding the 
hardware configuration that you have now. So that is where I'll 
start. 
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Hardware upgrades can be dan· 
gerous to your Mac 

Here's a warning before moving 
on. Installing hardware 
upgrades can damage or 
destroy your computer if you 
damage any of the internal 
components of the machine. If 
you take some relatively simple 
precautions, though, you can 
easily avoid causing any dam· 
age. Just be a bit careful, and 
you will be OK. 
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Maintaining, Fixing, and Upgrading Your Mac 

Maintaining Your Mac Through Upgrades 

Understanding the Hardware Upgrades 
Your Mac Can Handle 

Before you undertake any hardware upgrade, you must under
stand the current configuration of your computer as well as its 
expansion capabil ities. T his understanding goes beyond simply 
knowing what model you have; you also need to know things 
such as the machine's RATVI config·uration, how many and what 
type of PCI slots are available, the VRAM configuration, and 
so on. 

Discovering this information can be a bit frustrating, depending 
how good the manual and other information that came with 
yom computer is. Some manuals are better than others. No need 
to worry, though. T here is a lot of information available from 
other sources, including the Internet, books, and magazines. 
U nderstnndjng the expansion capabili ties of your Mac will help 
you to evaluate, obtain, and install hardware upgrades. 

Using the Rec:eipt 
One place to look for configuration information is the receipt 
and invoice that came with your computer. From these you can 
usually get the following information: 

• The manufacturer and model number. Examples: Apple 
Power Macintosh 8600 or Power Computing Power Center 
210. 

• RAM installed. W hen you ordered the machine, you prob

ably chose a RAM configuration, which should be identified 
on the receipt. You wi ll usually see 16, 32, or 64MB as the 
base configuration. 

One thing to keep in mind about RAM configurations is 
that even though your machine may have the same amount 
of RAM as another, the configuration of that RAM can be 
qui te different. For example, one machine may have 32 MB 
of RAi\1 composed of two 16 MB crups while another may 
have a single 32 MB chip. T he RAM configuration of your 

computer will be important to know if you need to upgrade 
the RAJ.\1. 
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• Hard drive size. T his will hopefully be a very large number, 
probably 2 GB or more. You may also have some additional 
specifications, such as the drive speed or AV compatibiuty. 

• CD-ROM speed. Assuming that your Mac is equipped with 
a CD-ROM, you should see the speed of the drive as 8x, 
12x, or even faster. 

• Other features . You may also see other options that you 
selected, such as an internal Zip drive or special graphics 
card. 

Using the Manual 
Hopefully, the manual that came with your system is a good one 
and \vi ii serve you well as you begin to upgrade your computer. 
You should take some time to review the manual, par ticularly 
looking for sections that discuss hardware upgrades. At the least, 
there should be sections that cover removing the case, installing 
RAM, and other basic hardware tasks. T here should also be a 
diagram of the internal configuration of the machine, including 
the location of the PCI slots, the VRAM chips, and other impor
tant areas. 

Using Online Resources 
T here are numerous online resources that will help you identify 
the hardware configuration of your computer. T hese include 
Web sites and Mac magazines sites (MttcAddict, MaC"tVO't-td, and 
such). 

A good way to explore your machine is to go to the magazine 
\ Veb si tes and search for reviews on your machine that are 
invariably written when new machines are released. Even if your 
machine is fai rly old, it is likely that you will be able to find 
reviews on it. These reviews almost always include a thorough 
description of the hardware configu ration of the model being 
reviewed. 

SEE ALSO 

~ To learn nbolll some great ~Veb sites [o1· :VIne 1·esources, see page 623 
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look, but don't touch 

Remember how your Mom always 
told you to look, but don't touch 
when she took you into an expen
sive store? Well, that is also a good 
rule when exploring your Mac. The 
most obvious danger that you pre
sent to the machine is the discharge 
of static electricity. That can ruin 
your whole day. So don't touch any
thing that you don't have to. And 
make sure that you are properly 
grounded before opening the case. 
Leave your Mac plugged in and 
touch the power supply case every 
so often to safely discharge any stat
ic electricity that may be building up 
on you. 

Maintaining , Fi xing, and Upgrading Yo ur Mac 
-------------------------------------

Maintaining Your Mac Through Upgrades 

Using Your Mac Itself 
T here arc a couple of ways your computer can tell its own story. 
The first requires you to do some manual labor (but not much), 
while the second way is as easy ll S clicking the mouse button. 

One of the best th ings you can do is to go ahead and open the 
case of your computer. U se the manual's instructions and the 
configuration diagram to see what the "guts" of yom Mac are 
like. Don't worry-no need for surgical gloves, just follow the 
precautions mentioned in the manuaL Have a look around and 
see if you can identify the locations of the foll owing: RAM, 
VRAM, PCI slots, empty drive bays, and so on. Get comfortable 
with the innards of your Mac so that you will be comfortable 
when it comes time to upgrade. 

T he best way to explore your Mac is with the Apple System 
Profiler. All you have to do is to choose it from the Apple menu 
and away you go. 

SEE ALSO 

> 1o lenm 1Jtot-r about tbe Apple System Projikt; see page 735 

Understanding Active Memory Upgrades 
Next to processor power, one of the most important factors that 
determines how well your machine perfotms is the active memo
ry that is available to it; active memory consists of the memory 
that is "active" during computations of the main processor. I' ll 
discuss three types of active memory in this section: RAM, 
VRAM, and second-level cache. You can make major improve
ments to the performance and reliabi li ty of your computer by 
upgrading its active memory. 

If you have a relatively new processor, but your machine seems 
sluggish and you can't open many applications before getting 
"out of mem01y" messages and errors, it is very likely that 
adding active memoty will make your Mac life much better. 

Upgrading RAM 
As you have lea rned throughout this book, RAM is probably the 
most important factor that determines how well your Mac will 
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perform in everyday-as well as special- situations. If you take 
a Mac and equip it with the bare minimum amount of RAM, it 
will perform, well , barely. With a minimum amount of RAM, 
you will more than likely experience system slowdowns, errors, 
crashes, hangs, and other associated problems. Even if you don 't 
experience problems that cause your system to fa il , your system 
will not be operating up to its full potential. 

Take that same Mac and equip it with more RAM, and suddenly 
the machine will perform like it is a diffe rent computer. Tasks 
will be completed faster, there will be fewer errors, and system 
crashes will be less frequent. vVi th additional RAM, you can also 
provide more "working room" for your applications so that they 
also perform better. 

As teclmology progresses, there is no doubt that RAM requi re
ments will continue to gww as the capabili ties of application and 
system software continue to increase. 

In the past, people kept the bare minimum of RAM because 
additional RAlvi chips were very, very expensive. By just adding a 
few megabytes of RANI, you could have easily spent more than 
the Mac cost in the fi rst place. However, in the past few years, 
RAM prices have fa llen dramatically, and you can add 64MB of 
RAlvi or more for only a couple hundred dollars. 

So should you add RAM? The answer in almost all cases is, 
"Yes." Add as much as your system can handle and you can 
afford. M ost M acs should have at least 64MB of RAM if you are 
going to do anything beyond basic word processing. 

T he hardest part of upgrading RAM is to know exactly which 
chips you can use and how many you need to add. Fortunately, 
many vendors that sell RAi\1 chips also have extensive databases 
on the RAM chips and configurations used in all Mac models. 
You can simply ca ll such a retailer and tell them what ki11d of 
Mac you have and how much RAM you want it to have. T hey 
will tell you what kind of chips you need to buy. 

After you have your RAM chips, installing them in most Macs is 
pretty easy. You simply remove the case and install the new RAM 
chips in the open RAM slots (your manual will tell you where 
those slots are located). You may have to remove some existing 
chips before you can install new ones if all of the slots are full. 
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Multitasking 

Plenty of RAM also enables you 
to keep several applications run· 
ning at the same time. This 
alone can make the expense of 
the additional RAM worthwhile 
since you can save lots of time 
that you might otheiWise waste 
waiting for applications to open. 

An excellent RAM source 

One of the best RAM dealers is 
The Chip Merchant at 
htt p: //WV/W. 
thechipmerchant .com. 
I have purchased lots of RAM 
through The Chip Merchant and 
have always been impressed 
with the excellent service I have 
received. 

RAM installation tips 

When you call to order your 
RAM, ask the person you speak 
to for tips on installing that RAM 
in your particular Mac model. 
They will usually know if there is 
something unusual about 
installing RAM in your model. 
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MaxVRAM 

Many Macs come with the maxi
mum amount of VRAM already 
installed. Be sure to check the con
figuration of your machine before 
ordering any VRAM upgrades. 

Boosting video output 

You may be able to increase your 
Mac's video output by adding a PCI 
graphics card to il ln addition to 
enabling your Mac to display more 
colors, these cards will often accel
erate 3-0 graphics and provide spe
cial features, such as a TV tuner. 

Where to buy VRAM 

Most retailers (lnduding The Chip 
Merchant) that carry RM1 chips also 
carry VRAM chips. 

Maintaining, Fi xing, and Upgrading Your Mac 
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Upgrading Video RAM (VRAM) 
I f you can't display as many colors as you would like or if you 
want to try to improve the resolution of your monitor, you may 
want to see if you can add VRAM to your machine. 

T he graphics subsystems on your computer use a special kind of 
RANI to provide the graphics capabil ities of your system-this is 
ca lled Video RAM or VRA.M. Your system has a certa in amount 
ofVRAM installed in the base configuration. Sometimes, there 
are additional slots in which you can add more VRA.M to 
improve the graphics performance of your machine (enabling 
you to display more colors for example). Or you may be able to 
replace the existing VRAM with larger chips. 

VRAM chips, just like RAM chips, can also be purchased and 
insta lled in your Mac (assuming that you have avai lable VRAM 
slots). They come in smaller capacities, however, with the most 
common ones being 256K, 5 12K, I MB, and 2MB. 

U pgrading your computer 's Vl~I is a similar process to 
upgrading the RAM. Again, the most important part is under
standing the configuration of your computer before you consider 
adding VRA.i\1. Use your system documentation to determine 
how to upgrade the VRAM. 

Upgrading Cache 
Most modem Macs use a second-level cache. Basically, this is 
memory located on a separate (second level) card that the main 
processor can use to temporari ly store (or cache) data. Tlus 
speeds up the processing process because the main processor 
does not have to spend as much time wai ting for the data to 
come in from the data bus (the bus tends to be a drag on system 
performance). T hus, the computer works more quickly. 

Most modern i\!Iacs have a second level cache slot; however, not 
all Macs come with a cache card installed. If this is the case with 
your machine, you should defi11itely install some cache memory. 
If you do, the machine wi ll perform much faster. 

As with the other kinds of active memory, you need to under
stand the configuration of you r computer to see if you can add a 
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second level cache card to your machine. If you can, you need to 

also identify the amount of memory that can be installed. 

Even if your machine already has second level cache memory 
installed, you may be able to upgrade that to provide even better 
performance (for example, increasing the cache to l MB from 
256K). 

O btaining and installing a second level cache is sim.ilar to 
installing other kinds of active memory. 

Understanding Storage Memory Upgrades 
The other major lcind of memory that your computer uses is 
"storage" memory. The main purpose of this memory is to store 
data for the long term, rather than just for more temporary 
needs of the processor and graphics system. 

\tVhile upgrading your storage memory may not result in as dnl
matic performance improvements as upgrades of the active 
memmy can provide, having enough storage space avai lable to 

you will play a large part in how effective your total system is 
(for example, when you need to store new files on your disk, do 
you spend lots of time deleting files to make room, rather than 
working?). 

You also need to consider upgrading the srorage memory of your 
system for maintaining good bad.'1.1ps. 

Upgrading with Hard Drives 
Hard drives are fixed storage devices (meaning that you can't 
remove the disk), and they tend to be the location where you 
store most of yom files. Hard drives are very fast, and you don't 
have to bother with loose disks. This is also one of their disad
vantages because you caru1ot expand their storage capabili ty 
beyond what they came \vith. 

iVIost new machines came with at least a 4 GB drive, but sizes of 
8 GB and more are not uncommon. As with all things computer
related, performance of hard drives continues to improve while 
prices decrease. 
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Drives have grown 

For some perspective, early 
Macs, such as the Mac SE, came 
with a whopping 20MB hard 
drive. This wouldn't even con
tain half of the System Folder for 
most modem Macs! 
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More on access time 

Access time refers to the time, on 
average, it takes for data to be 
retrieved from this disk. Access time 
is measured in ms (milliseconds). 
Access times of 9 to 11 ms are 
common. 

There are a couple of instances 
where access time of the hard drive 
is very important One is for record
ing and playing digital video and 
audio. Faster drives, often called AV 
(Audio Visual) drives, have faster 
access times and greater spin rates 
so that they can keep up with 
demanding digital and audio 
streams. 

Managing heat 

There is a characteristic called ther
mal recalibration that can also be 
important. Most hard drives stop for 
a small instant to manage their 
internal heat. For most applications, 
this minor pause is irrelevant 
However, when digitizing video or 
audio, or recording COs, this pause 
can cause problems. AV drives do 
not pause during operation for this 
thermal recalibration, so the data 
stream is not interrupted. 
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Maintaining Your Mac Through Upgrades 

If you are running into storage limitations on your machine, you 
may want to consider adding additional hard drive space. When 
evaluating a hard drive, there are several factors you need to 
consider: 

• Size. Hard drives come in a wide va1iety of capacities, rang
ing from 500MB to 8 GB and larger. In this case, bigger is 
better, although bigger is also harder on the wallet. 

• Speed. Hard drives spin at different speeds and also have 
different access times. Faster (higher spin rate and lower 
access time) is better, although most drives that you can buy 
will have adequate spin rates and access times. 

• Internal or external configuntion. Hard drives can either 
be internal to your J\llac or external to it. 

Internal drives are nice because they are out of the way and 
no external cables are needed. Internal drives are also less 
expensive than external drives (because they don't have a 
power supply or case) . Internal drives tend to have better 
performance since the bus through which they communicate 
with the processor is usually faster. 

External drives are contained in a separate case with its own 
power supply. They com1ect to your Mac through the SCSI 
port. External drives are good because they are very easy to 
take from computer to computer as you upgrade . 

• Bus type. T here are three types of data buses that support 
hard drives. T he type the Mac has used since its inception is 
SCSI. This technology has continued to improve and pro
vides greater speed and expansion capabili ty than other tech
nologies currently in use. SCSI drives are also more 
expensive. T he second type is IDE. T his type was created 
on tl1e PC and continues to be tl1e most common type on 
Windows machines (although PCs can be upgraded to use 
SCSI dries as well). IDE drives are slower tl1an SCSI drives, 
but mey are considerably less expensive. The newest inter
face for ex'ternal drives is USB. 

In the past few years, some Macs have been equipped witl1 
internal IDE drives as a means to make Macs less ex'Pensive. 
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If you are replacing or adding an internal drive, you need to 
know if your Mac uses a SCSI or an IDE drive. If you use 
an external drive, you need a SCSI or USB drive because 
that is how the Mac interfaces with external components. 

Upgrading the hard drive on your machll1e is usually a case of 
adding more capacity by adding a new drive rather than replac
ing a drive. The type of drive you need often depends on 
whether or not you have any free internal drive bays in your 
computer. 

Even if you do have a free drive bay, you may choose to add an 
external drive. Installing an external drive is easier than installing 
an internal drive-you simply plug the power cord in, attach the 
cable to the appropriate port on your Mac, and format the disk 
(if necessary). Plus, ex'ternal drives are much easier to "carry" 
with you to your next Mac. 

In either case, check the usual sources for reviews of hard drives 
and to purchase a drive. 

Upgrading with Removable Media Drives 
Removable disk drives have a mechanism tl1at is very similar to 
fLxed hard drives except tl1at the platter is contained in a remov
able cartridge. There are various types of these drives including: 
Zip (100MB per disk), J az (1 or 2GB per disk), SyQuest (vari
ous sizes of disks including 40MB and 230MB), Bernoulli (230 
MB), and others. 

While there is clearly no industry standard for these removable 
disk drives, the Zip and Jaz dJ;ves (both created by Iomega) seem 
to be gaining wide popularity. Apple offers the Zip drive on most 
of the Macs it sells. 

Which drives are best for you depends largely on what you want 
to spend and if you plan on sharing disks witl1 anyone. Cost is 
largely determined by the storage capacity of tl1e disks. 
Currently, me Zip drive costs about $ 120 with a 100MB car
tridge being available for about $ 15. The 1 GB version of tl1e Jaz 
drive currently costs about $399 with 1 GB disks costing about 
$100. There are many more options than these 1:\vo. Check your 
favorite Mac news sources to see what is available and how much 
it costs. 
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Mainta ining, Fi xing, and Upgrading Your Mac 

Maintaining Your Mac Through Upgrades 

If you wi ll be using the disks to transport data to other comput
ers, you need to make sme that the drive you choose is compati
ble with those computers you intend to share your data with. 

Removable disks drives also come in internal and external con
figurations, just as hard drives do. 

Upgrading with CD-Re,ordable and CD-Rewritable 
CD-Recordable(CD-R) and CD-Re>vritable (CD-RW) drives 
enable you to store data on a CD. \Vhile you could use these 
drives similarly to a hard drive, they are more appropriate fo r 
archival or back-up purposes. Writing data to a CD is a relative
ly slow process and is more complicated that using other types of 
media. 

You should consider adding a CD-R or CD-RW drive for back
ing up your system or for making CDs to distribute to other 
users. These drives are sti ll somewhat expensive and will cost 
much more than hard or removable media drives. However, if 
you need to distribute data to others, these drives are ideal. 
Another advantage of CD media is that it will not degrade over 
time as all magnetic-based media does (hard or removable media 
disks). 

Upgrading with Tape Drives 
Tape drives are intended more for backing up and archiving 
rather than to be used as a mounted drive. T here are various 
types of tape drives, including D igital Audio Tape (DAT), quar
ter inch, and other tape formats. 'Thpes tend to have large stor
age capacities, including 4GB, 8 GB, and even larger. 

Consider adding a tape drive as your primary back-up drive. You 
can get a good tape drive for $500 or less. Tapes range in price 
from $10 to $40, but the tapes can be used over and over again. 

Understanding Processor Upgrades 
Perhaps the ultimate upgrade is to replace the main processor of 
your computer with a later and greater one. The theory is that 
you get most of the performance of a new machine equipped 
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with the latest and greatest processor at less cost than a new 
machine. U nfortunately, the cost of these upgrades is usually 
quite high relative to a new machine with which you also get 
faster and bigger drives, more RANI, and other updated compo
nents. 

Generally, I don't think you will find upgrading your processor 
to make economic sense. You can usually purchase another Mac 
for only a slightly higher cost, and tl1en you have two systems to 

use. T he one case in which upgradi ng a processor may make 
sense is when there isn't a new Mac that offers a specific feature 
that you have to have. For example, tl1e most PCI cards you can 
add to current Macs is th ree. Some older models allow you to 
add six. If you need more than three PCI cards, you may have no 
choice but to upgrade your current Mac. 

However, if you feel that a processor upgrade will be the r ight 
choice for you, Apple offers a few upgrade ca rds for certain 
models of Macs. Several tl1ird parties also provide processor 
upgrade cards. Just make sure that any processor upgrade that 
you purchase is compatible with your particular computer (and 
any other upgrades that you have installed in it). 

Upgrading PCI Cards 
Apple has used an expandable architecture in its Macs for a num
ber of years. In the past, this architecture was based on NuBus 
technology, which was only used on the Mac. Consequently, 
Mac N uBus cards were produced in relatively low quantities and 
were quite expensive when compared to similar expansion cards 
available for tl1e PC. Shortly after the introduction of tl1e 
PowerPC-based Macs, however, Apple switched to a P CI-based 
an:hitecture-t.he standa1·d in the PC world-which dramatically 
lowered the cost of adding capability to the Mac. 

PCI cards are circuit boards that plug into PCI slots in the com
puter. T here are two types of PCI cards used in Macs. T he first 
type is the "standard" lengtll cards, whi ch are similar to those 
used on tile PC. T he second type is "short" (seven inch) card 
slots tl1at can only accommodate shorter, nonstandard PCI cards. 

CHAPTER 33 

Turning up the dock 

There also are ways to improve 
the performance of the existing 
processor in your computer. 
These include various kinds of 
accelerators and dock speed 
boosters. You must match these 
types of upgrades with your 
specific computer model and 
processor type. 

Some of these upgrades can 
cause the computer to operate 
differently than it was designed 
to operate. For example, 
increasing the dock speed at 
which your processor operates 
can make it run hotter, which 
can be a bad thing if it runs too 
hot Unless you are very com· 
fortable with the details of how 
your hardware works, I don't 
recommend "docking" your 
processor. 
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Making movies 

A number of Macs come with the 
capability to digitize video built into 
the system. Examples are the AV 
Macs and the Power Mac 8600, as 
well as some of the Power Mac 
6500 configurations. There are 
optional G3 Mac configurations that 
come with AV capabilities also. 

DVD-ROM is here 

Soon, Macs v~ll be equipped ~th 
DVD drives (DVD drives are already 
an option on G3 PowerBooks). To 
use DVD-ROM technology, your 
computer ~II need two major com
ponents: the DVD·ROM drive itself 
(which will be similar to a CD-ROM 
in size and hardware) and the Apple 
CD/DVD extension. The DVD·ROM 
drive works just like a CD-ROM 
drive, except that a DVD disc holds 
10 times more data. 

So is DVD-Video 

DVD is also the next generation of 
home theater movie viewing. DVD 
movies offer superb picture and 
sound quality as well as lots of spe
cial features. You may want to be 
able to play DVD movies on your 
Mac (imagine playing a movie on 
your PowerBook while you are trav
eling!). In order for a Mac to play a 
DVD movie, it has to have a means 
to decode the MPEG-2 encoding 
~th which DVD movies are pro
duced. To upgrade existing Macs to 
be able to play DVD movies, you 
will have to add the DVD-ROM 
drive and, most likely, a PCI card to 
handle the decoding function. So 
keep an open PCI slot if you can! 

G3 PowerBooks users can obtain a 
PC card that enables your 
PowerBook to play DVD movies. 

Maintaining, Fixing, and Upgrad ing You r Mac 

Maintaining Your Mac Through Upgrades 

Generally, Apple's mid-to-high end Macs have three full-length 
PCI slots. The lower end machines tend to have one or two 
short PCI slots. Mac clone makers often provided more expan
sion capability for their machines and provided as many as five 
or si.x PCI slots. 

PCI cards can expand the capabilities of your Mac in several 
areas, including the following: 

• Graphics. There are a variety of PCI cards that can improve 
graphics capabilities of your Mac. These cards can make 
your Mac be able to display more colors at higher resolu
tions, and they also provide 3D and 2D acceleration for 
improved graphics performance in many types of applica
tions. There are also add-on TV tuner cards so that you can 
display TV on your Mac monitor while you are supposed to 
be working. 

Another benefit of an additional graphics card is that you 
can have two monitors c01mected to your Mac. There are 
several ways you can use multiple monitors; for example, 
you can display all the tool bars and palettes on one monitor, 
leaving the other dedicated to your document. 

• Capturing video. There are several professional-level and 
hobbyist-level video capture boards. T hese PCI cards enable 
you to connect a video source to your Mac so that you can 
digitize your own videos. 

• Networking. There are several different types of network
ing cards that can provide additional networking capabilities 
beyond the Apple Talk and Ethernet that are built into most 
Macs. 

• Running a PC. There are also PCI cards that contain fully 
functional PCs so that you can have the best of both worlds: 
a Mac and a PC in the same box. 

• Connecting to peripherals. Some cards enable you to 
make high-speed connections to peripheral devices. These 
include FirevVire cards, which are primarily designed for 
very high-data requirements, such as digital video. 

• Other Functions. T here are other more specialized PCI 
cards that can be added to expand your Mac's capabilities. 
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There are a myriad of cards out there, and once you have identi
fied the need for some additional capability, it may be a bit 
tough to sort through the available cards. As with other 
upgrades, you can go to the usual sources for reviews and other 
information to help you determine which card to purchase. 

Evaluating Hardware Upgrades 
As you evaluate potential hardware upgrades, there are several 
questions that you need to an swer: 

• ~That additional capabilities or features do I want to add to 
my computer? 

There can be at least two primary reasons for hardware 
upgrades: one is to provide you r computer with capabilities 
it does not currently have (for example, the capabili ty to dis
play fu ll-screen QuickTime movies or to capture digital 
video), and anotl1er is to improve an existing aspect o f your 
machine (for example, increase the RANI available for faster 
and more stable applications). 

The answer to this question \viii determine the type of hard
ware upgrade that you will consider. 

• \i\That is the potential for expansion of my computer? 

Some models have lots o f RAM and PCI slots, empty drives 
bays, and so on. Other models are already packed to the 
gills; in order to expand those models, you wi ll have to add 
an external upgrade or replace some internal components. 
On other models, items such as RAM may already be 
"maxed out," in which case you will be unable to improve 
the machine via a hardware upgrade. 

This is the most important question to answer when consid
ering hardware upgrades because tl1e answer will determine 
whether it is even possible to accomplish the upgrade you 
are considering. 

• \Nhat is the internal design of my computer? 

Many Mac and Mac clone models are designed for easy 
upgrades and anyone with basic ski lls can perform simple 
upgrades. Other models require a contortionist to be able to 
install upgrades. 
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Ma intaining, Fixi ng, and Upgrading Your Mac 
------------------------------------------

Maintaining Your Mac Through Upgrades 

T he answer to this question will help you decide if perform

ing the upgrade yourself is feasible, or if you will need an 
expert to do it for you. 

• Can I take the upgrade with me when I change models? 

T here are certain upgrades, especially external drives, that 

you can attach to just about any Macintosh compatible com
puter. T here are other upgrades (such as VRAM and RAM) 

that are li kely to remai n with the computer for which you 
purchase them. 

If you are coming close to the time when you will replace 
your computer, it is often a good idea to delay internal hard
ware upgrades since they are often incompatible with new 

machines. Exceptions to this rule are PCI cards, which 

should be compatible for the foreseeable future. 

• How much will the upgrade cost? 

Some hardware upgrades can be expensive while others are 

relatively inexpensive. T he cost will largely depend on the 

type of expansion you are considering. For example, adding 
a new drive wlll cost you several hundred dollars while 

upgrading the VRAM could cost less than $20. 

• Should I upgrade my computer or replace it? 

When you are considering a hardware upgrade, the machine 
for which you are considering is usually a year or two old. In 
the accelerated world of computer technology, this is consid

ered ancient. Often, the type of capability that you are seek
ing with the upgrade will al ready be part of the latest and 

greatest Mac models. Most of the time, it is much more eco
nomical to purchase th is capability as part of a new system 
than it is to purchase an upgrade (of course you have to fac
tor in the entire cost of the n ew system rather than just 
comparing the cost of the upgrade as part of the new sys
tem). 

This can be a very difficult question to answer. Some 

upgrades (such as processor upgrades) just don't make finan
cial sense. Why pay around $ 1,000 for a new processor card 
when you could get the same processor, new drives, more 
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Rl\ivl, and so on for $1 ,500? Similarly, if you need multiple 
upgrades, say more RANI, more storage space, and a PCI 

card, the sum of the costs of the upgrades may be in the 

same ballpark as the cost of a new system. 

When considering hardware upgrades, it is best to have a 

longer term view than just looking at the immediate future. 

Upgrading your Mac's hardware, while it isn't the easiest propo
sition to contemplate, can significa ntly improve tl1e capabilities 
and performance of your Mac. J ust take your time figuring out 
what you need, and tl1e rest of the process will probably go quite 
smootl1ly. 
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Installing and 
Maintaining the 

Mac OS 
Preparing to install Mac OS 8.5 

Installing Mac OS 8.5 with the Easy 
Install option 

Installing Mac OS 8.5 with the 
Custom Install option 

Updating your System Folder 

Installing system components 

Installing the Mac OS 
Mac OS 8.5 is made up of literally thousnnds of files. Despite 
the number of files involved, it's easy to install Mac OS 8.5 on 
your Mac. You can install everything you'll ever need (and then 
some) with just a few clicks, customize your installation on a 
file-by-file basis, or su·ike a balance between ease and customiza
tion. 

APPENDIX I 
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Mac OS 8.5 floppies 

Obviously, if your Mac does not 
have a CD-ROM drive, which is only 
the case for older PowerPC 
PowerBooks, you will have to either 
get Mac OS 8.5 floppies from Apple, 
or connect your PowerBook to a 
desktop Mac as a SCSI drive and 
run the installer from the desktop 
Mac. See Appendix B, 'Working with 
PowerBooks" to leam how to use 
your PowerBook as an external SCSI 
drive. 

Installing and Maintaining the Mac OS 

Before you get started, there are a few steps that you can take to 
make it less likely that you' ll find yourself tossing your Mac out 
of the nearest window. Again, it's not hard to install the .Nlac 
software, but it's a lot easier if you do a little preparation. 

Making Sure That Your Mac Has Adequate 
Resources 

Your Mac needs to have a powerful enough processor, enough 
RAM, and enough disk space to be able to run iVIac OS 8.5. And 
a Mac that you tl1ought was pretty snazzy might not have the 
resources to run Mac OS 8.5 and useful application programs <lt 
the same time. Before you crack the license-agreement seal on 
tl1e Mac OS CD-ROM envelope, make sure tl1at Mac OS 8.5 is 
for you by considering tl1e following: 

• C PU requirements. Your Mac must use a PowerPC chip in 
order to run Mac OS 8.5. If your Mac says Power PC on tl1e 

fTont, you're all set. If you have a G3 Mac or iMac, you are 
in even better shape. 

• RAM requirements. Apple recommends at least 32MB of 
R.At\1 for Mac OS 8.5, but tl1at is pushjng it in my opin ion 

(your Mac will run just fine on 32 MB, but you won't be 

able to run that many applications at the same time). I sug

gest that you make sure that your Mac has at least 64MB of 
RAl\1 before you consider Mac OS 8.5. RAM is currently 

inex'Pensive so you can upgrade your Mac to 64MB of RAM 
or more for just a little money. 

• Disk Space Requirements: A complete installation of all of 
the packages included in Mac OS 8.5 requires a huge 

amount of disk space-depending on the size of the disk that 
you install it on, you'll need at least 150 MB of free space. 

Gathering Resources 
Next, get all of your essential resources togetl1er: 

• System 8.5 CD-ROM. Obviously, you' ll need a copy of 
the system sofuvare. If you have a new Mac, a System 8.5 
CD-ROM should have come with your macrune; if your 
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machine came with older system software, you'll need to buy 
the commercial distribution of Mac OS 8.5. 

• Alternate startup disk. It's a good idea to make an emer
gency startup disk when you're installing the system-other
wise, you'll probably put it off unti l it's too late. If you have 
a ZIP or other removable media drive, copy your current 
System Folder on a Z ip or other disk to use as an alternate 
startup disk. If you have multiple hard drives or partitions, 
you can install a System Folder on one of them. If you have 
a CD-ROM with a bootable System Folder on it, you can 
use that. 

SEE ALSO 

> To lcan1 bow to use an alm·nate stm·tup disk, see page 740 

• System backup. Make sure that you have the proper stor
age media-tape, removable disks, or whatever-for your 
backup system. 

SEE ALSO 

> To !t•am bmv to create fl1/{l 111fliutnin t1 backup, see Cbnpter 29, "Backing Up" 

Plugging in Your PowerBook 
If you're installing your system on a Power Book, be sure to plug 
it in so that it doesn't fall asleep or mn low on batteries during 
the installation. (The installation will probably take at least half 
an hour, and it's disk- and CO-intensive, and hence battery
intensive.) 

Recording MacTCP Info, if Necessary 
Tf yon're moving from a System 7.x to Mac OS 8.5, you may 
need to record information from the MacTCP control panel. 
Mac OS 8.5 uses a new control panel, called TCPIIP, and the 
installer will not migrate the settings from MacTC P to TCPIIP. 

Recording MacTCP info 

1. From the Apple men u, choose Control Panels. 

1. If the Control Panels folder contains a T CP/IP control 
panel, you're done. Skip the rest of these steps. 
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l . If there is a MacT CP control panel, double-d ick it to 

open it. 

4. Click the More button at the bottom of the control panel. 

5. The Mac displays the M acTCP more info window. Press 
Command-Shift-3 to take a screen shot of this window. 

6. Find the fil e called Picnn·e 1 on your hard disk. (If you've 
taken more screen shots and haven't renamed them, the new 
screen shot may be called Picmre 2 or Picmre 5 or Picmre 
50 or whatever- look for the Picmre file wi th the most 
recent modification elate. 

7. Rename the file MncTCP settings and save it where you can 
fi nd it agai n-preferably on a floppy or a removable disk. 

Restarting from an Alternate Startup Disk 
You can't install system software on a disk that's currently being 
used as your startup disk. If you're instal ling Mac OS 8.5 on the 
disk that holds your current operating system-and that's the 
most likely case-it's easiest to start up from the Mac OS 8.5 
installation CD-ROM. 

Starting up from Mac OS 8.5 CD 

I. Make sure that th e M 11c OS 8.5 CD is in your CD-ROM 
drive. 

2. Restart your Mac. 

l. As the Mac starts, hold down the C key. (After you see the 
"' iVelcome to MacOS" splash screen, you can let go of the C 
key.) When the desktop appears, you will see the Mac OS 
8.5 C D as the startup disk. 

Updating System Software 
Chances are, your Mac wi ll have sometbing on it-Apple ships 
Mac with the operati ng system installed, so at the very least, 
your Mac should have operating system software. If you're using 
a machine that can support Mac OS 8.5, I assume that it's 
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running System 7 .x or 8.x, since System 7 is older than the old
est machines that can support 8.x. 

Basically, it's OK to simply insta ll Mac OS 8.5 over your current 
operating system. The installer does not erase fi les willy-nilly, 
and the basic rules are pretty simple: 

• If the installer wants to create a file that doesn't already 
exist, it creates the new fi le without asking. 

• If the installer want to create a file, but there's already a fi le 
in your System Folder with the same name, in a folder (or 
set of folders) ·with the same name(s), the installer compares 
the creation date on the old fi le with the creation date on 
the new file. If the file that it wants to install is newer, it 
replaces the old file without asking. If the fi le that it wants 
to create is older than the file that it replaces, the installer 
asks you (via a dialog box) which fi le you'd prefer to keep. 

• T he installer leaves alone files whose names don't compete 
with the names of the new fil es that it installs. Thus, if you 
have stuff of your ovm in your current System Folder (like 
commercial fonts or third-party extensions such as 
Retrospect Remote or Adobe Type Manager), your stuff will 
remain unmolested. 

If you 're updating to a new version of Mac OS 8.5 from the 
original MacOS 8.0 or 8.1, you can use the Update to Mac 
OS 8.x application (rather than the Install Mac OS 8.x applica
tion) on the Mac OS 8.5 installation CD-ROM. The updater 
application is much faster than the installer. 

If you're updating to Mac OS 8.5 from System 7.x, you 'll 
need to use the Install Mac OS 8.5 application, rather than the 
updater. (The updater application only works if an earlier ver
sion of Mac OS 8 has been installed.) 

Installing Mac OS 8.5 
You will use the Mac OS 8.5 Insta ller for the following tasks: 

• Installing a new operating system (System Folder). 
When you do this, you end up with a brand-new System 
Folder. T his is also called a Clem1 Install. 

APPENDIX A 
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• Installing an update. If you choose to update your current 

System Folder, rather than replace it, you can use the 

Installer to install or update only those files tha t are needed 

(see the previous section for an explanation of how this 
works). 

• Install system components. You can use the Mac OS 8.5 
Installer to install specific parts of Mac OS 8.5 . T his is use

ful if you choose to do a custom install and later decide that 
you should have insta lled a particular technology. It is also 

useful because the Easy Insta ll option may not install every
thing you need. 

Performing a Clean Install 
When you want to start from scratch, you should perform a 
clean instal l. This results in an "untarnished" System Folder for 
you to work ·with . After tweaking your System Folder when you 
add sofrware, play with setti ngs, and so on, you lll flY find that it 
is easier to do a clean install than to try to undo things you have 
done. Other times, you may want to do a clean install when you 
are ha\~ ng lots of trouble with your system. 

When you are doing a clean install , you have the following two 
options: 

• Easy Install. With this option, the installer picks the soft
ware it thinks is best for your particular Mac. This is the 

option to use if you aren't very comfortable with individual 

technologies. 

• Custom Install. W hen you have done a custom install, you 
select the software components that are installed. You should 
use this option if you feel comfortable with most of the Mac 

OS 8.5 technologies. Using a custom install , you can install 
only those resources that you are going to use. 

You can perform a clean installation with either of these options. 

Performing a dean install using the Easy Install option 

I. Launch the L1stall Mac OS 8.5 Installer. You will see the 
Welcome screen that explains the four steps needed to 
install Mac OS 8.5 (see Figure A. l). 
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u nunlrA<Mt us 8.:t "' x- Welcome [1] 

Welcome to the Mnc OS 851rutallatlon proqrnm. fhls proor~:~m wtll 
ouldeyou throuQh the four \tel'' ncreUMy ta Install Mac 0~ u.s. 

J. Select a des:tlnnUon dl~k 

2. Atod Important lnformntlon 

3. Respond to the s:ol'\ware license agreement 

4. Install software 

Cllclc Continue to begin thl' flrn slt~p. ---- ---
~~~. I! ContinU e! I 

l. Click Continue. 

3. C hoose the disk on which you want the clean install per
formed. T his does not have to be a hard disk. You can install 
Mac OS 8.5 on removable disks, such as ZIP or Jaz disks. 
\Vhen you choose a disk, the Installer will tell you if there is 
a system currently installed, how much disk space is avail
able on that disk, and how much disk space will be required 
to install the options currently selected (see Figure A.2). 

lnst•tll .\1-'tc OS 8.5 

f& Select Dc stlnt~Uon III 
( hoou! n dlstto Jn nn ll the sonwnro on,Uum click Select. 

De~t lnntlon Olsk: I MAt OS Uvosl : I 

J 
, ,_.,..._,.n,. ..,.. ,, ,..,bl'.._hiW .... 
AYu~doAIJ-: .......... 
~·M.h> ea:k..,..,....J ... ,., ..... ,... •• lt,_ ,,., .. 
fli•CP~f_,.JP.~UfW •I Wilf OWIItl-tiiM 

--- --- --- ~- --
I Options ... I I Go Back I ~ Select ~ 

4. Click O ptions. You will see tl1e Perform Clean Installation 
dialog. 

5. Check the Perform C lean Insta llation check box and click 
OK 

6. Click Select when you rerum to tl1e Select Destination dia
log. 

7. In the ln1portant Infonnation screen, read the text and 
when you are done, click Continue. 
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FIGURE A.l 

As you can see from the Installer's 
Welcome screen, there are four 
steps to install Mac OS 8.5. 

FIGURE A.2 

The Installer tells you all the 
pertinent details about the disk 
on which you are installing 
Mac OS 8.5. 
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FIGURE A.3 

You begin the installation in 
earnest when you see the Install 
Software dialog. 

Choosing options 

If you click the Options button in 
the Install Software dialog (see 
Figure A3), you can stop the 
Installer from updating the Apple 
hard disk drivers. If you uncheck 
the Create Installation Report check 
box, the Installer won't create a 
report explaining what files were 
installed. You should generally use 
both of these options. 

Installing and Maintaining the Mac: OS 

D 

8. In the Software License Agreement window, read the ucense 

agreement and click Continue. 

9. If you agree with the terms of the license, cl ick Agree. (If 

you don't agree, you 'viii exj t the installer.). You wi ll see the 
Insta ll Software dialog (see Figure A.3). 

lntta iiMot OS 8.5 8 

~ ln'5t oll SoftWare rn 
Olck Slnrt to lnstnll Mac OS 8.5 on ""Mnc OS t tves:l.~ 

--- -----
I Cu.sl·omlze I I OI•Uons- I I GoDtlclc I ~ Stdrt I 

10. C lick the Start button. You'll see a dialog warning you that 

all applications except the Installer must be quit to continue 
the installation. 

11. Click Continue. The Installer wi ll quit all open applications. 
T he drive will check the drive that you choose to install the 

software on. It will also update the disk drivers. You will also 

see an estimate o f the time it wi ll take to complete the 

installation. Then it will complete the installation. VVhen 

the installer finishes the installation, you will need to restart 
your Mac. If the disk you insta lled Mac OS 8.5 on is your 

startup djsk, it will start up from the new startup disk. 

If you want to customize your system, you can use the custom 
option. T h is enables you to choose which parts of the system 
that are installed. 

Performing a clean install by using the C ustom L1sta ll option 

I. Complete steps 1-9 in the previous step-by-step. 

l . Click Customize. You wi ll see C ustom Insta llation and 
Removal dialog (see Figm e A.4). O n the left side of the win
dow, you will see the components that you can install. For 
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each component, you can choose the Installation mode pop
up menu. Your choices are Recommended Installation, 
Customized Installation, or Customized Removal. If you 
choose Customized Installation, you wi ll see a list of features 
that you can install for that component (see Figure A.5). 
vVherever you see the button with an "i," you can click it to 
see additional information about that item (see f igure A.6). 
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Removing components 

You can remove particular com
ponents from your system by 
choosing the Customized 
Removal option and then 
selecting each component and 
feature that you want to 
remove. 

FIGURE A.4 
You can use the Custom 
Installation and Removal dialog to 
choose which components are 
installed in your system. 

FIGURE A.S 

You can select custom options 
from within the installer when 
you choose the Customized 
Installation option from the 
Installation mode pop-up menu . 

FIGURE A.G 

You can press the "i" buttons to 
read information about an item. 
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FIGURE A.7 

Some features that you choose to 
install have subfeatures that you 
can choose from. 

Installing and Maintaining the Mac OS 
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3. C heck each box next to the software component that you 
want to install. Choose Customized Installation from the 
Installation mode pop-up menu. 

4. In the Features Installation dialog, check the check box next 
to the feature that you want to install. If the feature has an 
expansion triangle next to it, there are subfeatures that you 
can choose to install (see Figure A.7). These work just Jjke 
the component install options, so check the check box next 
to an item to install it. If you want to install all of the sub
featu res for a feature, check the check box next to it. If you 
want to install particular subfeatures, expand the feature and 
check the check box next to each sub feature that you want to 
install. 
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5. Continue choosing software components and customizing 
them until you have selected all the options that you want to 
have installed. 

6. Click Start. The installer will check the destination disk and 
then update its drivers. After that, it 'vill begin to install the 
software you have selected. You will see an estimated time 
remaining in the bottom of the progress dialog. 

7. C lick the Start button. You see a dialog warning you that all 
applications except the Installer must be quit to continue the 
installation. 

8. CJjck Continue. T he Installer will quit aJJ open applications. 
T he drive wi ll check the drive that you choose to install the 

--
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software on. It will also update the disk drivers. You will also 
see an estimate of the time it will take to complete the 
installation. Then it will complete the installation. When 
the installer finishes the installation, you will need to restart 
your Mac. If the disk from which you installed Mac OS 8.5 
is in your startup disk, it will start up from the new startup 
disk. 

Performing an Update to Your System 
The steps to perform an update to your existing System Folder 
are similar to those needed to perform a clean install. 

Updating your System Folder 

I. Launch the Mac OS Installer. 

2. Click Continue in the Welcome screen. 

l. In the Select Destination dialog, choose the disk that con
tains the System Folder that you want to update and then 
click Options. 

4. Uncheck the Perform Clean Installation check box and click 

OK 

5. Click Select. You will see a dialog from which you can 
choose to Reinstall or Add/Remove software. Click 
Add/Remove. 

6. Use the step-by-steps for the Clean Install options to do the 
update. Instead of adding a new System Folder, the Installer 
will add the appropriate files to the existing System Folder. 
(See the earlier section explaining how this works.) 

Installing System Components 
If you find that you need to install a component or feature after 
you have installed your System Folder, you can use the Mac OS 
Installer to add only that item to your system. 

Adding a component to your system 

1. Launch the Mac OS Installer. 

2. Click Continue in the Welcome screen. 
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]. In the Select Destination dialog, choose the disk that 
contains the System Folder to which you want to install 
components and then click Options. 

4. U ncheck the Perform Clean Installation check box and 
dick OK. 

5. Click Select. You will see a dialog from which you can 
choose to Reinstall or Add/Remove software. Click 
Add/Remove. 

6. Use the steps after step 3 for the Custom Clean Install to 

install the components. Instead of adding a new System 
Folder, the Installer will add the appropriate files to the 
existing System Folder. After you restart your Mac, the com
ponents and features you added will be available on your 
system. 

You won't need to use the Mac OS 8.5 Installer very often, but 
being familiar with the different ways you can use it will help 
you keep your Mac in top operating form, and you can expand 
its capabilities as you need to add system components. 
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PowerBooks 

Managing your PowerBook's energy 

Using the PowerBook Control Strip 

Using the track pad 

Using Location Manager to set up 
and use different PowerBook 
configurations 

Synchronizing files 

Protecting your PowerBook 
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Computing on the Run 
PowerBooks give you the power to be productive no matter 
where you are; Mac OS 8.5 running on a PowerBook is pretty 
much the same thing as Mac OS 8.5 on a desktop Mac. Most of 
the Mac's features are exactly the same, and you can use the 
techniques and technology that were described in the earlier 
parts of the book to get the most out of your mobile Mac. 
However, there are a few areas in which using a Power Book is 
different than using a desktop Mac. In this appendix, you will 
learn about the differences between using a Power Book and a 
desktop Mac. 

Managing Energy 
The biggest difference between using a Power Book and a 
desktop Mac is that witl1 a PowerBook you do not have to be 
connected to a power source since the Power Book has its own 
internal power supply (its batteries). While tlus is excellent in 
terms of freeing your Mac from having to be close to a power 
supply, it presents some problems as well. As much as battery 
technology has improved over the past few years, batteries still 
don't last all that long. If you want to maxin1ize the amount of 
working time on your .Mac while you are on the move, then you 
need to be able to make your Mac's energy supply last as long as 
possible. Making your Mac's energy last isn't somet!Ung that you 
can ignore; you have to think about it and take the steps needed 
to reduce your Mac's power usage to the minimum amount 
needed to do what you need to do. 

There are several areas of Mac OS 8.5 on a Power Book that will 
enable you to manage its energy use: 

• Energy Saver control panel. You use the Energy Saver 
control panel to put your PowerBook to sleep whenever it is 
not doing work. You also use this control panel to reduce 
the amount of processing power your PowerBook uses while 
it is operating on battery power. 
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• Control Strip modules. There are several PowerBook
specific Control Strip modules that provide battery informa

tion, enable you to spin down your hard disk, and so on. 

• Desktop display. When you run Mac OS 8.5 on a 

Power Book, the condition of the battery is indi cated by the 
icon on the right side of the menu bar and in the 

PowerBook's Control Strip (sec Figure B.l). 

'"" 

• Nlemory control paneL You can use the Memory conu·ol 

panel to set up a RAJ\11 disk. This helps you conserve power 
by reducing the amount of time that your hard disk is being 
used. 

• Battery Reconditioning utility. T his utility exercises your 
batteries to prevent them from developing a memory and 

thus not being able to hold a ful l charge. 
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FIGURE 8.1 

The PowerBook's battery icon and 
the Battery Monitor Control Strip 
module tell you how you are doing 
power-wise. 

0 Battery icon 

0 Battery Monitor Module 
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More good reasons to sleep 

Another benefit of putting your 
PowerBook to sleep (as opposed to 
shutting it down) is that it wakes up 
a lot faster than it starts up. Also, 
when you start your Mac, it uses a 
lot of power. Putting it to sleep 
instead of shutting it down will help 
you squeeze a few more minutes of 
work out of it. 

Power used during Sleep mode 

In the Sleep mode, about the only 
thing going on that requires power 
is the RAM. In order to store infor
mation, a small amount of electricity 
has to be applied to the RAM chips. 
Information in RAM is retained dur
ing sleep; this requires a very small 
amount of power. 

Working with Powerbooks 

PuHing Your PowerBook to Sleep 
Using the power-conserving Sleep mode on a desktop i\llac is 
pretty much an option. It is good for the environment as well as 
for your electric bi ll , but if your desktop Mac never goes to 
sleep, you won't have any problems. However, on a PowerBook, 
sleep is an essential power conservation tool. 

The Sleep mode causes almost all activity on your Mac to cease, 
thus almost all power consumption is stopped. You should be 
conscious of those times that you are not using your Power Book 
and put it to sleep as soon as you can (one of the fastest ways is 
to hold down the Command and Option keys while you press 
the Power key). Just <1bout every minute that your Power Book is 
in Sleep mode is another nunute that you will have it available 
for work. 

Like the desktop Mac, you can set your Power Book to go to 
sleep after a defined period of inactivity passes. And just like a 
desktop Mac, you use the Energy Saver control panel to define 
the period of inactivity. The Energy Saver control panel on a 
PowerBook has additional controls that you can use to manage 
your battery usage. 

On a PowerBook, there are three sleep items to consider: 

• Sleep. This is the same as the sleep option on a desktop 
Mac. It causes all activity on the Mac to cease. 

• D isplay dimming. This option causes the display on your 
PowerBook to dim. This saves a considerable amount of 

energy so you may want to have your screen dim after a 
small period of inactivity. 

• Hard disk spindown. This option causes the hard disk to 
stop mrning. You can't use a disk while it is not mrning, but 
you can use a RAM disk to work off in order to keep your 
hard drive spun down. 

Another difference is that you can have different energy saving 
settings for different situations. For example, you probably aren't 
as concerned with saving energy when your PowerBook is 
plugged in; however, when you are running off your batteries, 
you need to save all the energy you can. The PowerBook Energy 
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Saver control panel enables you to set different energy saving 
properties for each condition. Your PowerBook will automatical
ly switch between them (for example, when it senses that you are 
connected to the power adapter, it uses the Power Adapter 
energy saving settings). 

Setting energy saving options 

I. Open the Energy Saver control panel (see Figure B.2). You 
will see some additional features of the PowerBook's Energy 
Saver control panel, including the Advanced Settings button 
and the Settings for the pop-up menu. 

'•'ll•t• fn: I rowerAdapler ; I 
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----
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2. Choose the condition for which you want to set the energy 
saving features from the Settings for pop-up menu. If you 
want to have the whole system go into the Sleep mode at the 
same time, set the Energy Use slider at the sleep interval 
you want to use. 

3. If you want the display and hard disk to have a different 
sleep period, click Show Details. You will see separate sliders 
for the display and the hard disk. 

4. Check the "Separate timing for display dimming" check box 
and set the slider to the period of inactivity after which you 
want the monitor to dim. 

5. Check the "Separa te timing for hard disk spindown" check 
box and set the slider for a period of inactivity after which 
the hard disk will go into its sleep mode. 

6. Close the control panel. When the specified time periods 
pass, the moni tor will be dimmed and the hard disk will spin 
down. You can wake the PowcrBook up by moving the 
mouse or pressing the spacebar. 
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Where is the PowerBook control 
panel? 

Under Mac OS 8.5, most of the 
features that were previously 
part of the PowerBook control 
panel are in the Energy Saver 
control panel. 

FIGURE 8.2 

The Energy Saver control panel 
enables you to have your Mac 
sleep after a predefined interval of 
time. 

Unplugging PC cards and external 
drives 

When you are using a 
PowerBook with battery power, 
you should get in the habit of 
unplugging anything from it 
that you aren't using. For exam· 
pte, if you have a PC card net· 
working card. remove it from 
the slot if you are not connect· 
ed to a network. If you have an 
external drive that draws its 
power from your PowerBook's 
batteries, disconnect the drive 
when you aren't using it (shut 
down your PowerBook when 
connecting or disconnecting a 
drive). 

Any peripheral that uses your 
PowerBook as its power supply 
has the potential to use its bat· 
tery power, even if you aren't 
using the peripheral. It is good 
practice to ensure that such 
peripherals can't use your 
PowerBook's power by discon· 
necting them when not in use. 
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FIGURE 8.3 

The Advanced Settings options 
enable you to fine tune your 
energy savings settings. 

Working with Powerbooks 

Redudng Your Processing Power and Other 
Advanced Energy Saving Techniques 

Your PowerBook's process requires more power at its peak per
formance so performance and power use are always a trade-off. 
In order to have your PowerBook use less power, you can also 
have it use less of its processor's capability. You can also have 
your PowerBook conserve energy by shutting down PC cards 
and turning off the display among other things. You use the 
Advanced Sett:U1gs button to access these options. 

Changing your PowerBook's advanced energy saving settings 

1. Open d1e Energy Saver control panel. 

2. Click Advanced Settings. You will see d1e Advanced Settings 
pane of the cono·ol panel (see Figure BJ). 
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3. Choose the condition for which you want to set the 

advanced options by using the "Settings for" pop-up menu 
(choose Battery or Power Adapter). 

4. If you connect your PowerBook to a network, the connec
tions will be te rminated when the Power Book goes to sleep; 
check the "Reconnect to servers on wakeup" check box if 

you want your Power Book to automatically reconnect to the 
network when it wakes up. 

5. Check d1e "Remember my passwords" check box if you do 
not 'vVant to have to enter the password you need to recon
nect to the network. If you are the only one who can access 
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your PowerBook, use this option. If other people may be 

able to access your PowerBook, leave this unchecked, and 
you will have to manually enter your passwords in order to 

reconnect to the network. 

6. If you use your Power Book for telephony functions (such as 

an answering machine), check the "vVake up when the 
modem detects a ring" check box. 

7. Check the "Allow processor cycling" check box if you want 

the processor to run in a reduced power mode when you are 

not using it. The disadvantage of using this setting is that it 
will take your Power Book longer to wake up. 

8. Check the "Turn off the Power Book display instead of dim

ming it" check box if you want the display to shut off rather 
than being dimmed, but it does save more energy than 

having the display only dim. The disadvantage of this option 
is that it takes longer for the Power Book to wake up if the 

display is turned off rather than dimmed. 

9. Any installed PC cards (such as a modem card) require 

power from the PowerBook to opera te; check the "Turn o ff 

power to inactive P C Cards" check box to cut o ff power to 
PC cards when they are not in use. This wi ll slow clovm 
tasks that involve a PC card because it wi ll have to be turned 

on, but you should use this option when you are running on 

the battery. 

10. Check the "Reduce processor speed" check box if you want 
to run your PowerBook's processor at a slower speed. This 

causes your PowerBook to require less power, but it also 
slows down your PowerBook's speed. 

11. U se the Settings for pop-up menu to select the other oper
ating condition (Battery or Power Adapter) and repeat steps 

4 through I 0. 

12. C lose the control panel. Your energy saving settings wiU 
take effect. 

You need to evaluate your own PowerBook use to determine 
which advanced settings to use, but I can make 1:\.vo generaliza
tions. When running on the Power Adapter, consider leaving all 
of the advanced settings off, except for the "Reconnect to servers 
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Control panel? 

Depending on the model of 
PowerBook you use, you may also 
be able to use a control panel to 
adjust the brightness and contrast of 
your screen. But if you have hard· 
ware controls, there is no reason to 
mess around with a control panel. 

Contrast 

As you adjust the brightness of your 
screen, you can also adjust the con· 
trast to see if you will find a dimmer 
screen easier to see with a different 
level of contrast. 

Working with Powerbooks 

on wakeup" option (<l lso use the "Remember my passwords" 
option if your PowerBook is in a secure location). Since you are 
plugged into a power source, there is no real reason to use the 
other options, and since they reduce the speed at wh.ich your 
PowerBook works, they do have a penalty associated with them. 
When running from battery power, use most or all of the 
advanced options to maximize battery life. 

Dimming the Screen 
One of the largest users of power on your PowerBook is the 
screen. The brighter the screen, the easier it is to read, but the 
more power it uses. When you are operating on battery power, 
you should keep your screen's brightness as low as is comfortable 
for you to see what is on the screen. 

To turn down your screen's brightness, use the rocker switch on 
the face of your Power Book. The Brightness button usually is 
marked with an icon that looks like the sun (a ball with rays 
com ing off it). 

Spinning Down the Hard Disk 
Another large drain on your batteries is your hard disk. It takes a 
significant amount of energy to spin the hard drive and to read 
data from it and write data to it. However, there is no need to 
have the hard disk spinning when you are not using it. You can 
cause it to spin down (in other words, to be turned oft) when 
you are not writing data to it or reading data from it. T his works 
because your .Mac stores most of the information it uses in 
RAM; it only reads from and writes to the hard disk when a pro
gram is opening or when it is accessing some information from 
the disk and when you save or open a file. You can spin the drive 
down whenever you aren't using it to save energy. \tVhen your 
Mnc needs it, it will spin up again. 

Causing the hard drive to spin down is easy-just click the HD 
Spin Down button on the Control Strip and choose Spin Down 
Hard D isk fi·om the pop-up menu (see Figure B.4). No need ro 
restart the hard disk because your PowerBook will restart it 
when it is needed. One thing to keep in mind is that it does take 
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a few seconds for the hard disk to become usable after it has 
been spun down. So you should only spin it down when you 
aren't likely to be using it for a little while. You can use a RAM 
disk to keep your hard disk spun down as long as possible (see 
the next section for details). 

Using a RAM Disk 
You can use a RAM disk to greatly reduce your PowerBook's 
energy consumption while you continue to work. A RAJ.\1 disk is 
an area of RAM that is used to store data just like a hard drive. 
Rather cl1an reading data from and writing data to your hard 
disk, your PowerBook uses its RANI to store cl1e data instead. 
Since your PowerBook doesn't have to store data on cl1e hard 
drive, it can remain in the spun-down condition in which it uses 
almost no energy. You should consider using a Rt\J.VJ disk wh en
ever you are usi ng your PowerBook on battery power. 

SEE ALSO 

,.. To lrttrll h111v to set up and use 11 RAM disk, see page 332 

Conditioning Your BaHeries 
Some types of rechargeable batteries have a 11lWI01)'· T his is a 
physical phenomenon mat happens when a battery is recharged 
before it has fu lly discharged. After this happens a number of 
times, the battery is unable to receive a full charge, and thus 
doesn't last as long as it did when it was new. I f the memory is 
severe enough, the battery may become unusable. 

Fortunately, newer PowerBooks cl1at use Lithium Io n batteries 
do not suffer from memory problems. Only older PowerBooks 
t11at use Nickel Cadmium (N iCad) batteries are affected. \IViili 
PowerBooks that have N iCad batteries that are affected by 
memory problems, Apple provides the Reconditioner utili ty that 
fully discharges t11e batte1y and then recharges it ag·a in . You 
should use cl1is util ity on your battery every montl1 or so. 
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FIGURE B.4 
You can use the H D Spin Down 
control on the Control Strip to 
shut your hard disk down to save 
energy. 
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FIGURE B.S 

The PowerBook Control Strip 
contains some modules that are 
specific to PowerBooks. 

Battery Monitor 

Energy Settings 

HD Spin Down 

Working with Powerbooks 

C heck the documentation that came with your PowerBook to 
see which type of batteries it uses. If you purchased the 
Power Book withjn the last year or so, you probably have 
Lithium Ion batteries. 

Using the Battery Recondition to recondition your PowerBook NiCad 
battery 

1. Plug your Power Book into a wall outlet. 

l . Find and open the Battery Recondi tion application. 

3. Read the explanatory text screen and click OK. 

4. Read the text in the next information screen, and if you are 

ready to proceed, click Recondi tion. 

5. Click OK in the warning screen. The screen will change to a 

battery symbol that will bounce arow1d your screen. T he 
Power Book will exercise itself unti l it rum tl1e battery all the 

way down. T hen it will recharge your battery for you. 

Using the PowerBook's Control Strip 
There are certain C ontrol Strip modules that are only installed 
on Power Books; you have already seen one of them (to spin 
down your hard drive). Your PowerBook Control Strip may have 
all or on ly some of the following controls (see Figure 8.5): 

• Battery .Morutor. This module shows you the status of 
your batteries; for example, if they are being charged and 

how much power is left in them. 

• Media Bay. I f your Power Book has bays that can support 
different components, this control enables you to manage 
the device that is installed in the bays. For example, if you 

have a battery in your left media bat and a CD -ROM drive 
in the right bay, you can replace the CD-ROM drive in the 
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right bay with a second battery. You can use the .Med ia Bay 
button to determine the status of the devices installed in 
your PowerBook. 

• Energy Settings. You can use this button to quickly manage 
the energy use of your PowerBook. T he options you see are 
the following: Sleep Now (puts your PowerBook to sleep 
immediately), Better Performance (maximizes the processor 
speed and other setti ngs), Better Conservation (reduces 
processor speed and other settings), and Open Energy Saver 
Control Panel (which you learned about earlier in this 
chapter). 

• HD Spin Down. You can use this control to cause your 
hard disk to spin down. 

• Video Minoring. If you hook your Power Book to an exter
nal monitor, you can use this cono·ol to display the same 
information on two monitors. It is used for the same pur
pose as the PowerBook Display control panel. 

Using the Track Pad 
Apple PowerBooks use a track pad as the primary control device. 
Using a track pad is straightforward- just place your fin ger on 
the pad and move it to move the cursor. You can also set the 
track pad so that you can "click the mouse button" by tapping 
on the track pad. T his makes working with a track pad more 
efficient. 

Configuring a track pad 

1. Open the 11-ackpad control panel (see Figure B.6). 
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What you see may not be what 
you get 

You may or may not see all of 
the Control Strip modules listed 
here on your PowerBook 
because you will see only mod· 
ules that can be used on your 
particular PowerBook. For 
example, if your PowerBook 
does not have a media bay, you 
won't see the Media Bay con· 
trol. 

Moisture and the track pad 

Track pads are somewhat sensi· 
tive to moisture. If your skin is 
extremely dry, the track pad 
may not register your finger 
movements very accurately. If 
your finger is moist, the track 
pad may be uncontrollable (this 
can happen if you are drinking 
a cold beverage while you are 
working with your PowerBook). 

FIGU RE 8.6 

The Trackpad control panel 
enables you to configure your 
track pad. 
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It's not just for locations 

You can also define configurations 
for different people who use your 
Mac. For example, you can have a 
configuration for you, one for '(Our 
spouse, and one for your d1ildren. 
Each person's preferences and set· 
lings can be quickly restored by 
choosing his or her configuration in 
the Location Manager. 

Working with Powerbooks 

1. Set the Traclcing Speed wi th the radio buttons. This deter

mines how fast the cursor moves relative to your finger 

movements. 

]. Set the double-click rate of the buttons (not the track pad 
itself) wi th the D ouble-Click Speed radio buttons. 

4. If you want to be able to tap your track pad to "click" the 

mouse button, check the C liclcing check box. 

5. If you want to be able to drag things by pressing your finger 
on the track pad, check the Dragging check box. When you 

point to something and tap your finger t\vice rapidly (once 

to select the item, once to start the drag), it will be selected 

and placed in the drag mode. It will move with your finger. 
W hen you release pressure, the item will be dropped. 

6. Check the D rag lock check box if you only want the item to 

be dropped when you tap the track pad again (rather than 

having to continue to press your finger on the pad). 

7. C lose the control panel. 

Managing Your Location 
Some of your settings are dependent upon your location. These 
include the phone numbers that you dial to connect to the 
Internet, your time and date settings, and so on. Using the 
Location Manager, you can define sets of configurations for 
many areas of Mac OS 8.5 and then switch between those 
configurations easily. T his is extremely useful when you are 
traveling wi th your Power Book, especially if you visit the same 
places repeatedly. 

You can have any or all of the following as part of a location set: 

• Apple'Thlk and TCP/IP 

• Auto-Open Items (in the Startup Items folder) 

• Default Printer 

• Extension Set (using Extensions Manager) 

• File Sharing State (a ll of your File Sharing settings) 

• Internet Set 
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• Remote Access (such as the number Remote Access calls) 

• Sound Level 

• Time Zone 

Before you configure a location, you need to con figure your 
Power Book as you want it to be when it uses that location. Set 
any item in the previous list that you want to be pan of the 
location. 

Configuring locations with Location Manager 

1. Open the Location M<1nager application that is in the 
Control Panels folder (you can also use the Location 
Manager button on the Control Strip). 

2. Choose New Location from the File menu. 

3. N ame your location and click Save. You will return to the 
Location Manager window and wi ll see the various settings 
that you can configure as part of a location (see Figure B.7) . 
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4. Click the check box next to an area of settings that you want 
to be part of the location. You will see information relating 
to those settings in the Values pane. 

5. Click Edit if you want to change the settings for that area. If 
you have to use a control panel fo r that area, you will be 
able to open it from within Location Manager. Some areas 
require that you edit them from outside of Location 
Mam ger. 

6. VVhen you are finished editing the settings, click Apply to 
apply them to the location (they will overwrite the current 
settings). 
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Editing settings 

Some settings can be edited 
from within Location Manager 
while others cannot. Select 
them to see which you can edit 
from Location Manager and 
which you need to edit prior to 
using Location Manager. If you 
see an active Edit button when 
you select a settings area, then 
you can edit that area from 
within the Location Manager. 

FIGURE 8.7 

The l ocation Manager enables 
you to save the setting shown in 
the Settings pane as part of each 
location. 
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No Control Strip? 

If you don't use the Control Strip, 
you can open Location Manager 
and choose a location from the 
Current Location pop-up menu. 

Working with Powerbooks 

7. To learn more about an area, select it and click Get L1fo. 

C lick OK when you are done reading about it. 

8. Repeat steps 4-7 for each area that you want to be set by the 
loc;1tion. 

9. vVhen you are done defi ning a location, press Command-S 
to save it. 

10. Q uit Location Manager. 

After you have your configurations established, it is simple to 
switch among those applications. 

Changing configurations with Location Manager 

1. C lick the LocaLion Manager contra] on the Control Strip. 

2. C hoose the location that you want to use from the pop-up 

menu. You wi ll sec a window showing you the progress of all 

the settings being changed to the location's values. 

3. If the location change involves extensions, control panels, or 
other components loaded .into the system, you will have to 
restart your PowerBook by clicki ng Restart. If not, click the 
OK button to close the window. 

Synchronizing Files 
You wi ll often n·ansfcr files from your desktOp Mac to your 
PowcrBook before you go on a trip. While you nre awny, you 
can work on those fil es nnd create other ones. \ 1Vhcn you return 
to your desktop machine, you have to manually drng files from 
one machine to the other to make sure that you have the latest 
versions where you need them. If you use more th~m a few fil es, 
it cHn be very con fusing trying to remember which versions of 
which fi les need to be moved where. T hat is where Mac OS 8.5's 
File Synchronization util ity comes in. W ith it, you can identify 
folders on your desktop iVhc and PowerBook that should be kept 
in synch. The Niacs will handle making sure that ench folder 
contains the latest and greatest versions of your files. No more 
hnving to hunt m·ound for the fil es you need to move from one 
mnchine to the other. 
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Synchronillng folders 

1. Open the File Synchronization application that is in the 
Control Panels folder (see Figure B.8). 

0 file SynchronlloUon 
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l. Double-click the folder icon in the upper-left pane of the 
window. 

3. Maneuver to a folder that you want to synchronize; you can 
choose a folder on your PowerBook and click Select. You 
will see the folder you selected in the upper left pane of the 
window. 

4. Double-click the folder icon in the upper right pane of the 
window. 

5. Maneuver to a folder that you want to synchronize with the 
folder in the left pane; you can choose a folder on your 
desktop Mac (assuming that you are networked in some way) 
and click Select. You will see the folder you selected in the 
upper right pane of the window. The double arrow in the 

center of the window wil l become active, as wi ll the Scan 
and Synchronize buttons. 

6. C lick the Scan button . You will see a list of items in the 
folders that are not the same (see Figure B. 9). 

7. Click Synchronize. T he files will be copied between the 
folders unti l they both contain the same versions of the fil es. 
(You don't have to scan the folders first; you can jump 
straight to this step if you want to.) When the process is 
complete, you will see a message saying so (click OK to 
clear it). 
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FIGURE B.8 

Using the File Synchronization 
application, you can keep two 
folders synchronized; this is very 
useful when you have the same 
files on a PowerBook and a desk· 
top Mac. 

Drag and drop 

You can also drag a folder onto 
either pane to select it. 

Removable disks 

The folders you used can be on 
a removable disk as well. Can 
you say back up? 
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FIGURE 8.9 

The folder on the right contains a 
file with the left-facing arrow next 
to it; this needs to be moved to 
the folder on the left to synchro
nize the two folders. 

The arrow 

You can click on the large arrow 
between the folders to set the direc· 
lion of the synchronization. 

Help 

Use Balloon Help to learn more 
about File Synchronization. 

FIGURE 8.10 

You can use the Preferences 
command to configure File 
Synchronization 

w 
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8. Use the Synchronize menu to define how you want the 

synchronization to be done. For example, if you want fi les to 

only be moved from one folder to the other, choose Left to 

Right or Right to Left. 

9. Use the Preferences command on the Edit menu to set 
other Synchronization preferences, such as when an error 

should be generated (see Figure B.l 0). 
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10. Quit File Synchronization when you are done. 

Protecting Your PowerBook 
Since you wi ll often be using your PowerBook in areas that you 
don 't control, it is a good idea to protect your Power Book. You 
need to protect your PowerBook in two ways: physical security 
and data security. 



Protecting Your PowerBook 

Regarding the physical securi ty of you r PowerBook, there is one 
param ount rule: keep your eyes on your Power Book. I f you 
aren't looking at it, it may grow legs and walk away. Let's fuce it, 
PowerBooks are really cool precisely because they can be moved 
around. T hat makes them prime targets fo r theft. You may be 
able to use various locks and cables when your PowerBook is at a 
working location, but when you arc on the move, make sure that 
you have a good grasp on your PowerBook at all times. For 
example, if you carry your PowerBook in a bag, when you sit 
down, wrap the shoulder strap of the bag around your leg so that 
no one can move it withou t your knowledge. 

You also need to be concerned with the data that is on your 
PowerBook. You probably have information on it that you need 
to protect. You can use the Password Security control panel to 
add a password to your PowerBook. 

Protecting your PowerBook with a password 

1. Open the P:1ssword Security control panel (see F igure B. I I ). 

0 P~tuword Se.(urlly 8 
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2. C lick Setup. 

] . Type the p;1ssword you want to use in the "Type new 

password" fi eld. 

4. VerifY it by typing it again in the " Retype new password" 

field. 

5. If you want tO see a hint to help you remember your pass
word, type· it in the "Hin t for remembering the password" 
field. 

6. If you want the password to be requi red each time your iVlac 
wakes up From sleep, check the "Also ask when walcing from 

sleep" check box. T his is a good idea if you will be working 
in an area where other people might access your PowerBook 
when you step away from it. 
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learn from someone who carries 
a purse 

Carrying a laptop bag around is 
about like canrying a purse. If 
you krow people who carry 
purses, ask them for lips on 
how t~ey keep their purses 
safe. 

FIGURE 8.11 

You can protect the data on your 
PowerBook with the Password 
Security control panel. 
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Installing software 

One good use for a PowerBook as a 
SCSI drive is to install software on i~ 
especially if you don't have a CD· 
ROM on your PowerBook. You can 
select the PowerBook drive from 
installer applications just as you can 
any other SCSI drive connected to 
your desktop Mac. If there are ~
tern components installed, they will 
be installed in the startup drive's 
System Folder, rather than the 
PowerBook's. You will need to man· 
ually install any system software in 
the PowerBook's System Folder. 

No security 

To use a PowerBook as a SCSI 
device, you have to disable the 
Password Security feature first. 

Working with Powerbooks 

7. Click OK You will have to enter your password and click 
OK to enable the protection. 

8. Close the control panel. T he next time you restar t your 
PowerBook, you will have to enter the password to get it to 
start up. 

Using Your PowerBook as a Hard Disk 
To get the maximum speed of data flow between your desktop 
Mac and your PowerBook, you may want to be able to connect 
the PowerBook to your desktop Mac as a SCSI disk. W hen you 
do this, the volumes on your PowerBook are mounted on your 
desktop just like the other devices that are part of your system. 
T he advantage of this is that you can move data between the 
devices fast. The disadvantage is that you can't use the 
PowerBook while it is a SCSI drive; it acts just like an external 
drive. 

To connect your PowerBook to a desktop Mac as a SCSI drive, 
you need a special cable, called an HD-30 mble. It has a square 
connector that fi ts into the PowerBook's square SCSI port . 
There are several different PowerBook SCSI cables available, so 
make sure you ask specifically for the one that enables you to use 
your PowerBook as a SCSI drive when you order it. 

Once you have the cable, you need to set the SCSI drive number 
of the Power Book. Open the Power Book SCSI Disk Mode 
application in the Control Panels folder (see Figure B.l 2). Use 
the ID radio buttons to set the ID number of your Power Book 
when it acts like a SCSI drive. Make sure that you set a number 
that is not already in use on your desktop Mac. If you do, you 
won't be able to start up with the PowerBook attached. (You can 
use the D evices and Volumes of the Apple System Pro fi ler to see 
what SCSI ID numbers are being used.) Close the application 
when you are done. 

Using a PowerBook as a SCSI disk 

1. Shut down your Mac and all SCSI devices connected to it. 

]. Connect the HD-3 0 cable to the PowerBook and your desk
top Mac (or SCSI chain). 
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3. Turn on all SCSI devices connected to your Mac, mcludmg 

the PowerBook. 

4. Start up your Mac. As the M.ac starts, the PowerBook screen 
wi ll have the SCSI symbol bouncing around it. After your 

system starts, you will see tJ1e PowerBook's drives mounted 
on the desktop 1\tlac's desktop. You can use the PowerBook's 

drives just like any other SCSI drive. 

5. W hen you are done using tJ1e PowerBook as a drive, shut 

everyth ing down again (you will need to use the reset button 
on tJ1e Power Book to shut it down). 

6. Disconnect the PowerBook's SCSI cable from the 
PowerBook and the desktop Mac. 

7. Restart everything. Your Power Book wi ll become a 
PowerBook again. 

Networking without Wires 
Most PowerBooks are capable of using Infrared networking. 
This makes it possible to connect to networks, printers, and 
other computers by simply setting your PowerBook next to tJ1e 
L1frarcd receiver on tJ1e device to which you want to connect. 
To use Infrared netv•orking, you must have tJ1e following 
components: 

• Infrared capable PowerBook. Many, but not all , 
Power Books are capable of infrared networking. Some 

require an upgrade to be able to use Infrared networking 
though. Check tJ1e documentation tJ1at came with your 
P owerBook to see iflnfrared is supported on yours. 

• Infnued receiver. You need to have an infrared receiver 
inst::~ lled on the device to which you w::~nt to connect. This 
may be a networked computer, printer, or o tJ1er device. 
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FIGURE 8.12 

You use the PowerBook SCSI Disk 
Mode application to set the SCSI 
10 number of the PowerBook 
when it is being used as a SCSI 
drive. 

lfrva iMac! 

The iMac has a built·in Infrared 
port which makes it an ideal 
compliment lo your 
PowerBook. 
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FIGURE 8.13 

The Infrared control panel con
trols how your PowerBook con
nects to other infrared capable 
devices. 

Working with Powerbooks 

• Infrared control panel. T his control panel is installed by 
default on Mac PowerBooks. 

After all of the components are installed, you can use the 
Infrared control panel to configure the way the connection 
works (see Figure B. l 3). To connect your Power Book to the net
work, you simply need to be in the line of sight of the receiver, 
no wires needed! 
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Speaking Essential 
Mac lingo 

Understanding Mac and computer 
terms 

A 

Acrobat Adobe Acrobat is an application/technology that 
enables you to publish electronic documents so that people can 
view those documents as you designed them-without having to 
have the same applications, fonts, or even the computer platform 
that you use. Al l that is required to view Acrobat fi les is the free 
Acrobat reader. Acrobat fi les are very common on the L1ternet 
and have the extension .pdf. 

Active (application or window) The active application or 
window is the one that is frontmost on the screen and is the one 
with which you are currently working. Active windows have hor
izontal lines in their ti tle bars. On ly one window ca n be active at 
a time. 

ActiveX Active X is Microsoft's technology that enables appli
cations to be run from remote sites independent of the type of 
computer on which it is run. ActiveX is a competitor to JAVA. 
ActiveX is an underlying technolof,ry for many of M.icrosoft's 
applications, especially its Internet applications. 

APPENDIX I 
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ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) This is the type of connection that 
you use to attach a mouse, keyboard, and other input devices to 
the computer. The Mac is the only platform that uses ADB tech
nology. ADB will be replaced by USB; the iMac is the first 
Macintosh that does not have an ADB port. 

Alias An aHas is a "pointer" file that you can create to help you 
organize your computer. An alias acts just like the "real" fi le; for 
example, when you double-click on an alias, the original file is 
opened. T he advantage of using aliases is that you can make files 
easily accessible without moving them from their original loca
tions; you can also have several aliases that point to the same file. 
Alias fi les are very small, so having lots of them is not likely to 
consume much space. 

Aliasing Aliasing involves creating the jagged edges associated 
with a bitmapped image. 

Allocated memory Allocated memory is that portion of your 
computer's RA .. i\1 that is set aside for a particular application 
(including the system software). \Vhen the application is 
launched, the allocated memory block is opened and can only be 
used for that appl ication .. 

Alpha release A version of software that is used during its 
development. Alpha versions are produced very early in the 
development process. You usually will not use alpha versions
access is frequently limited to the software publisher and to a 
target group of developers. 

Anti-alias This technique involves smoothing out the rough 
edges of an image or font. 

Appearance contl'OI panel A control panel that enables you 
to customize certain aspects of your Mac's interface including 
the desktop, interface elements, and sounds .. The Appearan ce 
control panel also enables you to set up and use desktop themes. 

Apple Applet Runner T his enables your Mac to run JAVA 
applets. 

Apple menu T he Apple menu is an organizational tool for 
you to use to make your most commonly accessed files easy to 
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open. There are also certain items available on the Apple menu 
as a default condition (for example, an alias to the Conu·ol 
Panels folder). 

AppleGuide T he technology that your Mac uses to provide 
online help. In addition to providing information, AppleGuide 
can also show you how to perform tasks and even do some of 
those tasks for you. 

AppleScript The M ac's built-in scripting language that can be 
used to automate many processes and tasks. AppleScript is very 
powerful, but its language does take a bit of effort to learn (even 
though it is perhaps the most English- like scripting/program
ming/language around). Most Mac users will be better off run
ning the AppleScripts that are provided as part of the Mac OS 
;md using a macro utiJj ty such as Q uicKeys to create their own 
macros. 

Applet An Applet is a program written in an independent lan
guage, For example, JAVA, that executes within an HTML docu
ment displayed by a vVorld Wide Web browser without 
requiring the application and/or language that created it. 

Application An application is software that enables you to 

perform some task (e.g., word processing, Web browsing, and so 
on). It is the same thing as a program. 

Application heap T his is the amount of memory consumed 
by an application. 

ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange, 
pronounced ask-ee) Computers don't know what letters or num
bers are; they recognize only bi ts of information, such as zeros 
and ones. ASCII is a binary code that represents characters. It 
enables computers to display, u·ansmit, and print textual infor
mation. 

AV Macs AV Macs are Mac or clone computers that have 
additional audio-visual capabilities. Usually, this means that you 
can digitize video on the computer. T he first AV Macs were the 
Centris/Quadra 660AV and 840AV, two of the most popular 
models ever. 
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B 

Balloons Balloons are an online help feature, enabling you to 
see balloons that contain helpfu l information on an item to 
which you are pointing with the cursor. 

Beta release A beta release is a version of an application that 
is being used for development. Companies use the beta version 
of software to perform resting. Some beta versions are widely 
avail able while others are tightly controlled. 

Binhex Binhex is the encoding scheme that is used to prepare 
most Mac files which are sent over the Internet. 

Bitmapping Bitmapping is the process by which information 
(bits) are translated and appear on the monitor (they are mapped 
to the monitor). 

Bitmapped images Bitmapped images are images that are cre
ated by mapping data to individual pixels on the computer 
screen. Individual objects in a bitmapped image ca1mot be ed it
ed, as opposed to vector based images in which individual objects 
can be manipulated. 

Bug fixes Bugs are unforeseen flaws in applications that lead 
to errors and other problems. Bug fixes are minor releases of 
applications that f'! re supposed to fLx the bugs. 

Bus Bus refers to the interface to which devices are attached in 
order to be able to communicate with the rest of your Mac. You 
can have more than one bus. For example, some Mac models 
have an internal SCSI bus that is separate from the external one. 
Eve1y component uses a bus of one sort or another to transfer 
data. 

c 
Cache A cache is a storage area to which data is written. 
There are lots of places on your Mac that are used to cache data 
(cache is both a noun and a verb). These include a cache card 
that may be part of your .Mac's architecture and the cache to 
which Web browsers store data down loaded from the Web. 
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Cable modem This is a modem that uses a fiber-optic cable 
to connect to the Internet. Cable modems are the fastest tech
nology available and offer performance that is many times faster 
than "regular" modems. The availability of cable modems is 
quite limited, but it can be expected to increase rapidly over the 
commg years. 

Carbon This is the name for Mac OS X technology that will 
make it possible for many applications to be run on Mac OS X 
while requiring only minor updates instead of major overhauls. 

CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read Only Memory) CD-ROM 
drives use digital data to store audio, video, and other data. CD
ROM discs are widely used to distribute software, especially 
multimedia applications. CD-ROMs are widely used now, but 
'vill be replaced in the not-too-distant future by DVD drives. 

Character set Tlus is the set of individual characters that can 
be recognized by a computer. For example, the ASCII character 
set consists of the basic alphanumeric characters. The Mac rec
ognizes a wider character set that includes lots of special charac
ters. 

Clipboard This is the place to which your .Mac stores any 
information that you cut or copy. You can view the contents of 
the clipboard from the Finder. 

Clone Clones are computers that run the Mac OS, but are not 
produced by Apple. After a short trial period, Apple killed the 
clone market so there are no longer any Nlac clones being pro
duced. 

Codec (COmpression DECompression) Codecs are algo
ritluns that compress video data. There are a number of codecs 
available; each has its own advantages and disadvantages. 

Color depth This is the number of colors a device can display 
or output. The number of colors is determined by raising 2 to 
the power of the number of data bits that can be displayed on 
each pixel. For example, 8-bit color results in 256 colors (2 
raised to the power of 8). 
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C olorSync C olorSync is Apple's color management technolo
gy. The purpose of ColorSync is to provide consistent color 
across all of the devices attached to your Mac (for example, 
monitors, scaJmers, and printers). You can install ColorSync pro
fi les for each device, and the Mac uses those profiles to make 
colors match, no matter what device is displaying them. 
ColorSync could be very important to the Mac's survival because 
color consistency is one o f the most challenging tasks faced by 
publishers and artists (the Mac's largest user group). 

C ompression This is a scheme that makes fi les smaller, usual
ly by fmding a pattern and substi tuting shorthand for the pat
tern. Most fi les that you down load from the Internet or receive 
via e-mail are compressed to make them transfer more quickly. 
You need a decompression uti li ty to use the fi les. T he dominant 
compression scheme on the Mac is the Stufflt format, which is 
identified by the extension .sit. Aladdin Systems' Stufflt 
Expander is freewa re that enables you to decompress .sit fi les. 

C onflict Catcher Confl ict Catcher is a util ity that enables you 
to manage your System Folder and to :mtomate a method of 
identi fyi ng and solving software conflicts. Conflict Catcher is a 
replacement for Apple's Extensions Manager. You should consid
er adding Conflict Catcher to your M ac as soon as you can. 

Contextual Menus T hese are pop-up menus that appear 
when you Control-click an item, whether it be on the desktop or 
in an applicati on. T he menu you see depends on the context in 
which you access it. You can also add and removed contextual 
menus for the desktop and applications. 

Control panel T his is a piece of software that provides your 
M ac with specific capabilities that can be adjusted via the control 
panel. There are a number of control panels that are part of the 
Mac OS. There are also many third-party control panels that 
can be added to your machine to increase its capabili ties. 

C ontrol Strip T he Control Strip is a bar across your desktop 
that enables you to quickly access certain controls. You can add 
or remove modules from the Control Strip to customize the 
controls it offers. 
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CPU (Central Processing Unit) The CPU is the heart of your 
computer, which contains the main processor and data buses. It 
also refers to the main "box" that houses the motherboard, disk 
drives, and other parts of the computer. 

Crash When an application suddenly and unexpectedly stops 
working, it is called a crash. A crashing application can also cause 
the OS to crash or sometimes the OS can crash on its mvn. 
Operating systems that have protected memory structures will 
prevent an application crash from causing the system to crash. 

Creator This is the application that creates a specific type of 
document. Every Macintosh file contains information on its 
"creator;" when the file is double-clicked, the Mac looks for the 
creator application to use to open the file. If it can't be found, 
the Mac's built-in file translator will help you locate an applica
tion that can be used to open that fiJ e. 

D 

Data fork T his is the part of a 1\llac fi le that contains the data 
in a file (the text or graphic information). Mac files contain two 
forks; the other one is the resource fork. 

Defragmenting Defragmenting involves the process of 
rewriting all of the fil es on a disk so that they are in contiguous 
blocks rather than pieces scattered across the disk. This makes a 
disk work more quickly, as well as more reliably. 

Desktop T he desktop is the main interface of the Mac OS 
where you see all of the drives, the Trash, and so forth. The 
desktop is controlled by the Finder. 

Disk cache T his is an area of a disk where data is temporarily 
stored for quick access. Virtual memory strategies use a disk 
cache. 

Distributed applet It is an applet that is run remotely by ref
erencing the applet (calling its URL) in the Apple Applet 
Runner. Distributed applets are often run from the Web. 

Driver A driver is a piece of software that enables a piece of 
hardware to work with your Mac. \tVhenever you add a peripher
al to your i\'lac, you will also need a driver, unless the Mac OS 
supports the peripheral natively (external hard disks, for exam
ple). 
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DVD (Digital Video D isc-when the term was first created, 
now it doesn 't really stand for anything specific but is its "own" 
term) DVD is similar to CD-ROM except that DVD discs can 
store up to 17 GB on a single disc (compared to a paltry 650 MB 
on a CD). DVD technology will provide yet another revolution 
in multimedia. This will include the capability to display full 
screen, full-motion video on your computer. Player DVD drives 
are already available; DVD drives for the Mac have been avail
able for the Mac since mid-1998. Most Macs will require a PCI 
board to provide translation and decompression capabili ties for 
DVD data. G3 PowerBooks use a PC Carel decoder for MPEG-
2 encoded files (such as DVD movies). 

E 

Encoding \iVh en you send a file over the Internet, it is con
verted into a plain ASCII text fi le (which consists of a seemingly 
incomprehensible string of characters) so that it can be transmit
ted across the N et. T his process is called encoding. There are 
different encoding schemes, the Mac uses binhex, while 
vVinclows uses uucode. E-mail applications and ' Veb browsers 
will do the necessary encoding and decoding for you, but you 
have to know which encoding scheme you should use. 

EP S (Encapsulated PostScript) For more information, see 
PostScript. 

Extension An extension is a piece of software that adds addi
tional functionality to your Mac. You cannot adjust the operation 
of an extension as you can with a control panel. An extension is 
either on or off. 

Extensions Manager T his control panel enables you to turn 
various parts of the operatin g system off or on in order to trou
bleshoot or tailor the Mac's performance. 

F 

FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) FAQs are often seen as 
sections of Web sites or as updated fi les posted to news groups or 
servers. T hey answer the most common questions on a certain 
topic. It's considered poor form to ask a question that is covered 
in a FAQ. 
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Favorites A new feature for Mac OS 8.5, favorites are folders, 
files, volumes, and other items that you use regularly. You can 
add items to your Favorites folder with the Add to Favorites 
command. You can access your favorites in several places, includ
ing the Apple menu and the new Navigation Services window 
that you will see when you save or open files. 

File extension All PC files have a three-letter, file extension 
appended to their names. Wtndows uses the file extension to 
determine which application opens when a file is opened. Your 
Mac also uses extensions when you open a PC file. 

File fonnat This is the way in which data is stored in a tile. 
There are many, many file formats. Fortunately, you will usually 
only deal with a few main types. The Mac makes dealing with 
file formats simpler than it is on other computers. 

File Type This is one of the two codes associated with all Mac 
files (the other is the Creator code). The File Type code indi
cates what kind of file the fil e it is attached to is-for example, a 
text document or a jpeg image. 

Finder T his is the main application that controls your Mac; it 
provides the desktop and manages all activity on your computer. 

FireWtre T his is a very high-speed cmmection technology 
that is used for data intense media, such as digital video and 
other technologies, where it is necessary to move large amounts 
of data at a high rate of speed. In order to use Fire Wire, you 
have to add a Fire Wire card to your Mac and install the appro
priate system software (which is included in Mac OS 8.5). 

Flame A flame is a newsgroup or e-mail message in which the 
recipient is attacked, usually in response to a message that was 
inappropriate or offensive. 

Floating window T his is a window that " fl oats" on top of all 
other windows. AppleGuide uses floating windows so that you 
can always see the help it provides. 

Font A font is a definition of how characters will appear on
screen and in print. Mac OS comes with many font fami lies, and 
there are hundreds more available. 
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Font family This is a collection of character sets that share a 
similar design. The Font menu actually lists font families rather 
than just fonts. Most people refer to what appears on the Font 
menu as a "font." 

Fork All Mac applications, control panels, and other fi les that 
contain code, as well as many document fi les, consist of two 
forks. One is the resource fork that contains icons and other 
resources used by the fil e. The other fork, the data fork, is where 
the fi le's data is stored. 

G 

Get Info This is the command that provides information on 
fi les which you select, including the amount of memory all ocated 
for applications. U nder Mac OS 8.5, you also can access a fi le's 
sharing privi leges through its info window. 

GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) Th is is a fi le format com
monly used with graphics or photos displayed on \Veb docu
ments. It is the most supported and popu lar graphics format on 
the Web. It was originally developed by CompuServe. 

Groups Groups are sets of users that are defined to enable 
other users to be assigned privi leges to access files and folders on 
your computer. 

G uest A guest is a user who can sign onto your machine, but 
wi ll only be able to access fi les tha t have guest access pernus
swns. 

H 

Hang When an application or the operating system "freezes" 
and won't respond to an ything you do (move the mouse, use the 
keyboard, curse, etc.), it is called a bang. You can sometimes 
recover from a hang by pressin g Control-Command-Esc. 

Hierarchical File Stmcture Also known as HFS, this is the 
system that the Mac uses to store and organize fi les on a dr ive. 
\ iVhen Mac OS 8. 1 was introduced, it included the HFS+ archi
tecture, which stores fi les more effi ciently than HFS, but is not 
backwards compatible. You can choose to use either system with 
any hard disks un der Mac OS 8.5. 
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HTML (HyperText Markup Language) HTML is the set of 
commands used to mark up documents vtith standard elements 
so they can be displayed and read on the World Wide Web by 
different browsers on different computers. It is a subset of 
SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language). 

I 

IDE (Integrated Drive Electronics) IDE is the standard inter
face on the PC for hard disk drives. Some Macs also use IDE 
drives. They are cheaper than SCSI drives, but don't offer as 
good a performance. 

iMac This is another revolutionary Mac industrial design. The 
iMac is a one-piece unit that has several advanced features such 
as USB and a powerful processor. The iMac is also noteworthy 
for what it does not have, including ADB ports and a floppy 
disk. The iMac is designed for lower-end users and is priced at 
less that $1 ,300. 

Inkjet printer An inkct printer is a printer that uses small par
ticles of ink to produce output. Inkjet printers are low cost, and 
they produce output that is sufficient for most uses. 

Internet The Internet is the worldwide conglomeration of 
various networks that provide various services, such as e-mail, 
the World \iVide Web, and so on. 

Internet Explorer This is Microsoft's Web browser. It is free, 
and features are continually being added to it. It requires less 
RAM and hard drive space than its only real competitor, 
Netscape Navigator (part of Netscape Communicator). Internet 
Explorer is the Mac's default Web browser. 

IP Internet Protocol (IP) is part of the language that comput
ers on the Internet use to talk to each other. 

IP Address The IP address is your machine's identification to 
the rest of the Internet. 

Internet Service Provider Al1 Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
provides a place for you to connect to the Internet. T his makes 
it possible for you to connect via your Mac and modem instead 
of having to be directly connected to the Internet. 
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Intt·anet A Local-Area Network (LAN) that is used to provide 
services similar to the Internet except that access is usually limit
ed to members of the orga nization that created the intranet. 

ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) ISDN is a com
munication technology that uses digita l technology and com
bines voice and data transmission. To use ISDN, you need an 
ISDN Li ne and an ISDN modem. ISDN provides speeds up to 
twice that of a 56K modem. 

J 
JAVA JAVA is Sun M icrosystems' programming language that 
is platform independent. It enables programmers to create one 
set o f code that can be used on various computer platforms. 

J AVA Beans These are the components of a JAVA application 
that provide specific functions (dia log boxes and other features). 

JAVA Scl"ipt It is the scrip ting language that is used by JAVA. 

Jaz drive It is a remova ble media drive that uses 1 or 2 GB 
cartridges. 

JPEG Ooint Photographic Expert G roup) ]PEG is a compres
sion technology for gTaphics. T he extension for ]PEG docu
ments is .jpg. ]PEG fil es arc vety common on the Internet and 
commercial services. ]PEG View is one of the best JPEG fi le 
viewers for the Mac. 

K 

Kernel A kernel is the lowest level of an operating system that 
interfaces ·with the hardware. All operating systems are built on 
top of a kernel. T he next generation operating system for the 
Mac platform, Mac X, will be built on the Mach kernel. 

Kerning Kerning is the space between letters . . Most word pro
cessing and desktop publishing applications enable you to adjust 
the kern ing of text. 

Key Caps T his is the application that shows you particular 
symbols associated with a font family. 
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L 

LAN (Local-Area Network) A LAN is a network usually asso
ciated with a single office, building, or organization. 

Laser printer This is a printer that uses a laser to produce 
text and graphics. Laser printers are more expensive than inkjet 
printers, but they also produce higher quality output. 

Leading The leading is the space bet\veen baselines in text. 
Most word processing and desktop publishing applications 
enable you to adjust the leading of paragraphs. 

Lossless compression These are compression schemes that 
don't " lose" any data. \iVhile the output of a lossless compression 
scheme is higher quality than that of a "lossy" compression 
scheme, the compressed files are larger in size. 

Lossy compression These are compression schemes that lose 
some data during compression. The compressed fiJ e is of lower 
quality than lossless compress.ion, but the file sizes are smaller as 
well. 

Lurking You're considered to be lurking when you Read 
newsgroups or chat sessions without contributing any messages. 
On the Internet, lurking is a good thing. 

M 

Mac OS T his is the collection of soft\vare that enables 
Macin tosh or clone hardwa re to operate. 

Mac OS X Mac O S X is the next evolution in the Mac OS. 
Mac OS X is based on Rhapsody/NeXT technology and will be 
a modern OS that offers excellent features such as preemptive 
multitasking, protected memory, and more PowerPC code. Mac 
OS X will run applications designed for previous versions of the 
OS, but in order to take advantage of the Mac OS X's advanced 
features, applications wi ll need to be updated (see Carbon). 

Mach kernel This is the core o f the Mac OS X operating sys
tem. 
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M acinTalk T his is the technology that enables your lVIac to 
speak. 

Macintosh Runtime J AVA T his is the JAVA engine built into 
Mac OS 8 that enables your Mac to run J AVA applets. 

MacsBug MacsBug is an application that can be used to debug 
programs. 1\llost M ac users don't need it because it is primarily 
in tended for programmers. 

MacTCP MacTCP is the technology that enables your Mac 
to "speak" T CPIIP, which is the "language" of the Internet. 

Metasearch engines "Regular" search engines search Web 
pages while metasearch engines search the other search engines 
so that they can access information from lots of different 
sources, including the W eb and newsgroups. 

Microsoft T he company that produces software that domi
nates several markets includi ng spreadsheets and word process
ing. M icrosoft also produces the most widely used operating 
system, \Vindows. Many of the featu res tha t the Mac pioneered 
have appeared in \Vindows as well. For many years, Apple and 
iVlicrosoft were bitter r ivals, but in the past year or so, the com
panies have formed a closer relationship, which has benefi ted 
Mac users (primarily because of O ffice for Macintosh 98). 

MIDI (Musical Instrument D igital Interface) T his is the tech
nology that plays music by interpreting code ra ther than replay
ing digitized/recorded sound. 

MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) MIME is a 
stanchud used for u·ansmitting varying fi le fonnats across com
puti ng platforms. 

Minimum size T his is the smallest amount of RAM that has 
to be available for an application to open. 

Modal A modal is a dialog box or window that requires that 
you do something in it before you can do anything else, such as 
switch to another application. 

Monospaced font A monospaced font is a font that uses the 
same amount of space for every character; for example, the space 
required for a "\tV" is the same that is required for an "i." 
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Motherboard This is the main circuit board in your comput
er. It contains the main processor, data buses, and RAM among 
other things . 

.i\llovable windows T hese are windows that you can move 
around the screen. 

MPEG-2 lVIPEG-2 is a compression scheme for digital video; 
it is used for all DVD movies. A computer must have a DVD 
drive and some sort of M PEG-2 decoder for it to be able to play 
DVD movies. 

Multi-threaded This is an architecture that can run many 
processes simultaneously in djfferent threads. Each thread is 
handled independently by the processor. M ulti-th readed 
processes are good because a single process does not consume all 
of the system resources and many tasks can take place at the 
same time. The Finder became mul ti- threaded in Mac OS 8.0, 
which enables it to copy different fi les to different locations at 
the same time for example. 

Multitasking Multitaskjng is the abili ty to do two or more 
things at once. The Mac currently has some multi taskjng (coop
erative multitasking) capabilities, but the actions of open applica
tions affects the other open applications. In a true mul titaskjng 
environment, each application is provided witl1 resources by the 
O S so that both perfo rmance and st:1hili ty are better. M ac O S X 
will feature true multitasking . 

.i\llunge Vilhen you munge a fil e, you mess up the fi le so that it 
doesn't work properly anymore. 

N 

Netscape N avigator T his is a Web browser that dominated 
the market unti l iVlicrosoft decided to produce Inte rnet Explorer. 
Netscape Navigator has pioneered many W eb technologies, and 
it conti nues to be innovative. 

Newbie A newbies is a person who is new to the Internet. 
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NeXT NeXT is the OS software created by Steve Jobs' com
pany after he left Apple. It is a respected OS for many reasons 
and will form the basis of the next generation of Mac OS, Mac 

OS X, etc. 

Non-modal This is a window or dialog box that enables you 
to move to another window without closing it first. 

0 

Oblique T his is a substitute for true italic style in which the 
character is simply angled to the side. 

Open Transport T his is the networking component of Mac 
OS 8.5. 

Optimizing Optimizing is the process of writi ng fi les to a 
hard disk in such a way that access to that disk is made the 
fastest it can be. 

p 

Patch A patch is a piece o f software that fixes a bug in a spe
cific application. Usually, a patch application is provided by the 
software manufacturer. You run the patch and the bug is 
squished (hopefully). 

PDF (Portable Document Format) This is a portable docu
ment format in which documents created with Adobe Acrobat 
portable document software are presented. Acrobat documents 
end with the suffix .PDF. PDF fi les can be viewed with Adobe's 
free Acrobat Reader. 

PICT A PICT is the basic graphic file format used on the 
Mac. 

P ictw·e Element See Pixel. 

Pixel (Picture E lement) T his is the smallest block of data dis
played on a monitor or captured by an imaging device, such as a 
digita l camera. All digita l images are made up of dots. On a 
monitor, digital camera, or scanner, these dots are called pixels. 
T he more pixels that a device can work with, the higher its reso
lution and the more deta il it can provide. 
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PlainTalk This is the technology that uses MacinTalk to 
enable your Mac to speak to you and uses Speech Recognition to 
enable your Mac to respond to your verbal commands. Plain Talk 
was in danger of becoming extinct for a while, but it has been 
revived with Mac OS 8.5. 

P lug-in P lug-ins are sofnvare components that extend an 
application's capabilities-giving you, for example, the capabil ity 
to play audio samples or view video movies from within a Web 
browser. Generally, plug-in installation requires you to save the 
plug-in to your hard drive and then double-click the saved file to 
start the insta llation. You tell your applicati on which type of 
plug-in you have installed, and it knows from then on what to do 
when it comes across this type of file. 

Point A point is a measurement for type size; there are 72 
points to an inch (each point is 0.01 38 inches). 

Pop-up Wmdows This is the view of a window in which it 
appears as a tab at the bottom of the screen. When you click a 
window's tab, the window pops up and you can work within it. 
V.'hen you move out of the window, it collapses back to the tab 
again. 

Posting Posting involves sending a message to a newsgroup 
for the other members of the group to read. 

PostScript PostScript is a page description/programming lan
guage developed by Adobe Systems, Inc. It describes a page in a 
way that is device-independent so that the quality of the output 
depends on the resolution of the device on which it is printed. 

PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol) PPP is one way to connect to 
the Internet (another is SLIP). 

PRAM (Parameter RAM) PRAM is the area of memory in 
which your Mac stores various information that is retained even 
when the power to the computer is turned off (e.g., date and 
time settings, mouse configuration, and so on). PRAM is main
tained by a battery installed in your Mac. Occasionally, you may 
need to reset the PRAM on your computer. 
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Prefen-ed size T his is d1e maximum amount of RAM that will 
be allocated to an application. 

P ropo1-tional font This is a font that adjusts the spacing 
between letters based on the width of characters; for example, a 
"W" uses more space than an "i." 

Publish and subscribe T his is the technology the enables you 
to publish parts of a document so that they can be included in 
another document by subscribing to those parts. T he subscri p
tion parts automatically reflect any changes made to the original. 

P ush technology Push technology occurs when data is 
"pushed" from the \ i\feb onto your Mac (rather than you down
loading [pulling] it) to provide continuous information or to 
enable you to run applets. 

Q 

Q uantizing T his is the process of measuring the intensity of 
the signnl in each sample of a sound nnd assigning a numeric 
value to that sample. 

Q uickDraw T his is the technology that the Mac uses to dis
play information. Some printers (non-PostScript) use 
QuickDraw as well. 

Q uickDraw 3D T his is the softvvare that maximizes your 
M ac's capability to display and manipulate 3D data . 

QuickDraw GX T his is a technology that provides high- level 
graphics and text capabi li ties for your Mac. It was never widely 
adopted, but is sti ll an option with the Mac OS 8.5 installer. 

Q uicKeys Q uicKeys is an excellent macro/scripting uti lity 
that enables you to easily automate repeti tive tasks. Q uicKeys is 
;1 n essential add-on for your Mac. 

Q uickTime QuickTime is the technology that enables your 
Mac to display time-synchronized data, such as digitized vi deo 
and animations. U nlike many other technologies developed by 
Apple, Q uickT ime has been widely adopted on rl1e P C as well. 

Q uickTime VR T his is the QuickTime technology that 
enables you to see and explore vir tual worlds on your lVIac. 
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R 

RAM (Random Access Memory) RAM is the place where your 
Mac stores any information with which it is currently worlcing. 
T he RAM available to software on your Mac is one of the major 
determinants of the way your Mac will work. If the RAM you 
are using is not sufficien t, you wi ll experience a lot more prob
lems and the capabilities of your M ac will be limited. 
Fortunately, RAM prices have been drastically reduced so that 
you can add more RANI to your machine for a relatively small 
amount of money, 

RAM allocation This is the amount of RA.l\1 tha t is set aside 
for a particular application or for the system. 

RAM disk T his is a scheme whereby RAM is used to store 
information tl1at usually would be written to a hard drive. T his 
speeds up the operation of tl1e computer. RAM disks can also be 
useful for laptop computers as a means of saving battery power. 

Rastering Rastering is tl1e process whereby an ou tline font is 
converted into a series of pixels for use by an output device. 

Remote Access Remote Access is tl1e software tl1at enables 
your Mac to communicate with remote computers via a modem. 
You can use Remote Access to connect to the Internet as well as 
to otl1er networks. In M ac OS 8.5, Remote Access replaced tl1e 
PPP control panel that was used for Internet access. 

Removable media T hese are storage media that can be 
removed (for example, floppy disks, Zip disks, and so on) from 
tl1e respective drive. 

Resolution Resolution is tl1e number of pixels tl1at can be dis
played by a device in specific color depths (for exampl e, 480 pix
els x 600 pi.:xels with millions of colors). Resolution is a key 
measurement of tl1e output of moni tors, printers, digital cam
eras, and other devices. Different devices are capable of display
ing graphics with different resolutions. Some devices also enable 
you to set the resolution, depending on what you are doing. 

Resource fork This is tl1e fork in a Mac fil e where resource 
data is stored (for example, the F ile J:vpe and Creator of the 
file). 
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Restart This is the process of shutting down the computer 
and starting it again. It is best done with the Restart command 
on the Finder's Special menu. 

Rhapsody Rhapsody is an operating system that is based on 
Steve Jobs' NeXT technology. Rhapsody runs on Mac hardware 
and Intel-based hardware, and it can run applications written for 
either platfonn (via its boxes, such as the Blue Box), as well as 
applications written for Rhapsody. For a period of time, Apple 
was planning on replacing the Mac OS with Rhapsody, but has 
since come to its senses and developed the Mac OS X strategy 
instead-Mac OS X is partially based on Rhapsody technology. 
Rhapsody will be available, but Apple's resources will be focused 
on the Mac OS. 

ROM (Read Only Memory) T he information on your Mac 
that is permanent is stored in the ROM. For example, the infor
mation stored in RONI tells your Mac how to look for an oper
ating system to use. 

RTF (Rich Text Format) T his is a word processing file format 
that contains formatting information, but is not specific to any 
individual application. 

s 
Sans Serif Sans serif fonts are font families without the little 
"hooks" attached to the letters. T he lines tl1a t compose font 
fam ilies of this type are straight. Sans serif font fami lies are good 
for headlines and other short blocks of text. They are also useful 
for numerals and numerical data. Some examples are Helvetica 
and Geneva. 

Scrapbook This is a uti lity tl1at stores clippings tl1at can be 
easily re-used. 

SCSI (Small Computer Serial Interface) SCSI is the bus stJ"Uc
ture tl1at manages the data flow between the motherboard and 
various devices (both internal and external devices). SCSI devices 
include drives, scanners, tape drives, and so on. SCSI is a fairly 
fast architecture and is also used in the PC world, although 
hardware upgrades are required for PCs to use SCSI devices. 
There are also various "flavors" of SCSI devices, such as 

-
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wide-SCSI, SCSI-2, and so on. Each offers improved levels of 
performance over plain-old SCSI. 

Search engine T his is an Internet site that helps you search 
for specific information on the Web. 

Serif Serif characters are composed with little "hooks" that 
make the characters seem more elaborate. Serif font families are 
usually good choices for large amounts of text. Examples include 
Palatino, New York, and Times. 

Server-bound applets These are Applets that reside on your 
computer rather tl1at existing on a remote server. 

Set A set is a group of extensions, control panels, and other 
system files that you can define and select wimin Extensions 
Manager or Conflict Catcher to quickly and easily S\vitch 
between custom configurations. 

Services for Macintosh W indows N T, destined to become 
the most popular OS for network sen,ers, provides Services for 
lvlacintosh so that Mac users can connect and use an NT-based 
netw·ork very simi larly to how mey would use a Mac-based net
work. 

Sherlock This is Apple's code-name for the Finder 's new abili
ty to search me Internet. Because this fean1re works well, this 
name is certainly appropriate! 

SimpleText T his is the free Apple text editor tl1at provides 
basic word processing capabilities and is used for most ReadMe 
files. 

Sleep Putting me computer to sleep powers down the hard 
drive and blacks out ilie monitor. T his is done to conserve 
power. 

SLIP (Serial Line Interface Protocol) This is anotl1er protocol 
that enables your Mac to use TCPIIP to connect to the Intern et. 

Sneakemet When you use sneakernet, you use a floppy disk 
or other removable media to move files by physically carrying 
the media to the next computer (in other words, you carry tl1e 
disk to anomer machine). 
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Speech recognition T his is the technology that enables your 
Mac to respond to verbal commands. 

Spring-loaded folders This is a feature that automatically 
opens folders when you drag a file onto them. 

Sticky menus T hese are menus that stay open without you 
having to hold the mouse button down. 

Stroke These are the lines ofwhich a typographic character is 
made. 

Style Style involves the various formatting features applied to 
text (bold, underline, outline, and so on). 

Suggested size This is tl1e minimum amount of RAM 
required for an application, according to tl1e application's manu
facturer. 

Suitcase T his is a special folder type that contains items used 
by the system. For example, fonts are stored in suitcases. T he 
lVIac also uses a System suitcase to store alert sounds and key
board maps. 

System Folder T his is the folder that contains all the software 
your Mac uses to run. You should understand what is in the 
System Folder so tl1at you can tune your Mac to your personali
ty and so that you have a better idea of how to solve problems 
you may experience. 

System heap T his is the amount of RA.i\11 used by the operat
ing system. 

T 

TCPIIP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) 
TCP!IP is tl1e protocol (or language if you will) tl1at enables tl1e 
Internet to function. Your computer has to be able to "speak" 
TCPIIP in order to access the Internet. 

Themes T hemes are a new feature for Mac OS 8.5 and are 
collections of interface customizations, such as the desktop pat
tern or picture, menu appearance, fon ts used in menus, and even 
sounds. You can defi ne themes to include many of these cus
tomizations and tl1en easily switch among "looks" by choosing a 
different theme. 
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Thread T his is a series of newsgroup postings that are related 
to the same original message. 

TIFF (T.1gged Interchange File Format) This is a widely used 
graphics fi le format. 

Trash You can drag files and fo lders that you want to delete to 

the Trash. It is also used to eject disks and remove volumes. 

Typeface A typeface is a particular style of character. T here 
are two primary types: serif and sans serif. Nlembers of the same 
font family have different weight strokes and other aspects, for 
example, plain , italic, bold, and bold italic. 

u 
U nattended backup This is a backup that is done without any 
action on your part (such as changing disks). It is a good idea to 

be able to do unattended backups. 

Updater Tlus is a program that "updates" an application to a 
newer version. It is similar to a patch except that updaters usual
ly solve multiple problems or add new fu nctions. 

Upgrade An upgrade involves the process of replacing an 
older version of an application with a newer one to get more fea
tures, better stabi lity, and for other reasons. M ost software com
panies make a large portion of their income from upgrades. You 
can also upgrade hardware by adding RAM or VRAM chips, 
larger hard drives, and other items. 

URL (Uniform Resour ce Locator) T his is a standard address 
for a fi le or location on the Internet. URLs always begin with an 
Internet protocol (FTP, Gopher, HTTP), an Internet host 
name, folders, and the desti nation fil e or object. 

USB (Universal Serial Bus) USB is a modern interface that 
enables you to connect all sorts of peripherals (mi ce, keyboards, 
scanners, ha rd disks, tape drives, and so on) to the same port. 
The Mac determines what kind of device is connected to the 
USB port and configures itself appropriately. In addition to 
making li fe simpler for the user, USB ports also offer better 
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performance than many of the ports they replace (SCSI still has 
better performance however and is likely to be used when high 
performance drives are needed). You can also chain multiple 
USB devices through a single hub (similar to SCSI). The iMac 
was the first Mac to use USB ports; they are widely used in the 
PC world. 

Uucode T his is an encoding strategy used to prepare 
Windows files to be transmitted over the Internet. You can also 
use uucode to encode Mac fi les, but it is more appropriate for 
Windows fi les. 

v 
Video RAM See VRAM. 

Virtual memory This is the technology that enables your Mac 
to use a hard drive as it would RAM. \iVhile this enables you to 
do things for which you may not have enough physical RAM, 
virtual memory is slower than physical RAM. 

Volume This is a disk spact: that can be mounted on your 
Mac. A volume may be a partition on a drive connected to your 
machine, or it may be a drive that is connected to your Mac via a 
network of some sort. 

VRAM (Video Random Access Memory) Your Mac uses 
VRAM to display information. The amount ofVRAM that your 
.i\llac has, in conjunction with its video hardware, determines the 
color-depth and resolution at which it can display images. 

w 
Warm start This is the process of restarting your Mac without 
turning off all power to it. 

Webmaster This is the person who manages a Web site. 

Wmdows 95 Wtndows 95 is the "other" graphical operating 
system. 

Wmdows 98 \iVindows 98 is the latest version of the "other" 
graphical user interface operating system. 
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W mdows emulator A Windows emulator is a program that 
provides the \iVindows operating system that you can run on 
your M ac. Using a Windows emulator, you can run Windows 
applications on your Mac 'vithout adding hardware. Emulators 
work, but they are also quite slow relative to a real PC, but for 
occasional use of\i\Tindows applications, W indows emulators are 
a good choice. There are two emulators avai lable: Insignia 
SoftvVindows and Connectix Virtual PC. 

Windows NT This is a higher-end version of Windows 
95/98. Currently, it is mostly used on servers, but eventually 
Windows 95/98 wi ll be replaced by versions of Windows NT. 
Windows NT is a very stable operating system, and it is perhaps 
the most modern OS that can be used on a personal computer 
(unti l Mac OS X). 

WSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) If you have been 
using a Mac for a long time, you may not appreciate this, but the 
Mac introduced a revolutionary way of computing-what 
appears on-screen appears as it will when you print it or distrib
ute it electronically. Before vVSI\iVYG, you had to guess what 
the final version would look like. 

z 
Z ip drive These are Iomega's removable drives that store 100 
MB of data on a 3.5 inch clisk. 
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APis (Application 
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Speech control panel, 399 
syntax, 406 
\Ncb site, 406 

AppleScriptsLib, 399 

AppleShare, 12, 481 

Apple System Profiler, 14, 
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Apple System Profiler 
command (Apple menu), 
324 

Apple System Profiler dialog 
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AppleTalk, 457 
configuring, 45 7-459 
control panel, 459 
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setting up, 457-458 
software (PCs), 493 

Apple upgrades Web site, 
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Apple Video Player·. See AVP 
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Application menu, 75-77 
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command, 76 
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support 
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B 
back to front printing 

option,442 

background printing, 442 

backing up, 682, 698-699, 
732. See nlso saving 

categories, 683-684 
data, 11 4 
hardware, 686 
Internet/online settings, 742 
online settings, 742 
overview, 30 
plan, 683 
software, 694, 742 
startup disk, 740-741 
tools for 
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691-692, 796 
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system, 807 
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backside caches, 324 

backup disk, 771-772 
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batteries (PowerBooks), 
825-826 

icon, 819 
monitor (Control Strip), 

826 
reconditioning, 819, 826 

BBSes (Bulletin Board 
Services), 453 
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binhex, 492 
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175- 176 

bitmap fonts, 152, 155 
advantages, 155 
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TrueType fonts, compared, 

158 

binnap images, 184- 186 

binnaps, 155 

blocks, 724 

bookmarks. See favo rites 

Boolean expressions, 643 

booting (from) 
backup disk, 77 1-772 
Mac OS 8.5 CD, 808 
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broken aliases, 97 

browsers 
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upgrades), 775-776 
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caches, 323 
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Internet Explorer, 629-630 
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CD-R drives (Compact 
Disc-Recordable), 691-692, 
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CD-RW drives (Compact 
Disc-Rewritable, 691 -692, 
796 
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Mac OS 8.5, 808 
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Application menu, 76 
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5 17 
conflicts with extensions, 

759-761 
Control Strip, 144, 147 
DiaiAssist, 453-455, 5 17 
disabling and enabling, 350, 

352-353 
Energy, 83 
Enerf,ry Saver, 108 

Po1Vc1·Books, 818, 820 
Scberluled Stm1:up & 

Slmtdrrum, 109, 396-397 
extensions, compared, 347 
Extensions Manager. Su 

Extensions Manager 
File Exchange, 500 
File Sharing, 467-468, 478 
F inder, 80 
folder, 339 
getting information, 

355-357 
Infrared, 836 



hems, 128 
Keyboard, 369-3 70, 

428-+29 
.VIemory (PowerBooks), 819 
Modem, 453-454, 518 
J\·1onirors & Sound, 440 

adjusting audio parame
ters, 306-307 

mouitm· settiugJ, 166, 169 
setting ale11 sounr!J, 308 

Mouse, 428 
' umbers305 

overview, I 5 
QuickTime Settings, 192, 

220 
Remote Access, 5 18, 540 
Speech, 312 
TCP/IP, 519 
third-party, 348 
turning off, 730, 73 I 
Users & Groups, 474 
windows, 38 

Contr ol P anels folders, 339 

Control Strip, 144 
audio COs, 146 
Balloon Help, 1% 
CDStrip, 220 
collapsing and expanding, 

145 
color depth, 145 
control panel, 1+4, 147 
extension, 144 
modules 

deleting, /48 
finding, 148, / 50 
iusta//ing, I 4 9 
moving, 147 

Modules folder, 144, 148, 
339 

Modules Web sites, 149 
overview, 16 
PowerBook modules, 819, 

826 
batte1y monitm; 826 
euc'KI' settings. S27 
bard dl'ive lpin r/crwn, 827 
Nlcdia Bay, 827 
video mirroriug, 827 

Preferences file, 144 
resizing and mm'ing, 

146- 147 

coo kies (Web), 655 

Copy Graph conunand (Edit 
menu, Graphing 
Calculator), 134 

copyl'ight ' Ncb information , 
270 

correcting 
conflicting software 

problems, 76 1 
generic icon problems, 767 
hardware problems, 

768-769 
lost date and time problems, 

767-768 

Ct·ashG uard fcatut·e 
(Norton Utili ties), 758 

creator fi les, 716 

Ct·eator columns, 358 

crossover cable, 458 

CRT (Cathode Ray T ube), 
438 

cunent configuration 
information (Mac), 788 

Mac (itself), 790 
manual, 789 
online resources, 789 
receipt and im•oice, 788-789 

custom icons, 299, 301-302 

custom install (Mac OS 8.5), 
8 10, 812-815 

Custom Installation and 
Removal dialog box, 812 

C ustom Setup dialog box, 
116 

custom views (folder 
windows), 54-56 

custonuzin g 
Apple menu, 127 
ConAjct Catcher, 365 
desktop, 293 
fonts (desktop), 304-305 
i\llac, 19-20 
modem dialing settings, 

+54-+55 
mouse, 42 8 

Index 

desktop 

cutting and pasting, 267 

Cybel'ian O utpost Web site, 
624 

D 
Dantz Re trospect, 739 

Dantz Web site, 697 

data fo t·ks, 373, 715 

d ata storage, 113. See also 
hat·d drives 

date and time, See clock 

debugging (MacsBug), 344. 
See also troub leshooting 

Define Mail R ule d ia log box, 
579 

d efining sets 
ConAict Catcher, 361-362, 

365 
Extensions l'vlanager, 

353-354 

defragmenting drives, 
72 5-727 

Delete Note command (File 
menu, Note Pad), 136 

Deleted messages folder 
(Outlook Express), 578 

d eleting 
Apple menu items, 129-130 
control panels, 731 
Control Strip modules, 148 
email, 560 
extensions, 7 3 I 
fonts, 159 
locked Trash items, 108 
Note Pad notes, 136 
software, 25 3-255 

desktop, 81 
clippings, 270-271 
contextual menu, 69 
customizing, 293 
fonts, 304-305 
highlight color, 179- 180 
overview, 5 
patterns, 294-297 
pictures, 297-300, 302 
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desktop 

printing, 442 
size, 168 
themes, 313, 315 
watching TV/movies 

desktop database, 716-719, 
767 

DialAssist control panel, 
454-455, 517 

dialing settings (modems), 
454-455 

dialog boxes, 3 7 
About This Computer, 241, 

243, 32 1 
Add .Mapping, 501 
alert window comparison, 

37 
Apple System Profi ler, 324 
Change Mapping, 500 
Configuration Information, 

527 
Conllict Catcher's C reate 

Set, 36 1 
Connect to, 120, 361 ,480, 

482 
Custom Installation and 

Remova I, 812 
C ustom Setup, 11 6 
Define Mail Rule, 579 
Domain Name Servers, 528 
Erase Disk, -l-91 
Features Installation, 814 
find, 89, 91-92, 581 
fi nd by Content, 93 
Index, 93 
Info, 6 11 ,613 
Initialize, 11 6 
Internet Explorer 

Preferences, 617 
Microsoft \Vord 98 

Customize, 379 
Modem Settings, 526 
Navigation Services, 18, 

101,263,265 
Navigation Services C hoose 

a File, 10 1 
New Account, 582, 667 
New Group, -l-76 
New User, 47+ 
offline, 637 

Open and Save, 265-266 
Open File, 26 1 
Open Internet Address, 606 
Outlook Express 

Preferences, 557 
Perform C lea n Installation, 

8 11 
Preferences, I 02 
Print, 389, 442-4+4 
QuicKeys, 39 1 
Q uicKeys Editor, 390 
Q uicKeys Repeat 

Extension, 391 
QuicKeys Sequence Editor, 

389-390, 393 
Remote Access, 522 
Search Internet, 95 
Select a Folder, 535 
Select D estina tion, 8 15-8 16 
Server Options, I 06 
Share Directories, 495 
Shared Directory, 496 
standard, 26 1-2 63 
User, 494 
Users & Groups, +9-t 
View Options, 55 
Views Preferences, 53 

digests, 585 

digital audio, 196 

digital cameras, 434 
advantages, 434-435 
resolution, 163, 171 

Digital color Meter, 181 

digital images, 197 

Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) 
drives, 234,692, 798 

digital video, 196 

digital video cmneras, 435 

Digital Video Disc (DVD), 
234,692,798 

digitizing/video input board, 
228-229 

dinuning PowerBook 
screens, 820, 824 

disabling 
Ba lloon H elp, 286 
control panels, 350, 
730-73 1 
extensions, 350, 730-731 
fonts, 159 
images Onternet), 657 
items, 352-353, 358 
system fi les, 350, 360 

Disinfectant (anti-virus 
application), 708-709 

disk cache, 325-326 

disk drives, 769, 795-796. 
See also ha1·d drives 

Disk First Aid, 103, 719-721 

disk information (windows), 
40 

disks 
altern:ne startup, 807 
backup, 693, 740-741, 

77 1-772 
blocks, 724 
checking 

Disk Fint Aid, 719-72 I 
Nonon Utilities jo1· 

Nf11dntosh, 722-724 
defragmcntlltion, 72 5 
ejecting, 73 
erasing, 7-t 
fragmentation, 725 
maintenance applications, 

719, 72 1 
PCs, 490-491 
problems, 72 I, 72 3 
RAM, 332 

cre11ting, 332-333 
PowerBooks, 82 ) 
setting rt .\' lntemet E.xp/m·er 

mcbe lomtion, 660 
Web SI!III'C!Jing, 6)9 

shared volumes, 120- 12 1 
startup, 11 4, 740-741 

display. See monitor 

Distiller, 445 

DNS (Domain Name 
Server), 521, 524 
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document windows, 36, 
45-46 

documents 
electronic 

HTNI L file~·, 447 
PDF Jiles, 445-447 

genera l information, 86 
Get Info command, 84 
opening, 127,268 
previewing before printing, 

443 
Text-to-Speech, 414-416 

domain name 
In ternet, 52 1 
l.!RLs, 599 

Domain Name Servers 
dialog box, 528 

dot pitch (monitors), 439 

dots per inch (dpi), 165 

downloading 
Tnterner files, 648-649 
QuickTime movies, 202 
RealPlayer, 65 1-652 

Downloads folder, 64 7-648 

dpi (dots pet· inch), 165 

Dt-afts folder (Outlook 
Express), 551, 578 

drag-and-drop 
between applications, 268 
bunching applications, 

256-25 7 
unstuffing compressed files, 

257 

Ddve Setup 
Guide, 115- 116 
initializing :md partitioning 

hard drives, 11 5- 11 8 
mounting volumes, 119- 121 
non-Apple drives, 11 5 

drives 
:\V, 230 
CD-R, 796 
CD-RW, 796 
cleaning up, 728-729 
defragmenting, 726-727 
disk, 769, 795-796 
DVD, 234 

hard, 11 2 
//fUSS I ime, 794 
rts backup bard1vm·e, 

692-693 
buses, 79-1 
ronnwiug, 114 
Drive Setup, 11 5- I 18 
e:rtemal, 794 
IDE (Integrated Drive 

Elecn·onirs), 11 2 
initializing, 114- I 18 
installing, 114 
internal, 794 
overview, 12 
prwtitioningl/4-1 18 
PowerBooks, 820, 

824-825, 827 
SCSI (Small Compute·r 

Serial fute1facc), 
112- 11 3 

size, 79-1 
size, I I 5 
speed, 79-1 
tbenna/ 1-eca//ibrntion, 794 
upgrading, 793-795 

initializing, 11 2 
mounting, 11 2, 384, 

392-394 
non-Apple, 115 
optimizing, 72 5-727 
partitioning, 11 3, 11 5 
removable disk, 795-796 
removable media, 13, 

795-796 
SCSI (Small Computer 

Serial Interface), 834-83 5 
tape, 796 
USB (Universal Serial Bus), 

113 
volumes, I 12-113, 11 9 

DropStuff, 590-591 

Duplicate Se t button 
(Extensions Manager), 359 

DVD (Digital Versatile 
Discs) ddves, 234, 692 , 798 

DVD Movie Source Web 
site, 625 

dye-sublimation printers, 
441 

dynamic data, 190 

Index 

email (electronic mail) 

E 
easy install (Mac OS 8.5), 

810-812 

Edit menu 
applications, 81, 260 
·Finder 

Pnsre, 138 
Preferences, 102 
Sbow Clipborml, 338 

Graphing CalculatOr 
commands, 134 

Outlook Express 
commands, 552, 557 

editing 
file information, 364 
Q uickTime 1110\'ies, 207, 

209 
sets, 365 
o·acks (QuickT ime movies), 

2 10, 212 
user accounts and groups, 

476 

Eject Disk conunand 
(Special menu), 73 

ejecting disks, 73 

electronic documents 
HTML files, 447 
PDF files, 445-447 

email (electronic mail), 510, 
544-545. Sec also Outlook 
Express 

accounts 
canceled, 56 5 
l nte7.,1Ct configuration 

infm·mation, 521 
Outlook Expms, 5 51 

addresses, 545-546 
@symbol, 545 
bad, 565 
ji11ding, 5 46 
Internet configuration 

info771ull ion, 52 1, 52 5 
/om tion type, 54 5 
mailbox lowtion, 54 5 
multiple, 558 
usernmne, 54 5 

advantages, 5 11 
applications, 548-550 
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email (electronic mail ) 

attachments, 492, 588, 594 
1-eceiving, )92-593 
:mving 11pon l'eceipt, 59 3 
sending, S88-S89 
vicrwing, S9 1 

bounced, 564-566 
com~cts (address book), 

566-567 
default format, 575 
fi lters, 579-580 
formatting, 558 
headers, 546-547 
host address, 52 1 
I-ITML messages, 575-576 
leaving (on servers), 560 
mailing lists, 5-H, 585-586 
messages 

body, s-16-)47 
Ccb/ock, s-17 
creating, 5'i4-5S6 
dnte scm, 547 
deleting, S60 
fonnnttiug, 5 S 8 
Fnnn blnclt, S4 7 
bend,'l·s, S46-H7 
1·ending, S59-S60 
1·eplying, S61 , S63 
sending, S56-SS8, 587 
sig7ltii/11"CS, 546, )-18 
Subject block, 54 7 
1o block, s-17 

multiple accounts, 582-584 
overview, 27 
passwords, 5 21 
plain text messages, 575 
private mailing lists, 584, 

586-587 
protocols, 576-577 
public mailing lists, 58-t-585 
quoting, 56 1-5 63 
searching, 581 
transferring files, 466, 49 1 
viruses, 704 

Emailer, 548 

emergency disk, 771- 772 

Empty Trash command 
(Special menu), 73, 108 

emptying Trash, 73, 108 

enabling 
control panels, 350 
extensions, 350 
installed items, 359 
items, 353, 358 
QuickTime plug-in, 650 
s~feZone feature, 708 
sets, 362 
Speakable Items, 41 L-412 
startup items, 359 
system files, 350, 361 

encoding, 588, 492 

energy 
Power Books 

ndvmrced snving options, 
822-823 

Corm·ol Strip settings, 827 
Jllving optiom, 820-82 1 
mpply, 818 

saving, 108- 109 

Energy control panel, 83 

Energy Saver control panel, 
108 

PowerBooks, 8 18, 820 
st~lrtup and shutdown times, 

396-397 

Equation menu (Graphing 
Calcualtor) conunands, 
133-134 

Erase Disk conunand 
(Special menu), 74, 491 

Erase Disk dialog box, 491 

e•·asing disks, 74 

ermr sounds. See alert 
sounds 

Eth e rnet, 458, 493 

Eudora Lite, 549 

Eudora Lite Web site, 549 

Eudora Pro, 549 

Exchange (QuickTime), 198 

Excite Web site, 644 

Expansion triangle 
(AppleCD Audio Player), 
222 

Explorer bar, 614-615, 646 

extensions, 347 
application support, 348 
confl icts with control 

panels, 759-761 
control panels, compared, 

H 7 
ColorSync, 182 
Connol Strip, 144 
disabling and enabling, 350, 

352-353 
Finder, 80 
getting information, 

355-357 
hardware drivers, 348 
Internet Access, 519 
Internet Config, 519 
Open 1hmsport, 5 19 
PC files, 498-499, 50 1 
QuickTime, 192 
Startup (AVP), 23 L 
System software, 348 
technology enablers, 348 
third-party, 348 
turning off, 730-73 1 

Extensions folders, 339 

£:\."tensions Manager, 
350-351, 731 

Creator columns, 358 
Duplicate Set button, 359 
finding 

coun·ol panel and extmsion 
coriflirts, 759-761 

sofrwm·e pmblems, 
760-761 

installed items, 3 59 
items 

disabling and C11abling, 
3S2-3S3, 358 

gettiug iufiwmation, 
355-357 

opening, 352-353 
Package column, 352 
Revert button, 359 
sets, 353-355 
starn1p items, 359 
text list (System Folder 

contents), 357 
Type columns, 358 
window, 352, 357 



extemal drives 
hard drives, 794 
mounting volumes, 11 9 
PowerBooks, 82 1 
USB (Universal Serial Bus) 

ch-i vcs, 11 3 

extemal modems, 452 

Extras folder (ColorSync), 
182 

F 
faceless/voiceless communi

cation, 568 

Favorites comm and (Apple 
menu), 100 

Favorites folder, 15, 99 
accessing, 10 I 
files, 100 
folders, 100 
In ternet 

lw01.vsing, 606-608 
displaying, 610 
h ifo dialog box, 61 1, 613 
organizing, 609-611 
subscribing, 633-634 

Home page, 618-619 
items, 100 
System Folder, 340 

Features Installation dialog 
box,814 

File Exchange 
configuring, 500-502 
control panel, 500 
n·anslation preferences, 

484-485 

file folders (AppleG uide), 
281 

File menu, 81 
applications, 258-259 
F inder 

Find, 89, 91-92, 484, 728 
Put Away command, 73 

Note Pad commands, 136 
Stickies commands, 140 

file name extensions Web 
site, 499 

file server, 464 

File Sharing 
access, 476-478 
activity, 478-479 
configuring, 468-469 
control panel, 468, 478 
Mac OS Setup Assistant, 

467 
securi ty system, 473 
user accounts, 474-476 
use r groups, 476 

File Synchronization utility, 
830-832 

File Transfer Protocol 
(IT11), 466, 513, 599 

files, 715 
adding, 703 
aliases, 98 
attaching (email), 594 
comments, 48 
compressing, 492, 589-59 1 
data (H elp Center), 278 
data forks, 715 
dates, 48 
decoding and encoding, 588 
downloading (Internet), 

648-649 
finding, 88 

ACTION Files, 266 
aliases (belong to), 9,Y 
attributes, 89-91 
co11tent, 92-94 
Find by Coutcnt fea nw1; 

88 
Find File f eature, 88 
Find Similrn- Files, 94 
uame and similarity, 

9 /-92 
searches, saving, 9 1 

infected, 702, 704 
information 

editi11g, 3 64 
Gene-ra/ h!fonnntiou 

C011l7/11171d, 8 3 
labels, 48 
j\1acs, PCs, compared, 

497-498 
moving between 

PowerBooks and Macs, 
830-832 

Index 

files 

opening 
ACTION Files, 266 
Favorites_fo/de1; 100 
Lauuclm; 48 

order, 365 
PCs 

extw sions, 498-499 
N!acs, compared, -197-498 
opening, 4 99 
'l'll7l71i11g, 502-503 
sbrn-ing, 25, 494-497 
transferring to Macs, 490 

PDF, 445-447 
QuickTime formats, 192, 

196 
ReadMe software, 239 
resow-ce forks, 715 
service code, 599 
sharing, 483-484 

acass, 476-478 
activit)', 478-479 
cbrmging, 483 
File Sbrn-ing control panel, 

468, 478 
generic icons, 484 
iV!ac OS Setup Assistf/nt, 

467 
Netwodt BnrUJse7; 481-482 
otber JV[f/cs, 464 
overvie1v, 24 
r·ivilcges levels, 469 
secm·ity .ryste-m, 473 
setting up, 468-469 
1/S/!1" (fCCOTintS, 474-476 
use1· mtego1·ies, 469-470 
user groups, 476 

size 
cnlcu/ating, 54 
images, 170 
vie1ving, 48 

svnchroni :t,ing, 830-832 
.;ans fcrri n g 

email, 466, 49 1 
netzvod:, 467 
otbe-r l\1/acs, 464, 466 
sneake-rnet, 466 
Web/FTP, 466 

type and creator, 48, 716 
uncompressing, 72, 257, 

589-590 
versions, 49 
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Find (Apple menu) 

Find (Apple menu), 15 flttributes, 89-9 1 informat ion, 83 

Find by Content dialog box, coment, 92-94 Items, 130 

93 Fiud by Content jcfltln-e, Modem Scripts, 519 

Find by Content feature, 88 
88 opening, I 00 

Find File fell lin-e, 88 Outlook Express, 5 51, 
Find command (File menu), Find Similm· Files 577-578 

89, 91-92,484, 728 C011111/fi/U/, 94 overview, 6 
Find dialog box, 89, 91-92, n11me 1111d similm·iry, Recent Items, 125, 127- 128 

581 91-92 sharing, 470-472 

Find File feature, 88 
seflrcbes, .fflving, 9 1 (ICCCSS, 476-47S 

help infomlfltiou, 87 
Find Similar F iles command, AppleGuidc, 28-1 Nenvod: 8r07v.fel; -181--182 

94 8111/oon Help, 286 privileges levels, 469 
Finder, 80-81 Help Ceute7; 278-280 user ((l fegories, 469-470 

Application menu, 82 lmernet Service Providers, size, 54 
clock, 82, I 04 53 1-532 Speakable Items, 410 

configuring, I 04- 10 5, 107 newsg1·oups, 666 spring- loaded, 8, 61 
correcting datc.r, 767-768 software problems Startup [tems, 397 
Nenvork Time Senm; Couflict Cmclm; 763-765 synchronizing, 83 1-83 2 

/06-107 Extmsious Nlmlflge1; System. See System folder 
testing, 107 760-761 folder windows, 36, 45 

Edit menu, 8 1 software upgrade inform:~- features, 62-64 
Energy control panel, 83 tion, 777-778 icons, 45 
File menu, 81 special characters, 13 5 management, 45 
Find command (Sherlock), fit·ewalls (prO:\.'}' server), 524 views, 45 

643 
FireWire, 114, 427 Button, 4 5, 47 

li.mctionality, 80 
fixed dtives. See hard dt;ves 

custom vit"'V.f, 54-56 
menus, 72 biemrcbiml vinvs, 56-57 

Apple, 72 flames , 665 leon, 45-47 
Applic(ltion, 75-77 floating menus, 67 List, 45, -17-52 
Help, 82 

floating toolbars, 67 prefemlces, setting, 52-53 
Specifll, 7 3-74 Stmu/m·d Views, 53-54 

overview, 11 - 12 floating windows, 43 
fonts, 135, 152 preferences, I 02- 103 floppy disks, 693 adding, 158-159 Special menu, 8 1 

tools, 82 folders changing, 158- 1.59 

Trash, 82, 107- 108 adding, Apple menu, 125 Control Strip control panel, 

View menu, 8 1 Apple menu, 12 5, I 3 0 147 

window preferences, 42-44 Apple Menu Items, 125 defaults, 159 
AppleScripts, 399-400 deleting, 159 

Finder file (System Folder), ColorSync Extras, 182 desktop, 304-3 05 
340 ColorSync Profiles, 182 fo lder, 153, 340 

finding Control Strip Modules, 144, installing, 158- 159 
control panel and extension 148 menus, 304-305 

conflicts, 759-76 1 Downloads, 647-648 0\'erview, 16 
Control Strip modules, 148, expanding, 50 PostScript, 153, 156-158 

150 Favorites, 99, 100 screen, 152, 155- 156, 158 
email addresses, 546 Fonts, 153 smoothing (anti-aliasing), 
Ii les, 88 Get Tnfo command, 84 305 

ACTION Files, 266 Help, 278 suitcases, 153- 154 
aliases (beloug to), 98 icons (windows), 40 TrueType, 153, 157-158 
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force quit, 273 

fot·ks (files), 373, 715 

forums (CompuServe). See 
news groups 

fragmentation, 725 

frame rate (movies), 177, 196 
freezes, 756-758 

FTP (File Transfer 
Protocol), 466, 513, 599 

full backup, 685 

full color, 174 

Functions menu commands, 
119 

G 
General Information 

conunand, 83 

generic icons, 766-767 

Get Info command, 83-84 
applications, 84-86 
documents, 84, 86 
folders, 84, 87 
subcommands, 83 
Trash, 85 
volumes, 84 

Graphjng Calculator, 132 
axes, 135 
demos, 134 
graphs, 133-134 
help, 134 
ke)rpad \\~ndow, 13 3 
opening, 133 
panes, 135 

Graphing Calculator Help 
command (Help menu), 
134 

graphs (Graphing 
Calculator), 133-134 

grayscale printing, 442 

H 
hangs, 348, 756 
hard drives, 112 

access time, 794 
as backup hardware, 

692-693 

Index 

Hide command (Application menu) 

buses, 794 
connecting, 11 4 
external, 794 
IDE (Integrated Drive 

Elecn·onics), 11 2 
initializing 

C({llti011S, 7 T 4- 11 5 
D1·ive Setup, 115- 1 I 8 

installing, 11 4 
internal, 794 
overview, 12 
partitioning 

cau tiom, I 1-1- I I 5 
Drive Setup, I 15-1 I 8 
size, 11 5 

PowerBooks, 820, 824-825 
SCSI (Small Computer 

Serial Interface), 112- 113 
size, 794 
speed, 794 
spinning down 

(PowerBooks), 827 
thermal ree:dibratjon , 794 
upgrading, 793-795 

hardware 
AVP requirements, 228-230 
backjng up (tools), 686 

Comprrct Disc-Reconlrrbfc 
(CD-R) d1·ives, 691-692, 
796 

ComjlfiCt Disc-Re'"UJ1"itflble 
(CD-R f¥) drives, 
69 I -692, 796 

floppy disks, 693 
bflnl ch·ives, 692-693 
removflble mcdirr ch·ivcs, 

690-69 I 
tflpe rh·ives, 689-690 

drivers, 348 
failures, 749 
maintenance, 732-733 
overview, 22-23 
problems 

bum-in, 7 68 
con·wing, 768-769 
disk drivPx, 769 
instflfffltiom, 770 
SCSI1D conflict, 769 
symptoms, 768 
WCf/1" Ollt, 7 68 

software requirements, 
244-245 

upgrades, 787 , 799-80 l 

headers (email), 546-547 

help 
AppleGuide, 280-2 81, 284 

condmtmkr, 283 
file folders, 281 
index wade, 282 
modes, 281-282 
seanb mode, 2 82 
topic mode, 282 
muledining, 283 
windmvs, 284 

Assistants, 286-287 
Balloon H elp, 146, 285-286 
getting 

AppleGnide, 284 
Bfllloon Help, 286 
Help Centel; 278-280 

Graphing Calculator, 134 

Help Center, 276 
capabilities, 277 
data files, 278 
getting help, 278-280 
Help folder, 278 
Help Viewer, 278 
overview, l 8 
qwtting, 280 

Help Center command 
(Help menu), 278 

Help folder, 278, 340 

Help menu commands, 82, 
278,286 

Help menu commands 
(Graphllg Calculator), 134 

Help Viewet·, 278 

helpe t· applications 
configuring, 653-654 
plug-ins, compared, 65 1 
ReaiPiayer, 651-652 

Hertz (Hz), 168 

HFS (Hierarchjcal FiJe 
Structure), 113 

Hide command (Applic.·uion 
menu), 76 
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Hide CurrentAppliution [Ommand (Appliution menu) 

H ide CurrentAppli.cation 
command (Application 
menu), 76 

Hierarchical File Stn•cture. 
See HFS, 113 

highlight color (desktop 
items), 179-180, 302-303 

History list (Intemet 
Explorer), 622 

Home page, 617-619 

hot keys, 147 
HotBot, 644-645 

HotBot vVeb site, 644 
HSB (Hue Saturation 

Brightness) color space, 
174 

HTML (HyperText Markup 
Language),447, 575,628 

code, 628 
email, 55 1, 575-576 
Picker (Color Picker), I 79 

http (HyperText Transfer 
Protocol), 599, 614 

Hue Saturation Brightness 
color space (HSB), 174 

hypertext, 604 

HyperText Markup 
Language. See HTi\1L 

HyperTex1: Transfer 
Protocol (http) , 599, 614 

Hz (HerrL), 168 

Icon view (folder windows), 
45-47 

icons 
battery (Power Books), 8 I 9 
changing, 300-30 I 
conrexn1al menus, 69 
copying and pasting, 

300-301 
custom, 299, 30I -302 
folders, 45 
generic, 766-767 
pop-up windows, 58, 60 

IDE (Integrated Dl"ive 
Electronics) ch-ives, 112, 
114, 426 

images, 162, 169 
applications, I 71, 184-1 86 
bit depth (colors), 176 
bitmap, 184-186 
colors 

mntcbiug, I 83-184 
palettes, 176 

creating, I 65- J 66 
desktop pictures, 297-3 00, 

302 
digital, 197 
dithering, 175 
editors, 171 
higher/lower pixel-to-inch 

ratio, 171 
resolution 

bnrwsers, 17 I 
derails, 169 
detcl711iuiug, 170 
displaJing 011 monitors, 

17I 
file size, 1 70 
grnpbics nppliwtious, 171 
imflgc edi1ors, I 71 
i111aging devices, 172 
layout applicnlions, 171 
111111111giug, 165 
11/CflSIITillg, 169 
priuting, 172 

slide show, 216, 218-2 19 
sti ll, 232 
viewing, 203-204 
Web, 65i 

IMAP (lntemet Message 
Access Protocol), 576-577, 
551, 559 

Inbox (Outlook Express), 
551,577 

inc•·cmental backup, 685 

Index dialog box, 93 

index mode (ApplcGuide), 
282 

indexing volumes, 93-94 
infected files, 702, 704 

Info dialog box, 611, 613 

information som·ces, 741, 
755-756 

Infoseek Web site, 644 

Infrared control panel, 836 

Infrared networking 
(PowerBooks), 835, 
835-836 

initialization strings, 453 

Initialize dialog box, 116 

initializing 
drives, 112 
hard drives 

mu t ions, I H -1 I 5 
Drive Semp, I I 5-118 

inkjet printers, 441 

inline caches, 323-324 

Installer (Mac OS 8.5), 
809-810 

clean install, 8 10, 812-8 15 
system components, 

815-816 
updating,8 15 

installer applications, 247 
Custom, 249-2 50 
deleting softwnre, 254 
Easy, 248-249 
!Vlinimal, 250 
running, H7-248 
Typical, 250 

installing 
contextual menu add-ons, 

71 
Control Strip modules, 149 
DropStuff, 590-591 
fonts, 158-159 
hard drives, 114 
Mac OS 8.5 

denu hmall, 810 
custom install, 8 I 0, 

812-815 
easy install, 8 I 0-812 
ove1· existing opemting 

system, 809 
PowC1·8ool.:, 807 
updatiug System Folde1; 

815 

--



Nerscape Navigator, 513, 
601 

plug-ins, 651 
printer drivers, 443-444 
Rea!Piayer, 65 1-652 
software 

dirk space requi1·ements, 
242-243 

bardwnre 1·equiTe111ents, 
244-245 

RA f\1[ requit·mtents, 
241-242 

troubleshooting, hardware 
problems, 770 

Integrated Drive Electronics 
drives (IDE), 112, 114, 426 

Integrated Senrices Digital 
Network (ISDN), 456 

interfaces, 424 
ADB (Apple Desktop Bus), 

424-425 
bus, 426 
Fi rewire, 427 
IDE (Integrated Drive 

Electronics), 426 
RCA jacks, 427 
S-video, 427 
SCSI (Small Computer 

Serial Interface), 426 
serial ports, 425 
sound input, 427 
USB (Universal Serial Bus), 

426-427 

internal hard drives, 794 

internal modems, 452 

Internet. See also \.Yeb s ites; 
Web pages 

account, 516, 539 
applers Gava), 63 1 
application, 518 
auto connections, 555 
browsing, 88, 95-96, 

605-608 
configuring 

finishing, 534-53 8 
infm7nntion, 521-52 5 

connecting, 519-520, 539 
aaomlt, 53 9 
components, 5 17-519 

existing aaotmt, 526-530 
lutemet Semp Assi.rtallt, 

510 
Open Trauspmt PPI~ 516 
soft:u;m·e, 5 I 6 
1Vithollf 011 fiCCOilllt, 53 3 

default search site, 646 
disconnecting, 539 
downloading 

files, 648-649 
Quick Time movies, 202 

email. See emai l 
etiquette, 568-570 
favorites. Set• f:JVor itcs fo lder 
FTP, 513 
Images, 657 
Mac current configuration 

information, 789 
metasearch engines, 644 
network connection 

configm·ing, 520-52 3 
Macs and PCs, 492 

newsgroups, 51 1 
non-regulation, 514 
opening new window, 

658-659 
overview, 26-28 
reloading preferences, 

553-554 
searching, 640 

nccelemting, 65 6-660 
HotBot, 644-64 5 
Sermb tab (Explom· bm), 

646 
Ifthoo.', 641, 643 

security, 654-655 
Service Providers, 515, 

531-532 
settings, 742 
system requirements, 514 
transfcning files, 466 
troubleshooting, 540-542 
Yahoo!, 640 

Internet Access (Apple 
menu), 15 

Internet Access extension, 
519 

Internet Config ell:tension, 
518-519 

Index 

Internet Setup Assistant 

Internet Co•mection \\'izard, 
530-531, 533 

Internet Editor Assitant. 
See Internet Setup 
Assistan t 

Internet Explorer, 60 l 
Address bar, 614 
Cache, 629-630, 660 
downloading files, 648-649 
Ex-plorer bar, 614-615 
helper applications, 653 -654 
H.istory li st, 622 
Horne page, 617-619 
Java, 632 
menu bar, 616 
plug-ins, 649, 65 I 
Preferences dialog box, 61 7 
QuickTime plug-in, 650 
security information, 615, 

654-655 
Sentp Assistant, 286, 510, 

517 
Internet connection, 

526-530, 533 
modems, 4 53 
network Internet connec-

tion, 522-523 
stants display area, 6 15 
subscribing (\Neb sites), 63 3 
subscription preferences, 

636 
tool bar, 613 -614 
updating, 660 
Web pages display, 620-62 1 
Vv'eb site, 660 
window display, 619-620 

Internet Explorer 4.01, 513 

Internet Message Access 
Protocol (IMAP), 576-577, 
551, 559 

Internet search feature, 88, 
95-96 

Internet Search Sites folder, 
340 

Internet Setup Assistant, 
286,510,517 

Internet connection, 
526-530, 533 

modems, 453 
network Internet connec

tion, 522-523 
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intranet 

intranet, 450 

IP (Internet Protocol) 
address, 521, 524 

ISDN (Integrated Services 
Digital Network), 456 

ISPs (Internet Service 
Providet·s), 515, 531-532 

J- K 
Java, 630 

applets, 63 I 
Internet Explorer, 632 
virtual machine, 63 I 

Jaz drives, 690 

joysticks, 431 

Key Caps, 135 

keyboard 
configuring, 369-370, 

428-429 
con trol panel, 369-3 70, 

42 8-429 
Power key, 74, 37 1 
scroll keys, +I 

keyboard shortcuts, 368, 3 78 
adding (applications), 381, 

383 
AppleCD Audio Player, 223 
creating, 3 72-3 73 

applimtious, 378 
applimtious tools, 368 
keybonnl/mncro utility, 

383-38-1 
mncros, QuirK,•ys, 

387-39/ 
Microsoft H7onl 98, 

379-380 
QuicKeys, 368, 384-386 
Res&lit, 368, 375-377 

predefined, 370-372 

keypad window (Graphing 
Calculator), 133 

L 
labels 

audio COs, 225-227 
files, 48, 51-52 

LAN (Local-Area Network), 
515 

laser fonts, 153, 156, 
157-158 

laset· printers, 441 

Laser Writer drivct·, 443 

Launcbe~48, 103,341 

Launcher Items folder, 341 

launching. See also opening 
AppleScripts, 401 
applications, 48, 255-257 
Calculator, I 32 
Chooser, 13 I 
Configuration Manager 

(Outlook E:x1Jress), 552 
Conflict Catcher, 360, 762 
control panels, 126- 127 
Control Strip, 147 
Control StripModules 

folder, 148 
Drive Setup Guide, 11 6 
Extensions Manager, 

352-353 
Graphing Calculator, 133 
items at shutdown and 

startup, 397-398 
Key Caps, I 35 
Launcher, I 03 
Mac, 109, 396-397 
Note Pad, J 36 
Outlook Express 

Preferences dialog box, 
557 

PC fi les, 499 
recent documents, 127 
Scrapbook, I 37 
Simple Finder, 1 03 

LCD (Liquid Crystal 
Display), 438 

links, 605 

Liquid Crystal Display 
(LCD), 438 

list information (windows), 
4 1 

List view (folder windows), 
45,47 

columns, 48-50 
expanding folders, 50 
labels, 5 I -52 
sorting lists, 5 I 

loc newsgroup category, 664 

local access providers Web 
site, 533 

local Web, 465, 486 

Local-Area Network (LAN), 
515 

LocalTalk, 493 

Location Manager 
(PowerBooks), 828-830 

lost preferences, 767 

low-level formatting, 118 

lurking, 665 

Lycos Web site, 644 

M 
Mac Central Web site, 756 

Mac EvangeList mailing List 
"Veb site, 624 

Mac magazines, 756, 778 

Mac OS 
major upgrades, 783 
minor upgrades, 78 1, 783 
\'ersions, 243 

Mac OS 8.5 CD, 808 

Mac OS Extended 
(partition), 118 

Mac OS Runtime for Java 
(MRJ), 631 

Mac OS Setup Assistant, 
286-287, 467 

Mac OS Stanadard 
(partition), 118 

l\1ac Resource Page Web 
site, 756 

Mac tool kit, 735 
configur;1tion report, 

735-738 
software tools, 739-740 



MacAddict magazine Web 
site, 623 , 778 

MacCcntral Online 'Web 
site, 624 

MacHomc magazine \Veb 
site, 623 

Macmillan Computer 
Publishing Web site, 624 

macros, 383 
creating 

QuicKeys, 38-1, 388-389 
Text-to-Spcecb, -t 16-419 

keybonrd shortcuts, 387-39 L 
naming, 390 
positioning, 394 
sequence control, 390-39 L 

testing, 390 
viruses, 703, 708 

Macs 
configuring, 287 
current configuration 

information, 788-790 
customizing, 19-20 
maintenance, 30-32 
restarting, 74 
startup sound, 214-2 15 
shutting down, 74 

MacsBug, 344 

MacTCP DNR file, 341 

MacTCP infonnation, 
807-808 

Macworld magazine \-Veb 
site, 623 

Mail rules (Outlook 
Express), 581 

mailing lists, 544, 585 
digests, 585 
moderated, 586 
newsgroups, compared, 662 
posting messages, 586 
private, 584, 586-587 
public, 584-585 
software upgrade informa

tion, 777-778 
unmoderated, 586 

mailto, 599 

maintenance 
applications, 7 19 
hardware, 732-733 
.VIae, 30-32, 247 

mappings, 500-501 

Media Bay (PowerBook 
Control Strip), 827 

Media Keys (QuickTime), 
198 

memOI)' (RAM), 240, 
318-320 

allocation 
arljusti ng, 3 2 8-32 9 
applimtious, 320, 328 
assessing, 3 21-3 2 2 

amount, 32 1-322 
:1V<lilable, 349 
:1wareness, 322-3 23 
command, 83 
control panel 

(PowerBooks), 819 
disk, 332-33 3 

Power Books, 82 5 
setting ns, 660 
J#b searc!Jing, 659 

increasing, 330-33 1 
managing, 326-328 
overview, 20 
Parameter, 320, 767-768 
physical, 318 
plug-ins, 242 
software requirements, 

240-242 
substitues, 3 30-332 
upgrading, 333-334, 79 1 
virtual, 318, 330-33 I 

menu bar (Intcmet 
Explorer), 616 

menus 
Apple, 72, 81, 124- 125 

adding nlinses, 130 
adding folders, 12 5 
AppleScript (nddiug items), 

129 
Cnlculnt01; 132 
Cboose1; 130-131 
control panels, 126-1 27 
mstom izing, I 2 7 
deleting, iwm, 129- / 30 

Index 

messages (email) 

foldm , 125, 130 
Grapbing Cnlculnto1; 

132-135 
Items control pn11el, 128 
I tems foldeJ; 12 5 
items, 14-16 
Jigsncv Puzzle, 140 
Key Cnps, 13 5 
Note Pnd, 136 
Options control panel, 126 
01'gnnizi11g, 129-130 
ove-rvie1v, I 3 
recent dowmeuts, 127 
Recellt Ircms folders, 12 5, 

127-128 
n onkring, 130 
Scrapbook, 136-1 39 
Stickies, /39- 140 
volumes, 130 

Application, 9-10, 75-77 
contextual, 67-68 

ndd-ons, 71 
adding items, 68, 70 
npplicmio7ls, 68 
desktop, 69 
dijplaying, 68-69 
extension, 69 
files, 70 
icon, 69 
items folde1; 69 
OVI!I 1Ji e7.V, 8 
Web scm·cbing, 6 56 
windows, 70 

Edit, 81 
File, 81 
Finder, 72, 82 
fonts, 304-305 
Help, 82 
pop-up,66 
pop-up windows, 58 
pull-clown, 66 
Special, 73-74,81 
sticky, 68 
tea r-off, 67 
unique, 67 
View, 81 

messages (email) 
body, 546-547 
Cc block, 547 
creating, 554-556 
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messages (email) 

date sent, 547 
deleting, 560 
fo rmatting, 558 
From block, 547 
headers, 546-547 
reading, 559-560 
replying, 56 1, 563 
sending, 556-558, 587 
signatu res, 546, 548 
Subject block, 547 
To block, 547 

m etasearch engines, 644 

micmphones, 410, 431 

Microsoft Office 98 for 
Macintosh, 248 

Microsoft Vis·tual Nlachine, 
631 

Microsoft ·web site, 708 

Microsoft Word 98, 379-380 

Microsoft Word 98 
Customize dialog box, 379 

Miramar Web site, 121 

modal windows, 41 

modems, 450 
56K, 451 
ADSL (Asymmetric D igital 

Subscriber Line), 457 
cable, 456 
combo, 452 
configuring, 453-454 
connecting, 452 
control panel, 453, 5 18 
dialing settings, 454-455 
external, 452 
faster data transmission, 

456-457 
initialization strings, 453 
internal, 452 
ISDN (Integrated Services 

Digital Network), 456 
PC Card, 452 
PowerBooks, 452 
problems, 54 I 
Scripts fo lder, 5 19 
Settings dialog box, 526 
sound, 538 

speed, 450-451,5 15 
VDSL (Very I ligh Speed 

D igita l Subscriber Line), 
457 

moderated mailing Lists, 586 

moderated newsgroups, 666 

modeulator demodulator. See 
modems 

monitors, 438 
bit depth (colors), 176 
Calibration Assistant, 440 
color depth, 145 
colors, 177 
ColorSync, 4 3 9-440 
display size and type, 168, 

438-439 
dot pitch, 439 
higher/lower pixel-to-inch 

ratio, 17 1 
multiple, 439 
name, 169 
physical screen size (pixels), 

163- 164 
resolution, 172 

cbrmging, 168 
dctmnining, 168-1 69 
di:.playiug images, 171 
H-:. (freqmmc;~. I 68 
measrwing, 163 

settings, 166, 293 
sizes and resolutions 

(common), 169 

Monitors & Sound control 
panel, 440 

adjusting audio parameters, 
306-307 

al ert sounds, 308 
monitors, 166, 169 

More Automated Tasks 
folder, 400 

More Speakable Items 
folder, 399 

Motion Picture E~-perts 
Group (.MPEG), 192 

Mount Volumes conunand 
(Functions menu), 119 

mounting 
drives, 112, 384, 392-394 
shared volumes, 479-48 1 
volumes, 11 9- 12 1, 384, 

392-394 

mouse, 427-429 

.Mouse control pan el, 428 

movable windows, 42 

MoviePiayer (QuickTime), 
193, 202 

creating alert sounds, 215 
editing mm~es, 207, 209 
saving movies, 209 
transitions, 209 
upgrade message, 202 
watching movies, 202-203 

movies 
color depth, I 96 
creating, 2 33 
creating startup sound, 

214-2 15 
downloading (Internet), 202 
editing, 207, 209 
frame rate, 196 
multiple tracks, 196 
playing, 202-203 
qual ity, 234 
resolu tion, 195 
savi11g, 209 
specifications, 194-196 
so·eaming, 191 
t racks, 2 I 0, 212, 2 14 
transitions, 209 

MPEG (.Motion Picture 
E~-perts Group), 192 

MRJ (.M:1c OS Runtime fm· 
Java), 63 1 

MS Preference Panels folder, 
341 

multimedia, 190 
AppleCD Audio P layer, 14, 

220 
audio CDs, 225-227 
componmts, 220-22 1 
n·em ing ale1·t sound, 

224-225 
funcriom, 221 -222 
keybo11rd sbo11c11ts, 223 

-



AVP, 228 
crtpttn-ing still images, 2 32 
capttwiu g video, 2 3 3 
components, 230-23 I 
bm·dwnre nntl systr:m 

requirements, 228-230 
movies quality, 2 34 
1vnu-bing TV/movies, 

231-232 
DVD, 234 
features, 190-191 
platform, 17 
QuickTime 3 Pro. See 

Q uickTime 3 Pro 
Q uickTime VR, 192, 

204-205 
QuickTime. See QuickT.i.me 

multitasking, 9, 74 

music (QuickTime), 197-198 

Music Boulevard Web site, 
625 

N 
names 

finding files, 91-92 
macros, 390 
newsgroups, 663 
PostScript fonts, 157 
versions software upgrades, 

776-777 
voice commands, 4 12 

N avigation Services dialog 
boxes, 18, 101, 263 , 265 

N et Fl.i.x Web site, 625 

Netscape Navigator, 513, 
601 

Netw01·k Browser, 15, 
481-483 

Network Browser command 
(Apple menu), 481 

Network Time Server, 
106-107 

networks 
AppleTalk, 457-459 
applications, 486 
identity, 468-469 
Infrared (PowerBooks), 

835-836 

Internet COJ1J1ection, 520, 
522-523 

LAN, 515 
Macs and PCs, 492-493 
non-Apple1alk, 467 
overv;ew, 24 
PCs with Macs, 121 
sharing \Neb pages, 486 
o·ansferring fi les, 467 
WAN, 515 

New Account dialog box, 
582,667 

New Group dialog box, 476 

New Note conrmand (File 
menu), 136, 140 

New User dialog box, 474 

news servers, 521 
adding (multiple), 667 
configuri ng, 667-668 
Internet configura tion 

information, 525 

newsgroups, 511, 662-663, 
676-677 

categories, 663 -664 
finding, 666 
flames, 665 
mailing lists, compared, 662 
modera ted, 666 
names, 663 
news senrers 

adding (multiple), 6 67 
conjigtwing, 667-668 
Internet configumtiou 

info17nntion, 52 5 
overview, 28 
posting messages, 674 
posting replies, 675 
postings, 665 
reader (Outlook E:..-press), 

550 
reading, 67 1-673 
replying \~a email, 67 5 
remeving lists, 668-669 
software upgrade 

information, 778 
subscribing, 665, 669-671 
tl1reads, 665 
unmoderated, 666 
unsubscribing, 676 
URLs, 664 

Index 

opening 

non-Apple drives, 115 

non-AppleTalk networks, 
467 

non-modal windows, 41 

non-recorded alert sounds, 
310-311 

Norma.! button (AppleCD 
Audio P layer), 222 

Norton Utilites, 721, 739 
checking disks, 722 -724 
CrashGuard feature, 758 
defragmenting drives, 

726-727 

Note menu (Stickies) 
conrmands, 140 

Note Pad, 136 

numbers format, 305 

N umbers control panel, 305 

0 
OCR (Optical C haracter 

Recognition) applications, 
185 

off Line dialog box, 63 7 

Open dialog boxes, 261-262, 
265-266 

Ope n File dialog box, 261 

Open Internet Address 
dialog box, 606 

Open Link in New Window 
command (Contextual 
menu), 658 

Open Transport extensions, 
519 

Open Transport PPP 
(Internet connection 
software), 516 

opening 
documents (another 

application), 268 
files, 48, 100, 266 
folders, 100 
multiple \Veb windows, 

658-659 
new Web window, 658 
pop-up windows, 57, 61 
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Optical Character Recognition applications (OCR) 

Optical C haracter 
Recognition appl ica tions 
(OC R), 185 

Orange Micro Web site, 505 

organizing 
Apple menu, 129- 130 
favorires folder (lmerner), 

609-6 11 

Outlook E~'Press, 549-550 
nddress book, 550 
configuring,552-553 
conmcts, 566-567 
defiHI It fo rmat, 575 
Deleted messages folder, 

578 
Drafts folder, 55 1, 578 
emai l accounts, 55 1 
email messages 

crenting, )5-1- )56 
deleting, 560 
le11ving (on servers), 560 
qnotiug, 561-563 
ral(liug, 559-560 
n•p6·iug, 561, 563 
sending, 5S6-558 

fcanu·es, 571-572 
filrcrs, 55 1, 579-580 
folders, 551 , 578 
l lTML mail , 55 1, 575-576 
LM AP (Internet ,\tlessage 

Access Protocol) support, 
55 1 

lnbox, 55 1,577 
Internet preferences, 

553-554 
M:~ i l rules, 58 1 
mul itple accounts, 582-584 
news servers, 52 1 

ndding (multiple), 667 
conjigtwing, 667-668 
Internet configumtiou 

infonnlltion, 52 5 
ncwsgroup reader, 550 
Outbox, 5 51, 577 
overview, 27 
Preferences dial og box, 557 
quoting, 563 
se:-trching, 581 
Sent Mai l folder, 55 1, 578 
spell checker, 550 

text, 550 
Web site, 595 
windows, 55 1-552 

p 

Package column (Extensions 
Manager), 3 52 

PageMaker PDF files, 
445-447 

pages (Web). See Web pages 

palette-based col01· systems, 
174-175 

palettes, 173 
colors, 17 5- 176 
Launcher, 341 

panes (Graphing Calculatot·), 
135 

Pam meter RAM (PR.A.i\11) , 
320, 767-768 

partitioning 
drives, ll 3 
hard drives 

mntions, 11 -l- 11 S 
Drive Srtnp, II 5- 1/8 
size, 11 5 

size, 117, I 19 
types, 118 
viewing, 115 

passwords (PowerBooks) , 
833-834 

Paste command (Edit menu), 
138 

pasting, 267 
pattems (desktop), 294-297 

PC cat·ds, 505 
modem, 452 
Power Books, 82 I 

PC MA.CLAN, 494-497 

P C MA.CLAN Connect, 493 

PCI cards, 792 , 797-799 
PCs 

adding (i'vlac-bascd 
networks), 493 

applications, 504-505 
buying, 506 

cards, 505 
modem, 4 52 
PowerBooks, 821 

connecting, 493 
disks, 490-491 
e.~c--rensions , 498-499, 50 I 
fi les 

i\tlac Jiles, compared, 
-197--198 

opeuing 1vitb i\lfrtcs, -199 
rmmiug 011 Mncs, 502-503 
sbnring, 25, 494-497 
trnmferring to Jllfacs, -190 

networking wi th Macs, 12 1 
SCSI drives, 11 3 
softwa re, 493 
viruses, 506 

PDF files (Portable 
Document Format), 
445-447 

Perform C lean InstaLlation 
dialog box, 811 

pet·sonal mailing lists, 584, 
586-587 

phonet box, 457 

physical RAM, 318 
physical secUJ·ity 

(PowerBooks), 833 

picture elements (pixels), 
162-164 

Picture Viewer (QuickTime), 
193, 203-204 

pixels, 162-164 

pixels-to-inch mtio, 171 

plain text (email), 575 
PlainTalk. 4 10 
play buttons (AppleCD 

Audio Player), 222 

playing 
applets Qava), 63 1 
audio CDs, 1-16 
QuickTimc movies, 

202-203 

plug-ins 
ColorSync, 183 
helper applications, com

pared, 65 1 



[nternet Explorer, 649-651 
QuickTime, 193 
RAN[, 242 

POP (Post Office Protocol), 
576-577 

pop-up menus, 66 

pop-up windows, 57-59, 61 
closing, 59, 61 
creating, 58-59 
dragr,ring files onto, 57 
expanding fi les, 60 
icons, 58, 60 
menus, 58 
opening, 57,61 
overview,6, 8 
placing files/folders within, 

61 
resiztng, 58-59 
views, 60 

Portable Document Fonnat 
(PDF), 445-447 

Post Office Protocol (POP), 
576 

posting, 665 
messages 

mni/ing lists, 586 
uewsgroups, 674 

replies (newsgroups), 67 5 

PostScript fonts, 153, 156, 
157-158 

Power key, 74, 371 

PowerBooks 
as SCSl drive, 834-835 
batteries, 819, 82 5-826 
Battery Reconditioning 

utility, 819 
Control Strip modules, 8 19, 

826-827 
data securitv, 833-834 
Energy Sav~r control panel, 

818 
energy saving options, 

820-82 1, 822-823 
energy supply, 818 
external drives, 82 I 
hard disk spindown, 820, 

824-825 

Infrared networking, 
835-836 

installing Mac OS 8.5, 807 
location sets, 828-830 
Memory control panel, 8 19 
modems, 452 
passwords, 833-834 
physical securi ty, 833 
RAM disk, 825 
screen dimming, 820, 824 
Sleep mode, 820 
synchronizing files, 830 
synchronizing folders, 

83 1-832 
track pad, 827-828 
unplugging PC cards, 82 I 

PPP connection script, 525 

PRAM. (Parameter RAM.), 
320, 767-768 

predefined keyboard 
shortcuts, 370-372 

preferences 
AppleCD Audio Player, 22 1 
applications, 267 
AVP, 23 1 
C01mol Strip, 144 
dialog box, I 02 
Finder, I 02- 103 
folder, 342 
Internet, 553-554 
lost, 767 
QujckTime, 192 
spring-loaded folders, 61 
subscription (Internet 

Explorer), 636 
translation, 484-485 
windows 

dowments, 46 
Fimle1; 42--14 
folder vil!'lvs, 52-53 

Preferences command (Edit 
menu), 102 

Preferences command 
(Outlook Expt·ess Edit 
menu), 552, 557 

preventing virus infections, 
704, 710 

Index 

public mai ling lists 

previewing documents 
(before printing), 443 

Print dialog box, 389, 
442-444 

printers, 441 
back to front option, 442 
color laser, 441 
ColorSync 

npplying, 182- 183 
profiles, 44 5 
settings, 44 3 

connecting, 442 
dialog box, 442 -444 
drivers, 13 1, 442-444 
dye-sublimation, 441 
fonts, 153, 156, 157-1 58 
grayscale, 442 
image resolu tion, 172 
inkjet, 441 
laser, 441 
preview, 443 
quality, 442 
selecting, 13 I, 3 84 

Pt·intJ\1ooitor Docwnents 
folder, 343 

ptivate mailing Lists, 584, 
586-587 

ptivileges (sharing) 
controlling, 4 7 6-4 78 
fi les and folders, 473 
levels, 469 

problems. See trouble
shooting 

processor 
caches, 323 
clocking, 797 
slow, 349 
upgrading, 796-797 

ProDos (partition), 118 

Profiles folder (ColorSync), 
182 

Prog button (AppleCD 
Audio P layer), 222 

proxy servers, 521 

public mailing Hsts, 584-585 
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884 Publisher's Web site (software) 

Publisher's Web site 
(software), 239 

pull-down menus, 66 

Put Away command (File 
menu), 73 

Q 

QuickDraw 30, 219 
QuickOt·aw GX, 158 
Quicken Web site, 624 
QuicKeys, 384 

AppleScripr, compared, 4 I 3 
E.diror, 390 
keyboard shortcuts, 368, 

38-+-386 
macros 

,-reraiug, 3U, 388- 389 
keyboard sbortmts, 

387-391 
nmu ing, 3 90 
positiouiug, 394 
.l"l'fjiiCIICC' COIItTOI, 390-39 I 
?e.,·t-tn-Spcecb, 416-419 

mounting dri ves and vol
umes, 384, 392-394 

Mount:y, 392 
Repeat Extension dialog 

box, 391 
scripts, 4 19 
selecting printers, 384 
Sequence Editor, 389-390, 

393 
V/eb sites, 385, 392, -+1 3, 

4 18 
QuickTime, 191-192, 194 

AutoPiay virus, 198 
configuring, 197- 198 
Exchange, 198 
extension, 192 
fi le formats, 192, 196- 197 
Media Ke)'S, 198 
MoviePiayer, 193, 202 

creating alert so!lntlr, 215 
editing movies, 207, 209 
saving movie.,·, 209 
tmusitionr, 209 
upgmde 71/cssnge, 202 
7Vtllcbing movies, 202-203 

movies 
co/01· deptb, I 96 
creating, 233 
downloading (Internet), 

202 
frnme mte, 196 
11111/tiple tmcks, 196 
quality, 23-1 
1·esolmiou, 19 5 
specifimtions, 19-1-196 
streaming, 19 1 
h·acks, 210, 212, 214 
7Vntcbi77g, 202-203 
Web site, 202 

NIPEG enension, 192 
music, 198 
lvfusicallnstruments 

extension, 192 
overview, 17 
PicntreVicwer, 203-204 
plug-in, 650 
Power Plug extension, 192 
Preferences, I 92 
Settings contro l panel, 192, 

220 
viewing tools, 193 
VR extension, 192, 204-205 
Vleb site, 196, 204 

QuickTime 3 Pro, 194 
MoviePlayer 

editing movies, 207, 209 
snviug movies, 209 
tmnsitions, 209 

slide show, with soundtrack, 
216,2 18-2 19 

startup sound, 214-2 15 
tracks, 210, 212, 2 H 
upgrading to. 199-20 I 
\ Neb site, 199 

Q uickTime VR (Virtual 
Realit:y) , 192, 204-205 

qujtting applications, 273, 
280 

R 
RAM (Random Access 

Memory), 240, 318-320 
allocation 

adjusting, 328-329 
npplicfltions, 320, 328 
assessing, 32 1-3 2 2 

amount, 32 1-322 
available, 349 
awareness, 322-323 
disk, 332-333 

Power Books, 82 5 
settiug fiS, 6 60 
Web Sef/1'Cbiug, 659 

increasing, 330-331 
managing, 326-328 
overview, 20 
Parameter, 320, 767-768 
physica l, 318 
plug-ins, 242 
software requirements, 

240-242 
su bsti rues, 3 3 0-3 3 2 
upgrading, 333-334, 79 1 
virtual, 318, 330-33 1 

raster-based images, 184-186 

RCA jacks, 427 

Read Only Memory (ROM), 
319 

reading 
email , 559-560 
newsgroups, 67 1-673 
Simple' fextdocuments, 

414-415 

ReadMe files, 239 

RealPiayer, 651-652 

ReaiPiayet· Web site, 651 

rec newsgroup category, 664 

Recent Items folders, 125, 
127-128 

rechargeable batteries 
(PowerBooks), 825-826 

recording 
alert sounds, 309-3 10 
MacTCP in formation, 

807-808 

Recycling Bin (Windows 95, 
98), 82 

Red Green Blue color space 
(RGB), 174 

Reel.com Web site, 625 



Remote Access 
conrrol panel, 518, 540 
dialog box, 522 
Status, 16, 5 19 

removable media drives 
as bnd.1.1p hardware, 

690-69 1 
disk drives, 795-796 
overview, 13 
upgrading, 795-796 

t·emoving. See deleting 

Repeat button (AppleCO 
Audio Player), 222 

requirements 
AVP hardware and system, 

228-2 30 
software, 239 

disk space, 242-2-13 
bnrd?L'are, 2+1 
Rr/Nl. U 0-2-12 
sotn-ces, 239-240 

ResEdit, 368, 374, 740 
books, 303, 3 73 
custom icons, 303 
keyboard shortcuts 

addiug (applicm ion.'>) , 3 8 I, 
383 

creating, 375-377 
vVeb site, 3 73 

resizable windows, 42 

resizin g 
Control Strip, 146- J.l-7 
Graphing Calculator 

gmpbs, 1 J.l 
panes, 13 5 

t·esolution, 162 
determining, 170 
digital cameras, 17 1 
images, 164- 166 

bnnv.ren·, 1 7 I 
details, 169 
di.1playing on 1/lonitors, 

171 
file size, 170 
gmpbic.~ application.", 171 
higrd/01ver pixrl-to-incb 

m tio, 111011ito1; 171 
image editors, 171 

imaging dr<.'irrs. 172 
la;•our npplimtions, 171 
711f1Jllfging, 165 
71/CIIJ'/11"illf!,, / 69 
priuting. 172 

.\'tac, 166 
managing, 165 
maximum, 165- 167 
measuring, 16.l, 165 
moni tors, 172 

cbanging, /68 
COI//711011' I 6 9 
determining, 168- 169 
Hz (fj·equmcy), I 68 

Q uickTime movies, 195 
sca ru1ers, 171 

resource fo t·k, 373, 715 

t·esources (Mac OS 8.5), 
806-807 

Restart command (Special 
menu), 74, 717 

restarting· 1\tlrac, 74 

Retrospect, 694-695, 697 

Retrospect Remote, 694 

Revert button (Extensions 
Managet·), 359 

t·eviews (software), 239 

RGB (Red Green Blue) colot· 
space, 174 

Ric Ford's MadnTouch Web 
site, 624, 756 

ROM (Read Only Memory), 
319 

muter addt·esses (Internet), 
52 1, 524 

running 
installer appl ications, 

247-248 
Cmto111, 2-1-9-250 
EmJ', 2-I-8-U9 

mul tiple applications, 9- 10 
PC disks on :'vhlcs, 490 
PC fi les on tvhcs, 502-503 
\Vindows applications, 

504-505 

Index 

Scripting Additions folder 

s 
---

S-video irtte1-faces, 427 

SafcZone feature (SAl\1), 
707-708 

sales infonnation (software), 
239 

SAM (Symantec Anti-virus 
for Macirttosh) , 706-708, 
739 

Save dialog boxes, 263, 
265-266 

saving 
desktop themes, 3 15 
email attachments, 593 
energy, I 08- I 09 
Q uickTimc movies, 209 
searches, 9 1 

scanners, 432 
buying, 433 
!unctions, 432-433 
photographs, -1-H 
resolution, 163, 171 

Scheduled Startup & 
Shutdown button (Energy 
Savet· contm l panel), 109 

scheduling stat-rup and 
shutdown times, 396-397 

sci newsgroup category, 664 

Scrapbook, 136-139 
file, H3 
items, 137-138 
opening, 137 

screen (Powet·Books) 
battery icon, H 19 
dimming, 820. 824 

screen fonts, 152, 155 
adv;llltages, 155 
disadvantages, 156 
" li·ueT:~'Pc fonts, compared, 

158 

Scl'ipt Editor (AppleScripts), 
399 

Scripting Additions folder, 
343, 399 
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scripts 

scripts, 384. See fllso macros 

Scripts folder, 343, 399 

scroll arrows, 41-42 

scroll bars, 41 

scroll boxes, 41-42 

scroll keys, 41 

SCSI (Small Computer 
Serial Interface) ddves, 
112,426 

benefits, 426 
bus, 114 
ID conflicts, 769 
PCs, 113 
PowerBooks ~s, 834-835 

Search Internet dialog box, 
95 

search mode (AppleGuide), 
282 

search site, 646 

Search tab {Explorer bar), 
646 

searching 
email, 581 
Web, 640 

acceleratiug, 656-660 
files, 91 
l-IotBot, 644-64 5 
Senrch tab (Explorer bm), 

646 
Sberlock, 64 3 
Ynboo!, 641, 643 

second-level cache, 792-793 

secure connection, 654 

security 
File Sharing, 473 
information, 6 15 
Internet, 654-655 
Internet Explorer, 655 
Power Books 

datn, 833-834 

Select a Folder dialog box, 
535 

Select Destination dialog 
box, 815-816 

selected files only backup, 
685 

selecting 
:tlert sounds, 308 
appearance, 303 
color palettes, 176 
default search sire, 646 
desktop 

pnttems, 29-t-29 5 
pictum, 297-300, 302 
tbemes, 313, 315 

disk cache, 325-326 
energy saving options 

(Power Books), 82 1-82 3 
highlight color, 303 
monitor color amount, 177 
Network Time Server, 

106-107 
numbers format, 305 
plain text (deFault emai l 

format), 575 
preferences (Finder), 

102- 103 
printers, 13 I 

Colo1Sync profiles, 44 5 
QuicKcys, 384 

RAM disk, 660 
random desktop pictures, 

302 
sites stored amount (History 

list, Internet Explorer), 
622 

sound effects, 307 
sound input source, 4 10 
startup disk, 346 
subscription preferences, 

636 
trans l~tion preferences, 

484-485 
virtual RANI, 330-33 1 
\Ncb pages display, 620-62 I 
window display, 619-620 

Send & Receive, Send & 
Receive All command 
(Outlook Express Tools 
menu), 559 

sending 
email 

011 C01J/7/Ifllld, 557-558 
Ourlook Expnfs, 556-557 
private 1llai!iug lists, 587 

c m~il attachments, 588-589 

Sent Mail folder (Outlook 
E:\.l>ress), 5 51, 578 

sequence control (macros), 
390-391 

serial connections 
(AppleTalk), 457 

serial ports, 425 

Server Options dialog box, 
106 

servers 
email, 560 
failure, 565 
news, 521 , 525 
proxy (fi rewalls), 521 
Windows NT, 492 

senice codes (URLs), 599 

Services for Macintosh 
(SFM), 492 

sets, 353 
creating, 359 
dcfinjng 

Coujlict Catcbr:r, 361-362, 
365 

Ertmsion Mtmage~; 
353-354 

editing, 365 
enabling, 362 
System Folder, 354-355 

setting. See selecting 

SFM (Services for 
Macintosh), 492 

Share Directories dialog box, 
495 

Shat·ed Direct01y dialog box, 
496 

sharing 
acti~·iry, 478-·P9 
applic;tions, 464, 486 
controlling access, 476-478 
disks, 120- 12 1 
files 

accessing, 479-481 
cbanging, 483 
gme~·ic icons, 484 
Net1v01·k B1·ow.w; 481-482 
otbr:r Macs, 464 
ove~-vie·w, 24 

-



privileges levels, -169 
wod:ing 1vitb, 483--184 
user categories, 469-470 

folders, 470-472 , 48 1-+82 
access, -1 76-478 
p1·ivileges levels, -169 
use-r mtegories, 469--170 

libraries, 337 
PC fil es 

Mr1c network (PC 
i\1/IICLAl\?, -19-1--197 

overvit:w, 25 
privileges, 473, 476-478 
volumes, +79-48 1 
\ •Veb pages, +86 

Sharing lnfonnation 
command, 83 

Sherlock, 96, 374, 643 

s hortcuts. See aliases 

Show All command 
(Application menu), 76 

Show Balloons command 
(Help menu), 286 

Show C lipboard command 
(Edit menu) , 338 

S how commands (Graphing 
Calculator, Equation 
menu), 133 

Shuffle button (AppleCD 
Audio Player), 222 

Shut Down command 
(Specia l menu), 74 

Shutdown Items, 398 

Shutdown Items folde1·s, 344 

shutting down (Mac), 74, 
109, 396-397 

signatures (email), 546, 548 

Simple Finder, 103 

Simple Text, 414 

SimpleSound, 309-310 

SimpleText, 414-415 

sites (Web) 
ACrTON files download, 

266 
Aladdin Systems, 590 

Index 

Small Computer Serial Interface drives. See SCS I drives 

Amazon, 62 5 
AOL (America Online), 589 
AOL Net F ind, 644 
Apple, 357, 535, 62 3 

llppleScript. creating 
(go to), -10 5--109 
upgrades, 781 

browsing 
offliue, 637-639 
subscribing, 633-636 

Cassady & G reene (Conflict 
Catcher), 360, 365, 76 1 

C hip M erchan t, 318, 325, 
334, 791 

Ci'."N, 575, 62+ 
C olm·Sync, I 80, 183 
C omputer Ois<.:aunt 

\ Vareho usc, 624 
C onn·o l Su·ip modules, 149 
Cyberian O utpost, 624 
Dantz, 697 
DVD movie source, 625 
Eudora L ite, 549 
Excite, 6++ 
Favorite, 633-63+ 
fil e name extensions, 499 
HotBot, 644 
Tnfoseek, 04+ 
Internet Explorer, 660 
local access pro\·iders, 53 3 
L1:cos, 6++ 
.\>lac E vangeList mai ling 

list , 624 
!Vlac magazines, 756 
NL!c Resource Page, 756 
MacAddicr magazine, 623, 

778 
.VlacCcntral Online, 624, 

756 
MacHomc magazine, 623 
,\tiacmillan Computer 

Publishing, 624 
Macworld magazine, 623 
l'v1icrosoft, 708 
lv1iramar, 12 I 
Music Boulcv;lrd, 625 
Net Flix, 625 
O range ;\·1icro, 505 
Outlook Express. 595 

PC Nl.ACLAN Connect 
(demo version), 493 

Q uicken, 624 
Q uicKeys, 385, 392, 413, 

+18 
Q uickTime, 196, 20+ 

QuickTime 3 Pro upgrade, 
199 

movies, 202 
ReaiPiayer, 651 
Reel, 62 5 
ResEdit (free copy), 3 73 
Ric Ford's ?vfaclnTouch, 

624, 756 
software upgrade 

information, 778 
Soft\Vindows (Jnsignia), 

503 
subscribing, 633-636 
Symantec virus info rmation, 

706 
Ted Landau 's Nlacfixlt, 

624, 756 
types, 5 12-5 I) 
U.S. Library of Congress, 

624 
vVeather Channel, 624 
Yahoo!, 535, 641 
Z DNet's !viae software, 62+ 

size 
desktop, 168 
d isplay, 168 
hard dr ives, 794 
moni tors, 169 
parti tions, 115, 117, 11 9 
pop-up windows, 58-59 

size boxes (windows), 41 

S lee p command (Special 
menu), 74 

S leep mode, 83 
PowerBooks, 820, 824-825 
st:lrting, 109 

s lide show (with sound
tt·ack), 216, 2 18-2 19 

Small Computer Serial 
lntc1·face drives. See SCSI 
drives 
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smoothing fonts 

smoothing fonts, 305 

sneakemet, 466, 490 

software. See also 
applications 

backing up, 742 
backup tools, 694-695 
conflicting, 748-749, 759, 

76 1 
Custom installer applica-

tions, 249-2 50 
deleting, 253-255 
demo versions, 239, 785 
disk space requirements, 

242-243 
documentation, 240 
Easy insta ller applications, 

248-249 
freezes, 756 
hangs, 348, 756 
hardware requirements, 

244-245 
installer applications, 

247-250 
Internet connection, 5 16 
newly installed, 25 1-252 
packag ing, 240 
PC MACLAN, 494-497 
PC MACLAN Connect, 

493 
PCs, 493 
Publisher's Web site, 239, 

777 
RAJ\11 requirements, 

241-242 
ReadMe files, 239 
registering, 252-253 
requ irements, 239 

disk spncc, 242 
bm·d1vnre, 244 
RAM, 240-241 
som·ces, 239-240 

reviews, 2 3 9 
sales information, 239 
Speech Recognition, 4 10 
Spell C hecker, 757 
system extensions, 348 
tools (Mac tool lci t), 

739-740 

troubleshooting, 756 
finding errors, 760-761, 

763-765 
fi·eezes, 757-758 
symptoms, 756-757 
nue:rpectedly quits, 757 

upgrade~. 253, 774-775, 
783, 786-787 

betn 1·densrs, 776 
lmg ji.reslmhto1· 1·e/enses, 

775-776 
infm·mation, 777-778 
111n)o1·1·clenses, 775 
new instnllntion, 779-780 
pntcb, 780 
1·ensons for and ngniust, 

784-785 
sources of in[om111tion, 785 
updrtUrs, 780 
VC1'Si011 1/f/11/I!S, 776-777 

SoftW.ndows, 504-505 

SoftWmdows (Insignia) Web 
site , 503 

sorting lists (List view), 51 

sounds. See nlso audio 
alert 

adding (uon-1·ccordetlj, 
310-311 

creating, 215, 224-225 
recording, 309-3 /0 
setting, 308 

Finder windows, 44 
effects, 307 
input, 427 
input source, 4 10 
modems, 538 
source, 412 
startup, 2 14 
stereo, 46 

soundtracks (QuickTime 
movies), 210, 212 

sources 
information 

Mac, 741 
so[171!arc upgrades, 7 8 5 

troubleshooting, 752-754 

Speakable Items 
activating, 41 1-412 

disadvantage, 412 
folder, 4 10 
QuicKeys scripts, 4 19 
Speakable Items and More 

Speakable Items folders, 
399 

speaki11g 
commands, 411-4 12 
Mac, 312 

special characters, 135 

Special menu commands, 
73-74, 81 

Eject D isk, 73 
Empty Trash, 73, I 08 
Erase D isk, 74, 49 1 
Restart, 74, 717 
Shut Down, 74 
Sleep, 74 

Speech control panel 
AppleScripts, 399 
controlling speech (Mac), 

312 

Speech Recognition soft
ware, 410 

speed 
accelerating Web searching, 

656-660 
hard drives, 794 
modems, 450-451, 5 15 

speU checker 
Outlook Express, 550 
software, 757 

spirming down hard drive 
(PowerBooks), 810, 
824-825,817 

spring-loaded folders, 8, 61 

standard application com
mands 

Edit menu, 260 
File menu, 258-259 

standard dialog boxes, 261 
Open, 261-262 
Save, 263 

Standard Views (folde r 
\vindows), 53-54 



starting. See launching 

starting up. See booting 

starn1p and shutdown times, 
396-397 

startup disk, 114 
back-up, 740-741 
deshop database, 7 17 
setting, 346 

Startup folder, 344 

Startup Items, 397 

St:trtup Items folders, 344, 
397 

startup sound, 214-215 

status display area (Internet 
Explorer), 615 

stereo sound, 46 

Stickies, 139-140 

sticky menus, 68 

storage memory 
hard drives, 793-795 
removable media drives, 

795-796 
upgrading, 793 

storing 
data, 113, 323 . Sec nlro hard 

drives 
Scrapbook items, 137-138 

streaming QuickTime 
movies, 191 

structure (\Veb pages), 
603-604 

Stuffft, 589 

Stufflt Expander, 257, 590 

StuffltCMPiugin, 71-72 
subnet mask (Internet), 521, 

524 

subscribing 
Favorite Web sites, 63 3-634 
newsgroups, 665, 669-67 1 
preferences (Internet 

E;q)lorer), 636 
public mailing lists, 585 
Web sites, 633, 635-636 

substitutes (RAM), 330-332 

suitcase fonts, 152, 155 
advantages, 15 5 
disadvantages, 156 
1l·ueType fonts, compared, 

158 

suitcases, 153-154, 344 

surfing (Internet), 88, 95-96 
favorites, 605-608 
links, 605 
offline, 637-639 
subscribing, 635-636 
URLs, 606 

Symantec Anti-virus for 
Macintosh (SAM), 706- 708, 
739 

Symantec virus information 
Web site, 706 

symbols, 135 

synchronizing files and 
folders, 830-832 

synta.:x (AppleScript), 406 

system 
adding components, 

8 15-8 16 
Extensions (Disabled) fold

er, 344 
fonts, 152, 155 

ndvnmnges, I 55 
disadvantages, 156 
True Type fonts, comprn-ed, 

158 
hardware. See hardware, 787 
RA.J\11, 3 27 
requirements 

AVP, 228-230 
Inte?'net, 5 I 4 
rmming Mac OS 8.5, 806 

resources, 349 

System 8.5 CD-ROM, 807 

system files, 344 
disabling 

COiiflict Cn.tclm; 360 
E-rtmsions Nlnnnge1; 

352-353 
11lflll11tilly, 3 50 

Index 

System Profiler 

enabling 
Conflict Catc/;e-,; 3 6 I 
£•tensions Mnnage1; 153 
111fi1ZUa/ly, 3 50 

information 
getting, 3 6 3 

System Folder, 336-337, 345 
changing sets, 354-355 
cleaning up, 730-73 1 
Clipboard file, 338 
Finder fi le, 340 
folders 

Appearance, 337 
Apple Menu Items, 337 
Application Supp011, 338 
Col01Sync Profiles, 339 
Contextual Jlilenu Items, 

339 
Control Panels, 339 
Conf1·ol Sn·ip Modules, 

339 
Ruensions, 3 3 9 
Fnvm"ites, 340 
Fonts, 340 
Help, 340 
Internet Serwcb Sites, 340 
Lmmcber I tems, 341 
MS Preference Panels, 34I 
Prefe1·e11Ces, 342 
PrimMonitor Docummts, 

343 
Scripting Additions, 343 
So·ipts, 343 
Shutdown Items, 344 
Startup lte1ns, 344 
System Rr:tensions 

(Disabled), 344 
Text Encodings, 344 

MacTCP D.l\TR file, 341 
overview, 2 I 
Scrapbook file, 343 
System file, 344 
text list, 3 57 
updating, 815 

System Profiler, 736-737 
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talk newsgroup category 

T 
talk newsgroup category, 664 

talking. See speaking 

tape drives, 689-690, 796 

tasks (automating), 22 

TCP/IP (Transmission 
Control Protocol/Internet 
Protocol}, 341, 524 

TCP liP control panel, 519 

teat·-off menus, 67 

tear-off tool bars, 67 

technology enablers, 348 

Ted Landau's Mac Fix It 
Web site, 624, 756 

testing 
clock configur~tion, I 07 
macros, 3 90 
newly installed software, 

25 1 

text 
fonts, 13 5 

ndding, 1 58- I 59 
cbrmging, 15 8- 159 
Cml!Tol Strip couf1·o/ pnnel, 

147 
defaults, 159 
deleting, 159 
de.\'l:top, 304-305 
fo fde1; 153, 340 
instnlliug, 158-159 
11/CII IIS , 304-305 
OVC1'V iew, 16 
PostScript, I 53, I 5 6-1 58 
screen, 152, 155- 156, 158 
smootbing (nnti-alinsiug), 

305 
mitmses, 153- 154 
Tmc1)'pe, 153, 157- 158 

formarring, 5 50 
plain, 57 5 
symbols, 13 5 

Text Encodings folder, 344 

text list (System Foldet· 
contents), 357 

Text Style conunand 
(Stickics, Note menu), 140 

text tracks (QuickTime 
movies), 210, 212, 214 

Text-to-Speech , 414. See 11/so 

voice recognition 
macros, 416-419 
non Simple"lext documents, 

4 15-416 
SimpleText documents, 

4 14-415 

themes (desktop), 313, 315 

thermal recalibration, 794 

thi1·d-party control panels 
and extensions, 348 

threads (newsgToups}, 665 

time. See clock 

title bars (windows), 40 

tool bar (Intemet Explorer}, 
613-614 

tool bars, 67 

Tools menu (Outlook 
Express) commands, 559 

topic mode (AppleGuide), 
282 

trackballs, 429 

trackpads, 429, 827-828 

transceiver, 458 

transferring 
fi les 

C111flif, 466, -/91 
net wo1·k, 467 
otber Mncs, 464, 466 
snenl:emet, 46 6 
Web!FTI~ 466 

PC l'i les to ,\!Tacs, 490 

tnmsitions (QuickTime 
movies), 209 

tnmslation prefe rences, 
484-485 

translators, 268 

Transmission Control 
ProtocoVlnternet Protocol, 
341, 524 

Trash, 82, 107 
t.!mpty warning, I 07 
emptying, 73, I 08 

Get Info command, 85 
locked items, I 08 
moving items into, 108 

Trojan Horses (viruses), 703 

troubleshooting, 750 
answering (Internet), 541 
bugs, 748 
conflicting software, 

748-749, 759, 76 1 
descriptions, 752 
disks, 72 I, 72 3 
generic icons, 766-767 
hangs, 348 
hardw<lre 

C01'/'CCting, 768-769 
disk d1'1'ves, 769 
instnllntion.r, 770 
SCSI fD conflict, 769 
symptoms, 7 6 8 

hardware fai lures, 749 
Internet connection, 

540-542 
lost preferences, 767 
lost time or date, 767-768 
Mac, not starting, 770 
miscellaneous, 758-759 
modem, 541 
observation, 7 51 
planning for, 734-735 
preventing, 3 I 
recreating problems, 7 5 1 
software, 756 

finding, 760-761, 
763-765 

freezes, 757- 758 
uew6' iustnlled, 251-252 
symptom.\~ 756-757 
tmexpectedly quits, 757 

solutions, 7 54 
solving, 752 
sources, 752 -754 
unexplained crashes, 348 
user related, 747-748, 

755-756 
viruses, 749 
\ Neb sites, 756 

tTue color (color system), 
174 



TrueType fonts, 153, 157-
158 

turning Macs on and off, 74, 
396-397 

TV Tuner Guide Additions 
(AVP), 230 

TV/movies (watching), 
231-232 

Type columns (Extensions 
Manager), 358 

types 
tiles, 716 
partitions, 118 
Web sires, 5 12-51 3 

u 
U.S. Library of Congress 

'Web site, 624 

Unallocated (pa1·tition), 118 

unattended backups, 686 

uncompressing files, 
589-590 

undeliverable email. See 
bounced email 

underlining (AppleGuide), 
283 

Uniform Resource Locators. 
See URLs, 598 

u nins tailing 
fonts, 159 
software, 253 

installf'J; 2 S4 
11/a/11lfllly, 254-25) 

unique menus, 6 7 

U niversal Sedal Bus (USB), 
113, 426-427 

urunoderated 
mailing lists, 586 
newsgroups, 666 

unplugging (PowerBooks), 
821 

unstuffing 
compressed tiles, 257 
tiles, 72 

unsubscdbing (newsgroui>S), 
676 

updaters (software upgrade), 
780 

updating 
Internet Explorer, 660 
System Folder, 815 

upgrading 
drives 

CD-R rh·ivcs, 796 
CD-RW rh·ives, 796 
bard ch-ives, 793-795 
removable disk rb·ives, 

795-796 
1"e1110VIIble 111cdia d1·ives, 

795-796 
tape rh·ives, 796 

hardware, 787 
evaluarh~g, 799-80 I 

PCI cards, 797- 799 
processor, 796-797 
Quick Time 3 Pro, 199-20 I 
RJuvi, 333-334, 791 
second-level cache, 792-793 
software, 25 3, 774-775, 

786-787. See also Mac OS 
beta 1·e/eascs, 77 6 
bug fixes/minor 1·eleascs, 

775-776 
iufomlfltiou, 777-778, 

785 
111ajm· 1·cleases, 775 
11t.'7V installation, 779-780 
patcb, 780 
1·easons against, 784-785 
1"e//S011S.fiJ1; 784 
updaters, 780 
venion nmlles, 77 6-777 

storage memory, 793 
V Rr\..t\1, 792 

URLs (Unifonn Resom·ce 
Locators), 598 

documents, 600 
domain names, 599 
newsgroups, 664 
service codes, 599 
'Neb browsing, 606 

USB (Universal Serial Bus), 
113, 426-427 

Index 

vector-based graphics 

User dialog box, 494 

usernames 
email addresses, 545 
passwords (Internet config

uration information), 525 

users (file sharing) 
accounts, 473-474 

creating, 474-475 
editing, 476 

categ01·ies (files and folders), 
469-470 

groups, 476 
problems, 74 7-748, 755-756 

Users & Groups control 
panel, 474 

Users & Groups dialog box, 
494 

utilities. S ee also applications 
Battery Reconditioning 

Prrum Books, 819 
reconditioning b11tteries, 

826 
Conflict Catcher. Sec 

Conflict Catcher 
File Synchronization, 

830-832 
In ternet Contig, 51 8 
Key Caps, 135 
MacsBug, 344 
QuicKeys, 368 

rh·ivcs and volumes, 384, 
392-394 

keyboard short wts, 
383-386 
keyboard sbortmts 

(macros), 387-39 1 
7/lf/C/"OS, 384 
printe?·s, 384 

Smffit Expander, 257 

v 
variation color, 302 

VDSL (Ve1y High Speed 
Digital Subscriber Line), 
457 

vector-based graphics, 184, 
186 

891 



Index 
892 ve rsions (soft ware upgrades) 

versions (software upgndes), 
776-777 

video 
capturing (AVP), 233 
digital 

digital mmems, ..J3) 
Quick Time file formats, 

196 
increasing output, 792 
sources (AVP), 229 

video cards, 166 

video mirrod ng (PowerBook 
Conu·ol Stdp), 827 

Video R.A.i\11 (VRI\M), 165, 
792 

View menu, 81 

View O ptions dialog box, 55 

viewing 
email attachments, 591 
Iiles 

as buttons, ..J) -..J7 
11s icons, ..J) -..J 7 
rommellfs, ..J8 
dntes, ..J8 
in lists, ..J5, -17-52 
lubelr, ..J8 
si::,e, ..J8 
r_ype, ..J8 
'llenions, ..J 9 

partitions, 115 
QuickTime 

/vloviePia)•e'l; 193 
Piam·eVii'ilWI; 193, 

203-20-1 
plug-in, /9 3 

views 
folder windows 

Button, ..J )-..J7 
CI/S/0711 Vil!'ll'S, 5..J-) 6 
bicmrcbiml vil!'il 'S, 56-)7, 

125 
Icon, ·H-..J7 
List, ..J), ..J?-)2 
prcftmu·es, 52-H 
Stmultl1'd Vie1vs, 5 3-5..J 

Extensions Manager 
window, 357 -

pop-up windows, 60 

Views Preferences d ialog 
box, 53 

virtual RAM (memory), 240, 
318 

setting, 330-33 1 

vi m ses, 749, 766 
anti-\~rus applications, 

705-706 
Disi11fertallt, 708-709 
macro vimscs, 708 
SAl'·d (Symantcc A nti-

vi1'11sfor Nladutosh), .l't'l' 

S.·l;\ l 
application, 703 
i\utoPiay (QuickTimc), 198 
common effects, 70+-705 
email, 70+ 
infected files, 702 

irlentifing, 70..J-70) 
prevL'llt ing, 70-1, 710 

macro, 703 
overview, 30 
PCs, 506 
Trojan Horses, 703 
worms, 703 

voice recognition 
characters, 4 10 
commands, +I 0 

11ames, d;anging, ..J/2 
speaking, ..J 11-..J 12 

configuring, +10-411 
overview, 22 
voice, changing, 4 10 

volume (AppleCD Audio 
Player), 222 

volumes, 112-113 . See al.m 
pat'litioning 

Apple menu, 130 
AppleShare, 12 
Get Tnfo command, 8+ 
indexing, 93-94 
mounting 

th-ivcs, 119 
Quid(~)'S, 384, 392-39-1 
shared, ..J7 9-..J8/ 
shared disk, I 20-12 1 

overview, 12 

VRAM (Video RAM), 165, 
792 

w -----
WAN (Wide-Area Network), 

515 

warranty cards, 777 

watching 
QuickTimc movies, 

202-203 
TV/ movies, 23 1-232 

wear out (hardware), 768 

Weathet· Chan nel Web site, 
624 

Web pages. Sec nlso Intemet; 
\Veb sites 

browsing ofll ine, 637-639 
display, 620-62 1 
Favorite, 633-634 
HTML source code, 628 
sharing, 486 
strucnu·e, 603-604 
subscribing, 633-636 

Web sharing featu re, 465 

\Veb sites 
ACTION files download, 

266 
Aladdin Systems, 590 
Amazon, 625 
AOL (America O nline), 589 
AOL Net f ind, 64+ 
Apple, 357, 535, 623 

AppleScript, n·eating (go 
to), 405--109 

upgmdcs, 781 
browsing 

oj]line, 637-639 
subsn·ibing, 633-636 

Cassachr & Greene (Conflict 
Catcher), 360, 365,761 

Chip Nierchant, 3 18, 325, 
334, 791 

CNN, 575, 624 
Coi01·Sync, 180, 183 
Computer Discount 

Warehouse, 624 
Control Strip modules, 149 
Cyberian Outpost, 624 
Dantz, 697 
DVD mO\'ie source, 625 
Eudora Lire, 549 



Excite, 644 
Favori te, 633-634 
file name extensions, 499 
J-IotBot, 644 
ln foscek, 644 
Internet Explo rer, 660 
local access providers, 53 3 
Lycos, 644 
Mac EvangeList mailing 

list, 624 
Mac magazines, 756 
Mac Resource Page, 756 
MacAddict magazine, 623, 

778 
MacCentral Online, 624 , 

756 
MacHome magazine, 623 
Macmillan Computer 

Publishing, 624 
Macworld magazine, 623 
Microsoft, 708 
Miramar, 121 
Music BoulevarJ, 625 
Net Flix, 625 
Orange Micro, 505 
Outlook £:\'Press, 595 
PC MAC LAN Connect 

(demo version), 493 
Quicken, 624 
QuicKeys, 385, 392,413, 

4 18 
Q uickTime, 196, 204 

Quick Time 3 Pn1 uPJ:.,rmde, 
199 

movies, 202 
ReaiPiayer, 651 
Reel, 625 
ResEdit (free copy), 3 73 
R ic Ford's MaclnTo uch 

624, 756 ' 
software upgrade 

information, 778 
SoftWindows (Insignia), 

503 
subscribing, 633-636 
Symantec v;rus information, 

706 
Ted Landau's MacFixlt, 

624, 756 
types, 512-5 13 

U .S. L ibrary of Con<rress 
624 " ' 

\Veatl1er C hannel, 624 
Yahoo!, 535, 64 1 
ZDNet's tvlac software, 624 

Wide-Area Network (VVAN) 
515 , 

windows, 36. See also dialog 
boxes 

About this Computer, 32 1 
Advanced preferences, 629 
alert, 3 7 
Alert Sounds, 309 
Apple System Profi ler, 324 
AppleGuiclc, 284 
application, 38 
applications, 258 
close boxes, 40 
collapse boxes, 40 
Conflict Catcher, 360 
contextual menus, 70 
contro l panel, 38 
differences, 41 
disk information, 40 
display (Internet Explorer), 

6 19-620 
document, 36, 45 -46 
Extensions Manager, 352, 

357 
Finder, 42--14 
floating, 43 
fo lder, 36, 45 

fentunr, 62-64 
icon.r, 45 
vie·ws, -15 -·16 
7i!i11tlow 1nrmngn11eut, .J 5 

folder icons, 40 
keypad (Crpahing 

Calculator), 133 
list in formation 41 
modal, 4 1 ' 
movable, 42 
nonmodal , 4 1 
Outlook Express, 551-552 
overview, 6 
pop-up, 57-59, 61 

closing, 59, 61 
conve1·ting wintlmvs to rmd 

from, 58-59 
c-rentiug, S8-S9 

Index 

WWW (World Wide Web) 

dmgging files auto, 57 
c:qJnndingfiles, 60 
icons, 58, 60 
11/CliiiS, 58 
opening, 57, 61 
overvie7v, 6, 8 
plnciugfileslfi!lden 7vithin, 

61 
1·esiziug, 58-S9 
Vie7VS, 60 

resiz<l ble, 42 
scro ll arrows, 4 1 
scroll bars, 41 
scroll boxes, 41 
scroll kevs 41 
size box~s,' 41 
titl e bars, 40 
Web (opening), 658-659 
\NinclowShade, 45 
zoom boxes, 40 

'Viodows platfonn 
emu lators, 503-504 
Recycling Bin , 82 
PCs 

nddi7lg (Nlnc-bnscd 
IIC!71i01"ks), -19 3 

npplictions, 504- 505 
buying, 5 06 
connecting, 49 3 
disks, 4 90--19 I 
extensions, 498--199 501 
files, 490, 497-498' 
opening Jiles, 499 
noming PC jiles, 502-503 
sbrwingfiles -19-1-497 
sofrware, -193 
tmmfe1Ting file.!, 490 
vintses, )-06 
Windows NT servers, 492 

W indowShad e, 4 5 

wizards (lntemet 
Connection) , 530-533 

worms (viruses), 703 

WWW (World Wide Web), 
28. See also lntcmet, \Veb 

893 
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Index 

Yahoo! 

X-Y-Z 
Yahoo!, 640 

advanced searches, 643 
basic searches, 641 
Web site, 535, 641 

zapping (PRAM), 767-768 
ZDNet's Mac softw:u·e Web 

site, 624 

Zen and the Art of Resource 
Editing, 303 

Zip drives, 690 

zoom boxes (windows), 40 



Turn to the Authoritative 
:ncyclopedia of Computing 

You'll find over 150 full text books onl ine, hundreds of 
shareware/freeware applications, online computing classes 

and 10 computing resource centers fu ll of expert advice 
from the editors and publ ishers of: 

• Adobe Press • Que 

• BradyGAMES • Que Education & Training 

• Cisco Press • Sams Publishing 

• Hayden Books • Waite Group Press 

• Lycos Press • Ziff-Davis Press 

• New Riders 



Task 

P reventi ng a vims infection 

Protecting your Powerl3ook with a password 

Readi ng newsgroups 

Rebuild ing your desktop fi le 

Replying to email 

Retri eving and reading email 

Running \Vindows applica tions 

Searching the In ternet with Sherlock 

Searching your email 

Setting and using favorites 

Setting custom view preferences fo r a window 

Setting Standard Views fo r all windows 

Setting the desktop pattern on your Mac 

Setting rhe startup disk 

Setting up users and groups 

Setting window preferences 

Solving hardware problems 

Subscribing to \:l.'eb sires 

Synchronizing folders and Illes 

Troubleshooting problems 

Updating your System Folder 

Upgrading hardware 

Upgrading software 

Using anti-vi rus software 

Using Conflict Catcher to manage your System 

Using Location Manager 

Using mul tiple email accounts 

Using Norton Utilities for Macintosh 

Using O utlook Express' address book fea ture 

Using printers 

Using the Assistants 

Using the desktop's contextual men u 

Using the Graphing Calculator 

Using tl1e !VIae's H elp Center 

vVarching TV or movies on the desktop 

Working with pop-up windows 
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